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To 
THE KING'S ~IOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY. 

May It Please Your Majesty, 

We, the Commissioners appoin~ to examine and report on the present 
conditions of agricultural and. rural economy in British India, and to 
make recommendations for the improvement of agriculture and to 
promote the welfare and prosperity of the rural population; in particular, 
to investigate :-(a) the .measures now being taken for the promotion 
of agricultural and veterinary research, experiment, demonstration and 
education, for the compilation of agricultural statistics, for the introduc
tion of new and better crops and for improvement in agricultural practice, 

. dairy farming and the breeding of stock; (b) the existing methods of 

. transport and marketing of agricultural produce and stock; (c) the 
methods by which agricultural operations are financed and credit afforded 
to agriculturists; (d) the main factors affecting rural prosperity and the 

! welfare of the agricultural population; and to make recommendations; 
availing ourselves of Your Majesty's permission to report our pr9ceedings 

.' from time to time, desire to submit to Your Majesty the minutes of the 

. evidence which we have taken in respect of Sind on the subject of our 
Inquiry. 

All of which we most humbly submit for Your Majesty's most gracious 
~ consideration; 

(Signed) LINLITHGOW, 
Ohairman. 

( 
" 

H. S. LAWRENCE. 

( 
" 

T. H. MIDDLETON. 

( " 
J. MACKENNA. 

( " 
H.CALVERT. 

( 
" 

GAJAPATI NARAYANA DEO. 

( 
" 

N. GANGULEE. 

( 
" 

L. K. HYDER. 

( ;, ) B. S. KAMAT. 

(Signeil) .• J. A. MADAN, 

( ".} F. W. H. SMITH, 

Joint Secretaries. 
. .. 

26tflJan"f1l'TY 1928. 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE-
Generally, 

To examine and report on the present conditions of agriculture and 
rural economy in British India and to make recommendations for the 
improvement of agriculture and the promotion of the welfare and 
prosperity of the rural population; 

In particUlar to investigate-
,(a) the measures now being taken for the promotion of agricultural 

and veterinary research, experiment, demonstration and educa
tion, for the compilation of agricultural statistics, for the intro
duction of new and better crops and for improvement in agricul
tural --practice, dairy farming and the breeding of stock; 

(b) the existing methods of transport and marketing of agricultural 
produce and stock ; 

(c) the methods by which agricultural operations are financed and 
credit a:fJorded to agriculturists; 

(d) the main factors affecting rural prosperity and the welfare of the 
agricultural population; 

and to· make recommendations. 
It will not be within the scope of the Commission's duties to make 

recommendations regarding the existing system of landownership and 
tenancy or of the assessment of land revel).ue and irrigation charges, or 
the existing division of functions between the Government of India and 
the local Gove1'llments. But the Commission shall be at liberty to suggest 
means whereby the activities of the Governments in India may best be 
co-ordinated and to indicate directions in which the Government of 
India may usefully supplement the _activities of local Goverrup,ents. 

110 Y 3I5-a 
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QlJESTIONNAIRE 

PART I 
Question. 

1. Research. 
2. Agricultural Education. 
3. Demonstration and Propaganda. 
4. Administration. 
5. Finance. 
6. Agricultural Indebtedness. 
7. Fragmentation of Holdings. 

8. . Irrigation. 
9. Soils. 

10. Fertilisers. 
11. Crops. 
12. Cultivation. 
13. Crop Protection. 
14. ImJ?lements. 

15. Veterinary. 
16. Animal Husbandry. 

17. Agricultural Industries. 
18. Agricultural Labour. 
19. 'Forests. 

20. Marketing. 

PART Ii 

PART III 

PART IV 

21. Tariffs and Sea~eights. 
22. Co-operation. ' i 
23. . General Education. . 
24. Attracting Capital. 
25. Welfare of Rural PopUlation. 
26. Statistics. 
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QUESTIOXNAIRE 

PART!. 
t. Research. 

(a) Have you suggestions to advance for the better organisation, 
administration and financing of-

(i) All research affecting the weHare of the agriculturist, including 
research into the scientific value of the indig~ous theory and 
traditional methods of agriculture, - . 

(ii) Veterinary research! 
(b) If in cases known to you progress is not being made beca~e of the 

want of skilled workers, or field or labQratol'J"'facilities for study or by 
reason of any other handicaps, please glvlf particulars. [Suggestions 
of a general kind should be made under (a) ; answers under this heading 
should relate to specific subjects. The purpose is to secure a list of 
the problems met with by scientifio jpvestigators in the course of their 
work which are being held over because of lack of resources or deficient 
organisation.] 

(e) Can you suggest any particular subject for research not at present 
being investigated to which attention might usefully be turned ! 

2. Agricultural Education. 
With reference to any form of agricultural education of which you may 

have experienqe, please state your views on the following :-
(i) II the supply of teachers and institutions sufficient! 

(ii) Is there an urgent need for extension of teaching facilities in any 
district or districts known to you personally! -

(iii) Should teachers in rural areas be drawn from the agricultural 
olasses ! 

(itl) Are the attendances at existing institutions as numerous as you 
would expect in present circumstances; if not, state reasons. 
Can you suggest measures likely to stimula.te the demand for 
instruction ! 

(tI) What are the main incentives which induce lads to st~dy 
agriculture' . 

(tn) Are pupils mainly drawn from the agricultural classes ! 
(mi) Are there any modifications in existing courses of study which 

appear to be called for; if so, what are they! 
(mii) What are yourviewl upon (a) nature study ; (b) school plots; 

(e) school farms! ' , 
(iz) What are the careers of the majority of students who hav.e 

studied agriculture! . 
(x) How can agriculture be made attractive to middle class youths , 
(xi) Are there recent movements for' improving the technical 

knowledge of students· who have studied agriculture!-



(xii) How can adult education in rural tracts be popularIsed! 
(xiii) In suggesting any scheme for better educational facilitieS in 

rural areas, please give your views for (a) its~administration 
and (b) its finance. 

3. Demonstration and Propaganda. 
(a) What are the measures which in your view have been sU:ccessful in 

influencing and improving the practi~e of cultivators! 
(b) Can you make suggestions for increasing the effectiveness of field 

demonstrations ¥ , ~ 
(e) Can you suggest methods whereby cultivators may be induced to 

adopt expert advice! 
,(d) If you are aware of any striking instances of the success or the 

failure of demonstration and propaganda work, please give particulars 
and indicate the reasons for success or for failure. . 
4. Administration. 

(a) Do you wish to suggest means towards the better co-ordination 
of the activit.ies of the Governments in India or to indicate directions 
in which the Government of India may usefully supplement the activities 
of the local Governments ! 

(b) Is it your opinion that the expert scientific knowledge required 
in the development of agriculture in the different Provinces could be 
supplied to a greater extent. than is the case at present by increasing 
the scientific staff of the Government of India! If so, indicate the types 
of work which would benefit by pooling the services of experts, ana 
suggest how that work should be controlled. ~ 

(e) Axe you satisfied from the agricultural standpoint with the services 
afforded by- ~ 

(i) The Agricultural and Veterinary Services, 
(ii) Railways and steamers, 

(iii) Roads, 
(iv) Meteorological Department, 
(v) Posts, and 

(vi) Telegraphs, including wireless! 
If not, please indicate directions in which you ~think these Services 

might be improved .l:Ir extended.· 
5. Finance. 

(a) What are your -views as to the steps' that should be taken for the 
better financing of agricultural operations and for the provision of short 
and long-term credit to cultivators 1 " I 

(b)' Do you wish to suggest means whereby cultivators may be induced 
to make fuller ~e of the Government system of t<u:cavi ,1 
6. Agriculturai Indebtedness., 

(a) What in your opinion are 0:-
(i) the main causes of borrowing.' 

(iil the sOllFces of credit, and . 
(iii) the reason!! preventing repayment: 



(b) What measures in your opinion are necessary for lightening agri
culture's burden of debt ~ For example, should special measures be taken 
to deal with rural insolvency, to enforce the application of the Usurious 
Loans Act, or to facilitate the redemption of mortgages ~ 

ee) Should measures be taken to restrict or control the credit of 
cultivators such as limiting the right of mortgage and sale 1 Should 
non-terminable mortgages be prohibited t . 
7. Fragmentation of Holdings. 

(a) Do you wish to suggest means for reducing the loss in agricultural 
efficiency attendant upon the excessive subdivision of holdings 1 

(b) What are the obstacles in the way of consolidation and how can 
they be overcome 1 

(e) Do you consider l~gislation to .be necessary to deal with minors, 
widows with life interest, persons legally incapable, alienation and. 
dissentients, and to keep disputes out of the courts ~ 

PART II 
8. Irrigation. 

(a) Name any district or districts in which you advocate the adoption 
of new irrigation schemes, or suggest extensions or improvements in the 
existing systems or methods of irrigation by-

(i) Perennial and non-perennial canals, 
(ii) .Tanks and ponds, 
(iii) Wells. 

What are the obstacles in your district or Provjnce to th~ extension of 
irrigation by each of the above methods ~ 

(b) .!Ie you satisfied :with the existing methods 'ofdistributing canal 
water to cultivators 1 Describe the methods that have been employed 
to prevent wastage of water by evaporation ~nd by absorption in the 
soil. What form of outlet for distribution to cultivators at the tail 
end do you regard as the most equitable and economical ~ Have these 
methods and devices been successful, or do you wish to suggest improve
ments t 

(N.B.-Irrigation charges are not within the terms of reference of the 
Commission, and should not be commented upon.) 
9. Soils. 

(a) Have you suggestions to make- • 
(i) for the improvement of soils, whether by drainage OJ: other means, 

• not dealt with under other headings in this queStionnaire. 
(ii) for the reclamation of Alkali (Usar) or other uncultivablll land, 

(iii) for the prevllntion of the erosion-of the surface soil by flood. 
water 1 . 

. (b) Can you give instances of soils known to you which, within your 
recollection, have-

(i) undergone marked improvement, 
(ii) suffered marked deterioration' 

If so, please give full particulars. 
110 y 315-6 
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(e) What measures should Government take to encourage the reclama
tion of areas of cultivable land which have gone out of cultivation! 

10. Fertilisers. 
(a) In your opinion, could greater use be profitably made of natural 

manureS or artificial fertilisers! If so, please indicate. the directions 
in which you think improvement possible. 

(b) Can you suggest measures to prevent the fraudulent adulteration. 
of fertilisers ! 

(e) . What methods would you employ to popularise new and improved 
fertilisers ! 

(d) Mention any localities known to you in which a considerable 
increase in the use of manures has recently taken place. 

(e) Has effect of manuring with phosphates, nitrates, sulphate of 
ammonia, and potash manures been sufficiently investigated ¥ If so, 
what is the r-esult of such investigation ¥ -

(f) What methodS' would you employ to discourage the practice of 
using cowdung as fuel ¥ . 

11. Crops. 
(a) Please give your views on-

(i) the improvement of existing crops, 
(ii) the introduction of new crops including fodder crops, 
(iii) the distribution of seeds, 
(iv) the prevention of damage by wild animals. 

(b) Can you suggest any heavy yielding food crops in replacement of 
the present crops ¥ 

(e) Any successful efforts in improving crops or substituting more 
profitable ""ops which have come under yourown observation should be 
mentioned. . -

12. Cultivation. 
Can you suggest. improvements in-

(i) the existing :system of tillage, or . 
(ii) the customary rotations or mixtures of the more important crops! 

13. Crop Protection; Internal and External. 
Please give your views on-

(i) The efficacy and sufficiency of existing measures for protection 
of crops from external infection, pests and diseases. '~ 

(ii) The desirability of adopting internal measures against infection .. 

'4. Implements. 
(a) Have you any suggestion for the improvement of existing, or the 

introduction of new, agricultural implements and machinery' 
(b) What steps do you think may usefully be "taken to hasten the 

adoption by the cultivator of improved implements 1 
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(e) Are there any difficultieS which manufacturers: have to contend 
with in the production of agricultural implements Qr their distribution 
for sale throughout the country! If so, can you suggest means .by 
which these difficulties may be remove4 ! . 

PART III 
15. Veterinary. . 

(a) Should the Civil Veterinary Department be under th"8 Director of 
Agriculture or should it be independent! 

(b) (i) Are dispensaries under the -control of Local (District) Boards! 
Does this system work well ! 

(ii) Is the nee.d for expansion being ade-quately met! 
(iii) Would you advocate the transfer of control to Provincial 

authority' 
(e) (i) Do agriculturists make full use of the veterinary dispensaries ! 

If not, can you suggest improvements to remedy this ! 
(ii) Is full use m8.de of touring dispensaries ! 
(d) What are the obstacles met with in dealing with contagious diseases! 

Do you· advocate legislation dealing with notification, segregation, 
disposal of diseased carcases, compulsory inoculation of contacts and 
prohibition of the movement of animals exposed to infection! Failing 
legislation, can you suggest other means of improving existing conditions ! 

(e) Is there any difficulty in securing sufficient serum to meet the 
demand! 
. (f) What are the obstacles in the way of popularising preventive 

inoculation 1 Is any fce charged, and, if so, does this act as a deterrent! 
(g) Do you consider that the provision of further facilities for research 

into animal disease is desirable ! 
If so, do you advocate that such further facilities should take the 

form of-
(i) an extension of the Muktesar Institute, or 
(ii) the setting up, or extension of, Provincial Veterinary Research 

Institutions ! 
(A) Do you recommend that special investigations should be conducted 

by- . 
(i) officers of the Muktesar Institute, or 
(ii) research officers in the Provinces ! 

(i) Do you recommend the appointment of a Superior Veterinary 
Officer with the Government of India! What advantages do you expect 
would rCllult from such an appointment! 
16. Animal Husbandry. 

(a) Do you wiRh to make suggestions for
(i) improving the breeds of livestock, 
(ii) the betterment of the dairying industry, 
(iii) improving existing practice in animal husbandry 



(b) Comment ~n the following as causes of injury to cattle in your 
distric1r-

(i) Ov:erstocking of common pastures, 
(ii) Absence of enclosed pastures, such as grass borders in tilled 

fields, 
(iii) Insu.fli.ciency of_ dry fodder such as the straw of cereals or the 

stems and leaves of pulses, 
(iv) Absence of green fodders in dry seasons, 
(v) Absence of mineral constituents in fodder and feeding stuffs. 

(c) Please mention the months of the year in which fodder shortage 
is most marked in your district; For how many weeks does scarcity 
of fodder usually exist' After this period of scarcity ends how many 
weeks elapse before young growing cattle begin to thrive' 

(d) Can you suggest any practicab!e methods of improving or supple
menting the fodder supply that would be applicable to your district , 
. (e) How can landowners be induced to take a keener practical interest 
in these matters , . 

PART IV 
17. Agricultur~l Industries. 

(a) Can you give any estimate of the number of days of work done by 
an average cultivator on his holding during the year' What does he 
do in the slack season , 

" (b) Can you suggest means for encoura'ging the adoption of subsidiary 
industries' Can you suggest any new subsidiary industries to occupy 
the spare time of the family which could be established with Government 
aid , 

(c) -What are the obstacles in the way of expansion of such industries 
as beekeeping, poultry rearing, fruit growing, sericulturei pisciculture, 
lac culture, rope making, basket making,' etc. , 

Cd) Do you think that Government should do more to establish 
industdesconnected with the preparation of agricultural produce for 
consumption, such-p,s oil pressing, sugar mal-ing, cotton ginning, rice 
hulling, utilisation of wheat straw for card-board, utilisation of cotton 
seed for felt, fodder, oil and fuel, utilisation of rice straw: for paper, etc. , 

'(e) Could s~bsidJary employment be found by encouraging industrial 
concerns to move to rural areas' Can you suggest methods , 

(J) Do you recommend a more intensive study of each rural.industry 
in its technical, commercial and financial aspects, with a view to, among 
other things, intI;oduction of improved tools and appliances' 

(g) Can you suggest any other measures which might lead to greater 
rural employment' , 

(h) Call you suggest means whereby the people could be induced to 
dtlvotetheir spare time to improving the heo1th cOl?-ditions of their own 
environment' 



18. Agricultural Labour. 
(a) What measures, if any, should be taken to attract agricultural 

labour from ,areas in which there is a surplus to-
(i) areas under culiiivation in which there is a shortage ofsuch labour , 
, and 

(ii) areas in which large tracts of cultivable land remain uncultiv!1ted , 
Please distinguish between suggestions designed to relieve seasonal 

unemployment and proposals for the permanent ~gration of agricultural 
population. 

(b) If there is any shortage of agricultural labour in ybur Province, 
what are the causes thereof and how could they be removed! 

(c) Can you suggest measures designed to facilitate the occupation 
and development, by surplus agricillturallabour, of areas not at present 
under cultivation! 

19. Forests. 
(a) Do you consider that forest lands as such are at present being put 

to their fullest use for agricultural purposes!, For instance, are grazing 
facilities granted to the extent compatible with the proper preservation 
of forest areas t If not, state the changes or developments in current 
practice which you consider adVisable. 

(b) Can you suggest means whereby the supply of firewood and fodder 
in rural areas may be increased' 

(c) Has deterioration of forests led to soil erosion' What remedies 
would you suggest for erosion and damage from floods , 

(d) Can you indicate any methods by which supply of moisture in the 
soil, the rainfall and supply of canal water can be increased and reg1l.Iated 
by afforestation or by the increased protection of forests so asto benefit 
agriculture t WoUld the same methods be useful in preventing the 
destruction by erosion of agricultural land , 

(e) Is there an opening for schemes of afforestation in the neighbourhood 
of villages , 

(J) Are forests suffering deterioration from excessive grazing' Is 
soil erosion being thereby facilitated' Suggest remedies. 
20. Marketing. 

(a) Do you consider existmg. market facilities to be satisfactory , 
Please specify and criticise the markets to which you refer, and make 
suggestions for their improvement. 

(b) Are you satisfied with the existing system of marketing and distribu
tion! If not, please indicate the produce to which you refer and describe 
and criticise in detail the channels of marketing and distribution from 
the producer to the consumer in India (or exporter in the case of produce 
exported overseas). State the services rendered by each intermediary 
and whether such intermediary acts in the capacity of merchant or 
commission agent, and comment upon the efficiency of these services and 
the margins upon which such intermediaries operate. Please describe 
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the method by which each transaction is financed, or in the case of barter,. 
by which an exc~ange is effected. 

(c) Do you wish to suggest steps whereby the quality, purity, grading 
or packing of agricultural produce may be improved, distinguishing where 
possible between produce destined for-

(i) Indian markets ~ 
(ii) Export markets 1 

(d) Do 'you think that moreefIective steps might be taken to place 
at the disposal of cultivators, merchants and traders information as to 
market conditions, whether India!l or overseas; crop returns; complaints 
as to Indian produc~ from wheresoever originating; and agricultural and 
marketing news in general ~ . 

21. Tariffs and Sea Freights. 
Do existing (a) customs duties, both import and export, and (b) sea 

freights adversely affect the prosperity of the Indian cultivato.r 1 If so, 
have you any recommendations to make ~ . 
22. Co-operation. 

(a) What steps do you think should be taken to encourage the growth 
of the co-operative movement--

(i) by Government, 
(ii) by non-official agencies 1 

(b) Have you any observations to make upon
(i) Credit societies; 
(ii) Purchase societies ; 
(iii) Societies formed for the sale of produce or stock; 
(iv) Societies for effecting improvements-e.g., the digging of wells 

and the construction pf bunds, walls and fences, or the planting 
of hedges; . 

(v) Societies formed for the aggregation of fragmented holdings 
and their redistribution in plots of reasonable size; 

(t.";) Societies f~ the. co-operative use of agricultural machinery; 
(vii) Societies for joint farming; 
(viii) Cattle breeding societies; 
(ix) Societies formed for any purpose connected with agriculture 

or with the betterment of village life, but not specified above t 
(c) Where co-operative schemes for joint improvement, such as co

operative irrigation or co-operative fencing or a; co-operative consolidation 
of holdings scheme, cannot be given effect to owing to the unwillingness 
of a small minority to join, do you think legislation should be introduced 
in order to compel such persons to join for the common benefit of all ! 

(d) Do you consider that those societies of which you have personal 
knowledge have, in the main, achieved their object t 
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23. General Education. 
(a) Do you wish to make observations upon existing systems of educa

tion in their bearing upon the agricultural efficiency of the people t If 
you make suggestions, please distinguish, as far as possible, between-

(i) Higher or collegiate, 
(ii) Middle school, and 

. (iii) Elementary school education. 
(b) (i) Can you suggest any methods whereby rural education may 

improve the ability and culture of agriculturists of all grades while 
retaining their interest in the land t . 

(ii) What is your experience of compulsory education in rural areas 1 
(iii) What is the explanation of , the small proportion of boys in rural 

primary schools who pass through the fourth class! . 
24. Attracting Capital. 

(a) What steps are neQessary in order to induce a larger number of 
men of capital and enterprise to take to agriculture 1 

(b) What are the factors tending to discourage owners of agricultural 
land from carrying out improvements ! 

25. Welfare of Rural Population. 
(a) Outside the subjects enumerated above, have you any suggestions 

to offer for improving hygiene in rural areas and for the promotion of 
the general well-being and prosperity of the rural population 1 

(b) Are you, for instance, in favour of Government conducting economic 
surveys in typical villages with a view to ascertaining the ecoIiomic 
position of the cultivators ¥ If.so, what, in your opinion, should be the 
scope and methods of such enquiries t 

(c) If you have carried out anything in the nature of such intensive 
enquiry, please state the broad conclusions which you reached. 
26. Statistics. . 

(a) Do you wish to make suggestions for the extension or improvement 
of the existing methods of-

(i) ascertaining areas under cultivation and crops; 
(ii) estimating the yield of agricultural produce; 
(iii) enumerlj.ting livestock and implements; 
(iv) collecting information on land tenure; the incidence of land 

revenue and the size of the agricultural population; 
(v) arranging and publishing agricultural statistics ! 

(b) Have you any other suggestions to make under this heading! 
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SIND 

I. GENERAL FEATURES 

The Province of Sind, lying between 23° and 28° north latitude; for~ 
t~e extreme north-western portion of the Bombay Presidency and con
!lISts of the lower valley and the delta of the Indus. It is bounded on . 
the. north by the Punjab and the Bhawalpur State; on the east by 
RalPutana; on the south by the.Rann of Cutch and the Arabian Sea; 
and on the west by Baluchistan. The province, excluding the State of 
Khairpur, consists of seven British districts and covers an area of 
about 47,000 square miles. 

The soil of the provinCe is almost entirely alluvial, having been 
formed by the detritus of the Himalayas carried down by 
the river Indus from which it takes its name. For much of its 
length in the alluvial plain, the river bed is most unstable 
and the river prone to alter its course, sometimes by many miles, in a 
single flood season. There are traces of ancient river beds in many parts 
of the tract, and the Indus is known in past ages to have discharged its 
waters into the sea at a P9int about 200 miles east of its present 
mouths. For about five months in the year the level of the river rises 
above that of much of the surrounding country and thus enables .the 
water to be drawn off for irrigation by canals which take off from .the 
main river a.t points where its banks have- for long been stable. To .the 
west, the level valley of the Indus is bounded by the Kirthar . Range of 
mountains which separates Sind from Baluchistan; this range has an 
average elevation of 2,000 ft. with some peaks rising .to 7,000 feet. The 
hills are stony and barren bu.t support a characteristic vegetation and 
afford grazing to large herds of cattle, sheep and goats. 

The forests which consist mainly of babul (Acacia arabica) fringe the 
banks of the river for 300 miles. 

The finest and most. productive region lies in the neighbourhood 
of Shikarpur and Larkana in a long, narrow stretch extending 
100 miles from north to south, enclosed on the one side by .the river 
Indus and on the other by the hills of Baluchistan. Another grea.t 
alluvial tract with an average width of 70 .to 80 miles stretches 
eastward from the Indus. Sandhills abound near .the eastern border, 
and large tracts remain sterile for want of irrigation. 

The soil of Sind consists of a plastic clay s.trongly impregnated with 
salts and is remarkably fertile under irriga.tion. 

No soil survey of .the province has been made. But five types of soils 
are usually distinguished: (I) wariasi, 1?08e sand fit only. fo~ m~lon 
cllltivation, (2) kacha, land resultmg from recent mundatlOn, 
(3) ohiki or paki, hard black soil which has been under wa.ter for 
some time and which is lisually very stiff and heavy .to work, 
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(4) rao or raewari, soil enriched by the detritus of hill torrents, and 
(5) dasar, a term widely used for soft or light coloured but 
productive soil. Besides these, there is also the kallar 'or salt-affected 
land. 

Owing to the absence of monsoon rainfall, the climate of 'Sind ranks 
amongst the hottest in India. On the coast, sea-breezes render it 
equable but, in northern Sind, variations of temperatures are extreme. 
For the whole province, the average mean temperature of the summer 

. months is 95° and that of the winter months 60°. In the north, the 
summer maximum frequently rises to 114° and occasionally to 125°; 
while in the winter, frost occurs at night and, even in the day time, 
the temperature falls to 40°. Nowhere in India is the hot weather 
so prolonged. 

':(he rainfall of Sind is very scanty and irregular; in some years, 
there may be no rain, and in others cyclonic storms may bring 
16 inches in a day. T.he average is about 8 inches. Exceptin the 
two areas noted below, cultivation depends not upon the rainfall, 
but upon the river Indus. These areas are the' hilly tract of 
Kohistan on the west, and the tract to the south-east of the 
province known as the Thar desert. These tracts are above the 
ri ver valley and cannot be reached by canals; rainfall is uncertain 
and the cultivation is most precarious. The inhabitants are chiefly 
nomadic cattle and camel breeders, and, to them, agriculture is only a 
subsidiary industry, 

The height and duration of the inundation of the river is 
dependent on the melting of the snows in the Himalayas and 
on the rainfall in the Punjab, and varies greatly. If the river 
remains high from May to September, a bumper harvest may be 
reaped over an area of 4' 5 million acres. If the river fails, as it 
did in 1918-19, the area falls to 2'75 million acres and the outturn is 
very poor. 

The most important crop in Sind is rice (1,000,000 acres). The next 
in importance is bajri, which covers almost the same area. The other 
important food crops 'are jnar (600,000 acres), wheat (500,000 acres), 
and gram (200,000 acres). Amongst non-food crops, cotton was culti
vated last year in 326,000 acres and oil-seeds in about the same area. 
During the decade, 1911-21, the minimum annual value of the crops in 
the whole of Sind was, according to an estimate made by the Agricul
tural Department. Rs. 11 crores in 1918-19 and the maximumRs. 24'5 
crores iD. 1916-17. The relative importance of the chief crops of Sind is 
shown by the diagram which precedes page xiv. 

Rotation, of crops is little practised in Sind. Large areas are kept 
fallow every year. The area privately owned but not cultivated 
exceeds the net cropped area. Government w!tste land including • 
forest forms two-thirds of the entire area of the province and of this 
ahout a third is culturable waste, 



A census of cattle is taken every five years; the following Table 
'gIves a summary of the results of the last five censuses :-

No, _____ D_._ta_lla _____ I~J_l~ ~I~I 
: No. ,No. No. No. I 

1924 

No. 

1. Plough cattle 

2. Breeding Bulla 

J. CoWl 

I. '1h.·buffaloes 

5, Cattl. for other purposes •• 

Total ... ttle 

8. Totalh""",. 

7. Totahhoep 

8. Total.oata 

9. Total camela •• 

I 1 (F (guru in 1000") 

, 651 I 582' 601) I{ 682 

.. 1 8 I 10 8 J 554 - 22 

•• 1 537 717 705 617 792 

.. i 229 282 283 259 829 

::j 1.::: I 2.::: 2.::: I 1.:: 2.: 
---- 1--------------

~ ~M n ~ 

802 424 514 564 624 
r"' 
,969 1,0';4 1,101 1,028 1,511 

"I 118 116 117 117 169 

The decrease in the census of 1919 was due to the removal of cattle to 
other regions owing to the absence of grazing in the rainless year of 1918-] 9. 
One noticeable feature is the large proportion of milch cattle and cattle 
for other purposes. The Sindhi drinks milk in large quantities, and 
when suffering from dyspepsia finds ,a remedy in camels' milk. The 
desert and unirrigated parts of Sind are pastoral tracts in which the 
keeping of cattle is the principal occupation of the population. 

According to the last census, there were in 1924, 13 plough cattle, 25 
milch cattle, and 13 cattle for other purposes for every 100 acres cropped. 
Throughout the province, the general condition of the cattle is good . 
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2, PROVINCIAL INCOME 
GOVERNMENT OF 

(Figures are in 
Revenue and Expenditure 

Revenue Receipts 

Receipt heads 1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 1924-25, 

B ... n", B.".ipl. 

Principal Heads of Revenue-
l.and Revenue 144'2 83'0 72'1 62'0 

Excise Sl'O 35'0 40'S 39'1 

Stampo 16'0 19'4 20'2 19'5 

.Forest S'O 6'2 6'S 6'9 

Registration l'S 1'6 .1'0 1'0 

Scheduled taxes 0'2 U'6 

Irrigation-
Works for which Capital accouJlte are kept. 

(Net receipts aft.,.. deducting working 
expell8ell.l 

24'0 36'0 89'S 39'2 

Works for whioh no Capital accounts are kept 0'0 0'5 0'1 0'1 

Interest 1'7 3'6 2"7 l'S 

Civil Admlnistration-
Administration of Justice 1'5 2'1 1'9 l'S 

Jails and Convict Settlements O'S O'S 1'0 1'2 

Police 0'2 O'S 0'2 0'4 

Education 0'7 1'0 1:0 1'0 

Medical 0'2 0" 0'4 OS 

Pu t.lIc Health 0'1 0'1 0'2 

AlUleulture (Includlng 
operation). 

Veterinary aud Ca- D·' 0" 0'7 0'7 

!lllscellaneous Deportmont 0'1 , 0'1 0'1 

CI>oJl Works 0'6 O·g 0'7 0'9 

Miscellaneous l'S 2-2 S'2 2"6 

,.i 

Total .. 186'4 195'0 192'0 180'7 

------

.'1, B,-I. As there I. no leparate budg.t for !lind, the abovp llguree have been extracted flODl 
2. Flll1l1"es for Capital Receipts In Slud are not available. 



AND EXPENDITURE 
BOMBA¥ (SIND) 

lakhs of rupees) 
coorged to Revenue 

xix 

Expenditure charged to Revenue 

----~;;:;;::-;.-::.- - - --- : 1921-22 F 
E:l!ptMilur, ch"rgt.d to.Rewnue 

Dk"'" Demaode on tbe Revenue-
land Revenue 

Exrlsa 

Stomp" 

l'orel!t 

_.' 

Registration 
i 

ltrIJ~~:'''i; whlcb Capital accounta are kept! ... 
Mlacellaneoua Irrigation Expenditure •. 1 

ClvU Admlnlatr.t1on-
Oeneral Admln1atratlon 

Administration of Juatice 

J.u. and Convict Settlement.. •. 

Police 

Ports aDd Pilotage •• 

Kducatlon 

Medical 

Public Healtb 

Allrieulturt! (lnclndlng Veterinary and 
operation.) 

MIaoeIIaneoUI Departments 

ClvUWorks •. 

.·1 

··i 
! 

"1 
00-

Mloeellaneoua-
IIllperanDuation Allowanee and Penalona •• 1 

Stationery aDd PrInting 

1I11eeUaneoua 

_:1 

-'1 

2S'0 

2'5 

0'7 

"2 

0'8 

n" 
SS-2 

U·S 

10'0 

6'S 

40'S 

0'1 

23" 

0'9 

S'l 

S'5 

o·s 
22'2 

0'9 

1-2 

-1'0 

fG'l 

1"S 

0'0 

3'5 

1-0 

12'9 

23'1 

20-7 I 
9'6 

5'9 

36'1 

0'1 

23'0 

"6 

S'5 

S'S 

0'8 

10" 

6'1 

1 
10!3-2~ 1924-26 I !----

30'2 ; 

l'S , 

o·s 
S'6 

0-9 

i 
I 

1 

16-! i 
18'5 I 

I 
19'6 

10-0 

5'2 

S5'1 

0'1 

26'6 

5'3 

_ 2'0 

S'S 

_ O'S 

6'0 

2\' 6 

23'\ 

H'S 

U'5 

S'9 

36'0 

0'3 

2S'S 

S'3 

Z'9 

s" 

0'3 

S'O 

7'1 

1'0 

0'2 

Total 221'0 
----I 

. '11 ___ 2_19_'_S_I ___ 20_9_'O_l __ 202'2 
--------

Cap/llJl Bqenditur. in 81"" I 
Oonatruetlon of IrrIgation Worn _ .\ 

Capital OUtlay on Improvement In PUblll 
Health. 

ClvU Warks not chari!ed to Bevenue 

I 

5'6\ 
! 

19'1 II 

o'S 

7'1 i 

Sl'6 

0'0 

0'6 

12'-0 

12-2 I 
--I - - ---'---1----

Total •. 6'6 I Sl'o 1S6'2 



3. REVENUE ADMINISTRATION AND LAND RECORDS 

Sind is a province of the Bombay Presidency and is wider a Commis
sioner, who has considerably larger powers than those of an ordinary 
Commissioner of. a division. Under certain Acts he has the powers of 
a local government, whilst under others he has powers which in the rest 
of the presidency are exercised by heads of departments. There are 
seven districts. in Sind, of which six are under Collectors and one under a 
Deputy Commissioner. The Collector or Deputy Commissioner is in 
charge of the revenue administration of the district and, is also the chief 
magisterial authority, and the district registrar. For each truuka in the 
collectorate, there is an officer called the mukhliarkar who, in addition 

. to his revenue duties, is in charge of. the sub-treasury and exercises 
magisterial powers. An assistant or deputy collector is in charge of a 
revenue sub-division comprising several talukas. The collection of the 
land revenue is performed by the tapedars, each of whom is responsible 
f.or a group of villages which varies in number from five to ten. 
Between the mukhliarkar and the tapedar there is. a staff of inspecting 
officers known as supervising tapedars, of. whom there is one to every 
four or five tapedars. The Manager of Encumbered Estates is 
an. officer of the Indian or the Provincial Civil Service. He is appointed 
under the Sind Encumbered Estates Act, which was passed to provide 
relief to jahagirdars and zaminaa1's in debt. The management of their 
estates is undertaken by the Manager upon an application by the 
landholders. 

The functions of the Land Records Department are to provide statistics 
necessary f.or sound administration in all matters connected with the 
land, to reduce and simplify litigation in the revenue and civil court,s, 
to provide a record of rights for the protection of all who have interests 
in land, and, lastly, to simplify a.nd cheapen periodical settlement 
operations. A branch of the provincial Land Records Department is 
located in Sind and is under a Superintendent of Land Records. The 
work in the district is carried on by district inspectors, tapedars 
and supervising tapedars. Control over the district staff is exercised by 
the Collectors, the functions of. the Superintendent of Land Records 
being limited to inspection -and advice. A complete record of rights and 
interests in land has b~en prepared for the unalienated villages in the 
province except the Kohistan tract of the Karachi district and the desert 
tract of the Thar and Parkar district, and has proved of great value to the 
publio. 

Before the advent of the British in 1843, the land revenue was levied in 
kind as a share of the produce. The system was continued for some time 
but payment in cash was introduced at an early date. ~'\ter, 8: survey and 
settlement on the lines of what had been adopted in the Bombay Presi
dency was introduced in Sind, but had to be altered to suit the' special 
oonditions of a province where a large part of the land is left fallow 
every year. The assessment is fixed by the method known as irrigational 
settlement. In this settlement, the villages of a taluka are divided into 
groups arranged in accordance with the_ facilities which they enjoy for 



obtainlng water and for the disposal of produce at a market. Rates are 
then prescribed for the different methods of irrigation in each group of 
villages. The pitch of the assessment is governed by the trend of 
prices, the value of land, and the state of the canals. This system 
haa the merit of leaving the occupant the choice of the best method 
of irrigation, seMon by season, suited to the height of the river 
and the water-supply available. Assessment is levied on each survey 
number only· when it is cultivated; the size of the number has been 
reduced to the area cultivable with one pair of bullocks. No assessment 

, is collected on lands which are not cultivated, but to prevent the land 
lying idle, a fallow assessment is charged once in five years. The. 
period of settlement is normally fixed at twenty years, except in areas 
where important irrigational projects are under consideration or which 
are particularly exposed to the vagaries of the river. 

There are few tenant rights in existence. The bigger zamindars 
cultivate the lands through karia who are tenants-at-willand usually 
pay rent in kind, The smaller zamindars cultivate themselves, 

4. THE CULTIVATOR 

The census of 1921 gave Sind a population of 3,280,000 which was 
only slightly in excess of the population of 1901. There had been an 
appreciable increase between 1901 and 1911 but this increase was wiped 
out by the influenza epidemic of 1918 which took a great toll of life in 
Sind, especially in rural areas. The decJ:ease in rural population between 
1911 and 1921 was highest in the Karachi district, (14'7 per cent), and 
lowest in the Nawabshah district, (6'6 per cent). 

There are 27 towns in Sind and 5,107 villages. The province is sparsely 
populated, the average number of persons per square mile being 71. Of 
the population 2'4 millions or 75 per cent are Muhammadan and 800,000. 
or 25 per cent are Hindus. If the population is classified by occupation 
we find that l' 9 millions are landholders and tenants or agricultural 
labourers and their families. . The non-agricultural population is 
1'4 millions. The agricultural population can be divided into three 
classes, (1) the big zamindars, a small but very influential class, (2) the 
small zamindars or peasant proprietors and (3) the haria or ploughmen 
who have no direct interest in the land. 

The number of holdings in Sind is about 220,000. Their size and 
distribution is shown in the following table~-

1. Under 5 acres 68,819 

2. Between 5 and 25 acres 93,959 

3. u 25 .. 100 
" 

42,015 

4. 
" 

100 " 500 " 
11,596 

5, Over 500 acres 2,251 

The total area in these holdings is a little over 8 million acres; the 
average area of the holding is 38'7 acres and the average assessment per 



holding about\Rs. 54. The proportion of holdings in each class 'varies 
from district to district. The Upper Sind and the Thar Parkar districts 
have large estates. In Larkana and Sukkur, the proportion of large 
landholders is very small, but in the former they hold a considerable 
proportion of the land. 

The hari is a tenant who pays rent usually on a'share basis, the 
share being half the crop on flow land and one-third of the crop on lift 
land. He is, as a rule, financed by the landowner himself, who also directs 
what is to be grown and how it is to be grown, while the hari provides 
his own men, bullocks and implements. 

The problem of the consolidation of holdings was investigated but it 
was found that the evil of fragmentation does not exist in Sind to any 
large extent and that as large areas of land are still available, the problem 
has not yet become important. 

In years of good inundation, the economic condition of cultivators in 
Sind is favourable. They are not so well off in the delta, as the region 
is malarial. The position of the farm labourer has improved very 
much in recent years, as there is a greatly increased demand for labour. 
The extension of peasant proprietorship under the Sukkur Barrage 
system will also benefit men who have the ne~essary industry and 
ambition to take advantage of the new conditions. 

The staple food of the agrarian classes is either juar or bajri, except 
in the delta and the rice-growing parts of the north where rice is 
generally used. The consumption of wheat.is increasing. All classes, 
except a few Hindus, eat flesh, fowl and fish. The ordinary villager . 
lives in a low hut consisting of mud walls and a roof of thatch, with a 
hedge round it. Large sections of the people, however, especially in 
the delta. live in movable shelters of brushwood and thatch. The 
house of the zamindar is built of dry bricks and with a flat roof, and 
is usually surrounded by a wall enclosing the court-yard. 

The Sindhi is very hospitable and inclined" to improvidence in his 
expenditure; and, in consequence, large numbers are in debt. Where 
there are no co-operative societies, the cultivator resorts to a 
bania who is both a.sJ1opkeeper and a moneylender. He advances to 
the cultivator whatever he requires on condition that the crop is brought 
to him for disposal. Wherever the co-operative movement has taken 
root, the cultivator is being freed from this incubus and is becoming 
independent. The cultivators have ample leisure after their agricul
tural operations are over; but are reluctant to leave their villages and 
go to towns to seek employment. Occupations, such as the care of 
livestock, goats, sheep and cattle are largely in the hands of special 
classes. For large'works, labour has often to be imported from outside 
Sind. When the Sukkur Barrage is completed in 1931, and the irriga
tional system under it developed during the next generation, irrigation 
will be available for the whole year over the greater part of Sind 
instead of for four months, and full employment will thus be available 
for a large proportion of the population. 
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6. THE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 

The department in Sind is an integral part of the Department of Agri_ 
culture in the Bombay Presidency and is, therefore, under the control 
and guidance of the Director of Agriculture, Poona. Work in connection· 
with agricultural problems in Sind began with the estahlishment of an 
experimental farm at Hyderabad in 1884, when experiments were made 
with American cotton and the Egyptian date palm; the distribu
tion of wheat and rape seed in the Nara Valley was also commenced. 
Very little headway was, however, mad,e until 1903 when the construction 
of a perennial canal (the Jamrao Canal) suggested the possibility of 
growing long staple cotton and experiments were also undertaken with 
wheat, berseem and the irrigation systems in vogue. 

In 1906, a special officer was appointed to carry out investigations 
into Sind conditions and especially to study the problems of cultivation 
of Egyptian cotton. This led, in 1907, to the appointment of a deputy 
director of agriculture for Sind. Since then, work has developed in 
several directions. Excluding the lower grades of assistants and the 
special staff employed in connection with the experimental work under
taken in view of the Sukkur Barrage, to which reference is made 
below, the staff now consists of-

(1) one deputy director of agriculture; 
(2) one botanist. Although he is designated cotton breeder, he is 

also in charge of rice breeding and wheat breeding; 
(3) a divisional superintendent of agriculture who is in charge of 

work in east Sind; and, 
(4) thirteen graduate assistants. 

The Livestock Expert for the Bombay Presidency has control of a farm in 
Sind for the maintenance and improvement of the red Sindhi or Karachi 
breed of cattle. Sind can also indent on the services of expert officers 
of the Bombay Government, such as the Agricultural Chemist, Economic 
Botanist, etc. 

The main lines of experimental work have been the following:-
(1) The introduction, of long staple cottons. -·Attempts to introduce 

Egyptian varieties have for the present been abandoned; and attention 
is now concentrated on the introduction of American cottons. The two 
Punjab types, 4 F. and 285 F. have now been introduced on a large 
scale, especially in the Jamrao area. These are high yielding cottons, 
but the cotton breeder in Sind has succeeded in isolating still higher 
yielding strains from the general Punjab stock. These Punjab and 
American cottons are being multiplied as fast as possible; and it is 
hoped that Sind will shortly be self-dependent in the matter of 
American cotton seed. 

(2) The improvement oj Sind deshi cot/on by selection.-Of the 
several strains isolated durillg the last few years, the variety known 
&8 27 W. N. has been selected for distribution and has become 
popular. . 
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(3) The impj'ovement of wheat.-Here the work being done is 
the introduction of :rusa and Punjab wheats as well as the develop
ment of high yielding strains of Sind wheat. PUsa 12 has become the_ 
standard type of wheat in upper Sind. Two new st.rains have, however, 
now been evolved which are doing even better than Pusa 12. It is 
now possible to recommend different varieties and improved strains 
of wheat for different parts of Sind, and these have already become 
very popular. A wheat seed farm is maintained at Jacobabad. 

(4) The improvement of.rice.--Experimental work on rice has been 
recently taken up; and early and more prolific types have now been 
isolated which, on experimental areas, give an increased yield of 20 
to 30 per cent. . These are now being tried on a large scale in 
cultivators' fields. 

(5) Work on agricuUural implements.-Agricultural implements 
used in Sind are generally very crude. An appreciable advance has 
now been made by the department in the introduction of the 
Egyptian plough and various types of implements of economic value. 

The establishment of the Sukkur Barrage canal system will 
revolutionise the character of the agriculture in Sind. When the 
scheme is completed, the cropped area in Sind will be increased by two 
to three million acres annually, and cropping will be possible throughout 
the year. New and difficult problems will arise when perennial 
irrigation is.introduced into a country 'Which has hitherto been watered 
only during a small part of the year. The Government of Bombay, 
therefore, appointed, in 1923,'a committee to make suggestions as to 
the best way in which such problems should be tackled. 'J'he committee 
recommended the starting of experimental work at once under the best 
and most scientific direction obtainable and the finance thereof on a 
liberal scale ; and, in particular, (a) the establishment of three first class 
experimental stations: one on the right bank of the Indus, preferably 
at Larkana another on the left bank of the Indus at Bakrand, and a 
third at Shadipallifor the Eastern Nara tract; (b) the establishment of 
five subsidiary stations; (e) experimental work on fruit culture and 
cattle breeding; (d}}arger expenditure on propaganda, the provision of 
higher agricultural education in the province itself, and the separation 
of the Agricultural Department in Sind from that of the presidency 
proper, the former being placed under the sole control of a. local 
Director of Agriculture. The total capital cost of this scheme is 
eltimated at Rs. 7,69,000; and the recurring cost, Rs. 4,10,000. The' 
Government of Bombay accepted the recommendations with certain 
reservations but have not yet succeeded in finding the finance necessary. 
For the present, provision has been made' only for the new 
experimental station at Sakrand with a Director and a botanist, . a Boil 
physicist and chemist, a horticultural expert and six graduate assistants 
under him; and also for an agricultural engineer for Sind. The land 

. at Sakrand is typical of large areas in the. country. The problems 
which the station i~ required to solve are mainly three; (1) to determine 
what crops can most profitably be grown under Barrage conditions in' 



central Sind, and to breed types of such crops; (2) to find the b~st 
way of using the water in the prevailing conditions and (3) to find out 
the effect of perennial irrigation on the soil. Experimental work on all 
these problems was started at the station in 1926. 

Demon.strat-ion. and' propaganda.-Two difficulties in the way of 
introduction of agricultural improvements in the past have been the 
illiteracy of the people and the want of proper finance. The close 
co-ordination of the departments of Agriculture and Co·operation 
in Sind is helping the solution of tIle question of finance. Since 
1922, the carrying out of agricultural propaganda in northern and 
central Sind has been entrusted to the Assistant Registrar. The general 
control of the work is in charge of a divisional board composed of six 
members of whom four are non-officials and two officials-the Deputy 
Director of Agriculture, and the Assistant Registrar. Taluka develop
ment associations have been particularly successful in Sind, and there are 
fOJrteen such associations now in existence. They have demonstrated 
the value and extended the use of improved seed, :mplements, and 
modern methods of cultivation, have distributed large quantities of 
cotton and wheat in many areas, and are becoming an essential part of 
agricultural propaganda in the country. 

Agricnltu/f'fl education.--As there is no provision for the imparting of 
higher agricultural education in Sind, scholarships have been given 
since 1907 to enable students from Sind to go to the Poona Agri
cultural College. Selections are made by the Commissioner, and each 
scholar signs a bond that he will work in the Agricultural Departmentfor 
five years after graduation if his services are required by the department. 
From 1918 to 1922 these scholars were sent to the Punjab Agricultural 
College at Lyallpur instead of to Poona; but since 1923, the scholarships 
have again been transferred to Poona, as the Punjab autho~ties 
demanded the full cost of their training. The number of scholarships 
awarded at present is six per annum. Besides these scholarship-holders, 
there are a few private students from Sind at the Poona Agricultural 
College. 

In 1912, a school for imparting vernacular agricultural education to 
boys belonging to cultivating classes was opened at Mirpurkhas with the 
object of enabling them to improve their own lands, to manage the 
estates of zamindars, or to enter agricultural service. The school never 
became popular and was closed in 1922. Since 1924 nine agricultural 
bias schools have been opened in Sind. 

The cost of the department in Sind last year was Rs. 1,55,908. 
This is exclusive of the cost of the Sakrand farm, for which the amount 
budgeted was Rs. 1,35,000. 

Livesfock~attle 'Needing and dairying.-Sind is the home of three 
breeds of cattle of considerable merit: 

(1) the Red Sindhi or Karachi, the best milking breed in India; 
(2) the -W'hite Sindhi or Thar Parkar, a good milker and an' efficient 

draught animal; 



(3) the Bhagnari from the borders of. Baluchistan, one of the best 
draught breeds in India. 
The department has started a. farm close to Karachi for the main

tenance and breeding of the Red Sindhi. This farm contains the best 
milking stock in the country. A few Thar Parkar animals also are 
kept on it but a proposal is under consideration to start a separate 
farm for that breed in the Thar Parkar country. There is no provision 
for a similar provision for the Bhagnari breed of cattle. A small herd 
of Murrah or Delhi buffaloes is kept aj; Sukkux. 

Cattle breeding in Sind is under the control of the Livestock Expert 
who works in co-operation with the Deputy Director of Agriculture. 
Premium bulls are given out by the department to selected cultivat(lrs 
on certain conditions and this system is now specially used for the 
provision of good Bhagnari bulls in upper Sind. 

6. THE VETERINARY DEPARTMENT 

The Veterinary Department in Sind if'! independent of the department 
ill the Presidency. Sind has a separate Superintendent who is also in 
charge of Rajputana. His staff consists of two veterinary .mspectors and 
21 assistant surgeons, 18 of whom are in charge of dispensaries and :1 
are on reserve duty. Of the 18 assistant surgeons in charge of the 
dispensaries, one if! a local board servant. 

The number of veterinary dispensaries is 18; the total number of 
Jlatients treated at these dispensaries last year was about 26,500; 
medicine and advice were also given in the case of 3,800 other animals 
not brought to the dispensaries. The dispensaries are under the control 
of the district local boards, the assistant surgeons in charge being 
supplied by Government. 

Besides supervising the work of the dispensaries, the Veterinary 
Department is also engaged in the prevention and cure of contagious 
diseases, among which rinderpest is the most common. Othe;r prevalent 
diseases are foot-and-mouth disease and hremorrhagic septicremia. 
Anthrax and black-quarter also occur at times. The number of animals 
inoculated in 1926-27';was nearly 13,000. 

The Veterinary Department in Sind also supervises horse breeding 
operations. There are 9 stallions in the province towards whose main
tenance Government contributes half the cost. 

The total cost of the department for last year was about Rs. 1,84,000 
out of which Rs. 90,000 came from provincial revenues and Rs. 94,000 
from the local authorities. The latter amount includes a s~ of 
Rs.24,OOO paid by the Wadia Trust. 

7. IRRIGATION 

Practically the whole cultivation in Sind depends on irrigation by 
canals from the river Indus. The inundation of the river, which begins in 
May and subsides in September, depends on the melting of the snows in 
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the Himalayas and to a large extent upon the . .rainfall in the Punjab and 
the consequent accretions to the Indus flood from the five tributaries of 
the Punjab. The water carried by the river varies from 20,000 cusecs in 
February to 950,000'cusecs in August. The water is gauged at several 
points and when the level reads above 13 feet at Bukkur and 17 feet at 
Kotri for t~e greater part of the three months June, July and August, the 
canals receIve an adequate supply. If the level of the river rises to this 
height in May and dC)es not fall below it till September, the cultivating 
season is prolonged and the harvest is bountiful, but such years 
are rare. 

For some 400 miles from Kashmor in the north to below Tatta in the 
south, the river is confined by almost continuous earthen embankments; 
the height of these emba.nkments varies from ten to twenty 
feet according to the height of the bank of the river; it is only at rare 
intervals that the bank is so high as to require no embankment. When 
the river level rises above 16 feet at Buklrur or 22 feet at Kotri, there is 
serious danger of breaches in the embankment and of grave damage 
by flood. As the Indus runs through soft alluvial sand in most places 
it is liable to change its course by several miles in rapid movements and 
the task of protecting the embankments calls for constant vigilance and 
involves heavy expenditure by the State. These embankments have been 
constructed and gradually improved and strengthened in the hilt fifty 
years: at dangerous points, the earth wall is faced with brick or stone. 

The system of irrigation from inundation canals existed before the 
British assumed control of Sind in 1843.. These canals have been 
continuously extended and improved and new canals have been con
structed so that, at .the present date, 7,925 miles of canals are under the 
administration of the Irrigation Department. The supply of water 
is controlled by masonry head works. For the most part, the water 
runs on a higher level than the surrounding fields and flows on to them 
through distributaries which are also controlled by masonry outlets. 
Dams and regulators are construc~ed at suitable in1ervals to raise the 
height of the water in the canals. In certain tracts, particularly in 
the centre of Sind on the left bank, the land is higher than the canals 
and the water has to be raised by lift. The method commonly adopted 
is that of the Persian wheel worked by bullocks or camels. 

In order to guard against the erosion of the embankments, a channel 
sevllral miles wide has beel). left for the swings of the Indus and, in this 
tract, considerable areas are cultivated on the moisture left in the soil 
after the sub~idence of the inundation. These are the winter crops, 
wheat, oil-seeds and pulses: Of the total presl'nt cultivation of Sind, 
72 per c<:'nt is kharif and 28 per cent is rabi. 

The irrigation system in Sind is now in process of. being converted 
from an inundation to a perennial basis by the construction of 
the Sukkur Barrage and of a new system of ranals which will run 
from the Sukkur Barrage on both sides of the river; on the right 
bank to the west for 132 mileR until the Kohiatan hills interpose 
.a barrier close to Sehwan; on the left bank to the east over 205 miles 
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past Hyderabad to the Rann of Cutch and to the elevated sand-hills 
of Thar Parkar. It is estimated that this schenie will alter the 
irrigation of two-thirds of the present irrigated area of Sind, 
rendering water available for the whole twelve months of the 
year instead of for the short -inundation period of four months. The 
system will also supply water by flow to large tracts now irrigated at 
consid('rable expense by lift. It will also provide water to 3'5 mi11ion 
acres which now have no available supply for irrigation. The area 
commanded by this scheme' is 7 . 5 million acres, of which it is 
anticipated that 5' 5 million acres will eventually be cultivated annually. 
This area of 5'5 million acres cultivable by this scheme exceeds the 
present cultutable area of Egypt by 500,000 acres. 

The project is estimated to cost nearly Rs. 20' 25 crores, of which 5' 5 
crores are debited to the Barrage and 14'75 crores to the new canals. 
The Barrage is located three miles below the gorge of the river Indus 
between Sukkur and Rohri. It is to be equipped with movable gates 
which will be raised when the inundation ri~es and will be lowered 
when it falls so that the level of the water may be ret8ined at a height 
sufficient to fill the canals which take off above the Barrage. It is ~ 
anticipated that with the supply of water throughout the year the 
cultivating season will be largely altered and two-thirds of the area will 
be brought under crops in the winter season and one-third in the summer 
season. The cultivating season for cotton will be prolonged from four 
months to eight months, enabling the substitution of long staple cotton 
for the less v9.1uable short staple varieties. It is also anticipated that 
wheat and oil-seeds will also be suootituted for the less valuable 
crops of millet, while the area under rice will remain unchanged. The 
main difficulty of the cultivator at the present time is the lack of 
employment for many months of the year and it is hoped that, in this 
tract, this difficulty will be wholly relieved. 

The plain of Sind is so level, having an average slope of -six inches to 
the mile from north to south, that there are few natural drainage 
channels; and the problem of supplying drainage in conjunction with 
the new irrigation 8?heme is recl'iving the attention o! the engineers. 

8. FORESTRY IN RELATION TO AGRICULTURE 

The area in charge of both the Forest and Revenue departments is -
only 1,171 square miles. The forests which are situated along the banks 
of the Indus run in narrow strips from a quarter of a mile to two miles 
in breadth. They are liable to erosion and are seriously affected by 
changes in the c!>urse of the Indus. 

The indigenous trees consist of babul (Acacia arabica),-kandi (Prosopi! 
spicigera) , bahan (Populus euphratica) and two kinds of tamarind. A 
valuable tree, sometime!' found, is the tali (Dalbergia sissoo). 

Babul trel'S produce wood suitable equally for building, fuel and 
ploughs; seed pods useful for feeding cattle; bark for tannirg; and 
le~ves ~nd thorns as ~ favourite fodder fo", c!lomels and ~oats; ~nd 



within the limits of central Sind are a host for the lac insect. Bahan 
yields light soft wood for building purposes. 

The number of cattle admitted to grazing in the forests in 1925-26 
was nearly 100,000, equally divided between horned cattle and sheep 
and goats. About 2,000 camels were also admitted to browsing. The 
average expenditure on the forests in Sind for the last quinquennium 
came to Rs. 3 '75lakhs, while the revenue was Rs. 6,85,000. 

Besides the State-owned forests mentioned above, it is not uncommon 
in Sind for zamindars to have private groves of their own. These are 
known as huris which are well preserved and are a source of appreciable 
profit to their owners. 

9. GENERAL EDUCATION 

Educationally, Sind is very backward: the percentage of literacy for 
all communities is 4'1 only; but in the case of Muhammadans it 
goes down to 2'7 and amongst the advanced communities rises to 12'6. 
The fact that the pcpulation is widely scattered is a great obstacle in the 
spread of literacy. The main rea~on, .however, is the general apathy 
to education ot the Muhammadans who form three-fourths of the 
total population. Recently, however, thiP community has shown 
greater interest in-educational matters, and more rapid progress may 
be expected in the near future. 

The educational system in the province is identical with tbl't of the 
presidency proper. The superior staff of the department in Sind
consists of ,an educational inspector, an inspectress for girls' schools, 
a senior deputy inspector for each district except Thar and Parkar 
where there is a deputy inspector and a special deputy inspector for 
Urdu and Mullah schools. . 

The changes in the administration of primary education whiCh have 
been made by the Primary Education Act of 1923 have beendescribed 
in the introduction to the volume of evidence for the presidency 
proper. All the district local boards in Sind, with one exception, 
have taken over the control of primary education in accordance with 
the terms of the Act. 

Institutions for higher education are confined to :
(1) two arts colleges at Karachi and Hyderabad; 
(2) a special Medical School at Hyderabad, where men are trained 

for the subordinate medical service; 
(3) an engineering branch of the Arts College at Karachi; and 
(4) a Law College at Karachi. 

Sindhi students also attend the institutions ,in the presidency proper. 
The total number- of students in primary schools last year was a 

little over 100,000, of whom girls numbered one-fifth. Thus about 21 per 
cent of the school-going population was at school. 'There is the lIame 
wastage in primary schools in Sind as in the other parts of the presidency, 
the attendance fallin~ rapidlr in the upper classes. Of 100 students 



attending prJmary school!!, less than nine reach th~ upper prinlary 
(vernacular middle) standards. 

As Sind is predominantly a Muhammadan province, special reference 
may be made to education amongst that community. The number of 
Muhammadan pupils receiving instruction in Sind last year was 66,818 
of whom about 17 per cent were girls. Fifty-four thousand of these 
were in primary schools, 2,700 in secondary schools, 86 in colleges 
and 365 in special and training schools. Of the students in primary 
schools, about 36 per cent were in Mullah schools, in which, under the 
control of religious teachers, religious instruction as well as secular is 
given to Muhammadan boys. These schools are recognised by the 
State and receive grants graduated according to their efficiency. There 
are now 724 of these schools, and the grants-in-aid amounted to 
Rs. 3'25 lakhs. The expenditure on Muhammadan education in Sind 
was roughly estimated at ,Rs. 22 lakhs out of which Rs. 12 lakhs were 
met from the provincial funds. The total expenditure on education in 
Sind last year was Rs. 50 lakhs out of which Rs. 27 lakhs were 
cont.ributed from provincial fun~s. 

10. CO-OPERATION 

The co-operative movement in Sind is comparatively new. Attempts 
at the formation of societies started with the passing of the Co-operative 
Credit Societies Act of 1904. Little progress was, however, made until 
a separate Assistant Regi"trar for Co-operative Societies was appointed 
in 1918. Up to that date, only 65 societies had been organised, which 
had a membership of about 3,000 and a working capital of Rs. 1,63,000 
only. Many of these societit!s existed only in name and did little work. 
The Assistant Registrar, on his appointment, carried on vigorous propa
ganda, secured the co-operation of all classes of agriculturists, revised 
the constitution of existing societies, and drafted by-laws to suit the 
existing conditions in Sind. The by-laws were modelled on those in 
force in the Punjab where conditions were more or less akin to those 
prevailing in Sind. The chief difference in the constitution of the 
societies in Sind and those in the presidency proper is that the former 
are organise.d on a share basis-a system which is described below. 

The difficulties in the way of organising societies were many. The 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies, in 1917, reported that the societies 
were still .. at too elementary a stage to justify a -prophecy that t.he 
movement will ever take firm root in Sind." The general illitera.cy 
prevailing in the province, the aversion of the bulk of the population, 
which is Muhammadan, to the taking of interest, the predominatiIlg 
influence of the big zamindars, and the prevalence on a large scale of 
the hari system imder which the cultivator has no dil'ect interest ill 
t.he land, as well as the absence of big villa.ges were great handicaps 
in the rapid development of the movement, but since 1918 the 
movement has developed rapidly in the province. The co-operation of 
the educated leaders of the people has assisted t.his development. 
The number of societies increased from 65 in 1918 to 481 ia 1923, 
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During the sanie period the membership and working capital 
increased from 3,000 and Rs. 1,63,000 to 19,000 and Rs. 38 lakhs 
respectively. At the end of March 1927, the corresponding figures were 
863, 39,247, and Rs.137Iakhs. The results of the working of the move
ment have been very striking. Not only are members financed for 
their current needs, but, in a very large number of cases, they have been 
freed from their debts. Mortgage bonds and conditional sale deeds 
have been redeemed, habits of thrift have been inculcated, and several 
members have purchased fresh plots of land out of their savings. Most 
of the members have severed their dealings with the moneylender 
altogether. A striking feature in the movement in Sind is the large 
percentage of owne~.()apital of primary societies and the large amount of 
share capital of the members, showing. how well the lesson of thrift has 
been inculcated. The by-laws of these societies provide that the 
minimum holding of each member shall be one share of Rs. 20 payable 
by yearly instalments of Rs. 2. But from the beginning each member 
has taken up a substantial number of shares, increasing his contributions 
from year to year. The result has been that in practice each member 
holds a considerable number of shares. It is a common thing in a society 
of five years' standing for a small zamindar to hold Rs. 150 to Rs. SO() 
and for ~ han to hold Rs. 100 to Rs. 150 in shares. The reserve fund of 
the societies now amounts to nearly Rs. 4·5 lakhs. It has reached a, , 

substantial figure in the older societies. Some of the societies on the 
Jamrao Canal now have sufficient .owned capital to meet the total 
needs of all without any outside borrowing. 

The co-operative movement in Sind had imtil recently catered for the 
needs of the small zamindars only. The big zamindars in Sind, however, 
are as heavily in debt as the smaller ones. These, ~n two districts, have 
now been organised into two zamindari banks on the co-operative modeL 
Although they have been in existence only for two years, these banks 
have now a working capital of over Rs. 5 lakhs and have been of 
substantial benefit to their members. 

The progress made would have been impossible of achievement, had 
arrangements for financing the movement through the organisation 
of central banks not been made; Till 1918-19, the societies obtained 
finance from the Bombay ProvincialCo-operative Bank. Since then 
central banks have been established in Sind itself. The first to be 
established was the Centra] Bank at Karachi. At £resent not only 
is there a bank for every district, except the Upper Sind Frontier. 
but the Karachi Bank, besides acting as a central bank for the district 
of Karachi, also serves as an apex bank for the whole province. There 
is now a complete net work of central financing institutions in the 
province, and there is no difficulty in getting sufficient fund~ to finance 
the primary societies. The total working capital of the six central 
banks in Sind was Ra. 64lakhs last year. . 

The ideal of spreading agricultural improvements through co-operative 
societies has also been fulfilled to a considerable degree in Sind. There 
are eleven seed societies organised for the distribution of improved 
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va.:ieties of seed. The main work of improvement, however, has been 
done through tal1.lka development associations, and the few simple but 
substantial improvements which the associations have been able to 
demonstrate have been largely adopted by the members of co-operative 
societies. Amongst the improvements introduced may be mentioned 
the distribution of improved varieties of wheat (Pusa 12) and cotton 
(27 W. N.), the large distribution of the Egyptian plough, and the 
introduction of the Raja and monsoon ploughs, the Archimedean screw 
and various clodcrushers. The work of these associations is done almost 
entirely through members of co-operative societies. They appoint 
kamgars and supervisors to visit villagE's, to hold demonstrations of 
improved seed, implements, and modern methods of farming. Experi
ments are also being made to get the associations and supervising 
unions to indent for the agricultural and other domestic requisites of_ 
agriculturists and to distribute them amongst their members. So far, 
the experiments have proved very successful~ 

The whole work is done under the general supervision of the Registrar 
of Co-operative Societies, by the Assistant Registrar stationed at Hyder
abad. He has a deputy working under him and also six auditors. 
The Assistant Registrar is helped in the work of organisation and 
supervision by honorary organisers as well as by the supervising unions 

-into which the societies are now being organised. The Bombay Pro
vincial Co-operative Institute has also a divisional branch in Sind, 
which has been doing valuable work in the way of carrying on co
operative propaganda, holding conferences, and training classes for 
members, secretaries, and honorary organisers, and conducting a co
operative magazine. District branches of the Institute are also being 
established. 

11. COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING 

In 1851, Sir Bartle Frere found in all Sind" not a mile of bridged or 
metalled road, not a masonry bridge of any kind; in fact, not five 
miles of any cleared road." The sandy nature of the soil, the ~culty 
of getting metal, the liability to inundation make the construction 
and upkeep of roads a very difficult and expensive matter; and, in 
consequence, even now Sind is badly served in the matter of roads. 
There are no doubt recognised routes by which traffio is oarried in the 
dry season between large towns; e.g., from Karachi to Shikarpur and 
from Hyderabad to Jodhpur and Multan. These routes, however, 
were, and still are, mere tracks suited to the camel but bad for wheeled 
traffic. In north Sind, the use of carts is more common, but in the other 
rq,rts camels, pack bullocks, donkeys and horses form the usual. m~~ns 
of transport. Where oarts are used they are very heavy and prnmtlve 
and are a great strain on the bullocks. 

Before the advent tOf the railway, the river was one of the chief means 
for the carriage of produce over long distanoes and it is still used for 
that purpose. It was under thacharge of a special government depart
ment known as the Indus Conservancy Department whioh, however, 



was abolished in 1906. It is now under the' charge of the Indus River 
Commission. Although the navigation of the river has engaged the 
serious attention of Government since the time, hearly a century ago, 
when it was necessary to use the river for the passage of troops to Multan 
and Afghanistan, the conservancy of the river really commenced only 
with passing of the Bombay Act I of 1863 which provided for the 
registration of _vessels and the levy of pilotage fees, the sums so realised 
to be expended in removing obstructions on the river and improving 
its navigation. 

Sind is now connected by rail with all parts of India and through 
Baluchistan up to the Afghan and Persia!). borders. By sea, there are 
regular services to., Bombay and to the Persian Gult; while passenger 
steamers leave the port of Karachi regularly for Europe; Karachi is 
now becoming the port of call for air traffic. 

The main arteries of traffic are now the railways, the most .importa:p.t 
()f which is the North Western Railway which connects Karachi with 
the Punjab. A new broad gauge connection with Delhi through, 
Rajputana is again' under consideration. The first railway to be started 
was on the right bank of the Indus. .AIl this line was frequently 
breached an alternative line on the left bank was constructed and this 
has now become the main route to the Punjab. A line was opened from 
Hyderabad to Badin in 1904, and an extension is now proposed across 
the Rann of Cutch to meet the Bombay-Baroda and Central India Rail~ 
way at Viramgam, thus affording through communication, without 
break of gauge, from Sind to Bombay. At present there is a meter 
gauge counection from Hyderabad to Ahmedabad by the Jodhpur
Bikaner Railway. 

There are a number of feeder lines in Sind which connect important 
marketing places and carry a large part of the export produce of the 
country. These are the Hyderabad-Badin, Mirplirkhas-Khadro, Mirpur
kbas-Jhudo, Larkana-Shahdadkot, and Jacobabad-Kashmor lines. 

Markding 

Crops are ordinarily sold in the field. The trader goes round to 
.collect th~ cotton, wheat, rice or oil-seeds and brings it by camel load 
to the nearest market or railway centre. Rice is purchased locally from 
producers, husked and parboiled in the chief local centres like Larkana, 
and then exported. A large nwhber of rice mills have now been 
erected in all the rice growing centres. No grading is done for the 
internal trade, but traders sometimes grade for their own benefit or 
under pressure from the ultimate buyers. 

The chief hindrances to proper marketing are the bad condition of 
the roads, the lack of carts, the want of standardised weights and 
measures, and the lack of storage accommodation. 

12. LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT 

Local self-government in rural areas dates fro~ the year 1884. The 
proporti.on. of elected and nominated members on local boards was 
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originally fix~d at two-thirds and one-third respectively. The system 
established by the Lo~al Boards Act of 1923 for the Bombay Presidency 
holds good for Sind, and the description need not be repeated here. 
The income of all the boards in Sind in 1925-26 - was Rs. 34 ·251akhs,. 
while their expenditure was Rs. 32' 5 lakhs. lucome from local 
rates came to Rs. 10 lakhs, the grants from Government amounted 
to Rs~ 16 lakhs of which Rs. 9' 51akhs was for education, Rs. 50,000-
for medical purposes, and Rs. 5'25 lakhs for civil works. The total 
expenditure on education was Rs. 12 '75lakhs; on hospitals, dispen
saries, etc., Rs. 2 '75 lakhs; on veterinary charges Rs. 42,000, and on_ 
communications Rs. 6·751akhs. 

The greater part of the revenue is usually spent by the district local 
board on works of general utility to the whole district; but each taluka, 
local board has lunds at its disposal to enable it to carry out and main-
tain works of purely local utility for which it is primarily responsible. 
At least one-third of the revenue derived from the one-anna cess must. 
be spent on education. 

Local boards are bound, so far as their funds permit, to make adequate
provision for education, water-supply, construction and maintenance of 
roads, hospitals, dispensaries and markets. They have also the discre-' 
tionary power to spend money on the establishment and maintenance of 
model farms, the improvement of breed of cattle, and the advancement. 
and improvement of agriculture and local industries generally. 

13. PUBLIC HEALTH AND SANITATION 

Malaria is the most prevalent disease in Sind. The proportion of 
deaths ascribed to this cause in Sind is greater than in the presidency ~ 
While the death rate from malaria for the presidency as a whole in 1926· 
was only 2 . 83, in Sukkur it was 15 '13 and in Thar and Parkar 14'50. 
In that year, all districts in Sind suffered heavily from malaria owing to
the high floods and heavy rainfall. Quinine can be obtained -through 
post offices and is also distributed free to school children. The efficacy 
of quinine in the prevention and cure of malaria is now well recognised 
in the province and the free distribution of the drug is popular. 

Oth~r prevailing dl~'eases- are small-pox and cholera. The iatter as
well as plague, which used to take a large toll atone time, have now 
been brought under control and Sind;has practically escaped from them 
during the last few years. Small-pox, however, often occurs. The
attacks during each of the last two years from this disease were between. 
5,000 and 6,000 each year and the deaths varied from 1,100 to 1,200. 

The birthrate in. Sind in the years 1925 and 1926 was 20 '58 and 24 '32 
per thousand respectively, the figures for rural areas being 21 '69 and' 
17' 80 respectively. Faulty registration as well as the nomadic habits. 
of part of the population make the figures unreliable. The death rate in 
the same two years was 19 '29 and 16 '96 respectively as compared with 

_a rate of 15'20 for the quinquennial period. The urban rate (29'97)' 
greatly exceeds the rural death rate (17' 37), but this again is probably 
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due to faulty registration. Infantile death rate is very high, 185 for 
1,000 registered births. 

Every district except the Upper Sind Frontier has a Civil Surgeon. 
For sanitation and vaccination there is an Assistant Director of Public 
Health for .the province who has his own staff of inspectors and 
vaccinators. There are several hospitals in the 'district towns and 
numerous charitable dispensaries in the smaller towns. Vaccination 
has made satisfactory progr~s. 
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Oral Evidence. 

58,626. The Ohairman: We have a great deal of information about the 
Department of Agriculture in Bombay and the agricultural education and 
research in the Presidency, particularly at Poona. Sinoe we examined 
you last, we have had an opportunity of seeing something of the country 
that is to be irrigated 'by the Sukkur Barrage and incidentally of seeing 
the site of the barrage itself. You were a member of the Committee which 
sat to consider the special problems arising out of the new irrigation 
BCheme. It will be useful to have from you some idea of the rate at which 
the recommendations of that Committee, in the matter of research, demon
stration and agricultural education, are to be given effect to. First, may 
I BIlk you whether the suggestions that that Committee put forward 
are, broadly speaking, the policy of the department at the moment to 
cope with the new conditions in SindP-The proposals put forward by that 
Committee are the policy of Government in connection with developments 
in Sind, but they have been very, 'very much curtailed from wthat the 
Committee proposed. The lines of policy have been acoepted by Govern
ment. 

58,626A. I, at any rate, and I daresay some of my colleagues, have been 
impreBSed by the difficulties which have faced Agricultural Departments 

NOTE.-Thie evidence has beel!- reprinte4 hOIll V!llqmtl n, Part II, and re, 
numbered. . 
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owing tc? fixed customs, established practices and even vested interests, and I 
think we have felt that in Sind you have a wonderful opportunity of being 
ahead of time instelll(l of 86tern of time; are you satisfied with the proposals 
86 they stand and with" the rate at which the various elements in these 
proposals are to be given effect toP-No, I am not satisfied with the rate 
of progress at which it is intended to carry them out and which has 'been 
already sanctioned. The proposals made in 1924 were, I think, fully 
justified by the importance of the issue in the next few years; but· they 
did cost a very great deal. of money which the Presidency was not pre
pared to face at the time when the decision had to be made in 1925. 
I was at that time asked by the Minister what were the more important 
things and what were the more important lines of develop
ment, which should be taken up first. I then laid down those lines of 
development, and they were accepted ,'n. toto both by Government and 
by the Legislative "Council. But I presented them as a make
shift and as representing merely the more important parts of what I 
considered were necessary. In passing those it was stated definitely in 
the Legislative Council that they must be looked upon as the maximum 
scheme for which money W86 then available, and that nothing further 
in this direction would be considered until and unless the matter had 
been previously discussed by a predominantly non-official committee from 
Sind. It bas taken all my time since then to get the scheme, as actually 
sanctioned, on foot. In fact, it is not actually on foot at present, and 
I am not pressing for any further development at present because I do 
not think I am ready for it. But when we are ready for it (we shall 
soon be ready for it), I certainly feel that it ought to be undertaken, 
at any rate ahead of the time when" the water will become available in 
the Province. 

58,627. Will that be in 1931?-Yes; in 1931 water will be available. 
58,623. After which, development will take place very quickly?-The 

engineers estimate that it will take forty years before the project will 
be absolutely complete, but the big developments will take place in the 
fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh years after 1931. 

58,629. Now, in the meantime, you have a station in Sind called 
Sakrand; is the proposal to start various sub-stations or to extend that? 
-That station ·at Sakrand was established 86 representing as nearly as 
we could, the largest section of the Barrage, namely the Left Bank 
Rohri Canal area, about which we felt that we knew least. Tha.t was 
looked upon as a c~ntral experimental station essentially for scientific 
work. When results have been obtained, sub-stations would be established 
both in the north and south, in order to attempt to work out those results 
in other stations. 

58,630. Professor Gafl·lrIl1ec; So that you have two stations in view; 
you have one alreadyP-So far as a central experimental station is con
cerned, we have only this one; but the idea is to have two sub-stations, 
one in the north and one in the south. 

58,631. IWhat about LarkanaP-I am now speaking about the Left Bank 
area. The Committes proposed a similar central station, one for the 
Right Bank canals in Larkana; it also proposed a third for the Nara 
Valley, representing Eastern Sind, without specifying any place. 

58,632. Conditions vary from one bank "to the ot/herP-The conditions 
vary very much, both under the proposed method of cultivation and under 
the existing" method of cultivation. Sakrand represents the area which 
is at present very markedly a cotton area. Now, on tlie Right Bank, 
there is practically no cotton, and that has to be developed as a rice 
and boai wheat area. So that the problems facing the Riglit Bank ~re 
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entirely a different series of problems from thooe that face the Sakrand 
area where we are working at present; not only are tatey diJfferent 
because the crops grown are different, but at present cultivation on the 
Left Bank area is essentially based on one cropping in three years, and 
cultivation on the Right Bank area is based on annual cropping, which 
means the whole organisation of agriculture is entirely different. 

58,633. Mr. Calvert:· What are the CI"Ops?-On the Right Bank it is 
now rice and bo.!i wheatj on the Left IJank it is one crop in three years, 
pither cotton or grain. ' 

58,634-. The Chai·rman: What is bosi wheatP-A bosi. crop is a crop 
grown with flood water, and not with irrigation water, applied direct 
to the crop. 

58,6:15. Wllat about the officers required to man these rather substantial 
extensions when they come along in Sind? Will you be able to find themP
fhat is a matter of very great difficulty; but so far as the Sakrand centre 
.8 concerned we were allowed to have three first-class research officers 
there, and I think we have got good men. I am one of themj I have spent 
pretty well half my time there (about five to six months a year) under 
the present organisation. 

58,636. Professor Gangulee: The proposal. is to nave an independent 
manP-Yes, a whole-time man at Sakrandj that is what Govemment have 
agreed to. That is perhaps not quite the way to put it. The Legislative 
Council insisted that I should take personal responsibility for the actual 
work at Sakrandj they granted the money only on that understanding. 
On that, 80 long .as I am here Government have allowed me to take 
personal responsibility for the work there. When· I go, of course, then 
naturally there will be a separate Director for the Sakrand station for 
thi8 experimental work, with two firsklass research offioers. 

58,637. The Chairman: Independent of the Director at P<,ona?--It was 
1I0t originally intended that he should be independent, but it may come 
to that. I may perhaps ten you what is the present proposal. May I do so? 
(Sir C1iunilal Meht/IJ: Yes.) The present proposal is vhat I am going t.> 
retire from the Presidency next October, but Government have asked DIe to 
take charge of Sind, as a special charge independent of Poona, for the next 
three years, to have my residence at Sakrand and be· in charge of the whole 
work at Sakrand and in Sind. That is the proposal; I have not yet agreed 
to it. . 

58,638. Professor Gaugulee: :Who are the scientific workers working at 
Sakrand P-I have got two men, a Soil Physicist and Agricultural Chemist, 
and an Agricultural Botanist. 

58,639. The Chairman: How soon do you expect these developments in 
the organisation to he completedP-I reckon that within the next 12 months 
the present scheme will be completely ready; then, I shan be prepared to 
put forward the next stage in order to complete the organisation which the 
Committee originally proposed. What Government will do I do not know. 
I shan put forward within the next 12 months proposals for the carrying on 
of the n~xt stage. 

58,640. Have you been able to procuro officer& who ar~ Si'nJhis?-Of the 
two men, in addition to myself, in firskJass positions at Sakrand, one is a 
8indhi and the other I have taken from the Presidency. 

58 641. As regards your future demonstration staff, will you make an 
atte~pt to man that with looal menP-:-Yes; ent.iraly with Sind~is B? fa~ 
aa it is possible; as far as d~monstrabon wor~ IS. concerned, With Sl~dhl 
Mussalmans, because the .agricultural classes 10 Smd are almost entirely 
Mussalman. . 



58,642. Will they be trained at Poona P-Their training will be at Poona; 
then I shall take them to Sakrand or some other station in Sind for a year 
or two for special training; and then they will work in the areas. 

58,643. And ultimately you hope, I suppose, to provide facilities for 
training in Sind itself ?-I hope that will be done. The Committee of which 
I have spoken recommended to Government to have a special agricultural 
college in Sind. That was turned down as being a matter which they could 
not face at the present time,but it is being at the present time takl'n up 
by others, and there is now a local movement independent of Governmenj; 
to establish an agricultural college in Sind. How far that will come to any
thing within the next couple of years I do not know, but at any rate there 
is a very strong local movement in that direction. 

58,644. Do you think that there is an active, local demand in Sind in 
favour of research, demonstration and education?-Yes, I think there is 
quite an increasing demand. Within the Jast three years the increase in 
local support and local enthusiasm towards demonstration and towards 
improvement has heen very remarkable indeed.' In the year 1922, as Sir 
Chunilal Mehta knows, there was a very great deal of looe.l apathy; now, 
I am astonished to find how extreme is the desire to have further help, and 
help in directions which, three years ago, people would not have. 

58,645. Professor Gangtilee: Is it due to the presence of the Sukkur 
BarrageP-No; the cause of it, we imagine, is the alteration in the method 
of demonstration in Sind; the alteration, which was done at Sir Chunila.1's 
direction, has been marvellously successful. 

58,646. The Ohairman: At the present time the prospect of new irrigation 
has awakened public opinion all over Sind, has it notP-Yes, ir..deed; every
where there is a state of expectation now, extending even among the small 
cultivators. 

58,647. Do you anticipate that the new irrigation and the consequent 
increase in the population will produce an extension in the amount of land 
uuder petty ryotwari cultivatorsP-1 hope it will. 

58,648. Have you been consulted from the agricultural point of view on 
thatP-No; not on the question of distribution of land. But my feeling, 
judging from the existing state of things, is in favour of the encouragemem 
of the small holder if possible. 

58,649. Do you think that particular aspect of the problem has an agri
cultural side to it, as to whioh you may be expected to be consultedP-1 do 
think so. 

58,650. Professor Gangulee: Has Government formulated a definjte policy 
with regard to the distribution of landP-They have not published any 
policy; in fact, I understand that the matter is still under discussion in our 
Government. I have ~peatedly referred to the Revenue Officer in connec
tion with the Barrage, and up to date he has always told me that .the 
matter is still unsettled. 

58,651. Sir Henry Lawrence: On what pointP-On the method of the 
distrl,bution of land. 

58,652. Professor Gangtilee: You told us a little while ago that you have 
now two men engaged in scientific research in Sakrand, that you have a 
Botanist there. What special line of work is he engaged on P-His work is 
chiefly on three crQps, cotton, wheat and j'UO/T', and in all those three direc
tions there is a very considerable amount of promise. 

58,653. With regard to the work of the Soil Physicist, he is concerned, I 
suppose, with the problems of alkali soil P-I may say that on this matter 
the Central Cotton Committee have given me a grant of Rs.20,000 a year 
to be applied at Sakrand as a centre for this particular type of problem j 
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it is intended primarily to be applied to cotton, but incidentally to be 
applied to everything which is grown on the land. I have not been able to 
lind a suitable Physiologist to undertake physiological work as yet, but I 
hope to do so before the coming inundation season j I have got the laboratory 
ready for it. 

58,654. Mr. Kamat: Supposing the principle of auctioning land were 
ultimately adopted, do you not think it would be detrimental to the small 
holder P-I am getting a little bit outside :my own subject, but personally 
I do think so; I t·hink it would very much encourage the speculator, 
especially if land is auctioned now. 

58,65.5. So you think the land speculator is likely to come in ?-I think 
there is evidence that he is ready to jump at the first chance. 

58,656. Have' you considered the system in the Punjab of having squares 
of 27 acres and the system of leasing them out?-The whole of the land 
under the Sukkur Barrage is going to be squared almost according to the 
Punjab system, but I do not think that they have decided exactly how tney 
are going to deal with the squares when they are made j but eventually the 
Punjab system is going to be adopted. 

58,657. Sir Henry Lawrence: You mentioned that the proposals which 
have been already sanctioned will be in working order in 12 months from 
nowP-In full working order. All the expenditure which was sanctioned 
then I shall be able to utilise during the coming 12 months. 

58,658. For the following year, 1928-29, when you will put in your 
proposals to Government?-If all goes well, I propose to put in my 
proposals ahout next October, in time to be included in the next year's 
budget. That would be the next stage. Even then, I do not propose 
to put the whole of the original committee's scheme, but only a certain 
stage of it. 

58,659. Can you give us any idea what you nave in view as to the 
possibilities of Jlext yearP-The 'next most important stage is the investiga
tion in connection with the Right Bank conditions, the conditions 
represented by the rice and wheat area on the west bank of the river. 

58,660. The Larkana farm has already been in existence for a good 
many yearsP-Yes; certainly, before my time; since 1906. 

58,661. Do you propose to extend thatP-That was the scheme recom
mended to the Committee, that this farm could be made the basis and 
extended. 

58,662. Is water available there nowP--'We can get water from the 
Ghar canal most of the year. Bores have not heen a great success there; 
they have generally given us salt water. But BOme of the bores there 
have been a success, and they give us a supply of water which we can 
use during the time of the year when the canal is not running. 

58,663. Would you propose to make any expenditure on tube wells 
thereP-I certainly sihould. At Sakrand we have been forced to do 
that in order to supplement the Sakrand dhand supply. We have got 
a tube well down there between 140 and 150 feet deep, and we have got 
80 feet of the strainer actually in water. 

58,664. Is that giving you water nowP-We are not actua.lly using it 
but by the end of April we shall have to nee it to supplement the supply 
from the Sakrand dhand. 

58 665. Is there any station besides Larkana and Sakrand that you 
wout'd propose to start off next yearP-Not next year. I think it will 
take us another two years to get the West Bank into full working order. 
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58,666. I~ that- primarily for want of staff?-Not necessarily. [find 
it takes. a great deal of organisation to establish a. first-class experimentaJ 
stl),tipn, even if yOU have ·got. the staff. 

58,667. Have you gat the staffP-I could get it, and that without going 
out of India. I, think I can get men who can do it, partIy from other' 
?rovinces and partIy from men who have been trained in Englamj. and 
who are now available. 

58,668. In the open marketP;-Yes, in the open market. 
58,669. All that you require is to get Government sanction to the 

demands to be made, and you can find the menP-Yes. It might take 
me a good deal of time. I had a disappointment in connection with the 
grant from the Central Cotton Committee. I had a Physiologist in view, 
and at the last moment he dropped out. But I think I can get a man 
even for this; it will take a few months. 

58,670. You think they would be abls to start work straight away? 
You would not require them to go through any course of training before 
they .begin work?",,"""I do not think so. Moot of the men are either 
Cambridge men or men of equal standing. I think they can go straight 
!ip.ead. For the first years they will want direction, but they have got 
the technical knowledge. All that tlhey want is a little more experience 
than they have. As long as I am there, I try to supply it, well or 
otherwise I do not know. 

58,671. At any rate, you are convinced of the necessity of getting 
through ~his wor~ with the. Jeast possible delayP-I feel so, very strongly 
indeed. 

58,672. You do not anticipate any difficulty from the financial point 
of view?-That is where I dD think there will be difficulty. We shall 
ha.ve to put up a very good case to the Finance Department before they 
will be prepared to give us more money. 

58,673. Professor Gang·ulee: IWlhat is your present budget ?-For this 
special development work, it is &.1,35,000. . 

58,674. Dewan Bahadur Malji: How much is allotted?-This is the 
amoul)t IWtu&l)y passe<J by the Council. 

58,675. Sir Henry Lawrence: For the Sakrand station ?-It is ·for 
agricultural development under the Sukkur Barrage. That is to ,say, 
it is money in addition to the ordinary AgriculturaJ Department expendi
ture in Sind. It is .granted on account of the development under t·he 
Sukkur Barrage, partly for research, partly for propaganda, in order to 
pl'epare the people for the system under the Barrage, &nd so on. 

58,676. With that>il.s.l,35,OOO you have Sakrand working satisfactorily? 
YOIl want another equal amount for LarkanaP-It will not cost more 
than another lakh. Of . QOurse, there is another point, and that is the 
question of agricultural edu.cation in Sind. What I shall have to ask for 
will depend on what local support there is. At present there is a 
move to establish ~n agricultural college in Sind under private auspices, 
and if we can get ifuat, there will not remain the necessity to ask 
Government for so much money. 

58,677. According to this report of 18 months agq, the capital expendi
ture required is' about &.91 lakhs and the running expenses about 
BB.4 lakhsP-When I said one lakh for Larkana, I was really considering 
the question gf running expenses; I was not thinking of (he capital 
expenses. 

58,678. But do you expect to be able to get the capital expenditure 
from GQverl)m~nt in additio,! to the lat~r other CUl'rent expenditureP~ 
Yes. 
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58,679. And that capital expenditure 'Would be in the region of &.2 
lakhsP--8omething like that. 

58,680. You mentioned that on the West Bank you did not expect to 
grow any oottonP-Yes. 

58,681. Would you explain why cotton should be barred on the Right 
Bank, when it is the crop on the Left BankP Are there climatic reasons!' 
-In part, yes. But I have really taken the scheme of the Sukkur Barrage 
as developed by the Baker-Lane Oommittee as being my basis. They 
have barred this on the West Bank. They have taken the whole of th&ir 
scheme on the West Bank as based on rice and wheat. I have taken 
that aa the baais. 

58,682. Do you agree with itP-It is very difficult to say. It has usually 
been oonsidered that catton will not grow sucoessfully on the West Bank. 

58,683. Have you tried it?-We' have tried it at Shikarpur and 
Jaoobabad successfully. We tried it in Jaoobabad last year, and with 
very oonsiderable success, and I do. not see any reason why it should not 
grow. It is usually oonsidered that the oonditiol18 are too hot for ootton, 
but I do not see any reason why it should be so. Even my own Deputy 
Director, only last year, did mot think it was much use trying ootton up 
in those regiol18. 

58,684. Clotton has been substituted -for riCe in certain other districts 
of the Presidency in the last 20 year8P-V~ry much 80. 

58,685. There is nothing actually in the soil of rice land that prevents 
ootton being grownP-Nothing at all. 

58,686. You will carryon some experiments to .see whether cotton would 
not also be possible on the Right Bank? That would mean very much 
less expenditure of water?--8urely it would. The water for rice gives 
8t duty of 50, for cotton it gives a duty of 100. That means to say one 
cu.sec (one cubic foot of water per second) will irrigate 100 acres . 
• 58,687. If you could carry it through successfully, it would be a very 
oonsiderable agricultural improvementP-lt would mean that there would 
be a lot more water for general use. 

58,688. Some reference was made to the proposals for small holdings. 
You know that Mr. Baker, as Revenue Officer, had some scheme for 
putting small holders on certain areas in the BarrageP-I know, but 
I never knew the details of the scheme. 

58,689. Do you know whether those proposal!! are being accepted by 
Government or at what stage they are nowP-1 do not know. I would 
rather you asked the Government. . 

58,690. At any rate, you know that that point has not been neglectedP
I do know that, because Mr. Baker himself told me. 

58,691. Dr. Hyder: You said you were going to engage, as demonstrators 
and propagandists, men from the Lower Subordinate &ervi.ce, men who were 
Sindhis. The only possible source of supply would be the AgricultuTal 
College at Poona P-Yes, for the better class of man. . 

58,692. How many students ooming from Sind have you on the roll of 
the oollegeP-We generally have on the roll of the Agricultural College at 
Poona somewhere between 12 and 20 suob men .. 

58,693. You think next year you would be able to get 12 to 20 men Po-
That does not mean 12 to 20 every year. It is a three years' ooursei we may 
turn out 6 every year. 

58,694. I do not know whether it is a purely agricultural question, but 
you suggested something about the distribution of land, and you were giving 
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atlSwets'to Sir; Henry' Lawrenoo' IIibout the-. institution (}f ·small holdings. 
What is the intention of the Government or the 'people of the Bombay 
Presidency? .Do· they. want. to relieve the congestion in over-populated areas 
and transfer the surplus population to the districts in Sind, or.do they 
want to do this operation in. Sind .itselfP-I think there are a great many 
differl;lnt points' .of view. One point of view, which. I. hear constantly in 
Sind, is that Sind should pri.nl.arily be for the. SiIidhis, that is to say, .the 
Sindhis should have the first claim on <811 available land. There' are others 
whO say . that it· shoil'ld be purely on a financial basis, that is to say, people 
whQ will pay' the biggest money, wherever they come from, should get 
the la.IlJd. _ What has been accepted by Government or· what is being 
accepted, [ do not know. 

58,695, . The Government of Bombay could only go by the experience of 
the Government of the 'PunjaJbP That is the only other Government that 
has had the same prablemP-I know~hat they might go by. that experience. 
The, Revenue Officer, Mr. Dow, has been up to the Punjab in order to make 
special enquiries into tJhe ll1atter. 

58,696. T was wondering whether the experiences of. settlers taken from 
one part of the Punjab to another were known to the people of Bombay?
I think to those who are interested in the subject· it is well known, especially 
since the book" The Punjab Peasant in Prosperity and Debt," !has been 
publiShed, which gives a sketch of what happened in the canal colonies 
in the Punjab. 

58,697, P'ro/essor Gang'UZee: .As· you kn,ow,. irrigation is not an unmixed 
blessing; do you think there is any great danger (}f 'alkali formation 
resulting from the Sukkur Barrage? What is the condition of the substrata? 
~I think there is a distinct danger but I think it is a danger that can be 
met, Mr. Howard. in his Presidential address :.at the Science Congress in 
Bom'bay last year, put (}ne or two points before the public; he insisted that 
under the Sind conditions, which are either deltaic or semi-deltaic; you 
would be very liable to have extensive areas of salt development, and also 
there would ,be a tendency for the soil to get dead or unaerated. I certainly' 
consider there is some danger of this, and one of' the primary OIbjects of. 
the Sakrand undertaking is to try and meet these dangers in advance. We 
picked .out one of the few places in Sind lWlliere I can get river water under 
conditionll which correspond with what will be available after the barrage 
is constructed. I am taking the Baker-Lane scheme, which is the scheme 
on which the whole Barrage developments are based, as the basis of all my 
investigations. We are applying water in exactly the quantity and by the 
method 'whichthe Baker-Lane scheme lays down, and many variations from 
that; we are taking eXi1ct1y what !happens. under the original scheme and 
under variati(}ns which will occur, 

58,698. From the an~lyses of soils which you must have made, what hava 
you found? Sodium chloride or sodium carbonateP-There is very little 
sodi11Jll Carbonate, 'bnt the BOils in Sind as a 'Whole are very full of sodium 
chloride and sodium sulphate., I have placed in the hands of the. Com
mission a bulletin prepared by my assistant, Mr. Tamhane, which gives tho 
results of the investigations into the soil. You will find from that that the 
quantity of salt actually present in the arid lands in Sind is greater than 
in. almost any part of the' world that is actually under cultivation. 

58,699. In view of the importance of investigation in' matters of form
ation of alkali soil, - do you think that the amount .of money you have at 
your disposal is a.dequate?-l do not; I think we could profitably utilise 
a . very considerably larger amount than we have got oa.tpresent; there are 
many lines of investigation which may not be important, but which on the 
otherihand, may be vllry: important, which one has to leave on one side 
owing to lack of funds. 

Dr. HaroZd Mann. 
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58,700. You have made a. reference to agricultural education; how many 
students have you now in Poona from SindP··-As a rule we have somew!bere 
between 12 and 20 altogether from Sind. 

58,701. You find there is a growing demand for agricultural education in 
SindP-If we had a college in Sind I am sure we should have three times 
that number immediately. After all, it is a long :way to go from Sind to 
Poona, and Poona conditions are not similar to those of Sind. For some 
years we utilised the Punjab College at Lyallpur, but that was given up after 
the Reforms, and now we utilise the Poona College. 

58,702. Sir Henry Lawrence: Why' was that given up P-Because the 
Government of the Punj81b insisted that we should pay the whole of ille 
cost which they incurred per student on account of our own stud'mts; that 
the Bombay Government should pay the whole cost of educating those 
students. 

58,703. Why should they notP---.We had been accustomed to give a scholar
ship of so much a month which lIiaintained the student. We gave full 
weleome as we still do, to students from other parts of India, up to the 
limit for which we can give space, at the same rate as we do for our own 
students; but the Punjab Government said: "No, we will not admit these 
students at the same rate as we do our own students, you must pay the 
whole cost. The Government of Bombay said: No. 

58,704. Dr. Hyder: When did this ihapped-About 1922 or 1923. 
qa,705. Sir Chllnilal Mehta: I think they also said there was not room in 

the College; I think illat was one of the reasons. I am only speaking from 
memoryP-1 do nat remember that being a factor; the other, [ am certain, 
was the main f.a.ator. 

58,706. P,·o!essor Ganfl'1LZee: Where would you locate a college in Sind p
I should locate it in the Indus Valley, if it can possibly be done; any other 
arrangement I should think wouH be very much of a makeshift. The Com
missioner's Committee recommended Nawabshah, which is about one-third of 
the distance between Hyderabad and 8ukkur; I would like to have it some
where in the Barrage area. 

58,707. Sir James MacKenna: It·is fairly hotP-Yes, it is hot, but then 
Rind generally is hot. 

58,708. Mr. Kamat: In your future scheme on the Sukkur Barrage 
would you shut out oapitalist farming, that ill to say, farming by men with 
capital who would adopt machinery such as tractors, and would have 
sufficient intelligence and enterprise to adopt improvementsP-1 would not 
shut them out, but I would nat make them the principal plank in my 
platform. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

\64693r) Wt. P.3238-700jl433 2600i.l/28 H. st. G.71. 
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Mo_nday, October 24th, 1927. 

KARACHI. 

PRESENT: 

The MARQUESS 01' LDo'LITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., Raja Sri KRISHNA CHANDRA GAJA-
C.B. PATI NARAYANA DEO of Parlalri

Sir JAMES MAcKENNA, KT., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

The Hon'ble Sir CJIUNILAL V. 
MEHTA, KT. 

Mr. JAMSHED N. R. MEHTA. 

Mr. J. A.. MADAN, I.C.S. 

Mr. F. W. H. SMITH. 

medi. 
Professor N. GANGULEE. 
Dr. L. K. HYDER. 
Mr. B. S. KAMAT. 

} (Co-opted Members). 

} (Joint Secretaries). 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON. Chief Engineer. lloyd Barrage and Canals 
. Construction. Karachi. 

Replies to· the Questionnaire. 

introductory. 

I have had the opportunity of perusing the general introductory note 
which prefaces the replies of Mr. C. C. Inglis, Executive Engineer, Special 
Irrigation Division, Poona, (pages 226 to 228 of Vrilul\le II, Part I, of the 
Evidence taken in the Bombay Presidency) and would take this opportunity 
of expressing my general agreement thereto. ~ ., 

I would emphasise the point that action by irrigatIon and agricultural 
officers should have as its goal ' the greatest good to the greatest number'. ~ 

My experience of twenty-five years leads me to the conclusion that thil! 
great desideratum has been lost sight of. Purely local considerations have 
been given too much prominence in the past and have thereby hampered the 
general progress of irrigation agriculture towards ·a, higher standard of 
efficiency. 

QUESTION 1.-I!-EsEARcH.-(a) Research and demonstration should +OQe 
entirely separated. Research in irrigation agriculture must be undertaken 
hand in hand by the Agricultural and Irrigation departments, special research 
officers in both departments being available. 

Likewise,' demonstration work in connection with irrigation agriculture 
should be carried out hand in hand by both departments. 

I have a great respect for many forms of indigenous agriculture and so 
has, I believe, the Agricultural Department. There should be very careful 
research into the better forms of indigenous methods and this should be the 
starting point from which gradual improvements should be made. I consider 
it most difficult to get the average cultivator to adopt sweeping reforms. 
Where such are tried there is a great waste of energy. They may win through 

Mr. C. S. C. Harrison. 
:8 
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ln'tlre end but probably not one whit quicker than if the gradual building: 
up process had been 'adopted from the first. 

Provincial research and demonstration should be assisted by a central 
research station for all India. Central research results may not be applicable· 
to all Provinces but the co-ordination of knowledge must surely lead to im
proved agriculture in parts of almost every Province in India. 

QUESTION 3.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-(a) to (c) I give a full 
meed of praise to the Agricultural Department for the keenness displayed in 
research work for the betterment of species of crops and of methods of agricul
ture in general. I have not, however, always been able to see eye to eye 
with the methods adopted to increase agricultural efficiency. ' 

I consider that practical demonstration farms fail partially in their object 
because the arrangl'm~mts on such farms are generally too elaborate. The· 
ordinary cultivator on being shown over such demonstration farms at once 
says: "this is all very- nice but it is hopeless for me to try and work on tJ!.ese 
lines as I have not the necessary capital". He gets a wrong notion of the
capital required because his attention is first and foremost attracted by the
elaborate and costly main buildings erected on the farm. He cannot get this 
out of his mind and go further and see that the actual field operations are· 
simple and inexpensive. The lesson to be taught him is therefore hopelessly 
lost. . 

I advocate the complete separation of experimental from demonstration 
farms. 

On experimental farms, the initial arrangements are necessarily costly but 
such cost is never required to be borne by the cultivator; he merely has to
consider the results of such experiments which are put into practice on the 
demonstration farms and reap the benefits therefrom' if he can seize the
opportunity. 

I consider it- is of little use showing the average cultivator over an experi
mental farm. He is not the type of man that wants to know.the detailed 
" whys" and "wherefores" of a' thing; what he wants are solid facts. He
wants to see for himself that, for instance, a particular variety of wheat 
advocated by the Agricultural Department can be grown under conditions 
that he can, with little additional expense, adopt himself. He wants to know 
its yield in straw and grain and he wants to know what price he is likely te)' 
get for the produce. 

This tnformation he ought to be able to get from a simple type of demon
stration farm. But I would not leave the process of education there. r 
would go much further and to what I consider the root and branch of success
ful propaganda; I would go into the man's field and demonstrate there that 
he has all to gain and nothing to lose by adopting the seed and methods of 
cUltivation advocated. 

My concrete proposition is that the Agricultural Department should be
given' sufficient authority to guarantee selected cultivators against any loss. 
that might be incurred by' carrying out demonstrations in such cultivators' 
fields. 

The seed should be that which the Agricultural Department has selected' 
and is prepared to back as a winner. The ground and labour should be 
supplied by the selected cultivator (be he peasant or big zamindar) and in fact, 
all the operations should 'be performed by the cultivator and/or his men, the 
guidance being supplied by the Agricultural Department. 

The guarantee should be given that ihe cultivator will be protected against 
loss, if he carries out the various operations exactly according to the instru?
tions given on the spot. He should be told that, given normal seasonal ~ondl
tiona, he should expect a minimum of so much fodder and so much graln per 
acre. If the actual output of the crop is below that minimnm then the' 
difference should be made good in cash by Government. 

The minimum of any crop to be pushed would, of course, be better than" 
the average yield that the cultivator with his .own unimproved 'seed I>::ld 
methods has obtained in the past. 

Mr. C. S. C. Harrison. 
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If the seed and the methods of dealing with its cultivation advocated b; 
~he Agricultural Department are really worth pushing; then the actual I,ay
ment by Government will be nil in ninety-five per cent of the cases so dealt 
with. ' 

The success of the demonstration will have the fullest possible value and 
the cultivator will be the best propagandist that Government could possibly 
,have. ' 

Just as experimental farms should be entirely separate from demonstra
tion farms, so should the researi:h officer be entirely separate from the 
,trained demonstrator. 

Irrigation and agriculture should go hand in hand both on the experi
mental as well as on the demonstration farm. I would lay great stress on 
the type of agricultural officer to be employed as a demonstrator and propa
gandist. To me it appears that personality is of paramount importance. 

What is required of tlie demonstrator is a man strong physically as well as 
mentally, a man who is a linguist and, most difficult of all qualities to esti
mate, a man who will take a very real personal interest in the cultivator. 
I feel that the ideal is hard to attain but that something better can be done 
in the future than has be<ln done in the past in the selection of the right type 
cf officer. It appears to me that, in general, too much importance has been 

,attached to the academic rather than the practical qualities of candidates for 
-the service. 

I would emphasise that to depend too much on the distribution of pam
phlets setting out this and that improvement is to court failure. I have 
met many cultivators who have read these or had them explained to them who 
have said: .. It may be all right but I want to see it done". 

One particular fruit grower, whose garden I visited in Sind, told me he 
.had read of certain improvements in the tending of citrus plants but he had 
never been able to get anyone to come tIP his area and demonstrate such. 

A statement like that (and it is not an isolated instance) led me there and 
then to believe that the Agricultural Department has so far f:!ilE:d to get 
sufficiently into personal touch with cultivators. I do not blame the present 
,officers, because there are not enough of them to make their presence felt. 
This points to the need for considerable expansion of personnel on the demon
stration staff. 

QUESTION 4.-ADlIDiIS·TRATloN.--:-(a) As mentioned in my reply to Question 
3, I consider that there should be a central res.earch station. This should be 
.operated by a staff which has on it at least one experienced irrigation officer 
who would deal with the water problems connected with irrigation agricul
ture. There should also be one or more research stations in eacn Province. 
In the Bombay Presidency two stations are required~ne for Sind and the 
other for the Deccan and other parts of the Presidency. 'Sind conditions are 
80 different to those in the Presidency proper as to make it futile to expect 
the Deccan research appreciably to benefit Sind. 

(b) Certain branches of the central research institute could deal with 
subjects common to all Provinces. For example, the study of hydraulic WO
blems immediately connected with agriculture could be done by one man at 
the central station, for all India; likewise, the problem of general marketing 
of agricultural products common to most, if not all, Presidencies. 

(c) (i) I have dealt with the defects of the Agrir.ultural Service as they· 
.appear to me. Their remedy lies chiefly in the provision of extra funds and 
more, and a better type of, establishment. 

I consider that, to a lesser degree, more superior establishment is required 
,in the Veterinary Service. 

(ii) I consider that the railway service in Sind is susceptible of great 
improvement in that feeder lines are required and every step possible should 
'be taken to minimise the nuisance of break of gauge. Proposals are afoot 
for improving railway facilities as regards feeder lines. I trust that the 
'broadest view possible will be taken by the Local Government of this VE>Ty 
.important Bubject. 

Mr. C. S. C. Harrison. 
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(iii) Roads. I attach the greatest importance to good feeder roads. 
These are conspicuous by their absolute absence in Sind. I attach far more 
importance to real feeder roads to railways than to through or trunk road 
communications. The latter are a military necessity but from the agricul
tural point of view good feeder roads are essential. What strikes one in 
Sind as a very heavy handicap to agriculture is the bad state of the so-called 
roads and, as a direct consequence thereof, the hopelessly inefficient and 
antiquated type of cart. Most of these carts have little more carrying capa
city than the common European hand-cart and yet we find them drawn by a 
good pair of bullocks toiling along bad, dusty or sandy roads. This to my 
mind, is a very serious cause of the unnecessarily substantial cost of ::narket
ingagricultural produce in Sind. 

The question of better roads is at present engaging the serious attention 
of Government. I trust that practical results will emerge at a very early date 
from such considerations and that effective action will, not be indefinitely 
delayed on the plea of lack of funds. The problem is so pressing as to require 
urgent attention to the financing of a scheme for immediate road improve
ments. 

QUESTION 7.-FRAGMENTATION OF HOLDINGs.-(a) The greatest step that 
can be taken to check excessive fragmentation of holdings in irrigated tracts 
is to fix a minimum area that will be dealt with fDl' the purposes of irrigation. 

Fragmentation of holdings in the Bombay Deccan is a far more serious 
problem than it is in Sind and I would fix, for the Deccan, five acres as the 
minimum area for the purposes of irrigation. In Sind the minimum area for 
all holdings after a fixed date might well be a square of sixteen acres. 

QUESTION 8.-IRRIGATION.-(a} In Sind there is still scope for very great. 
improvements in the irrigation of the area outside the Barrage Canals zone. 
The initial capital Gost and scope of the Barrage Scheme is so great as to make 
it possible that Government might lose sight of the necessity of further 
developments in this sub-province .• This danger should not be overlooked. 

The north-east tract of Sind known as the Ghotki area will require deve
lopment :within the next decade or so and in Lower Sind there is scope, for 
the immediate improvement of irrigation. These improvements would all, 
for many years to come, have to be of the non-perennial type. 

In the Deccan there is a large number of schemes prepared which can 
be taken up one hy one as soon as the vital problem of how to make the 
Deccan irrigation pay is solved. 

I would advocate the taking up of the Mula scheme to irrigate parts of 
the Rahuri, Nevasa and Shevgaon talukas., 

Lift irrigation is a subject that requires very careful investigation and 
encouragement. ,In Sind the problem is to lift water from canals, the Indus, 
or dhoros (depressions) rather than from wells. Contrary to the Deccan 
conditions, the head to ''lfhich :water has to be lifted to enable it to flow on to 
the land is generally quite small. For instance, lift irrigation schemes in 
Sind 'that will each command many thousands of acres of land could easily 
be' investigated. 

The solution of the problem of low lift pumps of high discharging capacity 
requires encouragement. This problem must also be present in other Pro-
vinces, especially in the Punjab and the United Provinces. . 

I know of at least one person who is devoting much time to the e'O'olution 
·of e.n efficient low lift high capacity pump of economical design. It would 
seem advisable to .let the conditions be known to firms in Europe and 
America who are prepared to take the matter up seriously. 

(b) I am not satisfied with the existing methods of distributing canal 
water in Sind. The problem is such a great one that any attempt at present 
to 'claim a final solution must be looked upon with suspicion. The first step 
towards solution of better distribution is to module all outlets. By this 
method proportionate distribution is possible, and pending the evolution of" 
a practical method of distribution of water by volumetric measureme.t the 
proportionate module will go a long way to give an equitable supply to all 
that are entitled to it on a canal. 

Hr. O. S. O. Harrison. 
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As rtJgards evaporation losses in canals, little or nothing can be done to 
reduce these. As regards absorption losses, our new canals are so designed as 
to seal themselves as far as possible with silted berms. The silt in Sind 
being finer than it is in the Punjab, we lu>pe to have less difficulty in water
logging from canals though I hold, as do others, that, the main source of 
water-logging is from the irrigated fields and not tne canal itself. Little 
haa been done in Sind, in the past, to prevent waste of water by evapQration 
and absorption in the soil, so far as water on the fields is concerned. The 
proper 8ub-division of fields into smaller plots by means of low bunds is essen
tial and the value of proper tilling and inter-cultivation requires to be brought 
more prominently to the notice of irrigators. If attention, is paid to these 
important poi~ts the water logging problem will be greatly simplified. 

QUBSTION 9.-SoILs.-(a) (i) I consider it essential that great care should 
be taken to see that effective drainage is provided in all areas subject to 
perennial irrigation. Sind differs from the Deccan in that defective drainage 
can be dealt with on a simpler and ml1ch larger scale in the former than in 
the latter tract. . 

The more or less localised drainage in the Deccan canal tracts is a part of 
the investigations and work being undertaken by the Executive Engineer, 
Special Irrigation Division, Bombay. 

. In Sind, there is no officer on special duty for this purpose. . Drainage 
precautions for the area commanded by the Lloyd Barrage Canals are not, 
being overlooked. There is provision in the project, amounting to nearly 
two crores of rupees, for this work. The first step to be taken is the provision 
of main drains, followed by branch drains. The greatest care is necessary to 
see that the general drainage lines of the country are not blocked and this is 
receiving particular attention in all tlie alignments of canals. This very 
important point was not attended to in the past. Local drainage must be 
taken up later, after carefully watching the effect of perennial irrigation in 
what might be, pri700 lacie, doubtful areas. 

Much can, I think, be accomplished by rather deep open drains. These 
have not been advocated in the past owing to the great'expenseof keeping 
them clear of the choking forms of aquatic growth-in Sind the bull-rush or 
pun. The advent of' the small and very handy Diesel drag-line excavators 
mounted on caterpillars removes the old standing objections to open drains 
in that these machines will 'be able to clear muddy drains choked wiih reeds 
very quickly and economically. 

Soils in Sind under perennial cultivation will require, careful tillage and' 
the improvement of the tilth can be effected by the extensive use of green 
mulches. 

The sub-division of irrigation holdings into reasonably sized plots by means 
of earthen bunds or ridges is necessary to provide an even and economical 
use of the water. 

The' aim in the Barrage Canals zone is 'to divide the land into sixteen
acre squares or rectangles and to sub-divide these rectangles further into four! 
acre plots. The final and ideal condition will be the further sub-division 
into acre plots. This rectangulation of existing holdings in Sind will be no 
easy matter but it is hoped that the more enlightened of the big liIamindars 
will lead the way: 'we will have to depend on sound propaganda to bring in 
the smaller holders. 

(ii) In Sind the two most likely methods of reclaiming alkali lands are 
leaching and the growth of hardy crops such as red rice. Th~ gradual gro.wth 
of babul trees which are cut when less than a year old- IS /Llso practised 
successfully in parts of Sind. 

Leaching out of the salts will be !!lore success~ul in the future th.a~ in 
the past, in the Barrage Canals zone, as there wIll be a~equate subSidiary 
branch and main drains to carry away the water after washmj!'. 

The reclamation of alkali-infected lands has been very successfully carried 
out in many parts of the rice areas in the Larkana district. 

Mr. C. S. C. Harrison. 
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(iii) Ero~ion of the -soil by Hood water is not a very serious problem in Sind 
for, except in the western' parts of the Larkana district and the area to the ,
extreme north-west of the Barrage Canals area on the right bank of the 
Indus, flood water is not a serious problem.owing to the absence of heavy 
rainfall in Sind. The particular areas mentioned above are to be protected 
by Hood-diversion b'Unds. 

QUESTION lO.-FERTILISERs.-(a) Natural manures have, on the whole, 
hE-en little used' in Sind in the past except where garden crops, tobacco and 
hemp are cultivated and these, as a rule, ,are near villages only. 

With the advent of perennial irrigation the more' frequent use of manures 
'will be necessary as fallows will be less frequent. 

There will always be an inadequate supply of farm-yard manures even if 
greater attention is paid to the conservation of this valuable by-product. I 
therefore expect to see the extension of green mulching assisted by artificial 
fertilisers. ' 

The spread of knowledge in this direction by the Agricultural Department 
might well, be considered at an early date. 

QUESTION 23.--GENERAL EDUCATION.-(b) (i) I make bold to say that rural 
education should not aim as high as it does at present. I hold that for many 
decades to come the best form of education for the agricultural masses is to 
teach up to, say, the fourth standard in rural schools. 

For a start (and it must be a slow start to be thorough) the teaching of the 
,~lementary portions of the" three R's ", supplemented by the teaching of the 
importll-nt points of agriculture,' will suffice. 

The simple vernacular readers should all be thoroughly revised or scrapped, 
and readers with agricultural and moral lessons written in the most simple 
and interesting way provided. ' 

Only a very small percentage of boys of the agricultural population have 
either the desire or the inclination for the higher forms of education and 
there is already scope for these to rise. 

The rural masses, especially in Sind, do not, j.n my humble opinion, desire 
even a middle school education and, moreover, if any attempt lis made to 
coerce them .education will become unpopular. 

The agricultural boy requires, and that urgently, to know just sufficient 
to -enable him -to do simple arithmetj,c, keep simple accounts and read very 
simple liiNrature. With this amount of knowledge he will remain on the land 
and be contented. 

Jl.b:. C. S, C; Harrison. 
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Oral Evidence. 

58709. The OhaiT!1UJn: Mr. Harrison, you are Chief Engineer of the Lloyd 
Barrage and Canals Construction, Karachi?-Yes. • 

58710. Will you tell the Commission what your principal appointments 
have ~een in the past and, in particular, whether you have had agricultural 
exper.ence?-I started my service in the Belgaum district on irrigation 
on the Gokak Canal; after one year I was transferred to the Roads and 
Buildings branch of the Public Works Department and continued to 
serve for three years in the district in that branch. Then I was trans
ferred to the construction of the Godavari Canal and Darna Dam in the 
Nasik and Ahmednagar districts. After that I had charge of the roads 
and buildings in the district for eighteen months. Then I again. on return 
from leave did duty on the Irrigation side, taking charge, on the completion 
of their construction, of the Godavari Canals and Pravara Canals, Deccan 
irrigation schemes. After that I proceeded on leave, and on return I was 
posted in charge of the Karachi Canals district which is the southernmost 
district of the Province of Sind. After two months in that charge, I waG 
put on special duty in connection with the Sukkur Barrage Scheme. After 
two years, w·hen the scheme was sanctioned, I was made Chief Engineer, 
and I have been Chief Engineer of the scheme since its inauguration in 
June 1923. 

58711. I judge from your note that you have also interested yourself in 
the problems of agricultural research in general?-Yes, when irrigat.on 
was started in the beginning in the Ahmednagar and N asik districts. Irri
gation of any sort except what they call bandara irrigation was then 
practically unknown. It was very up-hill work trying to teach the people 
what to do, because the Agricultural Department were under-staffed, for 
most of the eight years and three months that I was there by myself. I 
started an agricultural society called the Godavari Canals Irrigators' Asso
ciation lind interested myself in all forms of agriculture, and I used to hold 
lectures. I introduced the steel plough into that part of the country, and 
I have been interested in agriculture ever since. 

58712. I see from page 11 of your note of evidence that you consider 
that demonstration on the cultivator's own holding is the II).ost· likely to 
lead to good resultsP-Yes. 

58713. And you think that the cultivator should be compensated against 
any loss which may result from his adopting the suggestions of the Agri-· 
cultural Department?-Yes; my idea is to remove suspicion. The cultivator 
in this country often thinks that methods advocated by Government come 
from interested sources and that the officers are simply trying to demonstrate 
that they' are doing a job of work, without necessarily henefiting the culti~ 
vator; that is why I think the work should be carried right into his field. 

58714. That would involve a very considerable st~ff to check these experi
ments, would it notP-1 do not think so: certainly more than we have got 
now, because my opinion is that the Agricultural Department is very much 
under-staffed. Practical demonstration need only be done in certain 
representative localities. 

58715. A guarantee against loss sometimes tends to PrQvoke the loss?
That is a danger, of course. 

58716. On page 12 of your note you say you consider that there should be. 
a central research station for irrigation.P-Yes. 

58717. And you say that this should' be operated by .a staff having on 
it at least one experienced irrigation officerP-Yes. 

58718. "'hat other staff are you contemplating for this c('ntral research 
station P-I should have my soil .physicist and the different plant breeders: 
experimenters on the different crops, one of the most imp9rtant being the 
soil physicist, because there are many problems still to be solved by the soil 
physicist in India. 
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58719. Are you contemplating this central research station carrying out 
work on plant improvement and also work on the fundamental problems of 
irrigation P-In additic;m to the local ones, yes. 

58720. You would marry research on irrigation to research on plant 
improvement and other problems of the soil?-Yes, exactly; I think they 
are inseparable. . 

58721. You do not think there is work for a specialised central irriga
tion stationP-Yes, I do. 

58722. 'Vould you, at that station, also carry on agricultural researchP
Yes, I would. 

58723. Turning to page 13, Question 8, on irrigation, you point out 
that over and beyond the area which is to be developed by the Lloyd 
Barrage, there are oth~r districts such as the north-east tract of Sind 
known as the Ghotki' area. Would that involve important works?-Yes, 
on the inundation principle i and, later on, when Government could afford 
it, it would involve very important works in that there would have to be B 

weir or a small barrage at Mithankot which is just outside the Sind 
boundary and sufficiently near it to command irrigation· within Sind. 

58724. But 3'OU sa,. that these schemes would all, for many years to 
come, have to be of the non-perennial typeP-Yes, because of the financial 
question. I do not think the Bombay Government can be commi~ted· to 
further very heavy e~penditure until they have got the Barrage! scheme 
going thoroughly, which will take ten or fifteen years. , 

58725. Would it mean a weirP-Yes, it would mean a weir for perennial 
irrigation. 

58726. But your idea would be ;;0 have inundation irrigationP-lnunda.
tion to start with, as no weir is required at all for an improved inunda
tion system, and ultimately I would convert the inundation canals into' 
perennial by having a weir. The same would apply to Lower Sind. 

08727. You speak; a little lower down the page, about lift irrigation; and 
you give it a~, your view that that subject requires very careful investiga-
tion and encouragementP-Yes. ' 

58728. Is there scope in Sind, do you think, for lifting water directly 
from the River Indus on to the banks P--On a very small scale only, because 
there. are very few points on the Indus which are stable enough to admit 
of installations being put on the bank with safety; the river changes its 
course so frequently. 

58729. And you may lose your stationP-Exactly. 
58730. Why should not YOI1 put, your pumping unit on to a 1l0at and 

pursue the Indus wherever the Indus goes P-That could be done but you 
may have to pursue it t~p or three miles; it moves so tremendously. 

58731. If you have a float, that is not a very formidable undertaking, 
is itP-It is, in building tip the approach channels or what we call the 
katchas. ·If there is a bank of fifteen feet, when the river moves away 
it lnay leave you another bank of fifteen feet or perhaps a bank of only three 
or four feet just above the river surface; that would mean that if you 
did not go in for very high lift pipes you would have to' have very high 
rn.nks to carry your irrigation channels. The cost would be crushing; you 
would not be able to irrigate more than about 2,000 acres probably by that 
scheme, because we get as near to the bwnds as we can with the Barrage 
Bcheme; it is only the danger points, we leave alone. • 

58732. There are districts which 'will not be supplied with "rater by the 
Barrage schemeP-Yes; but the same consideration would apply, because 
the protective bund system comes in there. 

58733. Yon do not think that the economic· possibilities of irrigating the 
riparian tracts by means of a pumping unit on a 1l0at would be worth 
investigation 1l-1 scarcely think so; I do not think you could ever get 
results on a large enough scale to make it worth while. 
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58734. One has seen pumping units doing good work on the Nile and in 
other p~ of ,the worldP-Yes, where you get no erosion •. There are very 
few spots In Smd where you get no erosion on the banks. I am not pre
pared to say off hand that there are not any but I dO' not think there are 
a great number. " 
, 587~5. As I understand it, quite apart from the risk of losing your pump
mg UnIt, the arrangements for 'carrying the water from the point of delivery 
~y the pumps to the arable land are so considerable and'so expensive as 
In . themselves to make the scheme not worth whil~ if there is a risk of 
lOSIng; them P-Yes, generally speaking; there may be a few exceptions, but 
t.hat, IS. the. geD;eral case. I would like to emphasise the importance of this 
hft Irrigation In case I am not asked further questions. The Government 
of India should encourage people to go in for research on what I call low 
lift high ~uty pumps. There is, a, grea~ deal to be done on that question. 
I am talkIng about pumps that WIll raIse anything up to 50 to 100 cusecs 
of water per : not the ordinary commerciai pumps we have now which 
only deal with 2 or 3 cusecs. There is one gentleman belonging to the firm 
of Messrs. Duncan Stratton who is now investigating the question with the 
help of Hwiss experts and I think he, very likely, will solve the problem by 
means of an internal combustion engine working separately from the plant. 
The power problem is not the difficult one: it is the pump which is the 
difficulty; the power is not difficult at all. In a country. like Sind there is, 
great scope; I have got a case on the tail of the Rohri Canal, where we have 
over 40,000 acres of lift land. The maximum lift there is four feet and I 
jUst cannot command that without spending enormous sums and re-grading; 
n.y canals. That is a place where, if a low lift high duty pumping scheme 
could be worked up, it could probably be made to pay very handsomely. 

58736. On page 14 you say: "As regards evaporation losses in canals, 
little or nothing can be done to reduce these. As regards absorption losses, 
our new canals are so designed as to seal themselves as far as possible
with silted berms." What is the particular grading of the canal bed which 
encourages siitingP-You have the main channel of your canal in the 
centre aod you set your banks back sufficiently to allow the velocity of the 
water to drop on the sides of the canal; the silt immediately drops and 
forms what you call a berm, which is more or less water-tight; and in 
Sind it is very water-tight. Of course, our canals are so designed as not. 
to drop silt,in the main channel. ' 

58737. On page 14, in answer to Question 9 on soils, you deal with a 
very important point, namely, the drainage which would be necessary if 
the land to be irrigated by the Lloyd Barrage is to be protected against 
the risk of progressive deterioration as the result of waterlogging. Are 
those drains being dug nowP-No. 

58738. How soon are they going to be dug P-I have purposely delayed 
them until we have practically 'Completed the canals, and we shall start 
them the year we start irrigation. That will give us plenty of time. 

58739. Have you got your detailed plans for drains worked outP-1 have 
all the main alignments worked out. 

58740. What other departments have seen themP-No other departments· 
have seen them yet. Before you can design a modern canal you must 1J.x 
your drainage ,lines; tlwse lines have all been fixed and have been shown 
on the maps which were sent to Government with ,other plans sent up. 
When I send the plans up for the Rohri Canal I will show, in great detail, 
all the natural drainage lines. 

58741. Would it not be well to protect yourself as soon as possible against 
the risk of finding, when you come to make your drains, that vested interests 
are already established: for example that the local authority is contemplat
ing a road where you wish to dig your drains?-We are acquiring those 
lands as fast as we go along and no Government land will be given out on 
the main alignments without the special sanction of the Chief EnllineflJ', 

58742. So that it is the case that no development can possibly interfere 
with your drainage schemesP-Exactly. 

I 
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. 58743. Is it defill-itely a part of your programme ~o start these drains 
In the first year that you give the waterP-Yes, that is a definite part of 
my programme which I have put up to Government. Originally, the project 
I)ontemplated their construction pari passu with the construction of the 
canals; but I pointed out that the danger of that was that we should .be 
so busy with the callal alignments that we possibly might not have sufficient 
time to st~dy the question of drains adequately. . Certainly my opinion is 
that as soon as we have broken the back of the main problem of the cons
truction of the canals, we shall then be at leisure to concentrate on the 
draiIUi. The alignments are already settled: nature has done that for us. 
As soon as the canals are completed we can get our main, drains in. But 
the very important point to remember is that the branch .drains are even 
more important than the main drains, because we have got to study the 
weaknesses of the country. We have not got sufficient knowledge of Sind 
to enable us to know where our weak spots are likely to be, at present. 

58744. Do you attach great importance to a sufficient drainage schemeP
Extreme importance. 

58745. Professor Cangulee: Has the possible expenditure on the drainage 
scheme been included iri the total estimate?-Yes, roughly two crores of 
rupees. 

58746. The Ohairman: Then you go on, in an interesting paragraph; 
,to tell the Commission' that the peculiar difficulty of keeping these drains 
clea.r of aquatic weeds which might choke them is likely, in your view, 
to be overcome by the new machines which are available for that work P
Yes, woo are using those machines to excavate our canals. The main diffi
culty in the old days was that y011 could not get manual labour' to stand 
in two or three feet of water and mud, and in the cold weather work 
among these reeds and things like that was done under extremely cold con
ditions. Nowadays, w~ can bring these machines along on their caterpillars, 
they can stand on mud and they excavate just as well in the wet as in the 
dry. 

58741. They can stand on mudP-Yes, they can stand on mud. 
58748. Can you give us now, or provide us at your own convenience, 

with any figures of the cost of clearing drains by means of that sortP-Yes, 
I can give you the cost of excavation of canals which would be thE' same 
as the coSt· of excavation of drains.· 

58749. At what depth can these machines workP-I had one instance 
where we went below sub-soil level and worked as cheaply as in the dry. 

58750. The'y must have solid ground to' rest onP-Yes. They want 
mud or soil to rest on. They are all on caterpillars; the pressure is very 
little, and you can put a mattress on the mud if it proves very quaggy. 

58751. Are you familiar with BengaIP-No. 
58752. You tell us tbt one' of the methods of reclaiming alkali lands is 

the gradual growth of babul trees which are cut when less than a year ,?ld. 
Does it mean choJlpingP-They are cut right down to the ground. In Smd 
they grow anything up to three feet six inches in a year. They are felled 
right to the ground and ploughed in. Sometimes they plough it in after 
a three months' growth, when it is about a foot high. 

58753. I do not propose to examine you in any detail upon the other 
part of you!" note, which_is not concerned with your own special subject, 
~xcept that I notice, in answer to question 23, you. express the view that 
education should be given in very small dosesP-Yes. 

58754. Do you think it is possible to arrest a process of that sortP-I 
do not think it is possible to ,arrest it, but I certainly do no~ think .we 
should encourage it beyond the capacity of the people, that IS, forcmg 
upon the agricultural masses education of a type which I would call much ~oo 
high for their capabil~ties. I have personally. had brc;lUght. to my notICe 
instances of many cultivators who .dread educatIOn, speCIally: I~ the Bombay 
Deccan, who were terrified at the Idea of schools as they sald It meant that 

• Vide Appendix I. 
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their children would be taken away for four .or five years in order to attend 
school, when they should be working on, the fields. 

58755. Professor Gangulee: You are referring too higher education, and 
not the primary stage?-I am referring to anything more than the very 
primary stage, that is, just to stop them from being illiterate; simple reading, 
writing and arithmetic, simple accounts to enable them to draw up their 
total costs. 

58756. Sir Thomas Middleton: In taking into account the development 
of Sind that will follow the completion of the Barrage project, have you 
been examining the questiol\ of roads and road communications in Sind? 
-Yes. I happen to bein charge of the Government's enquiry into roads in 
Sind. We have got a special Roads Division, and I have an Executive 
Engineer serving directly under me to go into the w·hole ques~on of roads 
and cC?mmu~ications in general. 

58757. Is it the intention to use the canal banks for such purposesP-I 
think that the canal banks can only be used to a very limited extent, 
because my idea is to connect "up the more important .towns direct with 
the railways. I think that, a great mistake has been made in the past in 
having through communication in irrigated'tracts, and that money has been 
spent which could be ill afforded. The canal itself is a direct communica
tion through the tract, and therefore we could bot use much of the canal 
bank for purposes of inter-commllDication between the important villages. 

158758. When I was in Egypt recently, I was struck by the great use 
made of canal banks for purposes ot communicationP-We have provided 
for it in the project. We have got an inspection road and also what is 
called a • sel'vice' road right throughout. 

58759. I was also impressed with the good quality of the road surface, 
and with the carts thai they employ on these surfaces. I 
do not know whether you have been considering the charac~r of ~hfl 
vehicular traffic that you bave got in SindP-I bave got some. l~terestmg 
photographs which I would like to hand 'over to the Comnns~l~lD. One 
shows the Sind type of cart, which is. a most hopeless proposl~lon; you 
will find a pair of fine' bullocks drawing a most, antiquated vehicle; thl!'t 
is the Sind cart. One of the photographs is of the Punjab cart; that. IS 
a different proposition entirely. Then there is a photograph of .the Smd 
town cart; that does not go out into th~ .fields. I -can hand: you ov.er, 
along with these photographs a notet contammg a great deal of mformatlOn 
as to the measurements of these carts. the weights they will carry and t~e 
power required to pull them. I think you would find by a stU?y of thiS 
question that Sind loses over a rupee an acre on every' acre cultivated per 
annum, through inferior carts. 

58760. The Chairman: Have you invented a better oneP-No. I think 
the Punjab cart will be good enough for some years to come. 

58761. Sir Thomas Middleton: Your view is that the Sind vehicle is 
destructive of the surfaces of your canal banks P-Entirely so; it is a hop&' 
lessly uneconomic proposition. 

58762. MT. Kamat: Whose business would it be to invent a better type 
of cart P-I do not know. It is the business of anybody interested in the 
welfare of the country. 

58763. Have you advertised, offering prizes for bEftter types of carts?
No, but that is a good idea. We have two very good types of cart, the 
Gujarat and the Punjab types. They are cheap, made locally in the villages, 
and, as you will see from the photograph, have enormous carrying capacity. 
Thev can carry up to 30 71UlIUnds on an earth road and 45 maunds on a 
metalled road. The Sind cart can carry only from 7i to 10 mawnds. JA. 

1i8764. No department has made it its business to introduce and falDl
liarise this typeP-Not in Sind. 

58765. Si'/' Thomas Middleton: When you referred to the quality of the 
Puniab and, Gujarat carts, were you taking into account the' crushing effect 
of the wheels P-Exactly so.' 

l' 

t Not printed in full. Extract printed as Appep.dix II. 
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58766. Have you studied itP-We have studied it; I will put in t4is 
note,* which describes the crushing effect. 

58767. I think' you ha~e been associated with Dr. Mann in some of the 
experimental work which has been going on on the Sind Experimental 
farm ?-I have been very closely associated with it. 

58768. Dr. Mann unfortunately is not here to give Ult any information. 
J do not know whether you' could tell us the objects he had in view in 
designing th;s experimental work P-The objects in view were to see whether 
we could introduce any new varieties of crops into Sind and improved 
types of existing varieties, to study the question of a proper rotation of 
crops, the effect of fallows, the improvement of salt-infected areas, and the 
qll.estion of the amount of water required for irrigation. 

58769. How long has the farm been in existenceP-Two years now. 
58770. Have you yourself derived any useful hints from it yetP;-The 

report was issued about a month ago by Dr. Mann. Not a great deal can 
be based on it, because it is only one year's result, but everything points 
so far to greater yields than we expected and the use of less water than we 
expected. 

58771. Reference has been made to the need for a central station for irri
gation research. Do you mean a central irrigation station for all India; 
or a central station for the Province P-I should have' a central station for 
all India, and I have mentioned in my replies to the Questionnaire that 
there should be two stations for the Bombay Presidency, one for Sind and 
Gne for the rest of the Presidency; I call them provincial stations. Those 
would deal more with our domestic problems. 

58772. The domestic problems you have already indicated in the evidence : 
to begin with, washing out of white alkali, and the amount of water required, 
which must vary Province by Province and district by district?-Exactiy 
1i0; that is the great point. 

58773. That is one of the most important points which has got to be 
determined and must be determined locally?-Yes, exactly. It is no good 
dogmatising from Poona what can happen in Sind, because' it does not 
nece.~sari1y apply. 

58774. Have you, in Sind, any black alkali P-Yes. 
58775. Is there any known method of dealing with that particular cause 

of barren land ?-In' the Larkana district there is a great deal of black 
alkali, and it is very successfully dealt with by the growth of red rice 
and babul plantation. It is very black alkali. 

58776. l'To/es8oT Gangulee: You do not use. gypsum?-No. 
58777. Sir Thomas Middleton: Black alkali has proved the trouble in 

.. eclamation in most countriesP-Yes. Even in Sind nothing can be groWn 
'On it for several years, except rice. 

58778. Reference was made to the difficulty of giving a guarantee against 
loss to the local cultivator who conducts a demonstration. I think every 
'9ne is agreed that, if possible, there ought to be these local demonstrations, 
/but the giving of a guarantee against loss is objectionableP-Yes, that is 
the difficulty, but I do not think that· it is insuperable, because, if the 
,Agricultural Department have got anything worth pushing, th~y will fix 
the minimum outturn. which must necessarily be an enormous Increase on 
1I;he average outturn the man now obtains. If they can ~ive him a 
minimum guarantee, the difference between the outturn acoordmg to the 
Agricultural Department's methods and the cultivator's own methods of 
cultivation might be very little, in the case of a small area. As I havE' 
pointed out, I do not expect the Agricultural Department to rush blindly 
into this without being certain of their facts in 95 pe~ cent of the cases, 
assuming as the Chairman said, that there is no wilful neglect and damage 
on the p~rt of the cultivator himself, which I do not think is likely. 

58779. Do you think, instead of a guarantee, it would be. practicable to. 
buy up the crop P-Yes, quite so. That is a form of guarantee. . ' 

* Note referred to on page 20. 
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58780. You could make it the subject of a definite contract before-, 
kand ?-Exactly. 

58781. Whereas a guarantee introduces the question of what is a nor
mal crop after the crop ripensP-Yes. 

58782. Mr. Call18rt: On this question of' a central research station we 
fou!ld in Egypt that they have a.staff of about twelve men engaged on'irri
gatIon problems for a,_ comparatlvely, very small Province. What kind of 
staff would you recommend for a central research station for irrigation for 
all IndiaP-I do not think the staff need be very much bigger than that 
because they would take up general problems, and try and co-ordinate the~ 
with the work of the local provincial staffs. I should be inclined to have the 
proyincial staffs rat~er bigger than twelve. The central staff should be there' 
mainly to co-ordinate and to see that the experiments being done in the 
Provinces are comprehensive, and though they may not necessq.rily make an 
attempt to carry out any of them themselves, they can throw out suggestions 
as a lead to the Provinces to take action in any particular direction. 

58783. Should, the central station deal with hydraulic questions onlyP-1 
should think both hydraulic and agricultural. ' 

58784. Is there any common meeting ground for irrigation officers of 
aIJ. India P-No ; unfortunately, such is not in existence. 

58785. Do you think it would be an advantage if you could have a common 
meeting grounclP-1 think it would be very valuable. It'is now left to the 
officers to attend the different local Engineering Congresses or not. There 
is no specific organisation to discuss specific All-India subjects at any time 
in one place. 

58786. We were rather struck in our tour by the lack of acquaintance of 
one Province with the work in other ProvincesP-Exactly. 

58787. Do you think it would be a good thing to facilitate the meeting 
of engineers of ProvincesP-It would be highly desirable. In this connec
tion, I regret the disappearance of the Inspector General o£ Irrigation. He 
used to tour round and co-ordinate the work of various Provinces, and he 
used to inform us what the other, Provinces were doing. ' We have no liuch 
'9o-ordinating agency now. . 

58788. On page 14 of your note, you say that you hope the more en
lightened of the big zamindars will lead the way in the rectangulation of 
exi~ting holdings. Would you make it a condition of irrigationP-We 
are doing rectangulationj we want to do sub-rectangulation • 

.58789. Would you make it a condition of giving them waterP-We can
not enforce it where they have established rights. Where we have Govern
ment waste lands to sell, no land 'will be allowed to be' cultivated except 
on condition ~hat it is worked in • squares' or fields of certain. sizes. The 
Revenue Officer will see that no auctio. is held unless the land is properly 
divided up. In the Punjab some ninety per cent of the land under new 
Government schemes is Government waste whereas in Sind we have got 
twenty-five per cent only Government waste. Therefore, we have to do 
our improvements by persuasion" not by law. 

58790. -Could you give us a rough idea of the capital cost per acre 
irrigated of the Sukkur Barrage scheme?-Thirty rupees per ae.r;e. The 
value of the land will work out at about three times that in ten years. 

58791. Dr. Hyder: What is the bearing of this custom of mohag on 
fragmentation and rectangulation P What is mohag P-Mohag is an indefi
nite right to as much land as the man can grab adjacent to his holding. 
I should think that is the ordinary way of describing mohag. It was a 
very important factor in the days of the Mirs, because, in those days, the 
Government did not construct any of the channels. Therefore, a zamindar 
went into virgin land and started with a canal say three miles from the 
river. That was very nice for the Mirs, because they could get hold of 
a part of the produce of that land without effort or liability, and if the 
Ilamindar wanted still further to extend the canal, they encouraged them 
by giving mohag rights. As far as one can see, the principle was that the 
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. zamindar. wen~ on !lx.~e~ding irrigation .and using the adjacent land .. That 
was all rIght In pnmltlve days, but owmg to more settled conditiona \ now 
the alleged mohag right has become a great nuisance. It tends·lto limit: 
the quantity and value of Government land for sale. 
: 58792. Professor Ganf{ule~: Hav~ you aske~ Go~ernI?-,:nt to get rid. ot 
ltP-We hope to rec9~ms~ It as little as possIble m glvmg out the land_ 
The gentleman who 'Yl11 g.lve mbre evidence on the point is Mr. Dow, the
Revenue o.fficer who IS gomg to be examined. 

. 58793. Sir Chunilal Mehta: With reference to the figure which you 
gIve on page 13 of yOUl" note about fragmentation in the Deccan have· 
you fixed upon five. ac~es after any examination, or is it just an idea p
It was after exammatlOn when I served in t'hose parts. I had prepared 
a scheme for Government to acquire about 40,000 acres of land near 
Belapur, and we found there that certain of the land was wanted for 
sugarcane and the rest was to be given back. I worked olIt that five 
acres would be an equitable area to give back to the people after con-
solidation of the holdings. 

58794. That would be on irrigated landP-Yes. 
58795. The Raja of Parlakimedi: Qn page 11 you suggest that demonstra

tion shoul~ be more concentrated upon than experiment. Do you mean 
demonstratIOn: on the fields. of the ryotsP-Yes, that is very desirable. 
I would not do it as an experiment. I would demonstrate after I had 
experimented on experimental farms. 

58796 .. After seeing the good result of a certain experiment upon a crop 
you may wish to see it demonstrated-Yes, follow it straight into the
fields. 

58797. Qn the . land of the cultivator P-Exactly. 
58798. Have you any sort of idea as to the staff which you woulu 

require to carryon that workP-No, but I should say that if the Agricul
tural Department is to give it its full value there will probably be 
required at least one demonstrator in every taluka; that would be suffi
cient to visit say two or three villages in a taluka centrally situated so 
that they could spread their knowledge to neighbouring villages to carry 
out these demonstration experiments. 

58799. Would you not have a kind of maistri or people trained on the
farm to see that this is carried out properly by the ryotP-Exactly, yes, 
trained field men.' , 

58800. And you would have that demonstration carried out at the ex
pense of the department I supposeP-Yes; as suggested by Sir Thomas 
Middleton, it would be a very good way for Government to undertake· 
to buy the produce if the owner so de~ired: that is, to guarantee it. 

58801. With reference to what you say on page 18 on fragmentation 
of holdings, have you ·made any calculation' with a view to suggesting 
what area will be sufficient for a rvot to maintain himself ill Sind P
Yes, we reckon that sixteen acres probably, and twenty-four acres certain~y, 
would be sufficient to keep him in good bodily comfort under perenmal 
irrigation. The Punjab have fixed on twenty-five acres, but Dr .. Man~ 1 
know in discussing the matter held the view th~t I was correct m thmk
ing that sixteen acres would be sufficient in Smd. 

58802.' How much dry land would be required P-In this project we aHow 
here. for eighty-one per cent of the holding being irrigated annually; that 
is with kharif and ra,bi crops. 

58803. Have you got in mind the problem of preventing the forma
tion of a layer of red stuff which is, I believe, complain'S? of by ano~her 
""itnp", P-'fes, that is the question o~ salt efflorescence;. It takes vanous 
form!!: the white, black or red. That IS a problem of dramage. 

58804. You are guarding against thatP-Yes, we hope to; but one of 
'the important points is the question of dist~ibution of water. I. ho~d, 
though probably agriculturists do not agree WIth me, that t~e Irr~ga~lOn 
Department should have full powers to deal with the eco~omlcal dlStn~u
tiOll of water, because that is the main source from whIch waterloggmg 
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.arises. You will find in the statement I have made and' I adhere to that 
~tate::~t, tha\ tte greater pr~por~ion of waterloggi~g does not come from· 

e ~n cana ut f;om 1~r1gatIon. I think that has been proved' by 
mOJt thesea.rch hOfficers lU Indla .• Careless irrigation produces waterlogging" 
an at 18 w at we have got to get at and try to stop. . ' 

t
5880d5: T?b s~e that proper distribution is effectedP-And economical 

wa er lStn utlOn. 

~~896. Profess,!r Ga1l;gu,lee: Do you consider the area under waterlogging 
(lon ~t~ons to be mcreasmgP-Not in Sind. Of course, we have no perennial 
conditions. We have only semi-perennial on the Jamrao Canal and there 
we have no waterlogging at all. 

58807 .. The Raja of Parlakimedi: Have you statistics to go upon as to 
the requirements of, each cropP-That is why we are now experimenting; 
we have past experlenc:e but we are now carrying out experiments at the 

:8akrand . fa~m . of whlch Dr. Mann was in charge of. I do not know 
whether It IS lU charge of anybody now; that is my trouble. 

5,8808. Do you intend to publish that statistical information among the 
cultlvators?-~ es, a~ soon as we get sufficient information. This year it 
has been ,pubh~hed 1U .a general form for the general public; we have not 
g?t suffiCient mformatlOn, to take to the ;village, but from the point of 

'Vlew ,of the general pubhc Dr. Mann has published a statement, in the 
last SIX weeks, of the result of the work up to date; it is most encouraging. 

58809. That is a pamphlet, I supposeP-1 do not know whether it has 
got to the pamphlet form yet; it was a press note. 
, 58810. Sir James MacKenna: Have you formed any views on the ques

tlOn of what the effect of the Sukkur Barrage will be on irrigation con
ditions in Lower Sind outside the barrage area?-Yes, in 1921 and 1922, 

, when this question was raised by the Lower Sind zamindars, a very detailed 
investigation was made by the then Chief Engineer, Mr, Shoubridge, 
who submitted what I considered to be a very able report. I cannot 
attempt to remember figures now, but he pointed out in that report that 
the fear was greatly exaggerated, because we have got to deal not with 
.a qnestion of two or three years but with a question of a large number 
of years, and the delta formation of . the Indus is such that between 
Sehwan, which is north 'of Hyderabad on the river and the sea, there is 
a constWlt rise in the bed of the river, and we reckon that that rise might 
be 'ten inches in twelve years; so that in itself that rise of the bed of 
the river will compensate for an equivalent of ten inches loss in level of the 

-water. We are not so concerned with the quantity of water; it ·is the 
level at which it is delivered in the river which matters. We found it. 
was not anything like as bad as it was thought to be, I undertook to 

'give a certai~ amount of water from the tail of the Rohl'i Canal to protect 
garden crops in the Fuleli Canal area, and Governmellt have undertaken 
in Council to spend five or six lakhs of rupees for a new head regulator 
on the Fuleli Canal to get better distribution. That was in addition to 
,some eight or twelve lakhs of. rupees on the Fuleli Canal to get a better 
discharge into the canal. The new regulator does away with most of the 
preventable loss in head due to afflux, 

58811. So that the interests of these people in Lower, Sind have not 
"been overlooked P-They have not been overlooked. .. 

58812. Professor Gang'UlelJ: Could you tell us a little ~ore. as to the 
'functions of this central research station that you have lD mlDdP-Each 
Province will have at least one research station. In the Bombay Presi. 
dency I recommend two. Those research stations will deal !,ith what 1 
call the domestic problems of the Province concerned: that IS, the .crops 
grown under certain climatic conditions of which they h,ave local expe~lence" 
the distribution of water the amount of water reqUIred, reclamatlOn of 
"salt infected lands; the c~ntral research station could go into what I call 
nigher research .. 

58813. Fundamental researchP-Fundamental; and t~ey would watch 
to Eee what was being done by the local research statlons and use their 
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brains to see if they can initiate anything which has not been started by. 
the local stations. " • 

58814. The central irrigation research station will then have two main 
divisions: one deal~ng with agricultural p~oblems in relation to irrigation 
and for the other you suggested hydraulicsP-Hydraulics and soil physics~ 

58815. Would you include the problem of lift irrigationP-Yes ex.-
periments can be carried out. ' 

58816. In the administration of such a central research station, would 
you have a representative from the ProvincesP-No, I would not. 

58817. Could you give us an idea of the sort of administrative body 
you would desire P-I would have a totally separate body whose work: 
would be frequently visited by officers from the Provinces; it should be an 
entirely separate station but functioning in such a way as to bring the 
local research people into very close touch with all its functions. 

58818. But the provincial workers would no't have anything to da 
with the administration P-No, I do not think they should. They would 
only send their suggestions; otherwise it would tend to become provincial, 
and be cramped in scope by too much interference by the provinces. 

58819. And the finance for such a station should come from the Central 
Gov.ernmentP-Yes, it should come .from central funds. 

58820. Have you any suggestion as regards the situation of this central 
research station: at Sakrand or any of these places within the Barrage 
tractP-I have not given thought to the central station; I should certainly 
have a local one at Sakra.nd and one at Poona, with the central station 
at the most convenient centre possible. 

'58821. You regret very much that Sakrand at the present time is 
without any chief P-So far as I know there is not one. I hope there will 
be one soon. If there is one now it has not come to my knowledge yet 
in the .last fortnight or three weeks since Dr. Mann has gone. 

58822. 'With regard to the question of water supply in tracts outside the 
Barrage, do you think there is any scope for well irrigationP-Not a great 
dealln Sind because well irriga.tion is so extraordinarily deep, and if you have 
shallow well irrigation it means you have supplied the area with water from 
canals, and you may as well lift straight from the canals. 

58823. Then you do not hold out a very great prospect for _11 irri
gation in SindPl'-Not on a large scale now. 

58824. Smaller canals other than the Barrage canals would perhaps. 
be usefulP-Yes. very useful indeed. 

58825. Could you tell us something about the Jamrao Canal. It was 
supposed to be a perenniaJ canal, was it notP-Yes. 

58826. But it did not~come so P-That was due to having no barrage 
at Sukkur. They were very sanguine that the old Eastern Nara supply
chllnnel, wkich was originallJT. a bed of the river, would carry sufficient 
water down to give a perennial supply to the Jamrao Canal. History
has proved that to be a mistaken idea; it worked an Tight for the first 
few years; the river altered its course and there have bee-n silting troubles 
and lac\!: of discharge ever since. 

588Wj' So' that _ on ~he complel;ion of the barrage scheme the Jamrao-
Canal wlll be a perenmal canaIP-Yes. . 

.58828: it' is alleged- that the clearance of canals has been very much 
n'eglected by the Irrigation Department. Could you tell us what is the 
position P-That is a common allegation, but I would like to point out 
that we have done our besil to "Al'lain to the cultivator that it is n?t 
a fact. In the old days in Sina "cientific irrlgatlOn was not known; III 
fact very little of it is practlsea now because the canals th~roselves ~r& 
totally unscientific. The easiest way, from the engineer's pomt of vIew 
to keep the people quiet and from the cultivator's point. of view, was to 
put a gang of men in an'd start digging: what theS" ('.all .. silt. clearan?e ". 
As you no doubt know, a canal has -to be designed to a certam gradle,ntp 
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and: that gradie~t.is fixed with reference to the soil level of the fields_ 
It 18 JI~ good dlgglOg below that level, because you will get nothing bui<: 
whl1.t.we call dead water. If you dig at the head of a canal you will get 
certam d~ad water and. above that you will get the moving water; it is. 
the gradient below w~lch the cana~ will not work. For years, in Sind,. 
~oney was spent on silt clearance; It has been considered by the irriga-. 
twn 0~cer8 to be an absolute waste of good money. We have always tried. 
to ';0 IOtO. the ':!latter from the scientifi~ point of vi~w, and whe;never silt. 
clearance IS advisable we have never hesitated to advise money being spent
thereon. 

58829. I understand from your replies that you attach a great deal' 
of importance to lift irrigation?-A great deal" yes. 

58830. In what way can the Government encourage lift irrigation?
I 6Ugges~ the. giving of a prize for ~he encouragement of the development" 
of low hft hIgh duty pumps. I thlOk that is the only way. The Localr 
?overnment encou~~e lift irrigati?n; so far as the Bombay Presidency 
IS concerned, by gIVlOg a preferentIal rate. The lift rate is half the flow-
rate in Sind and the Bombay Deccan. . 
. 58831. On this question of frll:gmentatiollt of holdings, you say you would. 

like to fix five acres as the minImum area for the purpose of irrigation?-. 
Yes. 

58832. We find there are about 66,000 holdings of under five acres in. 
Sind?-Yes. 

58833. How would you provide water for those holdings ?-That is a.. 
difficult problem. We shall have to do it. I personally should not like
to supply water to anything under sixteen acres, but these people have, 
got their rights and we shan have to recognise those rights a.nd supply 
ihem with water as best we can. It is a totally uneconomic proposition 
from the irrigation point of view: it is wholly uneconomic to attempt to. 
supply water down a long channel to three or four acres of land; but. 
~~_to~.~as~~~~.~~as~ 
we can .. 

58834. So that, is this idea of having a minimum area which you sug
gest a very helpful one?-Yes, we can stop that in the future. I am 
looking to the futurej for the past we have got to deal with it as we· 
find it; but I should certainly have a rule by which Government would 
not, in future, after a certain date, give water to any holding which is, 
under a certain area. 

58835. You are referring to the new settlelnent?-Yes, the old we have·.· 
to face as it is. 

58836. The Chairman.: Do you distinguish between sub-division and frag
mentation ?-They are one and the same, if the members of the fami~y' 
happen to be at variance with one another that is the whole trouble; If 
they work together as a unit it does not matter how much they fragment ... 
I know of one case in the Godavari Canals area waere there were twenty
seven tenants on an area of fifteen acres, but the holding was in excellent •. 
condition because t4e head of the family kept the rest of j;hllm ~gether_ 
He did all the agriculture and they shared the profits., .,. 

58837. Is not sub-division the inevitable divisioll which takes-/piace if 
the hereditary law which is in operatoin is followed, whe:r:easj1agmenta- .. 
tion is that whiqh occurs when each heir insists upon havmg 'not; mel;ely 
his fair share of the whole but his fair share of each particl!l?-Exat:t1Yj. 
of course that is hopeless. But the Bombay Government have. made ,an. 
effort and a Bill is being introduced now. Sir Chunilal Mehta WIll bea~le 
to advise you about that. An effort is being made to reduce fragmentatlOll 
and sub-division. 

58838. Professor Gangulee: In establishing the Sakrand stat!on you ha,cr 
active co-operation from the :A~ricultu!al Department?-Yes,. It 'Yas their' 
scheme; I think I myself orIgmated It, but all the lVork IS beIn~ done 
by the Agricultural Department. Thro~ghdl1t, Dr. Mann b:as been In very 
close co-operation with me j he has seen me on every occasIon he has beelh 
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in ~arachi, .talked about· the v!lrieties of crops he proposed to grow, given 
me 1I.formatIOn and asked me If I had any further suggestions to make. 

58839. lIIr. Kamat: You think that the Sakrand station should conti~ue 
for Some t!me longer uI!der a senio~ officer of the Agricultural Depart
mentP-1t IS not a question of a semor officer of the Agricultural Depart
ment. I should look round. Personally I do not know of an officer avail
able in the Agricultural Department who would carry it on. I should 
look round for the best pOSSible officer, pay him well and put him there 
to run. the ~lace, even though one got a temporary man from outside. 
The .c!lmate IS v~ry bad and I do not think that the ordinary service 
conditIOns would mduce a good man to come. I attach the greatest im-
portance to the proper. conduct of that station. . 

58840. With regard to fragmentation, on the Deccan canals you at 
present recognise even half an acre as the minimum area for allowing 
canal water P-Yes. 

58841. Even under existing conditions do you not think that rule 
could be revised with a view to avoiding excessive fragmentationP-Yes, 
I have advocated for the last twenty years the fixing of a minimum area 
that we will recognise as an irrigation unit. 

58842. Hal{ alI acre you think is rather a small minimumP-Hopelessly 
small. 

58843. And yet the Irrigation Department is continuing to recognise 
that as the minimum P-That we cannot help; we do not want to do it; we 
want a much bigger minimum than that. . 

58844. On page 13 of your note you say: "In the Deccan there is a large 
number of schemes prepared which can be taken up one by one as soon as 
the vital problem of how to make the Deccan irrigation pay is solved". I 
should like to take advantage of this' opportunity afforded by your presence 
here as a witness to ask you a question as to this problem of Deccan irriga
tion being made to pay. Are you aware of the present situation in the 
Deccan, that, as the rates for gur have gone down, it doCil not pay the culti
vator to grow sugarcane at the present rate of Rs. 45 for the canal water, 
and also that if that rate is not realised by the Irrigation Department it is 
felt that\ the irrigation schemes cannot be made to pay P-I cannot agree as 
to the rate of Rs. 45, affecting the situation seriously at all, because it is 
one. of the smallest items in the question of sugarcane cultivation. In Java 
where they prosper and are able to undercut India and send their sugar to 
India, they pay as much as Rs. 225 per acre for irrigation water supplied by 
private Dutch companies while we charge Rs. 45. The cost of manure, 
husbandry and of nearly all the items is bigger than that Rs. 45. 

58845. Whatever the"qonditions in Java may be, you are aware, J 
suppose, of the conditions in the Deccan where sugarcane growing is being 
given up by the cultivators and the department is faced with the ques
tion of what to do with the waterP-Again I must say that I do not think 
it is because the rate is Rs. 45. The situation is uneconomic, partly 
throu<7h the extravagant methods used in cultjvation. I myself have seen 
it. I"'started the sugarcane irrigation myself on the Godavari and Pravara 
canals and I saw the expenditure going from Rs. 150 to as much as Rs. 850 
per acre, men vying with each other to get the heavier crop, until it 
came to tws in the end, that the sugarcane 'Lecame an aquatic plant: 
instead of being grown on the soil it was being grown on m'!-nure !lnd 
water. With the deeper rooting of the cane and more economic cultIva
tion, I ~hink you will find you will be able to compete with the low price 
of gur m the market. 0 

58846. Whether the use by the cultivator of the canal water ?r the 
quantity of manure put in is right or w~ong, supposing the growmg of 
sugarcane falls into desue~ude-,!hether rl~htly oro wrongly. on the. part 
of the cultivator is an entirely different pomt, I am not g?l.ng .to d!SCllSS 
that,-have you any other payillg crop to suggest for the utlbsatIOn of the 
irrigation water in the Deccan P-I do not see why they should not turn 
to wheat and the ordinary khan! crops and, in the black soil tracts, cotton. 
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I. adY'ocated the establishment of a cotton station at or near Nevasa, but 
nothing. was done. I even suggested getting Messrs. Ralli Brothers to put 
up . the money as they were in~rested in growing cotton there, 'but no 
actIOn was taken on my suggestion. I see no reason why we should not 
turn to the old staple crops of the Deccan for our salvation. 

58847. You think that, even assuming sugarcane does not pay apart 
fr0!D the present methods being right or wrong there are other c;ops for 
which the. water co.uld be ~sed~-I would not despair of finding other 
crops. It IS a questIOn of gomg mto the economics of crops, but, speaking 
off hand, I should say we could turn to other crops. That would make 
it pay for the people but not for the State. 
5~. On the. first pa~e. of your n?te you say you are in' general agree

ment With the views which Mr. Inghs has put before the CommissionP
Yes. 

58849. I think Mr. Inglis has said that it would be desirable that the 
Irrigation Department and the Agricultural Department shouM be under 
the same Minister; do you subscribe to. that view alsoP-Yes I do' I 
think that is very sound. . , , 

58850. With regard to roads, there are certain roads in the irrigated 
tracts in the Deccan maintained by the Irrigation Department?-Yes. 

58851. Do you think it would be an advantage to continue them under 
the Irrigation Department or' should they be under the local boardsP
From the point of view of efficient· upkeep I would rather see them under 
the Irrigation Department, but from the point of view of general policy 
they should probably be under the local boards because I hold that the 
irrigation engineer should confine his attention to irrigation: he has 
plenty to do. 

58852. Do you desh'e to maintain this dual controlP-No, not if I could 
find an efficient way of getting out of it. 

58853. If you want to have unitary control, what would you suggest?
I personally should put the roads under the Roads and Buildings Branch 
of the Puhlic Works Department where they have not been put under 
the Local Board. 

58854. With regard to your proposal for an experimental st8;tion you 
would wish to see an irrigation officer attached to the supermtendent 
of the station who might be an agricultural officer; is that your idea P
Yes. I have not looked into the question of who should be the head of 
the station; but there should certainly be expert research officers on both the 
agricultural and irrigation sides. 

58855. Assuming the head of the experimental station were an agricul
tural officer, would you like to have an irrigation officer always attached 
to the stationP--Certainly, the best man should be the head. 

58856. To work under the agricultural officerP-Yes, certainly they 
should be working together. I have no objection to the irrigation officer 
being nominally under the agricultural officer. 

58857. But in any case there must be an irrigation officer attached 
to an experimental station P-Exactly so. • 

58858. Speaking about this silt clearance in Sind, in view of the ex
planation which you have just now given the Commission, you think that 
the question of spending a certain percentage from the land revenue does 
not arise; is that what I am to.understandP-I think it is a ~ost dangerous 
principle, to earmark definite sums of money for any particular purpose. 

58859. We have been told by another witness in a statement submitted 
to ilie Commission that whether the practice of clearing silt is good or 
bad there is a history behind it and at one time Government adopted the 
nra~tice?-I happen to have seen the written evidence to which you refer; 
I was asked about it yesterday and that is the first time I had ever heard 
that Government had ever .set aside, or proposed to set aside, a definite 
percentage of their revenue for silt clearan~: a policy to. which certainly 
nobody in his senses to-day could subscribe, because you must look to 
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the actual ~eeds of each particular situation-, and not fix a definite sum 
of money to besp,en~, ,which would lead to gross extravagance, because 
persons would s~y: ," If It has to be spept, let us spend it'. ' 

58860. ,Supposing, .however, the fact were proved that Government had 
in the' past ,given an undertaking to spend a certain percentage of land 
revenue, would you still maintain that it would be an extravagance to 
Bpend that percentage if under modern conditions that much were unneces
.sary .for effective clearanceP-Yes, exactly. 

58861. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: You have just made the statement that the 
.c~pital cost Ilf the Barrage would be Rs. 30 per acreP-Yes. 

58862. Is that based only on new land to be bl'oug-ht under cultivation 
or on the whole .area commandedP-I take the whole area commanded. 
It is on the. total area we propose to irrigate, not command but irrigate, 
cpmpared wIth the 'total cost of the scheme. But the actual protection 
is of course on the area co=anded which, in the case of the Barrage, is 
v.ery ,nearlY 8,000,000 .aqres, and the irrigation is just under 6,000,000 acres. 

58863. 1 find that one of the witnesses writes: "In my opinion- the 
detailed distribution- should be left to the landholders". Do you agree 

.with that ollinion P-N 0, I have had very bitter experience on that point; 
.I myself tried to encourage that co-operation in the beginning. On a 
certain distributary on the Godavari right bank canal 1 got the cultivators 
together and used my personal infiuence to try to get them to co-operate. 
I gave them a fixed discharge in the channel. l'hat was the outcome· 
of accusations of bribery and corruption on the part of my menial staff . 
.At the end of six months the cultivators came and begged me to take 
it back again; most of them had had their crops damaged, there was a 
lack of co-operation and several men had had their heads smashed. That 
is my ,bitter experience of co-operation in the Deccan. I think it would 
be still worse in Sind. 

58864. You have no hope of finding a via med'ia, by which Government 
'.officers and landholders could co:..operate in SindP-No. There could perhaps 
be advisory committees, much the same as are running railways. 

58865. You have spoken as to the infiuence of the Barrage in Lower 
Sind; on that 1\lr. Shoubridge has given a report; you say that the Govern
ment want to spend five or eight lakhs on Fuleli canal improvementsP-, 
Yes. 

58866. Jlo you agree with Mr. Shoubridge's report on thatP-Yes,' in 
the main; there are a great many points which are hypothetical, as there 
always must be in dealing with the future; but as far as I can see he 
has been very sage in',JJ,is ju!Igment and moderate in taking figures for 
both sides of the argument. 

58867. But I suppose you know that the fear of the Lower Sind 
zamindars still exists to a grellit extentP-Yes. 

58868. Do you think that if all these things fail Government will be 
immediately prepared to take actionP-I feel certain ~overnmen~ ml!st 
protect their interests: that undertaking was given m the LegIslative 
Council in 1923. 

58869. I take a statement made by you on page 13: you also feel 
that beyond the Lla.vd barrage !lcheme other schemes are. very ~ec~ssa~y; 

041 In Sind there is still seope for very great improvements m the Ir~lgatlOn 
of the area outside the Barrage Canals zone", lind Government WIll have 
to take up future developmentsP-Yes. 

58870. Are these schemes before the Government ?-One or t,,;~ are prac~ 
tically before Government, and others have to be worked up. Ihe Maram 
project is practically complete in its final state and that has to go up 
to Government. , ' 

58871. 'l\Iay I take it as definite that Govern'meu't has ap?omted a staff 
of engineers to work out the scheme P:-That has been done III the Karac~~ 
canals district but not 'elsewhere in Smd. Each officer takes up such wOlk 
as he has time and according to his keenness. 
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58872. Sir OkunilaZ Mehta: In connection with this silt clearance prob
lem, there is also a question of reduction of kaTia heads, is there noU-Yes. 

58878. Can you th~ow some li~h~ on that question?-Yes,.1 will put it iii 
as fe~ w~rds as possible. A ka~la is. a water chs~el, that is an expreseion 
used m Smd for & water channel leadmg to ,a zsmmdar's field from the main 
chan~el. In the days of t~e Mirs the landholder dug a hole in the canal bank, 
out his channel and took hlB water. When he found he was getting less water, 
he widened that openillg. That process went on; that zamindar, who was 
probably a small man when he started, through having lashings of water got 
very powerful, his opening got wider and wider and the man further down ~ot 
laBS and less water. As a consequence, we found after a review of the situatlOn 
that the zamindars at the tail of these old canals starved ·whereas the zamindars 
at the head were very prosperous indeed. We find most of them are" repre
sentatives .. on the Legislative' Council; the representatives of the people of 
Sind are mostly gentlemen who own lands at the heads of canals. I think 
oause follows effect in that case, but I cannot see how they can represent the 
true interests of the man at the tail. We have been trying to protect the 
smaller zamindal" at the tail. For that purpose w\' have intrOduced what we 
have called the proportionate module; it is a masonry outlet or opening which 
will give a proper proportion of the discharge of the water passing in the canal 
at each point to everybody concerned; that is to say, if a man has so many 
acres of land, we say he shall have so much of that water which is PBBSing. 
We make this module and indicate what the depth of water paseing in that 
ohannel is within certain limits. By the time we get to six inches depth it, 
does not matter who gets it because it is hopelessly inadequate; but wi~in 
certain limits everybody gets his proper share, within five per cent of accur
acy of the water passing through that channel. As a consequence we ha.ve 
had to limit the amount of water taken by very big zamindars at the heads 
of these channels. They say we are robbing them of water: we say we are 
taking back BOme of the excess water that they have enjoyed for years. That 
is a conflict of opinion that I am afraid must go on between the man who owns 
the land and the officer who has to distribute the water. That is the con
troversy as it is at present. It will lose a great deal of its importance in Sind 
because two-thirds of the irrigation .of Sind will come under the Lloyd Barrage. 
Under that scheme every outlet will be moduled because we propose to have 
a regular supply of water in all the canals and as a. consequence we ;must see 
that everybody has his proportionate share of water which will be his full 
share. It is not necessarily his full share at present but it is his share of, 
probably I an inadequate supply of water. I think that is as succinct as I can 
put it. 

58874. It has been claimed that an experiment wae made in the presence 
of the Irrigation Member which supported the contention put forward by 
BOme of the landholders; is that a correct statement?-I should think it is 
wholly incorrect; I have seen the written statement but I had not heard of it 
before. 

58875. It has also been claimed, as was pointed out by a member of the 
Commission, that Government undertook to spend a certain amount of the 
land revenue on silt clearance; Reading the evidence, it appears that it was 
not silt clearance but maintenance of canalsP-Yes, that is a very different' 
proposition. 

58876. Can you give us any idea as to the proportion of, land revenue that 
you spend on the maintenance of canals ?-On some canals it is practically the 
full revenue, a hundred per cent, I am sorry to say; but in other cases I shbuld 
say thirty or forty per cent is a very common figure: very heavy charges 
indeed. 

58877. Considerably more than the sixteen per cent?-<Yes. 
58878. You also said, I thinli;, that in the Deccan it is possible to divert the 

irrigation water from sugarcane to other crops P-I said I hoped it would be 
possible; it is, a line of investigation. 

58879. You have not any facts in your experience which woulq lead you to 
thmk it would be not only possible bllt economical ?~I say it may be economi-
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cal from the point ~f view of the cultivator, but never from the point of view 
of Government; the canals will never pay if sugarcane is given up, but the 
cultivator could prosper. 

58880. Would it involve a very considerable expenditure in extra canals tc 
give water for crops such as you mentioned ?-It would mean a much more 
detailed distribution, yes. 

58881. It is not certain that a cultivator would take that water: he would 
prefer to take his chance with the rain ?-Exactly; that was my difficulty when 
we started irrigation in those tracts: they "gambled on the rain, and then 
when it failed they came in their thousands to ask for water, all on the same 
day. 

58882. Cotton does. not require very much water in the Deccan, does it?~ 
No. 

58883. So that the chances are that cultivators may refuse to take the 
water at all P-Certainly; but Government might consider puting on an 
insurance cess on every acre whether they take the water or not, and that 
would make them take the water at the proper time and get a better cro~ 
than if they gambled on rain. 

58884. Would you force them to pay the insurance cessl'-Certainly; we 
all have to insure our lives, why not insure our crops P , 

58885. Could you say in how many years the cotton crop faiIs?-Sometimes 
for four or five years continuously it has failed. I knew of three years of 
either scarcity or famine in the eight years aDd three months I was at Kopar
gaon in the Pravara Canals division. The country was absolutely black in its 
bareness; oil seeds were grown but not cotton. 

58886. That was in the Ahmednagar districtl'-Yes. 
58887. The Raja of Parlakimedi: When fixing those division dams you 

have- just mentiont;ld, if there are estates that do not possess survey records. 
now do you fix your area for irrigation?-We find out the area that is establli;h
ed on that channel from the revenue survey records. 

58888. There are estates where a survey is not held?-We should have to
hold it ourselves, but that is very exceptional, probably only in iagir lands. 
In kabuli lands it is known to the Revenue and the Irrigation departments 
exactly what crops have been irrigated and the exact extent of them. 

58889. To get the revenue upon those?-Exactly. 
58890. Mr. Calvert: We have been told that the Indus is at a higher level 

than the land eastwardsP-Yes, and westwards. 
58891" How do you intend to dispose of your drainage water? It llBnnot 

flow back into the Indlls. Will you pump it back ?-It can flow back into the 
Indus. '\, 

58892. How can it flow up?-We take it at a flatter gradient; one of our' 
main drains takes off near 8 place called Mehrabpur and we let it back into the
river above Hyderabad. We give a flatter bed slope to our drains than that 
of the river. 

58893. You will not need to use pumpsl'-No; there may be one or two
local places round the Mirpurkhas area where, we may have to use pumps. 

58894. Mr. Kamat: To revert to this q)lestion of sugarcane iIi the Deccan: 
if sugarcane is given up, that means a set back to the extension of irrigation 
in the Deccan ?-Yes , it will, unless it is run on philanthropic lines. 

68895. Do you think it would be an economic proposition for the cultiva
tor to pay Rs. 45 and yet to grow sugarcane at 8 pl'Ofit?-Not under present 
conditions. I 'say that from my experience. A lot of alterations have been 
made in the last nine years since I left that area, but nine years ago they were
getting very big incomes from their crops and they did not mind what they 
spend on troducing the crops; Rs. 800 and Rs. 900 was a very common expen
diture an they were getting Rs. 1,200 and Rs. 1,300 per acre for the crop. 

68896. Is it 8 method of wasting the manurel'-I think it is wasteful in aU 
directions; that is why I want to see greater research made into the question 
of sugarcane cultivation. 
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58897. As to the allegation that they waste water over the sugarcane, is it 
also true, 88 has been alleged in some quarters, that they over-flood their 
sugarcane because they are ,not sure of getting their tum of water from the 
department at regular intervals?-I should think that is highly improbable as 
a cause, because the canal is run a8 a perennial one. I never had a case like 
that. I put it down mostly to gross carelessness. In Sind when t~e water 
is non-perennial, excessive watering is the practice: a bird in the hand is worth 
two in the bush but in Sind we shall have the bush birds in the hand in the 
future. 

58898. In Sind the distribution is less complicated than in the Deccan?
Yes, because holdings are bigger. 

58899. Not because of the module system or anything of that sort?-No. 
58900 Is it not possible to increase the efficiency of the Irrigation Depart

ment with regard to the regularity of the intervals of supplying water for 
sugarcane? Is there no possibility of any further improvement in that direc
tion?-Yes, if it is proved by the experts to be necessary you eould make 
your intervals anything you like. You might have to make your canals bigger. 
If it is proved to be necessary to have an interval of seven or eight days, the 
Irrigation Department will have to give water every seven or eight days. -

58901. If you could ensure absolute regularity of the distribution every ten 
days, or whatever it may be, there is the chaneo that the cultivator may not 
-use the present amount of water?-Yes, but of course the chances are remote 
with a greedy man, If you or :r -have ten rupees in our pocket and we think 
there is a likelihood'of getting a further ten rupees later, we soon spend that 
money. That is improvitlent, but I am afraid we can never get over that in 
"the Deccan; I have seen too much of it. 

58902. The Chairman: You mentioned, a few moments ago, the poet of 
Inspector General of Irrigation: you said that in your view that officer did da 
certain things which were very useful. Amongst other, things, he kept Pro
vince in touch with Province. Under present conditions and under the exist
ing circumstances, can you conceive of an officer being able to carry out that 
work and to perform those functions in the position of Inspector General of 
Irrigation?-I certainly think so. I have been surprised all along that it has 

-ever beel\ abolished. I have never seen any reason for its being abolished. 
There has been a certain amount of inter-provincial' jealousy over the appoint
ment, but, if it is looked at impartially, an Inspector General is worth untold 

-wealth to the country; any little thing he might tell us might save lakhs of 
rupees in design or matters of policy. 

58903. In post-Reform conditions he would, of course, have no authority in 
a Province?-No, he would be advisory. 

58904. Do you think that he would be welcomeP-Yes, I think he would be 
highly welcome. 

- 58905. Would he be in a position of ' sufficient authority in the Province to 
carry out the inspections without which it is difficult to see how he could 
carry on his work?-It would be an extraordinary policy for any Local Govem
mentto attempt to prevent his coming round and inspecting their different 
are8S. He would bave no executive authority, but the fact of his visiting us in 

-the Provinces would, I think, be valuable; I have felt the lack of it very much 
since the poet has been abolished. 

58906. Spe!\king from your own experience of the agricultural research sta. 
tion, so far as the work of that station touches upon your subject, have you 
formed any view as to whether Sakrand, and any other stations which may be 
set up, can well be conducted by an officer resident at PooDa, or do you think 
-that there should be a separation of responsibility and an officer in charge in 
Sind?-I should think it must be entirely separate; tlie conditions are so totally 
different that any idea got from research in Poons would probably be of 
little use to Bind and vicII V8T8a. -

5R!107. Are you satisfied with the circumstances of the research station and 
with the work of the Agricultural Department so far as you have seen it and 
from your own point of viewP-At Sakrandi' 
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58908. Yes, and in the Province generally ?·-Yes , I think I am, on the 
whole. I have made a point in my note which I do not know whether you 
have noticed, and that is as to the question of the personality of officer!!.' 

58909. Yes, I noticed that?-To that I attach the greatel!t importance. I 
have known officers who have been most erudite in research and keen on their 
profession who have been no, use at all in going out and instilling these ideaa 
into the minds of the people. I have in mind one officer who used to be 
Director of Agriculture in the Bombay Presidency who was a born agriculturist, 
a farmer by profession and a farmer by birth; that officer used to get into the 
closest touch with the cultivators, which I do not think is the case when we 
attach too much importance to the academic side of an officer's qualifications. 

58910. Do you think that full use is being made of the silt in the Indus 
from the agricultural point 01 view?-Yes; but so far as the old bad canals 
are concerned a great deal of it has been dropped on the way. 

58911. Will your canals carry it straight on to the fields?-Yes, we want 
nothing to drop in the canals other than silt in the berms; after that, every
thing is to go on the land, and we have to calculate our velocity of water to 
give that effect; the silt must go on the land. 

58912. That should be a very valuable contrihution to the fertility of the 
Province?-Yes, extremely. 

(The witness. withdrew.) 
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APPENDIX I. 
Statement showing the average working rates _ of the dragline Excavator machines w.orking in the Uoycl Barrage. 

Maximum tt'ach Minimnm reach 

• and capacity of and capaci!r of 
correspondlDg correspondIng Working Average Total all 

Serial 
buoket. bucket. average deprecia- inolusive 

No. Type of Machine. rate per tion ~er rate per Rnu,Rx9. 
1,000 1,0 0 1,000 

Reach Bucket Reach Buoket oubio feet. onbicfeet. cubio feet. 
in in cubio in in oubic 

feet. yards. feet. yards. 
" --- --- . ". 

1 , , 2 3 4 6 . 6 I ! -'1 8 9 10 

---- ---- .""," 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 

1 Clals 320 Bucyl'US Steam Machine. 165 6 120 8 7-13 ,3'76 10'88 
2 .. 300 Ruston .. ' .. • 150 Ii 100 10 8'40 S'30 11'70 
3 .. 136 .. 70 4 70 4 u'37 3'00 8'37 
4 .. 20 Bu~jl'U. :: .. 70 3 70 3 8'74 3'48 12'22 
5* .. 60 " Diesel .. 56 1 45 Ii 6'62 2'17 8'79 * ea tel'pillar mounted. 
6* .. 3u .. .. .. . 46 I 40 1 4'78 1'63 6'41 All types oan, how-

ever, nOW be mount-
ed on caterpillars. 
All maohines are 
self-propelled. 

--- --- _._- ---- ---- ----

NOTE :-(1) Separllte rate. have been given for each type of maohine as the rates of depreciation differ in each case. 
(2) The rate of depreoiation depends on the assumed life of the maohine. These machines were. all purchased for construction 

work w Mch fixe. a definite period during which their full value is written off. Machines purchased for maintenance wOl·k 
would be given a much longer life and depI'eciation charge, would therefore be on a lower scale than that shown in coluUln 8. 

0.:1 
~ 



APPENDIX D. 

Details regarding types ,of carts. 

Desm·ipti.ln. Diameter of Width of Load calTied. Gauge. JJife. REMARKS. ·wheel •• t)Q'e. 

(a) OrJinary bullock cart as 2' 6"-2' 9:: ., 4" 12! M~unds 4' 6 years An iron tyre 2" wide 
used in Sind. ., 

(bevelled on is fi Ued on the wheel 

" 
edges 80 a8 to on the carts that 
reduce the have to travel mostly 
width of tyre over metalled road •. 
to 2'-21'1). 

(b) Bullock carts uRed in 3' S' 4" 250 briel,s Ds against 5' 8·10 years As the.;e carts are used 
8ukkur for carrying l:W briel,s carried on motalled roa<ls in 
brick •• by ol'dinary bullock Sind, iron tyres 4" 

, cart •• wide are fixed to 
their wheels. 

a 

(e) 'Bullock carts as used in 4/4" 6" 40·46 md •. on met· 4' The main body lasts An iron tyre 2" wide 
th~Punjab. ailed I·pads. from Hi to 20 years, is fitted on the wheds 

25-30 mds. on eartll but wheels l'equh'e when the oarts have 
road •. I'enewal every 3rd 01' to travel mostly over - 20 mds. on sandy 4th year. metalled roads. _ 
hacks • 

• 
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Mr. H. DOW, Revenue Officer, Lloyd Barrage and Canals Scheme. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 3.-DEMONSTRATION AND I'BOPAGANDA.-(b) and (c) (1) Demon· 
strations have little effect on the cultivator unless he is convinced that 
they are carried out under the same conditions that apply t9 his own 

land. Model farms where the Agricultural Department have separate water
courses and a special water supply, expensive machinery and unlimited 
labour, do not make much appeal to him, for he is generally quite con
vinced that he could, without any special kn~wledge, get just as good results 

as the AgrICultural Department If he were given the same conditions. 
(2) 'fhe best de~onstrations are ·those that take place on a cultivator's 

own land. The AgrICultural Department should demonstrate their improved 
methods side by side with fields worked by the cultivator himself, under 
an agreement to hand over to the latter any additional gain due to their 
superior methods, and undertaking to make good any loss. The culti
vator will not be slow to adopt simple improvements when he is sure there 
is money in thel!l. , 

(3) Officers who are reaRy interested in ·agriculture and rural economics 
do very useful work by stimulating the interest of others in the course of 
their tours. . 

(4) In Sind, further propaganda wor1l: seems to be necessary. One fre
quently comes across important zamindars who deny, with obvious sincerity, 
.all knowledge of what the Agricultural Department in Sind is doing. The 
taluka development associations are capable of doing good work but 
need more funds, and it will probably be necessary td keep them from falling 
into the hands of tuft-hunters and '118randa-wallal who are themselves bad 

.zamindars. 
(d) Success8s.-(1) Introduction of improved ploughs into the Jamrao 

area. 
(2) Establishment of small fruit and yegetable gardens throughout the 

same a~ea, largely owing to the personal influence of various colonisation 
officers and engineers. 

Failure.~The case with which I was most funiliar was the Daulatpur 
Reclamation, in which it was attempted to reclaim a large area of kallar 
land in Mirpurkhas taluka. The main metho~ were copious washings '.md 
rotations of crops and the land was finally declared to have been reclaimed 
(about 1915-16). The local zamindars and cultivators maintained that tile 
land which was fairly good at first had been improved owing to the copious 
waterin~ and croppings, and were quite convinced that with the same 
supply they could, and would, have improved it in the same way and to a 
greater extent, whereas the worst of the land was never cropped and 
remained quite unfit for oultivation. This enterprise of the department 
was, I believe, meant to be experimental and not by way of demonstra
tion, but it actually brought the methods of the department into consider
able local disrepute because the department maintained that the land 
had been reclaimed when it was common knowledge that little improve
ment had in fact been made. 

QUESTION 4.-ADMINISTRATIoN.-(a) Provinces tend to become water
tight compartments, and the officers of one Province know very little of 
what is going on in the next. The JesuIt is that in one Province. there 
is much waste of time in discussion and experiment over problems, Without 
the knowledge that there is on· record, in other Provinces, t.he experience 
which renders such discussion and experiment unnecessary. Most revenue 
and irrigation officials in Sind know no more about the rev~nue and. 
irrigational problems of the Punjab than they do of those of Tlmbuctoo. 
Government should encourage officers t.. visit other Provinces unofficially 
for· shor\ periods to make themselves fMllili,!-r with ~hat has been. and ~ 
being done there. The cost to Government lD travellIng expenses IS negh-

Mr. H. Dow. 
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gibl~ in co~parison with the benefi~ which any officer with a flair for his 
subject derIves from such an extension of his horizon. 

(e) (1) The Vewrinary Se1l\rice is so small that its effect on the agri
cultural life in Sind is hardly discernible. 

(2) More feeder railways will be urgently necessary in Sind for the 
d.evelopment of tpe Lloyd Barrage area. These are now under considera
tion. 

(S) The improvement of roads, and more particularly of culverts is 
necessary. The load that a bullock cart can carry over a given le~gth 
of road is conditioned by the worst crossings that have to be negotiated. 
The improvement of. roads would, in my opinion, justify greater recour~ 
to the re-imposition of tolls, in spite of their objectionable features. 

QUESTION 6.-.AGRIOULTUEAL INDEBTEDNESS.-
(a) (i) Oauses.-

1. Extravagant social customs. 
2. Capriciousness of the inundat10n season. 
S. Ignorance. The cultivator cannot properly distinguish be

tween capital and income. 
4. Priest-craft. 
5. Poverty and prosperity. This is not a paradox, for both, 

in alliance with ignorance, lead to uneconomic borrow
ing. 

ai) Sources of Oredit.-
1. The land. 
2. Cha.racter. My experience has been that an houest culti

vator, even with his land on restricted tenure, can 
borrow the limited sums which he needs for cultivation 
at rates as favourable as others who hold on full tenure. 

(iii) The same as under (i). 

(b) and (e) The further development of co-operation seems the most. 
promising method of decreasing uneconomic borrowing. Legislation on the 
lines of th6 Punjab .Alien.tion .Act would have a salutary effect in restrict
ing the credit of the more extravagant. 

QUESTION 7.-FBAGliENTATION OJ' HOLDINGs.-(a) The fragmentation of 
holdings is not very serious in Sind, because the land is usually enjoyed in 
undivided shares. But holdings are of tell scattered, and are of uneconomic 
shape. It is hoped to:';remedy this to some extent in the Barrage area by 
the int·roduction of the rectangular survey. 

(b) The chief difficulties are conservatism and suspicion: The possibilities 
of tackling the question along the lines followed by the consolidation of 
holdings co-operative societies in the Punjab is now being investigated. 

(e) Not at present. 
QUESTJON 8.-IRRIGATIoN . ....:.In my opinion, insufficient attention has been 

devoted in Sind to the vroblem of lift irrigation by means of pumping 
schemes. There are many places in Sind where a perennial supply is avail
able from large dhands, such as the Manchar, from dhoras and from the 
river itself, and only requires to be pumped a few feet to irrigate large 
areas of land. I do not think it has ever been satisfactorily demonstrated 
that this cannot profitably be done on a large scale, and the experience 
of the Punjab seems to indicate that it can. There are some zamindars 
who have installed small pumping plants in their own lift lands, and find 
themselves amply remunerated by getting, as their share, batai, or one-half 
the crop (as for flow land). instead of the third share which they would 
get for ordinary lift land. In these circumstances I find it very difficult 
to believe that pumping cannot be profitably. carried out by Government 
on a Inril:e Bcale. . 

Mr: H. Dow. 
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The matter is of great. importance from the point· of view of the
Barragl", as there are large unoccupied areas of good lift land commanded 
in some parts. These will have very little sale value for many years 
unless they can be turned into llow (so far as the zamindar is concerned). 
by a pumping scheme. It is also important because of the number ,Jf 
cattle which would be set free for field work as, during the early years. 
of development of the Barrage area, there may be some shortage of cattle. 

QUESTION 10.-FEaTILIsRRs.-(a) Artificial manures are too expensiv& 
for the cultivator, and he is fuly alive to the value of ordinary animar 
manure. Much however of the latter is wasted, because it is not properly 
collected and stored. Animals are driven into the jungle for grazing during: 
the day lind no attempt made to collect their dung, and they are herded 
together at night within village enclosures and their urine almost entirely 
wasted. Zamindars ought to pay graziers to fold goats, sheep and cattle 
in their fields. In certain districts ilf the Punjab, zamindars are willing 
to pay one rupee per night for every hundred goats folded on their land. 

It is sometimes too readily assumed that in any case only a small 
minority of the lands can be manured by animal manure. It has been 
estimated that two thousand goats aTe sufficient to manure one acre of 
land in 1\ single night. There are in Sind over ·a million goats and over 
half a zr.illion sheep whose manure i.. equally valuable, i.e., enough to' 
manure annually 270,000 acres of land. A very much larger area still 
could bi' manured from the more bountiful excrement of horned cattle, of 
which there are nearly two millions in the Province. In other words, a 
very large proportion of the three-and-a-half million acres which are now 
annually cultivated in Sind can be satisfactorily manured from the agri
cultural stock of the Province. 

(d) It is my impression that throughout .Sind the value of manuring: 
is much more generally recognised th:ln it was fifteen years ago, and tlie 
difference in value of different manures is well understood. The richer nitrO" 
genous and phosphoric content of goats' dung aud sheep dung is recognised by 
its greater use for the more expensive crops SUM as vegetables and sugar
cane, and night soil and poudrette which is available in limited quantities 
near large towns is also used for garden crops. Dried blood from slaughter 
houses, and dried fish where available, are used mainly for fruit trees. 
Kalla1' earth and earth collected from old abandoned village sites are fre
quently used aR a top dressing for cotton, juan and wheat, and ordinary 
cattle manure is freely used for all crops. 

(!) I do not think anything can be done to discourage the pract~ce and' 
it is not practicable to forbid it. The value of cowdung as manure IS fully 
realised, but it is also valued as fuel for its slow burning and facility 
of storage. The extent of its use as fuel or manure depends on demand 
in any particular area. -
• QUESTION 1l.-CRops.-(c) American cotton. Hitherto, owing to th~ ~n .. 

stable conditions of water supply, the introduction of long-stapled vaneties· 
of cotton has been rather an up-hill fight, and the Agricultural Department 
has in consequence had to divide its energies betwee~ the improv~~en~ of 
Sind deshi cotton and the introduction, or production by hybrldlSstlon,. 
of long stcpled varieties suitable to the Province. I incline to think that; 
with the near prospect of a perennial supply in the Bat;rage area, the 
department might now leave Sindhi cotton to look after Itself, and con
centrate on the long stapled varieties. I would even go furt~er, and, 
suggest concentration on one type, 4F, which is the most Batlsfa~t?ry 
of the Punjab Americans and has been proved to be capable of glVlDg' 
good results in Sind. . . .. . 

Perh!lps more might be done to interest co-operative credit sOCIeties tn· 
the distribution of good seed, particularly .wheat and cotton. 

QUESrION IS.-AGRICULTURAL LABoUR.-(a) No measures ~re nec.essary, 
I think. There are very few zamindars who do not fi.nd It l'osslble to 
expand their cultivation considerably during a really good lD~ndabon. Beas~ID •. 

. Labour easily gravitates to where.it is wa!lted. most, partICularly lD Smd. 
where the han has no permanent lDterest In hiS land. 
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(b) ~ome d01!-bts h~ve been. expressed. as t~ the pOl!8ibility of the existing 
p~pulatJon of Smd '~em~ SU~Clent, or, beIng hkely to expand rapidly enough, 
ald~d by .mo.derate \n;tmlgratlon,. to brmg the new Barrage lands 1}nder culti
vatIon wIthIn a reasonable perIod of years. I do not share these doubts. 
Those who express them make, I think, insufficient allowance for the larue 
area that will be turned from lift into flow, thus requiring fewer culti
vators; for the long periods of idleness which the present uncertain and 
r~str~cted season e~forces on cuIt~vatol'~; for improved methods and orga
Dlsatl~n, and espeClall~ for the stImulatIve effect on population of 'a perIOd 
Q~ ag;rlcultural prosperity and development .. The population of the Lyallpnr 
dIstrIct had decreased from 40,000 to 30,000 In the decade before the opening 
of the Lower Chenab Canal. It has now a population of over 1,100,000, 
of ~.h0m about half wero born in the colony; and the most prolific 
famlhes are those of the old Jhangli inhabitants who were a dwindling 
rage before the canal brought them prosperity. 

QUESTION 22.-Co-OPERATION.-(b) (11) I hope that it will be founa. 
possible tn tacJde the question, in Sind, of fitting the present irregular 
holdings into the rectangulationsurvey with the aid of co-dperative credit 
societies formed on the model of the consolidation of hold:ngs societies in 
the Punjab. Two officers have just been deputed to make a careful study, 
in the light of Sind conditions, of the work being done in the Punjab. 

(vii) Joint-farming societies would, in my opinion, be entirely premature 
in Smd, and likely to bring discredit upon the co.operative movement 
generally. There would be little hope of them being run honestly, or 
disinterestedly. The history of the few landholding co-operative societies 
in the Punjab is not encouraging. 

(e) Yes, I should certainl'y be in favour of legislation to compel a 
recalcitrant minority to join in ,any such co-operative scheme. There are 
differences of at least a thousand years between the g~neral outlook and 
development of different individuals in a Sind village, and there always 
will be it minority (where, there is not a majority) against any co-operative 
scheme ot improvement. 

(d) I only had detailed personal knowledge of one society, some dozen 
years ago, when the co-operative movement in Sind was in its infancy. 
The leading men of the society certainly' achieved their object, which was 
that of bC'rrowing the whole funds of 1hl! society and not repaying them. 

QUESTION 23.-GENERAL EDUOATION.--:-<b) I have no experience' of the 
matter but I feel that schools with an agriculture bias, if properly run by 
trained teachers, should be capable of doing much good, both to the boys 
and indirectly to their parents. 

I think the ordinary'*eaders in use in elementary schools might be more 
descriptive of the things which boys see, without really attending to, every 
day. Nothing holds a boy's' attention S1 much in a book as a description 
of some thing which he thinks' he knows all about already. Many of the 
simple facts of agriculture could be rubbed in in this manner. I am told that 
the Sindhi readers, although frequently revised, still contain nothing what
ever about the Lloyd Ba.rrage scheme, which is how in process of revolu
tionising the lives of half the agricultural population of Sind. 

QUESTION 25.-WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION.--:-<b) Government rea~y 
cannot afford to undertake this work, though the results of such economIc 
surveys would be most valuable. They are of no use unless they are really 
the work of a well-educated, trained v,ne conscientious observer, and they 
take a great deal of time to do properly. ln a more developed country 
such work is done by large numbers of private individuals, o~t ?f personal 
interest or devotion, and is produced in .,such masses that the prInClpal defect, 
prejudice, can be readily discounted. In India the. usual fault of ~uch 
work is political bias, but there is improvement. In such w?rk oWJn~, 
perhaps, to the fact that politics in Ind.ia· is no longer the SImple bUSI
ness of opposition to Government that l~ wlJ:S a few y~ars. ago. There 
is very great scope for such surveys m Smd, where It IS hardly too 
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much to say that at least half of the agricultural statistics are little b'lt 
guess work. 

QUESTION 26.-8TATISTIOs.-(ii) The figures of yield, as given in the 
Agricultural Statistics for Sind, are gE:nerally admitted to be unreliable. 
Some of the figures for the Karachi district were till recently (I am not 
sure whether they have now been revised) fixed on the authority of a casual 
demi-offidal letter from a Collector of early Victorian days who got them 
by questioning a local zamindar. 1 think they require to be brought 
up to date by extensive crop experiments. The difficulties of obtaining clie 
figures indirectly, from estimates of consumption, carry-over, export hnd 
import, are very great. 1 had much experience of this matter during 
the War, as As&istant to the Commissioner in Sind for Civil Supplies, and 
my opinion is that there are so many unknown faotors which have to 
be estimated, and the margins of error are so wide, that the indirect 
method is quite unreliable, especially in the case of food grains. 

(iii) The figures for Sind are, 1 Ruspect, quite unreliable. Concentra· 
tion of eftort over a limited area would pIobably give more reliable results. 

1ft. ll. now. 
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Oral Evidence. 

"58913. The Ohairman: Mr. Dow, you are Revenue Officer, Lloyd Barra&:e 
-and Canals?-Y es. " 

58914. Your headquarters are at Ka ... achiP-Y~ . 
. 58915. What length of time have you held this postP-I have only held 

>l;11:IS 'po~t from. the 1st of January this year. ,Before that I was for a year 
FinancIal AdVls?r t? the scheme; out of 17 years of service I have spent 
,about 11 years In Sind as revenue officor and on other miscellaneous' work' 
I first came to Sind in 1910, and I have always been in and out of Sind 
since then; my longest period out of Sind was three-and-a-half yea1"8 in the 
Finance Department. 

58916. What exactly is your own responsibility at this moment? Are 
1l"ou formulating schemes for the colonisation of those areas which are 
to be' n?w~y irrigated?-Ye~; I am in charge of everything except the 
,actual bUilding and construction of the Barrage and Canals, with which 
I have nothing to do; except that I am acquiring the land which is wanted 
for the digging of the canals; I am to be responsible for the land sales, 
and generally, I suppose, for securing the financial success of the scheme, 
'so far as it depends on the receipts. 

58917. We have not seen the Government scheme of colonisation of the 
areas; is it in existence?-No; there is no definite scheme in existence. It 
is rather too early to formulate a scheme of any defiIilte nature. 

58918. When do you expect. the water to be flowing down the canals p
I understand the engineers hope that thp. water will be flowing by March 
/1931. 

58919. How soon do you anticipate that the sale of the lands will be 
begunP-As regards lands which it is proposed to sell by auction or to 
sell in any other way at full rates, it does not seem to be of much IIHe 
to attempt sales until we are in a position definitely to assure the pur
chasers that water will '6e ready on !\ certain date. At present there are 
good hopeI> that it will be ready by March 1931, but I ~o not think even 
the most sanguine of engineers would like to make a very definite statement 
that that date will not be delayed, and I do not think that you can hope to 
get anything like the full price until two years before the water is ready. 

58920. On the other hand, you have to wait longer for your moneyP
Yes; it is a matter of arithmetic to work out whether we are likely to lose 
more hy selling in advance than we would have in int-erest charges:. We 
are paying interest on borrowed money, and by getting in our money in 
advance we should borrow less and so pay less by way of interest. 

58921. I suppose the-area ,to be irrIgated is actually divided into tw,o 
classes, that which is already owned, and occupied, and that which IS 
virgin land which will be cllltivated for the first time as a consequence of 
irrigation P-Not altogether" virgin land; some of the land which is ~till 
Government land has been cultivated on temporary leases; eksali and 
panchsali (let for one or five years), and in many cases these' temporary 
leases have !teen extended from year to year;, up to as much as fifteen years 
sometimes. 

58922. Do they present obstacles to sale as freeholdP-8ome concession 
will have to be ,made undoubtedly in respect of some of them. In some 
eases virtual promises of permanent grants have been ~iven; in other cases 
they are purely temporary. For example, this year in consequence of 
the floods a large amount of land h!ls been given pure~y fo~ t~ll~porary 
(lultivation. I think all these cases Will have to be gone Into IndIVidually. 
But they do not amount to a great deal;' they amount i~ the whole area 
to a little over a lakh of acres. 

58923. Where the land is with Government, is it the policy to ~n~ur~ge 
ryotwari colonisation or zamindari P-I do not quite follow. the dlstmctl()n 
you draw between them; is it merely .t difference in the sIze of the hold
ing or in the nature of the tenure P 
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'5892:1. In ·t~e size ·of the 'h01ding?-I imagine that Government will, 
.I6S far as p~sslble, want to. encourage the smaller holder; I am certainly 
very much In favour of dOing that as far as possible and I think it is 
possible. Sind is already very largely a country of 'small holders. The 
number of holdin~g in Sind of over 500 acres is less. than 2,000, and 75 per 
cent. of the holdmgs are under 25 acres; 36 acres IS the average size of a 
'holding for the whole of Sind. 

58925. Would you call that a very small holdingP~Under 'present con. 
ditions it is small. 

'58926. But not under conditions of perennial irrigation?-Under 
·perennial irrigation that is still not -a very large holding but it is well 
·above the minimum economic holding. ' 

58927. ~oldings over a. hundred, acres constitute about seven per cent of 
-the total; 18 thatapprOlumately oorl'ectP"-Yes, about seven per cent. In 
some districts the average holding is already very small; in the Sukkur 
.district U is about fifteen acres. 

58928. I~it proposed to sell the land at auction or at :6.xed prices?
No de:6.nite decision has been taken by Government. 

58929. What is your personal' view?-My personal view is that -both 
-systems may go on side by side; there are advantages in each. I should 
certainly prefer to sell the very, best of the lands in the largest blocks 
by auction. But a system of selling hy :6.xed prices has many advantages; 
it would enable the work of land distribution to be carried on more evenly 
-throughout the year, which is an advantage where staff is limited. 'fhcy 
have tri'3d both systems in Bikaner side by side, and each has its advantages. 

58930. 'Do you contemplate any scheme for the :6.nancing of purchases 
'by small men?-I ,cer~ainly contemplate that purchasse 'will be made by 
instalments, probably up to eight or ten instalments, and I think co-~perative 
societies might dj> useful work in aiding purchasers. 

68931. There is no PI'oposal to provide any ad hOI) machinery of credit 
.other than what, is supplied at present under the existing aots?-No, 'no 
proposal has been made. 

58932. Has any suggestion 'been made that a certain number of large 
blocks of land might be leased for a certain number of years to corpora· 
-tions or individuals in order, amongst other things, 'to demonstrate the 
.advantages of improved oultivatioll to the neighbourhood as & whole?-I 
have, not had such suggestions made. to me. 

58933. What is your OWl!. opinion on that pointP-1 think that certain 
areas of land should be leased for pel'iods when we are not prepared to 
sell outright. That, I believe, is commonly done at present in the Punjab; 
land which is not considered ripe for sale is leased out ,for periods of. 
varying lengths; sometimes bad la!ld is leased with a view to getting it 

,improved. ' 

68934. I was thinking rather of the leasing of a sufficiently large block, 
{Jf land for a sufficient number of years to attract capital, either Indian 
.or European, so that all the advantages which come from progressive 
methods might be tried out and advertised in the district. That has taken 
place to some extent in the Punjab, ilnd the balance of advantalfe may be 
in having a certain number of such blocks ?-I am getting a certam number 
of applications, at any rate nibbles, from people who want la,rge estates 
for particular purposes, fruit-growing, cattle-breeding or someth!ng. of that 
kind, with a view to bring various advantages to the State and mCldenta~y 
to bene:6.t the individual making the proposal. . But I understand ~hat !n 
-the Punjab, Government have !DOW comE' definitely to the conclus!on,. In 
connection with their latest irrigation projects, that such apphcatlOns 
{Jught to be discouraged. ' 

68935. No :6.na1 decision has been ta1{en; is that soP-No :6.nal decision 
has been taken here. I 
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~8936. Has any s~ggest.io~ been made to put upon the purchaser or the' 
c~ltlvator of land to be Irrigated undclr :the Barrage scheme any restrio
tlOns as to the mllt~ods of tillage, the adoption of improved varieties. 
approved by the Agricultural Department, and so on?,--You mean on the· 
conditions of hiB tenure? . 

58937. Yesi'-No such. proposal has been made. 

58938. Do ~ou consider it advisable ?-I should think not. 
58939. For what reason ?-Generally because of ,the impossibility of 

enforcing such conditions applying to a large number of people in a large 
area with.:practically no establishment. which you can rely on. I have had' 
some experience of that; I was for three years on the Jamrao Canal which 
was largely colonised by small holders from the Punjab and from Sind, 
and various conditions regarding building of pucca residential houses were 
supposed to be imposed. They were very irregularly enforced; provided 
the tenant kept on the right side of the local officials, he was fairly ·safe, 
but if he fell out i with them then he was fairly sur'e of being reported 
for these things. I moved in the matter when I was there, and I thinK 
those conditions have now been abolished. Even as regards the Jamz:aOo 
they were very difficult to enforce consistently. 

58940. There are certain attractions in providing such a scheme; you' 
get a large block of one improved variety of this or that crop; the diffi
culty of preserving the purity of the strain is done away with, because' 
of the absence of the risk of cross-fertilisation and also you get a sufficient 
volume of produce of improved quality to ensure a premium in the market? 
-There are certain advantages if you can enforce those conditions; but: 
there is no advantage in making rules which you do not enforce. In that 
particular matter of seed, I think the cultivator in Sind is beginning 
to realise the value of having good e.eed, and I think that is one of the' 
most promising ways in which the Co-operative Department and the Agri
cultural Department in combination can help the cultivator. 

58941. What about the need for arranging, in the beginning of thing9) 
for irrigated plantations to provide firewood; have you any views on that? 
-The }'orest Department will doubtless, want certain land -and possibly 
give up others; but are you referring to small scattered plots in the actual 
villages? 

58942. I want to know whether y~u have any ideas, big or small, about 
it?-Tlte fuel problem is not so acute iii. Sind as it is in many parts of the 
Presidency. . 

58943. Do you not. expect an enormous increase in population as a 
result of the BarrageP.,.,.,No, nota large immediate increase. I think our 
scheme in Sind is rathE!r different from any of the Punjab schemes. In 
the Punjab, when they have undertaken a scheme, they have always concen
trated on large blocks of vacant land. But the Sind scheme is designed mainly 
in the i!1terest of existing zamindars. AhiIost in every part we have a 
nucleus, sometimes too big a nucleus, of people, and the land we are going 
to give out consists for the most part of small plots dotted here and there 
amongst existing holdings, so that the whole area is very largely already 
p~ovided with villages, plantations, rOltns and so on, which require deve~on
ment rather than organisation ab initio. So it is really only a question, 
in the m&tte~ of plantations, of developing existing arrangements. There 
is already in Sind a. system by which anybody wishing to grow a babuf 
plantation gets a certain number of years free' of charge and then gets 
light rates of assessment. BabuZ groves are frequently grown fO.r. !lbout 
ten years or so with a view to replenishing the soil whell the soil IS ex
huusted, alld are then cut down. 

58944. Surely in colonising Government land, where you hav? probably 
:Ihl vested inter~sts to speak of, if it were in thirty years' time found 
tlUlt there is a shortage of firewood, it would g~eatly be r.egretted then 
thut early provision had not been made for growmg a certam ,amount of 
firewood at the early stagesP-Yes; but what I mean to say IS that we 
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have got that system in force, and that it is only a question of encourag
ing a system which is indigenous. 

68945. Not merely on land -in the hands of the zamindars, but also on 
large blocks of Government IandP-Any land which is given out as new 
land can be allotted subject- to some similar conditions' low rates can be 
fixed for growing fodder and timber. ' 

. ~946; What is the actual relief in rate for fodder growint;?-It varies 
In dIfferent areas according to the other rates. But natural grass can 
always be grown with the aid of canal water for a rate of twelve anllas 
per acre • 

. ~947. Spe~king about the existing customs, would you tell the Com
mISSIon anything about the system of mohag ?-The word 'mohag' merely 
means frontage. Now, the zamindar's ideal of his mohag (to take an 
extreme case) is all the -Government land which with the aid of a power
ful telescope he can see by standing on the highest portion of his own 
land; and the extent to which it has ahvays been recognised by Governm~nt 
is this: any land in the frontage of one zamindar which cannot be granted 
to another zamindar without injuring the former's rights of user or access 
to his existing holdings. . 

58948. Must the land ,claimed be contiguous to the man's own holding 
without the intervention 'of any other lands?-Yes; it must be contigu"llS. 
I should have explained that mohag is not in· any sense a legal right; 
it has never been recognised as such, nor has it, I think, been claimed 
to be a legal right. Between those t.wo interpretations th&re is room for 
a great deal of give and take. It depended in the past a -great deal 
upon the conditions of irrigation and the personality of the officer in cha!'ge 
and so on. When the land was not particularly valuable and the zamindar 
would be involved in a good deal of expense in bringing it under cultiva
:tion, naturally .his right of mohfHl was recognised to a much greator 
extent; in fact ~here hll:ve been very often no other claimants. 

58949. Is mohag not founded on the conditions attaching to inundation 
irrigation?-Yes; I think it is entirely so. 

• 
58950. In normal years a man could only get a certain amount of water, 

but in Il. season of high floods, if he Wished he could take full advantage 
of the wp.ter and extend his cultivation over all the unoccupied land 
contiguolls to his holding?-Exact1y. Of course if a zamindar had to 
take a canal from the river to water his holding, he would take, in tlle 
first case, the best land that could be easily irrigated, but might, in 
order to reach that best land go through a good deal of perhaps indifferent 
land. In exceptional years,. he would be able to cultivate that indiffere~t 
land. Obviously if another zamindar were allowed to settle between hIS 
holdings, he might be expected ·to give a good deal ,of trouble and stop 
a good deal of the water, and therefore it was recognised that this land 
should not -be given to anyone else .if the original zamindar had any 
objection to it. 

58951. This is a system which it would be difficult to fit into the 
conditions of perennial irrigation; is it not ?-I do not think there is UU! 
question of fitting it lin; the real question is the extent to which one IS 
going to recognise these claims. I believe, in the Punjab when the:'!' have 
perennial irrigation, if a partiCUlar piece of land is in a zammdar'M 
mohag, that is· regarded as an (,xcellent reason why he should be able 
to pay a bigger price than anybody else. We shall . undouptedly 
approach that condition of things in Bind, but for varIous reasons 
it is necesary to recognise these claims to some extent. As I have al~ead.y 
said the vacant land which we have is very fragmented; and· It 18 
not 'a practicable proposition to get an outside zll;mindar to go 
in for a little piece of land in the middle of the holdlOgs of another 
zamindar; and even where it is practicable one cannot expe~t to ge~ a 
reasonable price. So, it is advisable from more than one pomt -Qf vIew 

'to give it to the local zaminda .. 'It. a fairly low rate. 
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58952. Do you propose to create in the Barrage area' any J'ightlt of mohal7 
where none now exist P-Certainly not. ' , 

58953. Are you satisfied with the provision made in the Barrage' area 
for drainageP-That is a matter in which I am not a technical expert,. 
and I am bound to accept the opinion of engineers. But so far as'I am
able' ~o understand, I think the provision'is adequate, and some think it 
excessIve. pur drainage problem is certainly 'different from that· of the 
Punjab. 
, 58954. You mention on page 36, in answer to Question No.3 (b) (2), your 
view~ about the demonstrations carried on in the cultivators' own holdings. 
Have you had any experience of such demonstrations?-No j I have had 
no experience. I ain of course very well acquainted with the criticisms
made by the ordinary cultivators of the existing system. 

58955. It appears to be your view that the Agricultural Department is 
hardly getting down to the cultivatorP-Yes; I think so. That is certainly 
the case in Sind. 

58956. Is that due to the insufficiency of the numbers or the quality 
of the ~taff P-T think it is probably due to both fn Sind. 

58957. With reference to the Sakrand station for research, do you agre~ 
with the proposal according to which, apparently, responsibility for tbt> 
work is to be held by a .gentlemaJl who will be resident in PoonaP-No; I 
certainly do not. I think that it does certainly require a man, a man of 
considerable calibre, to be in, Sind the whole time, and the importance 
of the work .is sufficient to justify that. I think it is quite wrong to try 
to run a thing like that from Poona, however capable the man is. It is 
not merely a matter of capaeity; 'one cannot deal with the thing on paper; 
a great deal of the officer's work will consist not only in giving advice, 
but actually seeing and satisfying himself that his advice is carried out. 

58958. Who is to be the agent of the Director of Agriculture on the 
spot hereP-I am afraid I am not altogether familiar with what is now 
proposed, whether it is proposed that the Deputy' Director of Agricultul'9' 
in Sind should in any way be responsible for. the work of the sub-station at 
Sakrand, or whether the work at Sakrand is "proposed to be carried out 
under the immediate and direct 8uperrision of the Director of Agricultul'9' 
in Poona. I do not know what is proposed. 

58959. Have you formed any view as to whether th:e one station at 
Sakrand io sufficientP-I think it is probably sufficient for general purpose~, 
but we do require more demonstration stations in other parts. For the 
particular purpose for which it was formed, I think, it is probably suffi.. 
cient; it is not so mucli a demonstration station as a research station. 

58960. Is any study bei;g made at Eakrand, of the problem of soildete
rioration as a consequence of irrigation P-I understand that they are study
ing it; but of course the thi ng is in its infancy yet; it was only started! 
a little over a year ago. When I saw it last (I saw it in January) the 
work was not very far advanced. 

5!:1!l61. Do you regard it as important that this work in connection with 
research on irrigation should be taken seriously and undertaken at as early 
6 'date as possible?-I think it is ~f very gJeat importance, anti that it 
sholl!tl bE taken :very seriOUSly, and "he reslIlto;; malle available to the public 
as widely as possible. , 

158962. It is very little use waiting until the damage is half done P
Of course, in certain respects the experiment is already somewhat belated. 
They are studying the question'of the" duties" for various crops; and here
we are already constructing our scheme and providing for certain "duties" 
for the land. It is really work which ought to have been done ten yeal"lt 
ago. 

59963. So far RS that affects' the size of the canals?-Yes.' It is very 
little use having a station and getting results to show that the present dlltielf 

. are wholly inadequate, by the time you have already constructed your Barrs~ 
and mada your canals. 
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58964. On page 36, you d,:al with the .Atuka development associations. 
Have you any personal experience of taluka development associationsP
Onl:y: from meeting ~asionally members of these associations. on tour. an.l 
makmg general ~nqul!"les about them. They are only, two or three years old. 
They were not m 6Xlstence when 1 was in Sind before. and they nre onB 
of the new feat~res that 1 .come .back to find. Where they can get good men. 
who are really mterested m agriculture and have a certain amount of drive 
they are C11.pable of doing good work. • 

58965. Do you think there is any danger that such associations will fall. 
into indifferent hands?-There is always the danger, when officials try to 
help forward any movement in· this country, that certain people who have 
not the movement at heart will come into it, solely with the view of pleasing 
the officials, prominent men in talukas, who have their finger in every pie, 
whether they know anything about it or not, and whether they have any 
re,y interest in it or not. . 

58966. On page 36, you are giving a list of the successes and failures. 1& 
it not the case that a _good deal has heen' done to introduce someol the 
Pusa wheats in Sind ?-'-I believe that is s'o, but my answer refers to things 
of which I had personal experienoe. Those Pusa wheats, for. the most part, 
were introduced into Upper Sind, in places where I had not served. 

58967. How about winter ploughing P Have you witnessed the introduc
tion 01 that particular method?"':""No, -I have not. 

58968. On page 37, you are dealing with the construction of feeder rail
ways. You say .. More feeder railways will be urgently necessary in Sind 
for the development of the Lloyd Barrage area. These are now under consi
deration." What is the gauge proposed?-Ordinary broad gauge for the 
most part. 

58969. Are they likely to be constructed at an elldy nate?-I hope so. 
I believe the Railway Board were prepared to start the construction during 
the coming cold weather on the left bank. There was a question of II, 

guarantee from Government. That was eent to me for opinicn. I strongly 
recommended that it should be' accepted. 1 do not know what the decision 
of Gon.mment on the matter has been. My opinion is thg.~ they ought 
to be pushed on as rapidly as :possible. 

58970. You are dealing with the matter of roads. Have you ~ Road Board 
in Sind ?-It is just appointed; it has not yet met. I am a member of the 
board. ' 

58971. Is a calculated attempt being ruade to lay ont these roads with 
due regard to the proposed feeder railway&'-That will havc to be done, 
and also of course with the canals. The Public Works Department have just 
appointed a special officer to make a preliminary 'Surrey" ani it means very 
complit"ated negotiations 'with local boards rmd eo on, who hf!.ve to be brought 
into the scheme. 

58972. But that attempt at f',o..ordination has not yet been noade?-It 
has not yet been made. The necessity of H is realised. 

58973. On page 37, in answer to Questions 6 (b) and (c), you suggest that 
les:islaHon on the lines of the Punjab Aliena.tioD Act would l:Rve a salut.ary 
effect in restricting 'the credit of the more e:dravRgant?-Yes, but it should 
not be interpreted that we necessarily recommend legislation Qn the lines 
of the Punjab Alienation AC)t. Such legislaLion would also have very. important 
political reverberations which have to be considered. I do not wish my 
answer to be interpreted as my having plumped for legislation on t,he lines 
of the Punjab Alienation Ant. 

58974. Page 37, Question 1 (a): How exactly is the carrying on of a rec
tangular Rurvey going to affect !ra~entation of holdings? 1 do n?t q,:ite 
Bee the connection ?-The reason IS th18, that the rectangular survey 18 bemg 
done in the first instance, in vacant lands, and then it has to be done, 
very' largely by persuasion, in .l~ds which are already occupieil. ~h.ere will 
very often be a village contammg, say, 2,000 acres, at preeent diVided up 
intO survey numbers of all shapes and sizes. Out o! i\-.II 2,000 acres, perhaps
there will be 1,600 acres which is occupied land. h~l~ in holdin!lS of variolls 
Biz9S, Bome la.rge and some small, and the remammg 400 seres may be 
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Government land, also in: scattered little pi~ces. I have just deputed two 
offie.ers to the Punjab to study their methods there. I hope that it will be 
possiblo to get the people in such a village to form a co-operative society 
for gathering their holdings together, and work into the survey squa1."e the 
wh'Jle land of the village. I should stipulate that instead of 400 acres or 
vaco.nt land scattered about, I would get 300 acres given to .me, but all in 
one holding. 300 acres all in one holding is more valuable to me than 400 
acres in scattered pieces. That gives the landholders 100 acres which they 
can play about with, and with that . inducement I hope they woUld consent 
to ha~e their lands squared and would possibly amicably arrange to gather 
their holdings together. 

58975. Is the Revenue Department doing this work?-It is not bein~ 
done at all yet. It is an idea of my own which struck me after visiting 
the Punjab and touring about ther'e and learning about the work of their 
consolidation societies. The two officers I sent to the Punjab have just 
returned, but they have not submitted their report yet. 

58976. Which deplU'tment would you suggest for this work.?-The Revenue 
Department. It would probably have to be done under my own supervision. 
bllt I om not at present prepared to say that the work would be successful. 
1. thinlt it. offers some promise. 

58977. Do you think it is the unstable conditions of water st~pply that 
have checked the spread of American cotton?-I think probably that is the 
main reason. American cotton wants its water fairly early, and if the river 
is latt'l in rising, the people are_ afraid to sow American cotton. 

58978. Do you think the indifferent marketing conditions and the failure 
on the part of the cultivator to get a fa.ir share of the higher value M such 
cottan ma.y ha.ve its bearing on his disinclination to sow it?-It certainly 
bad a bearing on it in the earlier years. I was' better acquainted with these 
experiments ten years ago, when I was Assistant Collector in Mirpurkhas 
division, where practically all this American cotton was grown, and then 
it certainly was an important factor. Whether it has been so in the la'lt 
two or three years I am no~ able to say. 

58979. Have you got much land under F. 4 Punjab?-I could not say 
the quantity. I am afraid I have not got the figures. 

58980. It seems to be your view that it will be possible to provide the 
increasQd population required as a consequence of the Lloyd Barrage being 
cOD.'!bucted, without any important volume of. immigration from outside the 
Prc,vince?-Yes. I think the difficulties of the population question are "ene· 
rally somewhat exaggerated. At. present, in the whole of Sind, we have 
about one acre of cultivation per head of population. Now, a more developed 
area. such as the JamrllO has a limited amount of water available in the 
,'abi season, and in the Jllmrao- you have an acreage of more than one-and-a
half acres per head of population, even under existing conditions. The 
population of the Sukkur Barrage tract is already well over two millious, 
and we only expect to work up to our full cultivation in thirty years, with, 
say, an increase of something like forty per cent. in tbe first fifteen years, 
and I do not think that is st all out of the way, when you consider wbat 
has hlll?pened in the Punjab. Take the Lyalip'lr colony. I believe the popu
lation III what is now the Lyallpur district was about 40,000 in the census 
of 1881; it had gone down to about 30,000 ill 1891, and the .population of the 
t,ract now is over a .%Dillion. 

58981. You do not suggest that there will not be a certain amount of 
migration into! the Province?-I think /there will be migration into the 
Province. 

58982. On page 39, in answer to Question 22 (b) (v), you say: "Two 
officers have just been deputed to make a careful study in the light of Sind, 
conditions of the work being done in the Punjab." Who are those officers?
One i!l Khan Bahadur Azimkhan, the Assistant Registrar of Co.operative 
Societies, wbom you are going to examint'l to.morrow ox· the Dl'xt day, and 
the other is Mr. Bulohand, my survey officer. He is very well acquainted 
with all matters affecting survey and size of holdings. 
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58983. Has co-operation made much progress in Sind, since you have 
known it?-A greai deal. 

5f!984. "po you think it is promising well?,1 think so. I have myself 
not been in very close touch with it. 1 have referred to one society which 
I did know,. which W:88 n~t '!' very good ono. r should say i,hat wa~ almost 
the first SOCiety in Smd; it 18 probably one of the first half dozen. r was. 
in touch with it ten years ago. 

58985. Have you seen co-operative work carried on by credit societies?-
1 havs seen very little of the working of these societies first hand. 

56986. Have you any definite system of collectina crtlp statistics in Sind? 
Is there available accurate informationP-There is p'ienty of system, possibly 
not s') much accuracy . We have very elabOl'ate taluka forms, which have 
to be kept by the village acl.'Ountant. He is a man who is not very, well 
paid, and has a great deal to do,. and 1 have very little doubt that some 
of the forms which he regards as unimportant he probably fills up ,at the 
end of the year by, sitting in' his office and putting down what, he thinks 
to be reasonable figures. But many of the forms have to bl! kept accur!lteiy" 
The most important, those that deal with acreage and land revenU9, are 
probably more accurate than such figures are elsewhere, because re,anue 
depends on the amount of cultivation. Every field has to be inspected every 
year for getting that essential inforlI)ation. But when you come to things 
like census of cattle, and the number of animals killed by wolves and so on. 

,I think the tapeilar probably sits in .bis office at the end of the year, says 
" I think foul" is a good round number" and puts down four •. 

58987. Dr. Hyder: Are the figures of yield of crops IIIlcurate?-The figurt's 
of yield 'are not very reliable. • 

58988. The Chairman: Are 'tests carried out?_Tests are carried out by 
the various Sub-divisional Officers frolI) time to time, but I am not aware 
that tbe Director of Agriculture ever accepts those figures 88 a basis for
altering his figures of average yield. There ia very little co-ordination in tbe 
matter. ' 

58989. How about the attitude of the population towards the Boyd Barrage? 
Do they welcome the development?_Very much inaeed. 1 think perl.aps the 
best illustration of that which 1 can give, yo\!..is the popular name which the 
department has earned for itself. 

5E'990. Which department\'~The Barra~e Department. It is known as the 
I< Sind Sudhar," the department for the Improvement of Sind. 

58991. How about the application of scientific agriculture to the tilitrictl" 
Is that a popular idea ?-I do not think that this is II matter which has, 
soaked down to them yet. 1 think the probable wsy in whioh, that will bOlo 
brought home to them is when they find that they, have to pay considerably 
higher rates of revenue. 

58992. They will have to get the best out of the land ?-There will cer
tainly be a greater inducement to them than there is at present. They are 
very conservative, a.nd a very large number of people are not in the loast, 
interested if you tell them that they can double the yield" of their fields. 
They say" We have enough; why worry? Why gt't more? For example. 
on the J amrao, I have frequently ridden down a ten foot road, sepa;mting 
cotten grown by some of the best Punjabi immigrants, peasant colonists, 011 

one side of the road, from a most awfully tangled cotton crop on the other 
side of the road. The conditions of irrigation are oxactly the same, the water 
is from the same source; the difference is in the quality 01 the culti \Tator. 
1 would say to the Punjabi .. How much seed do you put in your field?" 
He would say" Five seers." 1 would tum to the Sindhi zamintlar BIld ask 
him .. How much do you put in," and he would say .. Thirty s#Jers." I 
wouhl suggest to him t~a~ he might, by way ot experit';l.ent. ~ toO pu~ ~ 
five BeeTS like the PunJabl, and I would get the reply He IS a PunJabl, 
1 aIn a Sindhi." I have had that reply given to me over and' over again. 
It is ccnsidered a conclusive argument. I am "psaking of ten years ago, and 
1 do believe that attitude is br.enking down to some extent, but the way 
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in which those people live side by side and deliberately lea.rn nothing from 
each other is astonishing. It is 110t only the Sindhi; the Pl'njabi in other 
ways is just as conservative. The Punjabi would frequently come to me and 
<want a ten foot road constructed, usually through somebody else's land, in 
.order that he might remove his produce by bullock cart. The country would 
be full of camels, and everybody would take his produce by camels. You 
suggest to the Punjabi that he might make use of camels for transport, and 
his reply is .. I am a Punjabi." That is the attitude of mbd which one 
has tc wrestle with. 

58993. The Raja of Parlakimedi: In the Province of Sind, are the rights 
.of zamindars over irrigation sources well defined?-Yes, I think so, so fl.lr 
.as I understand your question. 

58994. Suppose a ri~er runs through a. zamindari, are the rights over 
:the rivel· bed and the water fully defined ?-They are well enough defined, 
.and J think the present custom is rather an unjust one; at any rate, it is 
very unequal in its working. The river changes its bed and ~oes dean 
through a man's land, and wipes out his whole holding. He loses his holding, 
and the land which is exposed owing to the change of t.he river is not given 
to him in exchange. It adheres to the holding of the man on the Clther 

:side, to whose land it is an accretion; it belongs to him. Subsequently, the 
river may go back, but the man who had lost his holding does not get the 
land back; it. adheres to the land of the man who has a.. holding un the 
.other side. 

58995. Under such circumstances, how is he compensatedP-He is not 
'.lompensated. 

58996. Has he still to pay the same revenue?-He pays nothing. In Sin.! 
no one pays revenue on land unless it is cultivated; you cannot cultivate 
it when it is at the bottom of the river. 

58997. Suppose the Government settled a certain rate lor irrigation, Huder 
the river, and the man is not benefited by it, does the Government write 
off t.hat charge?-He never pays any kind of rate. We have a consolidated 
rate for land revenue and irrigation, which is not paid at all where the 
la.uil is not cultivated. The liamindar who does not cultivate the land pays . 
absolutely nothing in any way for it; so tllat the zamindar losing hia land 
pays nothing. When I say he is not cowpen~ated, I do not mean to say 
that e).traordinary cases like that would not be regarded with a great deal 
of sympathy by Govemment, and Government; if it were possible to do so, 
wou.i:!. give him land elsewhere, rather than that he should be ruined alt<>getber, 
!but he has no kind of legal claim. 

58998. Suppose the zamindar wishes to effect any improvement for irri
-gating more area of his 'estate, is it left to him to settle his rate of revanue 
with ths cultivators, and come to an understanding with the cultivator ingtead 
of going to a court to have it confirmed; is such an lwdertaking bindiug on 
either parties?-The zamindar in Sind, gives out his land to a cultivator, and 
the cultivator gets a share of the produce. So that, any improvement which 
the zamindar introduces which increases the outturn, is natureJlv shared 
'betweeu him and the cultivator. . . 

58999. The zamindar cannot expect to increase his share of the revenue 
-from the holding, after introducing that improvement?-Hil! shw:e of the 
revem'.e is entirely a. matter of arrangement. between him and the cult!vlltor. 
There are very strong customs. For example, generally speaking, for flO'N 

mand, the liamindar takes half of the crop, and the hUTi, the cu1ti~lltor takes 
the other half. In the case of lift land, the usual .arrangement IS that the 
zamindaf" takes one·third and the cultivator two-thirds. : But there is no 
reasoll why, if the zamindar and the cultivator are able to agree on anoth"r 
rMe, they should not do 80. The cultivator has no rights in the soil. 1£ 
'he is not willing to accept the zamindar's terms, the Ii8mindlU:' can tum him 
alit an:l. get Bome one else. 

SnOOD. The cultivator has no rights upon the holding?~No. 1£ tbe zamindar 
want::! to get cultivators, of course' he must pay certain attention to establhihed 
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custom; otherwise, he would not be able to get the l'ultivawrs. But pro-
vided the oultivators are willing to come to him, there is no reason why he
should not impose any terms. If he oan get a oultiv.!'tor to acuept less, Bay 
one.tenth instead of one.half, there is nothing to prevent him .ioing BO. 

59001. There is nothing in the Aot?-Nothing at ell. 
59002. For instanoe, in other parls of India, the ryots oome to a zamindar' 

with a promise that they will pay enhanoed rates of rent, if an improvement 
is effected, and the zamindar oarries it out on a sort of moral understanding~ 
and after that, bacause the Act says that such an agreement is invalid wess 
it is confirmed by a QOurt, there is every "hsnce of the ryot geing back UpOIl< 
his promise. I suppose there is nothing of that sort here?--I suppose, if 1m 

agreement of that kind is reduced to writing, it is a matter of legal inter
pretation for the courts, but the Irrigation Department. for example, has
nothing to do with it. 

59003. As regards agricultural bias education, which you wish to be spread 
in the oountry, how would you distribute w.e number of scht",ls?-My ides. 
was that all sohoole in rural arell8 should be given a sort of agrioultural bias,. 
rather than ·that there should be a few ngricultural bias soh:x>le here and 
there. I think probably one could make their school readers more' practical, 
one could instruct the boys in simple biology, and let them know whaL was 
going or. in the fields around them, enligbtened object lessons, and so on. 
I do not intend to imply any further addition to the curriculum. I mean. 
that it must always be present to the mind of the schc.obnaster that a, 
great number of the boys he teaches are going to be oultivators and he· 
should try to train them for the life they are going to lead. 

59004. Have you observed which part of the population takes to educa-· 
tionP--Generally speaking, of course Hindus more than Mussalmans. Th&
:r.Iussalman is fully alive to the 'value of education, but ;Jener/illy speaking' 
he is rather poorer and his boys are wanted lor work in the field~ rather more
than the boys of shopkeepers who always let their boys go to school during: 
certahl hours of the day and use them iIi the shop when they are free. 

59005. I mean the oultivating olase; are they fairly well represented in th
schools? Do they take to education ?-That is very -largely a matter of looal 
nMd, the zamindar of the village and so on. But the main tbing v-hiob. 

-prevents it is, I think, the economic factor, that boys are more useful anll 
do 1\ great deal of useful work in cultivation at a very early age and parti-. 
culsrly during certain periods, such 118 the various reaping times of the YllBr. 
If you are going to interrupt the boy's schooling everY now and then, for
two to three months, he might almost as well stay away altogether. 

59006. Would you conduct these agricultural bias schools as night schools? 
-Certainly not. I do not see any reason why the boys should be sent· to
the night schools. It is a horrible idea to send ohildren to work in the
fields during the day and to learn at school during the night. 

59007. Would you be able: to attroota greater number of pupils from the 
cultivating olass if you conduoted the teaching in the vemacular?-They ar&
taught in the vemacular; they must be taught in the vemacular. I 111n 

thinking of boys under the age of' fourteen; I am not thinking of adult classes 
at all. 

59008. Sir JamB8 MacKBnna: Are you familiar with the experiment in· 
Mirrurkhas with Egyptian cotton?-No; it was conduoted before I ~ent there_ 
I thbk it was written down as a failure, mainly because of defeotive markl1t.· 
~. I am not quite sure, but I think the Beed deteriorated in Si~d. It had' 
been definitely set aside by the Agricultural I?epartment as a. f8.11'!re. But
the experiment was conduoted before I went to Ml1"purkhll8; I was m MlrpurkLos; 
from 1913.16.-

59009. Was it in the time of Mr: Hen,lerson?-Yes. 
59010_ What about this Sakrand fl1rm .and thll agriMiltural operations

there'i Have you seen it?-I was there t-oWllrds the end or January or
February. 
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59011. Can you give us any idea. of the agricultural experimenh carried 
.out ther'e? Is it primarily experiments for irrigation, for example, water dis
tribution, etcetera? ,Was there any indication of what theY' were trying to 
do ?-There was very little indication to me, but the jdea was to conduct 
experiments under Barrage conditions. I understood that they were goin .. 
to experiment on kallar. . 0 

59012. Do you not think that they should devote attention to the varieties 
of cotton, wheat, 'and rice that can be grown in the Barrage area; in other 
words, that as much emphasis should be given to the agricultural side as 
to the soil problem ?-I am rather of the opinion that we have already reached 
the stage when we know that certain'varieties of wheat, cotton and riee are 
much better than others which are generally grown, and in my opinion, we 
should do better now by concentrating on the best we have and getting "hem 
fairly well established. Once you have got rid of the inferior varieties and 
established the good ones in their place, then all your -propaganda work is . 
bound to succeed and everybody will be willing to introduce still better varie
ties. We have already got to the stage when wha.t is wanted is propaganda 
for extending the best of what we have. 

59013.' Profe88or Gangul88: You a.ttach a great deal of importance to tne 
research work at Sakrand etation; do you consider that Government have 
adequately supported the research scheme financially?-I do not think the 
thing has been held up for lack of money in any way. No complaint of that 
kind has been made to me. 

59014.. I understand that at the present time the sum of four lakhs is the 
l'ecurring expenditure; is that adequate for the work?-I think if it were 
not found adequate and a. reasoned statement of the case was put up, then 
Government would have every sympathy lind every interest in giving what 
was necessary. 

59015. The station has been at work two or three yellrs?-Al'tually at work 
rather under two years. 

59(116. We are told that the Lloyd Barrage water will be availabie by 
1931. Do you think the station will then be in a pO!lition to give definite 
'8dv'ice to the cultivator on the cultivation of land within the Barrage tract?
I 'think they are already in a position to give a great deal of advil'e with 
regard to the crope to the cultivator. Even the worst equipped memb9r "f 
the Agricultural Department is a great deal ahead of We average cultivat:>r. 

59017. I know that is so; but I mean' with regard toO certain special proD
lems arising out of perennial irrigation; say definite instructions with regard 
to crops, use of water, preventive measures with regard to the rise of alkali. 
et~teraP-At present the}' arejn a pcsition to give a great deal of useful 
-adVlce. ,. 

59018. I was not referring. to the ordinary information which demonstrators 
have at their disposal. I was really referring to definite results of the 
,experiments at Sakrand?-When you talk of these experiments, it must be 
obviolOs that until the experiments are over you are not in a position to 
give definite advice. 

59019. You are not in touch with the nl!.ture of the experiments there?--I 
-am not of course in close touch with them. , 

59020. The results obtained- from Sakrand will not be applil'able to the 
right bank-- area.; would you require another station for that tract?-I thin1;:, 
except on the Central Rice Canal, taey would apply to the right bank. ThE' 

1!Oil of Sind is on the whole fairly homogeneous. When' I say that, I do not 
milan that there is .not a tre~endous amount. of· variation in limited( .areas; 
but generally speaking there· IS no marked difference between the KIDd of 
!'!oil you have on the right bank and what you have on the left bank. It i!' 
large'l:v a, question of levels. The Central Rice Canal has of course its 0" n 
problems. 

59021. The hari is your actual cultivator?-Yes. 
69022. Under the present system of farming he has no permanent illtere!'t 

in the, land?-None at all, except in a few places ",here ht'l is defirii~eiy 
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attached to the soil (but this is special to certain places); but generally 
spoaking the hari-ha.s no interest in any particular land. 

59023: Do you think suc~ a state of .affairs offers any inducement to IIgri
cultursl ImproveII?-ent~-I ~hmk there mIght be more irtducement offered thlUl 
now. But there IS' thIs pomt, the relation between the han and the zamind'lr 
is always on the ba.sis of 'batai (sharing of the actual crop) so that any en. 
couragement given by the zamindar which results in increasing the croJ) 

increases both his own share and the hari' 8 share. .Therefore, 'you would 
expect that there would be a certain community of interest between both 

. to get the best out of the land. 
59024. You have referred to mohag rights; is it not a fact that a grest 

deal of land will remain unsold by virtue of this mohan right?-It is not ~old 
at full rates; a great deal of land will be given to l':amindarH in satisfaction 

of all rights, mohag, frontage, and fallow forfeited land. Fallow forfeited land 
is land forfeited under the fallow rules and is natural~'Y included in the 

zamindar's existing mohag. Generally speaking, the zammdar's fallow. for
feite.1 land is the land which he wa.s not able to cultivate; it is land which 
is with difficulty reached by water; it is 'generally situated in the extremity 
of his holding. Naturally, the right for the land which was once in his posses
sio11 is somewhat stronger than the ordinary C'laim of mohan over other land. 
To meet all these claims ba.sed on frontage, including fallow forfeited land 
and so on, Government have proposed to set aside some three-and-a-half lakhs 
of acres; that represents about roughly 25 per cent of the total Government 
land available. • 

~925, Referring to taluka' development associations you: suggest that funds 
wou,d b~ required to facilitate their work. Have you any suggestion to make· 
a.s to how funds could be raised; or do you suggest that subsidies should come' 
from Govemrnent?-I am afraid I cannot suggest anything except grant;;. 
from Government or from local boards. I think it will take a long time to· 
persuade local boards to make grants to taluka development associations. 

5!!026. But if they realise that good work is done do you not think that 
local boards can be persuaded to support these institutions ?-I should likit 
to think so; but I have some experience of trying to persuade the ll)cnl 
boards to do things, and they rather look ta Government for funds. 

59027. You have explained to us what you really mean by the reference 
to the Punjab Alienation Act. Do you find any tendeney in Sind of land 
passing into the hands of non.agriculturists?-Yes; there is a certain tendency. 
It is very difficult to get accurate figures. The Bombay Government have 
placed an officer on special duty and I understand he has collected these 
figureH. The report is not yet available, and I have not Reen it. But there 
is a great deal of complaint about it in certain local areas, and I do know 
of certain instances in which comparatively poor Hindu shop.keepeIll have 
within a short time erected themselves into the po~ition of very large 2amindars. 
I have no doubt that personal capacity had a great deal to do with it; but 
thare ill a great deal of feeling about the matter. 

59028. You say that insufficient attention has been paid to the pro~lem 
of lift irrigation. irrigation by means of pumping. What do you definitely 
suggest to the Government of Bombay?-I think that they should support 
sllOlh schemes, I believe there is a great deal of information availaLle ~lse
wher~ a.s to the cost of lifting water in large volume; we have very httle; . 
experience of it here j and my impression is that the question has lI:0t been 
seriously tackled eith~r by the Engineering Dep~rt~e~t or ~y t~e Agncult'~ral 
Department. There IS no obvious reason why, If It 18 pOSSIble ~n t~e Punjab 
to I'ais!' water by pumps, the same thing should not be done m Smd. 

59029. In 'answer to Question 22 (0), you say you are in favour of legis. 
latioll to compel a. recalcitrant ,minority. I? join any, co-operative ~che~e. 
Would you apply thIS argument 1D other ~plleres of SOCIal or econom~o. legIS. 
lation ~'-I am not prepared to put that forward as a general proposltIOD.; I 
should like to know what the particular scheme was. I am certainly"not 
defiuitely against interference in such ca!l:es, because, as. I bav? said, the 
difference in outlook between people even 1D the smallest VIllages IS enormous 
(more than what you get in Europe); you rie\"er get everybody to agree. 
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')90~O. You re,fer to a scheme. of education and you suggest that sOlDe sort 

of av,rlcultural billS should be given to education. You sultaest that lin ele
mentary (!ourse of biology should be taught. You want to prooee,l one step 
further than the previous witness who wanted only diffusion of literacy. 
Would you increase the 'dose of education a little more than he was prepared 
~(" pres.c-ribe?-I would rather give a different drug. It is not a question of 
mcreasll~g the dose; but. it is a question of giving a different medic.ine. 1 
wouH like to see the village people taught about the things going on all 
around them.. 

59031. In addition to the ordinary three R·s? ........ Yes; I am not suggesting 
this as a substitute for reading, Writing and arithmetic. . . 

59032. You would not confine yourself to the three R's?-Certainly T would 
not. 

59033. Mr. Kamat: About the sale of lands and colonisation, I gather that 
you said that no definite proposals have yet been framed by Government. 
When these proposals come to be formulated, would you consider it desirable 
that they should be published for public criticismP-I cannot say that I ever 
considered that, but I really do not see any objection to it. In any case 
the land which we have to give out will be given out over a period of twenty 
years at least, and there is no reason why mistakes that are made in the 
beginning should not be rectified as we go along. ~obody is proposing to give 
out the one-and-a-half million acres of land all !'It once; it cannot be done; 
it must be absorbed gradually; and undoubtedly we shall get a great deal 
of advice and criticism from the public, which we shall value. At present, 
when these schemes have not yet been formulated, I should value such criti
cism; but what usually happens is that people ask me what my scheme is; 
they find it very much easier, as we all do, to get a scheme and to criticise 
it than to start .from the beginning and make suggestions of their own and 
I am able to reply at present: "Well I have no scheme, but let me have 
your ideas." That oloses correspondence. 

59034. Although the land will not be sold all at once, yet once Govern
ment formulate their rules, and decide to bring them into force, it is rather 
too late for the public to get them 'amended P-I do not think that is so. 
Obviously if you gave. out land on certain conditions, you could not amend 
those conditions with respect to that land already given out but there is 
DO reason, if you find the conditions working b'adly, why you should not 
amend the conditions with reference to the land you are going to give out 
for the next few years. 

59035. You know that it is generally difficult to 'get a policy changed in any 
way?-I agree that that is sometimes the case, but there is as much difficulty 
caused by policies being changed a great deal too often as by their not 
being changed often enough, It ~ sometimes difficutt to get Government to 
stick to u policy for more than ten minutes. 

59036. Is the percentage of. Punjabi cultivators in Sind large or smallP
Reckoned in percentage I think it is very small; but there is undoubtedly, 
I think, a growing'influx of Punjabis into Sind. We have colonies of them, 
on the Jamrao, which was largely colonised from the Punjab; whole villages 
are colonised by them. Land was given to abadgars, and those people have 
made money out of Sind. They know what the Sind lands are like, some of 
them are now zamindars and are going about Sind and buying land elsewhere . 

• They have also certainly got connections with the Punjab, and owing to their 
propaganda other Punjabis have bought land here and there all over Sind. 
Naturally this tendency is growing, because the Punjabi realises more clearly 
than the Sindhi the immense value of land under perennial irrigation; the 
Punjabi is familiar with canals, the ~indhi has never really seen a first class 
canal and he is still rather sceptical about the high profits which we tell him 

, he can get from these lands. 
59037. If you sell these lands for colonisation by auction, which you said 

you proposed to do. . • . . P-I said I would propose to sell some by auction. 
59038. Do you not apprehend that there would be a great Punjabi invasion, 

because the Punjabi has so to say tasted blood so far as colonisation schemes 
-are concernedP-1 certainly do not see why we should exclude the Punjabis 
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\hom Sind, if that is what you suggest. We want the superior knowledge and 
energy of the Punjabi merely as an example to our own people' they are 
~ery slow to learn by example, but they will be slower still if they have no 
.example at all. .• , 

5,9039. You have visited the Punjab; did you notice that at the Lyallpur 
AgFlcultural College they do not keep an open door to the Sindhi studentsP-
11 do not ~emember that being brought to my notice; I rather went to see the 
.IIIltual things they were doing than to represent the interests of Sind in any 
rupect. , 

59040. For the capital involved in the Barrage scheme, has the Punjabi 
cllntributed a large share P-ThEi, capital has been borrowed from the Govern
ment of India. It may be said that the Punjabi has contributed as much as 
tile Sindhi. The people of Sind as such have made no direct contribution to 
Itle cost. We are at present working merely on borrowed capital. 

59041. :What I want to ascertain is, amongst the investors, so far as it can b. ascertamed, are the Punjabis preponderantP-Amongst the investors in 
];Ile G:overnment of India loans, it is probable that the Punjabi, being com
paratIvely more afHuent, has put in more money than the Sindhi on an 
average. 

59042. Speaking about the feeder railways to which you have made refer
ence, what are the actual projects under construction ?-On the left bank 
there are three lihort lines proposed to go, as far as I remember, from Tando, 
Adam, a station which is north of Hyderabad, going between the river and the 
/lXisting line up aS,far as, I think, Mehrabpur. Generally speaking they will 
~ve a fairly wide belt of country between the Indus and the existing line 
from a little north of Hyderabad to Ii little south of Sukkur. 

59043~ Do they involve a guarantee of interest on the part of Government? 
-I think tlie last time I dealt with the project officially the position was that 
the Government of India had asked us to give a guarantee of at least four 
lakhs for the first five years, and, I think, two lakhs for the next five years, 
I am not absollltely certain of the figures, but it was four lakhs for the first 
five years. 

59044. So that Government are pursuing 8>, policy of extension, even when 
they have'to guarantee the interest,wherever it may be necessary'!'-I do not 
know what decision the Bombay Government have come to. 1 certainly 
recommended that we should. 

Sir Chu.nilal Mehta: We h'ave accepted it. 
59045. Mr. Kamat: Coming to your remarks about the punjab ,Land 

Alienation Act, do you recognise in this Province of Sind any such distinction 
between the agriculturists as hereditary agriculturists and non-hereditary 
agriculturists, that is to say, do you classify an agriculturist as such because 
his grandfather or great-grandfather was an agriculturistP-We have no such 
efficial classification. Generally speaking, it is probably true that agriculture 
goes down from father to son like almoet any profession in this country; 
undoubtedly it will be easy to give exceptions. I do not follow·the obiect of 
the question. Are you suggesting that we should have considerable difficulty 
in classifying agriculturists and non-agriculturists? 

59046. In the Punjab they '~ake such classification. I wanted to know 
whether you are in favour of such artificial classification?-I am afraid I do 
not follow what the question is, and in view of its importance I would rather 
have the question quite clear before I give an. answer. 

59047. In the Punjab they do classify (I do 'not know on what basis) some 
'People as agricultural tribes and others as non-agricultural ~ribes:' Now, if 
you are in favour of the application of the Punjab Land AhenatlOn Act to 
'Sind (you say it has had a salutary effect), I want to know whether ,you would 
'have the power to make the same classification in this province of SlndP-You 
would certainly have to have some classification; but I do not see why you 
ilhould have the same classification as they have in the Punjab. I am prepared 
to say that in our classification you might possibly h!'-ve various Hind~ castes 
classed as agriculturists, if they e~ress a ge~\ral desire. ,I h.ave not dIscover
ed a large bod:v of Hindu opimon favourmg tbe apphcatlOn of any such 
legislation to ,them. 
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59048. I am not speaking of Hindu and non-Hindu. Supposing a parti
cular man wanted to cultivate land, would you exclude him under the Act 
b~cause .his grandf~ther was. not an agriculturistP-If you can get a classific~ 
tlOn whICh wou!d uiclude him, I should not object. The real point is that, 
generally speakmg, such a man would not want to be included. 

59049. The real point is not that. Whether a man is Hindu or Mussalman 
agriculturist by heredity or not, if he wishes to buy land and develop it' 
would you prevent land being alienated to himP-I should not refuse t~ 
include him among those to whom land can be alienated. I d() not think 
anybody has ever suggested that people wh() are not agriculturists shouldt be 
definitely excluded from purchase ()f land. For sales of land under the 
~arrage I should> cert~inly n()t· wish to exclude them. 

59050. As regards the total acreage which will be commanded by the Barrage 
when it c()mes under full operation, you said that a large portion ()f the land 
might not be saleable immediately; that is to say, there would be no demand 
for it at once?-It is saleable t()morrow at a price; but you c()uld not expect 
t() put one-and-a-half million acres ()f land! into the market at once and get· 
a reasonable price for it. If I were willing t() sell it for two or three rupees . 
per acre, I should have n() difficulty in getting a zamindar to buy up the 
whole land immediately. . 

59051. That is not what I meant. You have referred to the interest charges 
which are accumUlating, and y()U have said that t() save those interest charges 
you may clear off a certain p()rtion of landP-What 1\ mean is this: if we sell 
land in ad.ance and get a reasonable price, we can keep down the total capital 
chargeS on the project t() a much smaller figure. Obviously, the longer you 
allow the thing to go on before y()U begin to get in any income, the larger 
your total capital charge becomeS. 

59052. Taking that into c()nsideration, which would be the better p()licy~ 
a waiting policy or the policy of quicker saleP-On the whole, I should think 
the waiting policy would be better, because this is not the only question 
involved. If you give out land to() rapidly and at a low price, it gets into 
the. hands of pe()ple wh() have no. capital and no ability to develop it. This. 
scheme is g<Jing to bring in money not merely by capital receipts; that is 
important, but that is not really so .important as the revenue we will get. I 
am for getting steady revenue, rather than getting a large amount of money 
at once by sales of land and then indefinitely holding up the development 
of the land. If you gave all the land under t.he Barrage scheme at once ta
the Sind zamindar, you would have very little additional cultivation done 
when the water was available and things would go on just as usual, except 
that the zamindars would probably want to extend rice cultivation. 

59053. From your oQservation of joint farming societies in the Punjab~ 
do you think that co-operative societies for joint farming are not very 
encouraging?-I should like to explain: I did not see any of these societies 
in the Punjab. I had a talk with the Registrar, Mr. Strickland, at the time
and by his courtesy I was enabled to go through the files relating to, I think, 
three out of five societies. . There were only five societies. It was a very 
dismal record, and it was generally recognised in the Punjab that these land
holding societies were a failure. I think the difficulties in Sind would be 
still greater, and I think there is no hope of starting .such societies at 
present with any chance of success. 

59054. lIlr. Jamshed Mehta: Can you give the Commission a: list of the
areas of virgin land which belongs to Government in the Lloyd Barrage area, 
the area which is cultivated belonging to Government, and also the area of 
the virgin land which belongs to private landholders P-~ can giye :rou rough 
figures. Do you mean for the whole area or for particular distrICts P 

59055. Could you give the figures for the whole area P I am not parti
cular about districtsP-Roughly, the amount of Government land available 
is about one-and-a-half million acres in the whole area, belonging to Govern
ment. That is practically all virgin land, except a small area which has been 
given out for eTcsali cultivation to various zamindars; it is about a little 
over a lakh of acres. 
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59056 .. What. is the area of the land, including that belonging to private 
holders now, which has got the advantage ~rom t~e.Lloyd Barrage?~Speaking 
from memory and very roughly, about eight mllhon acreS', I understand is 
the total under command in the Barrage area. - ' 

59Q57. What will be the total cost of the scheme?-The rough cost is 
eight,!en crores of rupees, ani I think Mr. Harrison spoke of six million acres 
as bemg the amount likely to be actually cultivated in any particular year. 
Personally, I do not see why he takes that figure to work out the cost, rather 
than the total of eight million acres under command. If you take six. million 
.acres as the whole area commanded and eighteen crores as the cost you get 
thirty rupees an acre. ' ' 

59058. You just now told us that Government would encourage small 
holders. Is that your opinion about it?-I hope so. I am certainly very 
strongly in favour of developing small holdings as much as possible. 

59059. How would you practise it? Supposing I am a small holder how 
will I get the advantage of getting land? Th~ would auction it and any 
Tich capitalist would come in and buy it?-I do not think that follows at 
all. I paid a visit to Bikaner last year, and Bikaner had then sold about, 
three-fifths of the land that was being commanded by the scheme. They had 
sold this land either at fixed prices, or in auctions, and eighty per cent ,of the 
-sales had been made to peasant holders, who bought at full rates, and on exact
ly the same footing 8S other zamindars. On the day that, I was at Bikaner, 
actually one of the cultivators from the Jamrao in Sind came up there to buy 
land at 'full rates. The man, in my opinion, who is unwilling to pay good 
rates for his land in Sind is not the small holder; it is the big holder. The 
big zamindar is all out for cheap land, and I think that Government will 
have no difficulty in getting a fair price out of the small holder. Of course, 
he must be given the benefit of instalments, very liberal instalments, and 
he will pay the instalments with his revenue from the produce of his land. 

59060. Would you prefer Government to take interest only on the capital, 
:at the market rate of interest or at the rate at which Government raised 
-the loan, instead of taking the capital from the buyer? Would you advocate 
that to the Government?-I am afraid I do not follow. 

59061. Supposing there are 40 acres of, land, and the price is lts. 100' 
an acre, the total cost will come to Rs. 4,000. Would you recommend to the 
Government that instead of taking Rs. 4,000 in casA from the buyer of the 
land, they should only take interest at five per cent?-In other words, you say 
that we should lend him the money to buy 'his land, an!! never get it back, 
but merely get interest on it. 

59062. Yes. Would you recommend such a course?-I do not think there 
is any reason for it. I do not think Government could afford to do it. 

59063. Mr. Calvert: Take ma!kano only?-Malkwno in Sind has a ,different 
meaning from what you are accustomed to ili the Punjab. Malkano in Sind 
is used to denote the whole of the purchase price. If that is not understood, 
-we shall be at cross purposes. Malkwno in the Punjab is an annt!al payment 
made by a tenant who has not acqui,red proprietory rights. ! 

59064. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: He would go on paying interest. Govern
ment will not lose, because they will get the interest?-I have po~ studied 
'that in detail, but having had it put forward to me now, I do not thmk there 
ioJ any sufficient justification for such terms. I think the cultivator would be 
-willing to pay more. " 

59065. You just now said something about leasing for ,twenty years. Do 
'You recommend to the Government to aU6w-;,a buyer only twenty years to 
purchase the land P In one of the answers to one of my colleagues, I think 
"ou said thatP-What I said was. I think, that I expected the sales would be 
.spread over twenty. years. I did not :mean to say that I would allow ~he 
man twenty yeara to pay for his land. 

You said leases of twenty years. Wha~ did yOU mean by that?' 
59066, Mr. Calvert:' You mentioned the case ,?f land not quite ready?-:-I 

do not know. whether I said twenty, years. I thlDk probably ten years' Will 
'be the ordinary maximu:m,' and in som_aaes only two or three years. That 
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depends on the state of the land and on various local considerations. In' 
places there are large areas of extraordinarily good land covered with thick, 
Jungle, That is ·the kind of land which might be leased to' a' zamindar for: 
three or four years, on condition ~hll.t he clears it. He would get light'lease" 
terms during that period, . 

59067. M1·. Jamsh.ed Mehta: You made a. statement that because the
relationship between the hari and the zamindar is one of partnership, it 
is to the interest of the zamindar to encourage the hari. What is your 
practical experience in Sind P Do you think the zamindar does encourage 
the hariP-I am afraid my practical experience is rather different. Tbere 
lire of course a few enlightened zamindars, but generally speaking the 
zamindar iii< inclined to leave it all to the hari. He does not take a. great 
deal of interest in inducing the hari to adopt improved methods, and he is, 
not himself sufficiently educated to give him advice that is any good. The' 
hari often knows more about it than the zamindar. 

59068. Would you not, from that po.i.nt of view, in the interest of the 
haris, recommend to the Government to put forward some system by which 
we can help the itaris to become proprietors of the land and become small 
holders in a period of years ?-Are you suggesting that legislation should be
introduced which would enable the hari to become a sharer or a full owner 
of land which at present belongs to some one else P 

. 59069. I am talking of the Government virgin land P-Then he would not' 
be a hari. A hari is a man who cultivates the land for a zamindar. 

59070. What I wanted to suggest was, free the hari from his bondage,. 
and then make him a small holder, by some facilities which the Government: 
should give him P-That practically means, am I prepared to take haris and' 
establish them as small holders? Certainly. The intelligent hari is just the 
man. If the question is "would you take him and 'put him in as a small 
holder, and let him cultivate for his own benefit instead of for the benefit" 
of the zamindal' P" The answer is c·c yes." But one could not do that sort 
of thing on a large scale, without reference to a large number of local consi
deration". The zamindars, for example, complain of the lack of hari8. They 
say that they are already considerably handicapped in recent years by the' 

, lack of haris. It 'would not be equitable to make a dead set at a zamindar 
and take away, all his haris and settle them in Ii village. But there is scope 
for a considerable amount .f personal selection. . 

59071. Supposing a progressive syndicate of big merchlmts, or cotton 
growers or some such people came forward to buy land, in order to evolve 8. 
progressive scheme, would you recommend to Government to sell the land to 
them P-I should want to examine the scheme before I recommended it. I 
would certainly .be prepared to consider it. In the Sudan, at present, they 
have a very large scheme of that kind, with which you, Sir, are probably 
familiar. There the land'is taken over by a companv of this sort. The com'" 
pany pay something like thirty or forty per cent of the produce, to the actual 
cultivator .and the rest is shared between Government and the shareholders 
of the company in a certain fixed proportion. That is a scheme not of 
peasant proprietorship but .of peasant tenantship, and it is an interesting. 
experiment. I should like to know more about it, or even to go there and 
see it if possib1e while on leave. I am certainly prepared to consider any.' 
scheme of that· kind and to make recommendations to Government. I 
naturally callnot commit m~elf to anything further than an examination 
of it at present. 

59072. Is it your experien,ce in Sind that the agricultural class, the' 
zamindars, even now object to the non-agriculturists coming into the Sukkur 
Barrage land? Have you heard that they object to it?-No. I do not think 
I could say that has been brought to my notice. I think that 'at any rate all', 
classes in Sind will have to be left free to purchase lands in Sind. 

5flOi3. You,ma~e a statement on pnge 39 ag;ainst joint farming, because it·· 
has failed in the Punjab. But supposing joint farming were taken up by 
edut'ated young men'who are nat able to earn their living in other ways and" 
have necessarilyoto go into agriculture, would you still feel that it would" 
be unsuccessful P-I should thi~k if such a land holding society were formed~, 
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compo~ed entir~ly of educated yo~g men who had nO' practical experience-
of ag~lculture, It would b~ more bkely to crash rapidly :than any' other kind, 
of society that I can conceive of. . 

~907 4. Supposing yo,u give t~em experts with agricultural knowledge, or 
gncultural students, If you give them such an opportunity, do you think, 
t would be ho~ele88 to expect th&:t the educated man would go back to agri
ulture?-Not In the least. I think there has already been a considerable' 
dvance in the attitude of the educated young men towards other than purely 
lerical occupations. When I first came to Sind in 1910, I found very few 
f these young men would take up any kind of trade, but now you will fineL 
arachi is absolutely full of shops run by these people. But they have not 

s yet turned to actual work on the land with tl!.eir own hands. I do not, 
ink it is hopeless to think that they would, and if we can induce them 
do so, I think, it is a very fine ideal and a thing that we should encourage' 
every way. If we can get classes who are at present too numerous for' 

heir ordinary avocations and are averse to agriculture, if we can get such 
eople to suppiemellt the numbers of the agriCUltural classes, so much the
etter. What I am against is simply setting them up as a rent receiving 
lass from the very beginning. Most of the suggestions hitherto made on> 

~heir behalf, I believe, have been elevoted to starting these young men off 
with fairly large holdings, anything from 80 to 250 acres, which is vcry 
much more than an economic holding under the Barrage. If they 'get hold
ings of that kind, they would certainly immediately go to some of the towns 
or big villages and proceed to give their land to haris, and live on the rent 
of the land. This is going to do no good at all, and it is absolutely of no' 
use. If the educated young man who is at present'without land, or capital,. 
or knowledge, wants to take up land as a geasant proprietor, I should like' 
to encourage him in every way, and I think he can show an earnest of his 
sincerity now by going to work as a hari with the zamindar. He can make 
a living by working as a hari with the zamindar. After all, men of the
British middle classes are going out to the colonies without capital or know
ledge, and they are gaining capital and knowledge by working simply as farm 
servants in the roughest sort of way. I see no reason why the Indian educated 
young man who is really keen on it should not do the same. If he will do-' 
that, I believe Government will do all they can to encourage him; start him 
off with a small holding pf 16 acres or so, which is enough for a living, 
and if men like him made good, every encouragement would be given to them 
to take up further land, so that they could do very well indeed. But I' 
do think that the initiative lies with these persons, and they can show their' 

. sincerity ~y getting training by actual work on a farm during the next three
or four years. 

59075. On page 39, you suggest that minorities should be compelled, H'a'l"e 
you heard. of any such legislation in India P-Of course, there is a lot of 
legislation which does compel minorities to do various things. In fact, in 
a way, most legislation is devoted to compelling minorities either to do or not: 
to do certain things. A partiCUlar example is the Bill which has just b~ell 
introduced in the Bombay Legislative Council relating to the consolidatloll 
of holdings. There are certain clauses of that bill which do. propose t.o· 
compel minorities to come in. In the Punjab, I believe, in the matter of' 
consolidation of holdings they have had, their work tremendously held up' 
in some cases by recalcitrant minorities, sometimes very small. They get· 
two or three people in the village who simply will not come in. In. one 
instance there was merely one man who held out, and would not come mto 
a scheme. But they decided to go on with consolidation in spite 'of him. 
They left out his land and consolidated everybody else's. Now of course 
that village is the greatest advertisement they have, because they can take 
people round and show, by way of example, the ~an who would not ·come" 
in. He cannot now come in; he is left with little pieces of land all o,,:er the' 
pla~; -other people's ~oldings hav,e been cons,?lid8;~d •. The work',m t~e. 
PunJab has been handicapped by very small mlnontles of people, "ho Will 
not come in willingly and cannot be compelled. 

59076. On page 37, you say something abou~ pumpil!g schemes for . low' 
lying land.' Do you think we can have co-operatlve SOCieties formed speCiallyt 
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!for that purposeP-if they can engage the necessary technical knowledge, I 
. .do not see why not. '. 

59077. Do you know of Government making any scheme for roads in 
SindP Everybody accepts the importance of roads in Sind but are you aware 

.of any regular scheme being madeP-No. The Communications Board has 

.only just been formed, and of course the whole state of communications in 
. Sind at present is necessarily in rather a state of flux, owing to the Barrage. 
We are having new canals; enormous bridges have to be made over these 

. canals. W 9 have a certain number of existing roads; some will have to be 

. scrapped, sOVle can be kept, and it is a thing which cannot be done in a 

. hurry. There are, I understand, various schemes for improving the main 
trunk roads, and so on, ih Sind, but naturally I am not very closely in touch 
with the details of those. I am not in a position to say at what stage they 
nav~ arrived. 

59078. On page 40, you refer to your experiences as Assistant to the Com
,missioner in Sind for Civil Supplies. Would you recommend to the Govern
ment to make their purchases for the Military Department tJHooughco

.operative sale societiesP-I am afraid I do not know enough about that to 

.express any opinion whatever. 
59079. You say that Government have reserved three-and-a-half lakhs of 

acres for mohag 'at present in the Sukkur -Barrage area. Is it a settled 
. scheme passed by Government, or is it merely a tentative one?-I would not 
. .describe it as a scheme. You will remember, when the Lloyd Barrage was 
first passed by the Legislative Council, Sir Chimanlal Setalvad, who was 
then the Member for Irrigation, made a statement in Council that this area 

-would be reserved for meeting local claims. There was considerable appre
'hension at the time that Government might sell away the land to non
"Sindhi outsiders, and that the interests of the local zamindars would be 
entirely neglected .. This assurance was given to them then and, as far as I 

-know, Government have every intention of regarding that as a promise. 

59080. Sir Ohu,(,ilal Mehta: Was it only for mohag?-For meeting all 
. .concessionary grants. The figure was regarded at the time as a maximum, 
-sufficient to meet all claims of- existing zamindars over Government lands 
-in the area. 

59081. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: Do you .know that Government have lately 
brought out a scheme for agricultural bias education for Bombay Presidency? 
·-1 have not seen it. 

59082. Sir Thomas Middleton: You informed us that the ordinary 'assess
ment for grass land in Sind would be twelve annas. Could you give us, for 
comparison, what the rate would be, for similar land, for cotton, rice, 
etcetera?-The ordinlfry rice rate in Sind at present ranges from about. 

-Rs. 3-8-0 to about Rs.:7-'8-0, the average being about' Re. q per acre; cotton 
-Rs. 2-8-0 to Rs. 5; other khari! rates for millet, bajJi, iuari and so on would 
'be about Rs. 2 to Rs. 3-8-0; The rl\tes depend a great deal on the position 
of tne land, whether it is lift or flow, and the character of the water supply. 

59083. Sugarcane landP-Sugarcane is very little grown'in Sind. I am 
-nct familiar with it, but I imagine it would be usually about the rice late 
or a little less. On the left bank of the Indus and in Eastern Nara tract it 
,is assessed at rates from Rs. 1-12-0 to Rs. 4, but the water supply for this 
·erop is not sufficient, and it is very little grown. 

59084. You have'suggested that too much reliance should not be placed 
.on the livestock census in _ Sind. I think the practice in Sind is to collect 
·figures once in five yearsP-Yes. 

59085. Is there a special date or time for making the returns P-N 0; I do 
not think there is a uniform date for the whole area. In the course of his 
work the _ tapedar makes enquiries in various villages j there is ne.. special 
·staff or enumerators appointed to do the work. 

59086. The village accountant collects the fif!;ures, and -these figures find 
their way to the Department of AgricultureP-Yes: they are consolidated at 
-various stages. The village accountant sends in his return tf) the taluka 
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\ headquarters; they are consolidated for talukas; then they go to the sub
¥i!~::onal offices and the district offices, and eventually reach the central 

59087. Does anyone check the figures at any stage; does anyone in the 
aluka offi~ .examine the village accountant's figures to see that they are 

,ot a repetItIon of those of the. last censusP-That depllnds upon the indivi
fual officer; one exercises such control as one can; one has a great deal of 

tOrk to do and it is not possible to check every figure by any means; but if 
ne gets ~ return which seems to be palpably absurd, one will examine how 

was arrIved at. But the figures have a certain value. When one is collect
ijlg figures relating to goats, buffaloes and other horned cattle, there is nO' 
1Ieason why the percentage of error should be greater in the one case than 

r the case of the other, and the figures have at any rate a relative value. 

59088. There is no reason why ,the village accountant should seek to 
increase or decrease the figures; he gives proportions?-Undoubtedly if the 
kturns were taken now in certain areas of Sind, where there have been 
.ecently calamitous floods, every village accountant would take great cal"8 
to see that there is a great decrease in number. 

~9089. One gets fair' approximationsP-I cannot say that you get approxi
matIons to the total number, but the relative proportion that one district 
bears to another is constant. 

59090. Taking India as a whole, up to about 1913-14 the livestock 
figures varied very much. Obviously, no great reliance could be placed upon 
them. But" since that time there has been considerable constancy. The 
returns could only be constant on the assumption that total numbers in fact 
.remained constant and that errors in detail cancelled out or that the village 
accountant kept a note of the last returns and copied the same figuresP
I should think both those methods are adopted to some extent. Undoubtedly, 
a great many people look up their last returns and bring forward a figure 
by the use of which· they think they may escape criticism. If a certain figure 
satisfied the officer five years before, arid this did not vary materially from 
it, probably this would not call for an examination. 

59091. Is the accountant supposed to count the livestock?--That is what 
he is supposed to do in the course of his enquiries. 

59092. That IIhould not give much extra trouble; he can make the count 
when he is making other enquiries ?-There is no reason why he. should not 
do it. 

59093. I am trying to find out the chanceS of error' that might arise in 
enumerationP-The staff is very ill-paid in comparison with the importance
of the duties which they have to do, and they are pretty heavily worked, s~ 
that any piece of work ,which they regard as an extra is rather liable to be' 
scamped. 

59094. I have seen the large number of forms a village accountant must 
keep, but in this particular case it seemed to me that when travelling in an 
area it would be a simple thing for village officers to get ~he r~quired informa
tion, and most of tpem would be likely to get the figures faIrly correctlyP
It would be simple if they always found the people on the land when they 
inspected it, but they might do the inspection of, a whole area, a large
number of the'fields, and never come across a cultivator who has a knowledge 
of the facts there. 

59095. So far as actual working bullocks are concerned, I should think 
the village accountant knew pretty well what each man in the village had~-I 
do not think that is so. He has a fairly large area; a village ac~ountant mIght 
have seven or eight villages, an average of about 2,000 acres III extent; that 
is a fairly large tract of country. In Sind it is not the custom of the people, 
as it is in most parts of the Presidency, to live in very big villages; in Sind 
they live in .small villages, hamlets, scattered 'about their fields. 

59096. Mr. Calvert: Do you find that the rise in the price of !znd for th(O 
last fifteen years has led to much increase In borrowingsP-Certainly, that ia. 
so. 
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59097. Then, with this new Barrage scheme and the enormous rise in the 
"Value of land which may be anticipated, would indebtedness increaseP-I 
should think it woulq; I see no reason why it should not. 

59098. Could you suggest any measure for fighting that evilP-I am not 
-sure that it is necessarily an evil. 

59099. I am assuming that most of the borrowing is unproductiveP-Well, 
.there are various things which would tend to reduce uneconomic borrowing • 
.one of them of course is legislation on the lines of the Punjab Land Alienation 
Act. The principal thing to be said in favour of it (I am speaking merely 
'from the economic standpoint and expressing no opinion on the political aspeet 
,of the case) is that it would tend to prevent uneconomic borrowing by the 
more unthrifty of the Mahommedan zamindars. 

59100. In the rights to be given to your cultivators, is it suggested that 
,there should be no restriction on the right of mortgageP-1 think there would 
lIle at any rate some kind of restriction on alienation, and probably on mort
gage, in the case of those lands which are to be given out at concession rates. 
It is ,obviously quite impossible for us to give very large areas of land to 
zamindars at a rate of fifteen rupees or less if the zamindars are /!:oing to be 
;i=ediately free to put that'land on the market and get two hundred rupees ' 
.an acre for it. But it has not been suggested that in the case of lands aold 
under ordinary auctions there should be any restriction on lIolienation. 

59101. There would be free auctionP-1 imagine that would be so. 

• 59102. Is the cost of clearing the land to be brought under cultivation 
:heavyP-It varies with the, soil: I do not think it would be very heavy. 
There are lands covered WIth tImber, but the value of that timber would 
represent more than the cost of 'clearance. ·A great part of the land is fairly 
'level. But there are places which I!ol'e ove!grown with jungle which is not 
-of very great value, and that is the land that might be dealt with in the 
first instance by being leased for a certain number of years on condition that, 
.It was prepared and cleared. 

59103. The cost of cleari;ng for irrigation will not by itself he a pow~rful 
-cause of indebtednessP-I should think not; not the actual clearing of land. 

59104. Dr. 'Hyder: I have the map of your Presidency before me, and I 
tind the easiest way to get to the seat of Government from Sind is by sea p~ 
oOtherwise you have to make a detour. In the monsoon one travels by train. 
Ii; takes forty-eight hours by train and thirtY-8ix hours by sea. ' 

59105. Are you well served by the Bombay Government as regards agri
,cultural administration when it takes two days for a man to get hereP-I 
-do not quite see what the Government of Bombay have to do with it, unless 
'You say that they ought tClhave pressed for more rapid railway communication. 

59106. The administrative head might be seated at Poona, and it might 
be very difficult for him to k~ow about the U:pper Sind Frontier district 1'
'I am afraid I do not really follow the questIon. It seems to me that one 
might know a great deal about country which is more than two days' distance 
,away although it would undoubtedly be more convenient, if one wanted to 
inspect the Upper Sind Frontier district, if one could ClOver the distance in 
'two hours instead of in two days. 

59107 You mention priest-craft FoB one of the sources of agricultural 
indebted~ess. Do these men descend upon the. cultiv~tors, like a swarm of 
'locusts, eat up . their substance an~ depart leavmg behm.d only the odour of 
their sanctityP-I would not put It so strongly. Ther.e IS a very la!ge class 
of Mahommedan fakirs and Hindu bawas who, not bemg a prod?-ctive class, 
-take a certain share of the produce to which they contribute very h~tle. Mor.e 
or less cognate to this question is, of course, the general retl\rdatlOn of agrI
cultural improvement owing to the religious customs. of the count~y; the 
Hindu veneration of the cow prevents that animal bemg f!llly expl?Ited for 
a~icultural purposes; the Mahommedan refusal to take mterest ,IS also a 
·tiimg which retards progress, and ~e r~fusal of both tc? have anythmg t? do 
with that useful gentleman, the pIg, 18 another. It IS not exactly priest-
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craft; what I have in mind is, that the influence of organised religion does 
Ilot do anything to help agriculture. 

59108. What is the nature 'of the rights of haria in the landP-They have 
~o,right in the land. : , 

:59109. They are tenants at willP-Yes, pure and simple. 
109110. The majority of the people of Sind belong to this category of karia; 

moat of the cultivators are haria; they have no particular interest in the 
land, and their relationship with the zamindar is purely personalP-No doubt 
a,large number o~hari" do always, for many years, cultivate the same piece 
ot land, but they lIave no actual right in tl;te land. 

69111. You said, in answer to a question, that your ideal was to set up 
small holders on the Government waste lands when they are commanded by the 
Lloyd Barrage schemeP-I do not wisb to imply that all land should be given 
t.o small holders. But I do think there, is considerable scope for the encourage-' 
ment of small holders, and the sman holder is likely to give very good results 
fram the point of view of Governnierlt~enue and also too general develop
ment of the tract; the hari may be expected to work better when he is working 
"to serve his own interests than when he is working for a zamindar. ' , , 

59112. Would, you have the area dominated, by the small man P-The small 
man is already predominant. There are large areas in Sind which are run 
by: small zamindars. As I have pointed out, thirty-six acres is the averag;t 
SIze of a holding; seventy-five per cent of the holdings are under twenty-five 
acres. ' 

59113. As regards the influx of the Punjabis, you say that tne Punjabi is 
a very valuable gentleman and a very good eultivator. I dare say you will 
agree that the Chinaman is a much more capable and aggreable man. But 
would you agree to import the Chinese into Sind P-I should not be prepared 
to recommend the importation of the Chinese. I do not think the question 
lA, likely to arise. 

59114. Your responsibilities as an administrator are mainly to the people 
of Sind. Would you like to see the Punjabis swamping SindP-I do not'see 
any possibility or any likelihood of that. ' 

59115. As regards sale of land by auction, would you like to limit the 
quantity of land to be bought at the auction by one individualP-That is a 
matter in which I have an open mind. I can quite conceive, that in some 
particular cases it might be to the adv./l-ntage of Government and the people 
generally to have a large block of land in" the hand of a particular man; 
but generally speaking, that question will not arise because there are" very few 
places where it would be possible to give a very large block of land to one 
man. The land is fragmented, and the number of places in which, there is 
more than 500 acres in one block is very small indeed. 

59116. You say the fuel problem is not acute in SindP-There is a great 
deal of scrub jungle, and there are forests mainly near the banks of the river. 

59117. SiT Ckunilal Mehta: You were on special duty to visit the Punjab; 
how long did your visit lastP-For about six weeks, about the beginning of 
1926, and I went to Bikaner on my way from the Punjab. 

59118. And you studied all the condij;ions in the Punjab that may bear 
upon the Lloyd Barrage P-That was my object in going there. 

59119. You are aware that the cost of the Sakrand farm is now being met 
out of current revenues, and that the Government of Bombay were not allowed 
to put it on to the Lloyd Barrage scheme so that the neC8BBBry money might 
be spent from loan fundsP-Yes. , 

59120. There is a limitation to 'multiplying the number of such farms if 
the expenses are to be met from current revenues in the present fi1!.ancial 
state of the Bombay GovernmentP-That is certainly so. 

59121. These farms do not bring in any revenue, for many years at least; 
they are research farms and they are not supposed to yield revenueP-Yes. 

59122. I agr~e with your remarks regarding co-operative farming; but 
supposing a co-operative society were formed in order to supply facilities for 
educated young men to take to farming j supposing that the society contained 
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eertain well known gentlemen who raised funds in the first instance for 
buying the land and that they chose to send say twenty-five, to thirty young 
men, who were kelln on farming and who were known to the members of 
the society, to the Poona Agricultural College for the, short course of six 
months or a year to get acquainted with agricultural methods, ana they 
were then perhaps put in charge of an expert, somebody who knew how to 
dear with agricultural problems in Sind, could plots of land be given to such 
societiesP-Are you suggesting that the society should be formed now, that 
they should first of all get the land and then send the men for training? 
If so, what will happen to the land in the meanwhile? 

59123. Form the society now, give the young men the trainingj also select 
somebody to be in charge of their operations and to teach them, and also 
make the condition that they should work, on the land and not get! into the 
habit of working as zamindars or being rent-receivers, would the scheme 
work P-I would not say that the scheme would not work, and I would be pre
pared to encourage such a society and try to make it work. One has ,no 
e~.-perience whether these people would work on the land; they have shown 
very little promise that they would do so. But certainly if a scheme of that 
kind were brought forward it would deserve very great encouragement. 

59124. I was thinking of that as a sort of alternative scheme to your sugges
twn that the young fellows, perhaps having the letters" B.A." after their 
names should work as hans. Perhaps they would then learn more than the 
ordinary agriculturists, but I do not see any prospect of their working as 
hans yet. J n these circumstances would a scheme of this character be likely 
to get consideration as regards the supply of land, especially at market 
rates P-One thing which I think is necessary to insist on is that he should 
nat become, and he should not be encouraged to become, a mere rent-receiver 
living on other people's labour. If he could be taught to work with his own 
hand and by his own labour to erect himself into the position of a zamindar 7 

I think it would be an excellent thing to give all the encouragement that one 
can. The thing is happening all over Sind; small men in the Jamrao (there 
are large numbers of them) who started as abadgars have, by working with 
their own hands, saved money and bought land in Sind and erected them
selves into zamindars. They are now going all over ,Sind and buying land. 
There is no reason why an educated young man should not work with his 
own hand, save money and prosper. I do not suggest that he should be tied 
to the land for the rest of his life, but if you can teach him to work,with 
hlS brains and superior character he ought to be able to get on. 

59125. I agree with you that the greatest possible. discouragement should 
be' placed on any inclination to become rent-receivers. My scheme is some
thing on the lines of'~o-operative housinj?; societies. If I become a member 
of a housing society I ~m prevented from selling the house which they provide 
for me to somebody else without the pl'rmission of the society. The object 
is not to enable me toinake an immediate profit?-The difficulty I had 
apprehended is this: you say that the society would pay full rates; presumably 
'they would want to. pay in instalments? 

59126. Yes?-If the members of the society are turned out for various 
reasons, then who is to be responsible for the' payment of the remaining 
instal~ents P , , 

59127. The society would consist of people whom the Revenue Officer would 
approve. After all, the land is worth something, and it would be. security p
It would be rather difficult if the land were granted to a society and some 
of the members defalcated. I think a way could be found over this matter; 
I would certainly be prepared to consider such a scheme very sympatheti,cally 
and do what I could to make it a success. 

59128. I was tkinking further that if there were societies of this character, 
!;hey might be able to buy an~ hire out implements like traclto.rs, which an 
individual holding 25 acres mIght no~ be able to buy P-:That I~ p.robably a 
question on which ,the Assistant RegIstrar of Co-operative SOCIeties, whom 
you are going to examine, would be able to speak. 
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59129. There would be no objection from the Revenue Officer's point of vie" 
to sell lands to such societies?-None at all. 

59130. On page 39, you say that you hope that it will be found possible to 
tackle ~he question. of ~nsolidation in Sind on the lines of the Punjab, but. 
you thmk that legISlation would be necessary, at least most helpful to brin, 
in recalcitrant members to join any co-operative scheme P-8o fa; as I r&
mem~~r, the question was a somewhat h;rpothetical one, whether under certain 
conditions I would approve of compulsIOn. [II the present circumstances of 
Bind, I do not think Sind is ripe for legislation of this character, and it has 
in fact, been excluded from the Bill which is at present before the Legislativ~ 
Council of Bombay (Small Holdings Bill). There are very good reasons for 
the exclusion; in the first place, land in Sind, even when it is held by a 
~ery large number of co-sharers, is not divided on the ground: it is cultivated 
jointly and the produce is shared; that is generally the case. But it is true 
that in the last twenty years there- has been a distinct movement- towards 
actual sub-division on the land; it seems to have caught on in one or two 
areas, particularly; in Ratodero there is a good deal of it; and in Kandiaro. 
In one village I have discovered survery numbers divided into as many as 
fourteen pieces; but that tendency is not at present very marked, and I 
think all that is wanted at present is, first of all, to prevent ci~il courts 
reeogni~ing or ordering partitions below a certain ,figure; secondly, Govern
ment should refuse to enter in any offioial record of rights 'sub-divisions 
below a certain figurel thirdly, more important than any perhaps, the 
In;igation Department should refuse to recognise a holding below a certain 
area as a unit for irrigation purposes: that is, that they should refuse to 
make separate arrangements for irrigation of & holding below a certain 
figure. -

59131. What is hakabo ?-Hakabo is a water rate which is charged to 
;agirdan who do not pay land revenue but pay a certain light water rate; 
it is intended to represent the cost of irrigation; any considllrable improv&
ment in irrigation is accompanied by a rise in the hakabo. But in olden days 
it was certainly loosely used as meaning any kind of water rate; nowadays 
as a technical term its use is confined to jagiTdaT lands. 

59132. Was there any obligation, so far as you are aware, to spend what
ever was received in the shape of hakabo on silt clearanceP-No, I am not 
aware that any definite obligation was ever undertaken. I think that some
where about the seventies an additional rate was levied from certain lands 
which was afterwards consolidated with land revenue, and it was said that 
this should be spent on the maintenance of canals, which included silt 
dearance. In those days, probably much greatet; importance wa.s attached 
to silt clearance and silt clearance alone by engmeers, because It was the 
infanby of the department and silt_ clearance was the ':Ilost obvious thing ~o 
keep the canals in order. Now, of course, a great deal IS done other than ~llt 
dearance and it is a matter of some controversy 'as to the extent to whICh 
silt clea;ance is necessary. A great many old f~shioned zamind~rs still 
think that the more they clear a canal the beUer their water supply IS bound 
to be.. That is not a view which is accepted by the engineers generally. 

(Tim witness withdrew.) 
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Khan Bahad~r SHAH NAWAZ KHAN .BRUnO, C~E., O.B.E. 

Replies to the Questionnaire, 

'JUIIISTlON l,-RBsBABcB.-(i) I am afraid this is too large a question for' 
me to shed enough light upon, in my answer, without making it appear un
wieldy, Our trouble in the Province of Sind is not want of improvement 
schemes, researches, analysing' results, want of propaganda, pUblicity or 
demonstrations, but to make agriculture more paying, which, on account of 
having come to be known as not in the least a paying industry has gone all' 
losing labourers instead of attracting them, so much so that we are at pre-
Bent working our land with hardly one-fourth the number of men that other
wise would be required if we are to adopt improved methods of cultivationr 
Researches into indigenous methods, (our present ones are very old) are 
necessary but I really cannot understand how they could be made to pro
duce profitable results to Buit different. places. India, as a whole, does not 
follow the Bame methods of cultivation; they are different in different places· 
according to the climatic conditions. Even in Sind the methods are not 
exactly uniform. In the Lar portion with so much water-logging aJld damp
climate responsible for keeping people indolent and idle, we cannot expect 
much improvement. It will be sheer waste of energy 'to attempt to find' 
improved methods for them. In Upper Sind districts the climate is very hot 
and the time for doing work is very short; there the methods of milder places· 
will not Buit. I do not know whether researches for so many different places' 
could be undertaken, because so much money would be required that India' 
would find itself unable to afford it, 

(ii) Veterinary researck.-My remarks apply equally to research in the 
veterinary branch. The animale--bulls. cows etcetera, may not be equally 
useful for all places, e.g., the same milch cows giving so much milk in one
place 'may be found suddenly to turn dry in otber places. In the same 
manner, fat bullocks doing excellent work in cooler countries, may be found 
useless in hot places where alone strong bone and skin and not flesh would 
keep them working. I do not know; you may undertake researches but the 
results may not be commensurate with the amount of money spent on them. 
Try, but every step in this direction requires to be taken with the utmost 
care, because after doing such expensive work, you find that you are no' 
better and all your money is wasted on so many research institutions. I am 
not one of those pessimistic people who despair of good in research institutes, 
but my experience and knowledge of how these researches have worked show 
the necessity of cautiqn. 

. (b) In Sind, in diff~rent parts, many researches have been instituted and 
the majority of them have not been I am sure, attended with success. This 
I take to be due, not to want of skilled workers or of field or laboratory faei
lities, but to causes to which the climate and the inadequacy of water supply 

,facilities largely contribute. 

(c) Siltless water turns very rich soils into 'kana,. ones; the land' aliljoining 
the banks of canals carrying water above their levels are at once turned int(Y 
kalar and eventually become unfit for producing crops. These points require 
investigation. No way of escape has yet been found from the scourge of 
pests like locusts, crickets, etceter,!l, which in every year do so much 
damage to the crops. Ringing of bells or sounds produced by striking metals 
against each other to frighten away locusts, have not succeeded as they are 
too deaf to heed them. Rats sometimes do incalculable damage to crops .. 
No device has yet succeeded in extirpating this pestilence. I do not know 
whether this Commission is going to recommend any research in this direc
tion in the interests of agriculture but the pest question certainly requires· 
investigation, if not in preference to other problems, at least along with· 
theln. I do not know if, in any other country, these pests do so much harm 
as in Sind and continue doing it with impunity. 
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QUBSTION 2.-AGIllCULTUBAt. EDUCATJON.-In Sind, as yet, progress in the 
,direction of starting agricultural institutions has not been marked. It has 
only begun. In' a few places, classes have been attached, and that too only 
very recently, to primary schools but they have not yet shown any indica
-tion of success. 

(i) Does not arise. 
(ii) Throughout Sind. In my oplDlon, classes should be attached to all 

schools and education in agriculture should be compulsorily imparted to stu
dents, and; if possible, from ten to twenty acres of good land commanding 
·free flow should be provided as adjuncts to schools for practical knowledge. 
Agr~ultural schools to train up the present rural school master in practical 
agriculture should be opened in all the district towns of Sind, and then it 
will be possible to give adequate attention to agriculture in rural schools. 
"It must be done in Sind, which is an essentially agricultural Province. 

(iii) Agricultural class teachers and, if possible, the head masters should 
be drawn from the agricultural classes. 

(iv) I have already stated that we have, in 'Sind, no school where agricul-
-ture is taught in a practical manner. ' 

(v) I would suggest that 'Government should make a rule that any student 
showing a bent towards agriculture should be awarded at the end of his school 
career, ten acres of good land free of malkana., to give him an opportunity to 
put into practice the theoretical knowledge which he has acquired in school 
and thus to make him stick to his father's profession with advantage. 

(vi) Does not arise because there is no agricultural school. We have one 
at Poona, started by Government for the whole Presidency; but unfortun
ately it is impossible for us to attract to it students belonging to the agricul
-tural classes from our .Province who, on account of poverty, cannot even 
·claim their souls to be their own. It is therefore full at present of students 
drawn from different classes, not agricultural ouly, and the result is that 
after finishing their students' career, these students, with tbe exception of 
a few, take to Government service, finding it more paying to follow other 
pursuits in life than agriculture, which is not in the least a paying industry 
in our Province. ' 

(vii) As there is no agricultural school in Sind, this question cannot be 
answered on behalf of Sind. 

(viii) I have already stated that each rural school should be attached to 
a farm where agriculture in all its bearings should be taught practically. 

(iz) They have at pres~nt very disappointing careers because it has not 
'been possible for most of them to take up an agrioultural career after finish
ing with their studies. 

(3:) Not until some methods are found to make agriculture more paying, 
approaching, in its return, to yields from other industries. . 

(3:i) Absolutely none, which is the most modest expression that I can use. 
'Uuge humbug is so much resorted to, but with absolutel:!!, no result. 

(xii) I have already said, by grant of awards of land to the most deserving 
of the studentS taught in the classes that I wish to see attached to all schools. 

(xiii) All these classes should be under the control of district local boards, 
·among whom I hope, as time progresses, there will be improvement in 
·membership. , 

.QUBSTJON 3.-DEMONSTRATION AND PIlOPAGANDA.-(a) Demonstration and 
propaganda work depends for its success very much upon the. kind of agency 
employed in admiuistrative work. In Sind of late we have, under Dr. Mann, 
-two lieutenants, K. B. Gulmahomed and K. B. Azimkban who both appear 
-to be well-placed in their jobs for their different duties-one doing research 
and the other demonstration and propaganda. They are doing good work 
to begin with, and require to be encouraged to continue their good work., 

(b) Increase the activities of the denartment, increase its establishment, 
increase the demonstration of implements Rnd tools, includinp; plou!!:hs. intro
duce good bulls, introduce ·tractors and threshing machines three or four of· 
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which, should be available in each district headquarters if possible. I would 
go stIll further and say that each taluka should be given one tractor and 
one threshing machine, to be given out on hire and worked by the agency of 
the department, so that we should see the results that are claimed for them' 
and the rate of hire should be fixed in consideration of those results. J 

.(c) I do not linow, but if experts were able to convince people of the 
clalmS that they make, there would be no difficulty in inducing cultivators 
to adopt their advice. 

(d) The methods employed in Sind are yet in their infancy and I do not 
know whether any striking instance of a failure or a great success has' yet 
occurred which may be cited. . • 

QUESTION 4.-ADMlNISTRATIoN.-(a) I am always against centralisation. 
There is much to gain by entrusting the work to one Government rather than 
make it wait for advice or instruction in the conduct of that work~ 

(b) I do not want the Government of India to come in between our im
provements and Local Governments. The latter should be trusted; much 
better if they are left unhampered by interference from any other higher 
authorities. ' 

(c) (i) The Agricultural and Veterinary services do not appear to be 
tho~oughly efficient but they cannot be better with the funds at present 
available. ' --

(ii) I hope that if the present rate or progress is maintained, railways 
and steamers ought, in course of time, to be equal to the demands of agricul
ture. 

(iii) Our chief lack, in Sind, is roads. No roads worth mentioning are 
kept up by Government, and this indifferent provision of roads has resulted 
in an enormous set-back to. progress in agriculture. I have known of in
stances where produce was harvested, cleared, kept ready, but was allowed to 
lie and go to waste and be eaten l!P by birds and beasts on account of lack 
of facilities for transport. These t.hings ought to improve if Government 
were brought to attach to them the importance they deserve. 

(iv) A Meteorological Department does exist, but I do not know if it is 
of any good to agriculturists who do not know that it exists. Publication 
of the results of their observations about forecasts in the Government Gazette 
in English does not reach agriculturists. Accordingly, this department is 
looked upon as another white elephant kept up b,: the Government. 

(v) and (v!) They are all right according to the present requirements. I 
would rather suggest, as all things cannot be done at the same time, that 
progress in all these lin,es should be maintained. 

QUESTION 5.-FINANOII.-(a~ and (b) According to my view none of the 
means employed hitherto to finance agriculture have succeeded; this is not 
due to any fault on the parlof agriculture; it is because, as yet, no effective 
means has been found to make agriculture in our Province a paying indus
try. Consequently, the result is that agricultural indebtedness has become 
chronic, and repayment of loans and advances is not as easy as it ought t() 
be. 

I have very little to say in favour of, but much against, the system by 
which taccavi is advanced by Government. In the first place, the interest 
charged requires to- be pitchlld as low as possible. , Over six per cen.t interest, 
the present rate, is too much for an agriculturist to pay. I really do net 
understand why Government should not make it as low as what the Imperial 
Bank pays 'on deposits. 

As much as fifteen per cent of a taccavi loan filters away from the time the 
taccavi leaves the Governmt'nt office till it reaches the agriculturist; and the 
Damocles' sword of Government that hangs over the head of the borrower 
until he makes repayment of instalments on exact dates, depending, as he 
does, for repayment on the realisa~ion of his uncertain crops, de,pendent 
upon the vagaries of the most notorIOus Indus-these may be. mentIoned ~ 
reasons that have hitherto struck at the root of the popularlt;y of taccaVI 
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and have. compelled people to borrow from money-lenders at double and triple 
rates of mterest, rather than take Government tacCGlIi. 

QuESTION 6.-AGBICULTUBAL INDEBTBDNEss.-(c) All such measures-the 
applica.tion of the ~s~.ious LoaDl! Act, restricting or contracting the credit 
of cultn:ators, or bmltmg t~e rIght of mortgage or sale, or making the 
redemptIon of mortgage easler,-these are all merely temporary remedies 
which o~l:r .l~en the ~edit ?f culti.v!'-tors. These, however, do not exhaust 
the posslblhtles by which their condltlo~ could be improved because accord
ing to my view, impoverishment is not due to their lavishness but' to their 
failure to get a living wage from their work on the land. These remedies 
haY'~ hitherto not suc.ceeded in reaching t~e. root cause, which is the incap
ability of the land hItherto to supply a hvmg wage for the workers on it. 
These measures may be employed where necessary, but, first of all, steps 
should be tdken to make agriculture. a paying concern which at present it is 
not, as compared with profits from other industries or labour pursuits. At 
present, in Sind, it means complete distress and disaster if there are two suc-
cessive bad years. . _ 

QUBSTION 7.-FBAGlIBKTATION 01' HOLDINGs.-This is a very important 
question, especially as applicable to the Province of Sind, where agriculture 
is mostly in the hands of the Mahommedan population with a rigid law of 
inheritance. This law is very ruinous and many generations of wise heads 
have not been able to improve it to any extent. For instance, if a Mahom
medan with a seven-ierabes holding dies leaving seven sons, according to 
Mahommedan law, each must receive an equal share j not only so but out of 
those seven ierabes, sisters, daughters, mother must receive a share. What 
this involves in sub-division everybody knows, and so much land must come 
under boundary lines. I. am not exaggerating when I say that in an in
stanoe of seven ierabes divided as indicated above, nearly one-quarter of the 
land would go, or rather be wasted, under boundary lines. This fragmen
tation has caused much loss and, in some clISes, the almost total extinction 
of families as traditional zamindars. I do not know whether Government 
could interfere in this but I hope that, in the present civilisation, even the 
bluntest Mahommedan ought to consider it very necessary to consent to the 
revision of our law of inheritance. Fragmentation beyond a certain limit 
should be totally restricted by some legal enactment. This seems to be neces
i1&ry and Government should do it, if not in our interest, then in the interest 
of its own land revenue collection j because, one of these days, it will find it-

. ,elf in a most difficult position as regar~s making recoveries from the too 
Dumerous petty small-holders. . 

QUBSTION 8.-IBBIGATIoN.-In our Province, notwithstanding the number 
of. irrigation systems that have been provided, we do not find ourselves 
immune from distress or sometimes disaster, frbm droughts and deluges 
and we have places where as yet. no effective means exist to save our crops 
from being eroded and washed away by floods. No arrangements exist in 
any place to drain off the excessive flooding' caused by rivers over-flowing or 
by breaches inbunds or by downpours of rain. In Sind, we depend for our 
irrigation supplies on the IndU&-the most capricious river known in the 
world. Of late, owing to so many schemes maturing in the Punjab and in 
its upper reaches, which are respohsible for much reduction in it, we have 
ceased to get water in the proper season and sufficient for inundation over
flooding. This river is now in course of being hnsbanded and brought under 
control at a cost of some twenty crores of rupees. People have many mjs
givings about the success of this huge project but I have had to consent to 
its being undertaken after a very great struggle in my mind. The fact that 
our Province of Sind receives a most inadequate water supply is evident in 
the large tracts of excellent cultivable lands lying waste and unoccupied. 
Our Province is essentially an agricultural one and yet, on, account of want 
of adequate means of carrying water to all its parts, is known as the Desert 
Province. I have seen most of the Indian Provinces and my conclusion, after 
a study of the irrigation conditions as they exist in several 'of them, is that 
our Province is a most neglected one, in 'fhich improvements have proceeded, 
very slowly. 
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Our Barrage is intended to provide a perennial supply of 'water. If i. 
cannot do that I am afraid all our money on it will be ill-spent-,;: This Bar
rage affects only what is known in our Province as Upper Sind and does not 
affect an equally' large, if not larger, part of it, Lower Sind. There will 
remain other parts where we must provide canals which will give people if 
not a perennial supply, at least sufficient inundation season supply which 
at present they get. It is feared ,that after the Barrage has been co~struct
ed this will be considerably contracted.· I am going to mention our Begari
Canal on which I possess most of my land. It is a canal of sufficiently big 
size but it miserably fails to meet the calls for water of the land commanded 
by it. The details of the land situated about this canal shows that much of 
it is allowed to lie uncultivated and unoccupied. The Begari country if 
provided with proper sources of water, ought to support at least 
thrice the number of its present population, most of whom now, on account 
of having to live on the starvation line, resort to the commission of thefts, 
and depredations, making the lives of the few prosperous people insecure. 
Consider the question of the country below the reaches of the Barrage. ·That 
country,. I mean about and below Kotri, ought to be provided with another" 
barrage on the river to give people water at a higher level, otherwise I am 
afraid the Lloyd Barrage will leave them in a much worse position than-
they ,are in' at present. . , 

(ii) and (iii) About tanks, ponds and wells, of which we have very few in 
Sind on which we can depend solely for agriculture, I think enough is being
done towards providing new ones or keeping the existing ones efficient, and: 
I think the local Government may be trusted to do all that is necessary. 

There are no natural obstacles but of course there are artificial ones. 
Lack of money, and lack of interest on account of our Province being so far 
away from the seat of Government, are the only reasons that account for the 
lack· of that extension of cultivation which is so necessary for providing the' 
population with a living wage. 

(b) I am not. In most places detailed distribution is left to landholders, 
who break each others' heads, and in some places where distribution is done
by Government officials it is a source of annoyance and mischief and leaves
so much authority in the hands of subordinate officials whom nobody can 
expect to exercise it honestly. In my opinion, the detailed distribution 
should be left to the landholders. Government should concern itself' 
only with providing water for p'rivate distribution in proportion to 
areas depending on their distrlbutaries. Government' canals should: 
be so well arranged, for example,' by putting in regulators, falls, and 
undertaking clearances, that they will provide supplies at the mouths of all 
the distributaries. AJoprese,nt it is not so. The canals are worked so badly 
that we find that, in,·tnost cases, lands situated in the upper reaches leave' 
very little water for. the ,tail lands. No system yet tried has succeeded in
making distribution even over the whole length of the canal. 

QUESTION 9.-BoILs.-{a) (i) According to my view, to spend 'money in 
improving soils by Government is out of the question. Soils get very much 
improved by Nature's ways, which provides silt water for flushing hal/ar 
lands. Leave this work to the holders. You cannot be equal to all the 
demands called for in this direction. 

(ii) I am not prepared to recommend any Government money being spent 
on reclamation of alkali or uncultivable land. All that ought to be done is 
to provide sufficient water to flush and drain off such lands, and any land' 
which cannot be improved by this method is better left alone. It is not' 
likely to be improved and it is a waste of money to try. 

(iii) With our mad river it is needless to spend money to prevent erosion. 
(b) I know of no such instances and I 'can give none but I have many in-, 

stances to give where money hns been spent to no purpose. 
(c) Give them grati, ta the cultivators, if possible to small men of the

peasant class, providing of course ample water for irrigation. 
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QUE8TION lQ • .,...FEBTJI,I8EB8.-(a) I do )lot know of any place where al) 
increase in the use of manures has come' about. We can only fi:b.d manure 
f':lr very 8ma~ patches of land, not for whole areas. Will it not be prohibi
tively expensive to attempt.to manure every soil at places where manure is-
not available? . 

(e) Not to my knowledge. 
(/) It i8 impossible to effect any change in this direction. People who 

use cowdung for fuel must continue to do so, because they have no other fuel< 
to fall back upon. They know that cowdung smoke is injurious to their eyes 
but they "annot help it. 

QUESTION 1l.-CBoP8.-(i) In our Province where labour is so scarce, the 
present crops must continue because they require least labour •. Of course' 
land that is cultivated with rice, as long as it continues to yield, as at pre
sent, a return 'equal to what is obtained from other crops, costs least labour~ 
We cannot replace it by other crops to sav~ water because we shall not have' 
the culth'ators nor the manure necessary to succeed with other crops. My own 
idea is that unless Government is prepared to employ steamers. to import 
large numbers of kari& from other countries, nothing should be done to dis
courage rice cultivation in which alone we have been able to succeed in spite 
of labour difficulties. . 

(ii) Rice cultivation supplies so much fodder that I, having most of my 
holding under rice cultivation, have never found myself in difficulty for want 
of fodder, but have such an 'abundant· supply that I am able to sell the' 
excess. . . 

(iii) I think the present distribution is all right. It should be left 
entirely to the zamindars whose methods are good and will improve in the
ordinary course and become more economic. I have noticed improvements 
already being effected in this direction; for example, during the last ten
years, in some places the quantity of seed used has decreased by nearly half. 

(i'V) I think the local authorities are doing what is necessary in this direll'<' 
tion by granting licenses to people living in neighbourhoods infested by wild! 
animals. 

(b) I have already stated that, as far as possible, in our Province the culti
vation of rice may be encouraged to the exclusion of all other crops, the rota~ 
tion of other crops such as wheat, cotton, i'llaT, grain and oil seeds being: 
left to those who, owing to lack of the large quantities of water required for' 
rice, find it profitable to cultivate these crops for export. 

(c) The substitution of paddy for other crops has proved most profitable' 
and has been the means of bringing much land under cultivation in spite of. 
the scarcity of labour. 

'QUESTION 12.-CULTIVATION.-(i) and (ii). In the selection and rotation 
of crops, the cultivators are doing what 'is best, growing wheat and gram ill' 
rotation. Any interference would be inadvisable. 

QUESTION lS.-CBop PROTEOTION, INTEBNAL AND EXTEBNAL.-(i) The small' 
amount o~ work that has been done in this direction has so far failed to' 
produce. good results. It has not been found poSl\ible to deal effectively 
with the rat pest and now, in my neighbourhood, the cricket has come to har
ass the cultivator. It has been found to be impossible to deal with locusts,. 

,the destruction of a few eggs here and· there being merely a waste of mqney. 
- QUESTION 14.-IMPLEMENT8.-(a) Some improvement is taking place, but 
greater and steadier progress is necessary. All that is required is that Gov
ernment should allot more funds for the purchase of improved implements· 
which, if possible, should be distributed free among the cultivators. A suffi
cient number of officers should be employed to go round merely to see whe
ther these implements are being worked properly or require correction and to 

-make arrangements for repair. Otherwise what happens is that such imple
ments, when they become damaged or out of order, are thrown aside as useless. 
for want of mechanics to repair them. 
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(c) The only difficulty is that prices are too high. Prices of implemena 
should be brou~ht down to the capacity of the cultivator to pay through a 
system of Government bounties. 

QUESTION I5.-VETERINARy.-(a) I think it should be under the Director 
.of Agriculture because he alone can see what improvements ought to take 
place to make it equal to. the demands of agriculture. 

(b) (i) The present dispensaries are under district local boards. But 
.officers appointed in their charge do not consider themselves wholly sub
ordinate to local boards which fact sometimes turns their heads and makes 
them offensive and irresponsible. 

(ii) Extension is needed and is being attended to. 
(iii) N6. It can 'only be done at the cost of their popularity which they 

as yet have not attained. 
(c) (i) Agriculturists mostly resort to the indigenous methods of treating 

-their sick animals, finding it so difficult to go to dispensaries which are not 
at present situated within easy reach of every one. At present we have not 
~ven one dispensary to a .taluka .. 

(ii) In our district, doctors go about the villages and attend to cases 
brought to their notice but owing to the shortness of their stay in the village 
are compelled to leave their patients before recovery. 

(d) Legislation is very necessary to prevent the spread of contagious dis
.ease by contact. 

(e) I am not prepared to say because I do not know much about it. 
(I) We have never given a trial to preventive inoculation, and I am un

able to say anything for or against its efficiency. 
(g) I think every Province must have at least one such research institute. 

QUESTION I6.-ANIMAL HUSBANDRy.-(a) (i) I have no special suggestion 
-to make. I only wish that the efforts that are being made shall not be allow
ed to relax. Improvement in this direction cannot be secured merely by 
spending money but will be secured by continuing the gradual and steady 
work which is at present being done by the Local Government to whom this 
work should be left. 

(ii) The dairy industry is not known in our Province. I have heard of a 
dairy being started at Malir or Landhi near Karachi but I do not know if 
it has yet been made to pay .. I know of one started at Ruk which on account 
of its having proved to be not paying has had to be abandoned. 

(b) (i) I have never heard of any overstocking of paStures resulting in 
any injury to animals .. -. _ 

(ii) We have no enc1rn.ed pastures, to speak of, in our ;Province. All our 
livestock depends on grass. that we provide for them at home. We usually 
send them for grazing and exercise to our own pastures or grazing grounds. 
outside the district. . 

(iii) 'Ve have not experienced it in ordinary good years because the river, 
on which we depend, always carries enough water to give us sufficient fodder 
crops in some part of the Province. 

(iv) Our animals are so brought up that they do not depend on green 
fodder but can live on dry fodder. Green fodder, where procurable, is too 
costly to be within the reach of everybody. 

(c) I have already stated that we do not experience that scarcity of fodder 
which the question suggests. In my whole life I remember only two such 
occasions and then we were able to tide over by importing grass from neigh
bouring Provinces. 

(d) It is not necessary in our Province. 
(e) The interest which they are taking at present is sufficient. 
QUESTION I7.-AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIEs.-(a) He toils throughout the 

year. During the intervals of one or two months in every season he is 
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engaged in clearing jungle, improving his land, ploughing, clearing silt. ill'-
the canals, etc. . 

(b) Subsidiary industries have almost died out owing to their failure iII> 
competition with imported articles of better. quality and finish put upon the 
market. at lower prices. Mr. Gandhi is .endeavouring to revive one home
industry and his effort should be encouraged. 
. (e) Our agriculture at present requires whole time labour not only from. 
the males but from the females also. This constitutes an obstacle to the' 
expansion of subsidiary industries. 

(d) Government may please themselves. People have already commencedl 
to do these things for themselves. The only way in which Government can 
encourage them is by grants-in-aid and protection. 

(e) The cultivators have no time to devote to subsidiary industries. 
U) I think Government. may do that. I 

(g) No other means. Additional rural employment is not needed in oUl" 
Province of which the present population is already insufficient to meet. the 
demands of agriculture. . 

(h) District local boards and Go.vernment should be entrusted with this. 
work and should steadily follow the methods they have adopted. 

QUESTION 18.-AGIUCULTURAL LABoun.-(a) (i) Give them grants of land! 
froe and you will find swarms of labourers immigrating from places where 
there is a surplus, 'because otherwise they 1I'ill starve in their homes. I am.. 
speaking of Sind his, 'the emigration. of whom out of Sind is unknown. 

(ii) Provide water and' grant land. In Sind there is no cultivable Iandl 
remaining uncultivated. 

(b) There is a deficiency of labour in our Province due to the unattrac-· 
tiveness of the agt"icultural industry which has proved to be the least paying: 
industry and which does not give the haril" a quarter of what they can get 
in wages as . labourers in other industries. 

(e) As I have already stated, the only way to get over this difficulty is
by making agriculture more attractive by reducing the burdens and' pres-· 
sure on it. 

QUESTION 19.-FoRESTs.-(a)At present, as far :.ts I can see, the forests 
in our Province are administered not to help agriculture but to supply fuel.' 
for towns and cities. People granted access to them have to pay more thaIll 
they would othetwise spend on supplies of grnss for their animals, in addition· 
to the trouble and the difficulties put in. their way by ingenious subordinates
who sometimes proy~ a great nuisanceJ 

(b) Twenty or thirty acres of land free of mal kana and on nominal rent 
should be granted to every village to grow grass and firewood. I also pro
pose that the existing forests should be handed over to the charge of district· 
local boards. 

(e) I do not know any instance. 
(d) I am not yet convinced that afforestation can have any inHuence on; 

rainfall or increase of moisture. 
(e) No. In our Province our villages are congested and we have no-

space where ,afforestation may be promoted. . 
(I) The Forestry Department is so keen on maintaining the forests that: 

it will not permit adequate grazing. 
QUESTION 20.-MARKETING.-They are satisfactory in our Province} but 

the roads should be improved to facilitate transport of produce and radways 
should give priority to agricultural produce. 

(b) I have nothing to complain of in this matter. 
(e) Please do not interfere with the people who are doing all that is' 

needed ill the. matter j you cannot improve upon their methods without 
spending money in ways which may be considered to be unproductive. 

(d) I think this is most necessary but the co-operative societies should be 
utilised and not <?ov~rnment officers. The latter, on the excuse. of being 
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.already over-worked, may' throw away your handbills, leaHets, and advertise-
ments containing information which would be of great benefit if properly 
distributed. , 
, QUESTION 22.--Co-OPERATION:-(a) The co-operative movement as at 

'present instituted can. only be encouraged and co-operated with, especially 
'by Government officials whose interests at present appear in some instances 
.-to clash with those of the co-operative movement. 

(b) Only this, that co-operative credit societies require advances of money 
.at much easier rates of interest; otherwise not only is their popularity at 
stake but failure is almost certain. Advances are made to societies at rates 
of interest up to eight per cent though the societies can hardly realise six per 
cent on their most fortunate agricultural investments. How then can these 
co-operative societies be 'expected to succeedP Arrangements should be made 
-to provide societies with money at lower rates of interest. I do not know 
whether I am asking too much when I suggest that the money may be lent 
,at rates not higher than those which banks pay to their depositors. 

(c) No such legislation is needed. Co-operation should succeed bv its 
popUlarity. In Sind, so far, no such society exists or has been attem"pted. 

(d) I have under me something like 200 societies and I think they are 
.doing fairly well. . 

QUESTION 23.-GENERAL EnucATION.-(a) In this Province we have no 
·schools that have been started for the benefit of agriculturists as a class and 
;in which only agriculture is taught. It would be very difficult to convert all 
primary schoolS into agricultural schools. We have very recently co=enced, 

. agricultural classes in a few schools in some important places but have not 
yet provided the necessary facilities for agriculture to be taught in all its 
bearings. Let us hope we succeed. It all depends on money and co-operation 

,of Government in providing agricultural farms co=anding the best supply 
,of water. 

(b) (i) I have not yet been able to discover a way by which the agricul
turist may retain agriculture as his profession in life and yet go through 

.other courses of primary education. 
(ii) We are just introducing compulsory education, but I am afraid scar

city of labour and want of appreciation will prove insurPlountable difficul
ties which time alone will enable. us to overcome. 

(iii) The explanation is very simple: when boys become of an age when 
-they can be employed in the fields they leave schools. In tlie Province of 
'Sind, in some cases, the parents want to employ the improving intelligence 
of their sons in acquiring religious education 'by studying the Kura",; in 
other cases they put them into pursuits of life paying much better than agri

·culture which is the le~t paying. 
QUESTION 24.-ATTRACTING CAPITAL.-{a) Make agriculture more paying 

by reducing the burden and pressure on the land. By burden, I mean 
-the assessments and perquisites that the zamindar must pay to remain firm 
'in his position as a zamindar. Pressure could be removed by opening new 
-tracts and providing greater facilities for water, bearing in mind that in 
our' Province of Sincl o,wing to the scarcity of labour, only How irrigated 

·crops can succeed. 
(b) The failure to secure adequate returns to the people working in agri

culture. That is thB main cause to be contended with, the only remedy 
'being to reduce the burdens. 

QUESTION 25.-WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION.-(a) In our Province, 
this subject has been transferred to the district local boards who may be 

-trusted to provide all that is necessary to promote hygiene and welfare. All 
that is necessary is that Government should consider this matter to be as 
important as the subjects of their reserved departments. In the Govern
·ment's Budget only a few thousand rupees is provided for this subject; in 
fact it is a subject for which my experience as a legislator has taught me 
''Government allots least money. 

(b) It will not help much now. Time alone will help. 
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(c) I have conducted no enquiry nor seen the results of any' enquiry con
ducted in places which I have visited in other parts of I~dia. 

QUESTION 26.-STATISTICs.-(a) The steps taken at. present by the Local 
Government to collect statistics are sufficient. . 

(b) I have no suggestion to make except that care should be taken to 
collect only accurate information. Persons employed to collect information 
very often, owing to pressure of work, invent it. 
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Oral tv'idlrice. 

_ 59133. The Chairman: Khan Bahadur Shah Nawaz Khan Bhutto, I think 
you are a large zamiiidar in the Larkana district?~Ye8, 1 have lands in Larkana. 

59194. Would you be good enough to tell the CoIIimission the extent of 
your holding of land ?..;;:....About 10,000 acree. . 

59135. How is that cultivated: by your tenants?"':"Yes, by tenants: whom, 
we term haris. . 

59136. What are the arrangements between yourself and you'r tenants?
Half-and-half. 

59137. On the batai. .system?-Yee. 
5913B. That is universal over the whole of your estate?-Yee, oxcept oUo 

lift lands. 
59139. How about the lift lands ?-The han takes three parte and the

zamindar two parte out of five parts. 
59140. Do you attach importance to the prosecution of agricultural research 

in Sind, and particularly in connection with the irrigation to come from the
new barrage?-I would welcome it very much. The first difficulty we find so 
far as this Province is concemeci is the poverty of agriculturist)!; even if re
search and useful suggestions are made, 1 do not think they will be able t<> 
carry them out unless the state of the people is improved. The root difficulty 
is the poverty of the agriculturists. . 

59141. In connection with that, .I see you make the suggestion at one part 
of your note that agriculture in Sind does not pay?-It is the least paying 
industry. . . 

59142. Do you mean that, from a ~amindar's point of view, it is the least. 
paying industryP-I think from the zamindar's point of view as well as from 
the point of view of the harl. The average area that a harl can cultivate
llnder the circumstances at present existing in this Province is, at the most. 
about six acres of rice land j he cannot expect to get more than about Rs. 20' 
per acre. With four members of his family: his wife looking after his house, 
preparing the food and carrying the food to the fields, his boy looking after 
his cattle and with a daughter to help him, with all that help, he cannot. 
make more thafl about Rs. 2. per acre, say Rs. 120 for his income all the 
year round, with four people dependent on him. 

59143. Naturally, if he could obtain the land st a lower rent, by that 
amount' he would be better oft'. Does .the half-and-half system, as betweeD 
zamindar and harl, appeal to you as a fair arrangement?-It is very fair, 
when we consider that the income of the khatedar possessing about fifty acres 
of the best land would·be about Rs. 1,000 . .He musi support his own family 
and keep oper door to guests; he may have to feed many other peJ;Sons and 
there are all sorts of expenses j he has to maintain a horse to go about. 

59144. Do you grow firewood on your estates?-No. . • 
59145. Have you any plantations of treesP-We have had, but not many~ 
59146. Were they an advantage to youP-Not very much. 
69147,'ls there a shortage of firewood in your district?-We have forests 

round about. 
,5!l148. And that provides you with all you want?-And we have lands near 

the Indus, where firewood is available. . 
59149. Again, you suggest thtt tne agriculturist in Sind is in fact fully 

occupied throughout the year j there is no period during which he is unable
to employ his time fully on his land; is that so?-He has got some little time 
left to him; Mr. Gandhi has suggested' the hand-loom and spinning; I think 
that might be encouraged because that will provide him with his own cloth. 

59150. Have you examined the economics of hand spinningP-I do not. 
know hew it compares with other industries. . 

59151. You have not gone into that very closely?-It will not pay, but iD 
the little time that i .. left at the haris' disposal ,they may be able to tum out. 
sufficient cloth for themselvee~ 
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69152. But is there land on your o~ estates on which one crop only is 
~aised ?-?tlostly two crops if we have a good season. . 

59153. On the Qne-cro~ land; I supp~ a cultivator does have- a great ~eal 
of spare time in a year, does ·he not?~Yes, but 'then during winter he will 
have to go about plying bullock carts on hire and doing clearance of karia3 
.and canals and that !reeps him llngaged for three or four months. 

59154. How do you suggest that agriculture plight be made more paying? 
Reading your answer to our Question I, it would rather appear that you art' 
Dot in favour of further expenditure on agricultural research but that, on the 

o()ther hand, you are in favour of improving the quality of agriculture and so 
~f making it a more paying proposition. Have you any plan.s in your mindP
I am not,against research, but I say that fu'St agriculture should he made pay
ing and then research will be quite useful: .they will then be able to carry out 

·suggestions fol' improved methods. 
69155. I think, if I may say so, in saying that, YOIl are inclining to put the 

,cart before the camel; surely if you want agricultur~ to pay, it is the research, 
if it works out as we hope it may, that will make it payP-For instance, we 
are told that as compared with Sind, Punjab agriculture is more paying; that 
I( attribute m<!8tlr to the inadequacy of water in Sind and perhaps to the 
Ifact that there is, here, so much burden on the land: If the latter' could be 
aremoved and people devoted more time, ,pt'rhaps it might be more paying. 

59156. On page 66 of your note you· suggest that throughout Sind, in 
your opinion, .. olasses should be attache/! to all schools where education in 
agriculture should be compulsorily imparted to students." Are you'thinking 
there of the primary schools as well ?-:-Yes , we have got primary schools. 

59157. ,Do you think it a good plan. to try and teach small boys how to 
d'arm? Do not you think they are btltter IiImployed acquiring literacy at that 
age?-I think if Uley !Ire expecte"t .to stick to' their own profess,ion thllY ought 
&0 be tsught ~omething about it. 

69158. You ar,e not much concem!!d \Vit,h .the importance of literacy; is 
that the point?-No, I ~lUgge~ the clasll.es· ~ho\lld h,e !lttached to primary 
'8cbools. ' ' 

69159. But you agre.e tbat the prime purpose of a primary school is to 
omake tile childr~m, ,wl1o ~«:,to jj;, 1l~1!l to ~ea1 an~ write?-Yes,of c01;U"se. 

59160. In answer to Question 2 (xi) " Are'tbrell recent movements for im
/proving tbe tec\!.nical knowledge of students who have studied agriculture P" 
You say: .. Absolutely' none~ whicb is· the most modest expression tbat I can 
we. Huge humbug is so much resorteci to, but with absolutely no result." 
What exactly is the buge bumbug?-There ,are no movements at all; but I d", 

:Slot thinkthie latter remark of mine is justified. 
59161. In a~wer to Question 3 (b): ",Can you make lIuggestions for in

.creasing tqe effectiveness of field demonstrations?", you ask the ~uthoritiss 
to increa~e the ~ctivities of th(l,dJlPl'rtment?..,..,.Yes. 

69162. Whatexac.tly do Y9u mel'n by .that?-:-:;-II th" ,.~e p.ro.,;.ged JVith 
lI;19re .fund, tbllY will };Ie "ble to h~Vll lpore eho"l1 !Ul;d m!\chlD\!s. 

59163. "Iml?rov!ld crops, bett,~ crops:" do y~u mean bett-er Y!,ri!\ties qf 
.crops· as well ?-All the measures tbat are suggested. 

59164. "»etter imp~em,entjl ~d tQols :" do you not think ,that, l;Iefore that 
is possible, researcb is very often necessary?-You may have rese!1rch by all 
means but most of the implements have alre"dy b,een found useful. 

59165. Then a little later on, on page 67 of your note, in answer ,to Ques
-tion 3 (d), you say you do not know\V4ether any striking instance of a failure 
.or a great success has yet occurred. How about the introduction of the 
Egyptian plough and Pusa wh~ats; do you know anytbing about thePlisa 
wheatsP-The implements have already been f~und useful to I!o very great 
~~ , . 

, 59166. So that has been a success? There is nothing like encouraging 
people a little, you know, when they have done ~eir best, provided th,ey d~,
'8erve it I I want to ask you one or ,two questIOns about co-operatlon In 
this Province. I think vou are Chairman of the Central Bank?-I am 
>Chairman of the Larkana' District Co-operative B,ank. ' 
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59167. Are you satisfied' with the progress of co-operation in this Province? 
-Yes, it is q.oing fairly well. . 

59168. Do you keep in touch with individul!ol credit societies at all?-Yes, 
almost all. 

59169. Would you say that most of the credit societies are sound and sound
ly administered ?-;-<I would say that most of them are sound. 

59170. Do you ever attend the meetings of the credit societies?-Yes. 
59171. Are they well conducted?-I attend the Bank Directors' meeting. 

and when I go round in the district I do go and meet co-operators. 
59172. According to your practice in 'these parts, who decides whether & 

particular applicant is or is not tQ receive a loan?-The directors of the bank, 
an.~ we have to depend much upon the local director of the area from which 
the applicant comes. 

59173. Do you mean the local bank directors?-We have about ten or eleven 
directors. . . 

09174. And they are spread about geographically all over the area7-Yes. 
59175. To what extent do the members of the ·primar!.. society itself decide 

whether one of their number is deserving of a loan? Your primary credit 
societies are managed by committees, are they not?-Yes, they have got their 
own society. . 

59176. When a member of such ,a primary credit society desires a loan, tG 
whom does he apply?-He applies £0 his own society. 

59177. Who decides whether he is to have a loan or not?-That society has 
to decide; we do not deal with them individually. 

59178~ Do you advance money to societies?-We do. 
59179. Then who are the borrowers whose applications are examined and 

cJecided upon by the directors of your, Central Bank?-We decide only about 
.a eociety as a whole'; we do not consider the case of their individual members; 
that is for the society to do if we find that a society is quite sound and working 
very satisfactorily. ' 

59180 •. Do you ever make advances to individuals from the Central Bank?
No, not the Co-operative Bank; they have the Zamindari Bank; we do not. 

59181. Do you ever lend money-from the Central Bank to any person or 
group of persons who are not co-operators?-No, we do not. -

59182. Is there a demand for long-term money' in SindP-Yes, there is, but 
not very much yet. 

59183. Would you e~pect that to come with the development of irrigation? 
~Yes, people would take to it, but we have to be very cautious before we 
adve.D.ce it. , 

59184. What are you thinking of as long-term credit? Where do you think 
.short-term money ends and long-term begins P How m",ny years maximum do 
you regard as a short-term 10anP-A short-term loan at present is what we 
give only for twelve months or' two years, but we extend it fOF a year or two 
more if the crops are bad. , - - " " 

59185. What is the usual arrangement as regards long-term money P-
About ten years. ' 

69186. And there is a steady' but small demand for that; is that the posi
tion?-Yesj a Inn it of Rs.' 10,000 or Re. 15,000 or Rs. 20,000 would be the 
maximum that I would rtcommend in each case. ' 

59187. There is a certain demand for long-term morieyp-Yes, according 
to the needs of the society; the certain demands come only from those who 
eeek to redeem mortgaged property. 
, 59188. In answer to Question 22 (b) you,say: .. Oo-operative,credit societies 

require advances of money at much easier rates of interest, otherwise not only 
is their popularity at §tllke but failure is almost certain. Advances are made 
to Mcieties at ra~es of interest up to eight per cent though the societies can 
hardly realise six per cent on their most fortunate agricultural investments. ", 
I suppose the primary societies can hardly' be expected to lend money 9,1; 
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cheaper rates than they can obtain it at from the Central Bank?-They can 
afford to do so only with ~e help of Government. 
. 59189. What you are asking for is a Gove~eIlt subsidy; is that the 
point?-The Government's own funds are deposited with the Imperial Bank; 
if they were transferred to the co.operative bank they could charge the same 
interesp. 

59190. Are you asking the Government to subsidise the co-operative move· 
ment out of the general revenues of the PresidencyP-Not exactly, but as 
Government already deposits its huge' surplus funds with the Imperial Bank, 
if some arrangement couId be made with the Imperial Bank to 'transfer money 
at the same rate that they pay to Government, that will help to some extent 
to eas& the situation. ' 

59191. What do your district local boards propose to do to improve the sani
tarY and hygienic conditions in the viIlagesP-We are proposing to intro
duce our own health officers; Government have just agreed to contribute two
thirds of the expenses. 

59192. Do you think action is likely to follow this consideration?-Yes, im
mediately, so far a8 our district is concerned, it ,will not take long. 

59193. How do the zamindara, as a whole, view the prospect" of improved 
irrigation under the Lloyd Barrage scheme? Is it a popular scheme?-It 
should be popular under the circumstances. From our experience for the last 
two or three years, there is no other hope for the Province of Sind except the 
Barrage. They are anxiously awaiting its completion. 

59194. For perennial irrigation?-Yes. 
59195. Si, Thomas Middleton: The custom in your district is that the land

OWDer takes half th~ produce?-"Yes. 
59196. What does the' landowner do for that half P He pays the assess

ment. Does ,he provide 'anything in the ,way of bullocks, or im:{>lements; or 
other capitalP-He makes advances to the hans; Be pays the Interest; he 
does the clearance of the karias, and he pays the assessment. 

59197. Does the zamindar make advances to the haTi without interest?~A 
Mahommadan zamiDdar does not take interest. 

59198. The zamindar furnishes the capital for cultivation ?-He' borrows 'on 
interest mostly, and advances to the haris. 

59199. You attributed poverty to the burdens on the iand. Apart from the 
assessment, what burdens are there on the landP Are your local cesses keavy? 
-Ill is not only the local cesses; there are other expenses also which the land 
is expected to bear. 

59200. What are these other things, apart from assessment and local cesses? 
-For instance, rasai, -

59201. What is ra8ai?-When officials go about, we h~ve to provide for 
'all their requirements, ' 

59202. Bullock cartsP-Yes. But not only that, there is also lapo; tb 
official who makes revenue collections from the zamindars reCtlives one to two 
annas per iireb (half an acre). 'Then there is so much corruption. All these 
burdens are to be borne by the land. 

59203. Can you give us an estim!\te of these in money? What do they 
amount to? What is the BBsessment on your land?-It is about Rs. 6-10;0. 

59204. How much do these additional burdens add to your exp'enditure?
They cost a good bit. 

59205. Will they add a rupee or eight annas per acreP-Much more than 
that. 

59206 What are the cattle in' your districtP What is their condition? 
Are they' of a big strong breed, or are they weak P-They are a bit weak. 

59207. Have you any bulls supplied by the GovernmentP-The local board 
does that. Government also bears half of the cost. 
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59208. Is there more than one bull stationed on your estate?-8o far, we 
have got only three fot the whole of the district. 

59209. What is the breed of the bull that is sent to you?-1 think it is the 
Yadi bull; that is a most popular breed in this part of the country. It can. 
stand the climate. 

59210. Do the local board make any stipulation as to the number of COW8 

that have to be served by the bull?-Yes, they do keep registers. The man 
who is provided with a bull is expected to keep a regular register. 

59211. Does the man who keeps a bull get a grant from the local board?
He gets four rupees a month, and after three years the bull belongs to him. 

59212. You were rather severe on the Meteorological Office in your evi
dence. I do not think that Sind gives much opportunity for forecasts?~What
ever it is, that is the fact. If you provide information to all the local papers, 
perhaps your. object will be served. Very few can read the Government Gazette 
or the English papers here. 

59213. The only item in the forecast that would in~rest you would be the 
l'ainfallP-Yes. ' ,. 

59214. There is not much to forecast in Sind ?-But then we are interested 
in the rainfall in the Punjab and the Himalaya side. 

59215. Yo~ want to know how much _water is coming, into the Indus?-Yes. 
59216. You informed the Chairm,!,n that, on the whole, ·you regarded this 

new scheme, the Lloyd Barrage, as hkely to be of great benefit to Sind. But 
in your evidence you say that people have many·misgivings about the success 
of this huge propect. You say" I have had to consent to its being under
taken after a very great struggle in my mind." What are your doubts? 
-We have no doubts so far as the Barrage itself is concerned, but we had 
..ome doubts so far as tbe details were concerned. I refer to the. excavation 
ot canals and such other Questions. 

59217. The alignment of the callal?~Perhaps; the public was of opinioJ!, 
that instead of having all these huge canals and acquiring land and paying 
heavy compensation, if a feeder was taken to feed the eltisting canals on the 
right bank, that would ·help a great deal and save the expenses.. But the 
experts were of opinion that it was of no use: So, we had to give way to the 
opinion of experts. 

, 59218. They have made careful surveys. Are they not likely to know better 
than those who have not examined the. question at all ?-They being experts. 
we had to accept their decision. 

59219. Sir Chunilal Mehta: In your remarks about research and the answers 
you gave to the Chairman.'f suppose you mean that research ought to be con
ducted with a view to local conditions. You mean it should be done in a 
manner which would bring out schemes which the cultivf!.tor CM afford?-· 
What I mean is that there may be risks,. but at the same time you should lind 
out how to improve the prosperity of the agriculturist, so that he may be abl<l 
t,o effect those improvements or carry out your .;uggestions. Otherwise, it will 

. be of no use. 
59220. You have perhaps had some instances where methods were recom

~ended which were b~yond the means of the ordinary cultivator?-Yes. 
59221. That has rather made you sceptical about certain improvements?-,.. 

Yes . 
. 59222. On page 68, you speak about the ill effects of sub-division, especially 

according to Mahommadan law. Of course, it is very gratifying to hear that' 
you recommend that some legal steps should be taken and that Governmllllt 
should take them?-I for one would welcome it, but it is a very difficult qUal!
'ion. Unless the community itllelf comes forward, I do not see how Govern
ment can interfere. 

09228 •. 1 quite agree 'II'ith you that GOvernment cannot interfere with the 
law· of inheritanoe, whether it is ~Iahommedall or Hindu law. But you go on 
to Bay that fragmentation be:vond a certain limit should be totally restricted 
by some legal enac1;ment?-Yes. 
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'. 59224. This ,would ~e neceSsar:v, and Government' ~hould do jt?-Yes, evaD 
In Government 8 own mterest. To that statement of course I stand. I am 
not talking now of the law of inheritance. I Eee that it is causing a good deal 
of harm and this is one way of dealing with it. _ 

~9225. I am not clear about your answer 'to l Question 22 (c). Are you re
fernng there to schemes of consq!idation?-We have not had any experien"o 
except of agricultural societies at lire sent. " 

59226. Quite so. The Question was whether minorities should be coerced. 
That is to say, supposing there were 100 men in " village and 75 or 66 per 
cent of them desire to have- a redistribution and consolidation scheme end 
the rest eimply stood out, some of them through pure obstinacy, would you in' 
such a case recommend that there should be legislation to compel the minority 
to come in?-Yes; Oil- principle it is very necessary, but you ought to hav~ \ 
the consent of a large majority, at least 75 per cent or 80 per cent~ , 

59227. The Raja of PaTlakimedi: You· were talking about the han,. HaVE> 
they no sort of occupaDCy right over the land which they cultivate?-There is 
only one class called the permanent hans wao hr.ve got the right, not the rest 
of- the han, who are tenants·at·will. 

59228. Suppose a landlord engages them for a couple of years, for that 
period do they not have any ilccupancy right ?--'It is very 'seldom that 'land
lords tum them out. They continue there for, years and years. Some have 
been on the land for generations, but ths.y have not got any legal right. 

59229. While engaging them, what is the understanding between the zamin
d8J' and the han?-The zamindar will have to make advances to the hari. 
provide him with loans and seedlings, have the karias cleared, and the harl 
~ do the cultivation. The zamindar will have to pJovide him with all the 
facilities. The' produce is ,shared in the proportion of half and half; the labour 
will be the hari',. ' 

59230. Is fifty pel' cent collection effected on all crops grown ?-it is done 
ia all the districts except lift land. 

59231. Irrespective of the labour which each crop entails?-Yes. So far a8 
I know, it is done positively in three districts. I do not know whether it ie. 
the same in other districts, but I think it is fifty per cent all over, except for 
lift land which involves more labour. 

59232. How often do you haTe settlements?-Every twenty years. 
59233. If the zamindar applies for a resettlement, the land should be sur. 

veyed first?-All the land, is' already surveyed. The settlement is done by 
Government of their own accord, as soon as the time expires. 

59234. Is there anypr6vision in tbp Act to enhance the zamindah rent 
periodically, say once in twenty years, when the resettlement takes place, in 
consideration of the rise of prices?-Yes, they do revise. In most of the cases, 
the assessment is enhanced" al!d in a very fe,! cases it is reduced. 

59235. What are the factors generally taken into consideration when an en· 
hancement is sanctioned ?-That ought to be known to a SettI&ment Officer. 
Their anxiety always appears to be to enhance the assessment. What factors 
they really take into consideration, I do not know. 

59236. In your parts you get your share of the produce in kind, not in 
cash?-Nothing in cash. 

59237. In·the waterlogged areas that you mention on page 65 of your note, 
is it not pCl"sible to gTow even pRdd:v?-:-,"The~ so~etime~ ha~e rice. cultivation 
where waterlogging lias not completed Its rum; In the lar portion t~ey do 
not do transplantation, but broadcast the seed. They try transplantation at. 
eome places and broadcast in others but the crops do not, come u,P so well. 

59238. Do you possess any of that kind of land?-No. 
59239. Whv' has there not bePIl .an~ Rttpmpt. to drain that sort o! land up 

to.now i' III it not possible to dram It ?-Posslbly; the Deputy Director af 
Agriculture wjll be able to answer that quest,ion.· 

59240. You have no knowledge of it?-I do not know, There is no pyst.em 
of drainage or anything of the kind so far. 
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~ 59241. You do not ~pprove' of research work on veterinary diseasesP-Per
haps I have not eXpressed myself properly; I do not oppose it. • 

59242. Do you not have any animal diseases in epidemic form in your parts? 
-There are, and they are attended to. In my own district, there are three 
or four veterinary dispensaries. 

, 59243. Unless they carry on research work on these epidemics, how call 
you give effective treatment II-It is absolutely necessary. • 

59244. What are the most prevalent dis!!ases among cattle in Sind II-I can· 
not/ say. , 

59245. You have no knowledge of them II-I know some, but I think you 
will have '8n expert to reply to that question. 

59246. MT. Kamat: As a zamindar, will you tell me from your experience 
how much incoms a man can get per acre from rice in Sind II-It depends on 
the kind of land and ths facilities for water. 

59247. What will it be roughly?~The average 'for a small area can safely 
be taken at about forty rupees per acre, twenty rupees to the zamindar and 
twenty to the haTi. That is for an area of about fifty acres. 

69248. Similarly, what would be the income for cotton?-I cannot give you 
the figure for cotton. 

59249. What 'are your other crops?-JuaT, gram and wheat. 
59250. How much can you get from iuarP-At the most, One can get about 

twenty rupees. • 
59251. Is it twenty rupees as a half share, or on the whole?-On the whole; 

sometimes it is even less. 
59252. Out ~f this, the zamindar p~ys land revenue assessment?-Yes .. 

, 59253. In answer to very many of our questions the burden of y~ur reply 
has, been, rather than do various things such as applying the Usurious Loans 
Act, restricting or contracting the credit of cultivators or limiting the right 
of mortgage or sale, etc., the burdens on the land should be reduced, and by , 
burdens " you have explained that you mean assessments and perquisites P-

, Yes. 
69254. Have you any idea of the pitch of assessment per acre of rice land 

in your part of the countryP-I have stated that it is RB. 6-10. 
59255; Now, if Rs. 6-10 per acre is the assessment and if Rs. 40 is the 

income you derive, do you think all the ills to which the agriculturists are sub
ject could be done away with by merely reducing this burden ?-The zamindar 
has to pay about RB. 6-10 as assessment. Then it costs about RB. 2 per 
acre for clearance. 

59256. Even assuming that this amount of Its. 6-10 were remitted by 
Government and the land i were -given to you free of assessment\ do you think 
all the indebtedness in Sind would be removed II-I blame the system of ad
ministration. What I feel ill that since the Collector's administration has 
become weak our expenses have increased, and so have the burdens on the 
land. 

59257. Do you mean ,that there are other burdens II-There are other bur
dens. Formerly the Collector was considered the head of the district and the 
Police, the Public Works Departmsnt, the Forest Department, were under his 
control, and things w'1.re not so bad for the agriculturists as they are now. 

59258. On page 5. of the Government memorandum dealin/r with Sind, we 
are told that the average assessment per acre in Sind is Re: 1-8 per &ereP
Because most of the land is lift land. and on lift land the assessment is low. 
that is why they have worked out such a low average. 

59259. Would this apply to the class of land from which you derive an ilf
come of forty rupe6s per acre?-No; that is the best land. 

59260. About Ta8ai and lapo, I think there was a committee appointed some 
years ago?-Yes. And there have been circulars and Government orders ftom 
time to time. ' 

59261. Do you mean that the nuisance has not been removed ?-It has not 
been removed. It continues as fresh as ever. , 
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59262. Did you serve on that eo=itteeP-No. 
59263. But it was a people's co=ittee?-It was a co=ittee of officials 

and non-officials. 
59264. You have stated that the district local boards are at fault with- re

ference to the state of the roads?-I blame the Government, not the distriot 
local boards. There are very few provincial roads in this Province. 

59265. On page 67 of your note, you say "Our chief lack, in Sind, is 
roads." By" our" whom do you mean P-There are no roads worth men
tioning which are kept up by Government. If you will reM the whole of my 
paragraph, you will find ti?-at I have thrown enough light on it. 

59266. Yes, I am just going to ask you some questions about it, but I sh(luld 
first like to get some light on the wbrd .. our." What exactly had you in 
mind?-Not the district local boards as much as the Government. 

59267. You know, of' course, the value of good roads to the a~iculturist as 
they secure better prices for his produce. I suppose you agree with that?
Yes. 

59268. Have the representatives of the cultivators, either on the district 
local boards or in the Council, ever met the cultivators face to face and ex
plained to them that if they had good roads they would get so much per cart or 
per acre more for their produceP Have they explained the positIon to the 
cultivators?-The neo6¥ity is acknowledged there. 
I 59269. Have they .asked thei!: opinion or their 'mandate, as the representa
tives of the cultivators either on the district local boards or the Council, whether 
they should support a road cess or a road tax for the benefit of the cultivators? 
Have you taken that trouble?-We have actually introduced toll taxes. 

511270. But a toll tax does not cover the pU1"Pose of road improvement?-
Weare do~g our part. . 

59271. Have you explained the position to them and obtained their COD
sent?-There is no universal consent; there would be some opposition as well. 
The majority of them realise the necessity, and they are prepared to bear the 
burden. . 

59272. You have not fortified yourself by ascertaining their express desire 
in this matter, whether they would agree to a tax or whether they would 
oppose it?-I have noticed that I have to face all the agitation so far as my 
district is concerned. 

59273. In favour or against?-Both in favour and against. 
59274. You have in this case fortified yourself by obtaining their opinion 

and their consent?-~es. As president of the district local board, I first in
troduced it in my district. 

59275. What prevents you from further explaining the policy, and. getting 
the road tax enhanced through the district local boards?-It will not be pos
sible for district local boards, unless Government come forward to take up 
some of the important roads. and provincialise them. 
. 59276. Have you voiced the feeling that provincial revenues should cOl!le 
to the aid of the district local boards?~Yes. 

59277. And, besides that, you are for an. additional road ceas?-Of course. 
59278. In answer to Question 20 (c), relating to steps to be taken to 

improve the quality, purity, grading, etc. of agricultural produce, you say: 
.. Please do not interfere with the people who are doing all.that is needed in 
the matter." Can you explain what is being done by the people for improving 
the quality and purity of agricultural produce?-They have donemuchj at 
least they are very anxious to secure the best seeds wherever they can be got 
and improve the quality as much as possible. 

59279. You say that 'the cultivators have no time to take to subsidiary in,. 
dustries. Why?-Because much of the agricultural labour has been drawn to 
the neighbouring factories and mills, and there is scarcity of labour. for agricul
ture. 

59280. Then, Sind.requires no subsidiary industries?~We do. 
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59281. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: Supposing rasai and lapo are refused what 
'will be the consequence?-At present only the zamindar who gives rasai and 
lapo is considered usehtl, and the criterion of usefulness is not based on im
provement of cultivation or increase of holdings by thrift. I think rasai and 
lapo should be discouraged to a very great extent. If a zamindar who is 
found to mortgage his propE"rty or to sell his land or get into debt, is not 
-encouraged' by the officials, perhaps he will know where he .stands and he will 
not incur un~cessary expenditure. 

59282. '\:lalf of the produce is given to the haTi 'and half to the zamindar; 
'Out of whose share comes the raBai and the lapo?_From :the zamindar's. 

59283. Therefore, the haTi is itot affected by Tosai?-Except that he has to 
contribute to the labour. 

59284. One of the witnesses said that it is the recognised hospitality of the 
'zamindar. ~ that willing or forced?--I would admit 'that the zamindar is 
s.."nown for hiS hospitality. Of course you can accept hospitality ·from a well
'to-do man. You, ought to consider twice before you accept hospitality frow 
a man who has gone under the Encumbered Estate Act and who has mort
gaged his property. Only hospitality from well-to-do people ought to be ac-
cepted. . 

'09285. One of the methods you have suggest-ed· for lessening the burden of 
<debt is that co-operative societies shouldb~ able ,to lend money to members 
at a lower rate of interest, and you also .suggest that p-overnment should de
posit money with the co-operative central banks just as they do with ·the 
Imperial Bank of India. Do you mean that then the central banks would be 
:able to lend money to the co-operative societies at a lower rate of interest?
Yes. 

59286. It has been suggested that pumps may be erected to lift water for 
irrigation. Do you think it could be done by co-operative societit>s?-Who 
will bear the cost? 

59287. Supposing money is lent to them b.y the I'.lentral banks, and half the 
cost is met by share capital of the societies, do you think that co-operatiQn 
can be made use of in that way?-Yes, if they get money at a lower rate of 
interest ·and permission to pay back the loan by instalments. 

59288. Government are at presentpurchasiilg grass for the Military Depart
ment ,from' contractors. Do you think they could purchase such grass from 
co-operative societies? The societies might then be abl~ to pocket the 
profit?-Yes; they could make money. ' 

59289. You speak about the proverty of Sind, and you say j;hat agJ;iculture 
.aoes not pay. Is that because of the relationship between the zamindar r.nd 
the harl or between the zamindar and-the Government? What party is parti
cularly tp blame?-Deficienb..v of water is the first cause. Even where we get 
water, the duty is too low. ' The duty is ,fixed at 35 to 40 acres per cusec, when 
25 acres only can be irrigated 'by that amount. Then I have pointed out the 
other b1}.rdens and expenses. 

59290. You say that it would be better to transfer the forests to the local 
boards. Is that because you think that there is llome disadvantage in Govern
ment managing them, or is it because ,you want the district local boards to 
make money?-Not because I want the district local ·boards to make money, 
but because the district .local boar!is woulli give more facili~ie~, to the public 
for grazing, etc. 

59291. You make Ii. statement that the Sind l1!amindar is generally in uebt 
and he would welcome long-term loans either from co~perative societies or 
from Government. What is the period for which lIuch loans should be given' 
-Ten years. In ten years they do not get more than four good seasons. 

59292. Is it your opinion that such a thing is desirable? One of the wit
nesses madll a statement that money is borrowed for lavish marriage expenses 
and other extravagances. Supposing you place at their disposal long-term 
loans either through the 'co-operative societies or direct from Government, 
would it not be misused? What is your opinion?-It is the officials who lIay 
-that people are extravagant and spend lavishly; the fac~ are to the contrary. 
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59293. You. sa~ that there. is no scarcity of fodder in Sind; a!e you talking 
of you~ o~n dlstnct, or of Smd generally? ....... l underetan4 that m some partl 
the~e 18 bttle f~dder grown,but they can be supplied by the other places: 
O.w~g to the "Iver Indus we have got grass in one part or other of every 
district, except ThaT Parliar, a desert division which is out of the reach of the 
Indus and depends on rain. 

59294. In yc.ur district, you feel that the labour di1ficulty will be felt after 
the Barrage is completed. -Mr. Dow seems to think otherwise. What is your 
considered opinion?-At present, as I have said, we are losing lahour because 
agriculture is not paying owing to inadequate water supply, and labourers going 
to other industries. Perhaps when water is given under the Barrage. scheme, 
all the labour may return to the land. 

59295. In your statement you have expressed your apprehension "about 
Lowe.!' Sind after the Barrage is completed. Mr. Harrison told us this morn
ing that there was a report of Mr. Shoubridge and according to that report 
five lakhs or eight lakhs have -been provided for the improvement of the 
Fuleli. Have you studied that report,and do you think that the amount 
provided· is sufficient?-At the time the Barrage question was before the 
Council I had riot read it. -But I had a discussion with Mr. Shoubridge; we 
had a conference of the Lower Sind zamindars, and we had to convince the 
officials of our apprehensions. The Public Works Department may say what 
they like, but I feel thai" our apprehensions are real. - Even now we see the" 
effect pf the Barrage system; since the Sutlej project has affected our supplies 
in the Indus in Sind, how cannot the Barrage at Sukkur affect supplies in 
Lower Sind.-

59296. On page 69 of'your statement you say: "In most places detailed 
distribution is left to landholders who break each other's heads and in some 
places where distribution is done by Government officials it j,. a source of 
annoyance and mischief and leaves so much authority in the hands" of sub
?rdinate officials whom nobody can expect to exercise it honestly., In mv 

. opinion the detailed distrihution should be left to the landholders." Will you 
explain this statement? In one place you are afraid of landholders breaking 
on another's heads, but in another place you say detailed distribution should 
be left to the landholders?~In the interest of fair distt'ibution, we should 
have a committe presided over by the Collector, and consisting of members 
drawn from the local zamindars, chosen from the head, middle and tail por
tions of the canals and also the Executive Engineer as a member. A ,com
mittee will be able to ensure fair distribution if adequate water is provided in 
the canal. . 

59297. YOll complain, at the same page, that you are far from the seat of 
Government. May I take it that you want Sind to ha~e its own Govern-
ment?-I do. . 

59298. Would you 'like to have the Fragmellted Holdings Bill extended to 
Si.nd ?-I have not opposed it in the Council. 

59299. At page 67 you say that fifteen per cent of the tacca'lli filters away; 
could you- tell us how it filters away?-I think it is an open secret and known 
to almost everybody; even Government" officials will not contradict it. 

59300. You speak oj the .. Damocles' .aword of Government" hanging over 
the head of the borrower. Can you explain that?-Yes; at the time of .repay
ment, if he fails to repay'on account of crop failure, all sorts of hardshIps are 

,imposed on him. . , . 
59301. A tthe same page you say that tractors and. threshIng m8~hines 

should be lent on hire by Government. Would you adVIse the form~tlOn of 
co-operative societies to rent them out to zamind;l:rs?-I would adVIse _that 
method. The Agricultural Department have introduced cerilain implements, 
but the results they claim for them are not justifieq by experience. I say,,, 
therefore that Government shoud buy the machines and rent them to the 
people a~d convince them of their success. They should have no objection to 
doing 60 if the results claimed are true. . 

59302. As regards meteorological information, and propaganda, would you 
advocate the use of vernaculars?-Vernacular papers should be given all this 
information, so that people may know exactly what happens • 

. (Th~ witness withdrew). 
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Mr. J. H. G. JERROM, Superintendent, Civil Veterinary Department, 
Sind and Rajputana, Karachi. 

Replies, to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 15.-VETERINARy.-(a) The Civil Veterinary Departmen~ 
should be independent. 

(b) (i) All existing Teterinary dispensaries are under the control of. the 
district local boards. This system is not satisfactory. 

(ii) No j for want of funds, Sind, with a cattle population of 1,813,957, 
and an area of 46,507 sq. miles, is' served by only 'eighteen dispensaries. 

-More dispensaries are very necessary. _ 
(iii) Yes. 
(c) (i) No; but there are signs that agriculturists are beginning to 

realise the benefits, of veterinary science. Propaganda work by V.eterinary 
Inspectors, touring Veterinary Assistance Surgeons and the local authorities 
are the only means of remedying this. 

(ii.) There are no touring dispensaries. Last year, a scheme for the 
employment of itinerating Veterinary Assistant I§urgeons was submitted, 
but owing to lack of funds the proposal was not sanctioned. 

(d) The chief obstacles are:-

1. Ignorance of the people. 
2. Failure of local authorities in promptly reporting outbreaks of con

tagious disease. 
3. Objections of the lJeople to having their animals either inoculated 

with preventive serum or, in outbreaks of glanders or surra, to 
having the animals destroyed. In this respect there has been a 
considerable improvement during the last two years. 

4. The influx.f cattle (diseaslH)arriers) for grazing, from Indian States, 
none of which have any organisation for dealing with contagious 
diseases. Legislation would certainly be of immense value in con
trolling outbreaks of contagious disease but would be very expensive 
and, at present, owing to the ignorance of the majority of owners 
of animals, very difficult to enforce. More dispensaries and syste
matic touring of Veterinary Assistant Surgeons will improve 
existing oConditions and enable the people to appreciate the bene
fits which the Veterinary Department can give them. 

(e) There is no difficul~y in obtaining sufficient serum. 
(j) There are at presen~' jno obstacles in the way of popularising preven

tive inooulation as no fees are charged. Some years baok, preventive 
inoculation was not popular with the owners of cattle but having seen the 
good results obtained, they now, in many cases, ask for their animals to be 
inoculated during outbreaks of rinderpest and hmmorrhagio septiCIIBmia. 

(g) Yes. 
(i) I would advocate the extension of the Muktesar'Institute. 

(ii) Provincial veterinary' research institutes working in oonjunction 
with the Muktesar Institute might be started in the large Pro-
vinces. '\ ' • 

(h) I would' recommend that special investigation should be conducted 
by officers of the Muktesar Institute in the smaller Provinces, and in the 
larger Provinoes by their own officers. 

(i) Yes. The whole service would then be co-ordinated undllr one head. 
The Superior Veterinarlt Officer ,could outline a policy for the whole of 
India. 

Mr. J .. R. G. Jerrom . 
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Oral Evidence. 

59303.'2'he ChairmaA: Mr. lerrom, you are in charge of the Civil Vete
rinary DepartmentP-Yes. 

59304. What is the principal cattle disease in SindP-Rinderpest. 
59305. Are you using the method known as serum-simultaneous inocula

tionP-We are only using the serum-alone method; we have not used serum
lIimultaneous. It is rather risky, and I have had no experience personally. 

59306. You no doubt take an interest in the improvement of oattleP-
When I first came to Sind cattle breeding was in charge of my department, 
but we have now handed it over to the Agricultural Department. 

59301. What is the policy; to aim at the improvement of cattle as draught 
animal, or as Dlilkers, or as dual purpose animaIsP-I was hardly in. charge 
long enough. As regards the Karachi cattle they are purely milch cattle. 

59308. Is there any non-Indian blood in that cattleP-None; it is pure 
Indian. - ' .. 

. 59309. Then, in your campaign for improving cattle in Sind, have you 
attempted to popularize castrationP-It had not been very popular up to 
last year when we introduced the Burdizzo method of castration. Since 
then the numbers have gone up. . 

59310. You have no difficulty in obtaining sufficient serum and no com-
plaint to make about the qualityP-No. . 

59311. Sir JameB MacKeAna: What is' your relation to the· Bombay 
DepartmentP-We are under the. Bombay Government. 

59312. Are you under the principal'veterinary officer in the Presidency 
or under the Director of Agriculture P-I am directly under the Govern
ment through the Commissioner in Sind. Practically, I am in the same 
position as the Superintendent, Veterinary ,Department for Bombay; I deal 
directly with the Government through the, CoIllJll.issioner in Sind. 

59313. YOIl have no relation at all with the Bombay side, except with 
the Government through the CommissionerP-No. 

59311. When were you recruitedP-I came to Karachi in 1921. 
69315. Are you from the Royal CollegeP-Yes. I quallii.ed in 1901. 
59316. Pro/eBBfYr Gangulee: We are told that cattle-breeding is not a 

paying proposition in the Bombay Presidency; do you subscribe to that 
viewP-I have no experience of the Bombay Presidency. As regards tliis 
Province (Sind) there is extensive breeding of cattle in Karachi district; 
the Karachi cattle are well known. 

59317. Is it due to the export trade in cattleP-There is a big export 
trade in Karachi cattle; they are known in many places. 

59318. Specially in ArgentinaP-They are exported to Java, Formosa 
and Ceylon.' ' 

59319. Having that export trade, you can· say that cattle-breeding might 
be a paying propositionP-Yes. 

59320. Is the demand for your Bhagnari cattle or for dual purpose 
animaIsP-1 do not think there is any export trade in Bhagnari catltle. 
Tho export demand is mostly in Karachi cattle, whlc)J. are milch cattle. 

60321. Is the value of these cattle based on the milk yield P-:-Mostly on 
the milk yield; especially those cattle that go to Ceylon, they are all for 
milking purposes. 

69322. Do you hold out any prospect for buffalo breedingP-I h!l've had 
DO experience of butfal~ breeding; my experience of cattle .breeding was 
only for nineteen months. 

59323. You say that the present system of having 'Veterinary dispensar~es 
under the district local boards is Dot satisfactory. Have you a~y defimte 
reason for that viewP-It is a system of dual control; the VeterlDary S~
geon in charge of dispensaries is provided by Government who pay hIS 
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saJary and travellin~ allowance, '6ut. the otlier expenditure is controlled br 
the local board. 

59324. You think that this dual control will not work?-I wani either
Government control ot local board control. 

59325. You. say' that some years. altO preventive inoculation was n~1r 
I!opular, but having seen the good results they now in many cases ask for 
inocuJlltion; you think the prejudic& is' not impregnable?-Propaganda and' 
opening of more dispensaries will gradually .make the people. realise the 
benents to be derived from inoculation. 

59326. You consider that legislation would be of immense value in check
ing animal diseases?-Undoubtedly. 

69327. But you are afraid of the vnwieldy machinery that may be
necessary?-I think the expense and the number of veterinary police re
quired would be tremendous_ I do not think, in the present stage. it 
would be possible. Near Sind we have several Indian States where ther~ 
is no legislation; and I do not· suppose there would be any advantage in 
enforcing legislation in Sind, unless the States also :were brought under' 
the sa¥le legislation. During the last few years w~·~ve traced several 
outbreaks of rinderpest and fQot-and-mouth disease to cattle brought in' 
from adjoining Indian States. 

59328. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: What is your aciual relationship with the
Agri('ultural Department? How do :vou ('ome in tou('h with them?-If the 
Agricultural Dellartment wants us to do anything we always give them 
whatever help we can; but we have got no actual relationship with the· 
Agricultural Department. 

59329_ -". suggestion has been made that :vour department should be· 
brought under the Minister of Agriculture; what is your opinion?-I am· 
inclined to Agree with that, but ours is a technieal department and it should' 
be under a veterinary offioer. 

. 59330. In paragraph 3 (d) (2) of your note, you complain of the failure of 
local authorities' in promptly repQrting diseases; what do' you mean by 
local authorities ?-The reporting of contagious disease is done by tapeliara. 
but in actual praetice these men have so much other work to do that they 
do not. bothet abbut reporting diseases. Although it has improved during: 
the last three or four years, it still leaves much to be desired. 

59331. Do you gil odts'ide Sind p.;.:..j go to Rajputana also. 
59332. What staff have you got?-For Sind we have two Inspeetors and' 

twenty-one Assistant Surgeons. That is all the staft. For Rajpu.ana, it 
is practically unorganised; there are only two dispensaries, one of which ill' 
in charge of a local board and the other in charge Of a muDicipality. 

59333. Do you attelld to cattle disease only when you are called upon; 
or do you attend to it i on your own initiative P-The Veterinary Surgeons
in charge of dispensaries go on tour for one week in a month. They are
not doing it jnst now, because we have not sufficient budget allotment. 
When they do tour they enquire in the villages about cattle diseases, anet 
if there are any they attend to them. 

59334. Your staff is insufficient?-Yes. 
59335; 'Wonld you like it to be added to ?-Yes; the ideal would be bn~ 

Veterinary Surgeon in charge of each taluka. . 4 

59331>. Sir Thomas Middleton: What are the usual 'diseases you treat i~ 
your eighteen dispensaries?-The great majority of them are wound cases of 
various kinds; it is the chief thing on~ eees in camels and bullocks., 

69337. What is the usual class of animalF..!.UsuallY bullocks; then. 
camels. 

59338. Do you get surra?-It is always with us; we have a few .cases· 
eaeh year. Last year we had about ten .eases in camels. 

59339. YOll said you had two Inspectors and twenty-one Assistants. 
There are-eighteen dispensaries. What about the other three AssistantsP-
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'fhe three are kept in reserve. One I keep in Karachi where there is a 
very big dispensary. 

59340. The whole of your staff is engaged for dispensary· work, except 
the two Inspectors?-I have two reserve men who help in dealing with 
-contagious diseases. 

'59341. Are there any dispensaries. in which you ought to have a couple 
~f men?-Karachi Is the only ,one big .enough to employ two Veterinary 
Assistants; most of the dispensaries ha.,,,' compounders i. addition to the 
veterinary assistant surgeons. 

59342. How do you recruit these Assistants: where do they come fromP
They are all except one, Sindhis; they are given scholarships to the Bom
'bay Veterinary, College by Government; .we are allowed six scholarships for 
Sind scholars; at present we have five men studying there. 

59343. You have none from the Punjab Collegep':""We liave got one man 
who was recruited .I'!lllle ttln or ,fifteen yee,rs a~o. 

69344: Whatjlo f'pu pay tb,em on appointment?-They start at ;Its. 75, 
going up' to Rs •• !'53. Thjl ~JlVO Inspectors start at Rs. 175 and . go up 
1;0 Rs. 225. . . 

59345. You say that in a country like Sind you want twice as manyP~ 
Many more; the dispell!lar~es ,.rft lIluch toj) .scatter~d. 

59346. Supposing there were to be a large increase, do you think you 
would get men enough coming forward at tit" s",~ril!B P.9W 9ffere!i.?-1 think 
80; of course we cpuld not get all Bombay gradua~ ,liec,!'1J§e .they are at 
present all employed, either ~n ,Bombay or in fiip:d. 

59347. You would have to train SindbisP-I do not think, it would 
be absolutely necessary to train Sindhis, althoulJ;h ~he .sin~hi .~ certainly 
more popular than an outsider' amongst the ,People. .. , 

59348. You have come across no difficulties in the way of recruitment?-:
No, not up to now. 

59349. What is the Usual age of castration of the working bu1l6cks?
From six months up to ~wo years; we castrate them up ~'! tJIVo y,,:,-n. The 
Italian methods that we are, trying ,now we J!,a'll,'e found lD practlce to be 
not very successful wi.ih animals over 'two years old; we hav~ some d~culty 
in crushing the cord. We have had a few cases where VeterlDary AeslStants 
bave castrated old bulls hut it has not been· at all successful, 'so that we 
DOW limit our work to young' cattle. 

1)9350. /Ira .there /,ny distriQts . .in Sind ,where _you .ha~".as big .. clasS of 
working ,bullpclr,e .as 70U havp ipRajputaJl.a.~=I do ,not .1;hlDk,BP. 

59351. Can you tell me whether. these .Rajputana cattle aJ;'e .caatrated 
under two OJ' three years old i'.c:-It . is done by native qu/,cks there. 

59352. But do you happen to know the usual ageP-No. -I have very 
little experience of 'that i they are older, 1 believe. . 

(The .witnesS withdrew.) 

Th.e Commisri01l, then. adjourned till Tuesday; .th.e e5th OctobeT,1ge7. 

Mr. J. H. G. Jerrom. 
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1 (.1 oint Seef ~tarie,.) 

Mr. A. A. MUSTO. Cl.E .• M.Inst.c.E.. Superintending Engineer. 
Uoyd Barrage Circle. Karachi. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QuESTION 1.-!6sEAROB.-I suggest the necessity of establishing and 
maintaining experimental stations at several points in the Barrage area fol" ' 
investigating particularly the reclamation of kalZar lands, duties of water 
for various crops, prev~ntion of waterlogging, efficient drainage methods" 
and suitable rotations O~,j cropII'. . 

QUESTION 3.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-If possible, crop experi
ments should be conducted on the lands of cultivators, with their normal 
water supply. Cultivators are sceptical of results obtained at Government 
farms, as they suspect that heavy waterings are given and that the .statis-
ti('s of manuring etc., are u~derstated. , 

QUESTION 4.-ADMINISTRATIoN.-Road and rail facilities should be greatly 
extended and improved in Sind to enable easy marketing and export of' 
crops. " 

QUESTION 5.-FINANoE.-Seed might be issued free . of cost and value 
rcovered from the crop till good strains are established. Seed depots might. 
be wholly or partially financed by Government and administered either b~ 
co-operative societies or by Government. 

QUESTION 6.-AGRIOULTURAL INDEBTEDN!!iSs.-Please see Question 22 (b) (i)., 

QUESTION 7.-FRAGMENTATION OF' HOLDINGs.~When a holding hll" rtlaclled 
the economio limit of size, woulq it be possible to legislate that when, by 
the death of the owner, it is liable to fragmentation, the State should pur
chase it at an official valuation, or at the price fetched by its sale at 
auotion, whichever be greater, the condition of sale to be that the holding 
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is not to be reduced by part sale or future fragmentationP Any of" the 
~esccndants of the late ow~er sho~ld ~ave the option of retaining the hold
Ing unbrok8Jl, or could bid for It lD auction. This may be difficult to 
arrange but might offer a solution to the serious danger of fragmentation. 

QVBSTION 8.-!BBIGATIoN.-{a) (~ 1. I would suggest the early investiga
tion of the possibilities of a barrage on the Indus at the extreme north 
of Sind. to regulate the supply to lands north of Sukkw.. and Rohri. Close 
contourlDg of the country should be done at once wherever not already 
done. -

2. Similarly, the possibilities of a barrage in the neighbourhood of Kotri 
to supply the lands between that town and the sea on both banks should 
be inveatigated. It· appears at first sight that the latter scheme would 
be difficult to make remunerative owing to the limited area to be served. 
and. th~ poorness of much of the land, >,,\lich is largely devoted to . rice 
cultivatIon. The scheme has already been mooted many years ago. (Vids 
the Eastern and Western Delta Canal projects.) 

3. I would suggest the early starting of" rainfall recording stations i~ 
the Baluchistan mountains to the west and north-west of Sind, an investi
gation of the run-off available, and of suitable sites for storage reservoirs 
in tbese hills. Such reservoirs might be male to supply canals for feeding 
the rich submontaine tracts lying between the hills and the areas com
manded by the Lloyd Barrage, and the areas between the hills and any 
further area, which can be commanded by other future canals from the 
Indus in ocnnection with the possible barrages suggested in 1 and 2 above. 

Such schemes for storage reservoirs· are not likely to be -needed ·for a 
good many years to come, but would undoubtedly become practical politics 
when the Barrage areas are fully developed. At present we have absolutely 
no information about the rainfall in this vast mountainous ·region. When 
storage schemes become necessary it will be an irrepara1Jle misfortune if 
rainfall statistics .have not been collected for many years in advance so tha.t 
reliable estimates of run-off can be framed and projects prepared' therefrom. 

The only indication we now have of this' rainfall and run-off is in thO. 
great loods or spates which periodically pour through the gorges in the 
eastern boundllol"Y of these hills and debouch' over the plains. There are 
many such gorg8ll in the western Nara district of which the principal is 
the Gaj Nai, the torrent issuing from which has been estimated ·to carry 
as much as 200,000 cusecs for several days at a time and smaller loods 
for much longer periods. ' .. 

These loods at present bring cultivation and prosperity to the ,Bubmon..: 
taine tracts such as the J ohi _ Pat, but bring ruin to the low-lying lands 
commanded by the canals from the Indus. . If this water could be stored 
and issued by regulated channels it would be a source of great wealth to 
the district and would save much damage to present aDd future river 
irrigated lands and to railways. It is possible that an ample water supply 
under pressure could be stored for supplying Karachi city and irrigating 
high lands in Karachi district. These possibilities are mere suggestions 
and can only be investigated after information as to rainfall and sites for. 
storage works have been collected. The torrents which issue from these 
hills periodically. and cause so much trouble and damage to railways and 
canals are an indication that there. is heavy rainfall in the interior of 
these mountain ranges which might be stor~ and utilised. 

(b) The existing methods of distributing canal wa:ter il!- Sind are en
tirely unsatisfactory i.e. by open kana heads or plaIn slUIces ,usually ex
cavated to ('anal bed le;el. This enaliles the karias in the upper reachea 
to take the major portion of the canal suppl;r and makes it practically 
impossible to distribute the available supply eqUItably throughout the. canal. 
A form of module or self-regulating outlet should be used for every out
let from the' canal. There is a number of successful modules in use iu 
th.., Punjab lind on the Jamrao system in Sind. These should be auopted on 
aU new canals and wherever possible in existing inundation canals, though. 
it is a more difficult matter to obtain completely satisiactory working of 
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the modules under the extreme variations of level obtaining in the pld 
inunllation canals. 

I havena ,personal Ilxperience of the working of ,moduled' putlet,s but 
".ave inspected a number, and studied thll literatv.reand ~tatistiqs pn thll 
lIubject, aind am aatisned that they are fully satisfactory. 

On the other hand, I have held charlte of a canal 8ub-division and dis
trict with nothing but the open type sluices and have seen the impossibi-
lity of MRking an eguitable distribution' with 'such outlets. ' , 

QUESTION 9.-S0ILs.-(a) (i) I consider that all natural valley lines should 
be kept entirely open Jl.nd given a free outlet to .some main drainage line. 
No canal or water channel of any kind should ,pe allolFed to cross such 
'Valleys or depressions, ,which should' becolllA:l the ,enfoJ'CtEld ,boundaries of 
distributi9n systems, and suQ"systems. Unless such valleys are .well defined, 
i.e., having fairly .steep silles and a ,well ~Elfined bottom ,(which they seldom 
have in S~l)d) a dir.ecting ch",nnel .Qr ,dr.ain should-be excavatlld along their 
lowest line and he kept free, of crops or undergrowth. 

(ii) I b.lllievepl,vch of the waterlogged (andtherllfore uncultivable, and 
in many cases alkali) land ill Sind is dUll to the complete blockage of these 
main and sub-valley lines by canals and water coilrses, which not only pre
vent tha run off of drainage, but actually' form the depressions into :water
logged resllrvoirs Which effectually ,block all drainage from the higher lanqa 
.pd. r~ise the ,supsoil ~ater level throughout the tract. 

(b) .Ngt ,from personal knowledge. 
(c).It would be sound business to give full remission of assessment for 

the ·1irst ~ear'lf crop, half .remission .for the second year and a quarter rami
ssipn .lor ·,tho .third year, after assessing ordinary remission' according" to 
the value of the crop. Some such sliding scale of preferential' treatment 
'Would encourage progressive efforts at improvement of the soil and would 
'8ventu.ally give a "reclaimed area of ~ood value to the State and the owner. 

QUESTION 12.-Cul.TIVATIoN • ..,-Where large holdi~ are prevalent, or 
'eyeD. large areas ill one open stretch consisting of various ,holdings, culti
'Vation by steam or motor tractors should be' encouraged, as this enables 
'!leep . and ."apid cultivation to be done and reduces the' number of cattle 
necessary. Deeper cultivation will beCome more desirable all the intensity 
~f cropping increases and as deep rooted crops are ~evel!>ped. 

QUESTI~N '14.-I;HPLEHENTs.-:-(a) Please see Question 12. With the great 
increase of cultivation which will follow the Barrage canals and the much 
greater outlet for manual and animal labour in Ilttending to crops, it 
will undoubtedly be profitable and essential t() economise such labour, 
wberever possible, by the substitution of machinery and more efficient im
t>lemen~ th'in are' now used by the cultivator. A better plough. than the 
wooden country implement will be one of the first things necessary. It 
i.s probable that' a well-made country iron plough, designed and made on 
the spot, will better meet' requirements than European designs. It would 
~eeni anvisable to encourage the opening of up-to-date workshops for making 
~uch ploughs and other implements at suitable centres throughout Sind. 
Chaif-'Cutting machines, reapers and binders, harrows, disc ploughs, winnow
.ing machines, threshing machines, and other agricultural plant :will be 
l'equiredand most of these could be made locallY. Where the plant or 
capital on a holding- is insufficient to proville engine po:wer for driving the 

. t>lant an &fficient bullock gear will be a desirable source of power. This 
'Could' also be made locally. Cotton gins and baling presses, oil mills, etc., 
will be required, but private enterprise will probajJly meet the demand 
without intervention by Government. ' 

(b) Apart from .demonstrations .bythe Ag~icultural Dep~tment of the 
USA of such implements and machines (a~d .these demo~strations B~ould be 
made on cultivators' land by a travelhng party gomg from Village to 
village with the implem~nts), co-operative societies should be encow:ag~d 
to stock and issue such Implements on easy payment. terms. The SOCieties 
IIliould, if necessary, be assisted financially to start by Government, but 
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should almost immediately become self-supporting. They might also mailfii. 
tain a repair depOt. 

(c) I believe. the manufacturers of agricultural implements seidom hava 
resident representatives who are in constant touch with the people and their 
requirements. (This would be obviated if manufacture were started 'a't 
various centres in Sind.) Hence, they design and make unsuitable imple-:' 
ments. T(I alter a design, and the plant for making it, involves considerable-' 
outlay and increases the price of the implement. Hence thll necessity fop
the. mak~r being on the spot, .studying the requirements, and getting his. 
desIgn right, before manufacturmg. The officers of the Agricultural Depart
ment are non-technical men who do not understand the manufacltllre side of; 
the matter and I believe they do not realise the difficulty and expense of alter
ing desi~ns of even simple implements. It would, therefore, be far better for 
thA makers personally to study the requirements on the spot, and make
their own designs rather than rely .on the Agricultural Department for 
information. Probably the greatest difficulties in the distribution for sale. 
of such implements are the lack of reliable selling agents in the mo/msil. 
and the difficulty' of the cultivator in putting down cash for his purchase. 
Both could be overcome by co-operative sale depots as suggested above~ 
One such depot should be arran~ed for suitable groups of villages. 

QUBSTION 17.-AGBICULTU!U.L INDUBTRIEs.-(d) Please see reply to Ques.. 
tion. 14. Private enterprise should develop these industries if facilities 
are given. \ 

(e) Possibly, but part-t.ime labour is not of much use to any industrial! 
concern, whose plant and staff need to ber kept. constantly employed. 

(f) Yes. By practical experts in such industries, not by amateurs or· 
cellege yout.hs good with their pens. 

(g) With the introduction of perennial water there will be far less. 
idle time for the rural population. (Vide pages 15 to 21 Vol. VI Lloydl 
Barragll Canals Project, 1919-20.) 

(h) Yes. By ,the encouragement of Bower and vegetable gardening rouna 
iheir houseS aha it.certaill amount of clmtrol over buildings itl villages. 
Elementary town planning could easily be done by local bodies, assisted, if' 
neoessaryJ by Government; and the building of village "slums " should be. 
prevented. If C!very houS'e weril compelled io havil a certain amount of 
land around it and horticulturalgho~s wei'e inStituted, With prizes for the 
best gardem, grllat improvement might be elfecied iu the health conditions 
and amenitiee of their environment. Public bodies gbould be' encouraged 
to plant and maintain t.rees in the villages and provide public gardens andl 
play-grounds, on however humble a Bcale. . " . 

QUESTION IS.-AoBIcuLruRAL LAilouR.-(a) -(i) and (ii) For permanent; 
migration Selected parties of agricultural labour and zamindars from over-. 
populated areas might be brought by free excursions and shown the under, 
populated areas and conditions. Advantageous conditions for the purchase
of land might be offered to these zamindars and the surplUfl labour might 
be introduced to zamindal'8 who ftere short of labour. Thiise mlln would! 
then spread the news in their villages alid others would folloft if thll con_ 
ditions were satisfactory to them. 
, (b) J am not aware of any acute shortage ilf Iigficultl1r.allabour in. 
SiDd~ I think land with a good ~atet supply is ne';l!r out of cul~ivation. 
fo't 'lVant bf laboui', but. I have bllEln out of touch WIth actual ~~Iculture. 
!l8 sellri by the district bflicers filr thii past twelve years and conditIons ma:v 
have changed since the War. For the transplanting and re~ping ilf .ri~·a, 
good deal of extra labour is needed for a short season, and lD the prlDClpat 

°rcie tracts 'IIiz. Larkana and Begari and the Mithrao and Karachi distri~ 
areas this 'labo~r comes in from the adjoining country, i.Il., from Baluchis
tan and the Thar Desert respectively, and returns in time for its o()wn. 
harvesting 01' cattle tending. . 

(e) I doubt whether this will be necessary in the ne'ltly opened areas. 
under the Barrage. If the available lands are sold by auction, the buyers 
will import their own labour if necessary, more especially as a num,ber ot 
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the buyers will doubtless come from over-populated and fully developecl 
areas in the Punjab and elsewhere. If not, it would be possible to en
courage the development (and sale) of such lands by giving free water and 
no aBsessmenu for thjl first one or two years after sale. This should prove a 
great inducement and would not cause a great loss to the State if it were 
found- really necessary. The increased competition and sale value due to 
such concession would probably more than cover the temporary loss of 
revenue, or the collection of 'assessment might be postponed for one or 
two years and collected thereafter in instalments. . 

QUESTION 19.-FoBEsTs.-(a) I am not sufficiently conversant with present 
practice. . 
. (b) Yes, by granting remission (partial or total) of assessment for areas 
lown with firewood producing tress, or fixing low assessments for same and 
for, fodder crops. 

(6) I should think there certainly would be, for the supply of firewood, 
charcoal and cheap timber for the villages. . 

QUESTION 20.-MABXETING.-This is a matter where the commercial com-
munity could. give the best opinion. . 

QUESTION 21.-TABIl'I!'S AND SEAFBEIGBTs.-(a) The customs duties on 
agricultural implements and machinery must increase the price to the 
cultivator though they are very low, being ollly. two-and-a-half per cent, 
I believe. Still, every' little helps, and they mi~ht be removed. Ev~n if 
local manufactures spring up, competition is always healthy, and there 
will be nee:! for some imported implements and machinery for years to 
come. 

(b) Sea freights are often very high. It should be considered whether 
supplies for co-operative societies could not be shipped by the Director 
General of Stores, London, under his freight contract, which is on more 
favourable terms than the open market. 

QUESTION 22.~D-OJ'EBATloN.-(a) Every possible step should be taken 
1I0th by Government and non-official agencies to encourage the growth of 
oo-operation which' will be one of the greatest factors in future prosperity 
and development. I would suggest that Government should employ an 
expert in this work from, say, Sweden or Denmark, or from England, if 
'his work ha& been suffieiently developed there to give real experts. I do 
.iot consider that the e,mployment of amateurs from the ranks of the I.C.S. 
is the best method of developing specialised subjects. These officers may 
be. able men and Jacks-of-all-trades, but they are masters of none, since 
they never devote a life time's study 'and practice to anyone subject. It is 
no'; so much administrative capacity which is required as intimate knowledge 
of methods, and long experience of applying them. If the right -type of 
man with these qualifications is selected, he will be quite able to tackle the 
"dministrative side of his wors:' There must be many such available. 

(b) I am not sufficiently. conversant with recent developments in the 
organisation of the various co-operative societies to know whether the 
following suggestions have or have not already been tried, but I give them 
{()r what they are worth. 

(i) Credit Societies.-If these can arrange advances to meet the current 
expenses of cultivators for developments, and on reasonable terms, againSt 
fairly devised mortgages on holdings, live or dead stock, or crops, they 
should be of great .value to the industry. The. question of advances for 
domestic purposes is a very difficult one, since indebtedness on extortionate 
terms must react on the cultivator's ability to finance his land. If anything 
can be done to repay such· existing debts and substitute a loan on rea
.onable terms, while at the same time preventing future extravagance, i1: 
would be a great help to agriculture. ' . 

(ii) l'urchas8 Societiu.-I have already suggested in reply to Question 
14 (b). that co-operative soc:ieties should s.tock, sell on. easy. terms, and 
repair Implements and machmery. They might also pOSSibly hire out such 
implements purchase~ from co-operative. fun~, but this would probably be 
unsatisfactory and difficult to arrange on fair terms. 
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(i.ii) Sof.e of produce aoo 8tock.-~ believe very great success has Been 
obtained In Europe by such work belUg done on a co-operative bMiI and 
it seems well worth while for an ezpert to investigate this, if not already 
done. 

(iv) General improvement. to. Iond.-Where such improvements are of 
general benefit to the locality they might with advantage be carried out on 
a co-operative. basil, but for improvements affecting individuals only, th9 
granting of credit by the co-operative society would seem to be the only 
assiltance possible. . . 

(v) Aggregation of fragmented hold·inf,s.-Please see reply to Question 7. 
The carrying out of suggestions made therein might p088ibly be left to 
co-operative societies as regards the future.. For holdings already unecono
mic it would seem better for the State to acquire and re-distribute them 
by sale. Otherwise, much bitter feeling might be started which would ruin 
co-operative movements generally. 

(vi) Wealthy societies might purchase and run the more expensive types 
of machinery such as power ploughs, threshing machines, sugarcane cru
shers, rice-hullers, etc., making. fixed charges for the work done. It would 
probably be better to encourage private enterprise to supply this need, a6 
bu!iness experience and management would be essential to economic success. 

(vii) Joint /arming.-I have no experience but it seems a very doubtful 
expedient. 

(viii) Ditto. 
(ix) Please see reply to Question 17 (h). 
(c) Yes, provided a large proportion of the area affected was in favour 

of it, and f,rovided ,the scheme was approved by experts .. 
(d) My personal knowledge of the working of co-operative societies waa 

gained many years ago when they were in an incipient stage (about. 1909 
to 1912). 'l'bey then promised to be very successful but I have only casual 
information about. them since, as I have been on special duty for the past 
twelve years, and have had few opportunities of seeing their work in the 
districts. ' 

QUESTION 24.-ATTRACTING CAPITAL.-(a) Improve the water supply liy 
making it assured and thus-reduce the great speculative elemep.t of agri
culture. Capital and enterprile will follow where there is a reasonable pro
bability of being able to raise crops every season. 

(b) The greatest discouraging factor is probably the complete uncer
tainty as to whether water will be available. Its absence or ·deficiency 
means the complete or partial loss of all capital and enterprise put into the 
lands. 

QuBSTION 2S.-WBLI'ABB OP RURAL POPULATIoN.-(a) Please see reply to 
Question 17 (1&). 

(b) All such enquiries are useful if the information obtained is properly 
applied. Thll cost would be considerable and the gain would probably not 
appear for a generation, but should be considerable eventually. . 

QUBSTION 26.-8TATISTICS.-(b) Results should be pUblished. much more 
quickly and in an intelligible and interesting form. The usual blue book 
is years out of date by the time it is published, requires a Cook's conducted 
tour through it to find what is desired, and is put up in the dullest and 
least interesting form possible, 'Yith masses of useless st.atistics which would 
be better omitted from tbe point of view of clarity and expense. 
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bral Evidence. 

59353. Th.e Cha,irman,: :Mr. Musto, you are Supllrintending EnginNlr of 
tile Lloyd Barrage CircleP-Yes. 

59354. We h'ave your note of evidence; would you like to inake any state
ment at this stageP-"-1 do not think so; if you exainine me, .other points 
,nav come out. 

'59355. Is the work in connection with the Barrage proceeding satisfa~ 
torilyup to -dateP-Yes, I think so. ' 

59356. So that, as far as you cnn tell, the water will be available in 1931; 
IS that the position 1'-1 am doubtful of that; 1932 I should say. 

59357. Have you interested yourself, at all, in the drainage which will be
necessary to avoid 'waterlogging?-Very much. I have provided a very large
,mm of money in the project for drainage works. 

59358. The Commission has. been told by another witness that, as far as. 
the drainage goes, there has been some change in policy and, whereas it was. 
the original intention to construct the drainage pari passu. with the canals, 
it· has now been decided to postpone the construction of the ckains until the
canals have been cut; is that soP-I have no official information on that 
point . 

. 59359. But have you interested yourself in the details of the drainage
scheme which it is proposed to put into effect?-Not since I prepared the-' 
project; I have nothing to do with that now. 

59360. In preparing the project you also prepared the drainage schemes, 
did youP-Yes. 

59361. In your judgment, are those schemes sufficient to guarantee that 
no undue waterlogging arid soil deterioration will take placeP-As far as I 
can tell, yes; 1 omitted nothing that I thought was necessary. 

59362. Do you attach importance to drainageP-Very great iniportance~ 
yes, and my personal opinion is that drainage works ought to be carried 
out side by side with the construction of the canals. 

59363. You have, I think, had experience of the administration of irri
gation schemes in Indial'-"'-Yes, I haTe had charge of a canal district. 

59364. Would you 'tell th~ Commission quite shortiy what that experience
bas ,been 1'-1 held charge of a district in which all the,canals were inundation~ 
there *erli no pf!rennial canals. The inundation canals were fed direct 
from thli river. Some of them were fairly modern canals, re-modelled inun
dation canals, imd the others were very old ones, the relics of the days of 
the Mirs. The modernised canals had cross-regulators ,and it was possible to
regulate levels to.-a certain extent to give rotations; but, owing to the
cultivators' outletsb",ing in all cases open outlets and in somli cases without 

even pucca heads, it was extremely difficult to distribute the supply equitably. 
In the older canals there was no attempt at cross-regulation in ,the canals j: 
there were no cross-regulators and many of the heads of the cultivators' out
lets were simply cuts through the bank. With that arrangement it was practi
cally impossible to effect any distribution of the water: the man at the head' 
took all thai he wanted. 

59365. Have yoU any experience of distribution through A. P. M.'sP
Not personally, no; they have been introquced since I held charge of the
district; but I have studied the literature on the subject &Ild I have inspected 
many of .them working, and I am quite sure they are a solution of the-' 
problem. 

59366. Is it your intention to distribute through A. P. M.'s in this, 
schemeP-Yes. ' 

59367. Thev Rre more' popular with the man at the tail than with the
man at the h~adP-Yes, naturally the man at the head knows his share will 
he cut down to an equitable share of the total quantity ID the canai; he
naturally does not want to lose anything. The man at the tail, of course,. 
,ull get ~ fairer share of the \vater. 
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59368. Have you considered; at .11.11 the possibility of experimenting with 
the sale of water on the volumetrlc bas\s?-No, I consider it is impracti
cable 'at present; we have not had sufficient experience, so far lIB I know, in 
any part of Iudia to justify it being sold by volume. I am not sure what 
progress they have made in the Punjab. ' 

59369. Sir Thomas Middleton: In designing the drainage system, how far 
were you able to go into detail? You &aid down the alignment of the main 
arterial drains; were you able to get to work on the main feeders?-Yes 
I not only laid out the main valley lines but also any cross-valleys that i 
could find: any sort of tributaries into the main valley. 

59370. But at this stage your desigrr would represent ,the arterial drain-
age?-Yes, quite. ." 

59371. Has any consideration yet been given to detailed drainage ques
tions : the planning of the size of section for which you will provide a 
main feeder and that type of work?-In the project I provide a d\rect 
channel, as I called it, down the centre pf the valley line: a channel with 
varying widths according to the size of the area, that it fed. I do not know 
what has been done since; I am not connected with the details of the sc;heme 
since, except the Barrage. 

59372. You were .for some time connected ~ith the Agricultural Depart
mentP-I was. 

59373. In desiining agricultural machinery I think ?-N at exactly 
desigding it: in pUl"chasing and erecting, and so on, agricultural ma<;4inery. 

59374. To what types of agricultural machinery did" you give special atte'n
tion ?-Principally pumping plants, but also sugarcane crushers, cotton gins, 
rice hullen and so on. 

59375. What are the classes of machinery that, in your opinion,want first 
\ attention by the Agricultural Depal'tmentP..,...More the implements than 

machinery I think: lint of all the plough ,and then the- ¥arrow and other 
tilling implements. • 

59376. Do you think there is much work to ,be done all theseP-Yes, a 
great deal; the present country plough used is the primitive" thing which 
must have been used by Adam in the Garden of Eden. 

59377. But in the Deccan especially they have. got on very well in' design
ing the type of iron plough wanted p~r believe they have. 

59378. They have also a very effici~nt ,harrowP-Yes, there is a local firm. 
there that makes them; ~ believe it is. Kirloskar Brothers. 

59379. Did you pay any attention to chaff cutters P-Very little; I had 
no enquiries for them ',practically: I think I supplied one or two iowar 
cutters. 

59380. There appears to be quite a big deman~ forcha! cutt61:S in oSome 
parts of IndiaP-Tl;Iere,would be, I sholl-Id think. 

59381. What are the types of water lifts that you suggest?-;-Principally 
centrifugal pumps; that is the, best and simplest forID of water hft for most 
conditions. 

59382. For very low. lifts have you _ever used the Archimedean screwP-I 
Ilever have; I have .seen it working on a lift of about a foot-&nd-a-half, 
I think; that is the· only one I have ever seen at work. . 

59383. ]h. Hyder: You say on page 90 of 'your. note of evidence that 
80me of this water should be stored. What is the name of the district through 
which the Gaj Nai flowsP-The Gaj N~i issues from 13aluchistan and B.ows 
through the Western N ara. district. 

59384. Is it under .Sind administrationP-The Gaj Nai itself, or rather 
the mouth of it where it debouches on to the plain, is in the Western Nara 
district but the whole course of the stream is in Baluchistan; the mountains 
from which it iSsues are in Baluchistan. 

59385. I ask you this, because you might get into dl~cu1ties with aDo~h?r 
administration P-Certainly; we shall have to arrange wlth the other admlnlll
tration. 
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. 59386. T~en y,?u wa~t the u.se of tractors' for deePE?r cultivation; do you 
think that IS adVIsable In the cIrcumstances of India?-Yes, certainly.. • 

59387. Deeper' cultivation?-Ycs; not necessarily at present in Sind but 
I think even now it would probably be one of the greatest factors in reclaim
ing kallar soil. I have very bad kallar soil in my own garden in Sukkur and 
I. find the only cur~ for it is constavt deep digging and exposing it to the 
aIr. 

59388. What deep-rooting crops would you suggest ?-There are ~ot many 
in Sin~ at the present moment; ,sugarcane and castor are the only two I 
can thInk of at the moment, but wit4 more intensive cultivation it will surely 
be necessary to plough deeper. -

59389. Have you' got anv labour from Baluchistan?-Yes, a considerable 
amount. ' • 

59390. Brahuis?-Yes, many. 
59391. They must have changed .considerably then?-No; they come down. 

Do you mean in my works P 
,59392. Yes, the Baluch or the Brahui?-Yes, they both come down. , 
59393. 'Sir Chunilal ;Mehta: Is there much scope for pumping plants in 

Sind ?-A certain amount, I think they might be substituted for Persian 
wheels in many cases where the lift is low. 

59394. Would you also pump direct from the river;' is t~at possible?--It is 
done already in a few cases, but of course there are very few waterlifts 
directly on the river. Just near Sukkur is the only place I know where 
there are many plants on the river itself. 

59395. It would be a very big area spread over Sind that could be served 
by pumping plants?-Yes, certainly. 

59396. There would be a big areaP-Yes, lift areas generally; you could 
substitute pumping plants for Persian wheels everywhere, provided you had 
the capital to install them. ' • 

59397. What would be the advantage? You would serve a larger. area I 
suppose?-Yes, and it would be cheap probably in the long run: perhaps not 
at present so much when the cattle are not employed all the year round, but 
when more' intensive cultivation comes in they will have more work for 
their cattle, and then I' think pumping plants would certainly pay them • 

. Even now there are two pumping plants on the river bank at Sukkur, put 
in by the zamindars themselves and worked by them, which have taken the 
place of Persian wheels. • , , 

59398. You make certain suggestions here about fragmentation of hold
ings; do you consider the evil really serious yet in Sind ?-Not so much in Sind 
I think; though I belfeve it -is becoming serious in parts. But in the Deccan 
certainly it is. 

59399. And you would like something done ?-I should' think it is very 
necessary. 

59400. The Raja of Parlakimedi: 'On the first page of your written evi
dence, you speak of the necessity of investigating methods of preventing 

• waterlogging. Do you apprehend any waterlogging on tlIis systemP-If the 
system is abused, certainly; if too much water is given, if drainage is not 
attended to. 

59401. You are going to see to the proper distribution alsoP-We hope to; 
there is a great deal of agitation for lower duties and so on, and that is 
a thing which has to be definitely settled. • 

59402. I should like to know what has been the real cause of there being 
such a small number of roads in Sind ?-That is very difficult for me to ,my; 
it is a matter of general policy; I take it that it is lack of funds. 

59403. I" thel'e a real need felt in this part of the country for transport?
Yea, very rea;; there is considerable difficulty in making roads in Sind. You 
see, there is no suitable material j it is 8 difficult problem. That is merely a 
question of cost; naturally you can bring 'materials from anywhere if you 
hr~e got the money to do it. The serious difficulty in making roads in Si!!d 
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is the lack of materials except.in a few special areas like Sukkur. and 
Hyderabad where you have stone available. You have to find some substitute 
for etone. The cost of carting stone and carrying it for long distances is 
almost prohibitive. 

59404. The material has to be brought from long distancesP-Yes j or you 
can make roads of brick. This is a matter for experiment. I tried to get 
experiments made years ago but could not get the funds for it. Mr. Harrison 
is now experimenting with oiling earth roads: putting waste oil on earth 
and ramming It j I believe it is extraordinarily successful and makes a very 
hard surface. 

69406. What has been the effect upon the roads of the ReformsP-I am not a 
district offioer now; I have not been a district officer for twelve years, so that 
I am not quite in touch j but I understand the district boards have let the 
roads go rather badly. I use hardly any roads except the ones I have made 
myself, eo that I am not in a position. to speak on the subject. 

69406. What sort of interest do the municipality take in their roadsP
Judging by the roads I have to drive over in· Sukkur, none at all. I wish 
I could claim damages 'from the municipality. for the damage they 'do to 
my car in driving over them. 

69407. Have you had opportunities of trying tractors upon fields where 
wet cultivation is adopted P-N 0, never; I have used steam ploughing plant j 
I started the first steam ploughing pJant in the Bombay Presidency j that 
was used in the Dharwar district j but it was black cotton soil and it was 
only used after the rainy season was over. It was impossible to use it in the 
rainy season. 

69408. i think, even in wet fields, deep ploughing could be managed with 
tractors P-Yes, I think so, especially nowadays with the, caterpillar tractors; 
they will get over almost any ground. 

69409., Do you not think they will be usefuU-Very useful I should say. 
69410. What method would you suggest to make them easily accessible to 

the ryotsP-I think probably the best way is either to encourage a company, 
private enterprise, to start a ploughing business, or get a wealthy co-operative 
society to do it j but private enterprise is best. What is necessary to make 
the -thing a success is sound business management. If you make it· easy for 
private enterprise to start, I think they could probably do it successfully with 
great advantage to the cultivator. 

59411. Are not the co-ope~ative societies interesting themselves in this p-,
Not that I know of; it is rather a big thing for II co-operative society to 
tackle j it would probably cost about a lakh of rupees to get a plant going. 

69412. They would have a central organisatlonP-Yes, what I would suggest 
is either a firm or a co-operative society to have a plant and to take on 
ploughing for the different cultivators at a fixed rate per acre. 

, 6p413. Lending them P-N ot lending. the plant,. no j they would work the 
plant themselves. 'The co-operative sOClety or busmess firm would work the 
plant themselves and simply charge so much per acre for ploughing. r think 
that is the only way you are ever going to make it.a success. 

69414. Profe~8or GanguZee: I want to clear up one or two points on the 
lIuestion of irrigation, based on remarks made by some of our witnesses. It 
has been said that the Lloyd Bar!'age, by cutting off the level of the Indus 
below it, is going surely to have a very adverse effect upon the non-barra~e 
tract. Do you agree with that ,view?-No,' I think the Lloyd Barrage WIll 
have very little effect on the water level below it j we are practically 300 
miles from the nexj; off-take and I think we shall have very little effect. We 
have an enormous reservoir between the barrage and the next off-take, and 
that reservoir will be filled up at intervals. It. is only in very bad years that 
we shall take out practically the whole of the river water, and then only for a 
day at a time probably. In the interval the reservoir between us and the 
next canal will be filled up again. - . 

69415. Then what will be the source of water to the non-barrage tract: 
from well irrigation or reservoirP-From the reservoir, from the river 'itself 
as at present; the river itself foriill' the reservoir. 
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5f}416., The second point is as to the inBu,fficiency in the number ot regu
lators; complaints have been made of that by one of our witnesses; he says 
we want more regulators in big Government canals at short distances to giv& 
a constant level of water?-But is he speaking of the existing canals? 

59417. Yes?-Yes, probably. Cross regulators are useful to a certain ex
tent, but without regulated outlets they are of very little effect. 

59418. The distance between one regulator and another is very great; he 
says within eighteen miles of the Fuleli Canal there is only one regulator P-J 
am not in a position to speak of the Fuleli; I do not know it well. 

59419. He says modules have been introduced in hot haste in canals with 
fluctuating level! and they have failed to make equitabll!' distribution; do 
you agree With t'hatP,,;.:...No, not at all. Modules have beeii under considera
tion for the past twenty years. I do not know whether he' considers that 
hot haste; it may be for the East. 

59420 .. There is' one more point; he says sufficient attention is not paid 
to clEiarance of canals and he suggests that a special revenue should be ear
marked' for 'the purposeP-I think all that is required is spent. No money 
is earmarked for tne purpose; the engineers survey the canal' every year and 
see what clearance they consider necessary and they ask for funds for it. 

59421. Turning to your note; do you consider that it is necessary to have 
a central research station to investigate the problems inherent in the modern 
methods of irrigatidliP~Ye!l, r have said so. 

59422. I' know you have said so. Would you have that sort of researcb
station under the Provinces or under the Central GovernmentP-Under the 
ProVinces, certainly. I have not said a' central research station; I said, 
maintaining experimental stations' at several points ill the Barrage area; ] 
would suggest & number of experimental farms. 

09423; Only to investigate agricultural problems arising ouii of irrigation? 
-Yes. 

59424. Where would you carry on hydraulic experimentsP-"-They could be 
carried on possibly at Sukkur. I have also suggested, not here but elsewhere, 
tHe appointment of a research officer to inV'estigate purely irrigation hydraulic 
problem!!. 

59425. Will those fundamental questions on irrigation be investigated pro
vincially or centrallyP-Both, I should think: provincial and co-ordinated 
by a central authority. 

59426. What machinery do yoli suggest for that co-ordination ?-I think 
the existing machinery is sufficient. Of course, the Inspector General of 
Irriga.tion has been abolished. 'I would suggest the replacement of that officer; 
he was an invaluable officer. 

59427. You do not 'think it would be necessary to have a Central Irrigation 
Research Station under the Inspector General of Irrigation?-'-No, I do not 
think so. . 

59428 . .Are you: Batisfied with the contouring of the land under the 
Darrage?-Yes, certainly. 

59429. Is it closely doneP-,-Yes. 
59430. That will be invaluable ,for your drainage schemesP-Quite. 
59431. On page ,91, you are discussing the question of· assessment, and 

you say" It would be sound business to give full remission of assessment for 
the first year's crop", and YDU go on to recommend a series of remissions. 
Is that under the consideration of GovernmentP-Not that I know of. 

59432. Have you placed this view before Gov6rumentP"""-No. I am not. 
BUre what the question iii. 

59433. The question is "What measures should GOvernment take to en
courage the reclamation of areas of cultivable land which have gone out of 
cultivation" P-It seems to me that some such scheme as I have indicated 
would be a good encouragement. You will notice that I say that we should 
give them remission in addition to the ordinary seasonal remission. That 
is to say; if a man produces a four-anna crop. he is in any case' entitled to a 
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alrtain amount of remission, and in addition to that I would give him remis-
6:on of half the ordinary assessment. 'I.'hat is very good encouragement. ... 

59434 • .!re yo~ fll-miliar ",itA the co-oper~ti¥e ~llvelJlen~ in the PunjabP
No. 

59435. Are you familiar with that of the PresidencyP...,...1 have stated tbat 
the only touch I had with it was twelve years ago, whe~ it was in its inf~ncy. 

59436. YOIl do not consider the co-operative movement involves a lot of 
administrative workP-Yes, a certain amount. Every business does. 

5,9437. You Bay that you do not consider that the employment of amateurs 
from the ranks of the Indian Civil Service is the best method of developing 
.pecialised 8ubjects. Are you referring there tQ the co-operative movement P 
-Yes; any specialised subject. 

59438. Do I understand you to say that the Registrar of Co-operative 
Societies should be recruited from specialised officersP-Yes, if possible; if 
they are available. Or, if an officer of the Indian Civil Service is selected for 
the post, I think he should remain in it. Having been trained in the work, 
he should remain in it, and not go to another job as soon as a better job is 
available. 

59439. Mr. Kamat: You foreshadow the possibilities of one or two other 
barrages in Sind, one at the extreme north of Sind and one below KotriP-
Yes. ' 

69(40. Within that distance of time, do you visualise the possibility of 
having these barrages in SindP-That is an extremely difficult 'question to 
answer. As fat as the desirability of them goes, I should say within fifteen 
years. But there is the political. situation to consider, there is the financial 
aituation to consider. -

69441. Within fifteen years, 8upposil!g both these barrages come in,.do 
you think they would be a financial successP-It is impossible to say until the 
project is prepared. 

69442 . .!bout the possibilities of further extension of irrigation in the rest 
of the Presidency, have you any views whether all the possibilities of some 
of the bigger rivers have been thoroughly exploited ?-I have no sufficient 
knowledge as regards that. 

69443. It has been urged in certain quarters that the Bombay Irrigl\tion 
pepartment is now malting the fullest use of the Bombay rivers?-,-I am not 
eulliciently familiar with the conditions of the Presidency now. I have been 
away from the Presidency for over fourteen years. 

69444. You 8ay that the existing metbods of 'distributing canal water in. 
Sind are entirely unsatisfactory, and you' also add that module outlets kave 
been under consideration for some years?-Yes. . 

69445. Are you coming. now to any definite, final' conclusion about the 
desirability of module outletsP-I. think we have come to that. 

59446. It bas bilen definitely decided?~Yes. _ 
69447. Both for Sind and other parts of the PresidencyP.,....I cannot speak 

for other parts of tbe Presidency. 
59448. If they are suitable for Sind, they ought to be suitable for the 

other parts of the PresidencyP-Yes. • 
. 59449. Pro/ellor Gangulee: Is that the A. P. moduleP-Each type has 
its own points. Some are more suited for some conditions, and some for 
others. ~ 

. 69450. Mr. Kamat: You were respollsible for designing a boring plant 
called tbe Musto plantP-Yes. 

59451. And you had some experience in that line?-Yes. 
59452. Speaking about implements and their designs, you suggest that 

f.here should be :workshops in Sind and possibly in other parts of the Presi
dencyp-Yes. 

59453. Supposing such workshops were to be established, do you think 
Government should start them, or should they be started by private enter
priseP-It should be left to private enterprise. 
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,59454. You suggest private enterprise should start these·workshops?-Yes. 
Government would never make a success of that. 

59455. There are only two private firms, Kirloskar Brothers and another 
firm, that have applied their minds to the manufacture of implements, but in 
the other parts of the country there is hardly any private enterprise coming 
forward. Have you any views as to why private enterprise, say in Madras 
or Bengal or the Punjab, is not coming forwardP-Manufacture of imple
ments is a mechanical subject. India is hopelessly behindhand in mechanical 
matters, as you probably know. To start any industry of thia nature suc
cessfully, I think you must have European control, not entirely perhaps, but 
I think you should, haye ~uropeen organisation to start it anyhow, in the 
same way that the mIlls In Bombay have been started by Europeans and 
are now being managed largely by Indians. I think there is a good deal of 
political bias against this, and European firms are not keen to invest their 
money, especially out in the jungle, where these things are wanted. 

59456. Can you suggest any remedies to stimulate private enterprise in 
this respectP-I have pointed out in my note that one of their principal diffi
culties at present is the difficulty in realising their 'sale values, getting their' 
money in. If co-operative societies became responsible for that, I think a 
good deal of the difficulty would, vanish. . 

59457. That is so far as the sale of the implements is concerned. I am . 
talking of the mechanical knowledge required for the manufacturing con
cernP-I do not know how you can encourage Indian firms with mechanical 
experience to make a start. I am not sure that they would not start auto
maitcally if co-operative societies were prepared to put down the money for 
the implements that they made • 

• 59458. You state that agricultural officers have not the requisite agricul
tural and mechanical knowledge to ",lter or suggest new designsP':""1 do not 
say not to suggest new designs. I think they have not sufficient mechanical 
knowledge to understand the difficulties that are involved when they suggest 
changes. To alter the design of an implement ever so slightly means a great 
deal of additional cost in ma:dufacture. 

59459. Your statement is "Th. officers of the Agricultural Department 
are non-technical men who do not understand the manufacture side of the 
matter" i'-Yes. 

59460. Do you imply that there should be more mechanical people recruited 
in the Agricultural DepartmentP--:-No; certainly not. 

G9461. Professor Gangulee: There is' the Agricultural Engineer's depart
ment at Poonai'-Yes, but it. is not his job to design implements. That is a 
matter ,for the trade. The remedy for that, I think, is for the trade to send 
their own men to th~jcountry to study what is wanted. 
\ 59462. Mr. Kamat: It would not be wo~th while. recruiting purely mecha
nical men to the Agricultural DepartmentP-No: no firm will accept other 
people's designs. If they do, they will only lose money. It is one thing for & 

man to design a thing that he thinks is suitable, if he is not responsible for 
making it a profitable investment, and quite another thing if the man who 
designs it is responsible to his firm, to see that it pays. 

59463. Mr. Ja'-mshed Mehta: What is your exact position in the Barrage? 
-I am in charge 'of the Barrage Circle. I am in charge of the building of 
the Barrage and' head works and the head of the largest canal. . 

59464. When, do you think, will the building of the Barrage be completed? 
-I have already stated that I believe it will be completed between 1931 and 
1932. • , 

59465. Did you have a hand in the designing of the Barrage?-I designed 
the whole of the Barrage and the canals. 

59466. You suggest the building of some other barrages, and yqu say that 
it will be necessary within the next fifteen years?-They may be. 

59467. When, do you think, ought Government to start with the .actual 
schemes ?--In my opinion, they shoulc,l start an investigation of then:. at 
once. 
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59468. Do you know whether Government is considering this subject?~No. 
59469. Do you think a special department of engineers for making such 

schemes will be neC6BBary, or do you think the present staff of irrigation 
engineers can do it?-We have always managed to 4,0 so hitherto .. 

59470. Have you got the staff at present?-If the question is whether we 
have sufficient men, then the answer is, no. In iny opinion, we have not got 
IUfficient men to carryon the works we have in hand. They are understaffed. 

59471. Therefore, you would recommend' additional staff for making these 
schemes for Sind, or do you want a separate department?-No. Additional 
staff is all' that is required. We want additional staff for working the 
Barrage and the canals when they are completed. 

59472. You have made soine statements about water coming from Balu
chistan and other places. Are these places within the limits of the Bombay 
Presidency?-No. They are outside. That would be a matter for arrange-
ment. . 

59478. On page 90, you say that in the Punjab the modules have been 
8uccessfull'-Do IP 

59474. You say" There.is a number of successful ~dules in use in the 
Punjab" l'-Yes, and on the Jamrao system in Sind. 

59475. Did you hear of that success from. the zamindars or from the 
officialsP-1 do not meet the Punjabi zamindars. I have very few opportuni
ties of going to the Punjab. I do not meet the Punjalti zamindar except 
occasionally in Sind. I got it from the literature on t.he subject. 

59476. Have you had any opportunity of getting the opinioBs of the Sind 
zamindars or landholders about modules? Are they in favour of it, and do 
they like itl'-I believe the tail zamindars are very much in favour of it, 
because they hope to benefit by it, but the zamindars at the head are very 
much against it, because they feel that tAey will lose a share of the water that. 
they now get unfairly. That is human nature. . 

59477. Th,ere is a suggestion. made by one ~itness, an important witness' 
'of the zamindar class, 'that the distribution ot water should be left to the 
zamindars. Do you agree with itt'-It would be 'a very nice state of things 
for him if he is at the head. ' . 

59478. You jus'; stated in answer to a question that, in your opinion, 
Lower Sind will not Buffer by the Barragel'-Not appreciably. 

59479. Is it upon your ·own investigation?-It is my own investigation. 
You will find it all recorded in the Barrage volumes. 

,59480. Sir Thomas Middleton: You have expressed ,an optimistic view 
about the future use of the· tractor in Sind?-Yes. 

59481. Do you not think that the character of your soil,' the amount of 
fine sand present, will give you very great trouble in various parts?-It will,. 
to a certain extent, but nothing more than any other machinery .. I do not. 
anticipate any serious difficulty from that. It is a difficulty undoubtedly,. 
but you run trains through it. . 

59482. I happened to come across the work of tractors in a very sandy 
tract in England; there they had great trouble with w~aring parts ?-It is" 
not insuperable. . 

59488. It is not insuperable, but it is very costly?-~es, it will increase 
the cost to a certain extent. , . 

59484. It would require specially designed bearings?-Probably yes. That 
can be done. . . 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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lWAN BAHAD,UR AZlMKHAN INAYATWKHAN. Assistant 
Re~istrar. ~"oJ'erative 59cieties iq Si~d. " , 

• ". • f . 
Replies lo th~ Questionnaire. 

, QUESTION 3.-DEMONST~ATION AND PROPAGANDA.-(a) Demonstrations of 
\mproyed met~ods of ~a~mlng on t~e fields ?f cultivators carried on through 
"Urgamsed bodies consisting of leading zamlndars I/olld cultivators who com
mand -confidence are found useful in improving the practice of the 'culti
'Vator~. I have some experienc~. of ,agri~ultural propaganda work having 
remained as propaganda officer III certain talukas in Sind for the last 
four ;,:ears i~ ~ddition to .my own du~ies as Assistant Registrar of Co
operative SOCieties. I am given two Agricultural Inspectors and six District 
Agricultural Overseers with whose help demonstration and propaganda work 
is being carried on. In my opinion the co-ordination of the Agricultural 
snd ClHlperative departments has been of much success in improving the 
.. tate of cultivators. The research side of the Agricultural Department 
nnds out the various seeds, implements and methods of farming that will 
be suitable for particular tracts and in order to introduce and give wide 
publicity to the improvement!! suggested, some organisation is necessary, 
nud taluka development associations have been deemed to be the best 
media for materialising this idea. The I/ossociations consist of zaDlind~rs 

'Of the taluka as a whble, most of them being members of clHlperaiive 
'6qcieties. An executive committee is elected each year, under ~hQSe con
trol and guid'ance the work of propaganda and demonl'tr,tion is carriea 
'Out. The programme of the associations' ~ork is framed each year ill 
'COnsultation ~ith the expert advice of officers of the Agricultural Department. 
;Each association maintains a depot of seeds and Implements wherefrom select 
'Seed is issued for cultivation, and implements iliSued both on hire and 
'(I~lt'. The associations also maintain their own 'kamgars and supervisors 
who, under the advice and guidance of Agricultural InspectQrs and Over-

, seers, carryon demonstrations from village to village, on the fields of the 
agriculturists, of various implements and methods of farming. As far as 
possible the kamgarll work the improved implements side by side with 
those previously in vogue Ilnd this carries home to the people a first-hand 
idea of the superiority of the new types of implements over the old ones. 
The fblloll'ing are some of the improved implements, seeds and methods 
'Of farming which have been found nseful and command great appreciation:-

1. Implements.-Egyptian plough, Meston plough, Rajah plough, Chatta-
nooga plough, Monsoon plough ,and Screw water nft." , ' 

The Egyptian' plough"has now very largely replaced the primitive Sindhi 
plough in th.e propaganda area assigned to me. In d~ign it is as simple 
as the Sindhi plougli and can be manufactured locally, but its ",ork is far 

'IIuperior specially in the soft soil. The Meston is an iron plough as cheap ,"s 
t~e Egyptian but is fit for hard soil too. 

2. Se,eds.-27 W. N. cotton, Bhitshah cotton and Pusa 12 wheat. 
S. Methods 01 Farming.-Dry ploughing 01 land after harvest.-(b) Ex

l>erience has shown that whatever \;Ie the . number of leaflets and pamp~ets 
Issued, lectures deLivered, or even farm demonstrations held, the agriCul
turists do not so much appreciate or understand the improvements as 
they do when demonstrations are hel~ on their own ~ands. Once. they 

'8ppreciate them they take to them With fullest fervour. I am remmded 
in this connection of one practical instance. One zamindar of ~lir~ur 
Mathelo taluka had some time back ploughed one survey No. of hiS With 
'the Egyptian plough and sown Pusa. 12 (a select variety of wheat). in ,it. 
Side by side with that plot he cultivated another plot, ploughed It WIth 
the Sindhi plough and used an. ordinary variety of wheat seed in it. The 

,;:ontrast was remarkable. Not only were the haris or the Ilamindar himself 
impressed ,,:ith the superi.ority ofth~ mode~n lin,l's of agriculture" but 
!Several zammdars and hans 'of the neIghbOUring "Illages too came to see 
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the two plDts. The cultivation of such .comparative plots, being highl,. 
successful and instructive, is deserving of every encouragement and the 
variOus taluka development associations have now concentrated their ,atten~ 
tion on it. 

Jr) An expert must try flrst.to win thE!' confidence of the p.p'le before 
people wiJl abide by his advice. Further, I may be permitted, to add that 
expert advice wheli conveyed through organised bodies like the taluka 
dowelopment association is likely -to be followed and taken in more easib' 
and rapidly thaD through" direct communication with the individual agri~ 
culturists. . 

Q1J~SrION ~.-:-FINANCB~ (a) Til mee~ t~e needs of the agriculturists, c~ 
operative SOCieties are the best orgamsatlOns. They ought therefore to be 
developed in the areas where they already exist and introduced. where they 
do not. In Sind such societies have been meeting the current needs of 
the members fairly satisfactorily' as the district Central Banks' which 
finance them liave si.dlicient funds at their disposal. To meet the needs 

• of big samindars whose needs cannot be satisfied by the ordinarY credit 
soCieties,' zamindari oo.;operative liankS: have, been intrOduced in three 
districts ill Sind whi~h linance' individual zamindars upto, Rs. 5,000 per 
head; As for big land improvement schemeS or redemption of old debts 
long term loaDS are necessary and they could be negotiated through land 
mortgage, banks. Steps are therefore very necessary for the organisation 
of such' ballks with powers to issue debentureI!'. In Sind there-are several 
big zamindars who have heavy' old' debts to pay and the land mortgage 
banlbi will be specially suited to' redeem slich zamindats as a1&o to finance
big schemes of lan4 improvement. The third kind of agricultural linance 
is the Government facca'll; grant. In my opinion such grants may be giveD. 
only for land, improvement schemes' in the tracts covered, by co-operative 
societies, through 'societies. ' In places' however where co-operative societies. 
do not yet exist the Government tacca'lli grants ,may be continued for currenl 
agriCUltural operations as well. 

QUEstiON 6.-AGRICULTUBAli INDEBTIiDNEss.-'-(a) (i) The main causes of 
borrowing in my opinion are:-

1. The debts inherited: b,. the agr~ulturistli from their forefathers. 
2. General illiteracy and want of busineSs capacity of the village agri~ 

culturists. These contribut<! towards their perpetual indebtedness and 
thralldom ali they cannot' check their personal accounts' with the banias nol' 
can they get adequate pricell fo~ their produce. 

3. Heavy rates of interest which the agriculturists are required to paY' 
to the usurers. ' . , 

4. Their extravagant ceremonial' 'expenses. The Sindhi zamindars are 
well known for their ,marriage and other ceremonial expenses which COS\ 
them much. Moreover their hospitality is proverbial. , 

5., Uncertain income due to uncertain and oftentimes inadequate watel' 
supply. There beillg practically little monsoon in Sind, cultivation depends. 
largely on the caprices of rivet Indus. • 

(ii) The sources of credit may mainly be enumerated as Ulider:-
1. The village Bowcar. 
2. Co-operative societies. 
Ii. Government tacca'll; grants. 
4. Sometimes the agriCUlturists contract forward sales and get advances< 

from sethias. 
• (iii) The chief causes' which prevent agriculturists from repaying theil' 
loans punctually are the failure of crops owing to absence of ~onsoo~, u~~ 
certain water supply of the river and adverse winds. The agrICulturists In 
Siud harrilv .get..a good oron once in t.hree or four years. Moreover. what
ever yield they get does not bring them an adequate return as, at haryes\ 
time. the prices are found generally at an ebb. ~or have t~e agrICuJ~, 
turists in t'heir turn the means or the adequate bu,mess capacity to holcl 
back their produce till better prices are attainable. 
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The agriculturists are generally simple and honest folk and goo4 pay
!?lasters s~ long as they have money. But the causes enumerated above make 
It oftentlm~ very har~ for t~em to repay their loans punctually "much 
to t4e detriment ~f their outside credit. ' , 

(b). Some of ~he re~ed!es against agricultural indebtedness have already 
been m~~ate~ I~ statmg. the causes therefor. While very facile credit is 
~he agriculturISts' ban~, It ought to be remembered that productive debt 
IS by no means an evil. 

, Among others, the following remedies will go a great way' t() remove 
agricultural indebtedness:-

1. Formation of co-operative c;edit societies and land mortgage banks . 
. 2. Or~anis~tion of .p~rchase and sale societies to supply :the agriculturists 

With ~helr daily requIsites ~. also t() obtain better prices for their produce 
and Improve market conditions. ' 

3. Inducement to the agriculturists to employ their spare time usefully 
e,g., in cottage industries, etc.. ' 

(c) In Sind o~ng t() the enforcement of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 
Act and the ~lnd Enc~mbered Estates Act the credit of agriculturists 
has fallen cOIislderably With the sow~rs and they do not therefore generally . 
advance cash loans to them except by obtaining out right sale deeds 
executed by them for land worth several times the value of the loans 
advanced. An oral agreement however exists between the parties that 
the land will be restored to the borrower if the loan is repaid within a 
certain period. Experience has shown that the properties thus sold are 
seldom restored to the original owners. To prevent this the enforcement 
of the Land Alienation Act to Sind appears very necessary. This will 
'enable the agriculturists to retain possession of their land and if at all 
they are inclined to raise money by selling it they will at least get the 
prevailing market rate, from the agriculturists who alone will be entitled 
to purchase it. 

I am strongly of opinion that non-terminable mortgages should at once 
be stoPlled. 

QUESTION 17.-AGBIOULTUJIAL INDUSTBIEs.-(a) On an average, the culti
vator generally works from April to December on his fields. During the 
slack season the good agriculturist generally engages in dry ploughing, 
carrying produce to the market for sale, clearing water-courses, collecting 
manure, etc., but most of them remain idle. Those who have a good 
number of cattle are engaged in rearing' them, and disposing of milk, 
butter a~d ahi. . 

(b) The Sindlti agriculturist is rather averse to adopt any industry 
other than ,that connlicted with agriculture. He is very fond of cattle
rearing and cattle-breeding, -but this industry cannot be pushed' on any 
extensive scale on account of want of pasture lands. There are some 
people whose onlf avooation is cattle-rearing and they, in the absence of 
pasture lands, move about from place to place in eear6h of such grounds. 
If such pasturages were provided in convenient places, it would be easy for 
the cultivator to take more interest in cattle-breeding as a subsidiary 
occupation. 

Poultry a'nd dairy farming are two other forms of subsidiary occupation 
which appeal to the Sindhi agriculturists and they will take to them 
with great zeal and fervour if steps are taken to run them Oil modern 
methods and provide adequate transport arrangements for the produce. 

(c) The chief obstacle in the expansion of the subsidiary indu~triesreferred 
to in Sind is that the Sindhi zamindar generally considers It derogatory 
to do any manual work not connected directly with ag!iculture. Mor~
over he is rather apathetic by nature and does not eaSily ma~e up hiS 
mind to employ his leisure time usefully and profitably. It reqUires there
fore some propaganda to induce him to action. 

(e) I would very much advocate the establishment. of industrial concerns 
in rural areas. This has the advantage of removmg congestion in big. 
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"towns and ~istributing P?pulation between towns, cities and villages in 
.a mote ra~loDl~1 Pl;"oportlon. Government can prohibit establishment of 
more factories m bIg towns on grounds of sanitation, etc., and attract 
the~ to l;"~r~l areas by grant of concessional plots to them and providing 
~asler faClhtles for water, etc. The factories cannot have permanent labour 
I~ the mo/v,88il as there is already shortage of labour in Sind but the leisure 
tIme of the agriculturists could very usefully be employed by the proposed 
arrangement. 

U) The idea is well worth giving a trial. 
. (h) Th-: best w~y ~ i!lduce the. yilla~e people to devote their spare 

time to VIllage samtatlon IS by reqUlrmg III the first instance the Sanitary 
Dep~rtment to depute their inspectors to deliver lectures as to the pre
cautlO~s to be taken against malaria, influenza, pneumonia and other com
mon dIseases. The advantage of quinine against malaria should be brought 

lIome to the people. Magic lantern shows may be organised, wherein 
the people may be shown what dangers there are in allowing unhealthy 
tanks an~ pools round about the villages, as they are the breeding places 
of mosquitoes.. How to fill up such tanks, how to purify wells, where 
and how to dispose of the filth and refuse of the village, should be some 
-of the chief subjects oa which lectures should be delivered. When such 
ideas of sanitation are well rooted in the agriculturists they will of their 
own accord form their village committees to look after proper sanitation 
in the village in their spare hours. . 

QUESTION IS.-AGRICULTURAL LABouR.-(a) (i) The' Province is sparsely 
-population and the area o~ arable soil is very vast. Naturally, therefore 
there is a cry of general deficiency of labour. Fortunately, however, Sind 
is bounded all round by dry tracts such as Cutch, Marwar and Baluchistan 
where rainfall is generally scanty. The people inhabiting these tracts 
therefore migrate to Sind in search of labour and thus make up for the 
iocal deficiency. When these tracts, however, get plentiful rains and the 
migratory tribes return to their hills and plains for cultivation, some 
difficulty is experienced on: account of shortage of labour. 

(ii) As stated above, Sind .possesses cultivable area far in excess of the 
population available in the country to cultivate it. Besides, irrigational 
facilities are not available for cultivation of the whole of the arable soil. 
There is, moreover, shortage of labour even for the occupied cultivable 
area. People, therefore, carryon e:densive cultivation of crops by rotation. 
'The remedy seems to be in the permanent migration of the tribal labour from 
the bordering countries and the following measures mig1!.t succeed in securin, 
it:- . 

1. Grant of liberal terms of batai. 
2. Humane and equitable treatment on the part of the landlords towards 

the labourers. 
3. Grant of facilities to labourers to get village sites and water arrange-

ments. , 
4. Grant of small holdings to selected labourers to settle down as peasani; 

-proprietors. 
(b) In Sind, the shortage of labour is due to the fact tha~ there ill 

generally little monsoon and cultivation is carried on on the rIver water 
'-only which too is very uncertain. During the last thrall or four, decades 
irri~ational facilities have been considerably improved and larg~ arl3as 
rendered fit for cultivation. On the other hand, there has been no 'com
mensurate increase in the labour. This accounts for the shortage of labour 
in the Province. 

The remedies to meet the shortage have already been sugge.sted i~ para
graph a (ii) above, ."iz., inducing the migration of the bordermg tribes. 

(c) The question does not arise in Sind at all as there is no surplus 
agricultural labour . 

. QuESTION 20.-MARKETING.-(a) and (b) The pre~nt mar~eting sys~m 
in Sind is defective, specially as regards cotton whICh IS the chief commerCIal 
product in Sind. ' 
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There are no regular markets for cotton to which it could be carried 
and sold. Cotton-ginning factorics are situated in some of the important 
cotton centres. The owners of such factories appoint agents in big villages 
and ~h.e agents in their .turn app~int sub-agents who are generally the 
local vIllage sowcars. Dally quotatIOns of cotton are communicated - by 
the factory owners to their agents ,and the R<Tents in their turn arrange 
to communicate them to the sub-agents. Owing~ however, to back of proper 
postal and telegraI?hic arr.angements in the mo/wsiZ, the village sub-agents 
cannot get quotatIons dally but they do get them every third or fourth 
day. The village zamindarR effect transactions of cotton with the village 
80wcars who generally do not quote the proper market rates. The agri
culturist is ~hus at the mercy of the village 80wcar so far as the rates of 
cotton are concerned. In weight also he is at his mercy as the '8owcar does 
not generally use true weights. 

The factory ow~ers make their owJJl trarisport arrangements for the 
transport of cotton from the fields to their 'godowns and, after ginning and 
pressing, send on the pressed bales to the big firms at Karachi' who in their
turn arrange for shipment of the bales to the proper destination. 

The present arrangement is defectJve from the following main stand
points:-

1. That the producer does not get adequate price or weight of his 
'produce. 

2. There being too many middlemen, e.g., the village 8owcars, agents 
of factories, the factory owners themselves fmd the intermediate firms 
at Karachi, the actual cost to the consumer is very heavy as each middle
man charges his own. percentage of commission. 

, 3. The factory owners gin and bale cotton generally without sorting or 
grading it and so, except in rare instances, no premium is given to th& 
cultivators who grows a superior variety. There is, therefore, no induce
ment to the cultivators to grow select varieties of cctton. 

To meet the above difficulties, I would in the first instance suggest. 
that the Government may provide means whereby daily quotations of cotton, 
market conditions and general information regarding cottOI!: may be made 
availuble to the cultivator. The other difficulties, e.g., of proper weights. 
etc., will, in my opinion, be well solved after the Marketing Bill is passed 
and comes into operation as a regular Act .. 

QUESTION 22.-Co-oPERATloN.~a) (i) The co-operative movement is pri
marily the people's movement and as such all attempts for its expansion and_ 
development should legitimately be expected to emanate from the people, 
the function of Goverb;ment· being mainly to arrange' for audit and to 
see. that no infringement or violation of the Act and rules takes place. 
Commensurate with the grewth of the movement should, therefore, be the
stren<Tth of the Government staff for the above functions~ As 'regards 
prop:ganda, supervision and development, I would submit that till the 
Co-operative Institute and other non-official bodies are able to., gat~er 
sufficient strength, the official and honorary staff should be adequately mam
tained. Honorary organisers are non-official gentlemen, recruited generally 
from the agricultural class. and as such command much confidence of the 
people. While, the:r:ef<;>rel they are require~ for a long time still to ed.ucate
the people in the- prmclples of co-operatIOn and management of I?rImary 
credit societies in the tracts already covered by tho movement, their necd 
is far greater for the formation and de~elopment of similar societies in tracts. 
where co-operation has not yet set its foot. 

As regards agricultural Don-credit societies, the~. requir.e much business 
capacity and experience to make them sll:ccessful. WIth a ':lew t.o encourage
their growth and development, lit speCIal propaganda officer IS necess~ry 
who, after studying the local economic conditions, should be able to furmsb 
advice und opinion how these institutions may be run success~ully .. 'l'~e 
feasibility of elltertaining special propaganda officers for noli-credlt SOCIeties 
should receive sympathetic consideration from Government. 
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(ii) The Centr~l Co-~perati~e Institute, Bombay, and itS branches are 
the best non-officlal bodies which could carryon the work of propaganda 
and de~elopment of the co-operative movement. They should" therefore 

enr?l, more me~her8 and c:ollect pIore funds to be really able to execute th~ 
legltlIn~te portion of their duties. Government might, also subsidise them 
adequately to enable them to play their part well. 

:t:aluka ,development associations and supervising unions are also non
offiCIal bodies which can and do play an important part towards the growth 
and development of the movement. These institutions also deserve sym-
pathy and encouragement. ' 

,(b), Ob~erv~tion8 on credit, 8oCieties,-(i) Thegl'owth of primary credit 
8Ocle~le8 In Smd has been furly satisfactory. In 1918 when the Province 
of Smd was, placed, in charge of the Registrar, Co-operative Societies, 
Bombay Presldellc:y:. and a separate, Assistant Registrar appointed for it, 
there were only sixty-three simple credit societies with a membership ot 
nearly 3,000 and a working capital of Ii lakhs. To-day there are over' 900 
oeo-operative societies with a membership of nearly 40,000 and a working 
caplt8;1 of nearly Ii crores. These societies are fully satisfying the needs 
of their members so far they relate to their current agricultural requirements. 
Some of the societies have gone still further and have (out of their own 
resources), redeemed the' old debts of some' of their, members and finance 
the~ also. for small land improvements. With, $uc4, adequate finance the 
a~rlculturlsts have in several villages severed their connections altogether 
!Vlth the moneylenders. They have effected improvements .in cultivation and 
IIlcreased both the lIrea under cultivatiQn asaL~o the yield of the land. 
So~e .have, partly with their own savings and partly by raising loans frOID 
SOCIeties, purchased new lands also. In short, a distinct change for the 
better is visible in the life of the agriculturists where co-operative societies 
have been established. 

In the beginning, co-operative credit societies were confined only to 
khatedars (persons actually holding lands) but subsequently it was found 
that the har;' (tenant at will) also stood in as much need of finance as the 
landlord. Gradually, therefore, steps were taken to enlist haris also into 
societies. For getting loans, however, they are invariably required to fur
nish, as sureties, only such of the members as are actual holders of land. 

The maximum lending limit in primary credit societies. being ~athe~ 
low for large landholders, steps have been taken to orgamse zammdarl 
banks on the same credit principles but while simple societies can lend 
money only up to Rs. 500 in the ordinary course and Rs. 1,000 with the 
special sanction of the Registrar, the zamindari banks can advanc~ loans 
to individual zamindars up to Rs. 5,000. Three institutions of this kind 
have 80 far been established and are working satisfactorily. They have 
gone a great way to meet the requirements of big zamindars and as such 
have become very popular with them. 

(ii) Purchase societies.-There are a few seed and supply sopieties in 
Sind, but, in my opinion, they' could b,: run ,better if t~eir area of operations 
were widened and if' .they were supplIed With seeds, Implements ,and other 
agricultural requisites from some big central agency, For ~hIS" spe,}lal 
Government facilities are required, e.g., half the cost of runnmg expenses 
may be borne b:v Government for the first fiv? :years and one-fo'!-rth ~or 
the next five. Free advice of Government specialIsts on the techmcal Side 
of the busi ness should also be afforded. 

(iii) Sale Societies.-Whatever arrangement may be made to provide' adc~ 
quate and cheap credit to the agriculturists, or select seed, man,!-res ana 
implements, experience has shown that tHey do not stand ~ to gam muc:'t 
by them unless and until arrangements are made for the disposal of their 
produce at proper rates. On ~ccount. of the tricks .of th,e mi~dlemen in 
rates, weighments, etc., the ,agr)culturls~ ,do not realise fall' prices for ,the 
produce. ' Through co-operative sale SOC'letles tJ;1ey get pr.oper rates, ,prices 
and true weighments. Besides, if at harvest time .there IS a slump III: t~e 
market on account of the rings formed by .the sowcars, the sale sOCIeties 
advance about three-fourth of the value of the grain deposited with them 
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to the agriculturists for their needs and dispose of the grain when favow.r. 
able prices are restored. In the absence of co-operative sale organ.isations, 
the produce is purchased by the village sowcars who do not generally make
full payment for the whole quantity purchased. They pay the amount 
pieoemeal. Moreover, in several instances the 8owcar, adjust the pl'oduC6' 
towards the old debts of the agriculturists. By selling through sale societies 
prompt and full payment is. ensured .. There are, however, difficulties 
peculiar to Sind in the working of cotton sale societies, e.g.-

1. The big merchants generally contract forward sales with the agricul
turists and grant advances. Produce must there(ore· go to them. The 
sale societies cannot undertake this speculative sort of business. 

2. Again there are transport difficulties. The agriculturists generally 
do not carry their prllduce to the central places for sale. They sell on the 
spot to the agents of factory owners who make their own 'transport arrange
ments. The sale societies in their turn find it difficult to do so in the
beginning. 

3. Before entrusting the produce to sale societies the agriculturists 
insist en immediate settlement of the rates, and co-operaive sale organisa
tions' cannot offer quotations before getting the produce and actually 
disposing it of. . 

The Marketing Bill o·n the table of the Bombay Legislative Council 
might to some extent meet the difficulties .but a special Government officer 
for non-credit work is, in my opinion, very necessary for organising and 
developing the sale societies. 
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Oral Evidence. 
5~485. The Chairman: Khan Bahadur Azimkhan you' are Assistant 

l(,eg;str~r of Co-t.perative Societies in SindP-¥es. ' 
(;1>486. The Commiss!on has be~ore' it your note of evidence, which we 

have ~ad an opportumty of readmg. Do you wish at this 8ta~ to add 
anythmll; to t~at statement, or may we ask you a few questions?-You 
may ask questIons. 

5~487 .. 1 think you have been Assistant Registrar of Co-operative societies 
In Smd SlDce 1918P-Yes. . 

59488 .. So that, you. hav~ witnessed a very considerable progress of the 
co-operatlve movement m SmdP-Yes. 

?9~89 .. Would you .tell the Commi~ion what is your experience and your 
~ram!ng m eo-operatlon generally prIor to 1918P-I had inspected societies 
In Smd when I had taken over charge; and they were on the deposit 
system. People had to deposit RH. 5 once and they became members. 
There was no principle of thrift. . 

59490. What I really want to get· from you is whether you had seen 
any co-operative work in other parts of India or elsewhereP-When 1 
was appointed, I was deputed to study co-pperation in the Bombay Presi. 
dency, the Punjab and other parts. . 

59491. You made a tourP~Yes. I toured for about three months in the 
Presidency and in the Puniab. -

. 5949l!. Did you find that valuable P-It was of vel') great value. It 
helped me a great deal in organising societies here. 

59493. On page 108, you have given us a statement of the progress 
of the movement. The growth of primary credit societies in Sind is fairly 
satisfactoryP-Yes. 

59494. There were only 63 primary credit societi~ in 1918, and to-day 
there are 900 P-OVer 900. 

59495. Can you give the Commission any idea as to how many societies 
have been closed down owing to their being in an ,unsatisfac1;ory stateP
About 15. 

59496. What is your policy; to close down where things are unsatis
factory, or leave them aloneP-We close down when there is mismanage

.ment, and when the people are found to be heavily in arrears. 
59497. Do you find that the individual co-operator in Sind ~JDderstands 

the princi pIes of eo-operation P-Yes; generally. 
59498. How has he learnt those principlesP-We have been holding con

ferences annually in every district, and there are the training classes for 
managing comm.ittee members and secretaries. 

59499. You hold conferences in districtsP-Yes. There are the training 
classes for managing committee members and .secretaries: Then there a~t' 
the honorary organisers who go about from VIllage to VIllage and ex.plan' 
the principles of co-operation to the members of the managing commIttees 
and other members in general. Then there are the. a~ditors and m;vs~lf. 
All of us meet the people and explain to them the prInCIples. The. SOCIetIes 
that have been. in existence for more than three years are now domg well, 
and the members know their business and principles very well. 

59500. You have a centralised meeting for all SindP-Yes, we have 
got a Co-operative Institute for Sind, with headquarters at Hyderabad, 
which organises centralised meetings. 

59501. You hold an annual conferenceP-Yes. Such conferences are held 
under the auspices of the Institute. . 

59502. That is something quite different from the district ~onferencell 
that you have told us aboutP-Yes. . 

59503. In what language are the district conferences conductedP-In the 
vernacular, Sindhi. . 

59504. Is the meeting at which representatives from all Sind I!:ntht'r 
together conducted in the vernacularP-Yes. In the district conferoncelf 
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the representatives of all the societies of the district attend' in divisional 
conferences, representatives of all the districts attend. ' 

5.9505. The business is conducted in the vernacular P-Yes .. 
59506. Are you satisfied with the working of the Central Banks?

They are doing very good' work. 
59507. How many Central Banks are there P-8ix. 
59508. How about the audit P Are you satisfied with your auwt p-

o Yes., Audit of every socillty is conducted every year by the Government' 
.auditor, and for the banks a IUlecial auditor comes from Bombay. 

59509. How long a time does it take for your auditor to audit the 
oooks of primary societies P-Two or three days. 

59510. Is- that not going pretty fast?-No. It is quite enough because 
!in the village societies the transactions are very small. '. 

59511. Your experience has been that when you get outside the credit 
purpose, there is some difficulty in obtaining management P-Yes. 

59512. Is it your general policy rather to extend on the credit side 
,than to make experiments on the side of sale P-After establishing credit, 
1n . one area' we have organised four sale societies. Two of them are doing 
fairly well and two are yet new. But we have difficulties in organising 
.such societies, which I have stated in my note. 

59513. I think the link between the co-operative movement and the 
.Agricultural Department in Sind is very closeP-Yes. 

59514. And you yourself have. worked hard at recommending' agricul
tural improvements when you have been going round, quite apart from 
your work in connection with the co-operative movement?-I have been 
doing agricultural propaganda work in addition to co-operation. . 

59515. Is the co-operative movement in Sind distributing any seed P
Yes, there are the taluka development associations which have been dis-
tributing seed. ' 

59516. But tbat is through the taluka development associationsP-Yes. 
59517. There is no co-operationP-They are registered under the Co-

Gperative Societies Act. • 
59518. Are they registered as co-operative societiesP-Yes. 
59519. All ofthemP-All of them in Sind: 
59520. Are they credit. societies P-They are not credit societies. 
59521. Are they better farming societiesP-Yes, they are similar insti

tutions. There are three functions' that they ar~ doing. In fact, the 
aim of the taluka develOpment associations is an all-round development of 
agriculture and the general amelioration' of the condition of the agri
culturists. First they develop agriculture, and then co-operation. They have, 
.many other activities also. 'As regards agriculture, I have given full details 
in my note. They have each a trained kamgar who goes from village to 
village, and demonstrates on the fields of the cultivators modern implements 
:side by side with the local ones, and proves to the people the superiority of 
the modern implements. For co-operation they entertain. a supervisor who 
illSpects all the societies in the taluka and trains seGretaries and managing 
committee members. He places the inspection memorandum before the 
managing committee -of the association. and in that way they have been help
ing co-operation. There are other' activities also which they perform in addi
tion to this. They ventilate the grievances of the agriculturists. On the re
presentation of associations, several silted canals have ~een cle!1red, water 

facilities have in some cases, been afforded to people, Inconvemences have 
been enquired'into and remedied. and forest facilities offered. Besides this, 
-thev have been distributing quinine free. These are the things that most of 
them arQ, doing. 
, 59522. How are these' taluka, development associations, when they are 

co-operative societies, organisedP Have they any capitalP-:-Yes. Each 
ordinary member has to pay one or two rupees. There. are two classes 
of ordiuary members" paying one rupe~, and two rupees; a hfe member pays 
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Rs. 25, an~ patrons PIU' Rs. 2.00. In these associations there are a 00<1 

numbe~ of hfe members and ordmary members. Government also gives ~em 
a subsIdy, equal to the amount of expenditure, subject to a maximum of 
Re. 1,000. ' 

595~3. Is any work of this nature being carried on in districts where, 
there IS no. taluk~ devel~pment association at work P-I was given eleven 
talukas for mtens~ve. agrI~ultural p~opaganda work, .and I organised taluka 
development assoclatlOnS'm the~, m order to carryon agricultural propa
ganda work thro~gh them; but In other places we ha,ve supervising unions, 
who have superVIsors, and they too have been carrying on the same work 
to some extent. Beyond these there is no other ag('ncy. . , 

59524 •. Are t~er!, any taluka development a~sociations which are not 
co",?pc:ratlve sOCletlesP-No. All of them are registered as co-operative. 
SocIetIes. 

59525. In answer to Question 6 (iii), you say that the cultivators do. 
not hold up th,.eir crops in hopes of obtaining a better market. Is that due
to lack of. marl[eting credit P-They stand· in need of money at the time. 
of the harvest. 

59526. That is it. They lack marketing credit?-Yes. 
59527. Th!'y cannot hold the cropP-No, they cannot hold the crop

generally. 
59528. Is any wood for fuel' grown co-operatively in any districtP'-No. 
59529. Have. you interested yourself in the improvement of the breeds. 

of animalsP-No, at present we concentrate our attention on credit, but 
we are going to non-credit also; we have started some non-credit societies_ 

59530. Are the taluka development associations taking any interest ilh 
animal husbandryP-No. 

59531. They interest themselves only in cultivation P~nly in cult'ivatjon .. 
59532. Not at all in animals, improving breeds or improving the prac

tice of looking after animalsP-They are considering it. 
59533. When was the first taluka development association foundedP

About four years ago. 
59534. So that they are quite youngP-Yes. 
59535. What about your cotton sale societies; are they doing wellP

We have no cotton sale societies in Sind; we propose to start them as. 
early as possible. . 

59536. Have you considered, at all, the advisability of forming cotton salt. 
BocietiesP-Yes, we are thinking of starting some. , 

59537. What. about managementP"':"'For that we will have to sec~re com-· 
petent managers. The Sind Central Co-operative Bank has appolllte~ ~~ 
officer and deputed him to go to the Presidency to see ~ow the sale .soCletles. 
are being run there; after he returns from the PresIdency we WIll make-
s beginning here. ' 

59538. What exactly is your staffP-I have got one' auditor for every' 
district (in: all six), one Deputy Assistant Registrar whose post ~as been:, 
in existence for the last four years in order to relieve me to do. agrIcultural! 
propaganda work; besides these,'. there are honorary orgams~rs. . 
, 59539. How many honorary organisers have you P-About SIxteen dIS-

trict honorary organisers. , 
59540. Do you think they are enthusiastic; are they doing good work P-, 

Yes. fIi' . I 
59541. Is the movement guided mainly by officialsP-No, by non-o cIa s_ 
59542 Mllinly by non-officialsP-Yes. In the beginning,. the mo.vement 

was initiated by the department and societies ,,:ere orgamsed by It; but 
later on the work was given to honorary orgalllsers; and the~ c~me the 
Co-operative'Institute which has taken up the work of orgalllsatlon and 
supervision to .some extent. ' 

59543. Do you find that many of your prImary credit society members 
borrow from the society and aslo borrow from I,he sowcarP-Among members 
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of those societies which have been in existence for more -than three years, 
there is hardly any member who borrows from the 8owcar. In the case 
of new societies which have been in existence only for one or two years, the 
members generally borrow from both the sowcar and the society in the 
beginning. But I do not know of any society of three years' standing 
whose members borrow from the sowcar. 

59544. Have many societies financed their members' debtsP-Yes. Small 
debts have been liquidated by many societies; in some cases the Central 
Banks have also advanced loans to them for that purpose. 

59545. To individualsP-To individuals through the societies, to liquidate 
old debts, And I think members of a good many societies are now free 
from debt, but there is. still a large number of members who require long 
term loans. 

59546. When a Central Bank makes a loan for the liquidation of a 
member's loan, what form does the loan takeP-Debt redemntion loans; 
they are long-term loans. 

59547. For ten yearsP-For five years, generally. 
59548. Secured on mortgageP-Yes. The old mortgages are redeemed, 

and loans are advanced on the mortgage of the land of the' borrower. 
59549., Do you think that the activities of the co-operative credit 

societies have yet had any influence on the. rate of inte~est charged by the 
so,vcar?-Yes; I think the -rate of interest in -areas in which co-operation 
has developed has been brought down to a cl!rtain extent. 

59550. What, in your judgment, is the principal factor which tends, in 
Sind, to prevent the more rapid spread of co-operative creditP-It is the 
illiteracy of the people. 

59551. Do village feuds tend to prevent the growth of village societiesP
No. We have generally few big villages; we have many hamlets. In 
'places where co-operation has developed, I think village feuds have been 
brought under. 

59552. You group hamlets togetherP-Yes. 
59553. Sir Jflmes lIlacKefl.na: Do you find repayment of loans regularP

Mostly regular in Sind. 
59554. And as soon as a loan: has been repaid" do you issue a similar 

or a larger amount on the same day?-Not on the same day; after some 
time, when the normal credit stl1tement is prepared the amount is given 
according to the agriculturist's requirements. 

59.355. Has there been a marked improvement in th~ quality of societies 
during the last nine years; are the societies registered in 1918 on: a better 
footing now than they ,'Were in 1918?-Yes; they have accumulaied very 
large "hare capital and' also reserve funds, and they are in a :flourishing 
condition generally. 

59556. Have they got their owp capital?-Yes; they borrow from the 
banks, and they have their own capita! as well. 

59557. And reserve funds P-Ann res~rve too. 
59558. Who are the guiding spirits of your societies ~s a rule?-The 

members of the managing committee. . 
59559. Who is the secretary as a rule?-He is an agriculturist generally. 
5fl560. Not a sclioolmast,erl'-Sometimes, when we are not able to find 

any agriculturist as secretary, then a schoolmaster is selected, but generally 
we have agriculturists as secretaries. 

59561. And you find that the agriculturist secretaries have got suffi-
cient 'education: to keep accounts and books?-Yes. • 

59532. What sort of education have they; 4th standard?-4th, 5th or 
6th standard. 

59503. Professor Gangulee: You state that the taluka development ass~ 
ciations are registered under the Co-operative ~ct. .U~der what classl
ficatiou are they put down P-They are non-credlt SOCIetIes. 
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. 59?&,. You say that the executive of the taluka development associ a-
110n IS elected every y~ar. Coul,d you tell ns how they are electedP,-They 
are elected, as managing committee members of other bodies are elected 
by the general body. ' 

59565. One mall onlf voteP-Yes: 
59566. Who are the members of the ta:luka development associations P

rhe zamindars and the people of the taluka most. of whom are memb·ers 
of co-operative societies. ' 

59567. Is there any hari (cultintor) as memberP-Yes. 
59568. He has the same number of votes as the zamindarP-Yes, every

one has got one vote. 
59569. You described the taluka development associations and you told 

us, i~ ~riefl their programme of work. Do you find that they have developed 
~ spI.rlt of s,elf-helpP-Yes, a good deal; in fact, the propaganda work 
18 being .ca~rled o~ by them; the! have got their own: establishment, and 
the associations whICh have been In existence for the last three years have 
been doing work independently. 

59570. With the Government subsidy of Rs. 1,OOOP-Yes; they. get half 
of their expenditure subject to a maximum of Re. 1,000. . 

59571. Do you think that for extending their activities the taluka develop
ment associations require more moneyP-No; I do not think so; what they 
get is quite enough. I know that in the Presidency ,they have asked for 
more than Re. 1,000 and Government have given the' same to them; but I 
think the funds in Sind are quite adequate to meet the expenditure. 

59572. Turning to the co-operative movement, before you form a primary 
society do you undertake a preliminary survey of the area in which the 
society is going to be established P-Thework of organisation is being 
done by honorary organisers nowadays. They go to the place· see the 
people, explain to them the objects of societies and· ask them to see the 
working of neighbouring societies and so on. Sometimes they have to go 
twice or thrice. They see whether a good chairman and a secretary are 
available and whether good managing committee members can be got to 
conduct the work. Then they hold an enquiry into the neetls of the 
people, etc., and make a report to us; we examine the papers and submit 
them to the Registrar. 

59573. Who are the members of the primary societies; landlords or 
hamP-Both zamindars and hari,. 

59574. Both belong to the same societyP-Yes. But, as I have s~ated, 
for big zamindars we have organised a few zaminrlari banks and zammdars 
who pay an assessment of Re. 500, and more can become members a.nd get a. 
loan up to the maximum of Re. 5,000. At prese~t we have orgamsed o';lly 
three such institutions, one in Thar Parkar, one In Larl!:ana and the thIrd 
one in Shikarpur. 

59575. Could you tell us what proportion the membership of haris bears 
to the membership of the zamindars in the best organised of your primary 
societies?-In Thar Parkar district more than half are haris, and ill the 
Hyderabad district, where the number of small holders is larger, we have 
got a larger number of khatedar8 as members. 

59576. You told us that the members of the societies unt1.erstood, the
principle of co-operation; do you find those membera acquiring the virtue 
of thrift P-Yes. Every member is' required to invest in the shares of the 
society a certain amount every year; the very fact that th~y have invested 
more than they are. bound to invest and that the share capItal has reached 
in several societies up to Re. 4,000 or _ Re. 5,000 .shows t~a~ t~ey have 
understood that principle. Each member as a ,rule IS subscrIbing In shares 
ten rupees in the first year, twenty rupees in the second year, fiftYlrupees 
in the third, year, and so on, quite voluntarily. 

59577. You explained to us that loans are sanctioned for redeeming old 
debts; for what other purposes are loans sani'tioned P-For small land 
improvement schemes, for seeds, for manure an·l for all current neetls, 
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_ 59578. Supposing a' menlber borrows from the society Rs. 500 for land 
lmproveme!1t , but spends out of that three hundred rupees on a marria e 
ceremony, IS there any check?-Yes. In the case of land improvement loa! 
.a great check is exercised by the managing co=ittee ' 

59579. But how do you do that ?:-The managing 'committee is required' 
to see to that. • • . 

59580. Sir Chunilal Mehta: Will you please explain yourself a little 
more clearly?-In, the case of. lan~ improvement loans special caro is 
taken to see that money that IS gIven for land improvement is devoted 
to tha~ purpose. only. Even ~n the case of loans for current needs, the 
managmg commIttee are reqUIred to see that every member uses the loan' 
ior the purpose for which it is taken 

59.581. lIfr. Calvert: Suppose a ma~ takes Rs. '500 for iand improve~ent, 
:and ~nstead of. spending that loan on land improvement spends it on the
marrIage of hIS d!iughter, what happens then; that is .the question?-l 
know. of n? such. mstances. Un.der our rules and practice the managing 
<commIttee IS reqUIred to see to It and they do keep a vigilant watch over 
the proper use of loans, ' 

59582. Sir Chunilal Mehta: You said that you knew of no. such instance. 
In the' cas~ of loans .for land i~provemeI).t the managing committee is 
perhaps capable of seemg how far the money has been used for the pur
pose for which it is taken. I suppose loans are taken also for current 
needs. You know that in Sind you can take loans up to a maximum of 
Rs. 1,000. Supposing one-third of the loan is used for purposes which 
.are not current needs of agriculture, then what is the result? If the 
managing co=ittee find out that the member has misused the money 
in this way, what happensP-We recall the mouey; 

59583. That is all; there is no other punishment?-No. The movement 
was in its infancy, and no punishment w;as given. 

59584. And now?-=-Now, there is a strict watch which is effective and 
bas given good results. 

59585. How do you keep a ·strict wateh ?-Through the managing ,pom
mittee. 

59586. 'Professor Gallgulee: Is there an.v limit to the maximum amount 
~f loan admissible to a member P-Ordinarily Rs. 500 is the limit, but with 
the sanction of the Registrar loans up to Rs. 1,000 may be advanced. 

59587. You staFe that in Sind owing to the enforcement of the Deccan 
Agriculturists' Relief Act ana the Encumbered. Estates Act the credit of 
:agrictiIturists has fallen considerably with the sotvcar. Can you explain 
thatP-The Manager, Encumbered Estates, has power to cancel mortgages 
and take possession of the land. What happens as a result is that the 
village sowcar nowadays gives only seed, grain and provision to the zamindar 
on credit but no cash. Cash is given in the case of big and intluential 
l1lamindars only, but to ordinary zamindars the sow car refuses to give cash 
loans except on outright sale of land. 

59588. Is it your view tha~ the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act and 
the Encumbered Estates Act have functioned successfully in Sind?-Yes, 
they have . 

. 59589. You say the enforcement of a Land Alienation Act in Sind 
appears very necessary; What is your reason for holding this. view?
Because at present,' on account of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act 
and th~ Encumbered Estates Act, outright sale deeds are executed, and 
in most cases the land is not returned to tbe zamindars. If the Land 
Alienation Act is passed, the land, if sold, will go only to ag!icu!turists 
who will pay the market price fQr it fat least. As I have saId, It now 
goes at less than: the market rate. 

59590. Are you familiar with the Punjab conditions? You v.isited tll-e 
Punjab; did you not ?-I visited the Punjab for only a short penod. . 

59591. Do you know how the Land Alienation Act works thereP-I 
heard from p.eople there that it was working very well. 
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59592. :J?o you think' that t~e conditions in Sind are' similar ,to those 
~f the P~nJab?-I do ~o~ kn,ow exactly, but as thiil Province is a neighboUr
mg ProVlnce, the conditions should to a eertain extent be similar. 

5~5~3. The point is, do the conditious which compelled the Punjab 
~d~mlStrators to pass the Land Alienation Act exist in Sind so as to 
Justify the enact~ent of such. legislation fC?r Sind ?-In . my opinion, on. 
4ccount of the eXistence o! t~e Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act and' the 
Encumbered Estates ~ct, It '18 more necessary here. . ' . 

59594. As regards labour, you speak of h~mane and equitable treatment 
by the landholders of their' haris; what is the position now P-The zamindars. 
take hard work from the haris and do not treat them well in some cases. 

59595. Have many instances of such treatment come to your notice?
At least some. 
, .59?96. Are these harj-s. who are badly treated I JIlembers of co-operative. 
80c1etles ?-Not necessarlly. . 

59597. ,!he Ohairma?l': 18 the hari. able to treat the zamindar badlyP
Yes, at times the han run8 away With the zami.ndar's money. 

5959S. ProfessOT Gangulee: 'He cannot run away very far' can he? YoU! 
are familiar with the Cotton Markets 'Bill in Bombay. Do 'you think that. 
Bill will answer your purpose?-Yes. 

59599. -r:ou s!'y that the co-operative movement. is .primarily the people's 
movement m Smd. Most of the people are harts (cultivators); are they 
noH-Yes; but there are also many zamindars. . . 

59600. But the haris predominate?-Yet the land 'belongs to the zamindar. 
59601. Yes; the people are the haris. I suggest that it is not primarily 

a people's movement because the demand for co-operative' societies did not 
originate from the hari. ?-In fact the haris are ill greater need of credit 
than the zamindars and they have also joined the' movement. 
. 59602. Do you think the c6-0perative. movement was of great use in 
the recent flood relief workP-Yes. Soon after the floods the Central ·Banks. 
sent down their inspect!)rs and other. officers to enquire into. the details.' 
of damages, and they advanced' loans to members of societies. At the 
end of August about two lakhs were distributed. 

59603. These two lakhs were distributed through the co-ope;rativE!' 
8ocietiesP-Yes, through the .co-operative societies to members of co-opera~ 
tive societies. Now, we have under contemplation the formation of housing 
societies for those people whose houses' have' been damaged' or demQlished. 
We have already organised about ten societies, and I think before the end. 
of November we shall organise societies in about thirty villages more. 

59604. You said that the co-operative movement is primarily a people'!!' 
movement; may I ask you whether the communal poison has entered intOo 
this movementP-No, not so far. 

59605. Mr. Kamal: You have been working us propaganda officer ~or 
two years, combining the two posts of Assistant' Registra~ of C?-operatlv& 
Societies and Agricultural Propaganda Officer. 'Do you thmk thiS arrange
ment is suitable for large areas? How many do you manage .at presentP
At present I am managing eleven talukas., 

·59606. Without any detriment to the' co-operative movementP-Y.es, 
because I have been given one deputy ,,:ho .relieves ·me of my.co-?peratlve 
work to a certain extent. I have put .hlm In charge of two districts, and 
four districts I· have taken over myself. 

59607. If that deputy were not given to you, as combined Propaganda 
Officer and Assistant Registrar how many talukas would' you be able tOo 
manaae ?-I think three or four talukas. • 
• 5960S. Have you any agricultural trainingP-No. I have b~en given a 
stall' of agricultural experts, graduates, who have been carrymg on the-
work. . 

59609. But in your own capaci1:y as Agricul~ural Propaganda Om,cer 
you have no knowledge of technical questionsP-No knowledge of techmcal 
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qpes~ions; but here we,have to propagate only a few things: pure seeds to bE. 
distributed, moderlt implements to be popularised and modern methods 
,~o be adopted; so, in consultation. with the agricultural officers the work 
IS done through the taluka development associatiollB;' I simply' help them 
in the work. ' 

59610. Has this system bcen tried in other parts of t;he Presidency 
to your lmowledge?-No, I do ,not think so, 

59611. Is this the first example in Sind?-Ycs. 

59612. And you think it can work satisfactorily?-It has worked 
satisfactorily. 

59613. From your own point of view?-Yes. The Agricultural Depart
ment have also appreciated it. 

59614. Wi.th regll;rd to ;the taluka. development associations, on an average, 
how many Villages 111 the taluka have you here in this part of the .country 
to look afterP-We )lave got dehs consisting of hamlets and villages· there 
are about fifty to sixty dehs in a taluka consisting of several huncheds of 
hamlet-s and villages; sometimes a de"" consists of even ten or fifteen 
hamlets. 

59615. You are' counting it in terms of dells; I am trying to find out 
how many taluka development associations would be really necessary for 
a taluka: whether one or two ?-One I think is quite enough. 

a9616. One would be quite able to cope with the work of all the villages 
concerned ?-Yes; they can' appoint more kamga'rs if they find it necessary .. 

59617. 'I'ake a concrete case and tell me how many villages that parti
cular taluka has and with how many of those villages your has association 
come into contactP-As a matter of fact. all the associations have visited 
all the dehs in the taluka within these three or four years. 

59618. That does not mean much. You mean to say that each village 
has been visited on one day out of the 365 days? Will you make your 
statement clearer. I want to know whether 'each village has, reeeived 
your attention sufficiently in regard to propaganda so as to make your 
work effective?-Yes. 

59619. Now take any particular village and tell me how many days 
'You work there?-We can take in the Hyderabad taluka, the Hatri group. 
The taluka is qh'ided into groups; there are four groups in the taluka. In 
each group, of course, in the beginning I spent about ten or fifteen days, and 
then again after two or three months I went there and spent about five or 
six days. In that way three time~ at least in a year I have been going tltere. 

59620. I have not yet received an answer to my question. 'l'ake a 
particular village. On ho\V; many days or 110w many times has that village 
received your attention?-I say from time to time, not at one time. 

59621. Never mind that. Take any village in Hyderabad taluka; which 
one have you in mind ?-Hatri. 

59622. How many days could you pay attention to that village, say in 
one year or in two years 'Or four yearsP-I do not remember exactly 
the number 'of days, but I have been there several times a year and the 
work is actually carried on by the agricultural experts un~er the ~ntrol 
and guidance of the taluka development association's committee; I sllDply 
help them, draw up 'a programme for them and see how they have. been 
working. 

59623. In short, each village gets sufficient attention from y<!ur. k?-mgars 
in a steady continuous manner so as to make t,he work. effective; IS that 
it?-Yes. 

59624. With regard to these demonstration plots, you hav~ illustrated t~e 
fact that demonstration is effective if there are comparative plots, tWlll 

'plots?-Yes, that is very successful b'l~ause it. couvinces the people very 
mucl1.. 
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59~25 .. Whp"'l demo!llltration is done on the cultivators' plots, is it quite 
_ntialln your experIence to have taese comparative twin plotsP-Yes.' 

\ 59626. A single pl.lt is of ng use ?-A single. plot is not of much lise 
.if th~ new and old methods of farming are demonstrated to them in t~ 
\way, It appeals to them very much. 

. 59627. So that it is essential for good work to have two rival plotsP-
'Yes, for demonstration purposes. 

59628. You refer to the effects of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act 
nere. Are the provisions of that Act very much applied in SindP-Yes' 
.except some sections, it is applicable to Sind. ' 

59629. The Chairman.: I am .not sure the witness understood that ques
.tioa. Is this Act often invokedP-Yes. 

59630. It is often usedP-Yes. 

59631. Your answer was that it applied except as regards some sections? 
--Only one SectiOll. 

59632. lIlr. Kamat: Except for one section the Act is applied to ihe rest 
of Sind P-Yes. . 

59633. Are the effects of that Act good or bad ?-They are good. 
59634. Are you aware that in other parts of the Presidency there is a 

feeling that the Act ought to be repealed ?-No, I think here it is working 
well. 

59635. If it is working well, why do you want the Punjab Land Aliena,.. 
-tion ActP-1t has become necessary on account of the .above two Acts to 
.apply the Land Alienation Act to Sind, as stated by me in the written 
note. 

59636. Under the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act, what happens, if 
I understand you aright, is this: if a man wants a small loan as com
pared with the value of his land (say his land is worth Rs. 5,000 and he 
-wants a loan of Rs" 500), he borrows it from somebody on a nominal sale 
·deed of his land; is that the caseP-Yes, in most cases. 

59637. Now if the Land Alienation Act were. applied to Sind and the 
'same man wanted a s1llll1110an of Rs. 500 on his land of the value of Rs. 5,000, 
to whom would he go: to an agricultu.rist?-Yes, because generally the 
-ilalea to the sowcar are done for a nominal price, and it would therefore be 
preferable for him to go to an agriculturist who will give him the market 
··value. 

59638. Yes, but you desire that one agriculturist should go to· another 
agriculturist for a 10anP-Yes,' in order to get the market price if the 

. Jand has to be sold. . 
59639. But is that possiblef-Yes. 

59640. You mean to say there are agriculturists who are richer and 
'who are in the habit of giving loans?-No, no agriculturism give any loans; 
'1 am thinking of the position if the land is to be sold. 

59641. You are talking of sales .only?-Yes. 

59642. But what will be the position of those wanting lo~ns, uIl:de~ the 
Deccan Agriculturists' Relief ActP-They can have ,co-operatIve SOCIetIes. 

59643. You are branching off on to something el8e; you mea~ you want 
"to drive them to societiesP-Not drive them exactly, but that IS the best 
solution. 

59644. In that CBse neither the Deccan Reljef Act nor the other :Act will 
work; your case does not. cover either ?-The people can get thelr loans 

. from the societies ea~ily. 
59645. Thim you say you want Bocieties?-Yes, for the good of the agri-

1)ulturists. At present, on account of these Acts, much _.of the land passes 
.out of the hands ·of the agriculturists . 
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59646. In this Pro-vince, is there a very large number of rich zamindars? 
-T~ere are big zamindars but not rich zamindars; there are very few' rich 
zamlndars. 

59647. Say fro~, twenty thousand acres. and upwardsP-Yes, in some 
cases. 

59648. Generally do they contribute to the taluka development associa-, 
tions to the extent of Rs. 1,000 in full, or even more if you want it from 
themP-No. Ordinary members pay only one rupee subscription, life mem
,bers twenty-five. and patrons, two hundred rupees; the association also 
receives a' subsidy from Government according to the expenditure. 

59649. Are all tho~ associations drawing the full value of the subsidiesi' 
-Not all, but some of them do get Rs. 1,000. 

59650. That means 'they have not made up their private sUbscriptions 
of Rs. 1,000 in the case of all the associationsP-Yes, not all. 

59651. Although there are rich zamindars in Sind. Are there rich 
zamindars on their subscription lists P-There are some. 

59652. They also contribute only one rupeeP-No, they are mostly life 
members and pay twenty-five rupees. ~ 

59653. Why are' you suggesting that there should be special propaganda 
officers for the establishment of co-operative purchase or sale societies i' 
Is your department, as at present equipped, unable. to understand the 
business principles of sale or purchase societies?-·No, the point is that the 
propaganda officer will first study market conditions and see how these 
sale societies have been working in the Presidency; then he will be a 
member of our staff' and will carryon the work. 

59654. M,·. Jamshed Mehta: You have been speaking about the Deccan 
Relief Act and the Encumbered Estates Act. The statement has been made 
that owing to these two Acts credit has come under dispute; that means 
that the Bowcar, the moneylender, is not willing tc. lend the money owing 
to the restrictions imposed by the Act?-Yes. 

59655. Now, supposing the co-operative societies are not started, you ar& 
not able to start them at various places or the people do not want co
operative societies, do you still propose that these Acts should be main
tnined?-Yes. I told you that at present the village BOwcar ordinarily gives 
his customers only' grain, seed and some money for miscellaneous expenses, 
,but not big cash loans. A rich zamindar who has got credit with the 
village sowcar or with whose infiuencehe has' been dealing with his haris, 
is given some cash ioans also, even without executing a bond; but ill 
ordinary cases he refuses to give ca~ loans except when an outright sale 
deed of land is executed. 

59656. You have been'riarryiIig on agricultural propaganda for some time; 
have you been doing this because of your own personality, ~ecause you 
come in touch with the people, or on behalf of the Co-operatIve Depart
ment working as such P-I was the first man to organise co-operative societies 
in Sind alia they were found very successful. That is why I was given this 
work. ' 

59657. I will make my question clearer. Would you recommend o.r 
advocate that the Co-operative Department should be given charge of agrI
cultural propaganda?-No, not the charge but there should be co-ordination. 

59658 .. You made.' a statement that so far the co-operative societies have 
worked absolutely without any communal poison; do you anticipate or 
fear .01' have you seen any signs of that feelingP-N?. In. the case of house 
construction societies, however, we have been orgamsmg In every town one 
society for Hindus and one for Musalmans. 

596.39. But in the ordinary credit societies yon have not yet_ seen any 
particulnr preference given to one community or the otherP-No. 

59660.' illr.Kamat: :With regard to this last ques,tion, as to communal 
societies,' I SUPPOS& such societies have been "formed years ago ?-I _ do not 
know that about village societies. 
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59661. Hindu housing societies have been formed round about Bombay 
for years?-Yes, 

59662. I mean it is not a .recent phase~ It is ~ell recognised by your 

~
epartment P-But I am talkIng of thev!llaO'es· m the villages we had 
nly one c~edit society for a villa~e so far,"b~t now we have separate 
nes for. HIndus and Musalmans, In case. of house reconstruction. What 
am trymg to point out is that it is not a: recent poison as you suggested. 

. 59663. Mr . .TamBhed Mehta: Do you think the zamindari banks are quite 
1 ~ccord.ance with· the p~in<:iples of co-operation; do you approve of the 
z mlndan banks 011 the prlllClple of co-operationP-Yes. The big zamindars 
a as much in need of loans as the small landholders and so these banks 

started. 
59664. But why need we start co-operative banks? Would not they 

go to the. Imperial B~~k and the other banks to. get the moneyP-No, 1 
do not thInk so; the Jomt stock banks refuse to glVC them loans gener~lly. 

59665. So that this is a 'Ilia media or tentative' measure which you think 
ou ht to be encouraged?-Yes. 

59666. You must have learned that the Bombay Governmnet are start
in two mortgage banks in the PresidencyP-Yes . 

. 9667. Do you not think one is necessary in Sind alsoP-Yes, very 
neressary. 

6966B. Would YO'l like the Government to wait until they see whether 
the experiments in the other parts of the Presidency are successful, or 
do you desire that a land mortgage bank should be SElt up immediatelyP
I should like it to be done immediatel;r because already co-operation in 
Sind is well founded. 

59669. A witness makes a complaint with regard to taccavi. You know 
that we give taccavi sometimes through the co"operative societies to mem
bers?-Yes, for land. improveD;lent. 

59670. Have you any suggestion to make for the improvement of :the 
,distribution of taccaviP-None exc~pt, that it may be di~tributedthrough 
co-operative so'cieties. 

59671. Through societies or by any other cxpedients P-Through societies 
the system is working very well. The tacca-r:i should be given. adequately. 
At present it is inadequate. The m'l£7.htiarkars give hardly Rs. 200 or 
Rs. 300 per head. It is not given in accordance with the requirements of 
the people as it- the case in cc>-operative societies. Moreover, taccavi must 
be given at proper times; sometimes' people get it in June and July when 
the agricultural operations are nearly' over. . . 

59672. But could you suggest I).ny method of improvement in the agency 
of distribution?-No, wherever we have societies we have got enough ,funds 
in our banks j they have been lending freely. The taccavi which at present 
we get from Government is for land improvements only. 
. 59673. That was not my question; . my question was as to the act~al 

medium of distribution. From vour experience can you suggest any 1m
provement j do you find that the" people suffer from the present method of 
distribution P-I cannot suggest anything. 

59674. You said in answer to one of my colleagues that the haris also 
are members of- the societiesP-Yes. 

59675. Have you prepared any kind of statistics as to the percentage 
of the members of your nine hundred societies who are haris and the. 
percentage. who are landownersP-The ratio depends on each district 
separately. 

59676 .. Have you any statisticsP-No. 
59677. Do you not think statistics would be desirableP-Yes. 
59678. You have comeinto tOl).ch with many societies, and you have .made 

the statement that the han, run away with the money. In. your e:s:perleD:ce, 
what is the relationship between the zamindar and the han? Do you thInk 
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th~ zamindars are .at fault or do you think the ~ari8 are at fault? Can any
th~ng be done t? Iml?rove the status ?f the hans P My question is: do you 
thmk the relatIonshIp between zammdars and haris in Sind is good?
Yes, on the. whole I think so; but sO.me ~aris, being very poor, actually 
run away wIth the ~o~ey and the zammdars have c0l!sequently been put to 
loss and trouble. SimIlarly there are also complaints from the haria that 
they are not properly treated and that hard work is exacted from them. 

59679. The Chairman: Haris are a little scarce, are they notP-Yes.· 
59680. And a little co;y: occ~sionallyP-They being tenants, the zamindars' 

can turn them out at any time; they are at the mercy of the zamindar 
because they have not a permanent hold on the land. 

59681. lIlr. Jamshed Mehta: That is what I wanted to know. You have 
been Assistant Registrar of Co-operative Societies and have been instru
ment!Ll in startin~ ma.ny societi~s, as I know;. have yo.u ever thought ofr 
or trIed, any specIal kmd of SOCIety for the hans by which the co-operati..-e
movemen:t COUld. help them to stand on their own legs and be free from 
the zammdars In .some wayP-No, they have 110 security, and the bank 
cannot advance loans to them because they do not own any land. 

59682. In other words, they ought to be in permanent bOlfdage?-
Yes, they must be with the zamindars. \ 

59683. There is no hope for them at all P-No separate societies coUld. 
be formed for haris alone. 

59684. With regard to the cotton sale societies, you know that in Sind, 
the ginning factories generally buy up cotton?-Yes. 

59685. Either as soon as the cotton is ready, or they make advances. 
on the cotton they buy beforehand?-Yes. 

59686. If such is the case, do Y9U see any chance of the cotton sale 
societies succeeding, or do you think the co-operative movement will have
to start a kind of co-operative ginning themselves in order to make the· 
cotton sale societies a success P~If sulfficient propaganda is carried on among' 
members of co-operative societies, I think they will come round and give their 
produce to sale societies even without starting ginning factories. 

59687. Would you advocate co-operative sale societies of cotton to advance 
money on the clop beforehandP-No, because the members of co-operativEl:' 
societies already receive loans from their credit societies, and hence there 
is no need for sale societies to advance any money to them. 

59688. You have suggested in one of your answers that the credit 
societies should give five-year loans for redemption of mortgages. Is that 
done in Sind? How many societies are there of that typeP-Yes. The
Sind Central Bank has advanced large loans to district banks and the 
district banks have similarly advanced to credit societies. 

59689. No, that is not my questioll, You answered that there are' 
societies in Si.nd to whom money has been advllnced as a loan for five 
yearsP-Yes. For debt redemption. 

59690. To how many socieiies has such a loan been given ?-Between. 
fifteen and twenty. . 

59691. Fifteen or twenty out of nine hundred?-Yes. 
59692. You also said that some of the haria are members of the c0-

operative societies?-Yes. 
59693. When the.' zamindars or the landholders take them into their 

societies, what security have they got ?-The zamindars stand surety for' 
their hal·is. 

59694. Is that 6wing to the good relationship whic~ e~ists between' 
vaminuars and haris or is it that the zamindars get loans III thIS shape ev~m 
r,hrollgh their own haris?-No. The zamindars generally stand suretIes' 
for their Iraris in actordance with the usual custom. 

59695. With regard to the seed societies, would you advocate tlie pur
('hase of seed, say potato seed, through .thl! Stores Depa~tment of the-' 
Government? I will put it more clearly: seed has to be Imported fro= 
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taIY; do you know that one of the societies tried it in our own place P 

Yes. 
59696. Owing to some difficulty, the purchase was possibly made through. 

me Bombay merchants, but would you advocate that we' should move 
,~e Government to give us facilities for purchasing seeds through the 

!vernment Stores Department?-Yes. That would be a good thing. 
59697. One of the witnesses has said in his statement that there is some. 

~ d of arrangement by which the sea freight can bc made a little cheaper 
1£\ we purchase through a certain depa.rtment of Government; would you 
ydv~cate that the Government should gIve this fnc!Jity to seed societiesP-

i59698. You noted that the Bombay Government makes advances to the 
hOQsing societies at six per cent, which has now been reduced to five per 
ceI1t. Do you thi nk that the housing societies ill the citlPAI or even the 
reclmstruction societies for the floods should get money from the Govern
mel1t at a cheaper rate of interest through the Ccntral BanksP-Yes we' 
ha'lle already advocated that. ' 

~9699. What percentage have you advocated 1'-1 think five per cent, 
'9700. Mr. Calvert: You have formed your societies in Sind on the 

Punjab model of the share systemP-Yes, more or less on the Punjab modeL 
69701. With the result that you have now about twelve lakhs of owned 

capital in your primary credit societiesP-More than that I think. 
A.bout nine lakhs shares and three lakhs reservesP 
Sir Chuniltil Mehta: Those are last year's figllres. 
59702. Mr. Calvert: What staff have you under you for co-operative 

work P-I have six auditors and one deputy, sixteen district honorary 
organisers and about seven or eight taluka honorary organisers. 

59703. Are the sixteen honorary organisers unpaid or paid P-'l'hey are 
honorary but they get travelling allowance. 

59704. From what c~ass are these honorary organisers draw-nP-From 
the agriculturists. 

59705. Are they trainedP-Yes, they are. 
59706. For about how 10ngP-They are generally chairmen or secretaries 

of co-operative societies, and as such they have got sufficient experience 
and knowledge of co-operaiion. 

59707. There are no special classes for themp·-In the beginning we 
had classeR, as the movement was new and young, but later on we selected 
the best from among the chairmen and secretaries who had already got. 
cnbugh co-operative knowledge and training. 

59708. Who is responsible for teaching the members of primarY. societies;> 
-Now we have got a co-operative institute at Hyderabad whIch has a 
secretary who moves about; also I and the auditors, whenever ,,:e ins~ect 
societies, hold managing committee cla~es for a day ,!r tw~, Impartl.ng 
to them the main principles of co-operatlOn and ~he mam pomts to whl~h 
they should give attention. The honorary orgamsers also attend to thIS. 

59709. Do these honorary organisers supervise the working of primary 
societies after they have organised themP-Yes. 

59710. They continue to look after themP-Yes. 
59711. Who is responsible for liquidationP-The liquidator' who' is 

appointed for that purpose. 
59712. The actual order for liquidation must be passed by you P-:Ko, 

by the, Registrar. 
59713. On whose report ?~n the report o~ &'uditors or . in~"pc~ing 

officials. The societies have also the option to go Into voluntary liqUldatlOn. 

59714. Do' the honorary organisers ever recommend .a s~i~ty to: be liqui~ 
datedP-Yes in castl of mismanagement, but aD enquIry IS Invariably held 
to see how far his report j~ justified. 
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59715. Who holds the enquiry P-Myself 6r the Deputy Registrar and 
'i;ometimes the au'ditor . 

. 59716. Do you use your .honorary or~anise~s as liquid:--tors?-Yes, soniC
times but not of t~e partICular tract In whICh the sOCiety exists. 

59?17: If an honorary organiser organises a bad society, he is not made 
the hqUldatorP-No. Not generally. The adjoining organisers are made 
liquidators. But as a rule liquidation work is done by auditors and other 

..officials. 
59718. That is to say, liquidation work is done by paid Government 

.0fficialsP-Yes, to some extent. 
59719. However mucli non-official effort you may have in propaganda, 

.all the unpleasant work must'be done by paid Government officials?-Not 
necessarily. We have. been taking work from llon-officials also. In the 

:beginning of course it was difficult. But the movement has been spreading, 
,and we have now-a-days been getting good help from non-officials. 

59720. As liquidators P-Yes. 
59721. Who supervises them now'P-There are quarterly statements to be 

sent by liquidators, and I see how the work, is progressing. 
59722. A paid Government staff is responsible for liquidationP~Yes, 

-to some extent, in order that the work may be carried on efficiently and 
expeditiously. 
• 59723. Any mistakes made by non-official organisers ultimately come back 
to the paid Government staff P-Yes, but that cannot be helped at times. 

59724. To 'what extent are the directors of your Central Banks drawn 
from primary societies P-Generally there are nine directors of every dis

-trict bank, of whom four are elected by societies, four by .shareholdcrs, 
and one is nominated by the Collector of the district. The societies have 
thus a voice in the management. 

59725. In your Central Banks, is the voting power with the primary 
.'Society or with individual members?-Each society sends its representative, 
and they have to vote. Individual shareholders have also the right, to 

"'Vote. 
59726. The voting power is equal usuallyP-Yes. 
59727. In some cases?-In all cases. 
59728. Actually in Larkana, Sukkur and Thar ParkaI', the individual 

'members have outnumbered the society membersP-Yes. 
59729. Members of the Central BankP-Yes. 
59730. You do not try to get the whole voting power of the 'Jentral 

'Bank~into the hands of the primary societies?-No, not the whole, because 
·there are a good' num~er of' individual shareholrlers also, who too have 
the right to vote'. j , 

'59i31. In these cases" where you have more society shareholders than 
individual shareholders, you· still have the half and half directors?-No. 

'We allow one additional director after every fifty affiliated societies. 
59i32. Has not the Sind Central Co-operative Bank 448 society members 

-but only 118 individual members ?-Yes. But the capital of the Central 
Bank in the beginning mainlY came from individual s~areholders. . T~ey 
were allowed to elect five directors from themselves, three from the SOCIetIes, 

,and one was nominated. Later on~ when the n~mber of affiliated societies 
.and capital increased, according to their rules and bye-l,aws they added 
·one more. . 

59733. You have got nearly four times as many shareholders from 
societies as from individuals P-We looked to capital. The capital in the 

.beginning came from individual shareholders mainly, and therefore they 
were .given an important voice, . 

59734. In the Central Bank, does each member have one vote, or is it 
based on sharesP-Each member has got one vote. 

59735. Left to themselves, these 448 society members would be able to 
.elect all the directorsP-Not all. The individual shareholders elect their 
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~n ~embers. . A certain number .of directors is fixed in the bye-laws fDr 
.,dIvldual shareholders as also for societies. . 

59736. Do the Central Banks in your circle derive their deposits from 
local 8Ourcesr-yes. 

59737. You have in the rural primary credit societies round about twenty_ 
two thousand members, and in all you have about forty thousand members ~ 
-Yes. . '. 

59738. To what extent are the remaining eighteen thousand members 
already accounted for in the twenty-twD thDusand members of your credit 
societles?---:The membership given in my note, viz., forty thousand ~vers 
all types .of societies, i.e., credit, non~redit, etc. '. 

59739. You have at times some members accouIited for twice overP
Yes, in the' case of Central Banks. 

59740. And in the case of taluka development associations alsoP-Yes,. 
partly. 

59741. And sale societiesr-Yes, but we. have only two' sale societies: 
working. 

59742. Practically, your forty thousand members are 'forty thousand.' 
separate individuals?-Yes, mostly. 

59743. I think you mentioned to one of my colleagues that hari8 have
no security to o!feri'-Yes, they have no tfngible security to offer. 

59744. What security do you insist on in: primary credit societiesP-
Personal security generally: . 

59745. Is one hari allowed to stand surety for another' hariP-Yes, but 
the general practice is to have the zamindar as surety for his haris. There
is, however, no objection to a hari becoming a surety. 

59746. You have nD societies purely for haris, without the landlords?-
No. ' 

59747. Have you any societies for village menialsP-No, not for villages .. 
The Shikarpur and other municipalities are now organising such societies, 
At present, we have only two sweeper societies. ' 

59748. What area dG the zamindars' banks coverP_The Larkana bank: 
serves the whole district: while Thar Parkar only two divisions. 

l.i9749. What is the liability ~ limited .or uJilimitedP-Limited. 
59750. What are the sharesP-Nearly one lakh J'upees shares in each. 

bank. 
l.i9751. How much per shareP-,-Fifty rupees. 
l.i9752. What is the source of your long term capital in these banksP-The

banks finance their members generally for current needs. They are on the
same basis as credit societies. 

69753. I think. you mentioned tG one of my colleagues loans for ,ten 
years P-Those are special loans for land improvement and debt redemptIon. 
Zamindari banks advance loans tD big zamindars for current needs, as. 
credit societies dG to s1\lall landholders and haris. 

59754. They get most of their capital from Central Bank 10ansP-No. 
'1'hey have got deposits also besides share capital; they get some loans from. 
the Sind Central. Bank too., .. 

59755. As security, I understand YDU take a mortgage deed or personal, 
Burety in the case of zamindari ban~ P-Mortgage of land. 

l.i9756. lIIortgage of the land of the borrow-erP-Yes. 

59757. Does he also give personal suretiesP-No. . 
59758. Mortgages on special conditions;. with possesslOn or without 

possession?-Without possession., . 
59759. Are' the recoveries so far satisfactoryP-Yes. Only about seven 

per cent is in JL1'rears. ; 
59760: Generally speaking, do you find the share system popularl':'-Yes.· 
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59761. Yr. Hyder: Do the two Acts to which you have referred, the 
Deccan Ag~iculturi~ts' Relief Act and the Encumbered Estates Act, apply 
1;0 the hansP-Obvlously .they do not. They apply to the agriculturists. 

59762. But the han, the cultivator, owns no land?-The Encumbered 
Estates Act applies'to zamindars, and not to the haris. 

59763. These two Acts do not apply to the karL The point is that the 
<:redit of the hari or the cultivator cannot suffer on account of the exist
ence of these two Acts, because he owns no land. That is obvious?-Yes. 

59764. Do you not think that it is a good thing to place an obstacle 
in t~e path of the zamindar who is on the road to ruin P Should the law 
plaoe an obstacle, or should it notP-It should, with a view to savIng him. 

59765. Sir Ch'lJ,7tilal lIIehta: You were in the Revenue Departmenti'-
Yes. 

59766. How many years did you serve in the Revenue Department?
Seventeen years. 

59767. You have therefore had a great deal of knowledge of the con
ditions of the cultivators?-Yes. 

59768. Then 'you had this special duty in co-operative work?-Yes. 
59769. Were there any special circumstances why you were put in charge 

also of agricultural propaganda?-Because I had toured round in Sind' and 
organised societies there, I therefore knew almost all the zamindars of the 
Province. These societies were working well, and that is why I was selected. 

59770. You explained that you have a system of training members of 
"primary societies, especially members of the managing committees of primary 
societies: 'Vhat is your system?-We organise manuging committee classes, 
which last only for a day or two. In these classes we train them in the 
main principles "Of co-operation and the main business of the managing 
committees, and so on. 

59771. How often do you have those classes?-Once in two years or so. 
In: very :many societies, where the members already know the principles 
well, there is no need for training, and we rely upon them to carryon 
the work independently, but in weaker societies we do as a rule hold 
training classes for managing committee members. 

59772. How often in weaker societies ?-Once a year. The honorary 
organisers also go and explain' the principles to members. Besides the 
auditors, the Institute secretary and I, from time to time, when on inspec
tion, explain the same to them. 

59773. In an approved society, when a dass is once held after .two 
years, is it held for the same peopleP-This system has been brou~ht ~nto 
'Vogue only lately. Since the last two years only we have been domg It. 

59774. Do you considflr it useful?-It is very useful. 
59775. How many tih{es d~ you yourself vililit societiesP Do you visit 

eaeh society once or twice. a year ?-8ome societies, especially. non~r«:dit 
societies I visit eveu three or four times a year. As regards credit SOCieties, 
I conce~trate my attention on the weaker and indifferent ones. As regards 

• good societies, I inspect them on my way to the. b~d ones. The number 
has become so large that I cannot see all the SOCieties every year. 

169776. Do the honorary organisers visit the societies after they are' 
formed P-Yes. 

59777. Do they visit them often?-Yes. they gene~a!ly help the managing 
committee members in their work and so bave to VISit them often. 

59778. 'Do you take special care in the appointment 'of honorary 
organisel'sP-Yes. 

59779. Why has special care been found t;Iecess~y ?-Becaus~, .if the 
honorary organiser is a good man, and knows hiS busmess, the societies are 
'well organised, and give less trouble. 

59780. You found some of the honorary organisers not uP. to the mark. 
and TOU now take special care to see that the honorary orgamStlrs are good 
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poo(lleP-Yes, the unfit men have been removed from time to time and. 
<lnly those who have been doing good work maintained. ' 
.59781. .Do the ~ntrar Banks appoint any persons to examine the w!Jrk
lUg of pr!ruary socletiesP-Yes, they have their own inspectors; every bank 
has two IJISpectors. 

59782. The working of these" societies is placed before the Divisional 
Board of _<\griculture?-Yes. Quarterly reports on co-operation are placed 
before the divisional board of agriculture. . 

59783. On which there are officials as well as non-officialsP-Yes. 
59784. You said that when a loan is misapplied, you do not know what 

h~ppells.to ~he persons who took the loan?-The money is recalled from 
hIm ordmarlly. In extreme cases,. when a member of a society is bad 

<lr incorrigible, he is removed. 
, 59785. Do you not think that attention is requiJ'ed to be paid to this. 

side of the societiel!' activities?-Yes; because much depends upon the pro
per use of the loan. 

59786. What steps do you take to ensure that that is doneP-We call 
for reports from the honorary organisers '&s to whether the managing com
mittee is doing its work properly, and whether any loans are misused or 
misapplied. The auditor also goes taere once n. year, and he is required 
to test at least ten cases. They report cases of misapplication and necessary 
action is taken thereon.· 

59787. You recognise that in Sind it is very desirable to see that the' 
principles of co-operation and proper application of loans are understood and 
followedP-Yes. ' 

59788: Especially in ,SindP-Everywhere. 
59789. The Registrar of Co-operative Societies has' also drawn your atten

tion to it, and you are yourself paying a great deal of attention to this 
'8ide?-Yes, it was so· because the people were illiterate and backward, 
but now sever,l of our members understand their business very well. 

59790. In the directorate of the Central Banks you said that the societies 
get four directors out of nineP-Yes. • ' 

59791. Formerly there used to be no representatives, at least in Bombay, 
and gradually this system has been developed, by which the primary societies 
will ultimately control the banksP-Yes. Here als.> we propose graduallJ 
t,~ give more I'epresentation to societies. 

59792. You think thai has been working welU-Yes. 
59793. As you find the system working well, you will go on expanding P 

-Yes. 
59794. I think you said in answer to a question that the members or 

the societies do not now borrow from sou,cars?-I said that the m~mbeI'l' 
of tllose societies which. have been in existence for three years or more 
do not generally borrow from sowcars. ' 

59795. Tbat is largely 'because the limit of loan has beeft very con
siderablv raised in Sind P-Yes. 

59796. It is much higher here than it is in the Presidency -Yes. 
59797: Consequently, there is not so mucb need to go to the SOWClZrP-:-:

'There is not, -because our societies have been satisfying the needs of th~l1'" 
members: 

59798. What was the rate of interest, formerly paid to the sowcar?-;
-rhirty-six per cent, and even more. It depended, as a rule, on the credIt, 
of the zamindar also., Borne zamindars were charged twenty-five per cent, 
but the ordinary zamindar had to pay thirty-six per cent, or even morl', 

59799. The Bou,cars used to charge scarcely less than eighteen per cent 
before the ~o-o)lerative societies came into existence?-Yes. 'rhey used to 
charl!:e more. . 

59800. Can you tell the Commission what have been the tangible bene~ts 
of the co-operative movement that you see, now P-The members are gettang 

.sufficient loans for their agricultural operations. On that account they 
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are abl,:! to sow mQre valuable crops and there is an inCrease in the culti
vated area, as also in the yield. Formerly, they used to sell their produce 
at low rates, but now they sometimes hold it up and sell when favourable 
rates are offered. ' 

59801. Are the' members of the societies free from debt now P-A good 
number of them are free from old debts. The small landholders had small 
debts, and after they joined societies they have become free . 

. 59802. Do you notice any difference betwi!en- the working of supervising, 
UnIons and taluka development associations P-Taluka development associ a
tio~s deal with both agriculture and co-operation, but the supervising 
UnIons mainly look after co-operative societies. 

59803. The taluka development association has a much wider field P-
~L' • 

, 59804. Why have they not included cattle-breeding amongst their acti
vitiesP-They are considering it. So far, they have concentrated their 
attention 'on the use of improved implements, seeds and modern methods 
of farming. 

59805. For instance,. dry ploughing in winterP-Yes, they have been 
doing it on a large scale. 

59806. How _ many taluka . development associations have you now P
There are eleven taluka development associations in my charge, and three 
have been organised in the Jamrao tract which is attached to the Deputy 

,Director of Agriculture. ' 
59807. So that, each taluka under your charge has already got an associa

tionP-Yes, for agricultural propaganda work. 
59808. Do you feel any necessity for having sub-associations for smaller 

areas under the taluka development associations?-No, not so far. No such 
need arises, because the taluka development associations, in some cases, 
have appointed even two kamgars to look after their 'work. Instead of 
having sub-associations, one association will do well for the taluka. 

59809. If necessary, more kamgars could be appointed P-Yes. 
59810. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: You said that the sowcar charges thirty-six 

per cent interest. In your experience, is that the lilllitP-I have said that 
the zamindars who have got good credit can get money at twenty-four or 
twenty-five per cent. ' 

59811. Is thirty-six per cent, the, maximumP~It is not the maximum .. 
59812. What is the maximumP-Fifty or even sixty per ~ent. 

59813. Do you know the co-operative societies for sweepers that have 
been started in Kar!'-chi P-'-Yes. 

59814. What was t~ rate of interest which the sweepers had to pay 
before P-I do, not know exactly. 

59815. Do you know that a. census showed that they had to pay one 
anna to three annas per rupee per month as interest P-I have heard that. 

59816. The Raja of Parlakimedi: How many agricultural societies pure 
and simple have YO,u P-Out of nine hundred about eight hundred. 

59817. Eight hundred agricultural societiesP-Yes. They are agricul
tural credit societies. 

59818. Do they- also take up the supply of manures and the' supply of 
proper sead P-They only do credit business. , 

59819. They do not concern themselves with the improvement of agri
culture P-Only in talukas where we have taluka development associations, 
is the supply of seed, manure and implements, jltc., carried on._ 

59820. There are no separate societies to look after agricultural develop-; 
ment?-We have about five or six seed societies in addition to taluka develop
ment associations. 

59821. They confine themselves entirely to the supply of seedP--:Yes. 
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59822. Nothing else?-No. In two cases, we have started purchase 
societies. They purchase and supply agricultural necessaries in the taluka. 
In Tando, Alihyar and Hatri; we have got such societies. 

59823. Do they also take up joint sale? .Do they collect the produce 
-of the hari. in the proper season and secure a proper market for it?-No. 
We contemplate starting such sale societies., 

59824. In the seed supply societies, do iVOU not. have the haris as 
members ?-Yes. 

59825. You are satisfied with the worlj: they do to safeguard the interests 
-of the harisP-Yes. . -

(The witness withdrew.) 
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KHAN BAHADUR NABI BAKSH MUHAMMAD HUSSAIN, M.A.. 
LL.B:, Manager, Encumhend Estatu in Sind. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 3.-DEMONSTRATI~N AND PROPAGANDA.-The agricultural demon
stration farms in Sind have not exercised any considerable influence on th& 
practice of the culth'ators. The reason for this is that these Government 
farms are not carried on on commercial lines and have not been paying 
concerns, whereas the cultivator has to make a living 'out of agriculture. 
Unless the cultivator 'is convinced that a better crop than his own, with a 
higher yield of profit, can be grown with the same amount of labour and 
water, demonstration cll.nnot be successful. 

Till lately the propaganda work carried on by the Agricultural Depart
ment in Sind did not produce any marked results. Since a part of the pro
paganda work has been entrusted to the Co-operative Department, it has 
achieved considerable success. The Co-operative Department has done a great 
deal of work in popularising improved kinds of seeds and ploughs through 
the taluka development associations. 

I would suggest that instead of Government demonstration farms, greater 
attention may be concentrated on carrying out demonstrations in selected 
fields of the zamindars themselves, in rotation. The demoJ).stration and pro
paganda work should be left to taluka development associations ,which should 
be formed in every taluka with the co-operation of the Agriculture, Co-opera
tive and Revenue departments. The taluka development associations should 
be granted some subsidies by Government as well as district local boards. 

QUESTION 4.-ADMINISTRATION.-(C) (i) I am not satisfied' with the Agri
cultural and Veterinary services in Sind from the agricultural standpoint. 
In my answer to the previous question I have already indicated tbe sbort
comings of tbe Agricultural Department so far as the demonstration and 
propaganda work is concerned. The department bas failed to arouse public 
enthusiasm and to reach the public. . 

The veterinary dispensaries in the Province are few and far between: 
A larger number of such dispensaries and travelling veterinary graduates is 
needed. 

(ii) A greater expansion of feeder railways in tbe Province is very neces
sary. 

(iii) Roads in Sind, with a few exceptions, are in a bad condition, and 
some are almost impasSable during a certain portion of tbe year. Conse
quently there is great difficulty of transport in the Province. Better main 
and arterial roads are needed. 

(v) A greater expansion of postal facilities in the Province is needed. 

QUESTION 5.-FINANCE.-(a) Sh~rt-term cr~dit is sufficiently well catered 
for by the co-operative societies and district co-operative banks. An expan
sion of co-operative societies is necessary to cope with the demand for short
term credit and to eliminate the village bania; but so far as long-term credit 
is concerned, introduction of land mortgage banks seems to be tbe only 
solution. . . 

(It) Cultivators generally avail themselves of Government taccavi both 
for improvements and buying seed and no further inducement appears to 
be necessary, except that there may be greater promptness and fewer formal
ities in granting these loans. -

QUESTION 6.-AGRICULTURAL lNDEBTEDNEss.-(a) (i) The main causes of 
horrowing are: -(1) Capricious inundation, (2) illiteracy, (3) unbusiness-like 
habits and want of method, (4) expenses of cerem"nies, (5) difficulty in selling 
produce at proper rates in reasonable time to payoff .tbe Government asst'SS
ment, and (6) purchase of seed at high prices. 
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. (ii) The sources of credit: -At present the bania moneylender is the only 
"principal source of credit. 

(iii) The reasons preventing repayments are: -(1) Inability of the zamin
dar and the tenant to face a bad season without further borrowing, (2) want 
-of method in liquidating debts, (3) high interest, and (4) dishonesty of 
moneylenders. 

(b) In my opinion, to lighten agriculture's burden of debt, there are four' 
Temedies : -(1) Improvement in the agriculturist, (2) improvement in the 
civil law, (3) check on the moneylenders, and (4) creation of facilities for 
supplying credit to the agriculturist and thus making him independent of 
the moneylender. ' 

It is often alleged' that the zamindars incur debts owing to reckless extra
'Vagance. This epithet of extravagance may justly be applied to about ten 
per cent; the remaining ninety per cent lead a very simple life, their 
:standard of living being very moderate. Their indebtedness is chiefly due to 
bad seasons which make them responsible for the debts of their haris, defective 
water supply, difficulty in selling grain, buying all commodities on credit at 
'high prices, and expenses on ceremonies, coupled with the fact when once an 
agriculturist gets into, the clutches of a moneylender he is exploited so merci
lessly that the debt goes on piling up without any chance of freedom. To 
improve the zamindar, dissemination of education among that class of people 
is very essential. 

It is an axiomatic truth that the judicial system introduced by the British, 
Government has been entirely favourable to the moneylender at ruinous 
cost of the cultivator. It is a notorious fact that there was no agriC1l1.tural 
indebtedness in Sind during the Mahommedan rule. Mahommedan law did 
not favour the moneylender. Even the Hindu 'law of debtor and creditor 
was very mild. According to Jagannath (Colebrook's Digest), except as re
gards dishonest debtors, lenie~t rules were prevalent. A respectable man 
was to be released on promise, confirmed by an oath, that he would pay up 
when his resources enabled him to do so. Even a Sudra was entitled to the 
'benefit of this rule. A debtor whose inability to pay was caused by a cala
mity w~ allowed to discharge the debt iii small instalments according to his 
means. If he was quite indigent, the creditor W8.1 obliged to give him a 
further sum and from the gains he made thereby he was to pay back the old 
and the new debt. Confinement in a civil jail was unknown under the 
Mahratta Government, while, owing to the feeling of the permanent con
nection between the· family and the estate, enforced sale of land,' was never 
restored to as a means of satisfying a creditor's demands. The facilities 
afforded by the British ~ivil courts for recovery of debts, enforced sale of land 
ill execution of decrees and the admirable opportunities that the civil law 
affords to tJie strong-intellect for cheating and deluding the weaker has 
stimulated the moneylender to lend freely and without restriction. The 
superimposition of the European forms of law of debtor and creditor on 
Indian society, not yet ripe for them, has wrought great havoc. Some relief 
'has been afforded to the agriculturistb by the Sind Encumbered EstaJ;.es Act 
and the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act in this Province and by similar 
enactments in other parts of India. But m .. 'I'e is still needed. Since India is 
mainly an agricultural country, the happiness and contentment of the agri
cultural population should be the chief care of Government. Unfortunately 
this has not been the case so far. Acting on the well-known juridical maxim: 
•• The greatest good ,of the greatest number," Government ought to afford 
special legal protection 'to agriculturists. There should be special courts to 
deal whh agricultural indebtedness. Land should not be sold in execution,of 
decrees and debts should be repayable in small instalments. 

The rapacity of the moneylender who has sucked the life blood of the 
agricultural popUlation by high interest, false accounts, inflated, claims, 
-deceit and fraud should be checked by speciallawlI such as:-

(1) Legislation prescribing the maximum rate of interest which a money-
lender can charge an agriculturis~. -
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(2) Section 302 (a) of the Ger:man Penal Code-" Whoever, taking undue· 
advantage of the distress, 'simplicity or inexperience of another, makes tOo 
that other a money loan and in virtue of such loan obtains material advantages
which, considering 'the circumstances of the case, are extraordinarily dis
proportionate to the service rendered, shall be punished as a usurer with. 
imprisonment, which may extend to six months and also with fine not exceed
ing M. 150." 

The Court may also sentence the accused to loss of civil rights. 
(3) An enactment making it compulsory upon moneylenders to maintain. 

proper business books. 
We have precedents for this in France, Italy, Spain, Russia, Germany, 

Austria and Greece. . • . ' , 
In those countries, the moneylender must keep a day book, letter file,. 

balance sheet showing complete assets, the debts due to and by him, with 
the value of each debt. The day book and balance sheet register must be
permanently bound books, paged, initialled 'and sealed each year by the· 
Commercial Court or the local Mayor.' If these regulations are necessary in. 
Europe, they are far more necessary in a country where the agriculturist. 
cannot read or write and keeps no private Accounts. 

(4) An enactment similar to the Punjab Restriction of Alienation Act. 
In Tsarist Russia Jews were prohibited from acquiring land, while. iIll, 

Russian Turkistan Hindu moneylenders were subjected to a similar disability • 
.considering the large amount of agricultural land that has passed from the
hands of agriculturists to those of moneylenders since the advent of British. 
rule, an enactment like this is very essential for the preservation of the 
agriculturists and zamindars. 

The fourth aspect of the remedy lies in supplying facilities for credit too 
the agriculturists in the shape of-(I) Land mortgage banks, (2) co-operative 
supply societies, and (3) co-operative societies .for the purchase of produce. 

In very few cases does the bania .restrict his business to moneylending only,. 
except sow cars in large towns. The village moneylender, who is the chief 
source of credit of the rural population, deals also in provisiocli, stores,. 
cloth and grain for seed and is thus able to supply all the wants of his clients. 
He can feed them until harvest time, clothe them, advance them seed, grain,. 
or cash for the purchase of cattle and other necessities. He charges a very 

• exorbitant price for the commodities sold and piles heavy interest thereon. 
Every moneylender is a grain dealer also and acts as a middleman in dis
posing of the l1lamindar's produce. He purchases the grain from the zamin

. dar at a very low value and cheats him in weighment also. While the land 
mortgage banks will save the agriculturist from the clutches of big money
lenders, supply and purehase societies should save him from the two-sided 
ruin which the village moneylender causes him. 

I think the Usurious Loans Act of 1918 may be made generally applicable
throughout India. It should further be so amended as to bring it in line
with the English Moneylenders Act of 1900 (63 and 64 Vic., Ch. 51) so that 
a borrower can also apply for relief; and proviso (i) to section 3 (1) may be
deleted. This proviso considerably retards the beneficial effects of tl\e Act. 
I would further suggest that an enactment like this can better be adminis
tt-red by courts in sympnthy with agriculturi~ts than by the existing civil 
courts whose sympnthies for moneylenders are well known. 

In my opinion, it should be the function of the land mortgage banks tc) 
facilitate redemptioll. of mortgages. 

'(c) I have already indicated that an enactment similar to the Punjab 
Restriction of Alienation Act is very necessary to preserve the landholder_ 

Non-terminable mortgages must be prohibited. 
QUESTION 1l.-CRops:-Apart from improvements in crops by' the introduc

tion of better agricultural methods, use of suitable manures and fertilisers, 
a marked improvement in existing crops can be achieved by su'pplying zamin
dars and hans with pure nnd selected seed of the principal crops growll.. 
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Co-operative seed supply societies are a great necessity for this purpose. 
'The actual work of distribution should be done by these societies, while 
,the Agricultural Department should be charged with the duty of supplying 
pure seeds to such societies. 

QUESTION 14.-IKPLEHENTs.-There is plenty of room for replacing the 
~dinary cumbrous Sindhi plough and introducing suitable implements' and 
machinery. Thetaluka development associations have already done much 
to introduce improved forms of ploughs. Further propaganda to popularise 
-this work should be left to such associations; 

QUESTION 17.-AGRICULTUBAL INDusTRms.-(a) An average cultivator works 
o()ut on his holding for about 180 days. The rest of the time he geneJ;ally 
idles, or employs in carting or cutting fuel and selling it or migrating to 
large towns to work as a manual labourer. 

(b) Only such subsidiary industries 'will succeed as are suitable to the 
"temperament and natu.re of the agricultural population. Weaving and 
poultry breeding might be successful in Sind. Government. may open rural 
weaving classes and also encourage poultry breeding. 

(c) Bee-keeping is unknown in' Sind. Poultry are reared spasmodically 
'but not systematically or scientifically. Fruit-growing is not possible owing 
"to lack of irrigation for eight months in the year in rural Sind. 

Sericulture is not possible owing to rigour of climate. 
Pisciculture is out of question owing to abundance of fish everywhere 

in Sind and owing to the fact that a large number of the population namely 
ilte lIuhanas already subsist on it. 

Lac culture is possible pp to a certain limit only, as the number of trees in 
arable fields is not very large. 

Rope-making is done to some extent already. 
Basket-making is also done already. 
The obstacles, in the way of any subsidiary industry fall under two 

heads :-(1) lack of initiative, and (2) lack of money. 
(d) I think emphatically yes. 
(e) I am doubtful of this in Sind because there are not ve~ many indus-

!trial concerns in Sind. . 
(f) Yes. 
(g) Beyond the stimulating of subsidiary industries,I cannot suggest 

:any other measures for more extensive rural employment. 
(11.) By propaganda. 
QUESTION 20.-MARKETING.-(a) and (b) There are no markets in the pro

per sense of the word. There are' buying centres in large towns where a 
zamindar sends his produce for sale, but the majority of the zamindars and 
the entire mass of karis generally sell their produce locally to the village 
~ania. Every moneylender is an extensive grain dealer also, and acts as a 
middleman in disposing of the zamindar's produce. Owing to the necessity 
for cash at the time of the ~ssessment collections, far more grain is put on 
the market than there is a demand for, and the zamindars often have the 
greatest difficulty in obtaining proper prices for their grain,if the rates are 
low; unless the bania as a speculation buys up the grain cheaply. To escape 
all the worry'and trouble over assessment, the zamindars frequently obtain 
money by selling their produce in advance, stipulating to deliver grain for a 
low price, thereby avoiding the embarrassment of having to sell their grain in 
a flooded market. The profits made by the bania are large; as he has simply 
to hold out tHltil seed time, when the rate rises automatically and he can 
sell back to the same zamindars at twenty per cent profit, alld often higher, 
the same grain which he purchased from them six months previously. 

(d) Yes. rthink co-operative grain purchase societies ought to eliminate' 
the bania. 

QUESTION 22.-Co-OPERATION .-(a) (i) State aid to co-operation should' be 
limited to-(l) propaganda, (2) organisation, (3) finance, and (4) audit. 
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(ii) Non-official agencies can best encourage co-operation by-(l), propa
gnnda, and (2) education. 

(b) So far as Sind is concerned, the development of co-operation has take. 
place mainly on the credit side and credit societies are doing very well. I 
think the development of co-operation on the non-credit side is very essen
tial. The formation of grain-purchasing, seed supplying and distribution 
societies is very essential to free the peasantry from the clutches of the 
banias. -

QUESTION 23.-GENERAL EDUCATIoN.---(a) In my opinion, the present form 
Of (i) higher or collegiate, (ii) middle school and (iii) elementary school educa
tion is completely divorced from agriculture. It has not in any way im
proved the agricultural efficiency of the people; on the contrary it has had 'an 
adverse effect thereon. A farmer's son who has managed to pass the verna
cular school final examination looks upon the profession of his father with 
disdain. 

(b) (i) Unless rural education is so modified as to make a farmer's son a 
better farmer, it cannot improve the ability and culture of agriculturists 
while retaining their interest in ,the land. 

(ii) Compulsory education is only now being introduced. Unless it is al
tered-as shown in my preceding answer it cannot benefit the agriculturists. 

(iii) They are called away to help their parents in their w-ork. 
QUESTION' 24.-4TTRACTING CAPITAL.-{a) In my opinion, capitalists do not 

take to agriculture 'because they do not possess the requisite knowledge or 
have sufficient interest in it. 

(b) (1) Want of initiative, (2) lack of capital. 
QUESTION 2S.-WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATIoN.-(a) Apart from the econo

mic uplift of the agriculturist, I think rural welfare may be developed on the 
following lines: -{I) . Provision of more dispensaries or travelling doctors, 
(2) inculcation of sanitary habits among the people by propaganda, lectures, 
and lantern slides, (3) supply of pure drinking water, and (4) spread of 
education. 

QUESTION 26.-8TATISTIcs.---(a) (it) In my opinion the estimates of the 
yields of agricultural produce in Sind are not satisfactory. I think it should 
be made compulsory on every revenue officer from the sub-divisional o:fIi.oer 
down to the tapedar to be present every year at the actual division of pro
duce between zamindars and haris in typical villages in rotation and to 
keep an accurate account thereof . 
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Oral Evidence. 

59826. The .Chairman: Khan Bahadur Nabi Baksh Muhammad Hussain, 
you are Manager of F.ncumbered Estates in SilldP-Yes. 

59821. You have sent 11 note of the evidence which you wish to put before 
the Commission; do you desire to add anything to it now?-Nothing. 

59828. Before I turn to your own particular responsibilities, I should 
like you to tell me what contribution you think the ~o-operativemovement is 
making towards the welfare of the countrysi,deP-I have nothing to do with 
co-operation. 

59829. But in your experience, has the co-operative movement made an 
important contribution towards the welfare of the countrysideP-It has. 

59830. Is it sound.in your judgmentP-So far as s1Jlall men are concerned, 
it is; it has not yet touched the big zamindars. 

59831. Have YOD many members of co-operative societies whose estates you 
manage under the Encumbered Estates Act P-Some come under my protec
tion. 

59832. Is it within your power to encourage the spread of the movement 
80 far as the lands within your jurisdiction goP-Not with regard to those. 

59833. What are the circumstances which bring estates within your con
trol?-When a man is in debt and threatened 'with the sale of his lands he 
comes to me. 

59834. On whose motion p-on his own motion. 
59835. InvariablyP-Invariably he has. to make the application himself. 
59836. In the case of minors, do the courts move ?-In the ,case of minors. 

also, either the Collector moves or his relations; and then the Commissioner 
has got the power to decide. 

59831. Has an application to be made to the courts in the case of minors? 
-No; in the case of minors their relations can make an application directly 
to the Commissioner or to me. 

59838. Could you give the Commission, shortly, the extent of your respon
sibility towards the estates when they come under, your chargeP-The first. 
thing is to publish a notification asking claimants to put in their claims, and 
as soon as those claims are received, hearings are fixed. I have to go into 
the history of every claim, not as .1\ civil court, but as a court of equity; 
I have to go beyond the bounds- of the civil court lind documents and see 
what the actual debt is and then award the claim. Then I have 110 manage 
the lands; I lease them by public auction. Out of the income realised, first. 
I take the management charges which come to about seven per cent now, and 
out of the remaining give one-third to the zamindar for his maintenance and 
then the rest goes for liquidation of debts. 

59839. Generally you do not manage the lands P-Generally we lease them •. 
59840. For what period, on an average, is the estate in your hands?~ome 

for two ,.ears, some for three years, and Borne even up to twenty years. 
59841. From the point of view of agricultural improvement, is it true that. 

on the technical side you have no opportunity to encourage itP-Yes. Gene
rally we give to lessees. Direct management by the department is not possi
ble because thll Province is big and there aFe many estates to manage. 

59842. Have you estates in charge of your department within the area. 
which will be irrigated by the Barrage schemeP-Yes. 

59843. Does that raise any problem so far as your own responsibility is. 
concernedP-Not yet. 

59844. Do you find yourself in a position in wh'ich it is your duty to say 
to the lesse~: "I think you are mismanaging the technical side. This or' 
that practice is better than that which you are carrying out at presentP"
If it is departmentally managed, there might be leakage of the produce. 
From the economic point of view it is better to lease the estate to the highest. 
bidder at the auction. We guard against wilful deterioration of lands. 
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59845. So far as agricultural matters are concerned do you administer in 
any case?-No. 

59846. AgriculturpJ problems as such do not come before you at all?-No; 
they do not. 

59847. What has been your experience- of the Agricultural Department?
I have been an officer in the Revenue Department, and as a Revenue Depart
ment officer I have come into contact with the Agricultural Department, and 
~ think it is a very good department. 
. 59848. How long have you come into contact with the Agricultural Depart-
lncntP-For the last eighteen years. . . 

59849~ I do. not know how long you h~ve been in charge of the Encum
bered Estates P-For four years. 

59850. You still come into' contact with the work of the Agricultural De-
partment?-Yes. ' 

59851. Has it improved since you first came into contact with itP-It is 
.gradually improving. 

59852. In what has it failed in the mainP-In the main, on the demon
,stration side. The demonstrations do not arouse any enthusiasm in the public 
.at large. It is only after the taluka development associations came into 
!being that the public have come to realise the value of the researches of the 
.Agricultural Depart1;nent. The demonstrations are not carried out on econo
mic lines. The Agricultural Department do not know what they spend and 
what they realise. The agriculturist finds that he will have to spend a good 
deal more than he actually gets; he is never able to make the initial outlay 
on the scale Government are able to make, nor can he afford to employ the 
lltaff that Government employ. ' 

59853. One more question about your own particular responsibility. Do 
you as a department lend moneyP-Never. 

59854. Sir Thoma, Middleton: I am not quite clear as to what you do for 
"the landowner; is any landowner at liberty to apply to you P-One who pays 
more than three hundred rupees as annual assessment. 

598155. And you, on the other hand, are able to refuse to take up his affairs 
()r to accept the chargE! .of his affairs P-I have to make a reco=endation, 
ane). it is' for the Commissioner to decide. 

59856. Your management is exclusively financial; you look after his ae-
<:ounts ?-More or less, exclusiv!lly financial. . 

59857. I" do not quite see, if the technical management is bad, how your 
'financial management can assist himP-It is generally indebtedness that drives 
"these people into debt, ,.and not any defect in the technical management; 
technical management ha$i nothing to do with it. 

59858. Then,' their difficulties arise from improvident borrowing and such 
thingsP-Yes, . 

59859. You endeavour to reduce the rate of interest that he has to p~yp':'" 
I think we have reduced it very much. I have got a statement prepared of 
what the department has done ever since it was formed, and I can' MOW it. 
In the first year, interest was reduced from ten lakhs to four lakhs. 

59860. What percentage of landholders has come under your department P 
-So far, there have )Jeen twelve hundred ·estates .from the b!lginning of the 
d!lpartment. 

59861. What percentage do. they form of the landholders of Sind?-It 
means that almost all the big landholders have been through it once or more. 

59862. You are looking after the financial affairs of nearly all the zamindars 
of Sind?-Most of them have been through it. 

59863. Dr. Hyder: What is the total amount of assessments paid of over 
three hundred rupees ?-I cannot say exactly; about one thousand I think. . 

59864. Yop. have had more than twelve hundred estatesP-Yes; from the 
beginning, in serial order, up to date there have been twelve hundred estates. 
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59865. Sir Thomas Middleton: Your criticism of the AgriculturaL De
partment is from the financial poin~ of view?-Yes, of course. 

59866. You think that they themselves woqld be encumbered estates if they 
had not Government at their backP-I think so; I have not the least doubt 
about it. 

59867. IJlr. Calvert: ,What exactly is it that you do which a private firm 
copld not do?,,-I have got the power to enquire into the claims just like a 
civil court; a private firm cannot do that; I can even go beyond the civil 
courts. 

59868.' Can they not do that under the Usurious Loans Act?-No. Here
the debtor has no power to apply for relief., 

59869. Is not the Usurious Loans Act applicable to Sin'd?-Under section 2: 
of the English Act a debtor can apply for relief. It is not possible under the-
Usurious Loans Act. ' 

The Chairman: Have you seen the amendment of the Act? 
59870. Dr. Hyder: You quot~ in your note the German Penal Code. 

Where did you get it fromP-From the Encyclopredia Brit(l.nnica. 
59871. Professor Gangulee : Have you been able to effect any agricultural 

improvement in any of these twelve hundred estates which have passed through 
your hands P-Agricultulle does not come within our control. These estate& 
are well looked after; they are not worse than they were under the zamindars; 
in some cases they are even better; the lessee who gets a long-term lease doe& 
better. ' 

59872. You state that the judicial system, as introduced by the British 
Government, 'has been entirely favourable to the moneylender at the ruinous 
cOst of the cultivator. So far as Sind is concerned the cultivator is the hari; 
are you referring to him when you say "cultivator" P-The hari as well ~s 
the zamindar. . 

59873. You say that the zamindar is at the mercy of this judicial system? 
-Yes. 

59874. Have you any views as to the changes to be introduced?-I have
suggested the establishment of special ,courts to deal with agricultural in:" 
debtedness. 

59875. Do you think that the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act and the
Encumbered Estates Act have not functioned successfullyP-They have func
tioned, but not successfully. The Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act is gene~ 
rally administered by the civil courts. I do not,think proper remedies have 
been applied. In most cases the decrees against the cultivator are obtained 
ell parte, and in other cases it ends in compromise. If you see the recOl::ds 
you will see very few cases which were decided under the exact provisions of, 
the Act. 

59876. You state that expenses on: ceremonies is one of the causes of, agri
cultural indebtednessP-I say reckless extravagance; ceremonies everybody has 
to go through. ' 

59877. To what extent is the extravagance of the people in matters or 
ceremonies responsible for the indebtednessP-Not to a ,very large exten~. 

59878. IJlr. Kamat: In the oase, of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act, 
have you not heard of a large number of 'cases where instalments are decreed? 
-I am not talking of the Presidency proper; I am talking of Sind; here the 
relief is not 80 very good as it ought to be. Generally they end in compro
mises; very few cases are decided under the Act finally. 

59879. The inStalment system is enforced very rarelyP-Yes.' 
59880. ,In that case, it is not the fault of the Act, but the fault of the ad

ministration P-I have stated that it is the' fault of the administration, and 
therefore I advocate that there should be special courts; you require courts 
of equity, not courts of justice. I 

59881. But· under the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act, the courts are 
empowered to fall back on equity?-But the courts have urban training. 
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59882. Would you have a Moneylenders Act for the whole of the Presidency? 
-Yes. 

59883. On the lines of the English Act?-Not on the lines of the English 
Act. The Indian Usurious Loans Act is already based on the English Money
lender's Act. I want an Act whereby moneylenders '\Vould be compelled to 
keep proper books and accounts. 

59884. You know that in the Punjab a similar enactment was passed by 
the Legislative Council ?-I have read, about that, but I have not been able 
to get a copy of it. There was a movement of that kind, but I do not know 
exactly what it was. . 

59885. The Bill was passed by the Council there; I think it was a non
-official Bill; it was not given sanction by Government, but Government pro
mised to draft a similar Bill and look into the question?-I think it will be 
very interesting if it is done in the case of Bombay too. 

59886. A similar enactment for Bombay ?~I cannot say a similar enact
mE'nt, but an enactment to make it neces~ary to keep sealed bandis, so thaI; 
they. may not be tampered with. 

59887. In that case, what would be the' highest rate of interest in your 
-opinion chargeable by the sowcar?-At present it is nothing less than twenty
four per cent, and if you calculate the deductions made on account of the 
method of account keeping, it will come to thirty p~ cent. I think eighteen 
per cent should be the highest rate. 

59888. In case such an Act were passed, do you think the present bania 
would try to get round the enactment ?-They always try to get round it, and 
I think law-breakers will find means to break the law. 

59889. How do you prevent it at present?-At present when a document 
is written f9r Rs. 10,000,.it is generally the case that they deduct the interest 
for one year (Rs. 2,500) and brive only Rs. 7,500. So if the examination of 
accounts from th~ beginning is done, true things will be revealed. 

59890. In such a case how would the zamindar prove his claim? What 
is the use of such an Act?-8pecial courts of equity should be set up for 
dealing with agricultural indebtedness. As I said, I do not look to the 
document only; it may be for a lakh of rupees, but I will award only 
Rs. 1,000, if that is the real debt. The remedy for agricultural indebtedness 
is to set up special courts of equity. 

59891. And to pass a Moneylenders Act?-Yes, and a Moneylenders Act. 
'The enactment should be administered by courts which have got a bias to
wards the agriculturists. 

59892. Your courts sllould have a bias towards the agriculturistsP-B:y 
bias I mean sympathy; the courts would have sympathy with the agricul
turists . 

. 59893. Mr. Jamsked Mehta: You just now mentioned that you had very 
little to do with ilgriculture and you only looked after the finances. Do you 
not see that the lands are properly' cultivated by the lessees?-Yes. We see 
that lands are not damaged. 

59894. You mentioned that you would look to equity, and when there was 
a debt on a document for one lakh you would award only Rs. 1,000?
If that is the true debt. 

59895. That means that you want to take indefinite powers, powers beyond 
those enjoyed by any court of justice?-It is not'any extraordinary power. 
Ordinary civil courts are courts of justice only. Such pOl'Vers are enjoyed 
by all courts of equity. 

59896. Have you ever found that some zamindars take very unfair advan
tage of the Encumbered Estates Act to avoid paying bona /ide "debtsP-They 
cannot avoid bona /ide debts; it can be found from the books whether the 
debts are bonli fide or not .. When we take over estates, we take gOOd care 
to see that the zamindars' intentions are good. For instance, if a zamindar 
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is a zamindar and merchant combined, and has lost money as a merchant, 
then we do not take his estates under management. 

59897. I am not talking of a combined merchant and zamindar; I am 
talking of the pure zamindar?-If the debts are bona fide they will be paid 
by U8 for him; there is no fear of the creditor losing genuine debts. When 
large claims are pressed on the zamindar and his lands are to be sold for 
execution of civil court decrees, when his debts are too heavy so that he 
cannot discharge them, then he comes to us. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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KHAN BAHADUR GULMAHOMED ABDUR RAHMAN, 
Acting Deputy Director of Agriculture, Sind. _ -

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUF!8TION l.-REsEARoH.-(a) (i) Two years ago not much could have been 
laid in this direction though a small beginning- had been made' on the 
Mirpurkhas farm in 1922 by the appointment of a Cotton Breeder. The 
want has however since been partly met in the shape of the establishment 
of a farm at Sakrand in the Indus Left Bank Circle. At this station agri
cultural problems which will crop up under post-Barrage conditions four 
years hence are designed to be investigated. These problems in brief are:-

(1) The testing of the Baker-Lane Scheme of eighty-one per cent 
intensity of cropping. In this cropping two-thirds of the area 
will be under rabi wheat and one-third will be under kharif or 
hot weather crops. 

(2) Finding out the requirement of irrigation water of a crop. 
(3) To see the effect of perennial irrigation on the soil. 

Provision has yet to be made as recommended by the Committee of 1924 
for two mare research stations, one in the Indus Right Bank area and the 
other in tho Eastern N ara -tract for work on an extensive scale, -on rice, 
dll.bari (double cropping), iowari, wheat, _ etc. 

QUESTION 2 . .:....AGRIOULTURAL EDUOATION.-It is not possible to deal with 
the questions under this head given in the Questionnaire because no agri
cultural school exists in Sind. I therefore confine my remarks to a general 
note for the information of the Commission. 

The problem Qi' agricultural education had been engaging the attention 
of the department since 1910, but it was not until 1912. that the scheme of 
opening an agricultural school at Mirpurkhas materialised. 

The school commenced with a suitable programme of work, calculated to 
impart a flloir elementary education, both theoretical and practical. It was 
a one-year course only. Arrangements with regard to the boarding, lodging 
and tuition of the students were duly made, but with all that the attendance 
began falling off from year to year, till after about ten years of its struggling 
existence, the school had to be closed down. 

The experience of ten years' working of the school showed that the right 
class ot" boys had not .. p'atronised the institution; while those who came had 
probably three objectsJn view, viz .. -

(1) to educate themselves free by securing a scholarship of Rs. 14 per 
month; . 

(2) to claim a grant. of agricultural land on the strength of this 
education; and, finally, 

(3) to get some kind of job. 
The majority of them, however, failed to achieve their object, "nth tM 

result that future recruitment was adversely affected. 
The latest development in connection with agricultural education is the 

introduction by the Education Department of agricultural bias schools. 
There are now six such schools in Sind but, being yet in an experimental 
stage, nothing can be said about them. 

Whatever be the fate of these primary sohools, I feel that they do not 
solve the problem of imparting real education to landholders, whether large 
or small under the peculiar conditions of Sind. Something different from 
what w~ have been actually following is required in order to .touch the real 
agricultural community as a whole. 

Under the present arra'ngement the majority of the boys receiving agri
cultural teaching are either of the hari class possessing no land of their 
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ilwn or are the sons of very small landholders who do not depend for their' 
lhing upon the land. The natural consequence of this is that the knowledge 
they gain is not directly taken advavtage of by being applied to the land. 
After passing the prescribed test they will either be recruited as teachers 
or will seek Fome other kind of Government job. Thus a very small fraction 
of them, if any, might return to the land. 

The type of instruction should be such as, apart from estate management 
and the teaching of technical processes in the field, to teach the, boy account
keeping, so that after the completion of the instruction he should feel himself 
fit only for land work and not for any Government job. The tendency to 
seek Government jobs is very strong in Sind, as is r-ecognised on all hands, 
and unless we change this by our method of education we can, I feel, never 
lIucceed in making them turn their agricultufal knowledge to useful account. 

In this connection I had drawn' up an elaborate note on the basis of an 
outline by my predecessor Mr. T. F. Main for the information of the Com
mittee which had met in 1920 with the Commissioner in Sind as Chairman. 
In this note while pointing out various difficulties in making education 
accessible to the zamindar class, I had recommended the following type of 
lIrhool:-

(a) An agricultural' school which should be definitely zamindari; 
(b) should be really local; 
(c) sh!)uld teach the principles of scientific agriculture in all its bear

ings; 
(d) should give the boys a fair general education with a fair knowledge 

of English, especially !,olloquial, and account-keeping i 
(e) should give a thorough training in\estate management on its busi

ness side. 

This note was accepted by. the Committee in the following words:-

If As regards the second ,main question, that of agricultural education, 
the Committee feels that some remarks are required to explain the reasons 
which underlio their resolution on the second subject of the agenda. In the 
iirst place the Committee feelS that agricultural schools must definitely be, 
at least for the present, irttended for the sons of zamindars who are sub
lItanti'al or fairly substantial landholders. The class corresponding to the 
khatedar3 in the Presidency does not exist, except in rare instances, in 
Sind; and there will be little use in establishing agricultural schools for the 
SOIl8 of hari8. The only existing school of the kind, that at Mirpurkhas, 
has not been very successful, partly because zamindars of the agricultural 
type dislike sending their sons to a distance, and partly because they have 
regarded the sending of their sons to the school as rather a. favour on their 
part to meet the importunity or desire of their local officers, and a favour 
for which they expect some recompense, generally in the' form of a grant 
ilf land either to the pupil or to the parent who has sent him. The latter 
idea is, of course, absolutely fatal to the permanent success of any such 
school, but it can be best counteracted by proving to the zamindar that the 
school is of real use to the boys who go there. The Committee thinks that 
the most legitimate inducement is the undertaking to impart a knowledge 
of simple English to the boys. The zamindars are now very anxious for 
their sons to learn English; this may be due partly to the desire to add to 
thElir dignity by raising them above the common herd, partly with an idea 
of coping more successfully with minor officials, but probably. chiefly to a. 
vague but not ill-founded feeling that English would be an advantage 'to a 
man in the general development going on throughout the country. In any 
ease the Committee thinks that the teaching of English in these schools will 
be perfectl] legitimate, because a really useful inducement to offer. 

As regards locality. it would be undoubtedly desirable to have a Bchoolin 
each district, where the hoy would not be. too far from his home and where 
the zamindar would occasionally visit him. But that is not yet possible. In 
thE. meantime the Committee recommends a school at Ruk,. which would be 
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convenient for the· three districts of Sukkur, Larkana and Upper Sind 
Frontier, and another at the existing school at Mirpurkhas which would be 
convllnient for Hyderabad and Thar-Parkar, and not too far from at least 
some portion~ of Karachi and Nawabshah. . 

While the Committee cann~t recommend agricultural school for haris' 
BOUS, they think that it might be possible to give some simple agricultural 
training in MUllas' schools, as the Committee understands that 'ITlullas are 
eager to be trained in simple methods of teaching and most of the muZlas 
themselves come from local cultivators' families. In their resolution on 
Subject III the Committee has considered that the experiment of closing 
elementary I>chools in village areas during the busiest agricultural season 
should be tried. This may remove something of the present excuses (founded 
on real hardships) advanced by haris for not sending their children to 
school." 

Nothing however came of this scheme. The school I propose should be 
self-contained. A lOG-acre farm would be sufficient to .deal with field and 
fodder crops, animal husbandry and dairying, with vegetable and fruit 
gardening. A small dairy herd could be attached to the estate for the supply 
of milk and butter to the colony and also for imparting practical instructions 
in animal husbandry. A Veterinary Assistant should be in charge of this 
sedion to look after the health of the livestock and give lectures in veterinary 
practice and stock-management. A Hospital Assistant looking after the 
health of tho students could give lectures on sanitary principles and rural 
hygiene. These two medical sections will be desirable in order to make the 
institute attractive and create in the students' mind a favourable impression 
which may lead them to utilise these two departments for the benefit of the 
village community in their life's career as heads of the village. Such an 
institution should turn out a class of men who would look after their estates 
on the right. Jines. The cost of such ,an institution may come to a lakh of 
rurees, but -ill it is desired that agricultural education should reach the real 
agriculturist of which the number in Sind is as high as eighty per cent, it 
is, in my humble opinion, the only method and is one on which no amount of 
expenditure should be grudged. 

QUBSTION S.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-(a) Before describing the 
measures which have proved successful in influencing cultivators, I consider 
it important to discuss briefly the conditions of the mass of the agricultural 
population with which we have to deal. The Province of Sind comprises & 

fairly large number of big estates whose owners, either as tribal heads 01' 
as powerful neighbours, wield a considerable influence on the petty' n khate
dar8 " and their hari~ (tenants). 

The tenant class, which is by far the largest class of agriculturists, is 
entirely dependent upon the landlord not only for the seed and other agri
cultural requisites, but also ·for its very maintenance. Therefore our demon
stration and propaganda, chiefly consisting of popularising improved seeds 
and implements, has been directed to influencing the landlords of the tract, 
and recently through co-operative societies and talukadevelopment asso-
ciations. . 

1. The propaganda consists chiefly of village to village demonstration of 
improved implements which are invariahly worked with village bullocks in 
the presence of gatherings of cultivators and zamindars. Improved seeds are 
introduced hy sowing a small area on the zamindar's holding under the local 
system of farming, and improved methods 6f cultivation are taught by em
ploying trained coolies to attend to the operations. In the J amrao tract 
where immediate cash payment entailed hardship, improved implements were 
advanced with the concurrence of the revenue authorities as taccavi loans. 
The result of all this propaganda has been that the " Sarkar " plough which 
is a modification of the Egyptian plough is universally adopted in some 
districts and on account of the heavy demand it is now locally manufactured 
in thousands annually. Similarly the hand archimedian screw, the imitation 
Meston and other light iron ploughs of local manufacture are on the market .. 
and are being used to some extent. . 
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2. Ploughing zamindari lands on the hire System is another important 
feature of propagallda by which the k/Jri, (tenants), encouraged by'their land., 
lords, are trained in their own ,surroundings in the actual handling of im
proved implements. The charges claimed for such operations are nominal 
(Re. 1 to B.s. 2 per acre). . ' 

3. Small sub-stations or demonstration plots have also served a useful 
purpose in popularising improved seeds and implement.s. Of these; J amesabad 
and Nawabshah sub-stations established in the newly colonised tracts have 
aerved as mediums' to the new entrants, to land business for copying the 
improved methods of farming. The essential feature of management of these 
BUNtations is that they are run on zamindari lines. 

4. Apart from the village to village demonstrations, agricultural shoWB 
are periodically organised, when demonstrations of improved implemente 
and machines prove educative. ' 

6. Awarding of a/rifHIamas, medals or certificates of merit during district 
durbars also stimulate zeal in agricultural classes for departmental "stoclI:
in-trade"; such rewards and recognition in open Durbars create much 
interest and healthy competition., 

6. Periodical publication of leafl~ts containing agricultural matters of 
importance, experimental results and crop treatments and their free distri
bution among the educated agriculturists is another move, although such 
literature has not proved very effective among illiterate cultivators. 

Owing to shortage of staff, however, a good deal of the country has yet to 
be touched on the above lines. Under the new development scheme, the 
number of scholarships has been increased from 2 to 6 and it is hoped that, 
in due course the strength of the staff will be sufficiently increased to cope 
with the present as well as future propaganda work. 

(b) The effectiveness of field demonstration can be incre~tI b,:" fonowing 
the methods detailed below: - , • 

(i) Our district demonstrators should be of the right class of men, 
drawn mainly from the agricultural class. 

(ii) The agricultural officer guiding the demonstration shotlld be 
courteous, of winning manners and should understand' the needs 
of the zamindars. 

(iii) The present propaganda staff, which is extremely small, should be 
increased several fold. 

(ill) There should be closer co-operation of the Revenue and Irrigation 
Departments with the Agricultural Department. 

(c) Cultivators can be induced to adopt expert advice by-
(i) giving them improved strains of seeds and improved implements 

of practical value, on credit or in place of taccalli, or at con
cession prices if in cash i 

(ii) giving rewards, medals, titles or a/rifHIamas to those who adopt 
the superior methods or help in introducing them among others, 
according to the value of the help rendered i 

(iii) giving land extensions to those who take to' improved methods 
but such extensions should invariably be made at the recom-
mendation of the Agricultural Department. ' 

QUBSTION 4.-AnMINISTlUTJON.-(C) (ii) The services rendered by railways 
and steamers are fairly satisfactory to the agriculturist but railways ~hould 
be extended in rural tracts. The present freight rates could with advantagQ 
both to the railways and to the agriCUlturist be reduced. I know of several 
places where alternative transport facilities exist, where agricultural pro
duce is often transported in boats or bullock-carts rather than by rail or 
steamer. Such transport exists between Jacobabad and Shikarpur, Sukkur 
and Shikarpur and the Punjab and Sukkur. 

(iii) In my opinion, the number of roads is insufficient and where roads 
exist their condition is unsatisfactory. Owing to the alluvial nature of the 
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tract even the existing modest vehicular traJlic cuts the roads badly, with 
the result 'that they become very dusty. This is not only a hindran!le to 
mechanical transport' but retards the expeditious transport of produce and 
causes rapid wearing of vehicles. Moreover, during the inundation season 
certain roads remain under water for a long time, 

(iv) Any forecast that the meteorologist could make regarding the weather, 
if circulated forthwith in the country, would be very much appreciated. 

QUESTION 5.-FINANCE.-(b) The following measures would induce culti
vators to make fuller uSe of the system of taccavi:-

(1) The rate of interest charged on taccavi advances should be reduced 
to correspond with what is paid by Government to the public, to 
which cost of establishment may, if necessary, be added. 

(2) TaccGvi rules should be sufficiently relaxed to enable the legitimate 
demands of the cultivator to be fully met. 

(3) The disbursement of taccavi should be entrusted to senior and vigi
lant officers. 

QUESTION 6.-AGRICULTURAL INnEBTEDNEss.-(a) (i) The main causes of 
borrowing are:--

(1) the inherent poverty of the cultivating class; 
(2) accumulation of interest upon interest over a series of years; 
(3) the low yield of agriculture, due to lack of resources, yielding 

barely a living wage; 
(4) the necessity for borrowing to obtain seed and livestock for culti-

vation purpose; 
(5) illiteracy and ignorance of accounts; 
(6) dependence on, and consequent bondage to, the usurer; 
(7) precarious inundation; 
(8) to some extent, social customs, 

(ii) The sources. of credit are:-

(1) co.operative s~cieties, 
(2) taccavi advances, 
(3) last, but most important, the village ~Gnia (moneylender). 

(iii) Reasons preventing repayment are:-

(1) failure of crop!! owing to poor or late inundation or wholesale crop 
pests such RS'.rats on rice, rust in wheat and bollworm in cotton; 

(2) mortgage of produce to the village bania and consequent low rates 
accounted for by, him and possibly his other extortions. 

(b) Any measure of legislation to protect the agriculturist debtor from 
the clutches of the usurers will tend to affect the credit of the cultivator, as 
has already been the case where land grants have been made under restricted 
tenure. The only way, in my opinion, of protecting the agriculturist is to 
introduce compulsory primary education and provide 'cheap credit through 
agricultural banks, Government taccavi or co-operative societies in such a 
way as to meet fully the needs of agriculturists for the time being. 

QUESTION 7.-FRAGMENTATION OF HOLDINGs.-(a) The law of inheritance 
whioh is mainly responsible for the fragmentation of holdings should be 
amended, or legislation introduced to prevent holdings from being divided 
to suoh an extent as to become uneconomic; that is to say, a minimum limit 
may be prescribed beyond which no fragmentation is to take place. A 

.. change of the law of. inheritance may be against the sentiment of the people 
, but I believe the economic pressure which is now being felt on all sides will 

tend gradually to overcome the feeling. 
QUESTION 8.-IRRlGATIoN.-(a) (i) A great change is shortly to take place 

in the Province as the result of the Lloyd Barrage and canals under which 
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perennial water supply will be guaranteed' for the agricultural 'needs of the 
tract. 

(iii) With regard to the non-barrage area, wherever wells are successful 
they are naturally being developed and some further encouragemen~ in the 
shape of tacta1l; loans from Government or credit societies will do 'what is 
necessary. 

(b) The present working of the canals and the distribution of water is in 
certain cases not satisfactory owing, I believe, to the vagaries of the river 
Indus; this defect cannot be remedied till the Lloyd Barrage is completed. 

QUESTION 9.-SoILs.-(a) (ii) Of the reclamation of kallar (alkali) land we 
have two outstanding instances at Sukkur and Doulatpur, where alkali soils 
were reclaimed by surface drainage and then continuously cropping them. 
The work at Doulatpur, however, could not be completed on account of the 
failure of the Jamrao Canal to meet in full the irrigation demands of the 
farm. 

QUESTION lO.-FBBTILISBBs.-(a) .The fallow system of taking a crop from 
the soil once in three years or more has obviated the necessity for any grell.t 
use of manure. Rice occupies the largest area (about one million acres) and 
this has been sown continuously year after year on the same land without 
manure, except where dubari (double cropping) with a pulse crop in the cold 
weather wherever circumstances permit has been adopted. 

(d) It is only in scattered areas where intensive cultivation is practised, 
chiefly in garden crop areas, e.g;, the sugarcane and potato tract 'around 
Chak in Sukkur district, the Malir tract in Karachi district, the Bhitshah 
cotton tract in .Hyderabad district and the sugarcane areas on the Baghar 
Canal in the river delta, that the necessity of manure is felt, and the local 
supply of farmyard manure has been meeting this limited demand. IIi 
cotton tracts, however, another source of aupply is tapped, namely, the 
mounds of old village SIteS, of which Brahminabad, eight miles east of Shah
dadpur, taluka is the most conspicuous. There is also a practice of saline 
effiorescence from "kallar" soils or silt from canal b!lnks being applied to 
cotton fields. .. 

(I) Wholesale cowdung-burning is not at all a common practice in Sind as 
is the case in the upper Provinces. In mosquito-infested' localities dry and 
semi-dry dung is used to smoke off the mosquito to save human beings and 
cattle against their depredations but the ashes are returned to the manure pit. 
Cowdung is utilised on a small scale especially to heat milk on a slow fire. 
Some quantity of dry dung is transported to towns and sold as fuel. I think 
legislative measures would stop the last practice which' is objectionable and 
is likely to drain off II considerable quantity of useful material from rural 
tracts. Hurl grants allotted as necessary adjuncts to every village will 
provide cheap fuel and hence are calculated to dissuade the cultivators from 
using the cowdung for other than manurial purposes. . . 

QUESTION 1l.-<JBoPB.-(a) (i) Cotton, wheat, rice and iowar are the ~our 
important staple crops of Sind. Toe work of improving these is done by seed 
selection, isolation of superior strains and their maintenance by pure line 
culture. As regards cotton, of a large number of strains isolated by pure 
'line culture on factors of ginning percentage, yield arid earliness, one known 
as 21 W.N. has proved superior. to local varieties .and has satisfied the trade. 
and the zamindar alike. It is now maintained in a pure state, by renewal of 
stock of seed from self-fertilised seed every year. This is carried out and seed 
multiplied through the departmental agency till the fourth generation when 
it is distributed in group of villages for further multiplication. . 

In the case of wheat, the direction the department took in the improwe
ment of local wheats was to have a number of strains with superior chalac. 
ters (of strength, colour, yield, etc.) isolated from local varieties. The most 
promising that have now been retained are C.P.H. 41, A .. T. 38 and G.S. 25. 
Of the introduced varietiee from outside Sind only two, viz., Pusa 12 an,d 
Punjab 11, are replacing the local wheats. . 

Similarly, improved types of rices are being developed by selection, from 
representative local varieties and by testing a number of foreign ones with 
a view to introducing the most promising types from among them. Attempts 
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ate also beitlg made at Crossing local with foreign varieties to produce hybrins 
of high market qualities and superiority to local varieties as regards yield 
aDd early maturity. 

(ii) During the existence of the department a variety of new crops, 
including fodder crops, has been tried. Of the fodder crops, berseem has 
come to stay with us permanently. Of the other crops, Egyptian cotton did 
show promise of success as long as perennial irrigation facilitie.~ existed on 
the Jamrao. Among American cottons, Punjab F4 has proved to be healthy 
and prolific, fitting in with the present conditions of water supply and possi
bly other environmental conditions. It has become popular with the growers 
inasmuch as no less than 36,302 acres were sown with this cotton on the 
Jamrao Canal in 1926-27 in spite of the water supply being a month-and-a
half later than the proper sowing time. This cotton is, however, a low class 
one so far as its staple is concerned*; hence it will be desirable to evolve a 
strain having all ths desirable characteristics of this cotton, but having a 
.superior staple of an inch or more for cultivation under the Barrage. 

(iii) The zamindar generally depends upon the village bania or the 
mo/1UsiZ merchant for his seed requirements. There is, however, an excellent 
exception to this rule in a tract called Bhitshah in Hyderabad where the 
cultivators and merchants co-operate to maintain a pure cotton seed supply 
of Bhitshah cotton. The state of things with the village bania or the town 
merchant elsewhere is anything but desirable because not only are their stocks 
of seed hopelessly mixed up, but no less than fifteen per cent of the seed is of 
low vitality owing to weevilisation, etc. The cultivator is alive to the dis
advantages of sowing such seed, but cannot help taking it because of his 
poverty. The departmental pure seed supply organisation, whether of im
proved cotton, wheat or rice, though very limited at present, appears to he 
on right lines and requires developing. 

(c) Vide reply under (a) (ii) above. 
QUESTION 12.-CULTIVtTION.--{i) One of the main activities of the dis

trict staff from almost t'he commencement of the department in Sind is 
directed towards introdllcing improvement in the method of tillage. 

The practice of dry ploughing of fields long before the sowing season in 
order to'aerate and enrich the soil has caught on with the cultivator in 80me 
progressive tracts as a result of departmental demonstration. 

Interculturing cotton, ordinarily done by costly human labour, is 'now 
being taken up by progressive Ilamindars, by working the plough, in between 
the crop whether it be drilled or broadcast. 

(ii) No practice of mixture is generally adopted in Sind in the sense in 
which it is adopted elsewhere. In cotton the cultivator puts in a sprinkling 
of iowar, bairi, maizll, til and gtulr seed to supply him with early fodder for 
his working cattle. , ' , 

Rotation.-As the existing irrigation facilities generally admit of one
third' of the land heing cultivated per annum, the necessity of practising a 
rotation of crops has not been felt and tb.erefore not practised. Under the 
improved irrigation conditions, however, it would be necessary to devise a 
good rotation in which berseem should play an important part. This matter 
would be for the Sakrand farm to investigate. 

QUESTION 13.-CROP PROTECTION, INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL~-The seed for 
~he main crops is produced within the Province but large quantities of seed 
I)otatoes are imnorted from Italy as well as from Kalka and Farukhabad, 
outside Sind. The question of imported disease in this seed does not appear 
to have arisen . 

• QUESTION 14.-IMPLEMENTs.-8ind agriculture is very poor in implements 
both as regards quality and variety. The most successful introductions are 
light kinds of ploughs such as the Meston and the modification of Egyptian 
ploughs which "re now largely used and manufactured. There is scope for 
the heavy inverting plough, but as the quality of cattle is teo poor to work 

·them effectively they are not being taken up el..;;ensively. The tenant or han 
"ystem and comparatively cheap labour are obstacles in the way of the 

• Vid. note on page 154. 
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adoption of heavy machinery and labour-saving appliances such as Beed drillB, 
reapers, binders and threshers. 

I give a list of new implements that are being brought to the notice of 
the agriculturists:-

(1) Screw water lift. 
(2) Leveller. 
(3) Jowar stone thresher. 
(4) Tractor. 
(5) Chaff cutter. 
(6) Pumping plant. 
(7) Raja, Chattanooga, Oriental and Meston ploughs. 

These have in some cases been purchased by zamindarli and are iIi use. 
Labour-saving appliances have, however, an excellent future under post-bar
rage conditions when both introduced machinery and that devised by the 
Mechanical Engineer's department for the needs of the country will play an 
important part. . 

QUBSrION 15.-VBTBRlNARy.-(a) I think it should be under the Director 
of Agriculture, being more or less an allied subject. 

QUBSTION 16.-ANIMAL HusBANDRy.-(a) (i) Cattle-breeding needs imme
diate attention because cattle supply the pnly motive power in the agricul
tural practice of the Province. There are three excellent breeds of cattle 
along the borders of Sind:-

(a) The red Sindhi or Karachi cattle, recognised as the. best milk
producing cow in India. 

(b) The Thari or Dhatti breed reared in the desert of Thar Parkar and 
recognised as a dual purpose breed. 

(c) A third breed consisting of purely draught cattle bred in the desert 
tract along the river N ari to the north of Upper Sind Frontier 
district hal proved valuable for producing first class heavy 
hullocks suited to all kinds of farm operations. 

These breeds have so far not been developed. A central station for each 
breed is essential with a view to supplying bulls of first class quality for 
distribution in the interior of Sind, where the cattle are all nondescript and 
of poor quality and consequently unfit for working improved agricultur~ 
implements. . 

There 'is already a farm for the Karachi cattle to supply pedigree bulls 
to organisations and bodies in towns and rural areas for improvement of 
milk supply. The other two breeds should similarly have separate breeding 
stations. 

The Thar Parkar or Dhatti breed sho~ld have a separate breeding statiora 
somewhere at Hyderabad or Tando Mahomedkhan to supply draught animals 
throughout the Lower and East Sind tract, to which this breed is admirably 
suited. 

The Bhagnari cattle should have a central breeding farm at Jacobabad 
or Shikarpur to produce acclimatised bulls for Larkana, Sukkur, Upper Sind 
Frontier districts and .Khairpur State. 

(iii) The system of ammal husbandry as carried on in the country is' far 
from satisfactory. The methods of castration of young bulls and selection of 
sires are either unknown or not followed systematically. Immature bulls of 
obecure origin being herded with cows at night or allowed in the pastures, 
the result is nondescript progeny. Therefore, the supply of breeding bulls to 
villages and castration of all male calves except a few of the promising' 
progeny of these bulls should be the first step. The provision' of forage af\d 
green fodder in sufficient quantities should be made. During the hot 
weather grazing in waste or fallow areas is scarce and green fodders are 
rarely cultivated, with the result tLat most of the cattle are starved out and 
have little energy to produce or work. - Unfortunately the irrigation condi_ 
tions are responsible for this shortage of fodder supply. 
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(b) (iii) The large percentage of cereal crops cultivated presupposes a suffi
ciency of dry fodder throughout the Province, but a large quantity is sold 
off. The cultivator, as a rule, feeds the cattle properly during the busy 
season only, turning them out to graze in the recently harvested fields and 
waste lands for the remaining part of the year, with the result that the 
animals are almost starved out. The pecuniary liabilities' of the farmer are 
the main incentive to the sale of fodder. 

(iv) In the dry season, December to July, green feed is not available and 
its absep.ce tells much on the yield of milch cattle. 

(c) April to June is the period' of fodder shortage in the Province. 
Scarcity of fodder exists for twelve weeks throughout April, May and June • 

. Preliminary flooding takes place in July. 'After this, young growing cattle 
begin to thrive on cultivated fodders and grasses which last till October
November. 

(d) Better facilities for irrigation water will improve fodder supply. 

(e) 1. For the benefit of village cattle Government should make huri 
grants for the growth of babul trees and natural grasses to each village, to 
be managed by the villagers themselves on the basis of co-operation. Each 
huri may be abo!;lt ten acres or more, depending upon the size of the village. 

2. Breeding bulls from Government cattle stations should be issued gratis 
in the first instance to important· villages .. 

3. Annual cattle exhibitions on a small scale may be held in each taluka, 
prizes being awarded on the basis of actual performance and constitution. 

QUESTION 17.-AGRICULTUBAL INDuSTRIEs.-(a) In places where both rabi 
. and khan! cultivation is possible, the cultivator has work all the year round; I 

but where there is khari! cultivation only he has only six months' work. 
In the slack season he--

(1) takes a holiday to attend fairs, of which there is a good number in 
Sind; • 

(2) attends religious or social functions in or out of his village; 
(3) does carting and camel driving on wages; 
(4) is engaged in canal clearance work; 
(5) tends his livestock; 
(6) works for daily wages on construction works, especially near towns. 

(c) Extremes of climatic . conditions do not favour bee-keeping 'and seri
culture. Poultry rearing is already done on a limited scale,. Fruit growing 
will ~ot be undertaken by' . .the cultivator as he has no permanent interest in 
the holding,nor are the',eonditlons of water supply favourable. For lac 
culture and rope making there is some scope and they are practised wherever 
the necessary material is available. There is no scope for pisciculture as 

. there is already a large quantity of fish available naturally. 
(e) Wherever there is raw produce, concerns such as ginning factories and 

rice hulling mills have already established themselves near rural areas and 
these absorb some of the spare labour. Similarly small flour mills may with 
advantage be opened in wheat growing tracts. 

<g> In viel{ of the .anticipated agricult~al dev~lo~ment .of Sind due to 
the Lloyd BaJ'i'age, rural population will have sufficient employment in agri
cultural operations all the year round. 

<h) T~avelling health officer~ should be appointed whose duty it should be 
to tour rural areas periodically and lecture on the elements of hygiene . 

. QUEBTION·18 . ...!..AGRICULTUBAL LABouR.-(a) (i) This Province being sparsely 
pOpulated: there is no need to attract .agricultural labour from one area to 
another. 

(ii) Large tracts of cultivable land remain' uncultivated at present for 
want of water. When the Barrage is in working order people from congested 
areas outside Sind will have to be attra"ted by giving them grants of lane!, 
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at concession rates if necessary, as has been done on the newly colonised area' 
of the ,jJamrao and Nasrat Canals. 

(b) The causes of the shortage of labou.r are:-

(1) The naturally thin population though it is sufficient for the present 
needs of cultivation. 

(2) Want of extended irrigation facilities. 

(c) There is no surplus population in Sind at present. 
QUBSTION 20.-MARKBTING.-(a) and (b) There are no regular ma~kets in 

the sense in which they exist elsewhere but there are trade markets which 
appear to suit the '1M/wail growers., Thesettrade markets are adequate as 
regards bond. /ide transactions and the zamindar who is not in debt generally 
secures fair terms. This is particularly true of the Jamrao, Tando Adam 
and Shahdadpur cotton tracts. The existence tlf ginning factories belonging 
to several responsible firms like those of Ram Brothers, Volkart Brothers and 
Indian firms, is a fair guarantee of fair values being obtained. The ginning 
factories give reasonable conveniences to the growers in the disposal of their 
produce; they have their brokers who arrange sales ",ven on the grower's 
estate and supJlly empty bardans (gunnies). There is also a system of for
ward sale when they get about Rs. 2 after every maund of pkuttis offered' 
at a critical time. 

As to wheat, European exporting firms like Ram and Volkart Brothers 
have their sub-agencies at principal centres like Sukkur, Shikarpur and 
Larkana where they either purchase from big zamindars direct or through 
the local traders. The prices offered are generally satisfactory. The position 
of the small grower is different; he disposes of his produce to the village 
bania who offers him much ,lower rates. 

The rice market is controlled by local capitalists' who have their rice 
hulling mills amidst rice growing tracts and this trade is so much localised 
that while there is no difficulty in its marketing, prices may not always be 
fixed on considerations of supply and demand. Should rice factories com
bine, which they sometimes. find expedient for their mutual good, paddy, 
being unfinished produce, has no market beyond the walls of these rice mills. 
Now, owing to the increased number of rice mills, (within the past eight years 
the number of these in Larkana has risen from forty to fifty-four) this 
tendency is slowly dying out. These trade markets cannot be called very 
satisfactory and the mo/wsil cultivators will not be benefited unless we have 
a chain of markets scattered over the rural areas. This is not practicable 
at present for want of better roads and feeder lines. 

(c) Grading and packing of agricultural produce both for foreign and 
Indian markets are matters requiring serious attention. The grading should 
be standardisec\ in order to maintain the quality. This should be done by , 
legislation. 

(d) Yes. 
QUBSTION 22.-GO-OPBRATloN.-(a) I think non-official agencies will be' 

more effective in the spread of the co-ope;rative movement. 
(b) The number of oredi1!,societies has in the last few years increased by 

leaps and bounds but societies mentioned in items (ii) to (ia:) have not, with 
two exceptions, been organieed. I think all these societies are very necessary 
to enable increased credit to be employed in the best possible way and should 
receive attention. 

QUBSTION 23.-GBNBBAL EDUOATION.-(i) and (ii) I have ~ried to give a 
comprehensive scheme with regard to agricultural education under Questi0l" 
2 above. , 

(iii) With regard to (a) (iii) a few agricultural bias schools have been 
recently started by the Educat;onal Department but they are s'l;ill in an 
experimental stage. But even if these become successful I do not think they 
will in a~y way benefit the agriCUlturist to any desirable extent. 
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(b) (i) Agricultural middle schools as proposed by me appear to me the 
only way of improving the ability and culture of the zamindari class while 
retaining their interest in the lanel. 

QUESTION 24.-ATTRAOTING. CAPITAL.-(a) There. are the following factors 
which fri~hten. the capitalist from taking to agriculture:-

(1) The dull life of the country. 
(2) Precarious seasons. 

Notwithstanding this, the advantages of bringing the capitalist or enter
prising man to the land are so many that every effort should be made by 
propaganda to attract him to tl,le land. In my opinion, this will naturally 
oome about with the prospect of'i'guaranteed water supply under the Barrage. 
• (b) The factor which discourages the zemindar from carrying out improve

ments on his lands is want of capital; hence long-term credit at low interest 
should be given. 

QUESTION 26.-;-STATIBTIOB.-For want of the necessary staff, this is not 
being done by the loeal Agricultural Department. The figures of cultivation 
are communicated by the Revenue Department direct to the Director of 
Agriculture, Bombay Presidency, Poona. To my mind, they are not accurate 
and reach the public too late when published. It is, however, important that 
this should be done by the local Agricultural Department and for this addi
tional s~aff will be necessary. 
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Oral Evidence. 

59898. The Chairman: Khan Bahadur Gulmahomed Abdur Rahman, you 
are Acting Deputy Director of Agriculture in SindP-::-Yes. 

5:/899. We have your note of evidence; do you wis'll to add anything to 
it at this stagel'-No. 

li9900. Would you give the Commission some account of your own past 
appointments and experience?-I have ~went,y.three years' eervice now in 
thll Agricultural Department. I have had no collegiate educal;ion, but J was 
the first man to. be taken up in the department when the departmeDt was 
started in Sind in 1905. Since then I have studied the subject of agriculture. 
in the course of my service. 

59901. The whole of your service has been in SindP-Yes. 
G!l902. Have you ever attended at Poona?-=-I have gone there two or 

three times to attend some conferences; t.ut otherwifls I have all the time
been in Sind. 

59fl03. Then, have you acquired your agriClultural knowledg~ ,in the course 
of your service, or have you attended any C'oul'!\es?-I received practical 
training in the early days of my service irvIn the then Deputy Director of 
Agriculture, Mr. Fletcher, and I have acquired further knowledge during the 
COU1'8e of my service. 

59904. But, strictly speaking, you have no scientific qnalificationsP-No. 
59905. What is your responsibility towards the research statbn at Salmmd; 

have you any responsibility?-No; I have no conne!ltion with it; it is directly 
under the Director of Agriculture. 

59906. Is any research being carried on directly under yon P-There are 
three fanns in which research work is going on, but that work is in charge 
of a committee. This co=ittee sits three times in the year to Ilee the 
progreRII being made; and I am on 'that co=ittee. 

5990'1. Between the meetings which are held three times a year, you are 
expected to see that the work at these three farms is l"8.rried on within the 
policy laid down by the committee, is that soP-Yes. 

59908. Are the three stations which you mention doing work which - is 
largely preparatory to the extension of the Barrage irrigation in Sind ?-
No; that work is being carried on at Sakrand. 

59909. Entirely?-Yes. 
59910. What work are you doing in these three farms?-We work for the 

improvement of the main varieties of rice, wheat and cotton. That work is 
being done and the seed is multiplied from year to year. 

59911. How much land is there in Sind under cultivation which is not 
irrigated in any manner whatsoeverP-I cannot tell you; I do not remember 
the figure, but it is a good bit. 

59912. One does not expect people to carry the figures in their head; is it 
an important area?-It is. . 

59013. What attention has you!' department given to cultivation of land 
01 thiW sortP-That laud is lying waste because of want of water. Until irri
gationsl facilities are given it cannyt be cultivated. 

59914. There is no cultivation on that land ?-That is so. 
59915. Cultivation 'without irriga.tion is impossible in Sind?-Yes. 
69916. Does that apply to the whole of Sind?-Yes, except to the deMrt 

_ 'portiol! of Thar Parkar district. 
59917. Is the cultintion carried on there dependent upon the rainfall?

Yell, as also a good bit of Karachi district which gets a little rain. 
511918. Has your department contributed anything important to dry culti. 

vation in SindP-There is already some dry cultivation in northern Sind, 
where wheat is grown wi~hout irrigati9n.' First the land is fiooded and the 
seed sown; after that it does not receive irrigation. We have improved that' 
cultivation to some extent. Beyond tha1i Wll have done nothing. 
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59?19. In answer to Question 2, on agricultural education, you' deecribe 
the hIstOry of the agricultural school at Mirpurkhas; is that still in being?
No. 

59920. At what age did the boys attend that school ?-l"rom twelve years 
upward~ to fifteen. 

59921. Do you believe in teaching practical agriculture to boys of that 
age?-Certainly, from twelve to fifteen, that is the proper age to teach practi-

", cal agriculture. ' 
59922. J;Iow about the expense; can you remember at all how much it 

cost to educate each boy at that school?-We used to give them some scholar
ships of twelve rupeeS a month; we gave them free quarters and then there 
was some other contingent expenditure. 

59923. Do you recollecf the cost per boyP-It came in all to about eighteen 
rupees to twenty rupees per month per boy. 

5\)924. Is that for the whole year or for the term?-No, per month. 
59925. Per month for those months in which :the boys attended school?

Yes. 
59926. How about the type of boy that "\"\"as attracted hy that school~,

We di,l not get the sone of agriculturists; boys came whose object was to 
get some service. ' 

59927. To get jobs?-Yes. 
5\)928. Did you teach English there?-No. 
59929, Has, the Agricultural Department, as such any connection with these 

agri(mltural bias schools of which you say there are now si:d-Yes, there 
are six and we have a connection with them. 

59930. What exactly 'is it?-So far as laying out of the farms for them 
is concerned, and then just visiting the schools two or three times a year 
to see what progress they are making; but the administrative control is in the 
hands of the local boards. 

59£131. How about the school masters who are responsible for working these 
firms P-They have a training for six months at Lyallpur in the Punjab, and 
whf'1l they return they are directly employed by the district local boards for 
teaching the agricultural subjects in the school. We are simply an advisory 
body; we hold their' annual examination and advise them on agricultural 
matteI's. " 

59932. Are these six schools Government schools?-No. they are local 
board schools. 

59933. At- what age-do the boys leave?-We generally teai!h agriculture 
in the senior standards 'from the fifth to the ssventh; in those standards we 
find boys of thirteen to eighteen or something like that; we do not teach 
agriculture in the junior standards. 

59934. Are they conducted more or less on the Punjab model?-I cannot 
say; I have no idea of the Punjab model; but these are the schools which 
exist in Bombay Presidency also; they were started three or four years ag() 
and in Sind also they have existed for the last, three years. 

59935. Have you intimate knowledge of the working of these schools?
Yes. 

59936. Do many cultivators' sons go through these COl1rtie~?-Very few, 
of them; the large pareentage ia of other boys. ' 

59937. What ia their idea in going through the agriMIltural oourse?~They 
are simply studying in this school, and as this class has been introduced, 
they have to learn that, but they are not specialising. 

59938. With no idea of taking up agriculture; is that BoP-Yes. 
59939. What does the practical training amount tot-They have II small 

farm of about an acre or so attached to each of them. 
59940. One pair of bullocks?-One or two schools' have their own hullo~ks 

but other schools hire bullocks, and lIS the area is generally small, 'lbout 
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an acre or 110 sometimes, the work is done by the boys themselveR, whether 
it is digging or interculturing. Whenever they have to do ploughing, of 
course, they buy or hire bullocks. ' 

59941. Do you know how many hours a week are given to practical farm
ingP-I think three times a week for about: an hour and a half. 

59942. But you sum up, 1 think, by suggesting that the system in Sind 
is not working satisfactorily because the right type of boy is not receiving 
agricultural education at this moment; is that your view?-Yes. 

59943. Can you suggest any remedy for that?-I suggested a type of 
middle school, a special type of school. 

59944. Are you thinking of teaching English at these schools which you 
recommend?-Yee, in order to attract boys of the real agricultural class. 

59945. Is it any good trying to keep boys on the land by refusing to 
teach them English ?-I do not think so. 

59946. If an English education is what they want, they will go elsewhere 
for it; is that the pointP-Yes, English should be taught In a direct method, 
colloquial English, so that they can speak in English. 

59947. Talking about ~icultural propaganda,' the Commission has heild'd 
a certain amount of critiClsm of the department in Sind on the ground that 
in,the past it has not on its demonstration side been equal to iill opportuni
tieY; do you agree with that criticism?-Yes there has been crit.icism, because 
we bave not been able to touch the whole tract for want of staff: we have 
had no staff. It 'is only in the last two or three years that we have been 
getting boys from the college who are coming up. Formerly we had only a 
handful of men and we could not tackle the whole Province of Sind. It is 
only in places where we concentrated that we have done really useful work. 
That has. been the cry of the previous' Deputy Directors who were my prede
cessors, that the staff should be increased. 

59948. How about your method1! of demonstration; do you depend apon 
your demonstration farms, or are you demonstrating on the cultivators' own 
holdings 1-1 have described fully in my Yiritten evidence the method we 
employ in demonstrating our implements and aeeds. We have demon.qtration 
plots which are worked by the hari system which is the usual system here 
in Sind, so that that might appeal to the zamindar instead of emproying any 
hirej labour or keeping any elaborate staff on it.. At the sa¥1e ti1De, when 
we giVE' Ol!t any new seed to any man, of course ,he be.Jomes conversant 'with 
it on the demonstration plots; then we just show that seed side by siele 
,nth his own seed on his land so that he may see the effect of it and com
pare it with his own seed. ' 

59949. Where land is cultivated on behalf of the department by haTis, are 
they paying a rent in the ordinary way?-No, they generally give over some 
piece of land just to sow the seed there .. 

59950. Have you also an arrangement by which land, the property of the 
department, is cultivated by haris for the department, ,as it wE'reP-Yes, v'e 
have; at the present moment we have a large area of 400 or 500 !lcre!, which 
is being cultivated by means of haris where we multiply seed. 

59951. That is what I want to know about; in that case are the haNS 
farn.ing on a commercial basis ?-Exactly on a commercial bash;. 

59952. Are they getting any manures from youP-No; of course here there 
is no necessity for manure. As a matter of fact, we have to leave one-third 
·of the area uncultivated for want of sufficient water, and as such hinds lie 
fallow, they regain their fertility. 

59953. What I want to know is whether these haTia are getting from you 
anything in the way of credit or advance or anything else, which the.v would 
not naturaUy get if they were the tenants of ordinary zamindars ?-'fhey 
were the tenants 'of ordinary zamindars first, but they Bre now working with 
us, with the result that they are getting much better produce than they 
were getting before. 
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59954. Are they enjoying any advantages now that they are your tenant!! 
which they did not enjoy when they were the tenants of zamindars?-Yes. 

59955. What?-The advantage is this, that they are getting more produce 
out of the land by' getting better seed. 

59956. That is an advantage from better cultivation, but are they getting 
any advantages in terms of, for instance, cheap cartage or free cartage, 
bullocks at an advantageous price or anything of that sortP-No, they are 
getting the advantage of two things: better seed and better cultivation. 
, 59957. And nothing else at all?-Nothing else at all. We give them an 
advanoe without any interest and we recover at the harvest time; but we 
chiefl,V employ them on cultivation work; we do not get any other work irllm 
them as zamindars generally do. 

59958, Their produce is for distribution as improved seedP-Yes. 
'59959. How do you pay them. for their produce?-In the case of lift lIT!· 

gat.ion we take one-third,and give them two.thirds of the produce, and iIi t~le 
case of :fio"," we get one·half. 

59960. You are on the ba,ta,i system which is general in Sind?-Ye!'l. 
59961. Do they get an improved price for their share of the irnproyed 

variety seedP-Yes, they get from twelve annas to one rupee more per tnaund. 
59962. They sell for seed as well, do they?-Yes. ' . 

. 59963. YO)! see, I am trying to reconcile your note with what has been 
suggested by more than one witness, namely, that where the department 
fail in Sind is in their lack of demonstration under cultivators' conditions P
There is. no doubt that we have had failures in the pa~t, but at the same 
time we have succeeded where we have adopted the proper method of demons. 
tration. The only thing is that whenever a cultivator went to an experimental 
farm, of ('Ourse he got prejudiced; but that we could not hell'; we never 
invite,l him to see anything there because that was simply an experiment 
goillg on. 

59964. Is the demand for improved seed active ?-It is very active. 
59965. Can you meet it ?-No , we cannot sufficiently meet it. 
59966. Do you hope to. meet it in the future?·-Yes, we hope to meet it. 
59967."By extending your present organisation?-By extending and by 

getting better facilities for irrigation. 
59968. Have you experimented with a tractor at allP-Yes, we have three 

tractors at present; one is con.6ned to Sakrand; there. are two which are. 
working on farms under me. We have been able to get some figures by which 
we find we can cultivate an acre of land with an expenditure of about seven 
rupEes. ':;' . 

59969. What depreciation are you allowingP-We allow thirty per cent 
depl'e(liation in the first year1l.lld ten to fifteen per cent in subsequent yellol.'9. 

59970. And interest on capital?-Interest on capital 6.t eight per cent·. But 
there is some difficulty in working these on cultivators' land. because they 
have very small compartments, whereas a tractor requires a bigger unit 01 
land in order that it may work freely. On the Jamrao Canal they have one
acre plots which they have necessarily to keep under the irrigation rules. On. 
sutlh small fields it is difficult to work tractors; /lDd, besides, they have under. 
growth of roots and scrub jungle; that also is a hindrance. 

- 50971. Have you experimented with steam tackle?--No, we have not done-
tha.t in Sind. , 

59972. Would not that. be a good thing for clearing the scrub jungle?
That I could not say; I have no experience of it. 

59973. Have zamindars taken up tractors at aJI ?-One zamindar has pur
chased one. 

59974. When did he purchase?-About a year and a halI ago. 
59975. What does he Bay about it now?-He is using it on his land. 
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• 69976. Is he happy about it; is he pleasedP-He appears to be pleased. 

59977. I suppose people who are annoyed with the department tell you 
about it, while people who are pleased with the department. keep quiet: Is. 
that 80 1-Very often. 

69978. No news is good news, is it noH-No, it is not like that. 01 
COUl'se we are in touch with that zamindar who is using the tractor; we are 
always in touch with him j in fact, we supplied him with the driver in the 
beginning; if any part goes wrong, we try to have it replaced by ordering 
it, and any other difficulties which arise we try to eolve. • 

59979. Do you make him a present of all this service and material?-Yes; 
but ot couree when we have not got any, we have to order it out for him. 

59980. Who found the· capital for purchasing it ?-Of course the zamindar"-
we do not pay for it. . . 

69981. I thought you said you. helped him out with his repairsP-We help' 
him in getting the parts from the firm at his own expense and give him any 
other suggestions or any other advice which l:le requires. 

69982. Have you any views about the agricultural statistics in Sind; da 
you think they are reasonably accurate?-No, I do not think they are reason
ably accurate; I have said something in that connection in my note; it is at 
page 149. 

59983. Now I want to tum to another subject. You mention. at one POlin.!;. 
that you do not regard Punjab 4F. cotton as very satisfactory. What ~ 
your view about 4F.?-1 have said that for the pleseut purpose it. is sll 
right; it suits the cultivators and I have !!aid that in the last year we had 
no le~s than about forty thousand acres under it. 

59984. I see, now that my attention is called to it, that you call it a low' 
class variety; is that what they call it in Lyallpur?-We call it medium 
variety. 

69985. Medium staple cotton?-Yes. 
59986. But not a low class variety?-No. 
59987. Sir Thomas Middleton: You say it is .. a low class one so far as-. 

its staple is concerned "?-As compared with the long staple. 
The ChaiT1Tllln: It may &tand if you wish it to.· 
59988. Sir Thomas Middleton: In 1920 you drew up the scheme for an 

agricultural school?-Yea. 
59989. I do not think that scheme was adopted in any case, was it?-No, 

it was recommended by the committee which sat to consider this matter as. 
well l1li the other matter, and it went' to Govemment; since then nothing haa· 
been heard about it. 

59990. Your main requirements were that it ehould be definitely zamindari' 
and really local?-Yea. 

59991. What do you mean by II really local "?-It should be in aa central. 
a place as possible so that it may be convenient for lIlamindare' sons. 

59992. Did you think of it as representing one district in Bind or the whole' 
of Sind?-It should represent, say, one centre of Sind. • 

00993. So that you contemplated a 'lilriOS of such schools in Bind ?-
A.t l88l>t three. 

591194 •. How many masters had you in mind ?-l<'our masters: one head
master with three assistants. 

511995. How many boys had you prepared !or?--I think a.bout lOa. 
69996. Did you work out tho cOlltP-No, I did not work out the costj' 

of course the details have to be worked out, but that was the outline of the
Bchemll. 

• The witness subsequently requested that for the words "a low class on~ 
80 far BS its staple is concerned" the words "a medium stapled one, having,' 
a staple of t" 'I should be substituted (vide page 145, lines 13 a.nd 14). 
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59997. I saw the outl~e and it occurred to me the cost might ha.ve beell. 
the difficulty. It would be a very expensive type of school?-It would be 
about a 'lakh of rup,ees j I do not think it would be more than that. 
• 59998. You were with Mr. Fletcher at the beginning, you tell us?-Yes. 

59999. How many years did you cultivate Egyptian cotton with llim?
:'iN e cultivated it for nearly five years. 

60000. Why did it fail finally?-There are different opinions about it; 
some think the right sort of seed was not. tried, but I do not think there. 
is much truth in that because at present one or two varieties which were 
on trial then are now under trial at Sakrand and they seem to be doing 
comparatively well. But then water supply was the chief difficulty, becauss 
this crop, being a superior crop with a long growing period, reqwred water 
earlier in the season than we could get it. In the beginning we did get 
it and it did fairly well, except that we had some difficuUy with the muti. 
vators, for it was a newly colonised tract and the' people did very rough 
cultivation. But in spite of that it did well; but afterwards, when the 
Jamrno Canal failed 'to supply early water, of course this failed. 

60001. Was it a failure on the part of the cotton or was ita failure of 
'\Vater; I havt> always understood it was failure of water?-Yes, that was it, 
beCaU3El we could not get an early supply of water in order to have it ready 
'by Ootobe'r before we get any frost or dewfalls. 

60002. Do you know what types Mr. Fletcher imporledP-Yes, Mettaffifi, 
.Abbasi and Ashmouni. ' 

60003. I think you said just now that you still have some of that seed ?~' 
.Ashmouni we have at. present; it is doing better than the others. 

60004. Is it a new importation or the old seed ?-A new importation. 
60005. What is this 27 W. N. cotton?-That is a strain frvm the ordinary 

local cotton, which, when it is examined, is ,found to have f·JUT types. We 
selected this and gave it the name 27 W. N.; it is Q white flowered ordinary 
neglectum "08eum cotton. This we have selected; we are multiplying it and 
it is very popular. 

60006. From your account I ga.ther that the cattle of Sind are pood-No, 
they are not; we have the best breeds here. 

60007. I was not thinking of the Karachi and Thar Parkar breeds, but the 
,ordinal'Y cattle?-Yes, very poor. 

60008. The number of these selected breeds which you refer to, the Karachi 
and Thar Parkar, is small, is it notP-Karachi cattle are small in size, but 
"the Thar Parkar is of medium size. 

60009. I mean, the to"tial number in the country is not large at presentP
The total number is small; it is not very large. 

60010. Most of the cattle·consi~t of ordin!l.ry draught n.nilI'al~ j J think you 
C'all them Bhagnari ?~Bhagnari are confined t.o the northern part of the 
,Provinoe; but they have been bred for size and the present size is not suit
able for agricultural purposes because they were bred for military tra.nsport 
purposes. I 

60011. Then they are like the Hissar breed an£! that sort. Have you seen 
Kanl,reji C'attle?-Yes. 

60012. Are they ·nke the Kankreji in size?-No, they are bigger than that, . 
very bulky and heavily made. ' 

60018.' If vou [to to the distdct in which the Thill' Parkar are bred, do 
you find in ihat district only pure Thar Parkar or are they mixed?-The 
·cattle are mixed; they are non descript cattle at present. 

60014. Do any of the zamindars maintain herds of pure Thar Parkar?
No, not pure. 

60015. Are the only pure herds to be found dh Government farms?-No, 
W9 have no farm except the farm for the Karachi cattle here j but we do 
oome aoross& bullock here and there which may corresponi to pure type. 
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60016. But that you can only guess at by .its appearance?-Ye!i. 
60017. So'that the Karachi cattle are the only pure types in Sind that 

you can be. sure of?-Yes. " 
60018. The Thar Parkar cattle are all'mixed?-Yes. ' 
60019. What is the usual age of castration for draught bullocks in SiQ,d?

As a rule they do not do castration, but the age limit is about a year or two. 
60020. 1 ask what the common -practice is. Take the big breed that you 

referred to, the Bhagnari, what do you say the age is ?-The same. 
60021. Are you sure?-I am not quite sure, but, that is my impression. 
60022. Sir Jame8 MacKenna: What was your appointment before you 

teok over the Acting Deputy Directorship ?-I was first a fieldman;' after. 
fOllr years I was appointed inspector, and after four or five years Divisional 
Superintendent. 1 held that appointment for about ten years, and then 1 
was appointed Acting Deputy Director. 

60023. Have you ever done any crop selection and research work yourself'? 
-Not myself independently, but I have worked in a committee. 

60024. And you are to see that the work approved by the committee is 
carried out properly?-Yes. 

60025. You do not live on the farm?-No. As Deputy Directer ofAgri-
c;u1ture, 1 live at Karachi; the headquarters are at Karachi. ' 
. 60026. The Superintendent is on the farm?-Yas. 

60027. Profe88or GanguZe6: Who draws up the plan of experiments?-It 
is at present done by a co=ittee consisting of the Directer of Agriculture, 
the Botanist or Cotton Brasder, and myself. 

60028. Do you find that such plans require '\0 be revised occasionally?
An experiment, when once Jaid down, is carried on lor a number of years, 
till we get definite results, and those results are repeated till we get final 
results. 

60029. Are you familiar with the Sakrand station?-Yes, I know Sakrand. 
60030. Do you think that ths schemes which you now have for that station 

,requil't' to be revised in ths light of new experience that you bave gained?
I do not think so, because they have only recently been laid down, aud 
they will have to be proceeded with for a number of years. 

60031. Do you think tbat the Baker-Lane scheme requires revision?-If 
it is suggested by the experiments, then it migbt require revision. The 
scheme that has been laid down is not considered to be unsound, but tbe 
cropping is such as to need a considerable amount of farmyard manure, and 
to replace that, perhaps some leguminous crops will be needed to come 
between the other crops. • 

60032. Can you tell the Commission a little more about the reasons for the 
f~iIure of the Mirpurkhas school?-The reason \'1&'1 that we did not,get the rigbt 
kUld of boys. 

60033. And the right method of teachingP-It was elementary teaching, 
and that was done by a graduate of the Agricultural College. So, there was no 
defect in the teacbing; there was defect in tbe recruitment. 

60034. What was the qualification for admittance?-A boy who had passed 
the vernacular fourth or fifth standard was .admitted. , 

60035. If you had to start that school again, would you: change the quali
ficatien for Bdmittance?-In order to induce the bt'ys to !lome; we might 
keep the same qualification as I have suggested for the school which has 
been proposed by me. 

60036. What steps would you taks to reduce the risks of failu're?-We 
minht ·provjde English, education as an attraction for boys of the zamindari 
cl';;s to come and join. That is the chief attraction that we shall have to 
providl3 thsre. 

60037. It will be definitely zamindari?-That is what I have suggested, 
and that has been approved of by the committee als~. 
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60038. In the memor~dum that was submitted to us by the Bombay Go
Nemment, . I find that in KaraChi there is a distinct decreaee in the net 

"cropped area. The' net cropped area of Karachi has receded recjlntly quite 
conspicuously, and there is a fall in production to the extent of twenty-three 

. _per cent. Can you tell the Commission why it should be so?-I cannot tcll 
.'y0u with C'Srtainty, but probably water supply may be at the bottom of it. 

60039. A fall in production to the extent 'of twenty-three per C'Snt is a 
.big fall?-It is a big fall, no doubt. ' 

60040. You consider water supply is one of the reaeons?-That is what I 
.think. It cannot, be over-cropping because the water is not sufficient for 
.evellone.third of the ,holdings at present. 

60041. You have explained to us why experiments with Egyptian cotton 
,.Jailed. Do I understand that you have abandoned the experiments with 
Egyptian cotton ?-Yes , till we get stable conditions, a steady and perenuial 

,supply of water. 
60042. When the Barrage and canals are completed, perhaps you will 

continue the experiments ?-Yes , certainly. In fact, experiments have been 
.'begun liven now at Sakrand. With the perennial supply which is now avail
able there, the experiments have been begun again. 

60043. With Egyptian cotton?-Yes, even with Egyptian cotton from this' 
,J/ear. 

60044. With fresh seed from Egypt?-Yes. 
60045. You told us that you were carrying on experiments with the new 

'Variety of Egyptian cotton known as Ashmouni ?-That is being done at 
Sakrand. 

60046. Are you trying any other variety P-Bakel, Pilion and Zagora are 
:the three varieties that are being tried. 

60047. To what extent is Pusa 12 wheat being grown?-To the extent of 
fifty thousand acres. It is mostly confined to North Sind, in Sukkur, the 
'Upper Sind Frontier, and Larkana districts. 

60048. Do you think the area could be still further extended ?=--It IS being 
extended. 

60049. The difficulty is perhaps a steady supply of water?-Yes. 
60050. The cultivator' is quite convinced of ,the benefit ?-He is very much 

convinced. 
600~1. With regard to the question of seed supply, do you find the taluka 

,odevelompent associai;io~ of help in your districtP-It is of very great help, 
because it is through the-medium of these aesociations that we are able to find 
a ready response -from CUltivators, and we are able to distribute our seeds 
and implements through th\?m. ' 

60052. The seed is grown on the farm under your BupervisionP-Yes. 
60053. Will you take the Commission through theprocessP-We grow 3 

certain quantity in our farm, then we give it out to private seed growers, 
then we callt-ct it and give it out lurcher. We handle it to, say, about 
twent,y-five to thirty thousand acres. Further, it multipli~ itself, and we cannot 

Jollow it because it becomes too unwieldy for the department to follow. 
6005 I. '1'he private seed growers grow under your supervision ?-Yes j we 

supervise their crop. 
60055. Do you re~ew the strain ?-Every year we are renewing; that 

.process is continued. 
60056. What prospect do you hold out for ber8ellm ?-At prssent there are 

no rroepellUl lor it, but when we can have n coM wellther sqpply oi wllter, 
·there will he Jnuch scope fo~ it. • 

00057. The extension of 6er868m cultivation would solve, to 1.\ great extent, 
-the fodder problemP-Certainly, it must .. 

60058. Talking about the fodder question, do you think cattle-breeding 
'pays in SindP-My information is that it does not pay . 
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60059. You have a certain amount of export demand' from K'll'IIC!ll'I
Yes; there is any amount of demand •. 

60060. In spite of the high prices that you get from the export' market, 
~attle-breeding does not pay?-In what sense? 

60061. I am referring to cattle-breeding as is conducted by private persons? 
-To those who are near towns it pays very well, because they can find 
ready sale for their'milk and other produce, especially milk; whereas, those 
wbo are far away from towns do not get any ready sale for their milk, and 
consequently it does not pay them. es well es it perhaps does in other countries. 

60062. Do you think the Government of Bombay have paid adequate atten
tion to cattle-breeding?-They have, in so far as one station has recently been 
eotablished near Karachi, and they have three or fom stations in the Presidency 
proper. 

60063. What are the chief difficulties in the way of cattle improvement?
The chief difficulties are that the ordinary breeder does not understand the 
principles of breeding; that is because he has no knowledge. That is the 
chief difficulty. 

60064. Has. he convenient access to good stud bulls?-Wherever Govern
ment institutions have been established, they have free access to them.. 

60065. in the experiments that are being conducted by you, are you ioing 
anything with regard to ,rotation of crops?-We did carry it out in the begin
ning, when the Jamrao Canal worked well. That was designed to be a peren

, nial canal, and in the beginning, for a few years we did carry it out, ,bu1; 
before our results were out and could be called definite, the water supply 
failed, and so we discontinued it. 

60066. Are you working out any other scheme?-Not at present, but it 
is being worked out a.t Sakrand, where the Barrage conditions have been 
reproduced. 

60067. About water supply in Sind, what, do you think, would be the' 
state of affairs in non-barrage tracts? Do you think they will have enough 
water lor agricultural purposes P-I do not see any reason why they should not 
have enough water. Of course, they will have water for a 'certain SIlBSon, 
for about four or five months in the year in the het weather, but I do not 
thJlk it will be a steady supply. 

60068. What about well irrigation? Is there any pos~ibility for well irri
gatiou in any tra.cts?-Certninly, it is possible, and f;here are wells on which 
cultivation is being done. It is mostly confined to the north of Hyderabad. 

60069. You think that non-official agencies would be more effective in the 
SPNad of the co-operative movement?-Yes, because private individuah; I'om
mand more confidence. 

60070. Do you see signs of such bodies coming forward ?-I do. 
60071. Mr. Kamat: Has there been mooted in this ,Province an idea to 

have an Agrioultural College for Sind?-Yes, there has been Bome such move
ment. 

60072. A first grade Agricultural College?-Of the type of Lyallpur or 
Poona, a full-fledged college. 

60073. Is the demand for it universal ?-There is a demand from certain 
lIections of the people, but I do not think it is universal. So far as the land
owning community is concerned, I do not think they understand it, ·)r that 
there is any demand for it from them. There is a, demand from certain 
sectioup of the people. 

60074.. If it is not from the zaurlndars, from whom is it?-From certain 
lIections of the people; probably the townspeople and 8< few zamindars; there 
is no demand ,from the large majority of zamindars.. 

60075. Wha.t is your own view?-I do not think it is neceFlSary t-o have 
a eollego for Sind, because those who are turned out by the college generally 
seek jobs. We can give them jobs only to .. very limited' extent; 80 far as 
the department is concerned, they could employ' a few. I am for. schools 
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of the type that I' have suggested, so that the agricultural community as ~ 
whole may be benllfited by it. , 

60076. What is the type you have suggested ?-I have suggested a middle 
school in my note. 

60077. A prominent feature of agriculture in this Province is that land, 
some thousands of acres in extent, is accumulated in the. hands of some 
zaruindars, whereas the large bulk of the haria are landless. That is the 
situation?-Yes. 

60078. Do you think that is desirable?-It is not very desirable. 
,60079. Would you like to have a change in favour of the hari8?-If you 

take away the hariB and give them lands indiviclually, then perhaps there will 
be no hari8 available to cultivate the zamindars' lands. 

60080. You are not in favour of it?-To some extent, but not as I: whole. 
To some extent you could give out lands to som 3 intelligent haris, or to those 
who show signs of progress, but not as a whole. 

60081. Have you thought of any scheme to improve the position of the 
ha1'ia, by giving them land under the new Barrage area?-No, I have not. 
But I think the old plan of giving out the land to Punjab colonists as peasant 
proprietors of the Jamrao, about thirty.two acres to each man, has worked 
well and has given good results. But I do not know how far such a holding 
will be handled by Sindhi hans as peasant proprietors. If such lands are 
given out at all, I think they should be given out under that tenure. 

60082. If two blocks of sixteen acres ellCh are given out to the 8indhi, 
haris, what difficulties do you foresee? 'fhey",-ill not have the capital'!-They . 
"ill not have the ca.{lital; they have quite a different mentality. The 8indhi 
hans as a whole are mdolent people; that is my personal opinion about them; 
whereas, the Punjabis have made it a success. They have not only made a - . 
decent living out of it, but they have also ac-cumulatcd sufficient mone'y to 
buy land from their neighbours, especially from Sindhis. , 

60083. yo'u cannot depend on the Punjahi to colonise the whole of Sind?-
1 think the Sindhis have, to some extent, copied them, and probably, under 
the present economic pressure, things might- lmpr~ve, but not at once. 

60084. You think ~ attempt to improve the h"ri in that dirElGtion would 
not be successful. Is it worth making a beginning at all?-We might select 
a few hari8 and start 1m el:periment on the lines of the J amrao, and Eoee how 
it succeeds, and then we could. extend it. . 

60085. Some such 'attempt is worth making?-Certainly i1 think so. 
60086. Are you CO!lversant with the conditions of wheat export from Karachi? 

-No. <.'';' I 

60087. You have not studied the problem of wheat export from Karachi 
itsalf?-I know the marketing system which is being carried out in the 
mofllssiland elsewhere. . ... 

60088. I think you have said sometqing 'about the marketing conditions?-
~. " 

60089. What are the defects, apart from the question of having riddle
men ~-The defects are that we have at present a. very defective road and 
railway service. YVe should have many roads and many feeder lines, so that 
the agricultural commod.ities could be brought to some central market very 
easily. . ' 

'60090. These are '"the administrative conveniences which you want?-Yes. 
l-\l091. Speaking from the agricultural point of view, is there any adul. 

~el'a~ion either on the part of the producer, or the middlemen, or the- Indian 
firms, or the English firms which export wheat?-I think there is adulteration. 

60092. Have you any idea how to prevent the adulteration of wheat?
Wheat is marketed on the basis of a certain quantity of pure wheat nnd a 
certu.in. quantity of other foreign grain mixed together. In the case of tr.ose 
who make an attempt to grow a pure crop, their quantity being very small, 
the trade does not compensate them for the pw'ity of their produoe; but if 
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1lOIIle legislation is passed fixine: the grade of . crop, 'then perhaps adulteration 
might disappear. , 

60093. Short of legitllation, have you any other method to suggest how to 
iiDprove conditions? Cannot the department, by propaganda or any other 
means, do something in the matter?-Yes. For instance, we distribute seeds 
of Pusa 12, which is quite pure. The produce from that ot course is pure, 
but apart from the quality for which that particular wheat fetches some 
pr6mium, no consideration is :(laid by the trade for that co=odity being 
pure. That is the state of affaIrs; but if a certain 'standard is fixed, if it 18 

laid down that the zBmindars should produce that standard snd the trade 
should pay a certain price for that particular stsndard, then I think there 
will be a universal increase in price, and both the zamindar class an,l the 
trade will be profited. 

60094. If grading or standardisation were to be introduced, do you thinll: 
the producer would underetand it?-I think there are some who do under
stand it. For instance, in the case of cotton, there are people who mix 
dry leaves of the cO.tton plant, or the dry bo!1ewith their cotton deliberately, 
in order to increase the weight. There are some such dishonest people. 
They even water their cotton, so as to make it bulky. But there are others 
who produce it in quite a clean state, but the quantity being small the trade 
-does not pay e:nough for it; on the other hand, the trade mixes something with 
it. So that, ultimately, when it goes to its final destination, the' thing is 
very much adulterated through several agencies. 

. 60095. Do you mean to suggest that the exporting firms are not conscious 
that iII the long run that is to their detriment?-That is what I have noticed. 
I am not talking of big exporting firms, but of village baniaB and such men~ 

60096. You think that there should be propaganda to educate public opinion 
with reference to the baniaB and the village people?-Propaganda is already 
in progress, but the bania is only concerned with his profit; he does not 
-care what quality he markets he does not understand it. It is mostly with 
the growere and with the big firms that some such propaganda should be 
st811:-ed; in fact, it has already been started. . 

60097. When yOu speak of legislation, on what line~' mould there be legisla
tion ?-So as to fix s'pme grades, say of wheat or cotton; anybody bringing pro
-duce of a lower g!ade than that which is laid, d~WIl"s4o~ld be dealt with 
in some way. . .• 

60008. Is it something like the Cotton TAnsport· Act7-~omething of that 
kind. • 

60099. Mr. JamBhea A!ehta: You were' talking about the adulteration of 
wheat. If a resolution were passed by the merchants' chambers, in the ports 
t& which the wheat is exported, Bay Liverpool or other porte,' insisting upon 
a particular quality of wheat being sent to them by their agents or their own 
firms here, then the merchants -who are buying the wheat, t!Je middlemen, 
and even the growers would havll to give tbat quality of wheat. Do yc,u not 
tbink that would be sufficient witbout having iegislation ?-·I think there is 
already a demand for a t"ertain standard in European markets, and those who 
~ffer lower standards than that are paid less. This has been going on for 
several years, and yet it has not remedied that defect. 

60100. Do you know that because a certain standard which is not quite 
pure is accepted by the merchants' outside India, therefore the SxpOl'P firms 
here send out that quality of wheat, making it. up by adulteration eva. if 
it is given to thempure?-I think so. 

60101. You' were talking of SindM ha"is who are indolent. 'Do" you mean 
the zamindars or the hari8?-I am talking of the haria. 

60102. You think that if land in blocks of sixteen acres wers given to them, 
they would make no use of it ?-Our past experience of that experiment wh!r.h 
has been carried out on the Jamrao shows that there is some scope fOf lt, 
but we made the experiment with non-Sinilbis. So, I say that it is .worth 
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wpile making an experiment with Sindhis to b~gin with. My ,idea is not to 
gIve out all the land at once, but to select a few men, try that experiment 
with them, and see if they can make a living out of H 88 the Punjabi men 
did, with a stable permanent supply of water. ,Ifthab experiment succeeds, 
then if; is worth while extending it. 

60103. Do you think a co-operative society of the htlTis would succeed? 
Suppose you form a co.operative society, get an area of land, make the haTia 
work on it, take payments from ~hem, Bnd within a period of fifteen or 
twenty years make them the proprietors of that particular block of land, 
woultl such a scheme succeed ?-It comes to the flame thing whether Govern
ment or co-operative societies do it. 

60104. Do you think that, in such a case, the haris would work diligently?
I, think it is worth while trying that experiment. 

60105. Supposing a choice were given to you between an additional Arts 
College and an Agricultural College in Sind, which would you prefer? If 
Government said that they were going to have an Arts College, and if some
body else said that they want an Agricultural College, what would be your 
opinion?-From the zamindars' point of view, I would not favour any. 

60106. If a ('hoice were given to you, what would you do?-If I were a 
zamindar, I would not favour either of them. ' 

60107. You feel that there will be no jobs available, and therefore you 'do 
not want an Agricultural CollegeP-Yes. ' 

60108. In that way, may I just say that the graduate!! of the Arts College 
are exactly in the same position? Can we say, therefore, that there should 
be no Arts College?-It is the wrong kind of education that we are giving 
them. 

60109. You were asked about your experience with tractors. You said 
there was one at Sakrand and two in your department, and you stated that 
it cost~ about seven rupees an acre?-Yes, it costs about seven rupees an acre. 

60110. Including depreciation ?-Including everything. 
60111. How does it ,compare with the present method ?-It does superior 

work. It goes to a depth of ten inches or so, and it upropts all the weeds. 
Taking that into consideration, I think it is a good thing. 

60112. How does it compare with the present methods in Sind ?-With 
reglU'd to land covered with deep-rooted weeds or dirty land, I think the 
tractQr is ('heaper. 

60113. What'is cheaper ?-The tractor, in the case of four'land. 

60114. With norm'allandl-With normal land, our ordinary plough. Our 
ordinary plough goes oilly to a depth of four or five inches, but these tractors 
go to a depth of ten inche!l. The ordinary plough is not able to work through 
weeds. Therefore the tractor is the best thing for foul lanel. 

60115. Supposing co-operative societies are formed for the supply of trac
tors to small holders, the societies could rent them to the members. Would 
it BucceedP-I cannot say until we have completed our experiment. 

60116. Has your department tried to rent them?-Yesj recently we 
rented one to Mr. Madhavdas of Shikarpur who cultivated thirty acres of 
land. 

60117. You speak of attracting capital to land. You have lived all your 
life in Sind. When the Lloyd Barrage land is free for cultivation, would 
you be in favour of large syndicates taking up land for cotton, wheat, et
('etera?-Yea. 

60118. Would you be in favour of granting land to educated young men, 
either direct or through co-operative societies?-It would be a good thing if 
we could make them settle on the land and not simply own the land, stay in 
the towntl alld depend upon the labourers to cultivate .the land. 

60119. Do you think educated young men, unlike the hari, would put to 
use modern tractors, etceteraP-It is worth while trying. 
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60120. Supposing the leaders bf any particular commimity, the Memon 
eomJDunity, the Parsi community or the Khoja community, came to you in 
the interests of the young men of their community, wanting to colonise the 
land with their young men, would you give them facilities for purchasing 
land P-Provided the young men undergo training in some form and make 
themselves fit for farming. 

60121. I come now to the question of subsidiary" industries. Your 
opinion is that the agrioulturists are free for at least four to five months? 
-Yes. -

60122. One of the zamindar witnesses told us that the agriculturists are 
not at all free to work on any subsidiary industries; what is your view P-In 
the case of Upper Sind Frontier where the bosi system of cultivation is going 
on the cultivators have work for eight to ten months in the year. 

60123. DT. Hyder: What does bosi meanP-A piece of land is :flooded in 
September and the water is allowed to soak into the land to a depth of one 
foot or more. When the surface water has evaporated the wheat seed is 
drilled in and it grows without further irrigation. That is bosi. . 

60124. Who is the han who adopts this bosi system P-The same han who 
takea up khan! cultivation. 

60125. Mr. Jamshed. Mehta: Do you think if the Department of Indus
tries demonstrates certain subsidiary industries to the han, the han will 
take them up P-I have said that there is not as much scope for these indus
tries in this tract as elsewhere, because the hans have got plenty of work if 
they choose to work. 

'60126. If experiments are made and demonstration given to themP
Experiments with what P 

60127. Small industries, such as those mentioned in the Questionnaire, 
rope making, weavingP-I do not think they will take up weaving, because 
they have a prejudice a,gainst it. 

-60128. In which tract do you say the han has enough work to doP-Where 
bosi cultivation is taken up. There they have work for eight or nine months 
in the year. Here, in Lower Sind, they are busy for six months in the year. 
Conditions vary; wherever· there is water and scope for wheat Ilultivation, 
there the han, remain engaged for eight months; where there is only ordi
nary kkan! cultivation they are engaged only for six months in the fields. -

60129. Do you expect labour shortage after the Barrage is completedP-:
Yes. 

60130. And you will have to employ labour-saving implementsP-Yes. 
60131. On the question of fodder, you say that there is scarcity of fodder 

during certain months. One of the witnesses stated that there was no Bcar~ 
city of fodder. What is your experienceP-There are Bome tracts in whick 
there is no scarcity, .but taking Sind as a whole there is scarcity during cer-
tain months. . 

60132. In the Prt>sidency they have a scheme for preserving large quanti
ties of fodder; would that be suitable to SindP-I do not think there is scope 
for any such thing in Sind. We have got irrigation here and although it is 
not steady, all the same it gives a sufficient quantity of water to enable the 
cultivator to grow graBS if he chooses to grow it. 

60133. On page 146 you give some advice regarding the supply of breed
ing bulla, weeding out and castration. Do you think that if i;he Veterinary 
Department were placed under the Agricultural Department it would work 
betterP-I have stated in my note that thE! Veterinary Department should 
be under the Director of Agriculture. 

60134. On vage 143 you say that compulsory primary education would be 
the best means of freeing the zamindars from debt. So, in your opinion, as 
they get educated they do not get into debtP-That is what I believe. 

60135. On the other hand, some witnesses have stated that if you gave 
education there would be no han, on the landP-I do not mean education 
up to the seventh standard; I mean compulsory primary education. 
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60136. How would you prevent them from going to the upper classes?
The mulla schools which have been recently started are the best; they would; 
give them just sufficie~t knowledge for their own use. 

60137. On page 143 you make a statement that taccavi rules should be, 
entrusted for administration to more vigilant officers; is there anything 
wrong at presentP-I do not say there is anything wrong; if the officer is 
vigilant the turn-over will be quicker. 

60138. Water distribution is at present in the hands of the irrigation 
engmeers. Some witnesses have stated that it should be entrusted to the 
zamindars, because they say that the irrigation officers who are mere engi
neers do not know "anything about agriculture and the water requirements • 
'of crops and soils. Do the engineers consult the Agricultural Department 
in any way when they have to give water P-They do not as a rule. They 
supply a certain quantity of water laid down in the rules. Possibly the
difficulty is due to deficiency in the river itself. 

, 60139. It is alleged by the zamindars that they have no knowledge of the
requirements of a particular crop or soil; I therefore want to know whether 
yO)1 would wish that the Agricultural Department should be consulted in 
fixing the quantity of water, or whether you would wish the distribution of 
water to be entirely entrusted to zamindars?-I think it should be entrusted 
to, a board consisting of the representatives of zamindars, the Agricultural' 
Department and the Irrigation Department. 

6Q140. You state, on page 142, that you have not sufficient staff for carry
ing on your work in Sind. What .staff would you wantP-8everal more;. 
something like fifty or sixty, and even a hundred when the Barrage is in, 
working c!ondition. 

'60141. Without that staff Sind would sufferP-It would suffer, because 
our work requires more men. 

60142. On page 141 you speak of agriculturists being entirely dependent 
on zamindars. What does the agriculturist or harl 'get from the zamindar P 
Out of the half share of the produce that the harl ought to get, what 
does he actually getP-There are certain deductions on account of expenses 
in connection with charity. 

60143. The zamindar deducts a share for charity out of the harl', share? 
-Yes, but it is not very appreciable. 

60144. Can you give the Commission an idea of what the harl makes per 
monthP-He gets his proper share minus something deducted for giving 
charity. What he gets depends upon the nature of the crop;. if the crop is 
good he will get mor~ l if the crop is bad he will get less. 

60145. What does 'h~ g~t -per acreP-In the case of cotton, if the yield is
eight maunds per acre, he will get four maunds. 

60146. There is no deductionP-There is some deduction. The practice 
differs from place to place; some zamindars give away the whole share; some· 
deduct a small share. 

60147. Professor Gangulee,' Could you give us an idea of the income and 
expenditure of the average harl P-That depends upon the nature of ·the 
tract, the water supply and so on. Assuming cotton to be the crop, at the 
present rate of twelve rupees per maund (last year the prices had gone: 
down), allowing ten acres for one harl, I think he ought to get about one
hundred and fifty to two hundred rupees, assuming conditions to be normal. 

60148. Have any attempts been made by your department to take a 
census of his income P-That is an economic study; we study that. 

60149. M1·. Jamshed Mehta,' On page 141 of your note Y0l!- mak~ the state
ment that an agricultural school should be started for zammdars sons and 
not for haris' sons' why not P-Because the harls have not got their own 
land and therefore they would not be interested in that sort of school, where
management and all that sort of thing will be taught. You must remember' 
that the harl has no interest in the land and therefore that sort of educa-
tion will not help him much. ' 
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60150. Is it your idea that, for generations to come, he must remain a 
hariP-If he raises himself, he can take his place among the zamindars; 
there are hari. who have become zamindars. 

60151. On page 139 you mention the failure of an agricultural school; when 
was it in existenceP-About five years back. ' 

, 60152. Do you think that if one were started even now it would be a 
f;1'ilure?-I am not speaking of that type. Even the agricultural bias 
schools lD existence are not successful because the pupils who study in those 
schools are not of thE: agricultural class. '-

60153. The Baja 01 Parlakimedi: In demonstration, may I know what 
factors you concentrate uponP-Demonstration of seeds, implements and the 
other departmental things P 

60154. 'When you go about demonstrating the improvement of crops, what 
factors do you take into considerationP-As regards the improvement of seed 
so as to increase the average outturn of the crop, we have taken up cotton, 
wheat and paddy. ' 

60155. For instance, do you not take into consideration the yieldP-Yield 
as well as quality. We see that the seed we distribute is capable of giving 
a higher yield and at the same time capable of giving a quality which will 
'command a premium in the market. 

60156. To achieve the highest yield, what fertilisers have you been usingP 
-We have not used any fert'ilisers. In Sind this method is not of a pressing 
nature, because the lands'lie fallow alternately and they get sufficient rest 
to recoup the lost fertility. 

60157. By applying artificial manure, cannot the yield be increasedP-It 
can be, but if you use artificial manure you require facilities for irrigation. 

60158. In irrigated tracts are you introducing, artificial manuresP-We 
have recently made a start. In co-operation with a private firm we have 
started 'distributing these manures. 

60159. For what crops have you started giving artificial manuresP
Wheat, sugarcane, etcetera. 

60160. What fertilisers P-Ammonium sulphate, nitrate of soda; these are 
the chief. ' 

60161. What steps do you take to make these fertilisers easily accessible 
-to the agriCUlturists ?-A firm in Karachi has organised this; they give easy 
credits. The department has not given any on its own account. We have 
induced certain zamindars and other people to go in for these. 

60162. Do you take the help of the co-operative societiesP-Exactly; we 
-work through the co-operative societies. 

60163. On page 142 you mention certain qualifications neecssary to 
make an officer efficient. Do you not think that it will be better to add to 
those qualifications "disinterested and zealous personal interest" P You 
say that he must have winning manners and so on. Do you not think that 
it is very necessary that the officer should be zealous and also interested in 
the work he is carrying on P-That is the first requirement. 

60164. That should be mentioned first before you say " winning 
manners" P-I have stated that he should understand the needs and require
ments of the zamindars, Unless he is interested how can he ,understand 
them? 

60165. But that might have been clearly statedP-Yes. 
60166. As regards animal husbandry, you suggest that the breeding of 

dual purpose animals should be encouraged. Would it not be better to hav.e 
a bull of the pure milking strain and another of the dual purpose strain, so 
that people who want only dual purpose animals may have the service of 
that particular bull and people who care for the milking strain may have 
the service of the bull with the pure milking strain P-In my opinion it 
would be better tOl kill two birds with one stone. 

60167. You may not reach a good standard of efficiencyP_We should try 
, to do it as far as possible. 
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60168. In parts of Sind, do not the cattle with heavy miP"" yield thrive P
They do; the Karachi cow here is well known as the best throughout India. 

60169. Do they thrive. in all climatesP-They seem to be thriving; for 
instance, they have been sent to Japan. 

60170. In Sind itself, in desert areasP-In desert areas or in Upper Sind, 
I cannot tell you; but round about Karachi and even up to Hyderabad they 
do very well. Some cows and bulls have been purchased by His Highn4lllB 
the Mir of Khairpur, but I have no information as to how they are getting 
on. 

60171. Are the people in these parts accustomed to grow fodder for their 
cattle P Do they set· apart a portion of their fields to grow fodder ?-They do. 
They grow bairi. 

60172. Are they in the habit of storing fodderP-They do store it, but 
not in the form of silage. They put it in a heap and that is enough. We have 
little rain here. 

60173. Does that give them sufficient provision during periods when fodder 
does not grow in the fields P-Yes; they are safer here than in the Presidency. 

60174. When they are so, much interested in the cattle, I think there 
should be no difficulty in breeding a variety which will give a heavy yield of 
milk?-I have stated that we have an excellent breed in Sind, which is known 
as the best in India. I have also advocated that breeding stations should be 
started to improve the Thar Parkar and the Boognari breeds. 

60175. Has the Thar Parkar breed reached a high standard of milk yield 
by cross breedingP-We have not done any breeding that way. I have sug-
gested that some stations might be started. . 

60176. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: You say something about research stations 
in your note; do you think they are immediately necessaryP-I do not think 
they are immediately necessary. • 

60177. At present the food-crop area is eighty-one per cent. of the total, 
and the non-food-crops area is nineteen per cent of the total. Do you think 
that after the Lloyd Barrage c9mesinto operation, those percentages will 
changeP-I think under the Baker-Lane scheme a greater area has been pro
vided for food-crops, so the percentage of food-crops area will increase. 

130178. And the other will decrease?-Perhaps so. 
60179. Professor Gangulee: Then, you do not envisage the extension of 

cotton cultivation ?-The Baker-Lane scheme does not provide for much 
cotton cultivation. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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KHAN BAHADUR DILMURADKHAN BAHADURKHAN 
KHOSO, President, Jacobabad MuniC;;pality, and 

Ztmindar, Jacobabad. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION l.-REsIIAROH.-(a) It should be inquired for what reasons the' 
agricultural state of 'the Upper Sind Frontier district is backward. 

(i) In my opinion, the climate of this district (eXtremely hot in summer
and cold in winter) and the scarcity of rains are responsible for this back. 
ward condition. This could be remedied by improving canals and thus aUow~ 
ing more water to zamindars. 

(ii) It has been observed by experience that, every day, disease in the 
cattle is increasing and some precautions and measures may be taken to. 
remedy it. 

(b) There is great need for skilful workers and the difficulty of money· 
should be met. 

QUESTION 2.-AGRIOULTURAL EDUCATION.-(i) No. 
(ii) Yes, it is very necessary to extend teaching facilities in this district. 
(iii) Yes. 
(ill) The number 'of boys in the schools shoUld be increased. To every. 

school a farm should be attached, a portion of the produce of which may be' ' 
given to the boys. 

(11) To induce lads to study agriculture, some compensation may be made' 
to them after finishing their course either by giving them employment or. 
giving them'land for their maintenance. 

(lIi) Yes. 
(vii) Agriculturist students should be given much more practical experi.· 

ence than at present. 
(viii) They are all very necessary. 

, (z) This could be done by giving them handsome scholarships. 
(xi) No. 
(zii) and (xiii) This could be done through zamindars who may· be helped. 

by Government with money. 
QnsTIoN 3.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-Till tllere is sufficienil 

education and improvement in the people the Government should show con. 
sideration to the agriculturists (i.e., zamindars) in giving out small strips 01 
land,. by giving them facilities and conferring honours on them . 

.QUESTION 4.-ADMINISTRATION.-(a) As the climate of every part of the 
country is different, it will be better to do different work at each place. 

(b) In my opinion, the work on agricultural implements that is being done 
now should be continued. The number of people with scientific knowledge' 
should be increased. There should be a board consisting of officials and n0D'4' 
officials under official control. 

(c) (i) and (ii) I am satisfied. The improvements have proved· useful to, 
the country. Greater attention in this direction will prove more useful. 

(iii) The condition of roads is bad. No improvement can be made in· the' 
present financial position unless Government makes a grant. .' 

QUIISTION 5.-FINANoE.-(a) It is necessary to give pecuniary help in 'order.· 
to improve cultivation. 

(b) Taccalli allotments and the period for the return of taccavi shoul«\ b&:"", 
increased. ' , ' 

QUBSTION 6.-AGRICULTURAL INDEBTBDNBSs.~(a) (i and ii) (1) Heavy eJ[~· ' . 
penses, (2) borrowing money at heavy interest, (3) inadequate produce owing 
to deficiency of water, (4) lack of rainfall and accidents leading to 'decreased" 
income, (5) the taccalli which is given to haris ip not under proper control' 
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and there is therefore fear of loss, (6) heavy burden of taxes, (7) heavy 
expenses of excavation and less payment therefor from Government, and (8) 
hardness of Governnient in the grant of remissions. 

(b) (ia:) The zamindats get less advantage from the purchase and sale of 
grain than in other countries. The rates of grain vary but z'lmindars ,10 
not know it. There should therefore be filled rat~s, for the traders get much 
profit and the zamindars lose. Action should be taken for the protection of 
zamindars. By means of Government taccavi it should be made easier for 
co-operative credit societies to obtain loans from the Central Banks. 

QUESTION 7.-FRAGHENTATION 01' HOLDINGs.-(a) and (b) It is difficult to 
effect improvement as the Mahommedan law cannot be amended. 

(c) The present law is insufficient. Two members from the zamindar 
class should be attached to courts to give opinion' for the convenience of the 
court and the public. 

QUESTION 8.-IRRIGATION.-There is greater deficiency of water in this 
district as compared with others. Therefore the period of abkalani season 
should be increased and canals should be improved. 

(b) I am satisfied with the present system of rotation of water supply. 
For further improvem8llts and for preventing complaints I suggest the fol. 
lowing:-

1. Improvement of silt clearance. 
2. Excavation of branch karias. 
3. Giving equal share of water to those who draw excessively. 
4. Restriction on paddy cultivation. 
5. Fixing mopas for paddy cultivation. 

QUESTION 9.-SoILs.-Arrangement should' be made for greater supply 
of water for improving the land. 

QUESTION 10.-FERTILISERS.-I am of opinion that natural manure is more 
profitable than artificial as there is more natural manure in this district. 

Cowdung shQuld not be burnt as fuel. Burning manure should be 
penalised. 

QUESTION 1l.-CRops.-(a) (i) The present ordinary crops are the most 
useful. 

(iv) For protection of crops more gun licenses should be given to zamindars. 
in proportion to the size of their holdings. " 

(b) The cultivation of ;uar should be increased because it is very' useful 
for cattle. 

QUESTION 12.-CULTI'VA .... ION . ....".Improvement of land and income is brought 
about by the cultivation of a number of ~inds of crops. 

QUESTION 13.-CROP PROTEOTION, INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL.-There is ~o 
measure likely to be useful except the natural one for protection of crops 
against external infection, pests and diseases. 

QUESTION lS.-VETERINARY.-(a) It should be under the Director of Agri. 
culture. 

QUESTION 16.-ANIlIUL HUSBA.."'DRY.-There are two methods for breeding 
animals:- , 

(1) Zamindarsshould be induced to cultivate grass in their lands and 
the Government should not impose revenue tax on suoh lands. 

(2) In every taluka one or two forests may be reserved where bullocks 
may be allowed to graze. 

, QUESTION 17.-AGRIOULTURAL INDUSTRIEs.-(a) The hans have much work 
'all the year round. They are only free for some period between. the two 
crops and this they should utilise in improving the lands . 

. (c) These a~e for those people who ha~e n? work. ~f the Governme,nt en
courage them It becomes harmful to cultlvatlon. Hans are few and InSuffi

cient. 
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(d) to (11.) There is .0 need of subsidiary employment. People would 
derive profit but agriculture will suffer. 

QUBSTION IB.-AoRICULTURAL LABouR.-The karis of Bind are more useful 
than those from outside. It would be better if they were freed from other 
labours and forced to do only agricultural work, in which they should be en
couraged. A law should be made for this purpose which would be more pro
fitable than the bringing of karis from foreign countries. There should also 
be a law that if any kari leaves his zamindar he should pay all his advances 
before leaving his village. This will be beneficial. If this is not done there 
will be much lOBS. 

(b) If the above-mentioned suggestions are accepted and the water is in
creased, there will. remain no land uncultivated. 

QUESTION 19.-FoRI!lSTs.-(a) In the present state of things the forests 
do no~ get sufficient water, with the result that the meadows are not suffi
cient. If water is supplied and the tax for feeding cattle therein decreased, 
it will be very profitable for cattle and there will be no loss to forests. 

(b) Owing to destruction of forests the people have suffered much loss of 
fuel and grass, the supply of fuel and grass being very small. . . 

(e) There are plots of land belonging to Government near some villages; 
these can be used for forests. 

QUBSTION 23.-GI!lNERAL EDUCATIoN.'-The present state of these institu
tions is good. 
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Oral Evidence. 

(In Sindhi, through an interpreter.) 

60180. The Ohairman: Khan Bahadur Dilmuradkhan Khoso, you are 
President of the Jacobabad Municipality and a zamindar of JacobabadP
Yes. 

60181. We have your note of evidence. Do you wish .to make any state
ment amplifying that note, or do you wish to answer questions?-You may 
put any question you want to. 

60182. I think your father is alive and is one of the biggest zamindars in' 
Sind; is that BoP-Yes. 

60183. Have you or your father been able to iIitroduce any improvements 
in crops or in methods of cultivation on your estatesP-Yes. 

60184. Would you describe what you regard as your successesP-Clearing 
land of jungle. 

60185. Have you introduced winter ploughing at aliP-We use ordinary 
implements; we level the ground too. . 

60186. Have you introduced any improvements in varieties of crops, 
better seedP-We have improved the quality of land by·rotation of crops. 

60187. What wheats are you sowing now on your and your father's 
~stateP-Pusa No. 12 and" Den thori and Phandori." 

60188. Was that introduced through the Agricultural Department's 
wheat farm at Jacobabad, or how did you come by itP-From Jacobabad 

farm. ' 
60189. Have you had any other service or help from that farmP-We 

'have been purchasing ploughs from them. 
60190. Have these plougha been a successP-Yes, they have been a success. 
60191. Can you tell us what type they are P-The Lyallpur type; we 

'have got big iron ploughs which go deeper into the earth and turn it over. 
"We have similar ploughs made here also. 

60192. Do you cultivate any of your land by means of labour to 'Which you 
Ipay a wageP-No, it is all done by haris; we give them a share of the produce. 

60193. You have no home farmP-No. • 
60194. It is all on the batai systemP-Yes. 
60195. How about. the Veterinary Service in your districtP Have you 

-received any help from.,that ~epartmentP-Yes, we get some assistance from· 
,them. People are not,1I.sed to taking assistance from them. 

60196. Have any of your animals been' inoculated against rinderpestJ'
'Yes. 

60197. Do you believe in that methodP-Yes, it is beneficial. 
60198. Have you or' your father taken any part in improving -the- breed 

,of cattle in the districtP-We have imported Bhagnari and Cutchi cattle to 
,improve our cattle breeds. 

60199. Has that been a successP-Yes, it has been a success. 
60200. Is there" a season of fodder shortage in the normal year P-There 

:is 1I.lways scarcity of fodder, because there are no forests and there is scarcity 
,(If rain. . 

60201. How about fuel? Do you and your father depend upon scrub jungle 
'for that, or do you grow any timber P-Sometimes we purchase it, sometimes 
. we burn cowdung, and sometimes we burn the ordinary bushes from the 
: jungle. 

60202. BU:t you never grow anyP-We do not grow trees because trees take 
,away the power of the land. 

60203. What do you think of the new BarrageP-It will be a success • 
. 3acobabad district will not derive much benefit from it; it will benefit onlY 
.a part of it, as most of the canals will not be fed from the Barrage canals. 
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60204. I hope you are in the fortunate partP-My land will not be bene
fited. 

60205. Does anybod, use tractors on their land in your neighbourhood P
We employ our own nnplements for levelling the ground; we do not use 
tractors. 

60206. No tractors are used for pulling ploughs or cultivating implements 
or anything of that sortP-No; we have got our own rollers for breaking the 
earth on land to be cultivated, made similar to the rollers supplied by the 
Agricultural Department. 

60201. Is there any deficiency of labour in your districtP-Yes, there is 
scarcity of labour. ' . 

60208. Do you find that your cultivators are liable to leave at short noticeP 
-When there are good rains in Baluchistan territory then most of our haria 
run away. 

60209. Do you think the'irrigation of this·large area is likely to increase 
that diflicultyl'-There are many idlers now; if they are encouraged to culti
vate the land we shall have no scarcity. 

60210. How do you dispose of produceP-We sell it in Jacobabad market. 
60211. Do you find yourself tied, at all, to the moneylenders from whom 

you borrow the funds which you have to give to your cultivatorsP-We take 
money from the 8owcar, to give to our cultivators. 

60212. Do you find yourself compelled to dispose of your crops through 
that ,owcarl'-We have to show that regard to them by sending the crop to 
thoBe persons from whom we borrow but we are not bound to sell our crops te 
them. 

60213. Do you mean you have to do a Certain amount of business with 
them P-As they show favour to me and lend money to me, I have to sell my 
erops to them; but I cannot be compelled to sell my crops to them. They 
advance money with that object, that I will sell my crops to them. 

60214. Is there a co-operative credit society in yo~ neighbourhood P-
There is a society at Kandhkot. 

60215. Are you a memberP-I am not a member; there used to be a 
society in my village but that has been abolished for want of proper funds: 

60216. What do you think of the movementP-It is a good movemenfi; it 
laves people from ruin; it ought to be encouraged. . 
. 60211. Why did your own local society collapseP-The people who had 

borrowed money from the society did not return it in time and therefore they 
closed that society. 

60218. Sir ;Tame, MacKefma: Have you much land on the Begari CanalP 
-Beven or eight thousand acres: . 

60219: Is that at the top of the canal or at the tailP-In the middle s~ 
tion of the canal. 

60220. Have you got adequate water for your landP-There is scarcity of 
water. 

60221. Have you any suggestions as to how the supply could be increased P 
-There should be silt clearance of canals; and the water should be equally dis
.tributed. Government neither does silt clearance nor makes proper arrange
.ments for the distribution of water. 

60222. Do you want more outlets or modules or something like thatP
Some people take five times as much as their proper share; others do not 
get as much as one-quarter of their proper share; they should get their 
proportionate share. 

60223. Which they would get if they had modules I supposeP-I have no 
experience of modules. 

60224. Do you cultivate any rice in. this landP-A. 'little; I have gol 
forty thousand acres of land, out of which one thousand only is cultivated 
with rice. 
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60225. Does riqe take a lot or waterP-Yes, a hundred acres of rice culti
yation consumes as much water as a thousand acres of dry crop. 

60226. You only do a thousand acres of rice yourse]fP-Yes. 
60227. How do you cultivate your wheat? Do you BOW by drilIsP-W& 

first water the land; then we plough it three times and then drill the seed. 
Sometimes we water, land in June also so that we may be able to cultivate
wheat in robi. 

60228. ,Pro/es&OT Ganglllee: Stating the reasons of agricultural indebted
ness, you speak of the heavy burden of ta.xes. Would you explain to' 11S 

What are the ta.xe8. you are referring ·toP-That the expenges of cultivation 
are high, ..assessment is high, and income is small. 

60229. What is the land revenue you pay to the GovernmentP-Bix rupees. 
per aCi1! in the case of rice eultivation; for dry crops two rupees' or three 
rupees 'eight annas per acre. 

60230~ DO you pay any other tax besides thatP-We have to clear our 
1caria.t or water courses and that also is a burden on zamindars. 

60231. What are the heads of taxes you pay to the Government? First. 
y«;'l1 say land revenue; is there any other tax y,?u pay to the Government P-
No. . 

60232. So that you pay six rupees per acre for rice cultivationP-Yes. 
60233.' What is your share out of one acre of land, on the averageP-Four 

fn.aumJ-s, that is the zamindal"S share provided the yield is first class. 
60234. Altogether the yield is eight mallnds and you get four maunds 1'

Yes. 
60235. Mr. Kamat : You have about forty thousand acres of your own, 

you said P-The whole family has; forty thousand acres belong to myself. 
my three brothers and my father. By myself I own fifteen thousand acres. 

60236. What is the. total assessment paid to Government, roughly, on 
this forty thousand acresP-About one lakh of rupees annually. 

60237. That is about two rupees eight annas per acre on an averageP
The dry crop pays two rupees eight annas per annum. 

60238. It is a lakh «;If rupees assessment for rorty thousand acres, which 
works out at a flat rate of two rupees eight annasP-The whole of our land' 
is not cultivated; we cultivate as much as we can get water for. 

60239. The whole of this is cultivated through the harisP-Yes. 
60240. 'Will you explain the scheme which you sU/lgest on page 166 l,f 

your eviden<'8: " Tilt ,there- is sufficient education and improvement in the 
people the Government should show consideration to the agriculturists (i.e., 
I!amindars) in giving them. small strjps of land, by giving them facilities and' 
conferring honours on them." What do you mean by giving sIil.all stripfl: 
of land; is it in addition to all these thousands of acresP-Those who do 
good cultivation should be given land to encourage them, so that they may 
be ecouraged to cultivate it better. Land surrounded by their holdings and' 
vacant Government land surrounding their own land should be given to 
those zamidars who are good cultivators, or adjoining land may be given 
to them. 

60241. That is till they are Bufficiently educated P The beginning of the
sentence is: u Tin there is sufficient education' and improvement in the 
people" P-I suggested that the land should be given to the students of the
school; that is, some piece of land should' be attached to the school and the
produ<'8 may be distributed between the students of that school. People are
Dot yet fond of education and unless they are given some encouragement or 
Bome prize they will not take to education. 

60242. On p'age 167 I have not been able to follow what you mean by sub
paragraph (i3:): "The rates of grain vary but zamindars do not know it. 
There should therefore be fixed rates, for the traders get much profit and 
the lIamindars lose" P-We do not know what are the rates prevailing in 
England or in Europe j the Deputy Commissioner of the district should send' 
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for those. rates and communicate the~ to the za.mindars so that they may pro
oduce their OWIl crops and sel) accordingly, so that they may not be deceived 
"y the local purchasers. 

60243. I have not yet followed this scheme for the protection of zamindars 
in particular; what· is the fixing of rates supposed tobeP-The zamindars 
:should know what are the rates obtaining in Europe. 

60244. They should be communicated only to the zamindars P-The zamin
dara should know them so that they may sell their crop keeping those rates in 
'View. 

60245. But the Government should communicate this only ·to the zamin
clarsP-They ought to communicate it to zamindars, and the Government may 
~lso communicate it to traders. . 

60246. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: On page 166 you ·say: "The taccavi 
which is given to haria is not under proper control and there is there
fore fear of loss." What is the meaning of that?-There was one zamindar 
who borrowed eighteen thousand rupees Ilnd paid it to his haris; those 
haria absconded at night time with the money; the zamindar was sued in the 
civil courts; the creditor obtained a decree against him and his land was 
.old in execution of that decree,· . 

60247. The statement is that the taccavi which is given to haris is not 
under proper control and there is therefore fear of loss. What is the remedy? 
-Just as there is an Act dealing with workmen's breach of contract; there 
1ihould be a similar Act to prevent haris absconding with the money; there 
:tIhould be some Act to safeguard the interests of the zamindars· and that 
would be to the benefit of all concerned: the zamindars, Government, haria 
and all. . 

60248. In the next paragraph, you refer to the heavy burden of taxes. 
What do you mean by that ?-The zamindars have not only tq pay assess
ment; they have to spend more on the clearance of kariaa than the assessment 
they pay. There is scarcity of labour.· Formerly, there used to be Pathan 
'labourers available. Government pay very little rebate for clearance of 
private kariaB, and we have to spend much more on that. 

60249. On page 167, you refer to " the present system of ro~ation of water 
1Iupply." Do you meall that the system of distribution as carried out at 
·present is defectiveP-The rotation in the big canals themselves I am quite 
"Satisfied with, but I am not satisfied with the rotation in the zamindari 
<kariaa. 

60250. Have you got auy remedy for that?-The karias should be widened 
'!lnd cleared. Karias which take more than their proportionate share should 
1l0t be given that amount of water., . 

60251. On page 167, with reference to the haris, you say" If the Govern
ment encourage them it becomes harmful to cultivation". What is the 
meaning of thatP-Those who do not do any work and waste away their 
'time should be compelled by law to work. 

60252. You say that if the Government encourage them, it becomes. harm
ful to cultivation. What is the meaning of that? Do you mean that you do 
not want to introduce any industries such as weaving, rope-making, etCetera, 
which will keep them engaged during the interval when they have no al1ll'icu).. 
'turallabour to do? If the Government encourages such industries for them, 
is there any objection?-They should not engage in such industries; during 
the in~rva1 they should prepare the land for ~he next crop~ 

60253. Your opinion is that they should not engage in such industriesP
Yes. 

60254. In reply to Question 18 you say "The haris of Sind are more· use
ful than those from out.9ide. It would be better' if they were freed from 
other labours and forced to do only agricultural work, in which they should 
'be encouraged. A law should be made for this purpose, which would be more 
profitable than the bringing of hari3 from foreign countries. There should 
also be a law that if any hari leaves his zamindar he should pay all his ad
'Vances before leaving his village. This will be more beneficial. If this is 
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1I.0t done there will be much lOBS. If the above-mentioned suggestions are 
accepted and the water is increased, there will remain no land uncultivated." 
Do you mean that there should be nothing b~nding on the zamindars, and 
everything binding on the harisP Do you desire that the hari. should be 
bound down, and laws should be made to tie them down, that they should do 
no other work but agricultureP-There should be a law for those haris who 
deceive zamindars. 

60255. Are not the ordinary laws suflicientP-lt is impossible for the 
zamindar to have recourse to ordinary civil law. If five rupees are taken 
away by a harl, an additional ,five rupees will have to be spent in the shape 
of fees to the pleader, etcetera, to recover that amount. As we say in Per
sian, only a divana will go to divani, that is, only those who are mad will go to 
the civil court. It is awkward for a respectable man to go to court. 

60256. What is your idea of the new kind of justice which you want? 
Beyond the ordinary laws, what powers do you want to hold the harisP-The 
Workmen's Breach of Contract Act. 

60257. Sir Thomas Middleton: Have you tried the Egyptian ploughs that 
are now being used in SindP-Dr. Mann came to visit my land, and he 
admitted that my land was the best in the whole Province. This was con
firmed by Mr. Rieu, when he visited my land as Commissioner in Sind. Even 
Mr. Muir Mackenzie, when he was Commissioner, confirmed this, that I was 
the best cultivator. I cultivate all my land, and it is for Government to 
supply the water, because land is the wife and water is the husband and 
without the husband the wife cannot go on. 

60258. Does all this prove that you do not need the EgyptiaR plough P
Women and, land need a husband; man is husband to a woman and water is 
husband to land. 
. ·60259.' Dr. Hyder: You complain about the scarcity of water in the 
Jacobabad district. Is there not a Persian saying, which you probably know, 
in which a query is addressed to the Almighty .. If you made Sibi and Sehwan, 
what was the need of creating hell" P-The winter is also severe. The heat 
is so severe that it shrivels up the people.. Government should supply more 
water to J acobabad. 

60260. Is there much scope for extension of irrigation in the Upper Sind 
Frontier districtP-Water courses should be improved, new canals should 1>e 
dug, and the small branch canals should be w:idened. 

60261. What is the tribe of haria which you engage P-There are Sindhi 
haris, Bruhi hari., and there are also many Baluchi haria. 

60262. Have the Ba1uchi haria no hereditary right in the land P-They 
have got no such right~, they shift from place to place; they do not cultivate 
the same land all the time. 

60263. You want more'·gun licenses. What are ·the drawbacks from 
which your crops suffer P-First is scarcity of water; then there are adverse 
winds. 

60264. But you want more gun licensesP-lVe want first better cultiva
tion, and thereafter we want more licenses. 

60265. What do you think is a fair tax for the grazing of camelsP-If Gov
ernment are interested in the welfare of the people, they should reduce the 
grazing fees by half. Where it is one rupee, it should be reduced to eight 
annas, and where it is eight annas it should be reduced to four annas. 

60266. If that were done, the forests would disappearP-Even now the 
forests are in such a condition that a she-ass will not care to graze there. 

'60267. Sir Chunilal Mehta: You were talking of the clearance of karias. 
and so on. I think you also mentioned better distributionP-Yes. 

60268. You said that some people get five times the water, and some 
people get a quarter of their requirements. What is that due to P-The level 
of the canal bed has become high; the water courses which are in the upper 
reaches of the canals, and the low lands there, draw off more water. 
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00269. So that, if the canal is widened, tl!.e man who gets five times will 
get ten times the water he gets nowP-Their sluices should be reduced. If 
I get more than my proportionate share, my kana should be reduced. 

60270. If there is proper distribution, will the amount of· water now 
available_be sufficientP-It will be sufficient only when water is available in 
sufficient quantity and when rice is restricted. 

68271. Is there a taluka development association in yo1Jl' talukaP-B~ fal: 
as I know, there is no such association. . . 

60272. Has not Khan Bahadur Azimkhan been in your talukaP-He has 
been to my district, but he has not yet succeeded in his endeavour to introduce 
it in the district.· I 

60273~ On page 166 you are.speaking of the education of boys. You say 
that a farm should be attached to every school. Is there any rural school 
in your taluka, near your placeP-There is one in Shahdadkot and one in: 
Kandkot. ' 

60274. Have they got a farm attached to the schoolP-There are pieces. 
of land attached as farms to these schools. . 

60275. What do you think of these schools P-They are good; Thoee pieces 
of land should be increased. The income of that land does not go to the boys; 
it should be distributed among the boys. 

60276. Do you .think education on .th08e lines is soundP-Yes .. Manual 
labour is better. . 

60277. How many acres did your family possess fifteen years agoP:"'Fifteeu..: 
years 'ago, the land was as much as it is to-day; twenty-five years back it was, 
also as much. In the beginning we had large holdings, then it decreased, 
and then it has again increased. . 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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Mr. P. E. AITCHISON. Conservator of Forests, Sind Circle. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 19,-FoREsTs,-(a) The forest lands'in Sind are, I think, being' 
put to their fullest use for agricultural purposes, A feature in the manage
ment of the forests in Sind is the system whereby many of the felling areas 
after the trees have been cut are given over to cultivation for a year or even 
longer before being sown out with babuZ, the object being to have grass
bound or inferior .soils well ploughed and aerated before sowing. These in
forest cultivations are eagerly sought after by local cultivators and help to 
Jorm a bond of union between the department and the people., They also 
have a very marked educative effect. The cultivator may be compelled under 
his agreement to sow babul together with his crop or to arrange for irrigation 
and protection of the trees for a year following his occupation, and he soon 
learns to appreciate the point' of view of the forest official who wishes to 
foster and protect his young trees in exactly the same way as he does his' own 
field crop. They bewail mutually their misfortune if a herd of goats enters 
the field during the night and the forest point of view gradually comes to 
be appreciated. 

Grazing may be classed under two headings: -(1) grazing by cattle 
and (2) grazing by goats and camels. Under Sind conditions, grazing by 
cattle does comparatively little harm; in many places it does positive good 
'and facilities for grazing by cattle are granted freely. 

The case of camels and goats.is quite different. The entry into a young 
l,atul plantation of a few camels or a herd of goats is little less disastrous 
than the visitation of a plague of ,locusts. Such being the case, goats and 
camels can only be admitted to mature forest or to scrub' jungle where ,the 
growth has little or no value. The number of camels and goats which can 
be admitted to each forest and the particular areas in that forest to be set 
aside for them have been carefully worked out but their numbers have 
necessarily to be restricted. If the forests are to be preserved, I am afraid 
it will never, be possible to allow a larger number of these animals ~he 
privilege of browsing. 

(b) The supply of firewood in rural areas is generally adequate. In regard 
to fodder, when the Lloyd Barrage canals are in operation the population will 
increase and the areas of revenue waste and uncultivated scrub lands will 
be diminished. This may-lead to a shortage of browsing grounds available 
for camels and goats and.:'I.t is a matter of consideration whether definite 
areas should not now be earmarked for this purpose. 

(c) The force of the river Indus is so strong and the soil so friable that 
nothing in the way of afforestation could succeed in stemming the lloods. 

(e) One of the most pleasing features of Sind is the existence of privately 
owned 'woods (huris). These huris are formed on fallow lands and worked 
on a rotation of about seven or eight years. The species is babul and the 
woods are thoroughly fenced and rigidly protected. They are undollbtedly 
a great asset to the landowner who takes the trouble to maintain them; 
they provide him with .fencing material and small rafters, give shade to cattle 
and can, towards the end of the rotation, be lopped for fodder for goats and 
camels. As only a small proportion of the wood is required for domestic 
purposes, the final crop is sold as firewood 0)' can be converted into charcoal, 

,and when the demand for tannin is good the trees can also be barked for 
this put'pose. 

The success of these huris is due to the ease with which babul can be 
grown in Sind provided there is even a limited supply of water available, 
its rapid development in an excellent soil and the fact that the woods are 
thoroughly protected and fenced. In some parts, e.g., between Khanote and 
Shahdadpur railway station, the whole countryside is dotted with these' small 
woodS'. 
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The only area of any ex~nt in Sind where the Forest Department obtainll 
an _ured supply of wa~r which can be regula~d is the forests of Khathar 
and Khatro on the Fuleli. This area' has been afforested during, the past 
£fteen years and has given the most excellent results both in regard to lohe 
development of the trees .and the financial returns obtained. All methods of 
regeneration, trenching, mound 8Owings, ete., have been tried and the woods 
have been regularly cleaned and thinned. These methods have been largely 
copied by the owners hu";' in the neighbourhood and zamindars from long 
distances have come to inspect this demonstration area with a view 'to form
ing similar plantations on their own lands. . 

The point is whether similar privately owned woods could not be formed 
.Jsewhere in India. In many parts they probably could be so formed but the 
trees would not grow so rapidly; and the wood when mature might not be 
able to secure a ready market as is the case in Sind, where the system prevails 
not 80 much on account of the domestic conveniences it affords as because 
it is a lIOund commercial proposition. 

The aecret of its BucceM in Sind is due to the fact that the owners of these 
woods protect them against camels and goats just as rigidly as they would 
protect their agricultural crops. 

(/) Until a few years ago, some of the forests in Sind were suffering 
heavily from excessive grazing or rather from browsing by goats and camels. 
The damage was caused not only by the animals but by their oners who 
hacked and lopped the trees to obtain more fodder. These abuses have been 
abolished and definite and restricted areas set aside for a limited number of 
browserS. The result. has been marked in two ways. Firstly the forests, 
concerned, which were in a state of stagnation, have filled up with a heavy 
and valuable growth' of young trees and saplings; and, secondly, the owners 
have realised that Government set a store by the welfare of their forests, but 
are prepared at the same time to allow browsing wherever it is possible and 
if not abused. The result is that the majority of the owners of browsers nG 
longer lop and hack the trees and do their best to restrict their animals to. 

'the areas Bet apart for them. On account of this attit~de it has been I'f'osible. 
in several places to increase the extend of browsing areas and to aUow .• 
larger number of animals to enter· the forests. 
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Oral Evidence. , 
60278. The Chairman: Mr. Aitchison, you are Conservator of Forests in 

the Sind CircleP-Yes. 
60279. You have given us a. note of your evidence. Would you like to 

make any statement at this stage, or shall we proceed to question and answer P 
-I do not wish to make any statement. -

60280. Have· you many complaints from cultivators about the necessary 
control over grar-ing which you exercise P-People having camels and goats 
of course complain. They want to get more grazing,- but we have 'sometimes 
'00 be rather hard-hearted about it. 

60281. I shall ask you a question or two about the new Barrage area. 
Have you any projects at all for the planting of trees on land which would be 
irrigated by the new schemeP-Yes. They have set aside quite a large area; 
about seventy thousand acres. 

60282. In' small blocks P-They vary in size. Some of them are quite big. 
I should think: some of them would be 'ten thousand acres, possibly eight 
thousand acres, and others smaller. They are really old forests that did not 
get water before, and they are going to be supplied with water from the 
B~rrage. 

. 60283. They ought to grow timber P-They are good lands, and will grow 
excellent timber. . 

,60284. How are they to be managed P-They will just form part of the 
divisiobs in which 'they are at present. They will have to be very carefully 
started, taking the experience in Changamanga in the Punjab to go upon. 

60285. Will it be planted with babulP-Some babul and some kandi, and 
we might grow tali, a timber tree. 

60286. Mr. Cah:ert: What is ka.n~iP-It is like babul, a thorny tree. 

60287. We have got dandi in the PunjabP-It is possibly the lame. 
60288. The Chairman: You point out that one of the peculiarities is that 

there a number of privately owned woodsP-Yes; they are called huns, and 
they are very successful too. 
, 60289. Is the timber grown in these woods usually used by the owners or 
soldP-Mo1st of it is sold eventually. They sell it either as firewood or make 
l1i mto charcoal, or they may bark it and sell the bark for tanning. 

60290. -Is the ground cropped under any regular system of rotation p"":'It 
is grown largely' on fallow lands. They grow this crop of trees for six or 
seven years. It grows vel-y fast. Then they remove the trees and put it 
under cotton, or some other field· crop. 

60291. What sort of diameter do you get at the end of seven years in the 
case of babulP-About six' inches. 

60292. A considerable crop of timber would growP-Yes, it does very well. 
60293. Will any provision be made for irrigating these huns under the 

BarrageschemeP-It will simply be fallow land on which they will pay a lower 
rate of assessment. 

60294. The water .will be availableP-Yes. Of course, they require very 
little except just to start. 

60295. When you say, as you do in one part of your note .. in answer to 
Question 19 (b), that the supply of firewood in rural areas is generally ade
quate, do you think: it will be adequate when the full increase in the popu
la.tion, in consequence of the Barrage, comes aboutP-It will, as far as the 
main valley of the Indus is concerned. I am not so sure about some of 
those canals towards the Eastern Nara, where there never was any cultivation 
before. 

60296. You point out the futility of attempting to control the movement 
of the river Indus by any afforestation. Are there other areas in Sind, where 
erosion is taking place, which may be checked by means of afforestation!l
No. 
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60297. Sir Th01M8 Middleton: Have' you any forest land in Sind on whiCh 
DO grazing is permitted P-There is some small quantity; I think about seventy
two square mile.s out of a thousand, where no animal is allowed to graze. 

60298. What timber is growing in the reserved forestP--(Jhiell.y babul, 
which we try to grow in the best lands, whenever we can. 

60299. What is your grazing seasonP When do you admit cattleP-They 
begin to come in as soon as the floods have subsided. All the forests are 
flooded. They come in _ as the forests are dried up; their greatest activity 
is in the hot weather, when the babul pod crop is available. There is always 
_I' great inrush of cattle in April and May. 

60300. What are the grazing fees per yearP-Buffaloes twelve annas, cows 
six annas, goats four annas, sheep one anna, and camels three rupees. 

60301. You have woods to which you admit buffaloes and cattle, but nol; 
sheep and goats and camelsP-Yes. -

_ 60302. Does the area for sheep and cattle come to about nine hundred- aDd 
twenty thousand acres P-The area open - to cattle is about' eight hundred 
square miles out of one thousand. 

60303. How much is open to camels and goatsP-It is very little; something 
like two hundred and fifty square miles, I think. -

60304. What is the second choice in these huris after the babulP Is there 
any other tree grown except babulP-No, there is not. Of course, people have 
private lands in which they just allow' nature to reproduce kandi coppice 
and so on, but babul is the only tree, for which they sow seed and make a 
crop. 

60305. When this area of seventy thousand acres comes- under afforestation, 
what species other than babul will you put inP-We shall put in kandi. In 
Upper Sind, babul is very susceptible to frost. We may find that it will not 
do all over the area hi Upper Sind; we shall put in taU; and no doubt try 
other'species too. 

60306. In the case of these seventy thousand acres,' is it the intention to 
grow mainy in blocksP Are there considerable tracts which lie along the 
.canaIsP-These old forest lands are more or less haphazard blocks, but they 
actually lie parallel to the new canals and the railway. 

, 60307. There is no intention of lining the canals with treesP-Not to my 
knowledge; I do not know whether the irrigation people intend doing that. 

60308. Mr. Cal'llsrl: Do I gather that in fact there is DO hope for broad
leaved trees in this tractP-The tali of course is broad-leaved. There are 
even now a few small areas in which we can control the water. Experiments 
have been made near Sukkur and the number of species that will grow there 
iR extraordinary. 

60309. I am speaking of fodder; are there broad-leaved trees for fodder P 
-Yes. 

60310. There is a tree popularly called bah/Jfl.; is it used for matchesP 
-There is a small hand factory in Sind run by a local doctor who really has 
no time to look after it properly; but there is a possibility; of course the 
amount of the tree is Ihnited. 

60311. Is there any prospect. of increasing that treeP-There is a prospect 
under the Barrage scheme; it isa difficult tree to grow artificially in river
flooded areas because the seed is so light. 

60312. Sir, Chunilal Mehta: Have you any scheme for increasing babuZ 
plantation to provide more fuel in view of the Barrage conditions P~This 
scheme which we were talking about, under which we are going to have seventy 
thousand acres, will add to our fuel area. These seventy thousand acres 
received no water owing to the Publio Works Department protective,bunlb, 
but these 'are now going to get water. -

60313. Would that be enough to meet the requirementsP-There is another 
scheme for re-modelling the Begari Canal. I have been discussing this 
schsme with the Chief Engineer. We have a large area of about thirty 
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thousand acres wp.ich gets no water at p~esent. The proposal is that we 
should give up about half of this for agriculture and in i'eturn for that get 
fifteen thousand acres 'provided with water. So that will add fifteen thousand 
acres. That is very good land; it will grow very good timber. 

60314. Do you think you require more land to secure· that fuel will be 
supplied so as to prevent cowdung being used as fuol?-It is rather peculiar 
that in Sind they do not 'use cowdung as fuel; round the forests they use fire
wood, they do not use cowdung. 

60315. Where there are no forests ?-They may then use cowdung; when 
they get water they have the system of growing huris, and these provide 
them with trees. 
, 60316. Is there anything that we can do to encourage hurlsP-Anything 

to encourage the hurl system would be very excellent, because it is an ex
cellent system. 

60317. Can Government do anything to encourage that?-The only way 
f could suggest is to keep the assessijlent very low for the hurls. They are 
fallow land, the assessment in any case is reduced, and it might be reduced 
still further ... Of course they pay their way. It is really a matter of educat
ing the people to have these hu·ris,. they actually give them a good return 
in cash. 

60318. Have you put up any proposal in regard to itP-I have not. 
60319. Do you think it worth while doing it ?-There is nothiug beyond 

the fact that you should encourage them to, keep hurls. But there is an 
area on the left bank of the Indus where I think the question of making one 
or two forest blocks might still be considered. 

60320. Will you put up 'to Government any sch~mes which you think" 
,worth while consideringP-1 have heen discussing this question ,with 
Mr. Harrison and other people lately, and we have not yet come to any 
definite results. 

60321. Professor Ganaulee: Do you find the area under hUA'is increas
~ngP-I think it is increasing. 

60322. What is the present area P-I do not know the actual area; I 
think it is about twenty or thirty square miles; that is, huris as distinct 
from natural forests. . 

6032~1. You have suggested special concessions to encourage the hurl 
system. What concessions do they enjoy now?--They do not enjoy any but 
it brings them six to seven rupees per acre per annum. The landis fallow 
and grows nothing else. 

60324. fhere ~s no tipecial incentive for extending this systemP-No. 
People with good business> instincts go in for it; the rest of 'the people do 
not. 

60325. The fallow land is utilised in this mannerP-Yes. 
60326. Are you satisfied with the management of the privately owned 

forests P-They do very well indeed. ' 
60327. So that people are already educated in that directionP-They 

come and look at the Government forests and copy some of our tricks, such 
as trenching, clearing the young woods and pruning the stems and so make 
them grow faster. They do very well; they know all about it. 

60328. Is there an annual pancharl P-Are you talking about grazing 
fees? 

60329. YesP-Yes; certain rates are fixed for certain animals. 
. 60330. And you think the present arrangement is quite satisfactory P-
Yes; I think so. . . 

60381. Mr. Jamshed ,Mehta: Have you at any time made a profit and 
loss account of the expenses and income of Government in your department? 
--Our income last year was about seven-and-a-half lakhs, and our net profit 
was just under four lakhs; that is to say! we spent about three-and-a-half 
lakhs to get. a gross income of seven-and-a-half lakhs. 
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60332. Do you cut your forest yourselves or give it to contractors P-Some 
we cut ourselves; others we give to contractors to cut. . 

60333. Have you attempted to utilise any labour-saving implements in 
cuttingP-We have tried, but have not been successful. -

60334. Do they cost more than manual labourP-Wetried one machine, 
but that was not successful. 

60335. The local boards claim that the forests should be given to them 
for management; are you in favotlr of that P-I do not think they will be 
competent to manage the forests. 

60336. They are. not competentP-I should not think so. . 
60337. But if they employ efficient forest officers, would you be in favour 

of itP-No. 
60338. Have you attempted to· grow other kinds of trees apart from trees 

for fuel P-Our trouble in Sind up to date has been that all our forests are 
grown on flood water, the floods of the Indus, so that we cannot control the 
water, and unless you can control the water you cannot make regular plant
ations. In the few places where we have been able to control the water the 
plantations have been sucoessful. Under the Barrage scheme, over the seventy 
thousand acres the water will be controlled and then we can experiment with 
all kinds of trees. 

60339. Has any experiment been tried witb. trees which will give timber 
for furniture makipg, house-building, etcetera P-The tali is' such a tree, and 
it does grow in Sind. . 

60340. Do you think it will be profitable to grow that tree in SitldP
We have a plantatIOn of that, and it is financially very successful. We get. 
about one hundred rupees for a tree when it matures. 

60341. What about blackwood and sandalP-TaZi.j.s a kind of blackwood; 
sandal would not thrive. 

60342. Mr. Caz"eTt: Do you grow mulberryP-It grOWl in the. Punj~b, 
and you can probably grow it in Upper SiJid. 

60343. Lac treesP-Our lac trees are babul and beT. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

the Comtniarion then adjouTned till 10 a.m. on Wedne.3da1/, the 16tla. Odober, 
1917. 
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The Karachi Indian Merchant .. ' Association. Bunder Road, Karachi. 

'Replies to the Questionnaire. 

The following answers to such 'of the questions . as can be somewhat defi
nitely answered out of the long Questionnaire are submitted. Answers have 
been given throughout in a general way. On several technic.al.and agricul, 
tural and allied questions, this association is unable to give precise inform
ation or suggestions. 

This association, is, however, very vitally interested in, and affected by 
agriculture. Agricultural.p,rosperity in the vast hinterland is the mainstay 
of Karachi's import and export trade. . 

QUBSTION 1.-RESBARcH.-There ought to be a permanent research station 
in Sind with a permanent endowment for tlj.e whole or part of its expendi
ture. Such an endowment is as necessary as the Famine Insurance Fund. 
The present research station at Sakrand is bound to prove very useful. .A 
'veterinary research and dairy farm may also be attached to thE' research 
station. 

The headquarters of research and propaganda ought to be at the same 
place. In view of thlJ development under the Barrage, Sind should have a 
separate Director of Agriculture who should direct research, agricultural 
education, propaganda and demonitrations which may also be on the zamin
dars' and haria' own farms. 

QUESTIONS 2 AND 23.-AGRICULTURAL AND GBNERAL EDUCATION.-Some of 
the primary schools now being started in rural areas may be entirely agri
cultural ilchools with afternoon attendance school hours and with farms 
attached whcre work in the morning may. also be done. 

Agricultural bias ought to be given to the entire education in the country 
from the primary to the collegiate. Sind is almost an entirely agricultural 
Province; therefore, for Sind's economic improvement agriculture should be 
an important subject in our education. Primary agricultural schools would 
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prevent the exodus of population from the village to the- town, which is 
becoming a feature of> Sind's rural life. 

An agricultural college at the research station, at least two agricultural 
high schools, cine in Lower Sind and one' jn Upper Sind, with a four years' 
course, and at least one primary school at the headquarters of every divisioll 
of .. diStrict or in the centre of a large group of villages, are a great necessity 
for Sind. A.ll education may be directed from the central organisation, the 
Director of Agriculture having an' advisory board representing the zamin
dan and agriculturists and other interests from all the districts. Agriculture 
could be very much popularised among' citikens and students in a number 
of ways. An Agriculture Day should be observed all over India when charts 
and mottoes might be displayed in every school and lectures delivered on 
various aspects ,of agricultural improvement in every town and village. The 
Dew agency of wireless should be fully utilised; the broadcasting stations 
lIhould transmit popular lectures in the simplest language and every official 
from the Viceroy down to the Tapedar, and every non-official public man 
and member of a local body may witness field demonstrations near his town 
or village on the All-India Agriculture Day. Charts and advertisements 
should be hung' up . at every railway station, Government and local body 
offices, market, reading room, library, etc., showing the value of improved 
agriculture and improved. milk-supply. 

A ceremony of touching and working the plough on the A.ll-India Agri
culture Day to vindicate the dignity of manual labour to the youth of the 
country would be very valuable. With public enthusiasm in urban and 
rural areas, the peasants would welcome demonstrations on their own farms, 
.nd adopt. improved methods and implements more readily. ' 

An important factor in connection with all education is the method of 
imparting it. The present method is too dull to attract students and the 
hours ot attendance would hit the poor parent badly by takiI).g away the 
young boy in the early hours of t~e day when he is most useful in working 
for the family. Village schools can best thrive 'in the non-crop season with 
,",bout three hours of attendance in the afternoon, the method of instruction 
being made more interesting and less taxing to the brain of the young lad 
in the country side. The poor agriculturist often cannot afford to part with 
a young Ion aged seven or eight years because he helps to increase, the slender 
family income. . 

QUESTION, 3.-'J>EKONSTRATION AND PBOPAGAN~A.--Cult.ivators are quite 
prepared to adopt improved methods if they find them proved effective. . The 
peasants do not, and indeed cannot, undertake risks of experiments with any 
probability of failure, their income being 80 precarious and smaU. But they 
are not conservative. They need enceuragement from the Agricultural 
Department, the zamindar or co-operative society. Leaflets in the verna
cular written in a popular manner, demonstrations on model farms and on 
the agriculturists' own farms, taluka agricultural societies, regular lectures 
-on occasions of fairs and other gatherings, in addi~ion to school education, 
would be effective. On Agriculture Day, the best cultivators and dairymen 
should receive some encouragement from Government and local bodies in the 
shape of remission of taxes for the year. The propagania section of the Ag
ricultural Department should have an itinerary section equipped with cinema 
and magic lanterns. Success in this respect would depend to a large ex
tent on the selection of the men in charge of demonstration and propaganda 
and the extent to which non-official help is secured. Great efforts should 
be made to secure the agriculturist's confidence, by meeting his needs in a 
sympathetic manner. 

To find money for all these--research, education, propaganda, etc.-the 
Central and Provincial Governments ought to contribute liberaloly to their 
agricultural departments. About one per cent of the revenue of the Central 
Government and every provincial Government and one-half per cent of the 
revenue of every local body may be reserved for agriculture. These efforts 
may be administered by the Central Government, the provincial Governments 
aDd the divisional boards and strengthened by private contribntions from 
rich landlords and merchant pr~nces. Appeals and collections for funds may 
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a1s0 be made on the All.India Agriculture Day. At preesnt the agriculturid: 
does not get a fair sh,are of what he contributes in taxes to the State. 

QUESTION 4.-ADlnmIlTRATION.-{C) There ought to be & definite and settlect 
potic! among all State concerns and public utility companies that improve
mlmt, of agriculture and welfare of the rural population is a vital concern 
of the State and every public organisation. For instance, the Veterinary 
Department ought to send men to the peasants' farms to give medical aid to' 
cattle and not compel the peasant to leave his home, farm and crop in the 
busy season to attend to one of his animals by taking it, often for several 
miles of rough road, to secure medical aid. The stoppage of the pice post 
card has hit the agriculturist badly. Wireless has great functions to fulfil in 
the life of our rural population. If every district local board with Govern
ment aid, zamindar's contribution and private munificence. set up a loud 
speaker, to start with at the headquarters of every taluka, they could creat& 
a great agency for popular education. The railways ought to have specially 
low rates of freight for seed; manure, agricultural implements, etc. 

At present the rural roads are the most miserable in Sind. The agricul
turist pays heavily for lack of cheaper, quicker and more convenient trans
port. We want a number of feeder railways and a good many pucca roads. 

QUESTION 6.-AGlUCULTURAL INDEBTEDNEss.-The agriculturist borrowa 
largely because of (a) the income from his land being insufficient and unsteady 
owing to scarcity of water or poor yield owing to certain pests or poverty 
of the soil or other reasons, (b) lack of proper credit facilities and the conse
quent payment of heavy interest, and (c) lack of education and thrift among 
the agriculturists generally. 

The remedy, therefore, largely consists in (a) making agriculture more
steadily remunerative, (b) securing employment to· the peasant in the non
crop season by subsidiary industries connected with agriculture, the supply 
of necessities to the nearest towns, dairying, rearing of cattle, weaving, etc.~ 
(c) reducing the drain· on his slender income of the heavy interest he pays 
and the undue profits made by others On his sales and purohases, and (4) by 
general diffusion of education through the school and through personal talks 
by the itinerary propaganda section of the Agricultural Department with 
cinema and magic lantern shows. 

Credit facilities for the agriculturist must be improved and extended 
through the co-operative societies. 

Legislative action will not help much in this direction. 
QUESTION 7.-FRAoKBNTATlON 01' HOLDlNGs.-The prevention of Bub-divi. 

sion of agricultural holdings into 'lneconomic units is absolutely essential. 
This may be done by legislation but as far as possible should be done by co-
operative effort. :' j 

The law should interfere as little as possible in settlement of displl~. 
}I'or this the divisional boaros, 8uggested above, may have an Arbitration 
Section. For success in this direction three things are essential (a) a general 
advance of education, (b) growth of the spirit of co-operation, and (c) confi· 
dence in the persons arbitrating. The last will largely depend on the tYPE 
of persons who coml! in. 

The area of agricultural land held by an individual may also be fixed 
to help better development of land. The evil af fragmentary holdings is 
sometimes as great "8 that of too big holdings. The latter might also prevent 
some unemployment. 

QUESTION 8.--IRRIGATloN.-(a) (iii) WJ:LL8.-Tube wells worked by power 
could be established in the different parts of Sind with very great advantage. 
They may help to establish steady agriculture in areas which Barrage water 
cannot re~h, as well as to supply healthy drinking water for men and cattlE 
in the countryside. At present there is not sufficient knowledge about tubE 
wells or efficient and cheap working of mechanical power on wells, canals 01 
laJtes in Sind. As the average agriculturist in. Sind is poor, co-operativ, 
working of tube wells will be & necessity. The Agricultural Department should 
thoroughly study the question and give practical demonstrations and help it 
'this direction~ If the tube well as a source of cheap water supply succeeds 
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.ileady agriculture and employment may greatly increase in Sind. The wodt
in~of the Persian wheel by bullock power is costly for many kinds of 
cu ivation-both khari/ and robi. If in places, where usually there is brack
ish atar in the ordinary wells and boring a tube well very doop makes swe~t 
wa r available, it would be a very: great advantage to have deep tube wells, 
protided the cost of pumping is within limits and makes cultivation remu;. 
ner'ive. 

Q E8TION lO.-}'ERTILISERS.-(f) The Agricultural Department should find 
out me cultivation which may be useful as a crop, as a hedge to the field 
and .fuel. Perhaps some quick growing trees can be found which will 
anew all or some of these requirements. Also, the regular growth of 
trees n banks of canals and karia, would help to provide. wood for huts and 
fuel. Regular keeping of 1I.uri, (small forests) may also be encouraged 
amon zamindars to provide a fodder and fuel reserve in the dry months. 

Qu STION 13.-CROP PROTECTION, INTERNAL AND EXTFlRNAL . ..".sind suffers 
heavily almost every year from Bome form of crop pest. The latest to appear 
is the locust. With regard to none of these pests is the agriculturist 
at present armed with sufficient knowledge or the requisite machinery to 
cope with the onslaught. This requires the most earnest attention of the. 
Agricultural Department. Next to the lack of sufficient and timely water 
supply, these pests make agriculture precarious in Sind. The locusts alone 
have practically made destitute thousands of our agriculturists during the 
last fifteen months. First, the proper remedy must be found out by research 
and study; then propaganda and demonstration must be carried on. If the 
remedy is costly, the Agricultural Department must bear it. Expenditure 
b) Government may save that part of the land revenue which is remitted 
every year. 

QUESTION 17.-AGBICULTUBAL INDUSTBIES.-(/) Yes, this is very import. 
ant. 'There ought to be a standing board with a paid officer to deal with 
industrial snbjects, collect data, disseminate information· and study the needs 
of each rural and urban industry. Such a board or committee ought to be 
a permanent body visiting particular areas for investigation, if necessary. 
There are a number of small industries, such as, the making of leather 
articles, wooden toys, and articles of daily use in the towns near by, the 
making of improved implements for agricultural work,- for example, Pel"f:lian 
wheels, ploughs, etc., utilisation of by-products of several kinds of trees and 
ahrubs growing abundantly in Sind, weaving, etc. Dairying can become a 
paying part-time or even whole-time industry in Sind in view of the reputed 
high quality of the Sindhi cow and the possibilty of good fodder supply after 
the Barrage is completed. The increase of raw produce on Barrage lands 
may call for some industries for manufacturing those raw products to a certain 
tixtent; for instance, oil-seeds may be crushed near big towns rather than be 
exported. All these subjects necessarily need study and careful investigation. 

(11.) The desire to improve health conditions will come with the advance of 
~ducation and improvement in economic conditions. Ptopaganda on modern 
lines as suggested for agricultural improvement should prove effective. The 
pt'asant cannot think of health or cleanliness when the problem of existence 
perpetually stares him in the face. 

QUE8TION ~O.-MAU:BTING.-The grower often does not get a fair price. 
His produce 1& often practically mortgaged with the zamindar or the villago 
shopkeeper who dictates the price of the produce both for sale and 
purchase. This is now decreasing because of competition between the shop
keepers who often make advances on precarious credit to help to carryon 
agricultural operations. The· best solution is to help the agriculturist to 
earn enough for his livelihood so as not to stand in need of borrowing, to raise 
the standard of his education and intelligence and to help the growth of co
operative societies. 

(d) Increasing competition between merchants, middlemen and buyers is 
by itself now having the effect of conveying information to the agriculturist 
who is getting more and more into touch with the rates of raw prolluce i~. 
the nearest town. . 
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. QUESTION 2S.-WELFARE OF THE RURAL POPULATloN.-There ought to be 
regular malarial and health surveys of talukas. Through school books, the 
written and the spoken word, the value of health and vitality as an asset. 
for the economic and agricultural efficiency of the worker should be empha
sised. India's workman is ignorant, underfed and largely without a friend 
. by his side. There may be a society to serve the agriculturist. Such a society 
must be largely non-official, but may work in close co-operation with the 
taluka development society an:! the co-operative society. Economic and social 
surveys are essential as without an exact knowledge of facts no proper remedy 
can be found. But such surveys should be carried out by non-official agency 
with the help of revenue officials, the taluka development societies, the ,Agri
cultural and Public Works departmental authorities and local board st.aff as 
the need may be. A. non-official survey by trained economists who secure the 
confidence of the agriculturist will produce more thorough data and be more 
trusted by the general' public. Such a survey would show exactly the condi
tioIl& of life under which the people in rural areas live. The knowledge itself 
may inspire some to serve the Indja that lives in the village. 
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~ 
Oral Evidence. 

60344. The Chairman: Mr. Jeswani, you are here on behalf of the Indian 
erchants' Association, KarlloChi?-Yes. 
,60345. Would you describe to the Commission exactly what are the objects 

of iOur association P-They are generally to advance the interests of trade, to 
hel united action and co-operation among the Indian mercantile community 
an generaIly to bring about c~perative effort in trade among Indian business 
me_. 

80346. Have you a large membership?-We havs about 180 members. 
00347. I notice that your association favours the creation of a permanent 

research station in Sind?-Yes. 
60348. Has your association considered, at all, how such a station might be 

endowed with the necessary funds ?-The suggestion is that the Central Govern. 
ment might contribute about one per cent of their revenue, that the' provincial 
Government might contribute about one per cent of their revenue, and the 
municipalities and the district boards might .contribute about one-half per cent 
of their revenues; this fund might be administered by the Central Govern
ment, the provincial Government and the divisional boards. These funds are 
to be divided between research, propaganda; education, demonstration and 
other work in connection with agricultural improvement. 

60349. So that you might term the fund a development fund?-Yes, you 
might call them agricultural development funds. 

60350. Where would you like the station to be?-At present Sakran!1 seem. 
quite suitable, but if for the purposes of research any other. station is more 
suitalile, I would not object to the station being moved to that .place; but 
according to Dr. Mann and the research workers at Sakrand, it seems that 
Sakrand, representing a large area of the new lands coming under the Barrage, 
is more suitable. ' . 

60351. Are you thinking of research in connection with agriculture on the 
area to be newly irrigated, or are you thinking of research in general?-Re
search in general, both in regard to new"areas as weIl as the present cultivation. 

60352. I have read with interest your association's views about education. 
To what extent do you desire primary education to be agricultural ill- its nature? 
Have you thought that ouU-Yes, it is often noticed that ordinary elementary 
primary education drives the village boy, the agriculturist's son, from the 
villsge to the town. We wish to see that tendency ehecked, and that might be 
checked as is done in Italy or Denmark by providing an entirely agricUltural 
education. We might proceed to an entirely agricultural education through 
an agricultural bias school, but it would be desirable, even at present, to have 
80me schools entirely agricultural schools. 

60353. Take a primary agricultural school; the boys are going to that school. 
at the age of abou~ five in Sind ?-In the villages they would go at about six. 

60354. Now a boy goes to the primary agricultural school, as you describe 
it, at six; what are you going to teach him ?-Some elementary nature study, 
some elementary lessons in hoeing or watering, etcetera. 

60355. He is six years old, rememberP-.-Yes; even at present these children 
do that work on their parente' farms~ 

60356. Is not the primary purpose of education to impart literacy, the 
capacity to read and write?-Yes, but, I take it, even in the agricultural school 
reading and writing and arithmetic will be taught. 

60357. What proportion of boys who go to the Jlrimary school, as things are 
~ay, emerge literateP Do you know at allP-Most of them again relap~ 
into illiteracy in the villsges. 

60358. And yet you are suggesting that a system which you call elementary 
agriculture, including lessons in sowing and watering and so on, should bit 
8uperimposed on the present system?-Yes. 

60359. Surely that would have the 'effect of reducing "till further the propor
tion of successes in imparting literacy, would it not?-No, it would have the 
cont!ary result, because if education is imp!lrted in the. voca.tion of the child 
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~hen he pursues that sort of education even as an' adult, because that is closely 
telated to his life's profession. 

60360. By all means use the things with which he is familiar in his village 
home in teaching him literaoy, but that is something quite different from teach. 
ing him' agriculture, is it not? You distinguish between the two things, do 
you not?-I think if you give him vocational education then he is very much 
more interested in keeping his literacy up, and the propaganda of the depart. 
ment by means of the cinema or by leaflets will teach the child to maintain 
his adult education. \ 

60361. What is your own profession ?-I am now Secretary of" the Indian 
Merchants' Association; I was a journalist for ten years, and I am a zamindar's 
.!Ion. . 

60362. If you had a son aged six years, would' you teaoh him the profession 
'Of Seoretary to the Merchants' Asso~iation at the age of six, or would you give 
him a general eduoation founded on literacy first?-The point'is, we have to 
train the sons of agrioulturists 80 as to keep them on the land. As a zamindar 
myself I would send my son to the agricultural bias school. 

60363. It is easier to keep sons of secretaries in the offioe than sons of 
'agriculturists on the land ?-At present there is a tendenoy to gravitate to the 
'towns, and we ought to try to keep rural men in the rural areas for agrioultural 
\ievelopment. 

60364. In answer to Question 8, you say: "Tube wells worked by power 
could be established in the different parts of Sind with very great advantage. 
%ey may help to establish steady agriculture in areas where Barrage water 
'Cannot reach 'J and so on. Has your association any experience of the econo. 
~ics of irrigation by tube well?-No. 

• 60365. Will you please tum to :Vour answer to Question 20. on marketing. 
Your association is of course very familiar with the business which is carried 
on in the export and import of produoe through Karaohi? ...... Yes. 

60366. To what extent has your association interested itself in the details 
'Of marketing in the mofu8sil ?-As an assooiation they have not interested 
themselves, but several of our merohants are interested in suoh marketing. 

60367. You mean they are buyers in the country?-Yes. 
. 60368. Do you yourself understand the system of marketing in villages?-
A little of what I have experience in. 

60369. Do you think that is a direction in which, as these matters develop. 
merchants might take a more active interestP For instance, let me put this 
to you: have you ever censidered the extreme impertance of assuring te the 
'Cultivater a fair share of 'the extra value ~onsequent upon improvement in 
'quality of his crop, in axder to. enoourage him to improve the quallty?-At 
present the peasant has had no suoh eno.euragement generally. 

60370. And you think it is important that he sheuld have, if possible?-It 
is vary impertant. . 

60371; If a cultivator is net going to get a share of the premium, the result 
t)t Quality, he is not going to worry about quality?-That is so. 
, 60372 •. Is that a direction in which, as things develop, yeur associa.tion 
might be persuaded to take an interest P-I think so. 

60373. PrOflJ880r Gangul66: On the questien of a permanent research sta
tien, you do not tell US what is your view with regard to the administration of 
auoh a stati<?n?-I have said that it should be in charge of the Direotor of 
Agriculture; it should be direoted by him. 

60874. With the help of an advisery body?-An advisory body generally I 
want for ether purposes, but the researoh station would be entirely under his 
.harge. 

60375. I see you propose to have an agrioultural college at the researoh 
Btation ?-Yes. 

60876. Is there a demand for an agricultural college in Sind 1'-1 think it 
'Would 800n arise in connection with the Barrage. 

60377. De yeu know the student community here at allP-Yes. 
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,60878. Are they likely .;, be interillited in agricultural' education ?-Ther& 
,BeeIIIII now to be a very great awakening of interest among the student com_ 
munity with regard to agriculture. 

60379; he you familiar with the Mirpurkhas,schoolP-I have heaJ;d of it;: 
I ha"e not seen it myself. ' 

60380. Do you know why it failed ?-So far as I know, it was carried on 
under artificial conditions. It had no natural appeal to the son of the agricu:
turis~ or of the zamindar. Some scholarships'were given and there were some 
other' inducements. The Bon of the zamindar thought he was being sought 
bV the Government and was doiDg someth~g for the Government by going to 
the, echool; he did not understand that it was for his own economic benefi .. 
that he "'BS being provided with a school; and at that time the agriculturist 
also did not understand that he was, going to benefit very muc):! by the scbool, 
as he does to·day partly. 

60881. You think times have changed?-I think so. 
60882. With regard to the marketing question, are you familiar with the. 

M8f'keting Bill now before' the Council ?-The Cotton Markets Bill, yes. 
60388. Will that in any way help to improve the marketing conditions of 

:KBrachi"-~{y association think it will not. , 
60~. Could you explain to us why you think so?-The B<!sociation thought 

that the grower of cotton, particularly, is very much scattered in Sind; there is. 
not much contiguous area. The peasant at present sells the produce to the 
village shopkeeper, and in any case if produce is brought to the market it will 
be boughli by the shopkeeper, so that it will not change the conditions for the 
grower or, the peasant in BO far as the selling of, cotton is concerned: he will 
aeU to the bania. and the bania. will bring it to the market. The bania. r,ealises: 
quite a good price in the town even to.day. 

60885. You suggest that non-official agencies with the help of revenue ofti, 
cials, taluka development associations and others, must carry on the work. 
lYo you know of any non-official agency now existing in Sind which might join. 
hands with the Government organisationB?-I am afraid at present there is no. 
such agency. 

60888. Do you Bee any indication of such non-official agencies coming ~or, 
ward?-Yes, there is some awakening among the people at present for ~he 
revival of agriculture and for helping the agricultural movement, among the
agricultural section particularly. 

80887. Mr. Kamat: How is the membership of your association ooJ?lPosed?-
-They are dealers in an. BOrts of things, mostly in grain and cotton. 

60888. What is the number of members?-About 180. 
60889. Are they chieSy importers or exportere?-Largely exporters. 
60890. What is the principal' article of export?~Grain, oil seeds, cotton. 
60391. Do your members in Karachi come ibto touch with the producer?-: 

Several of them do through their agents in the villages or in the towns. 
60892. Yes, of course, that is through the agents; but do they ever·directl" 

come in touch with the grow!!r? Do they go out pf :Karachi to seek him?~ 
Mod of them do not. ' 

60893. Their knowledge of the produce, the quality and all these things, ill 
based on the knowledge conveyed by the middleman?-Not necessarily, be. 
cause some of them are drawn from those very villages \ they have got their' 
agencies and some of them when they go to their villages come in contact with, 
the producers; some of them own their own lands. 

60894. On the question of adulteration of raw materials sent to foreiga 
,countries. have you any views?-If some method could be devised for Becuriurz 
purity of produce from the countryside, I think the members of my associa-
tion would be glad. ' 

60395. Where does the adulteration come in exactlyP~Jt usuaUy comes iDa 
in the countryside itself where the produce is grown. ' 

60396. Adulteration takes place, not at the port where the produoe is ex, 
po~, but you think in u.e eountryside?-Yes. 
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6089'7. Who is responsible for 1-11 in. the first place?--<I know of. ' Very few 
instances myself, but I suppose if there is adultel'8tion it would start wiih the 
shopkeepel: in the village. -' .' , . 

60398. When you say, .. if there is "'; do you mean to say there is some doubt 
about it in your mind ?-There is' some sort of adulteration which takes place 
without anyb~dy wi~hing i~ or without anybody deliberately doing it; for in
stance, there IS a mIxture lD the seed of wheat and barley, and there is some
times a mi~ure in the seed of iuart JLnd baiTi; so the mixed seed comes to the 
town and also to Karachi, ~d there is an analysis department where we find 
that out. But I know very few cases of deliberate mixture in Sind; if there 
is such a case it might st!'-rt with the shopkeepers. For instance, in some 
cases, I learnt that some water was being put on seed cotton j that was done 
Rt a shopkeeper~. 

60399. To whose interest is it to make this deliberate adulteration: the 
large exporters here?-No, the large exporter practically cannot do it. He 
cannot do it sufficiently secretly to escape detection. It cannot be ,done in 
Karachi, but it may be done in the to\\'l1 to which the produce first comes, or 
on the farm itself. . 

60400. Have your members, as large exporters, ever considered what stepl! 
should be taken to prevent this deliberate adulteration, wherever it takes place? 
-Not so far as I know. 

60401; That is to say, the association has never bothered itself with going 
into this question of stopping this adulteration ?-I can say that for the last 
year they have not done ,it; they might have done it earlier; I do not know. 

60402. Are they conscious of the fact that this adulteration is spoiling the 
reputation of Indian produce in foreign markets P-I think they themselves are 
interested in seeing that the produce is pure . 

. 60403. How do you mean? They get reports from their agents in England? 
-No, because when the produce is adulterated there are a lot of disputes be-' 
tween the buyers and the sellers; they like to have as few disputes as poesible, 
because it hits them in their own business. 

60404. If that is so, how is it that they have not taken. any serious steps, 
so far, to prevent this adulteration and save the name and reputation of IndIan 
produce ?-At present there is lack of contact with agriculture; the exporter 
hers is not in direct contact very .largely with the producer. 

60405. That is the question I first asked JOU. He knows the producer only 
through the middleman?-Yes. 

60406. He never knows conditions in the countryside directly?-Quite. 
60407. How could that be remedied? Have you any suggestions to make? 

-That could be remedied by pl~cing the merchant,exporter in Karachi in con
tact with the Agricultural Department, if the department 'interests itself in 
improving the quality of the 'p~oduce. 

66408. If the Agriculturai Department does thisP-Yes. 
6040'.' Do you 1}ear from foreign countries about certain standards, and are 

the exporters willing to adopt standardisation, to your knowledge?-As a 'matter 
of fact, they have adopted standards. Our association and the Chamber of 
Commerce have got a joint cotton committee now where types and standards 
of cotton are determined. 

60410. That is with reference to cottonP-Yes, and also so far as wheat is 
concerned there is Ii certain specification by which the sale has to be made, 
and the merchant is very much interested in having a. good specification of 
his own produce because he gets a better price for it. ' 

60411. Do they conform to these specifications very honestly when, they ex
port?-The merchant here is largely a commission agent: he sells on account 
of the exporter from the town or from the countryside. He, of couree, should 
try in his own interest to tell the exporter from the countryside that the pro
duce coming from there should conform to a particular specification in order 
to secure a better price. 

60412. Is there anything which your assooiation can really do, apart from 
the department, to improve grading and to prevent adulteration?-As I said, 

• 
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that could be ·ve;,., ml1ch more ~ffectively. 'lionG' by the, Department of 'A~icul
ture CCHlrdinating their activities ,with t,hoSil of the association; they should 
by propaganda ;make the producer realisQ, in 'Vie'" of the ieports"coming from 
the foreigA QOuntries to which the produce of~lndia ill exported, that -i~ is" in 
the interests of the producer himsel~ not to -adulterate, and to send better, 
produOL . 

60418. This is the marketing side of the problem; it is not the production 
side, and I do not know why the Agricultural Department should have"'to take 
the initiative; it is more to your advantage; you want to market your produce 
to the best advantage and you ought to take the initiative. Why is your asso· 
ciation apathetic with regard to this problem?-The merchant here is more 
or less a commission agent; he is not interested so, much in getting a better 
price for the produce as the producer himself is; the Agricultural Department 
might look at the problem from the point of view of the country as a whole 
and present the matter both to the producer and the exporter. 

60414. Your merchants are not exporters in the real sense of the term: 
they do not send consignments on their own account P-They are commission 
IIgents. 

60415. That is exaotly what is brought out by your repIies?-Yes. 
60416. Most of your 180 members are commission agents?-YIlI!' 
60411~ And they do not care at all whether the consignrilent is sold to the 

best advantage or otherwise, because they lire only commission agents ?.....,They 
are interested because the exporting houses here would not have the produce 

. below .. certain specification; .they deduct arbitrarily, according to the terms 
of the contract, a oertain amount for produce which is a certain standard 
specification. 

60418. ,Of these 180 members, about how many export on their own account 
and are not commission agentsP-I could not give you the figures off hand, 
but I 8uppose very few are 8uch merchants. 

60419.~ A very small section is -Ilomposed of members who ,have really any
thing at stake except' their commission ?-Some of' them also own factories \ 
rice factories, ginning -factories and so on; so that probably they' must be in-
terested beyond their commission' also. ' 

60420. You need not say" probably"; you are the seCretary, 80 that you 
know, I hope, what proportion out of your 180 members, export on their' oWL. 
account; is it one-quarter or one-third or one-half?-I think, less than one-
fi~. ' 

60421. Was this memorandum approved by your Managing Committee be
fore being 8ubmitted to the Commission?-By a'sub-committee appointed by 
the Managing Committee. 

60422. They voice a desire to have lID agricultural college or an agricul
tural high schoo!?-oYes. 

60423. Were they quite sure that there was a demand behind this desire?-' 
It 8eemB, there is likely to arise a great demand' for agricultural education in 
Sind. ' 

60424. Would the sons of zamindars care to attend an agricultural college' 
or a high school in Sind?":"'I think a good number of the parents sending their 
children for education would now prefer agricultural education to be given to 
th~m, in view of the opportunities they might get in the new .lands under the 
Barrage., • 

60425 Mr. Jam8hed Mehta: You must have read the contracts, whicn the 
exporting firms from Karachi make with the commission agents who, you say, 
are members of your aSsociationP-Yes. 

60426. I am not talking of cotton; I am talking about wheat and other 
seedsP-Yes, I have read Bome. 

60427. In those contraot forms, in certain Bpecifications; you kn·)W that 
cert8U1 percentages of dirt or other foreign materials are specified ?-Yes. 

60428. Therefore the exporting firms 800 that the commission agents deliver 
to them the goods, the wheat or other seeds, according to those percentagesP-
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Yes; If there is m6re or leBS of foreign material, or dust, or barley, or wheat. 
they get allowances.. . . ,~ . . ' ., 

60429. Or they give allowances· accordingly?-Yes. 
60430. It will be to the interest of the merchants. if they find that it pass 

them to deliver more barley; to adulterate it with barley, or, if the allowances 
are such as go in their favour, to mix foreign materials with wheat, in order 
to get the' .best possible rate out of the exporters. Supposing an-allowance of 
five annss per ton is made if barley is found above a certain percentage, and 
if they find that the market rate of barley is such ,that it will pay them to 
add more barley, they will do so?-The contract form IS such that the merchant! 
loses if the material is below specification. 

60481. If the market value of the foreign materials is such that it goes in 
their favour to adulterate wheat with those materials, then they will take ad. 
vantage of such opportunities. It may not be the commission agents who do 
it, but it may be done by the men who send it. Is that to your knowledge1-

. Not to my knowledge. . 
60482. You suggested the remedy that the Agricultural Department should 

insist on purity of seed. Instead of this, supposing the merchants on the other 
side insisted on a certain grade of purity, do you not think that that would 
"ompel the. producers and the middlemen to deliver the pure stuff?-That is 
being done through exporting houses; They give a certaID quality a certain 
price. . 

60438. I am talking of the pure stuff. Supposing the fOl'eign firms insisted 
on their branches or agents in Karachi supplying them with pure struff, and 
those branches insisted upon the commission agents, the commission· !lgents 
upon. the other middlemen and the middlemen upon the producers doing the 
same, do you not think that tha~ would be a surer and more certain met},od 
of speedy improvement in this matter?-It would be, but it is doubtful if the 
exporting houses will do it. 

60434. You are talking of an agricultural college. Given the choice between 
an arts college and an agricultural college, which would you preferP-I would 
not have an arts college. but 1 would have an agricultural ,college. 

6(1435. 'You would be for agricultural training right. up from the beginning. 
that is,. from the primary school st&ge?-Yes. 

60436. I think you have suggested in your note that for some hours children 
should be given agricultural education in primary achoolsP-Yes. 

60437. Apart from your being the Secretary of the Karachi Indian Mer~ 
chants' Association, you are a zamindar?-My father owns land. 

60438. You .have also an interest in foresl! contracts ?.,....My father had. 
60439. What do yoii think about the connection between the zamindar and 

the haTi in Sind? We are told that the hari is a partner with the zamindar. 
ar.d lie gets half or two-thirds of the crop as the case may be. What is your 
actual experience? Does the han really get his full half share, or is it merely 
on paper? How much extra does the zamindar take away from the haTi't Can 
you make it clear in the light of your experience ?-In lift land the han gets 
two.thirds, in flow land the hari gets half. Thaj; is his nominal fixed share. 
But the hari loses out of his share what he pays in high interest. 

60440. What interest does he pay?-It varies from eighteen to thirty.six 
per cent. . . 

60441. Does he pay t. the zamindar?-He pays to the zamindar or the 
shopkeeper or whoever advances him money. .. . . 

60442. Is· it to your knowledge that the zamindars also lend money to the 
ham and take eighteen to thirty.six per cent interest?~Yes. 

60448. Do most of the zamindara do s01-1 should say that at least ~ome 
of them do BO. . . . 

60444. The Chairman: Do Mahommedan zamindars charge interest P
Some of them charge interest in produce; they do not take cash. 1 know 
of two or three zamindars on the Nawabshah side who take interest on the 
moneys advanced to the peasants, but in produce. Suppose their share of 
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the produce Is one mawad,they take' from the peasants one-and-a:Cluarler 
maundl. They do not take cash as interest. 

60445. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: To your 'knowledge. the han getS much less 
than. the share which it is stated is being given, to himP-Yes. 

60446. What is your actual experience about the distribution of. water P 
Three different opinions were given before the Commission. One was that it 
should be handed over t-o the zamindars; the second was that it should be left 
entirely to the engineers, and the third was that it should be left to a com
mittee of lIamindars, the Agricultural Department, the Revenue Department 
and the Engineering Department. Which would you preferP-I would cer· 
tainly like a joint committee to distribute the water. I would have half the 
strength of that committee made up of zamindars, because they are the most 
intert'ytej in the distribution of water. . 

60447. Is it your opinion that the Engineering Department make mistakes 
in the distnllUtion of water, because they have no agricultural experience?
Soml'times they do. 

60448. Your father was a forest contractor,· and you have also some ex
perit'nce iu that line?-Yes. 

60449.' Can you tell the Commission, brietly, about your experience of forests 
in Sind? Would you like to improve them? What faults do you find in the 
Forest Department?-I think the maximum is not taken out of them for .the 
benefit of the people. There is too much of undue restriction ougrazing. The 
charges are heavy and the restrictions are too many. Much more than these 
restrictions is the corruption in the lower· ranks of the department, which re
acts very badly on cattle-rearing near the forest areas, which would otherwise 
thrive well. The forest areas are not economically exploited, for lack of trans
port facilities. I feel that if there were some light railways running through 
these forests, carrying the fuel products to the tmvns,· the price of firewood in 
the towns, and tlierefore the cost of living, would go down considerll,bly, and 
that would also help the, development of the countryside. 

6U450. You do not think that the grazing facilities are enough at present?
Th .. y are badly restricted. 

60451. What is your idea about the Lloyd Barrage lands? Do you think 
farDling societies for educated young men would succeed ?-I think they would 
Bueceed very well, if the young man who undertakes to join such II. Bocie~y 
promises to do. manual work himself. 

60452. Do you think that the time has now come when the ~ucated young 
man wnuld necessarily do itP-He must do it, I think. 

61J!53. What ,suggestions would you make for the improvem811t o'f the 
villager or peasant, either by self.help, or by Government aid, or by co-opera
tive foocieties?-There is very great room for self-help left to the peasant, but 
ut!fc,rtunotely he has no friend to tide him over small difficulties. F'or instance, 
when there is a good crop and he is free from debt, he has nobody to advise 
him how to invest his little saving in grain or in other produce. Even when 
lie is but a little in debt, there is nobody to advi.se him how to use his spare 
time, or how to improve his land which can give him sometimes thirty to forty 
pMr cent more in yield. and also to protect him from small vexations and in
terferences from, say, the police, or the Revenue Department or the zabardast 
zamindar himself .. If he had some one to look after his needs, 1; think his 
position, even as it is, could be considerably improred. 

60454. I think you make a statement that some shortage in labolli' would 
occur owing to the Lloyd Barrage?-I rather feel that there will not be so 
mucb shortage as is apprehended because of two or three reasons. l!'irstly, 
the system of cultivation is to change according to the Baker~Lane lIoheme. 
Wol sl>ouH then have cultivation in rabi. At present, during the non-oro1' 
season in Sind, most of the peasantry are idle. The new cultivation under tlie 
Barrngs is to be about fifty-four per cent on ,abi and about twenty-seven per 
cent on khan/. So that, all the peasantry kept idle at present in the, non
barrage areas will be available ·under the Barrage in the mbi season. Becondly. 
we must toke note of the difference in the method of water supply. We will 
have largely Bo~ lands il16tead of lift l~nds, and on Bow lands the labour you 
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need is about half or one-third of what you need on lift lands.' Thirdly, the 
grcateit cause at present leading to agricultural precarioueness is the lack of 
a regular water supply. If the Barrage works to plan, and you get a sufficient 
and regular quantity of water and the agricultural industry becomes more 
steady, we are likely to attract a good deal of labour from the hilly tracts, from 
Rajputana. and from Cutch; it will be automatically coming to Sind. Of 
course, the Barrage is not going to operate all of a sudden j it will take some 
years to develop the Sind lands, so I do not think there will be difficulty of 
labour. . 

60455. Have you any ideas about the size of the holdings in Sind'l Have 
you any suggestions to make?-I have suggested that at present we are suffer
ing in some places. from too big holdings also. We have been trying to fix 
the lowest economic unit for an agricultural holding. I think the uppel limit 
is also very important, because so many people having 20,000 or 30,0(10 acres 
are not explojt~ng their land to the best economic advantage ot the country; 
and if it is desirable to hill the poor man at the bottom by restricting his right 
of subdivision, which is very necessary in the interest of agricultural develop
ment and of society, it is also very necessary to restrict the right of the man 
at the top to hold land beyond a certain maximum. I think there is such a 
law in New Zealand. 

60456. PTo/eBBoT Gtmgulell: What is the lowest economic holding you have 
decided upon?-I would suggest about twenty-:live acres. . 

60457. MT. Jam8hed Mehta: Supposing a man has 40,000 acres of land, as 
one fortunate man has, would you deprive him of it?-At present, those w:bo 
are holding that land cannot perhaps be interfered with; their lands have ~ot 
to be left to natural sub-division hereafter .. 1 would have that proviSIOn 
strictly made in the distribution of the Barrage lands. 

60458. I want to know something about cotton. As you know, forward sales 
are made in Cotton, by the zamindars to the middlemen, or to the ginning fac
tories, because they wan~ moneyP-Yes. 

60459. In your own opinion, the Cotton Markets. Bill will have practically 
no !lffect as regards increasing the income of the zamindar himSelf'l-The 
opinion of the association is that it will not help the grower; my opinion is 
that it will help the grower. 

60460. In what way'l-I personally think that better marketin~ and organis
ed marketing will help the grower, because the grower will after all know 
what is the' best price to get in the market, what is the best weight in an 
organised market, what quality fetches the best price. and so on. Ultimately, 
it must affect on the grower. That is my personal opinion. 

60461. BiT ThomaB Middleton: You have just told ue that, in the districts 
which you know perSQIlally, ,the zamindar never advances to the han without 
receiving either money'interest or interest in kind ?-I have never said that the 
liamindar does not advance to the ftan. The zamindar also advances to t.he 
han, as does the shopkeeper and also the moneylender. But in some cases, 
the lIIamindar, particularly a Mussalman zamindar, does not take the interest 
In cash; he takes the interest in kind, because he has some religious objection 
to taking interest in cash. 

60462. That is what I stated. So far as is known to you, the zmnindars 
In your district are willing to advance to the hana'l-Yes, they do advance. 

60463. And they never, advance without receiving interest either in money 
or in kind'l-That' is 80. • ' 

60464. The interest in kind will be received if they advance for seed pur-
1IOSes, for example'l~For anything. 

60465. Supposing a l5amindar advances money to help the han to buy bul
locks. how does he get the retum'l-At the crop time. 

60466, He takes the value of the advance in crop'l-Yes. 
60467. So far as you know, is there any' district in Sind where the zaIl!indar 

advances money without any kind of interest, because he receives fifty per cent 
of the produceP-There is a taccQ'Vi given to the lIan by the l5amindar, which 
is usually without interest. 
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60468. That is for wells or for long-term improvementP-No. At the begin
nin~ of the se88on, there is an annual 'advance made by the zamindar to the 
han, and that does noll fetch interest. It is about Re. 100 per holding. 

60469. That 'is the common custom ?-80 far as I know, that is the common 
custom. ' 

60470. Re. 100 for what area of land ?--:For ten to twelve acrils of lift land. 
60471. Is it calculated per acre, or is it a personal arrangement between 

the zamindar and the hari?-A nar or wheel works about ten acres. The hari 
comes and says "I want to cultivate ten 8.!lres on one fiaT ", and he gets, 
Re. 100' as tacca1li without interest. 

60472.·You have made a suggestion for the creation of a fund. Have you 
made any estimate of the size of that fund when created P-It would be about 
four crores or 80, all over India, for the central agricultural board, for all the 
provincial boards and for all the divisional boards. In the Bombay l?residency, 
I would say eighteen lakhs would be for the provincial board; the divisional 
boards in India might have about half a crore or so. 

60473. You have already made a detailed estimate? You have taken the 
incomes you mention and calculated the yield?-Roughly, it will be about that. 

60474. On the question of vocational training, a boy goes to school at the 
age of six. How long do you suppose he stays .it the primary school ?-I 
would put him for three years in the primary'schoql. 

60475. No more?-No more. I 'would shorten the period. I would not 
make the examination annual, but half-year'y. , 

60476. In three years most boys would never get beyond the second standard. 
They would nob pass from the first into the second class at the end of the first 
year?-I would supplement that by adult education, by oral instruction, by a 
more interesting 'method of personal lectures and personal teaching. 

60477. I am thinking now of the age at which you propose to give vocational 
instruction to the boy in the primary school. ,Presumably, it would be between 
the ages of seven and nine?-It would be between the ages of seven and ten. 

60478. Mr. CalvBrt: Does your association normally use the compulsory 
arbitration clause in all contracts?-Yes, so far as dealings between: the mem-
bera of the association are concerned. ' 

60479. But there is no compulsory arbitration clause in dealing with t,he 
up-country dealers?-No. They mostly send to the merchants here without 
such compulsion. 

60480. Any disputes between' yo~ and the up-country dealer Will' Iiave to 
go to court?-I have not known any such instances. 
. 60481. Does not the compulsory arbitration clause work smoothlyP-As be
tween the members of the association, I think it haa worked quite, well. . 

60482. There is no trouble from the courtB?-No. In fact, it compels th~ 
parties to settle out of' court. ~ 

60483. Either party can go to court to upset the award ?-I do not think 
the court is then empowered to interfere. 

60484. The point·I was driving at is: how far do you think compulsory 
arbitration 'can be used to diminish litigation in villages?-I think it can be 
used with very great advantage. 

60485'. Your' experience is that, on the, whole, compulsory. arbitration works 
well and fairly?-Yes.. 
. 60486." Generally the small holder gets his seed from the village shop
keeper?-From the zamindar. 

60487. The small holder?-Yes. 
60488. Is it to the interest of your association that the amount of pJ:Oduce 

to be handled shoull be as I!reat aa possible?-Yes. 
, 60489. And it is to your interest that the seed sown should be as pure aa 
possible ?-Yes. ' 
: 60490. Do you think ~here is any hope of bringing organised public opinion 
to bear on the up-count?, shopkeeper to sell only pure seed?-lf the ,shop, 
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keeper is made to understand that it is in his interest to do it, and if the 
members' of my association make up their mind to deal only with those who 
follow these instructions as to seed, then I think some advance can be made. 

6049i .. We have been told, practically throughout India, that if you want 
to get pure seed to the. cultivator, you must ha!e a special official pure-seed 
depot, and that the ordInary petty shopkeeper WIll not supply pure seed. Buii 
if the private shopkeepers throughout India could somehow or other be induced 
to ,supply only pure seed, your association for instance would have a muc. 
larger volume of commerce to deal withP ..... yes. 

60492. How, in your opinion, can the small shopkeeper be induced to giV& 
only pure seed ?-I think, at present, the shopkeeper is not educated enoug~ 
to understand the value of pure seed. 1 would not trust him with distributing 
pure seed. 

60498. You do not think your BSElociation could launch out on a propaganda 
programme to educate. the small shopkeeper?~I could not 8ay that, becallse 
this proposition has never been put to them. 

60494. It is to their advantage?-I think 80. 

60495. Sir Chttnilal Mehta: Have you any agricultural experience?-Mj 
father holds land in the Nawabshsh district.-

60496. Has land been in YOlU family for many years?-For about twenty-' 
three years. 

60497. Have you yourself any experience of agriculture?-Yes, 1 have been 
on my land several times, and stayed there for some months sometimes. 

60498. Have YOll worked on the land yourself?-Yes, for some time. 
60499. Can. you tell us whether there is now any desire on the part; of your 

association to send the young men rather for agricultural training than for the 
arts courses ?-<They have not con!lerned themselves much with educational 
programmes in the country 80 far. 

60500. In view of the Barrage, would they like t~ take any interest now in 
agricultural education ?-I think they would. 

60501. Are they considering any scheme whereby they could tum the minds 
of educated young men to taking up land' under the Barrage and working ill 
themselves ?-Several of them seem very much interested in .the Barrage, but 
they have not considered this question separately_. 

60502. Do they propose to consider it?-There has been no such proposal 
yet. We might consider it hereafter. 

60503. ,Do you thip.k that you yourself, as secretary of the association and 
as hjoving had agricultural eiperience, and with the views that you have placed 
before us about agricultural education, could put before your association any 
scheme?-I will try, and I will certainly give them the views which 1 have 
embodied in this note. . 

60504. Would you make it a condition that the young men should get some 
kind of training before they purchase land, or before they form themselves into 
a sooiety?-Yes; that is very essential. 

60505. Where do you _ think they can get the training now?-At present 
there is no adequate arrangement in Sind. There are only some farms, the 
Mirpurkhas farm, or the Sakrand research station, where grown-up educate.i 
men could be directed, but to a beginner it would be of no use. 

60506. A certain number of boys have been going to the Peona Agricultural 
Coll~ge from Sind?-Yes; very few_ 

60507. Would they go in for the short courses at Peona?-So far, the dlS
hnce has had a very discouraging effect on the minds of parents and students. 
Besides, the Poona course has been regarded as too theoretical; some of the 
graduates who come out from that college have not proved very successful. 

11.0608. You have not had any experience of the short courses in Poona?-No. 
60509. You said, in answer to a question, that the cultivator and the hari 

have got no friend to guide them. What sort of friend have you got in mind? 
-I mean a '\\'Orker in a co-operative society. a taluka development association, 
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or in any other societ.y for rural improvement. There is no such society to 
befriend the peasant when he is in difficulty. There is nobody just there on 
the spot in the village, when he ,wante to improve his land to guide him, when 
be wants a little loan to show him that he can go to • co-operative society and 
get cheaper credit there, that he can get superior seed from the Agricultural 
Department, or that he can market his produce in a better way by carting it 
to another village, and so on'. 

60510. Would you favour the formation of such an organisationl'-I would 
strongly favour it. ' 

60511. Do you think you can get non-official men to work on such an organi
sationl'-To start with, we will get very few, but I think such a society would 
gather strength in course of time. 

60512. Do you consider that the members of such a society should live in 
the villagesl'-It is very necessary that at least some of them should be there. 

60518. Would you be prepared to find men who would like to go and live 
in the ~llagesl'-Yes. 

60514. Such a scheme would be possible 1'-1 think it would be possible in 
the near future. 

60515. Are you speaking of officials or non-officials I'-N on-officials entirely. 
60516. Have you seen the Sakrand farml'-Yes; I visited it two months 

~~ , , 

60517. What is the nature of the work being done there II-They are ex
perimenting on different methods of wl!,tering; they are trying to evolve differ
ent kinds of seed; they are trying to deal with the problem of kallar, rotation 
of crops, and several other scientific problems. 

60518. Have you any suggestions to make 1'-1 have one to, make, and that 
is the necessity of evolving some hedge plant which can provide against cattle 
tresp88s and also provide some useful crop and fuel. In the Nawabshah dis
trict (of which I have some experience) the probleIll of cattle trespass is very 
acute. Sometimes tha agriculturist loses ten to twenty per cent of his crop 
by the cattle of other peo:ple trespassing into his fields and eatina away the 
atanuing crop. If the AgrIcultural Department could evolve a kin'a of quick
growing hedge plant which the cultivator can grow on his land, which would 
aupply him with some crop and give him some fuel, it would be very useful. 
Then, there is also a very great need of finding out remedies for dealing with 
several kinds of peste which attack food and non-food crops. At present when 
a dise88s attacks the iuar the agriculturist does not know what to do. The 
Agricultural Department may have a remedy, but the Ilamindar does not know 
it. Fifty to seventy-five per cent of his crop may be lost, but the agriculturist 
has no remedy. The latest enemy of the countryside is the locust; in fifteen 
minutes miles and miles of the finest crops may be destroyed, ,without their 
being able to do anything against it, and all expenditure therefore goes to waste. 

60519. You spoke about tbis hedge. It is pedectly true that the damage 
done to the crops is very great. Yet the cattle must have some kind of food. 
Is tli'ere sufficient fodderl'-No; and that is why the haria leave their cattle 
at night in their ,neighbours' fields. 

60520. Have you sufficientfodderP-The supply is not very adequate. 
60521. Have you any suggestions to make in regard to thatl'-'I have sug

gested that there should be small foreste in every village. I would also Bug
gest that there should be some grazing ground attached to ,every village, tor 
which water should be supplied free and land should be supplied free. 

60522. But the grazing grounds are practically bare in Sind I'-But r· Buggest 
that the grazing ground should get water throughout the year and should be 
well kept. Along with that there will be the hUTi which will afford shelter to 
the cattl!! at noon and during the hot hours of the day. 

60528. Have you any Buggestions to encourage the formation, of huri81'''':'' 
Ye~; I would suggest that the zamindar who has got a hun might be given 
Borne little reduction in land revenue. Supposing a zamindar maintains about 
aixteen aores of hun, then those sixteen acres should be revenue free. That 
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would affect only big landlords, not small landlords, because they will hardly 
have more' than, twenty-five acres_ . . 

60524_ You speak of wells?-Tube wells. 
60525. Only tube wells,not ordinary wells?-I have seen ordinary wells, 

but I have suggested tube wells because they will enable cultivation to be 
carried on on a large scale . 

. 60526. Dr. Hyde,: Speaking about hedges, have you not got cactue grow-
ing here?-Is it prickly-pear? ' 

60527. It is thuT?-I do not know that. We have got prickly-pear at Malir. 
It is a leguminous plant and does not hurt any crop; it grows quickly and 
maintains itself without water; but it gives no crop or fuel. . 

60528. That is suitable to the soil of Sind; why is it not adopted 1-1 do 
not know why; . 

60529. The Ohairman: Have you any land yourself?-My father has. 
60530. Can you yoke a pair of oxen or bullocks?-No_ 
60531. The Raja of PaTlakimedi: You say that a certain class of zamindars 

collect interest by kind. May I know what rate of interest is charged ?-It 
probably comes to eighteen to thirty-six per cent. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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Mr. S. C. SHAHANI. M.A.. Zamindar. J8mrao. Sind. P.rincipal. 
D. J. Sind College and Secretary. Sind Collegiate Board. 

Replies to, the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION l.-REsBARcH.-(a) My suggestions in this connection are that 
higher research, both agricultural and veterinary, should remain centralised 
and should be in the hands of the most competent men. The number ot 
scbolarships offefed by the Government of India for higher research should 
be greater. At least two of these scholarships should be intended for 
each Province in India. Decentralisation or provincialisation of this re
eearch will tend to lower the requisite standards of research. For the re
quisite research in the matter of local agricultural problems in different 
Provinces, e.g., in the matter of selecting, the best variety of Sindhi cotton 
or rice, or of determining the best form of drainage in Sind needed for 
preventing water-logging of the culturable lands after the Barrage, the 
Agricultural Departments of the different Provinces should be better finan
ced; and the Local Governments should offer at least two scholarships for 
the promotion of local research in their own Provinces. . 

(c) Rural economics is, in my op~nion, a particular subject for research, 
which is not 'at present being investigated, and to which attention might 
usefully be turned. 

QUKSTION 2.-AGRlCllLTURAL EDt.'CATION.-(i) The supply of agricultural 
institutions is altogether insufficient. In Sind for instance, which is essen
tially an agricultural Province, there is 'no agricultural educational institu
tion, college or,school. 

(ii) There is an urgent need for extension of teaching facilities in Sind. 
(iii) Teachers in rural areas should preferably be drawn from the agri

enltural classes, for they will have lived in an agricultural atmosphere and 
their agricultural training will have been on that account better realised. 

(i1l) The attendance at most of the existing institutions is not so numer
ous as one would expect in present circumstances. The reasons in my 
opinion are these: -(a) The students have jobs in different services as their 
goal, and become disappointed if at the end of their careers taey ,do not 
secure suitable jobs; (b) the number of instituljons being insufficient, if 
the only college, (like the Agricultural College in Poona, in the Bombay 
Presidency) happeBs to be situated at a distance from some parts of the' 
Presidency, e.g., Sind, the attendance becomes thinner still on that account; 
(c) the training in the existing institutions is not practical in proportion 
to its scientific nature; (d) the people are comparatively poor and, the 
number of scholarships and free studentships is not so great as it should 
be; and (e) agricultural education, is not properly graded. If at present 
there are colleges, there q,re no schouls, secondary or primary, and lIice lIersl2. 

The measures likely to stimulate the demand for instruction are:

(a) Demonstration~ that scientific agriculture is more paying. 

(b) Revision of the ideal of agricultural education: not merely secur
ing jobs but acquiring agricultural knowledge and power. Re
servation of, one class of jobs, lIiz., the m'Ukhtiarkaro.tis, other
wise called tahsildarships, for agriculturally trained people, the 
present judicial functions of the Mukhtiarkars being assigned 
to separate officers, and the Mukhtiarkars being confined to 

- the collection of revenue and the organisation of at least one 
agricultural farm in each of their talukas. This will be a great 
stimulus, as will be the creation of educated agricultural com
munities by ~rants or leases on easy terms of agricultural lands 
to members, on condition ,that they live on their lands and cul
tivate them. 
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(c) Institutions of the right type brought to th.e doors of the people. 
(d) Provision of training of the right type, suitable for varied genius. 
(e) Scholarships and free studentships. 

" 
.(v) 'l'~e main in~entive8 wliic~ induce lads to study agriculture (I take 

h Incentlves operatmgnow are mtended) chiefly are jobs and scholarships. 
(vi) Pupils are not solely drawn from the agricultural classes who are 

-doing cul!ivation merely according to the indigenQus theory o'f agricul-
1/;ure. ' 

(vii) The modifications from the point of view of agriculture of' existing 
'Courses of study whi1)h appear to me to be called for are'the inclusion in 
'the arts and science courses of the' study of agriculture as an optional 
'Subject in Intermediate Science, B. Sc., and B.A. ; the modifications in 
'existing agricultural courses of study will be those arising from the neces
sity of 'greater stress being laid on agricultural practice lin agricultural 
'Cultivation and crafts. 

(viii) My views on: (a) nature study, are that natural manifestations, 
-earth, sky, light, grasses, grains, fruits, flowers, birds and animals, should 
lie made generally intelligible to all students, and their powers of observa
'tion and interpretation exercised and sharpened; on (b) school plots, that 

. 'the plots should be numerous, representative, and worked as far as possiblil 
lIy students only under the guidance of teachers, and on (c) school farms, 
that they should be devoted to experiments with the staple products of 
the locality, and to small dairies and their products. 

(iz) The careers of the majority of students who have studied agricul
'ture are :-(a) Agricultural Service, (b) Forest Service, (c) Revenue Service, 
:and '(d) management or cultiva~ion, or both, of one's own or other lands. 
In' Sind (d) is rare. As the agriculture of Sind develops, especially after 
'the Lloyd Barrage is completed, (d) can absorb a progressively larger number 
'Of our agriculturally trained men. As it is, pathetic sights such as that pre
sented hero by a B. Ag., selling shoes and boots as a shop assistant are not 
Uncommon. 

(x) Agriculture can be made attractive to middle class youths (a) by 
It'estricting appointments to the Agricultural, Forest and Revenue services. 
;mainly to agriculturally trained middle class youths, (b) by granting to such 
'Youths holdings or 'leases on easy terms on condition that they live there 
lind do the cultivation themselves, and (c) by demonstrating that agriculture 
'Can be made as paying as any other industry. 

(zi) There are, to my knowledge, very few movements for improving the 
"technical knowledge of~~tudents who have studied agriculture. Industrial 
'Chemistry or other sciences can be included in the agricultural, arts and 

• soience curricula. Agriculture can be industrialised by the teaching of, 
'II.g., the processes of making molasses, pressing oil-seeds, ginning and 
pressing, or milling grains, while cultivation can be industrialised by the 
teaching of the methods of using tractors or other mechanical devices. 

(xii) Adult education in rural tracts can be p~ula;ised by (a) making 
it free, and (b) demonstrating that agriculture can be made a paying pro
'Position. As in America and Germany, the cinema with. its graphio repra
"entation of the sucpess of certain .agricultural methods may, I think, be em
'Ployed with effect .. 

(xiii) Free education and demonstration in rural areas can be done 
'best for the present by the Agricultural Departments, which should be better 
financed by their Looal Governments, with earmarked revenue from, if 
need be, certain special educational cesses levied from comparatively large 
landholders. 

QUESTION S'.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.--(a) The measures which, 
in my view, have been successful in influencing and improving the practice 
-of cultivators are the following:-

(1) The existence in the midst of cultivators of a Buperior cultivator 
whose practice of cultivation is really an' improvement ill one 
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or more respect upon the general practiee. In Sind nothing 
has done so much good as the devotion of the' Punjabi' cultivatop 
to the methOd of breaking several times the land that he puta 
under cultivation and thus aerlting it; The necessity of 
manures has thus been a great deal reduced, and the economical 
use of water incufcated. 

(2) The selection, of seed and then its distribution by the ,Agricul .. 
tural Departments on their seed-farms, through ginning fl.o.. 
tories or by imports. 

(3) Demonstration 011 the cultivators' own lands. 
(4)'The bulletins issued by the Agricultural Depa~tments, to 8 certain 

extent, whenever they are translated into vernaculars, which 
are known to a few of the cultivators. 

(5) The exhibitions and shows that are occasionally orgimis~ by the. 
Agricultural Departments. , I 

(b) My suggestions for increasing the effectiveness of field demonstration" 
are &8 follows:-

0) Conduct them on the cultivators' own lands. 
(2) In this way show the cultivators that in their own conditiorul. 

scientific methods of agriCUlture can be more paying. 
(3) Cinema shows with their spectacular effect can' be a material help. 

in securing the cultivators' faith in scientific methods of agri~ 
culture. 

(4) The demonstrators to restrain their autocratic or snobbish tenden
cies of behaviour and make the cultivators feel quite at home. 
in their midst, so thai; the tradition of knowledge may, through 
sympathetic contact, prove adequate and effective. 

(5) Those of the cultivators who would be-ready and willing to adopt 
improved methods to be discriminated, and then interested /Ln~ 
utilised for field-demonstrations and propaganda work, by means 
of subsidies or otherwise. ' 

(c) The methods whereby cultivators may be induced to adopt expert 
advice should in my opinion be preferably the following:.;,... 

(1) Select the most advanced of the cultivatoI1J, and get them to. 
adopt expert advice in their practice by affording them facilitie!l, 
to make their practice a real object .lesson to the cultivators. 
round about. 

(2) Bring within easy reach of them the means of right agricultural. 
training. 

(d) I am aware of one striking instance of the sUCeless of demonstration 
work, and of one striking instance of the failure of it. 

My recent visit to Rettala in the Punjab showed me that Sir Ganga Ram. 
with requisite facilitieA' afforded him by Government, has by generating 
electricity for lifting water for irrigation, and then by irrigating thousands. 
of acres by flow, organised some most valuable demonstration work.' 

I have also known signal failure attending the reclamation from alkali 
attempted on a comparatively large farm on ,the Dowlatpur Minor froJn' 
the Jamrao in Sind. The selection' of soil for reclamation purposes, the. 
methods employed, and the officers appointed to do the demonstration work. 
were all wrong. 

QUESTION 4.-AD1UNISl'BAl'IoN.-The means I would suggest for the bette!' 
<»-ordination of the activities of the 'Government in India are periodio 
inter-provincial conferences and a more careful interchange of bulletins. 

The directions in which the Government. of India, may usefully supple.. 
ment the activities of the local Governments may be indicated thus:-

The work pf the central and provincial research institutes may b. 
confined to the consideration of All-India and loca.l problems, respectiv.11~ 
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so that there may be no unnecessary duplication; and the research institu
tes may in the conduct of their work carefully note, and then indicate, to 
~ne another, the local or central nature and character of the various colla
teral problems that appear to them to be pressing for solution. 

(b) It is my opinion that by increasing the. scientific staff of the Govern. 
ment of India, and Indianising it as far and as early as possible, the varied 
expert scientific knowledge required in the development of agriculture in 
the different Provinces could be supplied to a greater extent than is the 
case at present. 

The types of work which would benefit by pooling the services of experts 
are various, fl.g., sericulture, production of lac and other resins, tanning 
materials, growth of useful trees, etc. The control here should be central. 
Decentralisation would promote development of different Provinces while not 
preventing their participation in the life of the Central Government. 

(c) I am fairly satisfied from the agricultural standpoint with the ser
vices afforded in. the whole of India by the Agricultural Service,railways 
and steamers, posts and telegraphs excluding wireless, but not at all by the 
Veterinary Service, Meteorological Department, roads or wireless tele
.graphy. The fairly satisfactory services should be made more satisfactory. 
The Agricultural Service should be better organised in its personnel, de
monstrations and propaganda, as has been in substance indicated above. 
Railways and steamers should so regulate their freights as to help in the 
cheapening of the cost of agricultural produce, and in the industrialisation 
of agriculture, as should posts and telegraphs by reducing their charges. The 
Veterinary Service at any rate in Sind, the Meteorological Department, 
roads and wireless telegraphy are yet in their incipient stages of .existence 
and need considerable development. Trunk roads in Sind must soon be 
metalled. The agriculturist must know whether or not he is to expect rain 
in any season. A metalled road within two miles of every village and a 
railway within eight miles of it can and should soon' be secured for the 
success of agriculture in every Province. 

QUESTION 5.-FINANCB.-My views as to the steps that should be taken 
for the better financing of agricultural operations and for the provision 
of short and long term credit to cultivators ,are as follows:-

(1) So develop the co-operative credit' societies that the provision of 
short-term credit for the cultivators for all their operations 
may be found sufficient, so that the cultivators may not need 
to apply to the 80wcar (moneylender) for any help; and so 
organise agricultural education that the cultivators may view 
the co-operative credit, societies as living institutions well able 
to finance all their operations. . 

(2) Establish land mortgage banks, also called land banks or agricul-
. tural banks, at least one in each district, which should give 

cultivators long.term credit, wherever necessary and deserved, 
information regarding which should be .made available for them 
by the co-operative credit societies. . , 

, The moneylender may thus be made to disappear or he may then 
find it to his benefit to invest some of his money in the co-opera
tive credit societies and the land mortgage banks. 

(3) Government taccarvi, which should supplement the work done by 
the co-operative credit societies and the land mortgage banks, 
should be worked less rigidly, nay, more easily, in the matter 
of its distribution and collection. Not the revenue officers but 
the village panchayats, and much easier instalments fixed by the 
panohayats themselves, may make this source of financial help 
to cultivators really. useful. -

QUESTION 6.-AGRICULTURAL INDBBTBDNBS8.-(i) In m! opinion, b~rrowings 
are to be distinguished between those needed for ordlllary operatIons and 
those needed for improvements. Borrowings for improvements may rea
sonably have to be made by the oultivator, who as a rule finds it difficult 
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under existing conditions to command a. surplus for the adiuStment of 
'his receipts and expenditure. Borrowings' for. ordinary' operations are 
.caUjled by external and internal causes. The external causes are mainly 
inadequacy of water in a Province like Sind, wrong methods 'of cultivation, 
high assessment and exactions of revenue and P. W. D. subordinates, 

.oomparatively high marriage and other social expenses, laws like the Deccan 
Agriculturists' Relief Act, which lead, cultivators to think that they may 
evade repayment of loans by' running away from one holding to another 
"nd pathani8, who, helped by influential zamindars and police owing to 

-shares received from them, lead cultivators to think that their main income 
cay be derived from, cattle-lifting and other thefts, and not from cultiva
tion. The internal causes are the cultivators' improvidence due to no educa
tion, intellectual, moral or spiritual, i.e., no mosques, no schools, and the 
.cultivators' physical inefficiency, due to no ptlcca houses and no hospitals. 
Cultivators thus come to be involved in heavy indebtedness, and show no 
embition to rise out of their economic bondage. ' 

(ii) The sources of credit in my opinion 'are the zamindar, the sowcar, 
the Government and the c~perative credit societies. 

(iii) The reasons preventing repayment are inadequate yield and dis
'honesty. The 'causes of inadequate yield are unprepared condition of land 
from want of money and indisposition to work owing to bad agricultural 
-training; the causes of dishonesty are bad moral and spiritual training, 
and bad laws like the Deccan 'Agriculturists' Relief tAct. 

(b) The measures in my opinion necessary for lightening the agricul
iurist's burden of debt are: improvement of 'water supply, better intellec
tual, moral and spiritual and agricultural training, better laws calling for 
4!xact accounts from the moneylender but not interfering with collection of 
·teaitimate debts, .and short-term and long-term credit on easy terms. 

Special measures to dear with rm.-al insolvency, to enforce the applica
tion of the Usurious Loans Act, or to .facilitate the redemption of mort
gages should be so designed as not to shake the cultivators' credit, or to 

"'Ilndo the, good rel9.tions SUbsisting between them and. others of the society 
to which they belong, which will; however, be very difficult of achievement. 
Special protective measures should _therefore, on the whole, be avoided. 

(c) Measures take.n 'to restrict or control the credit of cultivators, such 
as limiting tbe right of mortgage and sale, like' Act III providing for the 
occupancy of ,lands on the Jamrao Canal in Sind on restricted tenure and 
not on capitalists' terms, operat.e, in my opinion, against the occupants by 

.reducing their credit, and against the interests of society by letting those 
hold land who are least fitted to cultivate it. But non-terminable mortgages 
may be ended in order to give the mortgagor a chance of re-establishing 
himself. As far as possible, hereditary cultivators shoulct be enabled to 
Temain as cultivators. 

QUESTION 7.-FRAGlIIENTATION OJ!' HOLDINGB.-(a} The means for reducing 
-the los8 in agricultural efficiency attendant upon the excessive subdivision 
of holdings in my opinion are: (i) co-operative farming, (ii) prevention of 
~xcessive Bubdivi~ion by Government fixing the standard unit of holdings, 
and (iii) by the occupants of extremely small holdings finding it necessary 

-to sell their holdings to their neighbours 'who, by joining the newly acquired 
'holdings to those already held by them, make their holdings larger and 
-therefore capable of being profitably cultivated. (i) is' the best means; (ii) 
,is the next best means; and (iii) next to (ii). Government agency may, 
'however, be considerably refined by its seeking co-operation with village 
communities. 

(b) The obstacles in the way of consolidation by co-operative farming will, 
·in my opinion, be overcome by education of cultivators and by their actually 
experiencing ,the benefits of co-operation in farming; the obstacles in the 
way of consolidation through Government agency may be overcome by Gov
f>rnment reducing the cultivators' dislike to interference by seeking co-op era
tion with villl1ge communities; and those in the way of consolidation' by 

·natural sales, such as prestige attaching to· agricultural ownership, may 
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be overcome by (a) development by education of the cultivators' disposition 
to mind. the business side jlf agricul.ture, and by (b) provision of industria.! 
occupatlOn for holders of extremely small holdings, when they will be ready 
to forego considerations of prestige for the sake of earning a livelihood.' 

(c) Disputes with reference 'to fragmentation of holdings should be' kept 
out of the courts as far .as possible, and referred to panchayats and communi
ties. At present, litigation has become very costly lind judicial decisions have 
in addition a tendency to be dilatory. But certain laws will become necessary 
to deal with the interests of minors, widows with life interest, legally in
capable persons, etc., as affeoted by the newer' measures necessitated by the 
inconveniences arising from fragmentation. The. execution of such laws 
should be done- as far as possible through panchayats and communities. 

QUESTION 8.-IRRIGATIoN.-(a) Sind has already been instanced as a Pro
"ince in which irrigation schemes should be adopted; and the Lloyd Barrage 
Project, including 'canalisation, has been begun. 

(i) The Jamrao, designed to be perennial, should be properly regulated in 
its upper reaches too; its head should be improved, and if necessary 

.changed. Non-perennial canals will be improved if another weir is construct
ed at Kotri, and a third in the lowest reaches of the River Indus. 

(ii) Tanks and ponds will not ordinarily be of much use .tn Sind. where 
the rainfall is small. Tanks and ponds for the storage of water to be used 
for winter crops can, however, be very useful. During the inundation season 
water is run to wasto in escapes, etc., because there are no tsnks in which 
to store it. 

(iii) Tube wells should be introduced in areas where the subsoil water 
is sweet. 

(b) The existing methods of distributing canal water to cultivators should 
be made uniform. If moduled outlets have been found satisfactory, they 
should be made uniform and should be provided 1111 over a distributary or 
a minor, and in all distributaries and miaors, whether inundation or peren
nial. Internal distribution in holdings of canal water should be left to 
the holders, the P. W. D: having nothing to do with it except where there 
fire more holders than one on a. watercour8e, and that too only to the extent 
of fixing the rotation for the different holders. 

No methods have, to my knowledge, been employed to prevent wastage 
of water by evaporation and by absorption in the soil. A somewhat larger 
moduled outlet should be deemed due to the holders at the tait But on the 
Jamrao, outlets in the upper reaches are made narrower than they should 
be, with the result that the holders there are starved, and water' at the 
tail becomes superabundant, so that a larger area is irrigated than should 
be, or water is let in~o escapes or otherwise wasted. 

QUESTION 9.-SoIL8!-(a)· (i) rmprovement of soils by drainage is essen
tial, and should be carefully considered. The Barrage Scheme in Sind may 
lead to deterioration of s6ils from waterlogging, if at the same time careful 
drainage is not introduced. 

(ii) Alkali land, as it is known to me, is reclaimed by profuse waterings 
duly drained away, by certain crops, like rice, and by certain fertilisers. 

(iii) I do not know how to prevent erosion of the surface soil by flood-
water, except by controlling the flood-water. '.' 

(b) i can give .. instances of lands which within my rec~lIectioll have und~r
gone improvement by constant breaking up and aeratIOn, as also of SOils 
that have become alkaline from overwatering. 

(c) Lands gone out of cultivation may be distributed free .of .cost, to those 
willing to take them, so that there may be a chance of their Imp.rovement. 
(Jt;rtain kinds o( alkali, known as reh and kanar, are very difficult. to 
reclaim, so far as I know. 

QUESTION lO.-"-FERTILISERs.-(a) In' my opinion, greater us~ c.an pro~~ 
n1ly be made of natural manures, 'dry and green, than of a~tlficlal fertIh
sers. Mixed manures, however, are desirable. Bones and oll-cakes 8hou1(l 
be preserved, and an impetus given to the manufacture of phosphates, 

, nitrates, sulphate of ammonia and potash manures. 
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(b) To prevent the fraudulent adulteration of fertilisers sellers may be 
made to sell under guaranteed analysis conducted in Govern~ent test houses 
and by chemical analysts. " , 

(c) New ,and improved fertilisers can be popUlarised by the Agricultural 
Department -by making eXP!lriments with them en the lands of cultivators 
by cheapening their cost by reducing freights charged by railways and .stea: 
mers and by special concession rates, and even by makipg special grants 
to makers of manures. ' 

(d) Bombay Presidency, excluding Sind, is using sulphate of ammonia, 
while southern India uses phosphates, to a large extent. 
. (~) The effect of manuring with phosphates, nitrates, SUlphate of am
mODla, and potash manures has n~t been sufficiently investigated in Sind. 

(I) If the Forest Rules are relaxed to some extent and fuel cheapened, 
cowdung may not be used as fuel. A law preventing the practice of using 
cowdung as fuel is not desirable., ' 

QUESTION ll.-Caops.-(a) My views on the topics enumerated under (a) 
are aa follows:-

(i) and (ii) Existing crops in Sind may be enumerated mainly as-(I) 
cereals (bairn, juari, wheat, rice); (2) legumes (muny, mah, mat~r, gram, 
urid, tur); (3) cotton (desi, American); and oil-seeds (til, sarah, jambho, 
.ea.tor). These crops would be improved bY..!(I) selection of seeds of selected 
varieties; (2) hybridisation; (3) perennial supply of water, wa~r-supply in 
March or at the end of February being , necessary for successful CUltivation of 
America, Egyptian and other varieties of longer-stapled cotton, which take 
Cltlmpar.at;jyely long to ripen. . 

, The one new fodder crop whi~h I would wish largely introduced is berseem 
or ,Egyptian clover, which serves as an excellent green manure. 

Ciiii) Beeds should be most care'fully selected, preferably at seed farms 
lIVorked by the Agricultural Departments, and then distributed to cultivators. 

(i1l) Pigs should be shot down. A suitable rat-bane still needs careful 
research. 

(b) I do not know of any heavy yielding food crops in replace;ment of the 
~.esent crops. 

(c) Fruit culture in Quetta, etc., culture of longer-stapled cotto~ in Sind 
at one time, and sericulture in Bangalore may be mentioned as some of 
the crops more profitable than the existing ones '\ritich have come under 
my observation. 

QUESTION 12.-CULTIVATION.-I can suggest improvements (i) iu the exist
ing systems of tillage by early and repeated ploughings and aeration, and 
'by ploughs improved by adaptation, and (ii) in the customary rotations by 
'the introduction of ber.eem when intensive cultivation becomes possible. ' 

QUESTION 14.-IlIPLl!),[ENTs.-(a) Tractor ploughs, etc., should be intro-
duced. ' . 

(b) The steps which could usefully be taken to hasten the adoption by 
tbe cultivator of improved implements are the provision of an', efficient 
system of roads, cheap transport and co-operation. 

(c) The chief difficulty in the distribution for sale throughout the country 
4f agricultural implements is freight. 

QUESTION 16.-ANnuL HUSBANDBy.-(b) (i) Common pastures in villages 
are disappearing owing to encr!>achment,s for cultivation purposes. ,They 
should be restored. , 

(c) Fodder shortage in Bind where there is no adequate rainfall is most 
marked between October and July. 

(d) Better water supply will improve the supply of fodder in Bind. 
QUESTIO~ 17.-AGBICULTUBAL INDusTBIEs.--(a) The agricultural opera

tions on a holding cultivated with cotton (fixing unit of culturable area at 
8 acres per cultivator) will be: clearance of jungle and removal of stumps 
(1st. to 24th May), sowing and ploughing (24th May to lOth June), 8-10 
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waterings (July to November), pickings (October to January). JilJ. ided' 
c~ltivator breaks the soil and aerates it from February to May. The opera
tlOns are done mostly by labourers. Even the best cultivator of cotton is
engaged only half his time. 

'fhe grower of cereals is free about three months more every year. HiB" 
operations end in December and begin/about a month later. 

On a perennial canal a cultivator also grows wheat and devotes to agri
cultural operations about two months more. His leisure may be reckoned 
at four months a year. 

(b) New subsidiary- industries to occupy the spar!, tiine of an agricul
tural family, which could be established with Government aid, are: spinning:. 
and weaving, poultry rearing, rope-making, basket-making, oil pressing, 
sugar-making, cotton-ginning, ;rice-hulling" etc. 

(c) The obstacles in the way of the expansion of such industries are
chiefly tho!le arising from want of agricultural education, of adequate funds, 
of developed transport, etc. 

(d) Government ,should do more to establish ind)lstries connected with 
agriculture. 

QUESTION 20.-MARKETING.-,a) I do not consider existing market faci
lities to be satisfactory. I refer especially to market facilities for cotton, 
which I grow. I sell my cotton chiefly to Messrs. Ralli Brothers, and to" 
:Messrs.' Volkart Brothers. I find I cannot realise more for the longer-
stapled varieties of cotton than for the short-stapled varieties. This year 
I have realised less. I attribute this to inadequate market facilities. I 
sent consignments of Egyptian cotton, some time ago, but lost over them,.. 
and discontinued them. I would snggest co-operative ginning and market
ing as an improvement of marketing facilities. Larger consignments could 
then be made, which, if good, will comtf to be sought, making possible the 
maintenance of agents i~ centres where· our products are fancied. 

(b) I am not satisfied with the exillting system of marketing and distri-· 
bution. I refer chiefly to cotton, the channels of marketing and distribu
ting of which from the producer to the exporter are myself and my haris 
who produce, certain banias who buy and sell to firms like Messrs. Ralli or 
Volkart, and Messrs. Ralli or Volkart w~o ultimately buy, gin and export 
to Eurqpe or to Japan, as merchants and not as commission agents. The 
serricll" of firms liAe Messrs. Ralli or Volkart are very efficient; but the 
margin upon which such intermediaries operate are very large. Each trans<
action of mine is financed by Ralli or Volkart or the banias who buy from 
me to sell· to firms like Ralli or Volkart. 

(c) The steps I wo~ld suggest, whereby the quality, Pllrity, grading or 
packing of agricultural produce may be improved, are those that will give 
those engaged in distribution themselves a name, in which case they will see' 
that produce (e.g., cotton, of which I am speaking) of the right sort is
pressed and packed: When I was a, member of the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee I had occasion to see the very worst samples of pressed cotton, 
BeDt by the' British Association for inspection, which might have yielded: 

. Borne profit to the intermediaries but which must have earned a low reputa
tion for the. new varieties grown in India. 

(d) I think effective steps should be taken to place at the disposal lit· 
cultivators, merchants and traders information as to market conditions, 
whether Indian or overseas, crop returns, complai~ts as to Indian produce 
from wheresoever originating, and agricultural and marketing news in gene-
rai. I sold all my cotton this year early because everybody told me cotton' 
prices would go down, whereas I now see that I would have gained at least; 
Rs. 3 per maund of phuttis, if I had waited. 
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Oral Evidence. 
60532. The OhaiTm(Jn: Mr. Shahani, you are Principal, Dayaram 

Jethmal Sind College, and Secretary, Sind Collegiate BoardP-Yes. 
60533. You are, I think, a large zamindar inSindP-I am a comparatively 

large zamindar. 
60534. Is your time spent mainly on the arts college or do you find enough 

time to attend to your responsibilities as a zamindarP-I spend my vacations, 
holidays and week-ends mainly in looking after my estate, so that I may he 
said to be doing agriculture myself, attending to the two things as best 
I can. • 

60535. Could you give the Commission some indication of the extent of 
your holdings P-It will be three to four thousand ~cres. 

60536. Bave you yourself succeeded in introducing any improved crops p
I was the first to try experiments with. Egyptian cotton j I have tried experi
menta with American cotton on a large scale j I have tried also to .improve 
the den strain j I tried about six varieties of wheat, when water was avail. 
able for such experiments. 

60537. Bave you been successfulP-1 succeeded very well with Egyptian 
and American . cotton and wheat., I have succeeded in. all things j only I 
.cannot command the requisite water. ·supply. 

60538. Will you enjoy perennial irrigation as a result of the n(;W 
BarrageP-Yes. I am on the Jamrao Canal, which. is designed as a perl'D~ 
nial canal. It worked very well for some time, and then become a failure, 
and I find it has not yet been improved. A layman like myself feels· that 
the thing could bA put right in about three years' time. . I really cannot 
understand why so much time has been taken to improve it. 

60539. Bave you interested yourself in the schemes for research which 
are being developed in order to cope witb,conditions as they will exist after 
the new Barrage is in working order P-I think I have. . 

60540. If there is anything in youi'mind outside your' note, perhaps you 
will say it nowP-1 would like to emphasise the importance of research in 
connection with irrigation first. The condition of the Jamrao is t~ be studied 
and also the condition of the other canals. Some of the inundation canals 
are working better than the J amrao Canal. If there were a body of" re
searchers bent on finding out why these canala have succeeded, I have no 
doubt that they would find the remedy to be applied in the case of the other 
canals. If some canalS- are working well then the conditions which are 
responsible for their success ought to be studied and the result of the study 
utilised in improving the condition of the other canals. Some research 
Bhould also be done with regard to the utilisation of subsoil water. Water
logging would then be reduced; and water would then be 1p.ade available 
at those places where it is now most urgently needed. The construction of 
tube wells presents great difficulty in Sind, but I understand that the 
difficulty has been much reduced in other' places. We want a body of 
researche1'8 who will make the requisite research regarding l;ube wella and 
then do some propaganda work to let the agriculturists know where and 
how they can avail themselves of .tube wella. 

60541. You have a good many factors to consider in tube wella, the initial 
cost of boring, the cost of raising the water, the potential value of the land, 
and the facilities for marketing the crop which will be raised as' 8. result of 
that irrigationP-The market should in Sind be considered a secondary 
fBCtor, the primary factor being water. Ordinarily, all produce is easily 
disposed of. With the improvement of the condition of the village life the 
consideration of all factors necessary for the success of tube wells will 
become easy. I have got a scheme to put before you which is this: Village 
life must be carefully organised. I feel'very thankful to Sir Chunilal Mehtlll 
for introducing the taluka development associations. But to make these' 
associl!'tions duly s~cct;Ssful, there 8h~uld b~, connecte~ with these, village 
committees or assoClatlons, and then mter-Vlllage commIttees or associations. 
(six villages may be grouped together for this purpose) I then the taluka 
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associations should be combined into divisional associations, and those into 
district associations, ,and those again into a provincial association. I want 
all these to be non-official organisations j and it should be obligatory on the 
part of the Mukhtiarkar, the Deputy Collector, the Collector and the Com· 
missioner periodically to consult these organisations. 'When this is done, 
reqnisite information for generalisation and practice will become available 
for researchers, organisers, administtators and financiers, and the agricul
iural condition of the country will improve. To give but one instance: we 

,have tried lately two varieties of American CQtton-4F and 285, Now the 
.Agricultural Department here have been led to believe that 4F is better 
than 285. I have had a different experience, and ;r told the Director of 
,Agriculture that 285 was better than, 4F, but he got slightly upset. He 
thought the information given him by his own men was reliable. I was a 
'member of the Indian Central Cotton Committee and brought the matter 
'up before the committee. Some of the members gave it as their opinion 
in very definite terms that 285 was better. Yet what is being done now? 
~85 is given up, and 4F is, continued. See the inconvenience which thus 
arises to the cultivator. Now; if there had been information available, the 
:reason and imagi'"nation of the researcher would have been properly exercised. 

60542. Is there any agricultural teaching in the college with which you 
:are associatedP....,.None. I would have been able to provide agricultural 
-training on the 2nd June 1927 j my scheme was complete, but an adverse 
o()pinion was given by the Director' of .Agriculture to the Commissioner in 
Sind. This opinion was sent on to me and I was asked not to move in the 
:matter any further, although the standing committee has passed my scheme, 
'I have thus not been able to start the college j I am retiring on the 10th 
November, partly on this account. - This scheme is to be feferred,to you and 
your opinion must be given before any attempt at starting a college is made. 
I have brought these copies- of my scheme, and I would request that they 
be distributed to the members of the Commission for their consideration. 
This is a scheme for an intermediate college, I feel that we want inter
mediate colleges and continuation schools more than colleges themselves. I 
have succeeded in introducing some missionary spirit into the working of 
my college. I feel that the Principal and Professors of the college between 
them should be able so to organise an intermediate college as to make it 
least expensive and at the same time most ,efficient. ' 

60543. Dr. Hyder: You mean an intermediate college as established in 
-the United Provinces, or an intermediate agricultural collegeP-The latter. 
"I do not know that the United Prllvinces have special intermediate college. 
In the main, my idea i,s that university teaching should be separated from 
the lower teaching. University teaching properly is more theoretical, and 
serves as a basis for post-graduate research. Now, I want in the first instance 
that the pupils should know the elements of agriculture and should be in 
.a position to apply their knowledge to agricultural practice. I have always 
oConceived two factors to be necessary in the organisation of agriculture: 
expert advice and practical experience. Those that are practically engaged 
in the work of agriculture also possess imagination. 

60544. You have not under~tood my point. It has been recognised by the 
University Commission that university teaching should be separated from the 
lower teaching., Do _ you want to combine practical instruction with theo
retical instruction i' , Do you want to teach other subjects alsoi'-I have 
differed from the Bombay University in this matter. The University think 
that every intermediate college that is' brought into being should booJme 
fut grade. That is a wrong idea. That would mean duplication of labo
)'stories and libraries, and consequent lowering of the standard of univer
bU,y teaching. 

60545. My point is: Are you going to teach only agriculture at this 
intermediate college, or are you going to teach other subjects like economics? 
--Agriculture, and allied subjects such as rural economics and agricultural 
chemistry. --.,----------------

• Not printed. 
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60546. The Ohairman: In answer to Question 20 (c) you sa.y: ". The 
steps I would suggest whereby the quality, grading or packing of agricultural 
produce may be improved, are those that will give those engaged in dis
tribution themselves a name, in which case they will see tha.t produce (e.g., 
cotton of which I am speaking) of the right sort 'is pressed and packed. 
When I was a member of the Indian Central Cotton Committee I had occa
sion to see the very worst samples of pressed cotton, ,sent by the Britisb 
Association for inspection, which might have yielded some profit to the 
intermediaries but which must have earned a :Ow reputation for the new 
varieties grown in India." will you tell the Commission what body you 
refer to by the title "British Association" P-That accosiation which con-· 
cerns itself with the growth of cotton in the whole Empire. 

60547. The Cotton Growers' .AssociationP-Yes. 
60548. You say: "i had occasion to see the very worst samples of pressed! 

cotton, sent by the British Association for inspection": Sent whereP-8ent 
to the Indian Central Cotton Committee .. 

60549. As a warning: is that H,P-YeS, as a warning. 
60550. Is it your suggestion that that cotton is not in fact exported from 

IndiaP-No. But I have never seen such cotton ginned and pressed here. 
60551. Would you go so far as to say that it was not exported in that 

condition from anywhere in IndiaP-I think it was; only the ginning and 
packing have been extremely badly done.' 

60552. To that extent the association in question were serving a good! . 
purpose in. bringing to the notice of the Indian Central Cotton Committee 
exactly what is required to improve the reputation of Indian cottonP-Quite: 
true. ' . 

60553. Are you satisfied, on the whole, with the. working of the IndiaDi 
Central Cotton Committee?-No. 

60554. Why notP-Por this reason, that' proper men are not included on 
the committee. The idea evidently is that there should be no criticism. 
whereas criticism and information are essential for the formulation of right 
ideas. 

60555. Could you develop that' a little P What type of men are you 
thinking of P-If there is a man who does enquire as to what is being done 
in Sind he is excluded, by reason of the fact that he has enquired; and 
similarly some of the best men here, those who know agrichlture, are ex-
cluded from the divisional board. . 

60556. Sir Thoma, MiddZeto1/,: You told us that you tried two American 
cottons, . 285 and 4F. Bow do those compare with the Egyptian cotton. that 
you have tried some years agoP-We tried two kinds of Egyptian, the 
Metaffifi and Abbasi, both better than 285 and 4F. The Metaffifi. com
manded the market better than Abbasi; but these varieties bave now been 
given up in favour of other varieties.' . ' 

60557 •. That happened in EgyptP-Yes; and therefore we too have had tOo 
fall back upon the variety experimentally found to be the best, namely. 
Ashmouni; but the point is that all Egyptian varieties take about seven to 
eight months to ripen and we must, if we want to succeed, necessarily begin 
with them about the end of February or March. It is no use exposing them. 
before they have yielded, to dews that set in in the month of October; 'we 
have therefore given up cultivating Egyptian cotton. At an averagEl' rate. 
on a plot of eighty-five acres, I have succeeded in securing sixteen mautld}/" 
an acre. 

60558. Then it is the shortage of water which has made you give it up P_ 
Yes. 

60559. If you could get enough water to' enable you to plant early yoll 
'l\ould still grow AshmouniP-1 would grow Ashmouni most willingly. There 
is a minor inconvenience too: we do not know how to send our consignments 
to Europe and other places; but that is. a .. I have said, a small matter. 
Marketting could be organised comparatively easily if the cotton were avail
able . 
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. 60560. ~ou express yourseu' dissatisfied with yoUr marketing facilities; I 
Ilhould have thought ,"ou were in a very good position to marketP-We hav, 

. to depend upon Messrs. Ralli Brothers and Volkart Brothers mostly. 
60561. You haTe two competing merchantsP-Somehow or other I have 

never been able to get more than three annas more per mawnd for American 
phuttis, and any profit thatl accrues to them· is not, I know for a fact, shared 
by us. . 

60562. I suppose the reason is that the total quantity of American cotton 
which you can offer to merchants is so small that it does not justify a big 
increaseP-A somewhat,bigger increase is justified even now. For smallness 
of the quality offered there are two reasons: one is that the area which is put 
under American cotton is small for want of water j another is that the right 
variety is nO,t selected. These two varieties. 4F and 285, tried here, are 
the varieties which have been developed in the Punjab; that is to say, crosses 
with some of the best American varieties. I do not believe in those at all. 
Acala seems to be far and away the best variety and that should be introduced 
in Sind; if it is introduced in Sind, 1 think very good results will be 
tlecured. Of course. deficiency of water supply remains a great difficulty. 

60563. Where do you get Acala cotton P-It is at present being grown on 
:the Sakrand farm and Dr. Mann promised me some seed. 

60564. Mr. Calvert: You refer to the enforcing of the Usurious Loans 
Act; is that Act used freely in SindP-In the form of the Deccan Agricul
turists' Relief Act, which has hllll very injurious effects; I and Mr. Bhurgri 
started by charging no interest; but I found that my own outstandings in a 
decade amounted to more than two-and-a-half lakhs which I could not 
recover. Ij it is 80 risky to advance money' one must necessarily charge 
interest, which is not really interest but. a measure intended to reduce the 
risk, however inadequately. Such laws are bad laws, and should never be 
enacted; they ruin the credit of the people and make them dishonest. 

60565. You say 'that these restricted tenures operate to reduce credit: is 
.that based on actual experience of the Punjab restricted tenuresP-I am 
not talking of restricted tenures • 

.. 60566. Lower down you say: "Measures taken to restrict or control the 
'credit of cultivators, such as limiting the right of mortgage and sale, like 
Act TIl providing'for the occupancy of lands on the Jamrao Canal in Sind 
()n' restricted tenure and not on capitalists' terms, operate, in my opinion, 
agaiIistthe occupants by reducing their credit" P-I find that Act m, 
which has been made applicable, works badly: : People then seek favours, 
-and if the authorities are inclined to favour them, they are allowed to let 
their lands to contractot~, but not to mortgage or sell them. ' 
. ' 60567. But actually is· it' your experience tha.t these Acts have reduced 
credit P-The Restricted Tenure Act too has reduced the credit of agricul
turists j but it is to be distinguished from the Usurious Loans Act.' The Act 
,against usury has greatly reduced the credit of the agriculturist, and, it 
encourages them to run away with advances. 

60568. Are they actually borrowing less now than they were twenty years 
ago P-They try to borrow as much as they did before, but since they do not 
pay back, there is a disinclinatio. on the part of the village ,owcar to lend 
them money.' 

60569. But are they borrowing less money P-Their ~eed is even greater 
since their lot has not improved; when they do not borrow, it is only because 
they cannot borrow. 

60570; Then how \'10 they get into debt if they cannot borrow P-They 
borrow but not as much as they require. Thesowcar now charges them more 

,interest, because they are more dishonest. The,llamindar has neoessarily got 
to do some cultivation and therefore he pa~, in the hope of getting his 

. 'e.dvances back. I think the Mahommedan zamindars. are beginning to find 
that they are great losers in their advances to hans. 

60571. Dr. Hyder: The cultivators of this Province, you say, run away \ 
()wing money to the llamindarsP-Yes. 

" 
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60572. What are the reasons for the cultivators running awayP~Desire t() 
evade repayment stimulateli by protective laws. I will take one instance.; 
One' han with those depending upon him, has run away with four thousand 
rupees of mine. There were lately abnormal rains and Hoods in Sind. 
While my men did not know how.to help themselves, this set bolted. Now 
my men have been after them and h",ve found out where they are, b~t I 
do not know how to bring them ,back. 

60573. I quite understand that, but only such a man would run away 
9B possesses no righta whatever in the land; a man who, has nothing to lose 
runsawayP-But he had everything to lose; he shared with me the pro
duce of the land cultivated by him. 

60574. But he shared no rights in your land: he had neither occupancy 
right nor restricted right of any kind in the land P-'-I request that other 
tenures may be distinguished; I am speaking now of the zamindari tenure'. 

60575. The peasant proprietOrs do not run awaYP-They have beeD 
running away now on account of failure of crops. Their holdings being 
&mall, they run away to the' Punjab. They come from the Punjab and they 
run away to the Punjab without paying their debts to the Government. 

60576. They are PunjabisP-Mostly Punjabis. 
60577. But your own Sindhi, a Sindhiwho is a peasant proprietor, has 

something to lose and he does not run away; the han owns nothing P-The 
Sindhi .peasant proprietor will not behave differently. But ,there are nc> 
Sindlii peasant proprietors on my side. If there are any, they are very few. 
I am talking of the zamindari system. 

60578. Under the zamindari system, since the cultivator has nothing ta 
lose and probably something to gain by running away, he runs awayP
Running away can do him no real good. If he only sticks to the land he 
cultivates he gets his share of the produoe. 

60579, D~ you think that if he had had some rights in the l~nd he. would 
have run awayP-Bmall rights in small pieces of land could not prevent his. 
running away. I think we are, as a matter of fact, confounding ideas. It 
has from confusion even been sugg;ested that the zamindari system should 
be abolished. 

60580. I am not suggesting anything, On page 202, yoU: say: "As far 
as possible, hereditary cultivators should be enabled to remain as culti
vators." I want you to say what is in your mind when you mq,ke :that. 
statementP-The idea in my mind in making that statement is that they 
should be helped to retain their holdings as far, as possible,· and that the 
bania&,the Marwaris and other people whose vocation is not agricultural, 
should not be able easily to replace them. On that account there should be-, 
nothing like non-terminable mortgages; a very fair opportunity should be 
given to those who, advance their moneys to recover their moneys, while an 
equally fair opportunity" should be given. to the hereditary. holders to continue 
to be hereditary holders. 

60581. Let me pass to university teaching. You suggest that' agriculture 
should bEl included as a course of study for the Intermediate Science ana 
B, A.. examinationsP-Quite true. 

60582. hit to be as one subject or a body of subjects P~n:e optional 
subject. ' 
. 60583. As one subjectP-Agriculture as one subject. 

60584. In answer to Question 16, you make the following statement: 
II Common pastures in villages are disappearing owing to encroachments for 
cultivation purposes. They should be restored." Supposing your suggestion 
were accepted, what would happenP-Bupposing my lIuggestion were taken 
up, then. pasture land and the best allied ipdustry,ghi-makiKg, wou~d"l;Ie. 
provided 'everywhere for the cultivator. 

605S5. What about the food crops then: corn and 'other cereals P-':'There 
will be other land devoted to the cultivation of cereals; whereas these will bit 
common pasture lands reserved for the ani: .. als owned by the cultivators of' 
the WUage. ' , . 
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60586, At present, cultivation is encroaching upon these landsP-Yes; 
,hat is to say, nothing is being reserved for pastlire. 

60587. Supposing this tendency were checked, you would no doubt have 
pasture and grazing for your cattle, but do you not think you would be 
upsetting the equilibrium the other .wayi'-The equilibrium between culti~ 
vation and pasture is now lost. 

60588. There. must be a reason for the loss of this equilibriumP-The 
()upidity of the cotton-grower, for instance, leads him to put as great an area 
under cotton cultivation as possible, oblivious of the requirements of hiq 
animal. Some land must be put under bajTi and juaTi in order to provide 
fodder for animals. 

60589. Have you a greater or a smaller cattle, population than this Pro
yJpce oal). support P-The number of cattle is required, and should be what it 
'd~ at present and even more, in order that the kari., when he is free, should 
betake himself to producing ghi and to breaking and aerating land. 

60590. Sir Oh'UnilaZ- Mehta: It is very good of you to say a good word 
about the taluka development associations. I entirely agree with you that 
the unit should be smaller than the taluka. Do you think we should get the 
requisite personnel if we were to go lower down tlian the talukaP-Yes, 
village communities; the people in the village will be able to appoint their 
committees and the appointment of committees might be supplemented a little. 
'., '60591. Ho~ do you mean, supplementedP-By nomination. Some power 

of nomination should be given to the authorities. There should be likewise 
inter-village .associations and then district and provincial associations. 

60592. I am thinking now of a group of villages something smaller than 
the taluka. You remember you suggested it should be entirely non-officialP 

.-Yes. ' 
60593. In the group of villages, do you think you would get the required 

type of meli to form the development committeeP-'-ln the initial stages you 
may not get the required ~ype, but that should not matter. When the 
system is there, in course of time it will improve. 

60594. That is just our diflicultyP-Yes. 
60595. We wanted to go lower, than the taluka; we have tried the taluka 

and I helieve you think they have been fairly successful P-Fairly successful; 
and I hope there is a bright fut~ before them. 

60596. The idea is to go lower down in course of time. You suggested 
:something about the missionary spirit; what do you mean by thatP-I and 
my Professors developed the CivQ. Engineering College and the Law College; 
1 presided over the Civil Engineering College for one year; we did not have 
any extra remuneration. Then we promised to do our best for the agri
-cultural college without any additional remuneration. 

60597. I see; that is what it means. In that smaller group of villages 
which you would take as your unit, do you think you would have somebody 
staying in the villages P-Only those who do stay in villages should be mem
oers of such committees. 

~0598. Do you think it would be necessary to import any' people from 
<outside to stay in the_-yillagesP-No. -

60599. You do not think that would be necessary at allP-I do not think 
it would be necessary or desirable. 

60600. Yo~ could find the men from the villages themselvesP-Easily. 
60601. The Baja of Parlakimedi: As a zamindar, what are you interested 

in for the improvement of indigenous agricultureP-I am most interested 
-;iii.' the improvement of indigenous cotton, next to that of indigenous wheat, 
ana next to that of indigenous haiTi and ;uaTi; and then of the indigenous 
1eguminous crops too. When I had the water I was very much interested 
':in the cultivation of berseem. 

60602. As far as you personalty are-concerned, or for the general improve
:~ent.of your surroundingsP-For both. I believe that there are chiefly two 
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things necessary fDr the prosperity Df agriculture in Sind: water and, the' 
habit Df breaking and aerating the sDil. 

60603. My' pDint is: have YDU been interesting YDurself in the general 
imprDvement Df the cDuntryP-ND, I cDuld nDt claim that I have exerted 
myself in the cause Df the imprDvement Df the agriculture Df the cDuntry. 

60604. But, as far as the cDuntry accessible to' YDU is cDncernedP::""Yes, I 
have dDne my best. _ ' 

60605. In what ways?-In imprDving my cultivatiDn; peDple then CDme, 
have a IDDk at it and fDllDW the same methDds. 

60606. Have YDU been helping them to' secure the imprDved strains Df 
cDtton seed Dr wheatP-Where is the seed available? We have gDne withDut., 
any gDDd seed during the last twO' Dr three years. AlthDugh there -ar_d , 
statiDns, we have had nO' help frDm them. We have SDwn very bad seed even'" 
Df 285 and 4F, 80 that when YDU gO' to ~ cDtton field YDU see Sindhi deski 
cDttDn grDwing alDng with the American. We cannDt get gDDd seed any
where. We want the Agricultural Department to' knDW Dur needs. WithDut 
this knDwledge the experimental statiDns Dr demDnstratiDn farms will not be 
Df much practical utility. 

60607. Have YDU attempted to' apprDach the Agricultural Department to' 
educate themP-I knDW men in the department fairly well, but still I think 
SDme time will be taken to persuade them to' utilise the experience Df.-ehe 
practical cultivatDr. It will come in cDurse Df time. ' 

60608. YDU have taken DPPDrtUnities to' discuss important factors with 
the departmentP-As a matter Df fact; discussiDn is nDt courted. At timeS 
I have had to inflict my views upDn them, but, seeing that useless, I have 
nDt fDr SDme time past attempted to dO' SO'; I have kept my' views and my 
experience to' myself. . 

60609. Then as far as animal husbandry goes, what interest do YDU takeP' 
-There is no veterinary DrganisatiDn in my tract. FDr instance, I prDduce 
a IDt Df mares, but good. stud-hDrses are nDt available, and when pests break 
DUt there is nO' help. There ShDuld be an organisatiDn, but there i!j nDne. 

60610. Have you approached the GDvernment Dn that pDintP-I' dO' not. 
think the GDvernment wDuld fancy my approaching them thus. I dO' not see 
any desire anywhere to' establish a kind Df interchange 'Df ideas between the
cultivatDr and the administrator. The Executive EngineerwDuld take it. 
very 'IHlkindly if I went frequently to represent matters to' him. As I have· 
said, even periDdic consultatiDns are rare, and therefDre much Df the advan
tagewhich might ,accrue to' the peDple from the large Dutlays Df GDvernment. 
Dn agricultural. and Dther schemes is IDSt to the' cDuntry. The establisbment. 
Df village cDmmunities and then interchange Df ideas between the- village
cDmmunities and the authDrities and research workers is essential; WithDUt 
It much imprDvement cannDt be brDught about. 

60611. As far as cattle are concerned, what wDrk dO' YDU dD?-With 
regard to cattle, I want bulls on the Dne hand and the services of a Veterin
ary Surgeon on the Dther. 

"60612. Are YDU interested in creating any special breed Df cattleP-We
have splendid breeds but we dO' not' make any special arrangement for.' 
breeding. 

60613. Are YDU in favDur Df selecting cattle fDr perfectiDn' in a certain 
,strain, tor by bybridising to' create a' dual purpose animal ?-But' the' refine-
ment Df breeds will be a luxury.' . 

60614. You have already gDt very fine cattle hereP-They are owned by 
thDse whose business it is to' get a' living DUt of milk and by-prDducts Df 
lni1k: I have yet to see a zamindar Dr a cultivator in, Sind whO' has gDna. 
in for selecting his animals. 

60615. With regard to' fragmentation, you prDpDse that, disputes 'shDuld 
be settled by panchayats. Are YDU satisfie~ with the wDrk that the pan
chayats ~D in Dther spheres Df l~feP-They are in a very bad state nDw, bu; 
at one time, as a student Df hlStDry YDU knDw, they wete well DrgaAised. 
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We might go in for necessary modifi"ations in them now', having regard to 
the conditions under which they have to be made to work. 

60616. Tke Ckairman: They· were spontaneously organised iIi the village; 
they were not imposed by any authority outside the village, were theyP
But the organisation has disappeared . under the stress of the democratic 
ideas which come to the East from the West, so that now a kind of com-
promise is required. • 

60617. You do not think the increased communications have had some
thing to do with itP-No, I do not think so; the villages are in a bad condi-
tion from other causes. . 

60618. Sir Jame. MacKenna: What is the Acala type of cotton to which 
you referred P-It is longer stapled, silkier and less amenable to pests. 

'60619. Is it Egyptian or AmericanP-American. 
60620. Where does it come fromP-The seed was directly imported from 

America. 
60621. By Mr. Henderson probablyP-By Dr. Mllonn. 
60622. So that it is cfuite recent, is itP-Quite recent. 
60623. What sort of staple is itP-It is about one inch and more, apd 

silky and white, and the proportion of lint in it is . also greater •. 
60624. Do you think it is a good type for Sind, or worth following up, 

anywayP-Of course, some little further experiInent must be made but it 
seems to me to be a good one. 

60625 .. Profes8or GanguZee: Am I to understand, that the entire area of 
4,000 acres' under you is cultivated by kari8P~No, less than one-tenth; 
although I own that much land, I am not able.to put more than 600 or 700 
acresundel,' any crop •. 

60626. But the area you do cultivate, you cultivate through the karis P
And by myself too. 

60627. What portion of the total area do you cultivate as your home 
farmP-In the existing conditions I have cultivated about 150 acres myself. 

60628. And that by the employment of labourP-Yes. 

60629. Paying them cash for their workP-1 have two methods; I pay 
them a certain amount per month and I also give them a share, such 88 
labourers receive usually from the m'U;eris. 

60630. Who are the muierisP-I shall explain. There is the Bamindar, 
then, underneath him, th~ muie1' (managing cultivator); then the kari 
(labouring cultivator), ancV then' the labourer. It is wrong to think that 
anyone. who holds about twenty-five or thirty acres does the cultivation him
self; he too will employ labourers. So that the smallest unit is the labourer; 
then the next unit is the kari, the next unit the muieris, and the next the 
Ilamindar. I do away with mu;eri and the kari; I, employ the labourer and 
that is doing cultivation on my own account. 

60631. Do you 'grow wheat on your landP-I am not able to grow wheat 
because water is not available. in the month of October. Wheat has to be 
Bown between the 25th October and the 15th November. 

60632. But you did grow wheat: you had Pusa wheat, did you notP~1 
.grew Pusa 12' and two Punjab varieties, a beautiful variety of Larkana, 
a white. variety from Delhi and the ,Sindhi Kakno (a long bearded v¥,iety), 
from which preferably the Italian macaroni is made. _ '. 

60633. These varieties you have obtained from the Agricultural Depart
ment, have you notP-No. I got them myself. 

, 60634. Have you appointed any Bupervisor to supervise the work on your 
'1ar~P-::-I have fourteen or fifteen supervisors. 

60635. Are they salaried men P-They are salaried men. 
t 60036: Wh'at so~t of training have theyP-My college provides no agri~ul

tural ~raining. I 'a~ the headcultivatOl')- I am the, trainer. 
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60637. None of your students are attracted to such trainingP-No, be- ' 
.cause those amenities which are sought by the educated people are not 
available on my land. 

60638. You have interested yourself in agricultural education; have yoq 
tried to attract any of your students to farming on your own landP-I am 
eure I could attract youths if adequ .. te opportunities were afforded me. 

60639. Could you not give them a piece of land 'and say: "Come and 
farm here" P-No; in the first place, my conditions are so imperfect that I 
eould not attract them without some special aid from Government and the 
local bodies. 

60640. You have go1; the landl'-Yes. 
60641. You want to impart agricultural education for the benefit of your 

Province P-Yes. 
60642. You have control, to a certain extent, over the students here, 

being the Principal of an important college ; what are, then, your diffi
.culties P-My' first difficulty is that I do not know how to live in fair ease and 
comfort, nor do the cultivators, on account of inadequate water supply. 
Secondly, in my villages there a~e no pucca houses, no dispensaries, no schools 
and no hospitals. I wanted to go in for mosques and temples but Hindus 
.and Mahommedans have begun' to fight; mosques and temples cannot well 
.co-exist. 

60643. Without these amenities to which you refer, agricultural educa
:tion would be of no usel'-No, that would be a wrong answer. If agricul
'tural education of the right type were given, . and the people realised the 
-:value of agricultural industry,. then help would be forthcoming from inside 
~nd outside in :the correction of the defects from which we are suffering. 

60644. You have given us a ladder of associations, beginning from the 
'village up to the Province, and you state that these associations are·to be 
managed by non-officials. Do you see any non-official agencies at the present 
time which are able to undertake this P-If you will excuse my plain 
speaking, the associations have not been allowed to come intO' existence, and 
hence no associations. . . ' 

.60645. What do you mean by "not allowed to :come into existence" P
'On one occasion, I was appointed vice-president and on another occasion 
p~esident of an association. The secretary on each occasion was 'sent for, 
and enquiries made from him as to 'whether he was going to continue as 
secretary. Then he probably apprehended bad results accruing to him from 
his continuance in office, and he sent in his resignation. . We never operated 
even on one occ!asion. . . 

60646. But the taluka development association is essentially a non-officiial 
orga.nisation which receives assistance from Governmentl'-The association' 
is receiving assistance, and I am requesting the authorities to develop it. 
With its help ;research will hecome real, demonstration will become real, and 
the financial condition of the han will be bettered. . 

60647. It is not then true that the Government discourage the formation 
of non-oflicial organisationsl'-Hitherto they have discouraged it; there is 
DO doubt about jt . 
. '-60648. But there are the taluka development associations P-This is the 

most recent development; I am thankful for its creation, and I shall he 
tqankful for its development also. . '. . '. 

60649. What commeniB have you to . make 'on the organisation and war\:
ing' of the taluka development as'sociations?-Just one, namelYL try to get 
hold of those men who combine intelligence With' character. liharacterless 
peopl& will not be able to do much. '. . 

1\0650. That is an utopian idea. I want to know 'what' is the present. 
criticism you can offer w1th. regard to t!J.e, organisation ~nd ~orking 'ilf 
ta.luk~ development associatlOnsl'-According to me, utopIan Ideas' have 
CICC~10n~ useful realities. I feel ~hat it is OJ!- the strength of benevolent 
utopIan Ideas that we come to be flghtly practIcal.' . 

, . . 
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60651. Do you think that the cultivator has found a friend in an organisa. 
tion like the taluka development associationP-The cultivator is finding a 
friend in the taluka development association and in the co-operative move
ment. 

60652.' Are you in touch with both these organisationsP-Yes, to a certain 
extent. _ 

60653. You told us something about the missionary spirit. Do you fine! 
that missionary spirit among the studentsP-I think it could be easily 
evoked. 

60654. It should be evoked. It is not there?-Becailse it has never beeJlo 
evoked. It is there potentially. 

60655. On whom lies the responsibility of evoking that missionary spirit?' 
-I always feel that the responsibility is shared by two, the people to be 
summoned to co-operate on the one hand and the people who have power to 
summon them on the other. 

'60656. In answer to Question 6 (iii) (c), you refer to hereditary culti
vators. Are you really refer~ing to haris P-Haris and zamindars. 

60657. When you say hereditary CUltivator, the actual cultivator in this. 
Province being the hari, you are really referring to the hereditary hari?-:
My view is different. I consider myself a cultivator in the truest senseo! 
the word. Although, here before you, I look highly urban, I feel that I am 
prim'!:.rily an agriculturist. 

50658. We appreciate that. I wanted to know whether; when you say 
hereditary cultivator, you are really referring to the zamindar or to the' 
hari, the actual cultivator?-I, am referring to both. 

60659, Do you believe in the magic of property?-I am not a Bolshevist; 
I do believe in property. 

60660. You hazard a statement with regard to the Deccan Agriculturists' 
Relief Act and say that it is a bad law, but you have not stated your 
reason?-The reason is quite simple. By such laws you make people dis
honest. You give them opportunities to run away and evade payment. , 

60661. That is your criticismP-Thaii is my ·criticism. 
60662. It, makes people 4ishonest?-Yes,and lowers, therefore, the credit 

of those .who do require money. , 
60663. In enumerating the causes of dishonesty, you speak of bad moral 

and spiritual training. Will you please explain what you have in mindP-I 
have to thank you very much for this question. I feel that no agricultural 
organisation will be truly beneficial if it does not take care ot the morals of 
the cultivator. It is oo.,that account very desirable, as I have already stated, 
that there should be, ,in villages, schools, dispensaries' and mosques and 
t.emples. Arrangements ensuring physical health, mental healtlt. and moral 
health must. be made in each village. 

60664. You say that all research should be centralised. Do you mean 
that it should be financed by the Government of IndiaP-I have divided re
search into higher and local research. I say that higher research ought to 
be centralised, for duplication of research in different Presidencies will only 
lower the standards of research; and then, when we come to a.dapt the expert 
advice of the, central institutions tO,local conditions, local organisatione fill"' 
research ought to be' carefully devElroped. .~:. , 

60665. Y ou ~ake a reference to rural economics. Is that subject taught. 
in your collegeP-No agricultlU'al subjeot is taught in my college... • 

60666. Is economics taught?-Economics is undou~tedly "taught, but not. 
with special reference to agriculture, just as botany and biology are taught, 
but without special reference to agriculture. 

60667. Even w,ithout special reference to the Sind fiora ?-Even without 
that, because the laboratory is inadequately equipped, and 'the Sind fiora. 
are .llot a prescribed subject for any university examination. 

60668. Your attention was' drawn to what you call the pathetic sight. 
presented by a B.Ag. selling boots and shoes as a shop assistant. Why-
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6hould you consider it patheticP-Because, if special training has been 
acquired and if no opportunity is offered for utilising it, it is a pathetic 
circumstance. 

60669. And yet, you are in favour of Creating more B.Ag.'sP-I am in 
favour of creating more B.Ag.'s for research work and, for the management 
-of certain farms. What I am most Concerned about is the practical training 
which is required in the case of the cultivator. 

60670. You say that a special educational cess should be levied?-Yes. 
60671. Do you think public opinion in ,your Province is in its favour p

I would not content myself with the existing public opinion. I would 
educate it, whenever necessary. The special cesses' for f,he organisation of 
vilIages on the one hand, and fO.r t,he provision of higher and technical 
education on the other, should be levied, and the zamindar should be made 
-to pay more than he is paying just now. 

60672. Compulsorily PI-Yes, compulsorily .. 
'60673. You bring a charge against. the agricultural demonstrators, and 

.say that the demonstrators should restrain their autocratic or snobbish 
-tendenCies of behaviour. Have you any experience of demonstrators in this 
Province.P-I have some. Very few may JIave misbehaved towards me, but 
they do towards my cultivators, and that is not as it should be. I am 
only indicating that more syInpathy is necessary and some more human 
fellow-feeling is required for making demonstrations truly useful. 

60674. Did you talk. the matter over with any demonstrator?-If my 
views are not sought, I do not offer them. My experience has pointed 
to the fact that one is viewed with disfavour for giving a free expression to 
one's ideas. I have been out of the Central Cotton Committee simply 
because I spoke out to help the growth on right lines of the Agricultural 
Department· here, and I am not on the divisional board, because criticism, 
however just, is not appreciated. 

60675. You say that Government should pay more attention to the estab
lisliment of industries connected with agriCUlture. Have you any scheme for 
the GovernmentP-Yes, I have a scheme. I spoke of the gki that could
be produced by each han, worth about Rs. 40 or more a season. I would 
recommend the production of jaggery and the pressing of oils, and, to a 
certain extent, weaving too, by the haris. I do not seek to attach that im-
1P0rtance to hand-weaving which is attached to it by some, because I do not 
likf. that the agrioulturists should be drawn 'away from.agrioulture proper. 
if they are free for four months in the year, they should take care to plough 
their land dry, aerate it, and they .will thus get more than. they ever can by 
IOliigrating :to otber places or undertaking other labour. . 

60676. Is it your suggestion that Government are not aware of the possj
'!Jilities of such industries as you have just mentioned?-Government are 
IIware of them, but I wish Government would consult the oultivators more 
lIud aid them to pursue these industries. 

60677. By culiiivators, do you mean the men who cultivate the land, or 
tbe lPlamindarsP--1 bave said that I think certain zamindars to be cultivators 
ii'll tbe truest sense of the word, and these I include in the term" cultivator." 

60678. Mr. Kamat: Speaking abo~ the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act 
1!.nd its practical working, you told. _on~ ·of.my colleagues that it has spoiled 
tbe morals.of tbecultivators, th&t it'is;", l)ad law. I should like you to 
ei.:ar up that point from your practical knowledge?-Protected by the Act 
the cultivator avoids repayment of loans,_ which leads a zamindar like myself 
not to make advances without interest, which is bad for the cultivator. If 
I cannot help myself, iloo, when my money is taken away, and if I have no 
Temedy, then. I must secure myself against risks. 
~9. Is it not t~e case that af!.er the passing of this Act, as a Tule, the 

llama or the 30wcar1Dstead of takmg a mortgage deed from the cultivator 
insisted on having a sale deed of the land, no matter what the value of the 
!and, if the cultivator -wanted even a small·loanP-To a certain extent that 
u true. 
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60680. It is not also a fact that the needy cultivator passes the sale deed, 
with a promise that he will get back that land on repayment, although that 
promise is generally a bogus one on the part of the bania P-In a few cases, 
even that does occur. 

60681. Have 'you notieedcases in which, although the cultivator makes II 
faithful promise of repayment, he knows the transaction is a bogus one from 
the beginning, and wants to have his revenge on the bania and' never pays; 
back anything at allP-Quite true. 

60682. :And he then rushes into court asking equity from tlie court, 
although at one time he wanted to have justiceP-Quite true. ' 

6()683. And this has spoiled the relationship between the cultivators and 
spoiled the morale of the pe9ple to such an extent that no one trusts them~ 
-Perfectly true. ' . 

60684. As an experienced Principal in charge of a college, would you tell 
me if there is a tendency on the part of .the students in these days to take to 
agriculture as a profession, - supposing all tne necessary facilities, land, 
etcetljra, were afforded themP-They would be eager to take to' agriculture. 

60685. What difficulties do they at present haveP-There is no land avail-
able, and no agricultural education. ' 

60686. In this Province, do YOIl think there are avenues for the educated' 
middle class man to make a living by serving as a sort of middleman, bY' 
taking up land from the zamiridar and cultiyating it and making a decent 
living out of itP-Yes. A middle class man can make a decent living iIr 
that way, provided water is available. 

60687. 'The difficulty is not the disinclination on the part of the men, but. 
the actual dilfliculty of getting sufficient waterP-Yes. 

60688. If a harl can make a living out of the land, why shOuld not aJ 
matriculate make a living out of it too ?-He can very easily d(J\ so. 

60689. Where is the difficulty? Is water alone the difficultyP-According 
to me, that is .the only difficulty. 

60690. When the Barrage comes in, and water and land are available; it'. 
will afford a fair opening for the matriculate youth in this Pr~ince togO' 
into land as a professionP-Yes, provided the preliminary requisites are' 
attended to at once. The banks of the different canals must be raised at 
once; otherwise, water, even if it is available, will not be used. I am very 
eager to use water in the months of April and May, but because the banli:5 
are low I cannot do.so, even wilen the water is available. 

60691. You are speaking of existing difficulties, whereas I am envisaging 
the time when there *111 be- no such difficulties,. under the new Barrage
systemP-I want to point out that there is a danger of these difficulties 
continuing. 

60692. But these difficulties would be common to· other professional agri
culturistsP-Quite true, but to attract educated lads, these difficulties should' 
disappear. ' 

60693. In any case, with these common difficulties, you think there is a" 
distinct opening for the educated middle class young manP-Yes. 

"60694. On page. 202, you say: "As far as possible, hereditary cultivators 
should be enabled to remain as cultivators." What do you: mean by "here
ditary "?-According to me, it means one' who' is engaged in the' work of 
cultivation for some considerable time. ". . 

60695. If there is a tenant, he sho~ld have some sort of security thai! he" 
will not be turne.d out at will; is that what you mean by the word "heredi-· 
tary "P-I have used that word in connectfon with non-terminable mor1l' 
gages. You also referred to some bcgus arrangement 'between the borrowing 
han and the capitalist. I say, these ought to be stopped. While reasonable 
facilities for the recovery of his advances should be afforded to the capitalist, 
any bogus agreements ought to be put an end ~o, so that those' who' wish to' 
continue as cultivators may do so. 
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60696. On the general question of the relationship between the zamindar' 
and the AaTi in this Province, have you anything to suggest to improve the
position of the haTiP-The relationship existing now between the two is very
good; it is unnecessarily sought to be made' out that the relationship is bad .• 

60697. Do you mean to say that the haTis are getting, in the conduct of> 
, their profession, as much good treatment from the zamindar class as they' 

should P-They are treated as children, so far as I see, by some; I do not" 
lay by all, . 

60698. I know, of course, that there ,must be some good people who treat 
their tenants well, but as a general rule is that the caseP-As a general'. 
rule, on the Jamrao (1 can speak confidently of things as they obtain in the' 
Jamrao tract) there are many men who treat the naris well. Take for' 
instance, Mr. Bhurgri, who was there a zamindar on a large scale. When, 
he w,"s alive I think he attracted naris, and he dealt very fairly by them. 

60699. I know there are some enlightened zamindars who do conduct their: 
business as landlords precisely in the same enlighted manner as, for instance;, 
a landlord in England of the aristocratic class takes care of his tenants, who 
has the desire to improve his land, 'carries on scientific improvements, and\' 
gives the fairest possible treatment to his tenants. While that may be quite 
possible in the case of certain enlightened zamindars in this Province .. in thEY 
case of those who do not behave in this manner have .you any suggestions 
to makeP-I think some restrictions should be imposed upon zamindars who· 
maltreat naris and it is only right, in the interests of society, that that; 
should be done. 

60700. Dr. H1Ider: What kind of restrictions have you in mindP-I have 
not thought out the matter, so that I could not say that 1 have a programme' 
yet. But I can think it out now and tell you. If a man does not look after 
his agriculture properly and misbehaves, then the village, the inter-village;. 
the taluka, the district and provincial organisations should sit to consider' 
whether he should not be deprived of his, property in the interests of society 
itself: 

60701. That would be a revolutionary changeP-Yes, but I have always 
fancied the principle underlying Bolshevism. Although the details may be-
objectionable, this much of the principle is, according to meo, to be accepted .. 

60702. Mr .. Kamat: Would you be in favour of any law as regards 
tenancyP-I feel that some enactment is necessary in the case of Sind. 
80,000 acres, 40,000 acres, 50,000 /.LCres,.'all gathered togllther in the hands· 
of one 'individual will not, I think, be conducive to publio welfare; it will 
lead to disaffection. So, there must be some limit to the size of the holdings, 
although the holdings should not all be small.· ' 

60703. But that sort' of condition exists in other countries too, for in
Itance, in EnglandP-I think in the bulk of the property which is noir., 
managed personally by the zamindar, the narl's status snould be improved •. 
Be may be made not quite a tenant at will. , 

60704. To pass on to another point, are you in favour ot the, introduction-
of the Punjab Land Alienation Act into SindP-I am against it. It will 
divide the Hindus and Mahommedans, and it will kill tlie small holder. It 
will be most unecooomic. 

60705. Mr. Oalvert: Bas it killed the, small hOlder in' the PunjnbP
According to the private information I derived when I attended the Science' 
Congress, it has not proved a good measure" but the, eflioial report is that it 
is a wholesome measure. " 

60706. Bas it divided the Bindus and Mahommedans' in .the Punjab p
It has, to a certain extent, and it will be dividing them still more. I am' 
definitely of this opinion. Look at the relations lubsisting between thEY" 
Hindus and' Mahomedans in the Punjab. One cause of' the division, is this 
Act. I' 

,.60707. Mr. KatII4t: Did you notice a strong division of opinion as regardS' 
this !to-ct. in the PunjabP-My friends gave me a very bad account of the' 
working of the Punjab Land Alienation Act. ' . , 
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60708. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: On page 202, you are referring to the 
.restriction of the agriculturists' credit by the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 
.Act and other Acts. There must have existed certain difficulties when these 
Jaws were made. Otherwise, these laws would not have been found neees
,sary 1'-1 am not unmindful of that too. I feel that the village 80wcar must 
beha.,e well, and that there should be some method of correcting him. The 
co-operative movement will be a great corrective, but I do not understand 

.why it should be supplemented by special measures.' ' 
60709. Supposing these laws were abolished, what other suggestions would 

you make for seeing that on the one side the han and on the other side the 
,sowcar remains honestP-The agency of the village, inter-village, taluka, dis-
-trict, and divisional associations will be very useful. " 

60710. Is it your opinion that the village hari has become more dishonest 
since the introduction of these Acts? Or was he dishonest before that too1'
It will be improper to make any dogmatic statement, but I feel that he has 

"Ilecome more dishonest in consequence of these special measures., 
60711. Are a large proportion of the haNS dishonest, or only a small 

,proportion P Do you find such instances only here and there, or are there 
many instances ?-I think they are general. Everybody is experiencing this 
"trouble. Hindus and Mahommedans, and large and small landholders. 

60712. With reference' to your answers to my colleague on the question of 
the Punjab Land Alienation Act, did you only hear of its ill effects, or have 
'you seen with your own eyes that it has done harm to the small holder, or 
>that it has created troubleP-1 could not offer any personal testimony. 

60713. You do feel that if it were extended to Sind, it would create results 
-similar to, those which you have heard exist in the Punjab1'-Yes. ' 

60714. Is it from any logical thinking that you have come to that conclu
sion, or is it simply because you have heard that it has had bad results in 
<the Punjab P-My mind, when brought to bear upon it, makes certain sug
;gestions. If you prevent a man from selling his property to one who will 
be eonsidered as a non-agriculturist, then he will necessarily be confined 
in his sales to men of his own class; and he will not get the market price for 

1the land he sells. Once again, land will then accumulate in' the hands 
of a few, and the evils which attach to large holdings 'Will attach to the 
'boldings that will come to be 80 created. 

60715. How would this create trouble between the Hindus and Mahom
'medans P-An attempt will ,be made to classify Hindus as non-agriculturists. 
'!l'hat is how it .has been done in the Punjab. ' , 

60716. Mr. Calvert: ",Are ..not the vast majority of the Hindus in the 
l'unjab classified as agrieulturlsts?-I must say a large section; the Jats 
·e8pecially. I do not know whether the same thing will happen here; jf 
the same thing happens here, the evil of the Alienation Act will be reduced 
to that extent. 

60717. The vast majority of Hindus in the Punjab are classified as agri-
culturists P-Some. '~ 

60718. The vast majorityP-That is not my information. 

'60719. Five-sixths, of them are so classifiedP-1 must accept your figure, 
"because you know better. But then what will be the object of the Aliena
"tion Act in Sind. 

'60720. Mr. Kamat: A,re those' outside the five-sixtbs classed by adminis-
1,rative sanction P-Evidently. 

00721. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: On page 203, you say: "The existing 
methods of distributing canal water to cultivators should be made uniform". 
'What do you mean by thatP~Take a canal. Not only the first thirty 
o()utlets of it should be moduled but the rest too. I say this is a bad 
system of moduling. How will you possibly secure reliable results if in 
'llome cases there are modules and in other cases there are none. If you 
ll"ant to find out whether moduled outlets are really good, then you must 
'have them allover the canal. 
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60722. Are you iq favour of modules P-I am in favour of them, if they 
ran be properly. worked; but if the unequal manner of working these 
outlets continues, then I think it is best to have open head kanas., . 

60723. Do you think a module would be suitable for the rice cro.p alsoP
I am a believer in modules, provided, of course, they are properly worked. 

60724. On page 203, you make a statement that, in certain.,jnstances, 
water at the tails is superabundant. Have you seen that yourself?-I have 
seen it myself. 

60725. What is the reason for it P-This is the reason: it being an 
accepted principle' with the Public Works DepaJ:1;ment, now, that vter 

,must be provided for the tail the subordinates turn it into a lucr'ftive 
~ource of income. 

60726. Have you come across any zamindars who improve the housing 
condition or the educational condition of the nil/ris generallyP-I have knoWD 
of none; not even one; The reason is that the zamindar themselves are 
badly off. 
. 60727 .. You are in favour of an agricultural college for Sind; why do 

you want itP-I am in favour of one first grade college and three inter
mediate colleges, one situated in Karachi, another in Nawabshah, and the 
third in Sukkur. ' 

60728. With a view to induce educated young men to take to agricul
ture P-Educated young men are ready; all they want is land. 

(The witness "IVithdrew.) 
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60708. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: On page 202, you are referring to the 
.restriction of the agriculturists' credit by the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 
.Act and other Acts. There must have existed certain difficulties when these 
J.aws were made. Otherwise, these laws would not have been found neces
,saryP-I am not unmindful of that too. I feel that the village 80wcar must 
behal'e well, and that there should be some method of correcting him. The 
co-operative movement will be a great corrective, but I do not understand 

.why it should be supplemented by special measures. ' 
60709. Supposing these laws were abolished, what other suggestions would 

you make for seeing that on the one side the hari and on the other side the 
,sowcar remains honestP-The agency of the village, inter-village, taluka, dis-
-trict, and divisional associations will be very useful. : 

60710. Is it your opinion that the village hari has become more dishonest 
since the introduction of these ActsI' Or was he dishonest before that tooP
It will be improper to make any dogmatic statement, but I feel that hlJ has 

'Ilecome more dishonest in consequence of these special measures._ 
60711. Are a large proportion of the haris dishonest, or only a small 

,proportion I' Do you find such instances only here and there, or are there 
many instances?-I think they are general. Everybody is experiencing this 
·'trouble~ Hindus and Mahommedans, and large and small landholders. 

60712. With reference' to your answers to my colleague on the question of 
the Punjab Land Alienation Act, did you only hear of its ill effects, or have 
'you seen with your own eyes that it has done harm to the small holder, or 
>that it has created troubleP-1 could not offer any personal testimony. 

60713. You do feel that if it were extended to Sind, it would create results 
-similar to, those which you have heard exist in the PunjabP-Yes •. 

60714. Is it from any logical thinking that you have come to that conclu
sion, or is it simply because you have heard that it has had bad results in 
<the Punjab P-M1 mind, when brought to bear upon it, makes certain sug
;gestions. If you prel'ent a man from selling his 'property to one who will 
bo eonsidered as a non-agriculturist, then he will necessarily be confined 
in his sales to men of his own class; and he will not get the market price for 

1the land he sells. Once again, land will then accumulate in' the hands 
of a few, and the evils which attach to large holdings 'Will attach to the 
holdings that will come to be so created. 

60715. How would this create trouble between the Hindus and Mahom
-medans P-An attempt will ,be made to classify Hindus as non-agriculturists. 
'!l'hat is how it ,has been done in the Punjab. . . - ' ' 

60716. Mr. Oalvert :'4.re .not the vast majority of the Hindus in the 
l'unjab classified as agriculturists?-I must say a large section; the Jats 
·eppecially. I do not know whether the same thing will happen here; jf 
ihe same thing happens here, the evil of the Alienation Act will be reduced 
to that extent. 

60717. The vast majority of Hindus in the Punjab are classified as agri-
Clulturists P-Some. ' 

60718. The vast majority?-That is not my information. 

'60719. Five-sirlhs of them are so classified ?-I must accept your figure, 
'because you know better. But then what will be the object of the Aliena
'tion Act in Sind. 

'60720. Mr. Kamat: Are those' outside the five-sirlhs classed by adminis-
1.rative sanction P-Evidently. 

60721. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: On page 203, you say: "The existing 
methods of distributing canal water to cultivators should be made uniform". 
What do you meRn by thatP-Take a canal. Not only the .fir~t thirty 

oOutlets of it should be moduled but the rest too. I say thIS IS a bad 
system of moduling. How will you possibly secure reliable results if in 
·some cases there are modules and in other cases there are none. If you 
"'ant to find out whether moduled outlets are really good, then you must 
'have them allover the canal. 
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60722. Are you iq favour of modules?-I am in favour of them, if they 
ean be properly. worked; but if the unequal manner of working these 
outlets continues, then I think it is best to have open head karia8., 

60723. Do you think a module would be suitable for the rice cro'p also p
I am a believer in modules, provided, of course, they are properly worked. 

60724. On page 203, you make a statement that, in certain..,jnstances, 
water at the tails is superabundant. Have you seen that yourselfP-I have 
seen it myself. 

60725. What is the reason for it P-This is the reason: it being an 
accepted principle with the Public Works Depa~ment, now, that vter 

. must be provided for the tail the subordinates turn it into a lucr'l'l;ive 
~ource of income. 

60726. Have you come across any zamindars who improve the housing 
condition or the educational condition of the haris generallyP-I have knoWD 
of none; not even one. The reason is that the zamindar themselves are 
badly off. 
. 60721 .. You are in favour of an agricultural college for Sind; why do 

you want it?-I am in favour of one first grade college and three inter~ 
mediate colleges, one situated in Karachi, another in Nawabshah, and the 
third in Sukkur. 

60728. With a view to induce educated young men to take to agricul
tureP-Educated young men are ready; all they want is land. 

(The witness 4I'ithdrew.) 
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Rao Sahib UDHARAM SHEWAKRAM, Zamindar, Cuni, 
District Hyderabad. \ 

Replies to the· Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 1.-RESEAROH.-(C) I suggest that mOll! attention should be 
JPaid to research in the direction of indigenous crops like the paddy, baiTi 
"and iuaT with the, object of increasing the outturn per acre of these 
crop,. One reads of the average produce of paddy per acre in Italy or 
in Spain as being thirty maunds, whereas it is only ten to twelve ma'l.Uldls 
in Sind. The favourable conditions that give so much produce elsewhere 
may if possible be introduced here. The impression is abroad that Gov-

.ernment devote more attention to cotton and wheat crops that are exported 
abroad than to those 'Which are consumed in India. 

QUESTION 2.-AGRIOULTURAL EDUOATION.-(i) No. 
(U) All districts in Sind require extension· of teaching facilities which 

..Bre absent especially in rural areas w.here agriculture is universally practised. 
(iii) Yes, if possible. 
(ill) The attendance in several areas is very thin. The agriculttlral 

class especially takes no interest in educating their children.. The reason is, 
first, that no education is imparted in the agricultural subjects which may 
benefit the- boys in their future avocation of agriculture to which they 

'have to turn for their whole life;' secondly, the parents are too poor' to 
spare their children for any other engagement than their own domestic or 
agricultural wants. As soon as a boy is ·five or six years of age he is 

-turned ,to attend to the grazing of the family cattle. As soon as he is 
ten or eleven years old he is turned to attend to the ploughing of his 

. field and doing other jobs connected with the' crops his father usually raises. 
'To induce parents to spare their boys for sending them to the village 
,school the hours of attendance must be changed in such a way that the 
boys 'IIlay be able to help ,their parents in the daily avocation of their 
life as also to gain experience for themselves in their own line of agri
culture by practical work in the field. The hours of attendance should be 
from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. after return from their morning work in the fields 
m.d again from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. after return from the evening work. 

I l\lonthly competitive scholarships from three rupees to ten rupees a month 
"should be given to about ten boys in each class to serve as an impetus to, 
,the parents to spare their boys until a taste is created in them to recognise 
,the value of educaton in.., their, children. Education in agricultural subjects 
,should be introduced in each class so as to create a taste for high farming of 
the crops actually cultivated in the locality. To finance this scheme an addi
tional assessment of one alma in the rupee of land revenue' should be 
levied for the purpose of primary education in rural areas, earmarked for 

"agricultural education. 
QUESTION a.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA,-(~ The measures· of 

demonstration that will succeed effectually in influencing and improving 
the practice of cultivators will be the conduct of demonstration connected 

'with the actual crops raised in the locality, in the fields of that locality, by 
the Department of.' Agl'iculture, so that the cultivators will see for them

,selves the results of such demonstration under-existing conditions in their 
cwn fields and will very easily see the points of difference between their 
own practices and those of the demonstration plots, This will be an 

,object lesson which will carry conviction and induce ready adoption. For 
.demonstrations to work, effectively and yet economically I should suggest 
that each taluka Inspector of Agriculture should select a typical field hi. 
a zamindari wherein to conduct his demonstration by cultivating the 
same paddy crop on the improved system side by side with the cultivator's 
,field cultivated on the prevailing system. The zamindar should be given, 
in return for the use of his land, that proportion of the produce which ho 
-would rpap from his own cultivated field. This will be economical .to the 
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.department conducting the demonstratiollB and more' effective as an object 
lesson to all the peasants of the village who can observe all the processes 
lIf improved cultivation. • 

QUESTION 4.-ADllINISTRATION.-(C) Ci) NQ\ The departments are not 
manned by a sufficient number of workers.' Each taluka must have. suffi
cient workers to cope with the large area in charge. The members of the 
staff are in themselves noil experts in the crops they have to handle for 
demonstration and therefore not capable of showing results better than 
\the existmg unsatisfactory ones. 

(ii) 'l'here is great need' of feeder lines to penetrate into the interior 
Ilf a~ricultural tracts. 

(iii) Roads are extremely bad and' unfit for traffic. Motors cannot ply, 
on them with saefty. The' taluka local board funds are too meagre 1.0 
.cope with proper repairs and upkeep cf roads. Greater grants from pro
vincial funds should be given to each taluka local board to help in the 
upkeep of proper roads. ' 

(i,,) The reports of the Meteorological Department such as are issued from 
Simla are not broadcast freely to reach rural areas. Arrangements should 
.he made to post up daily telegrams at each taluka. headquarter for diffusion 
of weather information to all the zamindars. ' 

.(,,) The Postal Department is run too much on 'financial and p~fit 
cOnsiderations. There ought to'· be free postal delivery in all the rura.l 
,·mages, at least everx second day. The post office refuses to make delivery 
cf post even when 8., village has undertaken to make good any de(i.cit the 
department may incur in arranging such delivery. The needs of rur8.1 
people are I1.ever cared for by the department. I strongly advocate free 
postal delivery in' almost· all the big !,vlages in rural areas. 

("i) The telephone. service has been introduced by the Public Works 
Department in some talukas for their departmental use. I should sug-' 
gest that this service should. be kept open for the use of .the agricultural' 
public for two or three fixed hours in the day at a nominal fee of two annas 
for five minutes talk so that zamindars may. be able to make enquiries 
bom headquarters about weather conditions and prevailing rates of grain 
in the market so as to guide them in their sales of produce and in otlter 
affairs, to improve the amenities of rural life. The benefit of this tele
phone service may be extended to those zamindars who may wish, for a 
c:onnection with their own field quarters l\nd they may be ch8.rged the 
actual cost of such connection with a nominal fee for its regular daily 
'Use. This will help, in forming a link between ·rural and city life. 

QUESTION 5.-FINANoE.-(a)· My 'views regarding the financing of agri
C:ll1tural operations are that mortgage banks should be started to afford ea~ 
and convenient loans to agriculturists at interest of not more than stx 
per cent· per annum. The zamindar at present pays twenty to twenty-five 
per cent. interest to the local bania who finances him 8.nd the interest 
c:harges swallow 8. large part of his mealVe pr,?duce. The zamindar .sho?ld 
be given enough money to finance. all hIS kanswho do actual cu~tlvatl0n' 
on the bntai system" as these hans are charged twen~y-five to ~hlrty per 
cent by the bonia and they find that a large proportIon of theIr produce 
is absorbed in interest charges. In financing his karis the zamindar should 
be bound to charge his karis not morS' than nine .per ~nt: th~ee per cent 
being allowed to him to cover the bad debts whIch WIll meVltably occur. 
This will save the vast proportion of the actual tillers of the soil" .who 
need relief most, fr<.'m starvation. 

(b) The Government system of tacca1lr is worked with stingy hands; only 
nominal amounts are given and those amounts only to a very few zamin
dara; tho rules .of recovery are also too stringent. The 'subordinates in 
handing over nmoUl.tR of tarca"i make exactions so that in the long run 
the interest swells nearly to what the bania charges. Tacca"i should be 
given mol"(!' liberally and free from exactions. 
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QUESTION 8.-IRRIGATION.-FoTeword . .:....lrrigation· is all-important for 
cultivation in Sind as thE! mighty river Indus supplies immense quantities 
of water for irrigation. CultivatlOn on rainfall is insignificant, the average 
annual rainfall being only five or six inches. _ After forty or fifty years of 
correspondence Government have at last undertaken the vast scheme of 
the LIC1yd Barrage and canal oonstruction works which are intended to 
supply a perennial, constant and assured supply of water for irrigation, 
almost of all of it flow irrigation. These works will remedy the defects of 
the existing system of irrigation. The defects were those of non-perennial 
supply, lift irrigation, the level of water always varying, the supply never 
being W!Sured for the full period required for maturing the crops. Gov" 
ernment is to be congratulated upon this vast 'scheme; but this Barrage 
S<'heme does not, embrace the whole of Sind; it'leaves out of its operatiou 
and benefit the southern portion of Sind, comprising the whole of Guni, 
Badin, the major parts of Tando Bago and Hyderabad taluka in the 
Hyderabad district and all the seven talukas of the Karachi district, thIS 
being the non-barrage _zone., The area of fully developed and cultivated 
land in this zone is ,nearly one-sixth of the whole of Sind; it consists mostly 
of natural gravity flow land cultivated annually, mostly under paddy cul
'tivation and yielding annually revenue to Government to the extent of 
about 20 lakhs. - The Commission may enquire what the actual annual cul
tivated area and the assessments are. The Lloyd Barrage, by cutting off" 
the.level of the Indus below it, is surely going to have a very adverse effect 
upon this non-barrage tract; the natural-flow rice lands will be converted_ 
into lift lands and these, being low and swampy, will be unfit for khan! lift; 
crops and will therefore go out of cultivation. The non-barrage flow rice 
areaswiU not only he converted into lift but the dnration of the supply of 
inundation water to them will be shortened by about forty days, twenty days 
in the month of June and twenty days in the month of September, both 
critical months of the seaSQn, so that the variety of the crops usually matured 
would, not mature on the short-lived supply. Lower Sind zamin
dars consider that the Lloyd Barrage will ruin their lands and their crops. 
The water supply for winter crops from the only existing perennial canal 
in Sind, the Fuleli, will be cut off by the barrage; this will render the 
raising of winter crops impossible. The damage to Lower Sind will be 
immense; Government should realise the magnitnde of this and should 
resort to early measures to remedy this evil. The economic loss to the 
Ilamindars will. amount to crores when their valuable lands, which have 
taken ages to be improved and made cultivable, will have been ruined. 
It is no use waiting and see their ruin and then adopting remedial 
measures. 

(a) (1) For reasonS: give~' above I advocate the building of another 
barragfJ wiil. canals on both sides below Kotri for the benefit of the non
barrage Ilrr'a, so that a high level of water for flow cultitation may be 
maintained and the same advantap;es of perennial, constant and assured 

'supply secured to this area also. Besides this, the waste of water which 
now occurs fro.m the Indus to the sea will be stopped and water will be 
ut.ilIsed to the best advantage. 

(2) I also suggest the early construction of the Mehrani Canal for which 
administrative sanction has been given by-the Bombay Government and for 
which estimates and plans are already before Government. This canal will 
remove deficiency of supply in the Gaja system and also open, out vast 
areas of rich cultivable lands lying in the south of Guni taluka. Nothing 
will improve the economic condition of the cultivator more than an adequate 
supply, or irrigation water which should be available throughout the year 
both for summer and winter crops, sho.Ild have a constant level throughont 
the year, -hould give flow irrigation and should, be assured every day of 
the year m any quantity required for the crops. Given these conditions, 
all the ills of thiJ cultivator will be removed by one stroke. If the culti
vator can grow both summer and winter crops he will have no slack season; 
he will have enough and abundant crops to live upon, he could cultivat.e 
recuperative crops in winter to enrich his soil without manure, so that 
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.there would be llD need for the solution of the problem of his indebtedness; 
his prosperity would be assured and Government would be spared all anxiety 
about hi., welfare. I therefore advocate in Sind especially the opening of 
new irrigation works with barrages, regulators and other engineering devices, 
because the capabilities of the Indus are very great and it only requires (.0 

be harnessed. The question of the poverty of the agriculturist will then 
be solved. The difficulties in the way of the extension of irrigation facili
ties ill this Province are want of a bold policy of Government and the lack 
.,f funds for such works, though Government even now do it very well. 
Almost ali Government irrigation W9rks are paying adequate interest to 
Gover.nment 3Ild .hould be extended Rnd carried into every nook and corner 
of the Province. . 

(b) Before I offer 'my' remarks regarding the existing methods of distri
bution of canal water to cliltiyators, I would beg permission to press upon 
the attention of this Commission the widespread complaint. of zamindars 
.of Sind, concerlling the inefficient way in which the. Government canals 
are maintained by the Irrigation Department. The river Indus carries 
" large amount of silt which gets deposited in the beds of canals and 
which has to be removed before the inundation season to enable the canals' 
:to draw a sufficient depth of water. Even when the inundation is the 10weRt. 
tbe deeper the cleared bed the more efficiently will the canal draw a 
discharge of water to cope with the requirements of cultivation. In dis

lCussing this .ubject of clearance of canals I cannot do better than quote, 
verbatim, the following paragraphs of a petition dated the 30th September 
11)2.3, submitted to· the Collector of Hyderabad, by the Zamindar Associll
tion, Tando' Division, on the subject of clearance of canals.:-

"I wiU take this opportunity of drawing your attention as forcibly 
&8 I can to the obligations under under which Government het. 
for spendiDg a certain definite percentage of the land revenue 
of the Province of Sind on the clearance and the improve
J]lent of the Government canals. These obligations have been 
utterly forgotten and because they have been forgotton for a 
good long time, I . "enture to think that the more· reminders 
my associat\on addresRes to Government, the more effective 
they will be in procuring Bufficinet funds for canal clearance. 
I am, therefore, taking up the old history to remind Govern
ment of the obligations they incurred in the long past, which 

.have 'heeD butied in oblivion, ·but which they have to observe 
, faithfully now. -
Colonel <Merewether, the Commissioner in Sind, wrote in his Report 

No. 1260, dated the 8th April 1874 as follows:-

I The management of can.als .will best be left to the irrigational 
establishment in communication and co-operation with the 
revenue officers. Irrigation is now being better arranged for, 
than was ever intended before, and in 'a few years with suffi
cient funds put at the disposal of officers, thQOo main feeders 
ehould only be cleared by Government. In the time· of the 
Amirs·this was done bv statute forced labour. We abolished 
that system as mostv;xatious, which it was, and in place of 
labour, we took a certain amount per acre of cultivation under 
the name of hakabo or water rate, such as was reekoned to be . 
necessary and sufficient to keep the Government canals in effi
cient order. To prevent the zamindars' being harassed by a 
number of rates this hakabo was merged in one sum taken 
as land revenue and waB included in the terms of settlement. 

The hakabo with a reve~ue of nearly thirty lakhs derived solely 
from canals amounted to a little over five lakhs per annum 
and this sum ought to have been expended yearly on the canals, 
but since 1867 only 31 lakhs could be allotted out of the funds 
at the disposal of the Bombay Government. Occasionally 
extra BUms have been yiven, but as often -as not, they /\81118 
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too late to be of use, or from the previous neglect of the canals; 
these additions were still very insuffioient. " , ' 

I have lately urged that five lakhs should be the annual,' gran~ 
in future., This is only just; it is less than what is really< 
taken from the people, still, expressly for this purpose, though: 
no longer shown into account. If it be regularly granted, the 
cry of deficient canal clearance will soon cease.' 

I beg to be excused for reprodu,cing verbatim the three paragraphs 
from the letter of the Commissioner in" Sind. The importanC&" 
of the subject, however, necessitated this long quotation. It proves 
three things: first, that the special kakabo was levied from zamindars 
for clearance. of canals; secondly, that it was.. merged into the general. 
assessment for the sake of convenience of recovery; and thirdly; that 
the amount 80 levied is not being spent upon clearance but is 
being diverted to other purposes with the result that there is
complaint of deficient clearance. 

Colonel Lambert, Collector of Karachi, wrote as' follows:-
• Our settlements in Sind are only half settlements. We set'tle wliat 

shall be paid to us for the use of land and water, but Wfl' 
entirely leave our own part of the bargain. I look upon it' 
as utterly useless to expect any settlements to do permanent 
good, unless, at the time of fixing assessment for the land and' 
water, we also bind ourselves to spend a fixed proportion of' 
the income in supplying the water. In conclusion I would' 
again urge the advisability, nay the absolute necessity, of setting 
apart at the time of settlements, as one of the conditions 
of it, a fixed proportion of the income for expenditure' on 
canals.' . 

I shall now quote from the letter of Colonel Baig, the Settlement Officer, 
who wrote under his No. 258, dated the 9th August 1873, as 
follows: ' 

• Turning to the question of the Government management of canals, 
• I quite concur in the opinion that grievous injustice is done

under aur settlements by the inadequate expenditure on clear
ing and maintenance. The settlement is ,made, on the sup
position that all Government canals will be maintained during" 
the whole term of the lease in thorough efficiency and when 
this is not done a brea.ch of faith is committed. , 

Tbe obligation of Government to keep up thorough efficiency is lost' 
. sight, of,'when set againsil the exigencies of Imperial administra-

, tion. ':~j 
No policy could be more short-sighted than that of' grasping at every 

rupee of revenue and stinting outlay on works, which are the 
essential conditons of obtaining any revenue at all.' 

Colonel Baig is very outspoken, and the complaint against Govern
ment of breach of faith has become much stronger and louder' 
to-day. than it was in 1873. Out of a revenue of thirty lakhs, the 
kakabo amounted to five lakhs or sixteen per cent. on the estimate' 
of Colonel Merewether, and he complained that only 31 lakhs were." 
spent OD,' clearance, only. That was in 1873. To-day, the land 
revenue of Sind amounts to more than a crare of rupees and the 
kaka&o at the above rate would amount to <l'Ver sixteen lakhs of 
rupees. Bow much does the Government spend out of the sixteen 
lakhs on clearance P I have not got the figure, but- if I put
it at three lakhs I do not think I am very much outside the 
lIlark. The balance or thirteen lakhs is diverted and swallowed 
up for other objects and thus :qlisappropriated from t~e view 
point of the zamindars. I have got the figur.es for GUDl tal~ka 
for twenty-eight years from 1893 to 1920, whll:h I am attachmg 
as an appendix to this letter. It shows t~at in~tead of ~pending 
sixteen, per cent (the old hakabo) Government IS spendmg only 
8'5 to 4 per ,cent on clearance. What, is true of Guni taluka, is 
true of the othe; talukas of the Province. This gr9wing mibp--
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plication of the zamindars' money has put most of the canals in 
.a state of through disorder. The clearance is done most imperfect
ly. The tails are never cleared, and there the silt deposits are 
six to seven feet deep or more. No water can therefore reach 
the tails. Instead of cleaJ.:ing the canals, the engineers have begun 
to set about reducing kana heads. This is like treating the eyes, 
when the seat of the disease is in 'the stomach. The ocular 
.demonstration held under the orders of the Hon'ble Mr. Cowasji 
,J ehangir should serve as an eye opener to ·the engineers; they 
should now transfer their affections from reduction of kana heads 
to thorough and systematic clearance of canals, to raising em

'bankments and otherwise widening the basins so as to bring more 
water into the canals. They should give no peace to Government 
until they get more money from Government for clearance;. the 
.more the engineers clear the canals, the more satisfactory will 
theirconditio.n be. The late Mr. (afterwards Sir) H. E. M. James 
who was Commi88ioner in Sind for. a long number of years, bore 
testimony to the necessitt Qf clearance of canals. He. wrote:-

A I need not say that nearly everything depends on canals being 
properly cleared every year. The Indus water carries with 
it a much. larger amount of silt in solution than any other 
river known in India. Led off from slowly flowing canals, thill 
silt is deposited in their beds and if not carefully removed 
every year, the canal -becomes choked up. A district with 

·canals in. order means a district where there is a certainty of 
cultivation, and every incentive to extend it, a district where the 
cultivators must be, if· they wish it, happy and prosperous. If 
the canals are' out of order and not looked after, as they 
ought to be, the reverse will surely be the case.' 

in pre88ing this demand of the zamindars, viz., to' spend the kakabo 
or sixteen per cent: of the land revenue on canals, to the attention 
of Government I have to rely upon your support. My association 
has asked me to seek your good offices in this matter .. You are the 
head of the district' you have been -in Sind for a sufficiently long 
time to be in touch with the requirements of the zamind4rs .. You 
'know where the shoe pinches and if you will lend' to the complaints 
of the zamindars your powerful support in the same way as did 
Colonel Haig and Colonel Merewether in olden days, Government 
will know that we have a just claim. We want you to strengthen 
our hands, to get Government to listen to us. Our .request to 
Government, in one word, is to· keep to- their word of spending 
sixteen per cent of the revenue upon canal clearance, to earmark 
that amount in the budget every year an~ to insist that it should 
be spent; so as to bring the Sind canals to the highest pitch of 
efficiency. . 

This will not only benefit the zamlndars whether at the head or tail, 
but will also increase the revenue of Government. Of late the 
land' revenue from Sind instead of increasi.g, has been decreasing. 
Please pouder over the following figures for the whole of Sind. 

917-18 • 

922·23 

Average of 5 years ending. 

... 
" '. 

Total area 
cnltivated. 

5,822,576-

5~464.0 

Anthorised rice 
cultivation. 

1,105,185 

1,049,660 

This table discloses a sad tale. Government is nob -thriving. WhyP 
because it· does not spend sufficient money upon its canals.' Gov
ernment is like an unwise zamindar whose demands upon his income 
are 80 great that he does not spend enough money on clearing his 
water' course. The:result is that there is not enough water to irrigate' 
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his fields and he is getting poorer and poorer every day. You will 
~hus .not only be obliging the zamindars, but will be serving the 
ll:lteres~ of Government, if you support our demand. My associa
tion will o'!Ve you a deep debt of gratitude if, before leaving the dis
trict. you will get Government to faithfully sanction our funds 
(levied from us for specified purposes of clearance) for, the needs 'of 
the canals". 

Now it will be seen that clearance of canals has been neglected by the 
Irrigation Department for the simple reason that they allege that any 
clearance made is filled up with silt immediately within a month of th~ 
canal's Howing and therefore all expenditure incurred is wasted. But I 
beg to point out that the deeper bed of a canal is required only for the 
one month of June, 'When the innunda.tion is lowest because it is indispen
sable that the sowings of crops like paddy should be started at the earliest 
in June, and finished at the latest by the end of July before the raius set 
in to give the best outturn. The deeper bed of a canal is not requirad 
when innundation is high in the months of July and August. If a good and 
early start is given to sowings the success of the crop is assured and if 
this success is attained all costs on deep clearance are made to the best 
advantage. The engineer does not realise that timely and early sowings 
if started well mean all in all to the cultivator. I .therefore advocate that 
~horough clearance of canals, both deep and wide, should be made by the 
Irrigation Department. But I ,must admit that deep clearance can be 
ciispensed with when the level of innundatioll. can be artificially raised 
Bnd kept constant throughout the season of cultivation in the canal length 
from the months of April, Mayor June in the same way as is proposed 
to be done by means of the Lloyd Barrage under construction j and aU 
the annu .. l cost on clearance can be ea"ed to Government. But until this 
is done all economy on clearance will be at the cost of successful culti. 
vation and the good outturn of crops. If' another barrage is construc¥ 
below Kotri for Lower Sind, expenditure on· clearance could well be 
diminished; but until this is accomplished it is positively injurious to 
minimise expenditure on clearance. But before the Kotri barrage comes, 
it, will be of advantage to have many more regulators in big Government 
canals s~ short distances to give a constant level of water, and then too 
deep cle:up-nce can be avoided. Within 80 miles of the Fuleli canal there 
is only one Alipur regulator, whereas there is need for three or four 
more sllch regulators. Regulators must precede abandonment of deep 
clearanl"e. But these regulators should not .be used for rotations but for 
supplying constant· levels throughout the season. "' 

Coming' now to the qllestion of the distribntion of canal watel' to culti
vators, I beg to state that- the present methods of distributing waters to 
the tail ends of the canals is fraught with a great many difficulties. 
If distribution could beefl'ected ill a manner which would not curtail the 
existing supply enjoyed by cultivators for ages, or if it could be accom
plished without cutting off the area of a holding usually cultivated, no 
zamindar at the head.. of a canal has cause for complaint j but when on 
an old pre-British canal like the Fuleli the existing outlets are reduced 
in dimensions and cc;msequently the usual area under cultivation is diminish
ed and many cultivators' lands thrown out of cultivation, a hue ~ncl 
cry is naturally raised. All measures for reduction of outlets, commencing 
with open masonry heads and then the Punjab pattern or other patterns, 
have failed to restrict the water to the extent desired by the Public Works 
Department. Lastly, the module system of outlets is jleing intr~duced 
with success from the point of view of the engineers; bllt the zal!ln~dl!'rs 
(:ondemn them sllrongly, \8S these sluices have successfully served to dlmmlsh 
not only the discharge of their original outlets, but have reduced. the level 
of the waters which the zamindars require for tlleir lands. Th18 proce,lf 
has !berely robbed the outlets of the head portions of the canals and trans
ferred water to the tails, i.Il., the tail portion of the ca:nal has become the 
head portion and the head portion the tail. The Ilammdars at the head 
look upon this policy as .. robbing Peter to pay Paul." The zaminllal'lf 
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i>refer wide, deep and open outlets of masonry, fo~ this reason, that with 
the lowest inundation and the smallest discharge, their supply should be 
enough to meet the requirements of their cultivation. A rice cultivator 
is anxious to finish his transplantation before the e~d of July, as after 
that the rains set in and make paddy cultivation unprofitable. With 
.educed heads and reduced levels, cultivation is retarded and prolonged, 
the chances of good crops are lost to the zamindar and he has good cause 
for complaint. The zamindar urges therefore that before any modules 
Bre introduced in the openings of their water-courses, the Irrigation 
Officer must secure cqnstant level and constant· discharge of the Govern
ment canal such as to defy the vagaries of the Indus, by means 'of regula.
tors in main as welJ as feeder Government canals like the Fuleli and its 
~'l'anches. Not only this, but they desire that by means of anotIter 
barrage like the Lloyd Barrage, the non-barrage area also should come 
under the command of a barrage below Kotri so that the frequent falls of 
th6 Indus level may be avoided. Modules have been introduced in hot haste 
in canals with fluctuating levels and they haVe" failed to· make equitable 
-distribution. What the zamindars suggest is that the Irrigation Depart
ment should not adopt half-meaaures which put the cart before the horse. 
First, constant supply should be secured by barrages and regulators, and 
then modules introdueed, as without ronstant and assured supply modules 
are doomed to failure. It is therefore imperative that the Kotri barrage 
6hould first be undertaken. .. 

Ql1E8TION 9.-S0ILs.-(a) (i) In my part of the country, i.e., Lower 
Sind, most of the land is under flow by natural gravitation and is therefore 
URed for paddy eultivation. Continuous annual cultivation of rice has made 
the soil water logged, especially when it consists of deep dhOT08 (depressions) 
which lodge water from two to six feet in depth and where water accu
mulates and remains even for three or four months after the paddy crop 
is removed. In such tracts all the surrounding higher uncultivated lands 
whick jow irrigation cannot reach have become converted into large areas 
I)f 1tSar land unfit for the growth of any crop. This condition of water
logging has been the result of want of drainage in the country. There 
are many irrigatioB channels cutting across the country which fill all the 
low lying areas with water but there is no channel to drain away the 
.excess water. The Irrigation Department has never paid any serious 
attention to providing drainage channels to every tract under cultivation. 
The result has been that all uncultivated lands above the reach of water 
have been rendered kallar (usar) and therefore quite unproductive. The 
.drainage of a country' should be held to be as important as its irrigation 
and the two must go hand in hand. The .. follo~ing are the evils. which 
want of drainage works has caused iii. Lower Sind:-

(1) All the available uncultivated land adjacent to paddy lands has 
been made unfit for .he growth of any crop. 

(2) The soils under cultivation of paddy have become too water
logged and full of noxious weeds that overcrowd the actual 
crops •. 

(3) The water in the field becomes stagnant by long accumulation 
and does not lend that vigour to the crop which fresh silted' 
water can give. . 

(4) The outturn of the crop per acre is much reduced on. this account .. 

(0) Paddy is subjected to various crop diseases under the condition 
of excessive moisture. 

(6) The whole country under flood produces malaria of the worst 
type which is dangerous both to human beings and the cattl. 
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that liv~ in the locality. Malarial fever attacks all the;n~ 
habitants of the village, an.! the cultivator with all his family' 
lies- low in hill hut, fever-stricken for days together, while 
his paddy crop is shedding grain on the ground because there' 
is nobody to reap the over-ripe field. • 

(7) If there is any accidental breach in a canal or a heavy shower 
of rain, the cultivated land gets overHooded, the paddy crop' 
overtopped by water, 'lnd there is no way to drain this 
water away to save the crop. Thus, immense loss of crop OOCUrIJ 

to hundreds and thousands of acres by the lodgment of water. 
The rains of 1927 in Lower Sind have wrought havoc in the' 
country, destroying crops and cattle' of the value of several 
lakhs of rupees. Because there was no drainage, continuous 
rainfall for five or six days with a fall of fifteen to twenty-five 
inches made a swamp of the whole country, water rushing intO' 
the dwelling-houses of, the' people at midnight. The mud 
houses crashed, the belongings of the people were washed away. 
They made rafts of their cots and saved their own ·lives and
the lives of their womenfolk and children with great hard· 
ship, suffering numerous privations, beinl without food, cloth
ing or shelter. The crops were of course ruined by the lodgment 
of water for several days after the rains. Even the fall of 
eight inches or so of rain in 1926 caused great damage to
crops and low lying villages. 

It is essential that the Public Works Department should realise the' 
gravity of this situation and made a bold effort to provide effective drainage 
channels for all the fields and villages. If Government is beset with difficulty
regarding finance for drainage works, I am sure all cultivators will 
be glad to contribute an additional revenue of four annas per acre for 
every acre of land under cultivation which can be provided with proper 
drainage. The proceeds of this cess may be ear-marked for drainage works 
and utilised to cover the interest charges of the capital invested in drainage' 
works. The Public Works Department should undertake this work at once 
and save the people from disaster .which occurs almost every year to s 
small or large extent. 

(ii) Much alkali land is lying waste in Lower Sind which could easily
be improved and ren'Qered '.cultivable if abundant canal silted water were 
to How on to it, and the soil were brought under rice cultivation. In the first: 
two years of its cultivation it gives. meagre crops, but from the third year' 
the salts disappear and normal crops of paddy can be reaped from it. Most 
of the alkali or kaZlar lands, as they are called in Sind, are above the lever 
of How water, but wherever by means of- regulators the level of water has
been raised to them for How, they have successfully been made cultivable. 
If the new barrage below Kotri is built it could provide' a higher level of 
water in the river, canals and streams and a very large area under kallar 
could then be reclJl.imedLwith great advantage to the State. Similarly other 
unoultivable lands now tying waste, whether half sandy or half kallar, could 
be brought under rice cultivation as well, and thus improved in texture because
the silt of the Indus has renova.ting power, and rice can adapt itself to 
any textlue of the soil. Rice though a favourite with the Sind oulti.
vator is not looked upon with favour by the Irrigation Department for the
reason that it consumes nearly twice as much water as the dry crops, bairi 
and iuar, though it pays nearly twice the assessment of dry crops. It h!'8' 
earned this disfavour from the engineers and revenue officers for this 
reason also, that it causes malaria in the tracts where it is grown. But 
my experience as a cultivator of thirty-three years standing (under the
existing cc,nditions of water supply) gi~~es the first pl~ce to it in point. 
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of net profit, on account of the ease with which it is planted and COIQlo
paratively smaller, expenditure its cultivation requires. I think the
p:oejudice with which it is looked upon by the authorities is undeserved, and 
the restriction upon its further cultivation which the authorities have im
posed is uncalled for and detrimental to the real interests of the cultivator. 
The advantages which rice cultivation afford may be enumerated below. 

Rice can be cultivated for twenty to thirty years successively, every 
year, on the same soil after the soil is newly brOKen under the plough, 
without incurring any cost of manuring. It gives as net profit more than 
Ilny other, cereal crop. If the soil is old and has been cropped many 
years successively, then it is left fallow during one khan! and sown with 
,.abi the same year, rice being repeated next khan! with a nice yield. 
In fact it renovates its vitality at once and the silted water of the Indus 
is sufficient to maintain its vigour from year to year. Other (Jry crops 
like bajn, joor, cotton and tobacco cannot be cultivated on the same land 
repeatedly from year to year without manuring, which process costs 'about 
ten rupees to twenty rupees an acre if the soil is manured with farm
yard manure. This, however, is so scarce that it cannot be applied to 
extensive areas of annual cultivation, so that practically, where a zamindar 
or han cannot invest much money on 'manure and where' manure. is scarce 
or unavailable, it is natural that the cultivator should show his preferences 
for rice cultivation. In fact it is essentially a crop for a poor man ,with 
httle capital, the only thing needed for its successful growth being :J 

plentiful supply of uninterrupted water throughout the season. The only 
thing that decreases its yield is want of drainage of the soil. If at intervals· 
the soil could be drained of its stagnant supply, and then again 'refilled 
with fresh silted water from the canal, it could double its produce. But at 
present Government policy has been to starve it out, and to discourage ita 
further extension. This is a mistaken policy. Instead of building drainage 
works to drain off excess water and thus a\'Oid malarial conditions in the 
locality, 'they have discarded the crop, which has found so much favour with 
the ryot. Again, rice is grown in low-lying marsh, ditches and depressions, 
In which no other crop can be grown. Rice, being an aquatic plant, can 
stand much water, whereas other crops will wither and die if water is 
lodged long at their roots. Further, under favourable conditions, the same 
rice soil, after the rice is harvested, can he ploughed on the same moisture 
and BOwn with winter pulse crops in the same year, yielding additional profit, 
besides providing valuable green fodder for cattle in winter when such fodder 
is scarce throughout the country. Such second pulse crops are universally 
grown in Upper Sind, renovating the soil with nitrogen from the air through 
the nodules in their rootlets. But iIi I.ower Sind, on account of want of 
drainage, the soil cannot get dry enough in, time to b~ sown with a pulse
crop and hence the soil is denied the advantages of enrichment by, the
growth of pulse crops after one, two or three years' cultivation has made' 
it necessary. Given a plentiful supply of water and efficient drainage in 
Lower Sind, rice soils could produce bumper rice crops and rich second 
ClOpS of pulses as well; with all the benefit of green fodder for winter fronl' 
Y6ar to year. . 

(b) (ii) In my experience as zamindar, I have observed that my lands; 
(in deh, Moya and Sethiari-Guni, district Hyderabad) were mostly lift lands' 
from the year 1894 to 1905, cultivated under bajn, as the water supply 
was scanty and unreliable, and the net revenue to -Government out of 

,cultivatio!l varied from Re. 600 to ~. 1,000 at the most. All the lift 
land was pure rich clay-loam perfectly sweet, with only a few' patches of 
alkali kallar soil. Sweet water could be had ,in wells at a depth of Set 
feet from tbe sub-soil sandy layer. In the year 1906 Govellnment cut II: 
J!.ew canal called the Karyowah, the supply of water on that account im
proved, and lift lands Could be commanded by flow water. Lands situated 
in the dhoro3, i.e., depressions, which were formerly cultivated under rica 
~th partial success, got a more steady supply of. water and bore better" 
nee crops. Some of the former lift lsnds, now commanded by flow water 
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also, were brought under rice ~ultivation. After a few years' cultivation 
:under rice, the area under rice cultivation expanded and the same dehs 
which yielded. a. revenue not exceeding Rs. 1,000 began to yield a revenue 
of Re. 4,000 a. yea.r. But unfortunately, during the rains the lands used to 
be overJlpoded from the Government extensive waste lands lying to the north, 
the crops being entirely destroyed with immense lOBS to the cultiva.tors, 
and gradually they became water-logged. The cultivated ·land being sur" 
rounded b3' high land. all round, there was no way -to drain out the exce~s 
wa.ter ;vhich lodged for several months. Some sweet lands that were above 
the reach of How water and were cultivated under lift crops, became kallar 
infected, and are now quite uncultivable. Alkali salts were deposited 
.on the top in tI. thick layer of about a foot deep. This can· only be culti
va.ted under rice if the water in the Government canal attains a higher 
level by means of regulators in the Fuleli or a barrage over the Indus 
.at Kotri. Rice is the only crop that can improve sllch lands. With regard 
-to the sub-soil water, it is now found that its level has risen by about 
twenty fee';' so that a. well dug now gives water at a. depth of ten to twehye 
'feet instead of thirty feet as before. All the surrounding lands, formerly 
;sweet a.nd above the reach of How water, have turned kallar. This marked 
.deterioration in the soil has come a.bout within my own observation within 
the last twenty years. 

(0) The measures which Government should take to reclaim areas which 
:hs,,:e gone out of cultivation on a.ocount of kallar are:-

1. Raising of water level in Goverument canals by means of regulators 
to command such lands with How water . 

. 2. To allow rice to be grown in such lands, a.s silted water from fl:!e 
. canals is bound to neutralise the salts in the soil and render 

the soil cultivable. 

3. To provide drainage channels in every tract to carry the saIts 
awa.y from the soil and render it sweet. 

QURs'rIoN l6.-ANIMAL HUSBANDRY.-(a) (i) For the improvement of 
'breeds of livestock I would suggest that Government supply bulls of the best 
br~d free of cost to zamindars who take interest in breeding, so that' the 

.existing breeds may improve and supply strong plough or draught .cattle. 

(ii) Betterment of·· dairying industry :-Qualified men in 'agriculture 
and dairying may be encouraged' to open private dairies by means of sub

.sidies, grant of pa.sture lands .. for dairy milch cattle and other necessary 
;facilities. 

(b) (i) and (ii) Over-,tocking 01 common pastures and absence 01 enclo.se~ 
pastwres.-Sind being a rainless country a.na having canals which afford 

'irrigation for three or four months in the year, pasture, is very scarce. 
For nearly six months in the year all th,' cattle have to live on dry fodder 

'which is DOt available in sufficient quantities and does not provide nourish-
· ment either for the plough. or the milch cattle. Besides that, even in the 
· season when canal, water is available, there is hardly any pasture land in 
· the village, much less necessary water supply for the irriga.tion of pastures, 
as the grEed of zamindars haa utilised for cultivation all- the available 

. :land and the cattle have to roam about in a semi-starving condition. I would 
·suggest that every village should compulsorily be supplied with twenty t.o 
fifty acres of pasture land for the free grazing of the village cattle, and 
the Irrigatiol) Department should supply water for this area free of charge. 
If suitable Government land is not available for this purpose near the 

'village site, land should even be acquired and reserved for pastures. Further, 
zamindars may be encour"ged to maintain pasture lands by remission of 
the present assessment. But construclion of the barrage below Kotri by 
lupplying perennial water would remedy this want. . 
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(c) The months in which the cattle experience shortage of fodder most.: 
are the months of May and June when the dry stored fodder has been,. 
consumed and the green fod~er has not yet sprung up. It is from the 
month of August, and after the rains, that green fodder is made available,. 
"hen the condition of the cattle improves somewhat: But in rice growing 

-t~acts it is not possible to keep the cattle for a long while after transplant-
ation when the tract becomes infested with mosquitoes on account of the-
water-logged condition of the soil. Most of the cattle migrate to high 
lands where, too, if there is no abundant rainfall" the green fodder is scarce
&nd the cattle are famished. 

QUEsnoN 11.-AGBICULTUBAL INDUSTBIEs.---(e) YeS, there is much scope for
work by Government; for instance, in Lower Sind where the staple crop' 
is rice and rice straw is to be had in abundance, and is simply thrown 
away and burnt, some machinery for manufacturing paper from rice straw-
should be a very useful supplementary industry for providing em-
ployment for the poor peasantry. -

. QUESTION ~4.-ATTBACTING CAPITAL.-(a) The necessary steps to induce-' 
a larger number of -men of capital :tnd enterprise to take to agriculture' 
are:-

1. To throw open, to men o~ capital or to registered agricultural com
panies with capital in hand, formed with the obiect of carrying:: 
on agriculture, large areas of, Government waste land with 
facilities from the Irrigation Department to cut new canals 
for the cultiva.tion of such tracts, because Government cannot 
cope with so much expenditure and capital required for sum. 
a vast area still lyiI!g uncultivated. W'1ste lands should be 
given to such companies on nominal value or full value to
be 'recovered gradually in ten or twenty instalments. 

2. To grant all facilities to such individuals or companies in the matter 
of aequiring lands for the passage of canals or embankments
if these are necessary. 

At pt'esent men of capital and ent,erprise are literally kept out of the
domain of agriculture by Government and no encouragement is forthcom
ing. The original occupants or their descendants have been granted special" 
privileges and these men stick to their ancestral traditions and have no" 
ambition for any improvements on tho old system of cultivation. These 
men are very conservative and worshippers of the past only. They are in 
fact ouly parasites, The present policy of Government is retrograde and it' 

·should be entirely changed to improve agriculture. 

Men of education and experience in agriculture, if interpersed in all" 
~alukas, will serve as an obiect lesson to all the uneducated mass or. 
Ilamindars, and I am strongly of opinion that reform in agricultural' 
practices can come only by QCular'demonstrations, which such men of enter
priJe and capital will provide. 

(b) The factors tending to discourage owners of agricultural land· frgm
carrying out improvements are:-

(a) want of education, (b) ignorance of the existence of any better 
methods on account of their narrow outlook, (0) conservative' 
habits, (d) want of enterprise, (e) deep-rooted lIeUef thall no' 
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effort will avail them except what God has destined for them, 
(f) want of capital which they cannot raise even for their. 
barest wants without heavy interest, and (g) patronising policy . 
• towards the so-called hereditary class of cultivators • 
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APPENDIX (11ide para., 12) . 
. Statement, 3u.bmitted by witness, 'showing collection Qf Te11e1liUe, cost of 

cleamnte and peTcentage of the ZatteT to the fOTmeT, in the '/IBM 
l811-12 and /Tom 1898-94 to 1921-22. 

1871-72 

1893-94 

189'-95 

189~-96 

1896-91 

1897-98 

1898-'9 

1899-1~ 

1900-01 

1901-02 

1902-03 

1903-04 

1904-05 

1905-06 

906-07 

907-08 1 

1 908-09 

909-10 

1 91Q-ll 

911-12 

1912-13 

918-14 

914-15 1 

1 

, 1 

915-16 

Dl~17 

1917-18 

19is-IS 

1919-20 

1920-21 

1921·22 

Year. 

1 

· 

· 
· · 
· 
· 

· 
· 

· 
· 

IN TALtrXA GUN!. 

Collection of 
land revenue. 

2 

Rs. 
... 

1,55,178 

· 1,65,136 

- 1,52,325 

1,83,106 

1,94,453 

1,69,629 

1,54,591 

· 2,00,399 

1,48,762 

1,02,319 

1,66,891 

· 1,43,345 

2,11,184 

1,95,630 

· . 1,48,941 

1,76,918 

1,91,593 

1,90,204 

· · 2,2~,305 

· 2,44,050 

· 2,19,993 

· 2,67,453 

· · 3,22,763 

3,50,093 

3,15,414 

2,46,705 

2,99.137 

2,85,117 

2,86,761 . 
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Cost of Peroentage of 
clearanoe. Col. 3 to Col. 2; 

3 , 
Rs. 
21,534 '" 

27,059 17 

21,744 13 

31,662 20 

26,760 14 

23,828 12 

22,505 13 

29,708 19 

30,163 15-

23,310 IS. 

36,421 35. 

19,204 U 

33,991 2S. 

47,3040 22' 

21,247 1'" 

Not av8.ilable. ... 
Do. '" 

16,538 8· 

19,030 10' 

140,794 6. 

19,050 8 

17,457 8 

17,457 & 

18,628 & 

12,664 f 

12,465 4 

14,49? G 

10,2340 3'5 
I 10,603 40 

I' . .. . .. 
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, Oral Evidence. 
60729. The Chairman: Rao Sahib .Udharam Shewakram, you are of the 

'district of HyderabadP-Yes. 
60730. What has been your occupation P-l\Iy occupation is agriculture; I, 

am a zamindar agriculturist cultivating my own lands . 
.. 60731. CUltivating yourself?-I myself through my ham; I give personal 

attention. '. . 
60732. Have you any home farms at allP-No. 
60733. You are anxious, I see, that the agricultural research organisation 

should pay more attention to food crops which are'consumed in IndiaP-Yes, 
to indigenous crops. 

. 60734. That is, bajri and juari. Has the department succeeded in intro
ducing any agricultural improvements which have been successful in your 
own neighbourhoodP-None that I know of. 

60735. I see that on page 221 you suggest that the value to the parents of 
the boy's services in various directions makes them disinclined to send him to 
school P-That is true. 

60736. You suggest that arrangements should be made to allow the boy 
to work on the farm and go to school as well?-Yes. 

60737. What sort of a day's work is a boy of seven expected to doP-He is 
Bent to graze the cattle. " 

60738. At what time does he start out in the morningP-Early in the 
morning, at seven or eight. 

60739. At what time does he get backP-At eleven or twelve. 
60740. Does he again go outP-He again goes out at four or five. 
60741. When do you suggest that he should go to schoolP-I have suggested 

that he should attend the school from two to five. Then again he would 
go to the fields and return, and after that attend the school d night. 

Rao Sahib, you were no doubt a very industrious boy, but do you think 
that, if you had been out in the morning to attend to the cattle and had 
returned at noon, and then sat down in a somewhat &tuffy school room and had 
had levelled at your head some of those extremely dull lessons from which we 
have all of us suffered, you would have remained awake P I, at least, could 
Dot have done 80. 

60742. Would you attach any importance to the improvement of communi
cations in Sind ?-I attach great importance to it. In fact it is a very im
portant factor in the growth of trade and commerce; there should be com-
munications between t.v.ral areas and urban areas. ' 

60743. In your ans\ver to Question 8, you attach great importance te 
silt clearanceP-Yes. 

60744. I suppose there IS a limit to the advantage of silt clearance. Is it 
any good going deeper and deeper below the gradientP-What I say is that 
clearance should be made at a point where the lowest inundation can reach 
it. We have to safeguard the crops and enable them to mature; for, this, 
water is required at a particular time and should be stopped at a particular 
time. If the canal is dug deep, even in low inundation we can get enough 
water to start cultivation. If the bed of the canal is high, then the canal 
will not flow and we cannot get any water to cultivate. It must be borne in 

, mind that the duration of the inundation is short and we have to ripen our 
crops within that .time: unless we start quite early there is a danger that 
inundation may end early and our crops may not mature. We have to clear 
our own karias also; We clear so as to catch the lowest inundation; we take 
thiS prudent measure for meeting the vagaries of our river. When we have 
spent three to four thousand rupees on our clearance, we have a right to 
expect Government to clear their own cana.ls in sufficient depth to give us 
water. 

60745. After all, it is no use clearing a little here and there, regardless of 
the gradient: water cannot run uphill P-Every canal has low and high lands. 
There are some lands which will not be reached even in the highest floods, but 
there are 'other lands 'which are 'reached by -the lowest inundation.· . ' ... , , 
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60746. I observe that in answer to Question 9 ,you suspect that the Irriga
tion Department is viewing with disfavour any cultivation of rice although, 
according to you, rice pays twice the assessment that bajri pays, the water 
charge being twice as much. What ;makes you think that the Irrigation 
Department does not like riceP-There is the Commissioner's circular which 
places a generall'estriction on the cultivation of rice. For instance, adjacent 
to my own lands there are lands Buitable jor rice, but they would not be 
granted at all. _ 

60747. But the Commissioner has no natural prejudice against rice'; why', 
ha3 he imposed this restrictionP-He has imposed it because he thinks it 
takes more water and makes- the climate more damp and more unhealthy. 
But we feel' that with regard to certain lands we have no .choice but to cultivate' 
rice j rice will grow there better than any other crop j the very first rain will 
swamp any other crop j only rice.can resist the onslaughts of water. ' 

60748. On page 223 you express great Concern aboub the eff~t, in certain 
districts of Lower Sind, which may result from the building of the Barrage. 
Are you competent· to give an opinion in this matter?-My experience tells 
me that if water is held up at Sukkur by three, four or five feet, it is certain 
that the level at Kotri will fall by two or three feet. Every man can under-
stand that. ' 

60749. Do you wish to controvert any particUlar statement made by or on 
behalf of Government as to the effect which the building of the Barrage will 
have on the agricultural interests of Lower Sind?-Mr. Shoubridge did make 
a statement that the water at Kotri is sure to fall by one or two feet. 

60750. Do you agree with that?-I do. 
60751. Do you wish to disagree with any statement? Do you challenge 

any of the statements that have been made?-Yes; Mr. Shoubridge said that 
Lower Sind would not suffer very much by the fall in the water level; I do 
not agree with him there. . 

60752. On what do you base your views P-I base my views on the common 
ul}derstanding that if water is held np at any particular place by about 
five or six feet, it is bound to lower the level at a place situated below it. 
Even now when the Lloyd Barrage does not exist and water is freely admitted, 
we experience shortage of water level at Kotri; if water is held up by the 
Barrage, we shall experience greater shortage. 

60753. From your own knowledge of -the Province, do you think that the 
, dangers which you foresee to Lower Sind are such as to lead you to wish that 

the Barrage had not been constructed? I ask you Yes or NoP-We !lever 
',,-ish that there should be no barrage, but we want a new barrage' below 
Kotri. 

60~54. So, you do not quarrel with the policyP-No. Barrages are essen-
tial for the success of cultivation in Sind. , 

60155. Do you, as a practical man, think it is possible to construct 
more than one barrage at a timeP-But t,hen, efforts ought to be made to 
provide against hardships ahead rather than wait until we are ruined and 
1;hen construct. That wUI be a bad policy. Here we ha:ve been carrying on 
-our cultivation ,all right, but if the flow water is stopped we will suffer 
greatly. We feel that there will be ruin to OUI" lands. 
, 60756. To go into a matter of detail, you do not like the module system; 

is that soP-We do not, because in practical working every zamindar is com
plaining that the introduction of modules ,has shortened his supplies. 

, 60757. The tail portion of the canal is becoming ,the head portion and the 
llead portion the tail P-That has been the result., 

_ 60758. That is in terms of receiving water. It is now an advantage to 
hve at the tail?-Yes. " 

60759. Where do you live P:""I live both at the head and the tail. 
_ 60760. You have seen a great deal of deterioration consequent upon irriga.

tIon and waterloggingP-That is because there is no proper drainage. I 
attri~ute all that waterlogging to want of drainage j in fact drainal!:e has been 
practIcally neglected. ' 
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60761. On the,'one hand you want drainage; on th~ other hand you want 
the land to be charged with siltP-Drainage is the natural cure for water-
logging. ' 

60762. Dei the inundation canals lay down a rich deposit of silt on your 
landsP-X'es; they do in regard to How lands. , 

60763. Any in lift areasP-Not in lift areas, because in lift areas the silt 
settles down in the canal, and when water is raised it does not bring much silt 
to the soil. In How land the silt Hows with the water and is deposited. 

60764. Have you. had any experience of reclaiming land that has been 
infected with lcallarP-Yes; if there is silted How water, after two or three
years' cultivation with rice the kallar land becomes quite sweet. High 
lands cannot be reclaimed. 

60765. Do you think red rice is more fffective in improving kalla~8 P
Yes. 

60766. The Baja of Parlakimedi: You complain of the bad state of the 
roads P-Yes. 

60767. May I know what allotment is made p~r mile?-About ten rupees 
a mile is the allotment we receive from the taluka board. I think five thousand 
rupees is spent upon roads which have a length of about two hundred miles. 
~:he repairs are inadequate. 

60768. Has there been any difference in the allotment within the last few 
yearsP-No difference at all. 

60769. To what extent should the allotment be increased in order to keep. 
the roads in efficient repair P-You mean the Government allotment? 

60770. I mean the total a~ountP-It should be quadrupled before we can 
do anything. If that is done, we can take up blocks of forty to fifty miles 
every year and improve them by turns. 

60771. As communications a,re very necessary for special agricultural 
districts, should not the local bodies economise under some other heads to 
meet this charge?-I am afraid theret is no head from which we can take any 
amount. There is very little available with the district local board itself;' 
there is a great length of roads under its control, and what is provided for 
other purposes is hardly enough for those purposes. 

60772. Can you 'not levy a cess for improvements?-I am afraid not; our 
levy has already been increased froJll four pice to five pice in the rupee of 
assessment. . 

60773. That is not .. very much?-Not very much, but I am afraid the profits 
hom agriculture are .ftot such as will permit the agriculturist to part with 
more money; already tlie agriculturist is crying that there is little profit from 
agriculture, and therefore. he would not pay more. 

60774. Under village sanitation and education how much is allottedP 
Which takes most of the revenueP-Education takes most; that is what I 
believe. . 

60775. What arrangements have local bodies made for the maintenance of' 
village sanitationP-The only step that the local board- takes in the case of 
sanitation is to grant a contribution to the village sanitary boards; there are 
not many boards, .only six or seven in a taluka. A sanitary board is 'formed 
in each village when the panchayat of the village contributes about half 
the amount; the other half is contributed by the local board and the Gov
ernment; five by the panchayat, four by the taluk", board and three by 
Government. . 

60776. Does your village receive. any grants for improvement of drinking 
water supplyP-None whatever. 

60777. Have you appliedP-No. _ 
60778. How many 'schools has your villageP-My village has got one 

Bchool. . 
. .60779. How many schools does the taluka board maintainP-It has got 

about si.'tty or seventy schools in the whole of the taluka. 
60780. Up to what standardP-Up to the 'fourth standard; that is, th. 

fourth vernacular. 
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60781. Is any attempt being made to give preliminary agricultural instruo
tion P-None whatever; in fact the teachers themselves do not know anything 
of agriculture. _ 

60782. Would you like to have SO)lle instruction of that kind givenP-'-1 
would, very much. From the very start the boys who are agriculturists should 
get some teaching in the principles.of agriculture in their school, so that it 
IIlny serve them in after life in improving agriculture. There must be some 
text book on agriculture. 

60783. Are you making any attempt towards it yourselfP-No; I have not 
made any attempt. , 

60784. You complain about postal arrangements in villages. In what way 
would you meet the difficultyP-Every big village o\lght to be served with a 
free postal dlivery, if not once a day at least 'once in two days. 

60785. Professur Gang'Ulell: What do you mean by free postal deIiveryP-1 
do not mean that 'there should not be the usual payment of stamps, but that 
no additional levy should be made. 

60786. Under such deliveries, do you include the money order system alsoi'
Yes; the delivery should bet made on the ordinary terms. The delivery should 
be made in the village its~lf; there should be some postal official to deliver 
as well as receive letters anCl money orders. 

60787. Is not the real reason for this state of affairs the dearth of proper 
and reliable persons to take up such workP-In every village Y6U can get 
the headmaster of the school to do that work very nicely at a small charge. 

60788. 'rhe headmaster of which school p---,-The headl'l8ster of the local fund 
Bchool;, he can take charge of that work. 

60789. Do youthlnk'people will be available to stand security for himi'
Yes; I think BO. At any rate I could supply one. I have several times made 
the request that a post office should be established in my village, which 
contains seven or eight hundred souls, . and every time that request has 
leen rejected; though I undertook to makll good any deficit, they would 
not open one. 

60790. Did you undertake to make good any leakage that there might beP 
-Which leakage? . 

60791. The postman might r·un away with the money orders; that is rather 
common P-I meant any deficiency in the expenditure that will be inourred in 
.employing a postman for delivery. 

60792. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: How many letters do the people in a rural 
village send or receive on an average per dayP-When I got tired of request
ing the authorities, three or four of us, zamindars, combined and appointed 
a man to send aud take delivery of our letters. We received six or seven a 
day. 

60793. That is about the zamindars; what about the other people P How 
many letters do they send in the oourse of a day P-They are receiving, after 
this convenience has been given, about fifteen or twenty a month. 

60794. For the whole villageP-Yes. 
60795. I am not quite clear about thi~ suggested free postal delivery in 

the rural villages, Are there any charges made beyond the ordinary postage_ 
cJvLrges P-Sometimes the peons who come and deliver the letters exact ,two 
or three pi!,s for each letter they deliver. 

60796. The Ohairman: Is that a recognised and sanctioned chargeP-No, 
it is not. ' 

60797. That is an impostP-Yes. 
'60798. Sir James MacKenna: And, do you zamindars 'give itP-,-Some ,do 

and some do not. 
60799. Professor Gang'Ulee: What happens if you do notP-Thell you will 

find that YOUII letterlil are stolen. ' 
60800. Si,· James MacKen1la: On page 221, you say the ·impression is 

abroad that Government d~ote more attention to cotton and wheat crops 
~h~t are exported abroad than to crops that are consumed in Indiai'-Yes, 
It IS the general impression. 
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60801. Is it not the case that the crops which are most extensively exported 
are also. the cropll which are most extensively consumed in the countryP-No. 
For instance, I have in view the crops of bajri, rice and juari. Those are 
the crops which arl not exported but they are the crops which are most 
extensively consumed anll locally used. 

60802. The Raja 0/ Parlakimedi: But is not the country made prosperouS 
by the export of those crops P-Certainly. it is; but at the same time I said 
that attention should be ,aid to both; I do not mean that the export crops 
should be neglected, but say equal attention might be paid to both. 

60803. Sir James MacKenna: What about the favourable conditions that 
prevail in Spain and Haly P-I read some reports that paddy there gives about 

. thirty or forty maunds per acre. Now, enquiries might be made as to what 
are the conditions which lead to the production of such crops, whereas 
we cannot get more than nine or twelve. maunds. 

60804. It is {lomparing' the salubrious climate of. Italy with the inferno 
of SindP-No, I said enquiry might be made as to how our conditions here 
might be improved. 

60805. Yes, you are quite rightP-It is worth enquiring into. 
60806. Professor Gangulee: Have you interested yourself in the taluka 

development associationsP-No, I have nolo . 
60807. Do you know anything about this organisationP-Yes, I have heard 

of it. 
60808. You are familiar with the working of the organisationP-No. 
60809. Would you like to see it started in each talukaP-Yes, I would like 

to Bee it, certainly. 
60810. Would you make a move in that direction P-I have not ye~ made 

any, 
60811. Do you find any appreciable decrease in the yield of crops in 

SindP-Yes, 1 have been feeling that there is a decrease. 
60812. Of rice P-Of rice; I have much experience. of rice cultivation. 
608ia. Do you find the rice yield is decreasingP-Yes, because the Boil is 

deteriorating on account of there not being any drainage at all. I find that 
lands that are not provided with drainage cannot give UR good crops. 

60814. On the question of drainage, you suggest that your zamindars 
would be prepared to pay a cess of four annas per acreP-Yes, if the amount 
is earmarked for that purpose. 

60815. Do you make that suggestion yourself, or have 'you consulted 'other 
samindarsP-I have ct)nsulted some friends who also agree that they will be 
prepared to pay four Almas more if effective drainage could' be constructed for 
thE' drainage of excess water from their areas. 

60816. Have you Approached the Government with that offerP-No, we 
have never approached them. 

60817. You make another proposal of an additional cess of one anna in the 
rupee for compulsory education; is that rightP-Yes. 

60818. Do you think the zamindars would be prepared to . ~ccept that 
proposaJP-1 do not know 'Whether they would be prepared or ~ot; that is my 
proposal. • 

60819. That is your viewP-Yes, it is my view that for the encouragement 
of education that should be done.· We cannot get it; without sacrifice. 

60820. In answering a question of one of my colleagues, you said somethin{! 
about the water supply for drinking purposes. It is not clear in my mind 
'What is the actual positionP-1 feel that in the rural areas water for drinking 
is very defective. In fact, when, the canals are dry, and the canals remain 
dry for about seven or eight months in the year, then our source of supply 
for drinking purposelt is by means of wells. In some places wells give us 
very brackish water, and in other places you cannot tap a good well. During 
the whole of that season of seven or eight months good water cannot be had 
for drinking purposes. In fact, that is one of the reasons why people in 
urban areas do not care to go and live in rural a~llas. In certain places good 
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drinking water cannot be had. When the canals flow, which is only fQr a 
period of four or five months, we get good drinking water. 

60821. Do you think that durin!!: those seven or eight months wells can 
supply drinking waterP-We dig wells; we have to live upon wells. Whether 

. it is brackish water or not, we have to drink it. 
60822. Have you sunk wells for your karis?-I have sunk 'seven or eight 

wells. ' 
60823. On page 232, you say that at present men of capital and enter

prise are literally kept out of the domain of agriculture by Government, 
and no encouragement is forthcoming?-Yes, I find the ,policy 'in Sind has 
:llways been to encourage the hereditary owners and, any new-comer is 
literally kept out of agriculture. If there is a man of capital who goes 
:ond applies for land, Governmen~ will either make too heavy a charge or 
will not allow him land because it always adjoins some neighbouring, 
zamindar's land. 

60824. Again, I am not clear what you really mean when you say no. 
encouragement is forthcoming. What encouragement do you expect from the 
Government ?-Supposing there are some educated men who want to pursue 
agriculture, then they will apply for certain Government waste land some
where. If that land 'could be obtained on easy terms with facilities for irri
gation, many people would go in for it; but I am sure, if they make such 
application, it will not be entertained. 

60825. Do you know of any application that has been refused on that 
accountP-I cannot give you particular instances but the general policy is 
known, and therefore nobody ever applies for it. 

60826. Mr. Calvert: Has any educated man ever applied to you for land as 
your tenant, as your hari P-As my kari, no; I do not think that would suit 
him. . 

60827. Pro/eslor Ganoulee: Further on, you say 'they are in fact only 
parasites. To whom are you referring ?-Some of the old zamindars. 

60828. The new ones are not parasites but the old ones areP-Yes, the-old 
ones are. 

60829. Mr. Kanmt: I should like to ask you a question or two as to the 
rublic attitude in this Province to the road policy. You said just now 
you were in favour of levyinl!; a one-anna cess for compulsory primary educa
tion. Similarly, as a good citizen, would you not be in favour of some addi
tional cess for roads P-J am afraid there will be an accumulation of such 
cesses which will be too much for the zamindars to pay. 

608.10. Such a cess would be too much?-Yes. 
60831. Have you worked it out as a matter of profit and loss, if that were 

done? J mean, by coml)aring the present cost of transport on one side and 
the additional profits if the roads were imnroved on the other?-"-No, I do 
root think there will be any profit in that direction. 

60832. At any rate, you know there is a bright future for Sind when this 
Harra,:!;e comes and a lot of additional produce either in the shane of, cotton, 
or other material is brought on the market; you can foresee that easily I 
suppose P-Yes. ' 

6083.1. Hut nnle.'IIi this policy of giving good water from the 'Barrage is 
('oupled with a poliey of givinl!; p;OIid roads, you may not get the maximum 
price for your additional produceP-Yes, that is quite possible. 

60834. Cannot you see that improved methods of transport will give you 
bigger profits than when transport is by the camel cart going at Ii crawling 
pa('(\. If it is a small cess ('am pared with the increased profit, why should the 
public be against itP-If the roads are repaired I do not think it will make 
much difference in the methods of transport. If yolt bring in a railway or 
some feeder lines to carry produce, the rates will become lower and that will 
make a difference; but if there is no feeder line, and the roads are merely 
repaired and we have. to resort to the same camel or cart traffic, I do not 
think it will make much difference. 

60835. We. will leave aside the question of feeder lines because feeder lines 
cannot touch every village; we are talking of the smaller roads. Would you 
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he in favour of simply repairing the roads and perpetuating the camel 
traffic I' Is that what you meanP You do not want motor trafficP-We do 
want motor traffic. , .. 

60836. You do not want better roadsP-Certainly we do. 
60837. If that is the case, do you imagine you can scrape up' the' necessary 

money merely from your sanitation expenditure or from any other minor ex
penditure in the budget P~N 0, I think our budget is too meagre and ~mall. 

60838. I suppose the people's representatives, both on your district local 
boards and your Legislative Council,. scrutinise the budgets very carefully 
but find they cannot scope' out the req~isite additional funds for roads from 
any other head of revenue?-I believe not. 

60839. If that is the case, wby would nllt you favour a small cess, if that 
wil! save you a lot of transport costs, especially as you are going to have this 
Barrage and there are signs of plenty before youP-1 personally am not going 
to benefit by the Barrage; on the contrary, I am going to suffer by it, so 
that I would not like to tax myself any more on account of the' Barrage. 

60840. But locking at the whole as a good citizen, would you not favour 
a small cess for road purposes, just as you are favouring this compulsory cess 
for education 1'-1' would, certainly. . 

60841. Mr. Jamshed Mehta: You are a zamindar chiefly and in fact almost 
wholly interested in rice cultivationP-Yes, because of the nature of my 
land. 

60842. With regard to the roads, do you think, if roads are huilt by the 
Government, there will, be a good deal of motor lorry and motor car traffic P
There is bound to be. 

608'43~ Then you would expect the Government customs revenue to 'be 
considerably increased: the zamindars' would go in for motor cars. Would that 
constitute a source of revenue to GovernmentP-Yes, it would. 

60844. Would you recommend that, out of such increased rev~nue from 
motor lorries, the Central Government should give a part to the :Provincial 
GovernmentP-Yes, I think some contribution ought to be made by Govern-
ment. ' , 

60845. :on you think, if compulsory education were' applied to the village 
as it is now, agriculture would suffer. You speak of certain hours as not 
being practical from the point of view of health or .education. Then what 
would you suggest I' Would you suggest that the boys should not be given 
education, or that agricultural education should be given 1'-1 should certainly 
suggest that education should be imparted to them. If the other suggestions 
I have made are not practicable" ,then of course the present morning and 
evening hours may be fixe!I. > 

60846. You make a ~~kgesti~n' on page 222 with regard to a mortga~e 
bank. There is some fear in.the minds of some people that if the zamindars 
Br,e relieved of their debts ,they will incur fresh debts, and therefore it is 
110 use helping them. What is your view P Supposing the zamindars are 
relieved of their debts by having long-term redemption loans, do you think 
they would incur debts again by spending the money lavishly in ilome other 
ways P~I du not think there is any truth in the suggestion that the zamin
darB spend lavishly, The fact is that their. incomes are small. It is only 
in a few exceptional cases that there may be luxurious expenditure; generally 
speaking, I think they are the most parsimonious people Jiving. 

60847. What is the charge of the zamindar to thehanP-The Ilamindars' 
charges range from twelve to twenty-five per cent. As a matter of fact, as bad 
seasons occur frequently all advances cannot be recovered every year and 
generally the zamindar is forced to take the cattle or some other property of 
thE' han, which does not pay half the deht. 

60848 On page 223. you refer to the Gaja system, Will you explain 
what that meansP-In Guni taluka there is the Gaja Canal which irrigates 
a good portion of the taluka. There is a proposal before the Government 
to dig a new canal called the Mehrani Canal which takes off direct from 
the river; that proposal is now hefore Government for .sanction. My 
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suggestion here is that that project should b~ sanctioned early s«}' that the 
C1Jltivation may extend and benefit by the new supply of water. 

60849. You make very, strong mention, in your statements, of certain 
agreements which have been made by the Government in the past with 
regard to the levying of huccabaP-Yes. 

60850. You feel that that agreement waS not carried out and you also 
DEe the word" misappropriation" ?-Yes. 

(lO85l. Is that the general opinion of the zamindars of your district~ 
Yes. 

60852. Yeo think, the Government ought to carry out the contract by 
c1earin/t the silt?-Yes; I will explain what it means, though I think I have 
given the explanation already in niy answers. Formerly, in Sind, the cost 
of clearance o( canals was considered to be a most important charge; without 
clearance of canals we cannot get water to the lands we cultivate. 

60853. That was so formerly, but is that the opinion of the zamindars at 
presentP-At present everybody is very strong on the point that clearance 
charges are a first item, and without clearance of canals we cannot advance 
cultivation. In fact what I say is that, from the extracts from Government 
records, formerly there was statute labour by which people used to supply 
labour for clearance. Then, after the conquest Government abolished that 
forced labour, and instead of that labour they imposed a kind of cess" 
specially for, clearance. Then they merged that cess into the assessment, 
because the names of more cesses would only frighten the people; that is now 
being levied. Government used to spend about sixteen per cent. of the 
assessment upon clearance of canals. Now we, find only three (lr four per 
cent. is being spent on clearance of canals. 

60854. And that is what you call misappropriationP-Wlien a'speeis! cess 
is levied for ,the purpose of clearance and it is not now spent for that 
purpose, certainly we say it is misappropriation. 

60855. Mr. Kamat: Have you seen the actual wording in the Government 
records and seen whether the undertaking was for silt clearance or for main
tenance of the canals as a wholeP-It is maintenance of canals, which, includes 
si It clearance. 

60856. But all the while you are arguing that the whole of that percentage 
should be spent on clearance only. That is what Sir Chunila! Mehta pointed 
outP-Maintenance of 'canals, here in Sind means clearance; clearance i~ 
the first charge upon the cost of maintenance. 

60857. Maintenanc'e may mean any amount of repairs and other charges? 
-No, repairs should not mean· constructing bungalows, road~ and gardens; 
all the cost is absorbed in those items, whereas the real item of clearing 
canals has very little spent upon it. 

60858. All'. Jamshed Alehta: You are very strongly against modules and 
you speak of robbing Peter to pay Paul. Modules are supposed to give equal 
water to the head and to the tail; how do you think it is robbing anybody? 
You are at both the head and tail, but, apart from that, what do you mean 
when you 'say it robs somebody to pay somebody elseP We want to under
stand the situation P-The introduction of modules has resulted in taking off 
water from the head zamindars and transferring it to the tail zamindars. 
Formerly, without modules, there is no doubt that the tail zamindars used 
to get less water than the head zamindars; but by the introduction of modules 
the position has been reversed; that is to say, the modules are so narrow 'and 
designed in such a way that the water that the head zamindars used to get 
has been transferred from them ~ the tail portions. • <,. 

60859. DoeS not the tail get moreP-The tait"people are getting more water 
than the head people. ' 

60860. I can understand that the tail people are getting more water than 
they got before;. but that would mean that some difficulties were removed 
from which they were suffering beforeP-But it is at the expense of the head 
people. Supposing the headman has been made to curtail his cultivation 
by a hundred acres, no doubt that water has been sent down to the tail 
but the head people have suffered. ' 
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60861. Would you be in favour of the introduction of modules if an equal 
distribution system were adopted ?-In the first place I' want to 
plnce this bt;'fore the Commission: that equal treatment is not contemplated 
even accordmg to, the terms of the settlements. We have, in Sind irriga
tional settlements; that is to say, the assessment is not charged' equally 
to all but according to the extent of the convenience the irrigation supplies. 
}<'or instance, those that are at the head portion are generally charged 
four rupees per acre for the same crop for which those at the tail are 
"barged three rupees or two rupees eight annas per acre. When the 
settlement has differentiated in the rates of settlement between those' at 
the head and thoe at the tail, there should be no equality of treatment in 
the' distribution of water. Of course, if the settlement were changed 'and 
those at the head and those at the tail were charged the same rate of 
assessment, you might fairly say: "We will distribute water equally to 
all." The Revenue Officer comes and fixes the eettlement rates unequaly 
according to the convenience of the supply of water; that settll)ment has 
been guaranteed to run for about ten or twenty years; but before that 
period expires there comes the Irrigation Officer who says:' "I am going 
to put a module in your karia head and diminish your supply and give it 
to tail zaminda1'." This is auite unfair. 

60862. The -Chairman: Is there no adjustment from year to year in the 
assessmentP-No, the assessment is fixed for ten or twenty years. 

60863. I am aware that that is the period of the settlement, but is no 
other adiustment possible?-No other adjustment is made at all, and in the 
meanwhile the karia heads are reduced. 

fl0864. Your point is that where modules have been introduced a disparity 
used to exist in the agricultural advantage of the man at the head of the 
ranal as compared with the man at the tail, Qnd that was reflected in a 
differellce in the assessment: but now, whereas that advanta!!:e is removed. 
t,he assessment remains, as it was before, weighted against the man at the 
head of the canal?-Yes. 

60865. Is that the point?,-Yes: that "ssessmenti remains t~e same but the 
advantage of the water has been reduced. 

60866. Apart from that. does the presence of more water at the tail en"ble 
the zamindars at the tail to cultivate more land and to better purpose?-Yes, 
eert,ainlv. 

60867. And,to that extent they are paying more in terms of assessment, 
because land ill only assessed when the crop is grown; is that so?-Y('s. 

60868. So that to that extent-there is an automatic adjustment?-No. what 
the head people now. complain of is that their area under cultivation is 
roouced. Formerly they cul~ivated five hundred a.cres, whereas now. owing 
to the introduction of ,ttJodulei;,~they can only cultivate three hundred acres. 
The economic posit.ion of, the zamindars is completely disturbed; they are 
put in I!:reat difficulty. The zamindar haa to evict his tenants or send them 
awav hecRUse the area has been reduced and the water is transferred to 
the ·tail. 

60869. If the area cultivated is reduced. the amount whi£h a zamindar 
pays in terms of land revenue is also reduced. is it notP-Yes. the amount 
i~ rf'ldl1oed. hut then he j" subiect, to I!'r.,at hardship in that he cannot accommo
date those people who live in his village who have bcen accustomed to live 
ther .. fn1'''Anturies: thev cannot get the- water they got before. 

60870. How much sUbstaucl' is th.,rA left ,in your claim that, in terms of 
assessment, the introduction of a module brin!!:S about unfairness. if it is t.he 
CI1SP that anv reduction in thl' tot .. l are" ofJand cuJt.ivated on the property 
of the zamindar at the head ia reDected in a reduced. aSRessmentP-For the 
advantal!9 which the tail zamindar also gets he pays thrp9 rupees assess
mpnt ner II Are, whereas tl,e bead man pays four rnpees. He I!'ets the same 
.. dvantage .in water as the headman gets, whereas the headman pays a 
Inrp' .. r ~s"".sment. 

60871. Pro/e.w)r Gall,!/1tlcp: How d,., you' pay more assessment when your 
('uItivatotl prpa haa heen rpduced ?-I pay four rupl'es for rice cultivat.ion 
"Ar ;'"re while he (the tail man) pays three rup"es per a(,1'e: it is the 
dis""ritv in the pitl'h of the nsRPRsm"nt per a,"re that we complain of. 

T",. f'l1r.fI,;rm,flfI,:· He if' concern"" wit,h t,he pitch of the land revenue. 
60872. Mr. f'la7flert: You mentioned thl' question of mortgag9 hanks. Is 

there any particular type of mortgage bank you wish to rei:?mmendP-No. 
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60873. Have you thought out the best way in 'which Government could 
assist the formation of mortgage banksP-No.; 

60874. Bir Cliunilal Mehta: You said that the Agricultural Department 
has done nothing, and that 'Crops which are IWt e'xport crops are not being 
attended to. IB there no work being done on riceP-Yes, some work is being 
done. I do not say exactly nothing, but nothing substantial has come out of 
~ . 

60875. Mr. Thadani, as you know, was specially deputed to study, research, 
and he has been appointed for the last live or six yearsP-I thinkl h~ ;S 
doing more cotton work than rice work. 

60876. IB there any other officer doing work on riceP-In my taluka there 
is no research station or experimental farm, but then I know of one at 
Larkana. ' . 

001:177. Has any attempt been made to reduce smut and damage by· stem 
borer in juarP-Not that I.know of. 

60878. Have any iron ploughs been introduced in SindP-By iron ploughs, 
do you mean English-made ploughs P 

60879. There are lots of them. The ploughs of Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers, 
for exampleP-We are using iron ploughs ourselves. . 

60880. The Agricultural Department have nothing to. do with itP-They 
are e,xhibiting many forms of ploughs, but then we have not yet been able to 
select one that would suit rice land.. I think the indigenous ploughs that 
wt.' are now using are all right; we have made some modifications. 

60881. In your note about cattle-breeding, you do not refer to the premium 
bull system in Sind. Do you know what the premium bull system is?-No. 

60882. Do you know that Government are offering' premium bulls at half 
the price plus ten rupees a month for maintenance, for the improvement of 
the breed of cattle ?-l would have taken advantage of it; if I had known about 

·it. \ • 
You may find it out from the Agricultural Department. Thai is one of 

the things which the 'Agricultural Department are doing. . 
60883. Are the figures of the total area CUltivated, which you ,give on page 

226, accurateP-Yes, they are quite accurate. They are :taken from some 
official reports. . . 

60884. I am told they are not qui:te accurate?-l know they have been 
taken from official reports. 

60885. Let ~s turn to page 234. When was the new setilement intro
duced in the Guni taluk8;?-In 1913-14. It was due for re-settlement in 
1923-24, but the old rates continue.' . 

60886. Therefore, it is long agoP-Yes. 
60887. If you l~ok at the figures that you have quoted in column 2," conec

tion of land revenue", the collection of land revenue has increased of course. 
That has also been accompanied by a great.increase in the araa cultivated?
Yes, but these figures indicate up to 1921-22, whereas the other -figures, on 
page 226, go up to 1922-23, 

60888. That scarcely matters. But you see there is an.increase in the collec
tion, and that must be accompanied by an increase in the area cultivatedP;-
Yes. . 

. 60889. Take the years from 1905-06, or even further back, i901'()2 P-There 
has been a steady increase in the collection of land revenue. _ 

60890. which necessarily means also an increase in the area cuitivated, 
not exactly to the same extent, but in some proportion ?-I could tell you' 
where we have drawn these figures from. " . 

60891. You suggest that without silt clearance cultivation camiot be 
advanced?-Yes. 

60892, Then )low do you explain this increase in cultivation p-on the' 
contrary, I have shown that the cultivation has been decreasing, according" 
. to my statement oq page 226. 
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60893. There you are comparing"1911-1B with 1922-23. We will not take 
that; there may bl;! special rcasbns such as failure of the river in particular 
years. Let us take a long period for an average. Bow do you explain the 
increase in the area cultivated if silt clearance is not being attended to? If 
you get less water you get less area culti'l"ated? Will that be the case?-It 
is not quite that way. Cultivation may gil on, not without water, but on 
less water; all the same, it can go on. The {)nly difference will be in the 
outturn. If a crop gets less water, it will make a difference in the outturJi. 
All the people do not lessen their area of cultivation. In Sind, one does 
not know what kind of inundation there is going to be, One always prepares 
as large an area as one can for the next crop, and trusts to fortune whether 
one is going to get water for it or not. Therefore, because there is less silt 
clearance people will not lessell. their area of cultivation; they will depend 
upon chance. Perhaps the inundation may be more favourable than in "other 
yenrs and they will go on cultivating as much as they can. 

60B94. But they pay assessment only 011. the !/orea cultivated ?-They pay 
assessment on the area they cultivate. . 

60895. The amount of assessment has Eone up in the statement that you 
l,ave given?-Yes. 

60896. Therefore, the area must have ipcreased, not decreased. You also 
compare that with the figures given in column 3, and you say that the amount 
spent on silt clearance is considerably less and it is steadily decreasing. Now 
take the figures for five years from 1900-01. The amounts spent are Ra. 
30,000, Rs. 23,000, Rs. 36,000, and so on. For every rupee of that amount, 
you could in those days do probably two to three times as much as you can 
do to-day. Is not that the case?-Yes. 

And yet the area under cultivation has increased. The amount spent has 
been reduced by one-third according to the statement; the work turned out 
by the money now spent has also been reduced by another half or one-third, 
and the area under cultivation has increll,Sed. You might think over those 
figures. , 

60897. On page 225 of YOllr note, you are quoting Colonel Lambert, and 
the words he used are .. a fixed proportion of the income for expenditure 
Oil canals". He does not specifically restrict it to silt clearance. A little 
further down on the same page, the quotatiol). from Colonel Baig specifically 
mentions .. expenditure on clearing and maintenance"?-Yes, .but main
tenance does not mean, I suppose, building of bungalows and other things. 

6089B.Certainly not. I want you to give me facts about these hungalows; 
we can stop them. What area are you referring to, when you speak of 
bungalows. Can you give me instances? I will look into it?-Generally we 
find that money is now diverted to the non-essential factors of expenditure. 
For instance, building'\lf bungalows for the residence of engineers, and 
gardens and wells attached to-them, .and such other items; whereas the cost 
of clearance is being diminished from year to year. That gives us the 
impression that what we require is not being attended to, whereas what 
the officer'! require for their own comfort, is being provided. , 

60899. There is a distinction, therefore, between clearance and main
tenance. ¥ ou have given us figures about clearance; can YOIl give us any 
idea as to what is being spent on maintenance?-I have got no figures. I 
would rather suggest that you may kindly obtain these figures. 

4 60900. Will you be surprised to hear that on several canals we spend 
as much as we receive in assessmentP Hnve you ever come across any such 
caseP-No, I have not. 

60901. Do you know how much of that has been spent on bungalow~? 
Will you Ite good enough to give us some statement as to the aJDount spent . 
on clearance as well as on maintenance, and the amount spent on bungalows P 
Do you suggest that bungalows are being built every year P-I thin~~ome 

. provision is always being made for bungalows. . '. . \ 
60902; Would it not be desirable to find out what is the proporWluspent 

on" bungalowsP-rhave not got the figures. ., 
r . ~ \." ' . (The witness witharew.) ."" 
.'IIr. :I. lV, N. Oumming, retired E.z;tra As:listant Oommi,~sionflr in Balu

chistan, wa& ne.z;t examined, for who.~e ('vidence, see 'Volume I, Part 
Ill. The Oommission then adjourned till 10 a.m~ On Wednesday, the 
Ina Nd'vember .1927, at Rangoon. 
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. INDEX 
("'_" kaellell "ler &0 paSH of wrUien DUD.-rand.; olber ns";" &" qU8.1I0DS" "raJ •• ld8D88.1 

ADMINISTRATION: 

Centralisation always to be deprecated. Bhulto (67). 
Co·ordination : . 

by Inter'provincial conferences and interchangt" of bulletin.~, Slw.hani (200·1). 
between Province. insufficient, DOVJ (36). 

Director of Agriculture, separate, required for Sind, Karachi Indian Merclw.nls' 
A88OCiation (181). . 

'District local boards should undertake rural education, Bliutto (66), and welfare of 
rural population, (73). 

Forests: should not be managed by local boards, Aitchison, 60335·7. 
MIITBOBOLOOIOAL DEPARTMENT:' 

Insufficient publicity, Shewak-ram (222). 
Unsatisfactory; needs development, Slw.lw.ni (201). 
Useless to agriculturists, Bh'lltto (67); information as to rainfall in Punjab and 

Himalayas should be published in local vernacular newspaper, Bhutto, 59212.5, 
59302. 

Weather forecasts circulated, would be appreciated, Rahman (143). 

POSTS AND TELEOBAPHS : 

Charges should be reduced, Slw.lw.ni (201). 
Generally fairly satisfactory, Slw.lw.ni (201). 
Greater expansion required, H'UBsain (129). 
Postal: . 

Delivery in .rural tracts should be free of additional unauthorised charges, 
Shewak-ram (222), 60784·6. 

Facilities unsatisfactory, Shewak-ram (222). 
Pice postcard, stoppage of, has hit agriculturists badly, Karachi Indian Merclw.lIlB' 

As8OCiation (183). 
Satisfactory, Bh'lltto (67). 
village Schoolmaster could be put in charge, Shewakram, 60787·99. 

Telephones: facilities should be placed at disposal of zaniindars at nominal charges 
for obtaining marketing information, etc., Shewak-ram (222). 

Wireless bro!,dcasting should be fully utilised, Karachi Indian M erclw.nta' A8sociation 
(182); loud speakers should be set up by every district local board (183). 

Unsatisfactory; needs considerable development; Slw.lw.ni (201). 
Sind should have separate Government, Bhutto, (67) 59297. 

TRANSPOBT: 

Cart., in Sind inferior t.o thc..8e of Punjab and Gujarat, Harrison, 58756.66, (35). 
Communications: great importanee of improvement, Shewak-ram, 60742. 

• Facilities, necessary for introduction of improved agricultural implements, Slw.lw.ni 
(204). . 

Railways : 
Brea.k of gauge nuisance, Harrison (12). 
Extension recommended, M'UBto (89), Rahman (142). 
Feeder lines: 

Necessary for nmrketing of wheat, Rahman, 60086·90. 
R~quired Hussain (129), Karachi Indian Merclw.nts' Association (183), Harrison 

(12), Shewak-ram (222). . 
Required in Lloyd Barrage area, DOVJ (37) ; ordinary broad gauge, DOVJ, 58968 ; 

Government policy of extension, Dow, 58969; on the left bank 3 short lines 
proposed, Dow, 59042·4. 

Freights 'should be reduced, Slw.hani (201) (204), Karachi Indian Merchants' 
A880CiatiOtl (183).' 

Satisfactory" Khoso (166), Shallilni (201). Rahman (142). 
110 Y 3&1-1 
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ADMINISTRATIOH-ilontd. 

TBANSPORT-Contd. 

INDEX 

Roads: 
Bad, H'lUlsain (129), RahiMn (142-3), Khoao (166), Shewakram (222). 
Board just appointed, Dow, 58971, 59077. 
Cess: 

Additional should be imposed, Bhutto, 59264-7_ 
has been Increased from 4 to 5 pice and cannot be further increased, 

SMwakram, 60772-73,60829-40. 
Culverts, improvement necessary, Dow (37). 
Extension, great, needed, M'lUlto (89). 
Feeder, absolute absence of in Sind; more important to agriculture than trunk 

roads, Harrison (13). , 
Improved roads would lead to increased motor revenue, part of which should 

go to the Pro~cial Government, Shewakram, 60842-4. 
Government: 

Grants necessary, Khosa (166). 
Responsible for lack of, Bhutto, 59264-7. 

Improvement necessary, Dow (37). 
Irrigation Department, roads under; should be under Roads and Buildings Branch 

of Public Works Department, Harrison, 58850-3. 
Marketing: lack of roads prevents provision of chain of markets for rice, Rahman 

(148); and adversely affects marketing of wheat, Rahman, 60086-90. 
lack of Materials locally, Musto, (97-8), 59402-3. . 
Neglect by district boards, M'lUlto, 59405-6. . 
Provincial grants necessary, Shewakram (222). 
Railways, co-ordination with, necessary, Dow, 58971-2. 
Repairs inadequate, Shewakram, 60767. 
Research as to use of brick and 'waste-oil, Musto, 59404. 
Serious consequences of lack of, Bhutto (67). Karachi Indian Merchanta' 

Association (183). 
Talun local boards' funds inadequate, Shewakram (222). 
Tolls, justifiable, Dow (37), have been introduced, Bhutto, 59264-7. 
Unsatisfaotory; a metalled road within 2 miles of every village necessary, Shahan. 

(201). 
Steamers: satisfactory, Kho8o (166), Rahman (142), Shahani (201). 

ADULTERATION, au under MARKETING. 

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT: 

Co-operative Department, co-ordination with: 
Assistant Registrar of Co-operative Societies acting as Agricultural Propaganda 

Officer, Azimkhan, 59604-13. 
already closely I~ked, Azimkhan, 59513-4. 
agricultural Propaganda, should not be in charge of, Azimkhan, 59656-7, 
59765-9.' 

Successful in improving state of cultivators, Azimkhan (103). 
Daulatpur reclamation scheme, failure of, brought Department into disrepute locally, 

Dow (36). 
Education, agricultural, should be administered by, Shahani (199). 
Funds, lack of, prevent thorough efficiency, Bhutto (67). 
Implements: Officers do not understand manufacture of, Musto (92). 
Irrigation Department and Agricultural Department sbould work together, Harrison 

(10); shoul~ be under the same Minister, Harrison, 58848-9. 

SERVICES: 

better Organisation called for in personnel, demonstration and propaganda, Shahan. 
(201). 

Satisfactory, Harrison, 58907.8, Khoso (166); fairly satisfactory, Shahani (201), 
unsatisfactory, Shewa.krafla (222). 

refuse to Utilise experience of praotical cultivators, Shahan., 60606-10,60673-4_ 

Sun: 
Demonstration and propaganda, insufficient for, Rahman (142), 59947. 
Demonstrator required in every taluka, Harrison, 58798-800. 
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AGBlCULTUBAL J)~ABTMENT-contd. 

STAn~ 

Inexpert, S'-'almJm (222). 
Insufficient, HarriMm (12), Dow, 58954-6, S'-'akmm (222). . 
Personality of officers of paramount importance, Harrison ('12), 58908-9_ 
Requirements when Lloyd Barrage is working, Rahman, 60140-1. 
Statistics, staff insufficient for, Rahman (149). 
Unsatisfactory, HtU/8ain (129); a very good department; is gradually improviag, 

HU884in, 59847-51. . 

AGBlCULTURAL INDESTEDNE3S : 

CAUSBB 01' BORROWING: 

Accounts, ignorance of, Bahman (143), 60134-6_ 
Accumulstionof interest upon interest; Rahman (143). 
Agriculture, un profitableness of, Bhutto (67)_ 
Assessment, selling produce to pay, HtU/8ain (129) (132). 
Bondage to usurer, Rahman (143). 
Business oapacity,lack of, Azimkhan (104), HtU/Bain (129)_ 
Ceremonies, HtU/8ain (129), 59876-7, Azimkhan (104), Shahani.(202)_ 
Cultivation expenses, Rahman (143)_ 
Cultivation, wrong methods, Shahani (202)_ 
social Customs. Rahman (143), Dow (37). 
Debts. inherited, Azimkhan (104). • 
Decoan Agrioulturists' Relief Act. Shahan; (202). 
Dishonesty, Shahani (202)_ 
Education, lack of, Karachi Indian Merchants' A8SOCiation, (183), Shahani (202). 
Excavation, expenses of, Kho80 (167)_ 
Expenses. heavy, Khoao (167)_ 
Ignorance, Dow (37). 
Illiteracy. Rahman (143). 60134-6, BtU/84in (129), Azimkhon (404)_ 
Improvements. Shahani (202)_ 
Improvidence, Shahani (202)_ 
Interest, heavy, Khoao (167). Karachi Indian Merchaflt8~ A8sOCiation (183), 

Azimkhan (104). 
Inundation, precarious, Dow (37). Rahman (143), BtU/sain (129)_ 
Physical inefficienoy due to bad housing and lack of hospitals, Shahani (202). 
Poverty, Dow (37), Rahman (143). 
Priesteraft, Dow (37),59107_ 
Prosperity, Dow (37)_ 
'Seeds, high prices of, BtU/sain (129). 
Tacoavi. given to haria. want of control of, Kho80 (167). 
Taxation, high, Khoao (167). Shahani (202)_ 
Thrift, lack of. Karachi Indian Merchants' A8SOCiation (183)_ 
Water deficienoy, Azimkhan (104), Kho80 (167), Shahani (202)_ 
Yield, low, of agrioulture, Rahman (143). 

DaccAx AOBIOULT11BI8TS' RELIBII' AOT : 

Administration atfault, BtU/84in.59878-81. 
Co-operative movement: village moneylender should be corrected by, and organi. 

sations such as the Taluka Development Associations, Shahani 60708·11. 
-causes Dishonesty and indebtedness. Shahani (202) 60660-2. 
some Relief has.been afforded by, but has not Functioned successfully. BtU/8ain 

(130) 59875. 
leads to Moneylender insisting on receiving a sale deed instead of a mortgage, 

Shahani, 60678·83. 

J>.oou AOlUOULTUBISTS' RlILIBJ' AOT ABD EXOUllBEBED ESTATBS AOT : 

Applicable to Sind. except a few sections; often used; effects good, ..fzimkMn, 
69628-45. 59654-5. 

Credit of cult.ivatora decreased by, ..fzimkhan (105). 
not applicable to Haris, who have no land, Azimkhan, 59761-4. 
Sowcar gives mortgage loans in kind; only gives cash loans on a sale of' land, 

Azim&n, 59587-93. 
KO Y381-1a 
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AGRICULTURA~ INDEBTEDNESS-contd. 

DEOOAli AGRIOULTURISTS' RELIEF AOT AND ENOUMBERED ESTATES Aor---rontd. 

Encumbered ;Estates Act: Bile under Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 'Act and 
under HUSSAIN. 

Extravagance, only true of 10 per cent. of the Zamindars, HUBsain (130),59876-7, 
not a fault of zamindars, 8hewakram. 60845. 

Haris: Bile under LAND TENURE. 
Interest: 
High rates of, Azimklwn 59798-9, 59810-5. 

is really Insurance against risk, 8lwhani, 60564_ 
Irrigation: assured perennisillow would solve problem, SheuVlkram (224). 
Land Alienation Act, necessary, Azimkhan (105), 59589-93; cultivators can borrow 

from co-operative societies, Azimkhan, 59637-45_ 
Legislation like Punjab Alienation Act would tend to reduce uneconomic borrowing. 

Dow. 59096-103. 
Lloyd Barrage: . 

Cost of clearing land would not be very heavy and would not cause indebtedness. 
Dow, 59096-103_ 

Rise of price of land has increased borrowing; Barrage will therefore probably 
increase indebtedness which is not necessarily an evil, Dow, 59096-103. 

Marketing: borrowers have to sell their produce to sowcars, Khoso, 60210-3. 

MEASURES FOR LIGHTENING AGRIOULTURE'S BURDEN OF DEBT: 

Accounts, compelling money-lenders to keep, HusBain (130-1), Shahan; (202). 
Agriculture, should be made more profitable, Bhutto(67 -8), Karachi Indian Merc1.ants· 

Association (183). 
Courts of equity, H'USsa;n, 59882-97. 
Credit: . 

Co-operative, Dow (37), Khoso (167), Azimkhan (105). 
Facilities, H'USsai" (130-1), Rahman (143), 60134-6, Karachi Indian Merchants' 

Association (183). 8hahani (202). 
Education. Rahman (14,3), 60134-6, Karachi Indian Merchants' Association (183), 

Shaltani (202). ' 
Interest, reduction of, HusBain (130-1), Karachi Indian Merchants' A8sociation (183). 
Land mortgage banks, Azimkhan (105). 
Legislation, Dow (37) 58973, Karachi Indian MerchantB' Association (183)_ 
Middlemen's profits, reduction of, Karachi Indian Merchants' Associat;(n (183). 
Moneylenders Act, English, of 1900, application in India, HusBain (130-1). 
Publication of prices of grain, Khoso (167). 
Punjab Restriction of Alienation Act, H'USBain (130-1). 
Purchase and Sale, co.operative, societies, Azimkhan (105), Hussain (130-1). 
Subsidiary industries, Azimkhan (105), Karachi Indian Merchant8' Association (183)_ 
Taccavi should be advanced to co-operative credit societies, Khoso (167). 
Usurious Loans Act, H'USBain (130-1). 
Usury, in extreme' cases should be made a criminal offence, H'USBain (130-1) 59870. 
Water supply, improvement of, Shahani (202). 

MONEYLENDEBS : 

Brit.ish judicial system favourable to moneylender at ruinous cost of cultivators. 
H'USBain (130). 

Exploit cultivators mercilessly, H'USBain (130). 
Profiteer as middlemen, Hussain (131), 59872-74. • 

Moneylenders Act (Eng\i~h) of 1918: Bome provisions of, should be aFPlied to India. 
Hussain (131). 

Mortgages: non-terminable, must be prohibited, Hussain (131); should be stopped. 
Azimkhan (105); should not be made; hereditary cultivators should be main
tained, Shahani (202) 60580, 60656-9, 60694~5. 

Non-agriculturists, tendency for land to pass into hands of, Dow, 59027 ; no classi
fication of agricultural and non-agricultural tribes; will have to be made, but not 
necessarily the same classification as in the Punjab. Dow. 59045-9. 

Poverty of cultivators due to lack of water and burdens on land, Blwilo, 59154-5, 
,59289. . , 

Pi-otective measures: apt to shake cultivator's credit and should be avoided, Shahan;: 
(202) 60564-5. 
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AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS-contd. 

PUNJAB LAND ALIBNATION ACT: 
a Bad measure; will divide Hindus a.nd Mahommeda.ns and will kill the small 

holder, Shahan., 60704-7_ 
necessary, Husll4in (131)_ 
will prevent Sellers obtaining market price for land and \\-;llca.use la.nd io accumu-

la.te in a. few ha.nds, Shahani, 60712-20. , 

REPAYMENT PBBVBNTED BY : 
Crop failures, Azimkhan (104-5), Rahman (143). Pests" Rahman (143). Ba.d 

Seasons, HUlllI4in (130). Inadequate yield, Shahani (202). 
secml Customs, Dow (37). 
Dishonesty, Shahan. (202). 
Ignora.nce, Dow (37). 
Interest, high, Hus8ain (130). 
Inundation, capriciousness of, Dow (37), Rahman (143). 
Marketing,ina.bility to hold up produce for better prices, Azimkhan (104-5). 
Method, lack of, in liquidating debts, HUIIsain (130). 
Moneylenders, dishonesty and extortion of, Rahman (143), Hussain (130). 
Mortga.ge of produce, Rahman (143). 
Poverty, Dow (37). 
Priestcraft, Dow (37). 
Prosperity, Dow (37). 

'Restriction or control of credit of agriculturists only tempora.ry remedies, Bhulto (68) ; 
inadvisa.ble, Shahan; (202) 60566-70. 

Restricting tenure legislation: has reduced credit of agriculturists, Shahani, 60567_ 

SOUBOES OB' OREDIT : 
Character, DrYW (37). 
Co-opera.tive secieties, Azimkhan (104), Rahman (143), Shahan;' (202). 
Forward sales, Azimkhan (104). 
Government, Shahan. (202). 
La.nd, Dow (37). 
Moneylenders, Azimkhan (104), Hussain (130), Rahman (143); Shahani (202). 
Tacca.vi, Azimkhan (104), Rahman (143). 
Zamindars, Shahan; (202). 

Usurious Loans Act: danger of sha.king cultivator's credit, Shahani (202) 60567; 
should be made applica.ble throughout India, Hussain (131) 59867-9. 

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES : 
Basket-making: recommended, Shahani (205). 
Bee-keeping: climatio conditions do not favour, Rahman (147); unknown, Hussain 

(132). , 
Ca.ttle-breeding restricted owing to lack of pasture la.nds, Azimkhan (105). (See 'Und ... 

AlfIMAL HUSBANDRY.) 
Cotton-ginning: recommended, Shahan; (205). , 
Dairy farming: popula.r with cultivator; modern methods and transport necessa.ry, 

Az'mkhan (105)_ 
Employment, rural, might be increased by 8timula.ting subsidiary industries, Husll4in 

(132). 
Fruit-growing: , 

Impossible for lack of irrigation during 8 months, Hussain (132). 
Prevented by cultivator having no permanent interest in the holding a.nd unfa.vour. 

able conditions, of water supply, Rahman (147). 
Fruit and vegetable gardens introduced in Jamrao area., Dow (36). 
Ghi-making : 

Advocated, and profit, Shahani, 60584-9, 60675. 
Government aid advooated, Shahan. (205), 60676-7. 
Implements, manufacture of locally, should be encouraged, Musto (91-2), Karachi 

Indian Merchant6' A8sociation (184). 
Indebtedness might be relieved by, Karachi Indian Merchants' Association (183). 

INDUSTBJAL OONOERNS MOVING INTO R1JlI.A.L AREAS: 
Effect doubtful owing to small number, Hussain (132). _ • 
Flour mills, Ginning fact-ories and Rice hulling mills suggested, Rahman (147). 
Government action desirable, Azimkhan (105-6). 
Require full-time labour, JJusto (92). 
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AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRlES-contd. 

LAO CULTURE : 

Possible t-o a limited extent, HU8sain (132). 
some Scope for; practised wherever necessary material is available, Rahman 

(147). 
Trees: babul and ber; Aitchiaon, 60343. 

Leather goods, manufacture of, Karachi Indian Merchant8' A8sociation (184). 
Leisure period from oultivation, available for: Azimkkan: (105), H'IlB8ain: (132), 

M'IlBto: (92), Rahman: 60121-8, Shahani: (205). 
Matches, manufacture of : possibility of; a small factory exists, Aitchi80n. 60310-1. 

OBSTAOLES: 

Agriculture occupies whole time, Bkuuo (72). 
Agriculturalla.bour has been drawn to neighbouring factories and mills, Bhutto. 

59279-80. 
Apathy, Azimkhan (105). 
Capital, Education and Initiative. lack of, Shahani (205). H'IlBBain (132). 
Objection to work other than agricultural, Azimkhan (105). 
Transpcrt, lack of, Shahani (205). 

Oilseed crushing recommended. Karachi Indian Merchant8' A.880ciation (184), Sha].a,,? 
(205) 60675. • 

Paper manufacture from rice straw in Lower Sind, a very useful supplemEntalY 
industry, Skewakram (232). 

Pisciculture: no Bcope for, as large quantity of fish available naturally, Rahman (147). 
HU8sain (132). 

POULTRY REARING: 

Government might encourage, ; done spasmodically at present but not soientifically ; 
might be successful, HUBsain (132). 

done on a ~imited scale. Rahman (147). . 
Popular with cultivator, modern methods necessary, Azimkhan (105). 
Recommended, 'Shahan. (205). 
Transport necessary, Azimkhan (105). 

Preparation of agricultural produce for market. industries connected with: should be 
encouraged by Government grants-in-aid, Bhu/to (72), HU88ain (132). 

Private enterprise should develop, Musto {92). 
Rioe-hulling : recommended, Shahan; (205). 

ROPE-MAlUNG : 

to some Extent done, HUBsain (132). Practised wherever necessary material is 
available, Rahman (147). Recommended. Shahani (205). 

Soope for: not much.'becaus!l haris do not lack employment, Rahman, 60125. 
c" 

SEBIOULTUBE : 

Climatic conditions do not favour, Raht»an (147); Impossible owing to climate, 
HUB8ain (132); Profitable at Bangalore, Shahani (204); " 

Spinning, recommended, Bhu/to (72) ; Shahani (205); will not Pay, but cultlvator will 
produce sufficient cloth for himself, Bhutto, f914!!. 

STUDY, INTENSIVE. OF EAOH RURAL INDUSTRY: 
Advooated, Karachi Indian Merchantl/' AS8ociation (184); Permanu~t board 

recommended, Karachi Indian Merchants' Association (184). Huuutn (132). 
Azimkhan (106). 

by practical Experts. necessary, NUBlo (92). 
Subsidiary industries failing in competition with imported goods, Bhutto (72). 
Sugar-making: recommended, Shahani (205),60675. 
Toys. wooden. Karachi Indian Merchants' Association (184). 
Vegetable gardens introduced in Jamrao area, Dow (36). 

WEAVING: 

Cultivation should not be neglected for, Shallani, 60675. Government classes 
suggested, HUBain (132). Prejudice against, Rahman, 60127 •. Bee~mmEnded. 
Karachi India .. Merchant8' Association (183-4), Shahan. (205). mIght be Success. 
ful, H'IlBsain (132). c 
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AGBICULTURAL LABOUR: (Su also Labour u~r LLOYD BARRAGE and Haria 
under LAKD TEKURE.) 

A'l'TBAOTIlIG LABOUR : 

under Barrage grants of land should be made, Rahman (147-8). 
Batai, liberal terms should be givenrAzimkkan (106). 
Gnmts of land suggested. BAuIto (72). 
Haria, fair treatment of, recommended, Azimkkan (106). 
no Measures necessary, Dow (38). 
Small holdings for labourers recommended, Azimkkan (106). 

Cheap labour an obstacle in adoption of heavy machinery and labom-saving appliances, 
Rahman (146). 

CULTIVATION AIIID DEVELOPMBlfT 011 AREAS NOT AT PRESEIIIT UNDER CULTIVATION: 

Necessityof measures in newly opened areas under the Barrage doubtful; free 
Water should be given for two years if necessary, MfUlto (92.3). 

Bari has no permanent interest in the land and therefore gravitates to where labour is 
wanted, Dow (38). (Su Haris under LAND TENURE.) 

Improved methods of cultivatioJ) would lead to demand for about four times as much 
labour, Bhutto (65)_ 

Lloyd Barrage: population will be sufficient to cultivate new lands, because': conver
-Slon of lift into flow will release cultivators, decrease of idleness, improved methods 
of organisation, increase of population, Dow (39). 

Migration: might be encouraged by free' excursions, facilities for purchasing land, 
MfUlto (92). 

Migration into Sind from dry tracts such as Cutch, Marwar and Baluchistan: when 
rains are good in these dry tracts, there is' shortage of labour in Sind, Azimkkan 
(106). 

POPULATION: 

Sparse, while area of arable soil is very vast, Azimkhan (106), Rahman (147). 
Sufficient for present needs of cultivation; no surplus, Rahman (148). 

Shortage: 
Caused by: 

Agriculture being unprofitable, Bhulto (72) 59294; Idling, Khoso, 60207-9, 60248;. 
Irrigation facilities, increase of, Azimkhan (106); 

Expected when Barrage is completed, Rahman, 60129-30. 
Improved crops, cultivation of, prevented by, Bhutto (70). 
in Jacobabad District, Khoso, 60207-8. 
Labour-saving implements will be necessary, Rahman, 60129·30. 
None in Sind except in rice. transplanting and reaping seasons, Muslo (92). 
Supplied normally by immigration from Baluchistan, etc., which shouic! ba. 

encouraged, Azimkl"ln (106). 

AITCHISON, P. E., Conservator of Forests, Sind Circle (175·80). 

ADHDlISTBATIOIll : 

Forestt<: should not be managed by local boards, 60335·7. 

AORICULTURAL INDUSTRIES: 

Lac trees: babul and ber, 60343. 
Matches, manufacture of: possibility of; a small factory exisb, 6031C-1. 

DEMOIllSTRATION AlIID PROPAGANDA: 

Forestry methods on the Fuleli (176),60321-7. 

FUTlLISIIR8 : 

Cowdung, use of, as fuel: not practised in forest areas; huris (Ii'kie/t a.e 'Unde. 
FORESTS) should be encouraged, 60314-20. 
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A1TCmS01{, P .E."-Contd. 

FORESTS: (See a180 under LLOYD BARRAGE.) 
. Afforestation: a sound commercial proposition (176). 
Agricultural purposes: fullest use being made for (175). 
Babul:. , 

grown on the Best lands, 60298; in 7 years grows to a Diameter of about 6 
ins., 60290; Easily grown (175) ; is very susceptible to Frost, 60305; on Hurls, 
the only tree sown, 60304 ; is a Lac tree, 60343; will be grown under lloyd 
Barrage, 60285. . 

Bahan tree : timber used to manufacturing matches; difficult to grow artificially 
in river flooded areas because the seed is so light, 60310·1. 

Cultivation by local cultivators after felling before being !Klwn with babtll (175). 
Department: income and work, 60331·2. 
Deterioration: due to lopping for fodder for camels and goats, stopped by restric· 

tions (176). 
Firewood: 

Lloyd Barrage: will be adequate for increased popUlation in main Valley of the 
Indhs, but doubtful as to Eastern Nara, 60295,60314·20. 

Supply in rural areas generally adequate (175). 
Grazing: 

by Camels and goats, in young habul plantations, disast!Ous; can only be per· 
mitted in mature forests or scrub jungle and not in large numbers (175); 

. allowpd in 250 square miles, 60303; when Lloyd Barrage is working area will 
be reduced (175): complaints as to restrictions, 60280. 

by Cattle does comparatively little harm while in many places it is good for 
forests; faciliUes granted freely (175); in 800 square miles, 60302; season 
begins after floods subside; most grazing April and May, 60297·9. 

Fees: so&l.e of, 60300.60328·30. 
Hurls (privately owned woods): . 

Area about 20 to 30 square miles and is thought to be increasing; a great Asset to 
owners, should be encouraged by low assessment, grown on Fallow lands, 
fenced and rigidly protected, are very well Managed, owners copying methods 
of Government forests, give a good cash return to owners, Rs. 6 to Rs. 7 per 
acre per annum, Rotation of 7 years (175.6),60314.27. 

Babul (175) the only tree grown', 60304; grows very fast to a diameter of 6 ins. 
in 7 years; felled and sown with cotton and other field crops, 60290·2. 

Timber mostly sold, 60288·9. 
Kandi: like babul a thorny tree: will be grown under Lloyd Barrage, 60285.7.:.. 
Khathar and Khatro forests on the Fuleli : ' 

Afforested during the past 15 years, Assured supply of water which can be 
regulated, used for Demonstration,·. excellent Development and financial 
returns, (176). . 

Lao trees: Mulberry: growsinthePunjaband can probably be grown in Upper 
Sind, babul and ber, 60342·3. 

Looal Boards: slrould not manage forest, 60335·7., . 
Tali: a kind of Blackwood, a plantation financially very Successful; Rs. 100 for 

a mature tree, 60338·41, a Timber tree, 60285. 

IMPLEMENTS: • 

Forest'!!: utilisat,ion of labour saving implements unsuccessfully attem~t(d, 60333·4. 

LLOYD BABllAGE : 

Forests: 
Area: 70,000 acres set aside for, in blocks of varying sizes on old forests which 

under irrigation will grow excellent timber: habul, kandi and tali, 60281.7. 
Experiments being made near Sukkur, 60308. 
Huris (g. II.) will be irrigated at lower rates l,. very little water required 

exoept to start, 60293·4, 60305·7. 
Grazing area for camels and goats will be diminished by (175). 

SOILS : 

Erosion: 
Indus floods oannot. be Stemmed by afforestation, ol\'ing to force of river and 

friable soil (175) ; , 
can not be Prevented by afforestaticn anywhere in Sind,60296. 

ALXALI' LAND: Bee under SOILS and LLOYD BARRAGE. 
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AIIMAL HUSBANDRY: 

Berseem. should be largely introduced, BhaAani (2M). 

BIlAOII'ABI OA'l'TI& : 

Bred in the north of Sind, should have Central breeding f&l'Jll at Jacob&b&d, 
purely Dr&ught, RaAma .. (146); bred for Military transport, not suitable for 
agricultural purposes, RaAma,., 60010. 

BULLS: 
Ignorance of Government premium bull system, Bhewah-am. 60881-2. 
should be Issued gratis from Government cattle stations to important villages. 

Rahman (147); and to zamindars. 8Mwa/t;ram (231). 
J.06rkhana cattle a bit weak; bulls supplied by local board, Government paying 

half the cost. BAutto. 592011-11. 
Iiadi breed; registers kept; Bll..uo, 59206-11. 

CA8TR&TIOII': 

Increase in. by Burdizzo method, J errom, 59~09. . 
not Succe88ful over two years old. Jerrom. 59349-52. 
Unknown; must be developed, RaAman (146) 60019.21. 

CU'TLB-BBEBnIll'o: 
Agricultural Department in charge of. J et-rom. 59306. 
Bhagnari and Curohi cattle successfully imported to improve breed, Khoso, 60198-9. 
stud Bulls in Govemmentinstitutions, free access to, RaAman, 60064. 
Central station for each breed essential, RaAman (146). 
Export demand, RaAman, 60059-60. 
Immediate attention needed as cattle are the only motive power, Rahman (146). 
Lack of knowledge of principles of, among ordinary breeders; Rahman, 60063. 
does not Pay except near towns where milk can be sold, RaAman, 60058-61. 
Profitable. Jerrr>m, 59316-9. 
Quality: in interior of Sind cattle an nondescript and poor, Rahman (146) 

60006-7. . 
Restricted by lack of pasture lands, .A.zimklwn (105). 
no Special arrangements made for, BktJAtJni. 60611-4. 
System unsatisfactory, Rahman 1146). 

Co-operative movement is not interested in, .A.zimkhan, 59529-32. 
DMries, private. should be enccuraged by su haidies, grants of land, etc., to qualified 

men. 8Mwah-am (231). 
Dairy indu.try: unknown in Sind, Bht/Uo (71); Ruk dairy unprofitable and 

abandoned. BA..uo (71). 
Dual purpose cattle, advocated, RaAman, 60166-7. 

FODDER: 

Abundant Supply from rice cultivation, BAtdto (70j. 
Rajri grown, Rahman, 60171; 
Be .... eem: has been tried. Rahman (145); no prospects for until cold weather water 

supply; would solve fodder supply to a great extent, Rahman, 60056-7. 
Cost of growing natural grass with canal water, Dow, 5R946. 
Dry. is sold; cattle are fed during the busy season and starved during the remaiuder 

of the year, Rahman (147). 
Green. insufficient during hot weather, RaAman (146); shortage seriously affects 

milk supply from December to July, RaAman (147). . 
Juari should be grown for fodder, 8hahani, 60588·9_ 
Scarcity: 

Greatest between October and July, 8hahan; (2M). in Lower Sind, greatest in 
May and June; green fodder available from Augnst. 8kttLtJlcmm (232). 

Storage: not necessary, RaAma,., 60131-2; not stored in silos but in heaps, RaAman, 
60172·3. 

GBUIIIO: 

.. Huri .. grants should be made. by Government for growing b&bul trees and natural 
grasses, to be numaged by tbe villagers co-operatively,llaMn'r-n. (147). 

Insufficient owing to non-cultivation and inadequate irrigation facilities, Rah_n 
(146). 

luoufficient grounds, .A.zimkluJn (105). 
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ABlMAL HUSBANDRY;-contd. 

KARAOHI OR RED·SnI'DHI OATrLE : 

Export, large, to Java; Formosa and Celyon, for milking, Je"Dm, 59316.22. 
Indian, pure, no non·Indian blood, Je"Dm, 59308. 
thrive in Japan, etc., Rahman, 60168·70. 
Milch, purely, Je"om, 59307. 
Purity: the only definitely pure type, Rahman, 60015·7. 
Quality: recognised as the best milk· producing cow in India, Rahman, (146). 

Lift irrigation by pumping would release cattle for field work, Dow (38). 

PASTURES, common, in villages : 

Disappearing owing to encroa.chments for cultivation; should be restored, Shahan; 
(204). 

Equilibrium between cultivator and pasture has been lost, Shahani, 60584·9. 
would encourage Ghee making, Shahani, 60584. 
Scarcity of, owing to lack of water and greed of zamindars who utilise all available 

land for cultivation, Skewakram (231). 
Shows, cattle, should be held in each taluka, Rahman (147). 

THAB PABIUB OR DIlATTI OATTLE: 
Dual purpose, Rahman (146). 
not Pure bred, all mixed, Rahman, 60017·8, 60174·5. 
breeding Station to supply draught advocated. Rahman (146), 60174·5. 

ARBITRATION of dispute,: 
Advocated, Karachi Indicr.n Merchants' A880Ciaticrn (183), 60478·85. 
through Pancha.yats and communities, advocated, Shahani (203). 

AZIMKHAN, KHAN BAHADUR INAYATALIKHAN, Assistant Registrar, Co.operative 
Societ,ies in Sind (103.28) EXllerience, 59485·92; 59761:·9. 

AGRIOULTURAL DEPABTMKNT: Co·ordination with Co.operative Department. 
Assistant Registrar of Co-operative societies aoting as Agricultural Propaganda. 

Officer 59604·13. 
AIrea.dy closely linked, 59513-4. 
Co·operative Department should not be in oharge of agricultural Propaganda. 

59656.7.59756·9. 
Has been RUccessful in improving state of oultivators (103). 

AGBICULTUl!AL INDEBTKDNlISS : 
Causes of borrowing: inherited debts, illitt:ra.oy and want of business capacity. heavy. 

interest, ceremonial expenses, inadequacy of water supply (104). 
Deocan Agriculturists' Reliel Act and Encumbered Estates Act: 

Applicable to Sind, except a few sections; often used; effects good, 59628·45. 
59654·5. 

Credit of cultivatoradecrea.sed by (105). 
not al,lplicable t<> Haris, who hav!' no It.nd. 59761-4. 
Interest: rates charged by sowcarB 59810·5. 

Land AlienatJon Act, nl'Cessary (105), 59589·93; cultivators can borrow from co
operative sor.iet.ies, 59637·45. 

Measures for lightllning agriculture's burden of debt: co.operative credit societies 
and land mortgage banks, purchase and eale societies, subsidiary industries (105). 

Mortgages, non· terminable, should be stopped (105). 
Repayment prevented by: crop failure and inability to hold up produce for better 

pricE'S (104.5). 
SOItroeS of credit: sowcars, co.operative societies, taccavi, forward sales (104). 

Sowcar gives mortgage IORns in kind; only gives cash loans (m a S<lle of land 
S9587·93. 

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES: 
C.attle.breeding restricted owing to lack of pasture lands (105). 
Dair" farming: popular wkb cultivator; modem methods and transport necessary

(105). 
Health lectures should be given in villages to induce cultivators to devote their spare 

time to iml'roving health conditions (106). 
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Industrial concerns, establishmen~ in rural areas advocated 1 Govomment acti';D 
desirable (106·6)-

Leisure period: April ~ December work on the fields; during the slack 88880n dJ:y 
ploughing. marketing, clearing water courses, collecting manuft', rearing cattle. 
most cultivators remain idle during slack season (105). 

Obstacle: objection ~ work other than agricultural, and apathy (106). 
Poultry keeping: popular with cultiva~r; modern methods and transport neceB88ry 

(105). 
Study, intensive, of rural industries worth trying (106). 

AaBlCULTUJI.AL LABOUR : 

Attraction of labour: should be by giving liberal terms of batai; fair treatment 
of haris; village sites, water and small holdinge for labourers (106). 

Migration into Bind from dry tracts such a8 Cutch, Marwar and Baluchistan: when 
rains are good in these dry tract-s, there is shortage of labour in Sind (106). 

Population, sparse, while area of Brable soil is very ·vast (106). 
Shortage supplied normally by immigration from Baluchistsn, etc., which should!>e 

encouraged (106); shortage caused by increased irrigation facilities (106). 

ABDlAL HUSBANDBY: 

Cattle-breeding restricted by Isck of pasture lands (105). 
Grazing: ~cient grounds (105). 

Co-OPERATIO. : 

Agrioultural Department. co·ordination with: Bee Co-operative Department under 
AGRICULTURAL DEPAJITMENT. 

Animal husbandry, co-operative societies do not take an interest in, 59529-32. 
Audit: satisfac~ry; on every society every year by the Government audi~r; t-skes 

two or three days, 59508-10. 
Central Banks : 

Deposits derived from local sources, 59736. 
Directors of, 59724. 
appoint Inspec~rs of primary societies, 59781-3. 
Progress of, 59506-7. 
Voting by societies and individual members, 59725-35, 59790-3. 

Central Co-operative Institute, Bombay, and branches: best non-official bodies for 
propaganda and development 1 Government might subsidise (108) 59542. 

Credit societies : 
the Best means of financing cultiva~rs and should be developed (104). (See ",ruler 

ProgreSB). . 
Debt redemption loans generally for 5 years, secured on land mortgage, 59544-8; 
Interest of moneylenders being lowered by influence of co-operative movement, 

59549. 
Loans for land improvement, seeds, manure and current needs; managing 

committee exercises great care to see that loans for land improvement are spent 
for that purpose, 59577-85, 59784-6. 

Maximum loan ordinarily Rs. 500, but up to Rs. 1,000 on the sanction· of the 
Registrar, 59586. 

Moneylenders: membprs of societies more than 3 years old do not borrow from 
(108).59543. 

Repayments regular: re-issue of loaD after some time, not on tge same day, 
59553-4. 

Development: should come from the l'8ople, not from Government (107). 
Edllcstion : . 

Co-operstive Institute for Bind with headquartel'A at Hyderabad, o9500-5!>5. 
Facilities: educatioD by annual conferences, training classes for committee 

memhers, eecretsries and honorary organisers, 69(98-lS00. 
Dliterscy prevents spread of co-operation. 59550. 
Managing committee claSBes, 59770-5, 59787-9. 

Floods, recent: . 
Rocieties Distributed 2 lakhs in loans, 59602-3. 
Government should IlI&ke advances at 5 per cent, 591\98-9. 
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Floods, recent :---i:07!ld. 
Housing .societies being formed, 59602·3. 

Fuel, wood.- not grown co.operatively, 59528. 
Haris: . 

Enlisted in societies (J08). 
when obtaining Loans must give credit of a landholder (108), 59573.5, 59599.601.
are Members of SPed supply societies, 59824·5. 
impossible to form Special societies for haris to make them independent of 

zamindars, 59674·83, 59692·4, 59743·6. 
no Sta.tistics as to proportion of membership, 59674·7. 

Housing Societies: '-
Bombay Government make advances at 5 per cent, 59698·9. 
bE'ing Organised in connection with recent floods, 59603. 
Illiteracy prevents spresd of, 69550. 

Liquidation: 
Extent of, and" ben action taken 59493-6. 
OrganilOers, honorary, sometimes employed a9 liquidators, but not in t.heir own 

locality, and generally liquidation is done by paid Government officials, 
59716-23. 

Registrar orders liquidatiou, after enquiry, on report of auditors, inspecting 
officisls or honorary organisers, 59711·5. 

Management: 
. Central Banks appoint inspectors of primary societies, 59781·3. 

Managing ('ommittee: Secretaries generally agriculturists; have sufficient educa-
tion. 59558·62. . 

Meetings: annual conferE'nces in every district and central conferenc(>s in the 
vern. ... cu1a.r.59197·505. _ 

Non·cre<lit societies: require business capacity; special propaga.nda officers necessary 
(107). 59511,59537.59653. 

Orga.nisation: enquiry held before formation of primary society. 59572. 
Organisers. honorary: necessary (107) i-about 16 district honorary orga.nisers; 

doing good work; movement mainly guided by non·officia.ls, 69537-42. 69776·80. 
Ma.naging Commit.tee and Secretary, 59558·62; honorary orga.nisers unpa.id but 
get travelling a.llowa.nce; are trained agriculturists and Cha.irmen and Secretaries 
of societies; supervising work of primary societies; recommend liquidation; 
enquiry held; sometimes act as liquidators, but not in their own loca.lity, 59702·23. 

Progress: 
more valuable Crops cultivated and greater yield. crops held up for better prices. 

59800·1. 
Members learning thrift and investing more than t.hey are bound to invest .• 59576, 
fairly Sa.tisfactory; in 1918 only 63 simple credit societies, membership of nearly 

3.000 and working capital I! lakhs; 1927. over 900 SIX'.ieties. membership nearly 
40.000, working ca.pital nearly Ii crares (108). 59737.42; about 800 agricultural 
credit societies, 59816·8. 

Purchase societies': 
Area of operations should be widened (108). 
Seed should be ·purcha.sed from Government Stores Depa.rl·ment. 59695-7. 

59820·5. 
should be Supplied from large central agency with Government assistance of 

. fina.nce and technica.l advice (108). 
Srue societies: . 

Cut.ton, none started yet. 59535·6; not necessary to Rtart ginning factories IImt 
or to make crop advances, 591184. 7. . .. 

Difficultie~: meroha.nts contract.ing forward salc~. transport. co.operative SOCIeties 
cannot" (I uote forward prices (109). " 

Governml'llt II.I!sistance .;hould bt> given (1011). 
Loa.ns should be made to c\lltivato~ on crops while waiting for better prices (lOS·9). 
Ma.nagement. investigation as to, 59537. '. 
need of Marketing credit to enable cuitivato1'l3 to wait for better pnces, 50525·7. 
Necessity of. in vil'W of trickery of middlemen (lOS). 
Progre.os of, 59511·2. 

Sta.ft of. 59537, li9702. (See" Orga.nisers, honorary", above.) 
Sllpervisinj!' unions: 

Non·official hodies which play an important part (108). 
do rrol'aga.nda work. 59523. . . 
have Dot such a wide field &8 Talulra. development assocmtionB, 59802·3. 
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Sweepers:~ 

sooieties started in Karachi. 59810·5. 
no societies for in the Villages. 59747. 

T'liuka Development Associations: BU under that heading. 
Zamindari banks: ' 
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Finance: limited liability; nearly 1 lakh of rupees shams in each bank; Rs. 50 
per share; deposit.a. and loans from Sind Central Bank, 59749·54. 

Larkana Bank serves the whole district, 59748. 
I,oans made on mortgage of land; 7. per cent. in arrears; share system popular. 

59749·60. (108). 511574. 511663·5. 
Progress: b .. ing organised (104); 3 have been established and are working satis

factorily (108). 
Thar Parkar Bank servee only two divisions, 59748. 

CaoPl' AND CRop PROTECTION: 
Seeda : 

{,,,,tton: 27 W. N. anti Bhitshah. Wheat,: Pllsa 12 greatly appreciated (103). 
Government Stores 'Department. should 8upply, 59695-i. 

DEMONSTRATION .urn 'PROPAGANDA : 
Co·ordination of Agriooltural and Co.operative Departments has been beneficial (103). 
on Cultivat.ors' own fields by organised bodies of zamindars and oultivators, i.g •• 

taluka development associations (q. II.); comparative plots (103). 59624·7; mo~ 
successful than leaflets. pampblets. etc. (1034). 

Improvements. list of. (103). 
FnuNIlE: _ 

I,and mortgage banks: 
Objects: for loan redemption and to finance big schemes of land improvement (104). 
should be Organil'ed, with power to issue debentures (104). 
should not Wait to see whether experiments in otheI parts of the Presidency are 

successful. 59666-8. 

TACCAVI: 
Administration: should ouly be given for land imllrovement schemes through 

co-operative societies where such exist (104). 
Defects: at prosent amounts inadeq uate and n?t given at proper time of tho year, 

59669-73. 
HARIS: 

in view of Labour scarcity. should be treated hUIO&nely and equitably in order to 
attract labom from sl1lTounding areas (106). 

Relationship with zamindars, 59594-8. 59674-83. 
Scarcity of: 59679·80. 

blPLJD1ENT8 : 
Ploughs: 

Egyptian IPplacing Sindhi; is as simnle as Sindhi plough and can he manufac
tured 10CB.lly. hut its work is far superior. especially in soft soil (103:. 

Meston: iron plough a~ cheap as Egypt,ian and fit for hard soil (103). ) _ 
Types: Egyptian, Meston, Rajah. Chatanuga. Monsoon, found useful (103). 

IImIGATION : 
_ Screw water lift. found naefnl (103). 

MARKETING: (See also Sale Societies under CO.PERATION). 
Cotton: 

Conditions unsatisfactory (106). 
not Graded (107). 

Information: daily market quotations. eto., should be made available to oultivators. 
by Govemment (107). 

_ no regular Markets (107). . 
Method of (107) Middlemen: number excelisive (107). 

Premium seldom paid to cultivators for improved quality (108). 
Sowcar. cnltivator at the mercy of. (107). 

Credit. need of. to enable cultivators to wait for better prices, 59525-7. 
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MA.BKETINo----cont~t: 

Facilities: ,defectIve. (106-7). 
Legislation: Marketing Bill sheuld be enacted (107). (109), 59598_ 

STATISTICS : 
Haris: statistics as to propertien of membership cf co-operative societies desirable, 

59674-7_ 

TALUXA DEVELOPMENT AsSCCIATIONS : 
Activities cf, (103-4) 59515-21.59819_ 
Animal hllRba.ndry : do ncl; take pm in, 59529-32. 59804_ 
Co-()peratien: play an impertant part in develeping (10~); are registllred as non. 

oredit cO"cperative societies. 59515-20. 59524, 59563. 
Controlled by executive committee (103). 
Effect of. 59569_ 
Finance and members' subscriptien, 

59522-7,59569-71,59646-52, . 
Management: membership (103), 59564-8. 59566. 
Programme of work framed with advice ef Agricultural Department (103). 
Pregre'.!s: founded abeut four years age, 59533-4. 
Propaganda, best media for (103-4), 59523. 
one Suffi"ient for each tal\lk~, 59614-23, 59802-9. 

WEI.FARlI or RURAL POPULATION: 
Co-operative societies, where tbey exist, have effected a distinct improvement in life 

of agriculturists (108). 
Propaganda necessary: lectures on sanitatien, use of quinine, breeding of mosqnitoes, 

purification of wellt!, refuse disposal (106). 
Quinine: 

Propaganda as to usc of nCCf'ssary (106). 
Taluka development associations distribute free. 59521. 

Refuse disposai: propaganda necel!88.ry (106). 
Village sanitation committees will spring up as the result of sanitation propaganda 

(106). . 
Wells, purification of: propaganda necessary (106). 

13ATAI, au under LAND TENURE. 

13ABUL, aee under FORESTS. 

BANKS, 8ee under CO-OPERATION and FINANCE. 

BERSEEM, Bee under FODDER under ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. 

BHUTTO, KHAN BAHADUIl SHAH NAWAZ KHAN, C.I.E., O.B.E.,Chairman'of Larkana 
District ('oO-operative Bank (65-84). Holds about 10,000 acres cultivated by tenante 
cn batai system 59133-7 

AnlllNlSl'RATION : 
Centmlisstion always to be deprecated (67). 
District local hoards should undertake rural education (66), and welfare of rural 

population (73). , 
Meteorological Department: useless to agriculturists (67); information as to rainfall 

in Punjab and Himalayas should be published in local vernacular newspaper, 
59212-5. 59302. . 

Posts and Telegraphs: satisfactory (67). . 
Roads: Serious consequences of laok of (67); Government, not distriot local boards, 

to blame; tolls have been introduced and an additional road oess should be imposed 
59264-7. 

Sind should have separate Government (67) 59297. 

j.ORIC'ULTUBAL DEPARTMB.'iT: 
Funds, lack of, prevent thorough efficiency (67). 

j.ORICULTUlIAJ. INDBBTBDNBS8 : 
Cause c~ borrowinl!;: unprofitableness of agriculture (67), 
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AOBICULTURAL bDBBTBDNB8S---eOftltL 
Measnrea to lighten agriculture',tI barden of debt: to make agricnlture more_ profitable 

(67). (68). -
Poverty of cultivators due to lack of water and burdens on land: 59154-5. 59289. 
Restriction or control of credit of agricnlturists only temporary remedies (68). 

AOBlCUTIr11BAL INDUSTBI£S : 
Leisuro period: cultivator toils thrQughout the year (71.2); on one-crop laud he 

plies bnllock carts for hire or clears hriyaa for three or four months (76). 
Obstacles: agriculture occupies whole time of males and females (72); agricultural 

labour baa been drawn to neighbouring factories and mills, 59279-80. 
Preparation of agricnltural produce for market, industries connected with: shonld be 

encouragl'.d by C.overnment grants-in-aid (72). 
Spinning. hand: should be enoouraged (72); will not pay hut cnltivator will produce 

sufficilmt cloth for himself, 59149. .' 
Subsidiary industries failing in oompetition with imported goods (72). 

AOBICULTUBAL LABOUR : 
Attracting labour: by grants of land (72). 
Improved methods of cnltivation wonld lead to greatly increased demand for, (65). 
Scarcity of labour: is caused by unprofitableness of agricnlture (72). 59294; and 

prevents cultivation of improved crops (70). 

AJllMAL HUSBAJlDBY : 
Blllls: Larkana c ... ttle a bit weak; bnlls supplied by locaJ board, Govel'l11Ilent 

paying half the cost; Nadi bl't'ed; registers kept, 59206-11. 
Dairy indUfltry: unknown ill Sind; Rnk dairy unprofitable and abandoned (71). 
Fodder: 

Shortage doeR not normally exist, owing to Indus, except in Tha.r 
Pa.rb.-. (71), 59293. 

abundant Supply from lice cultivation (70). 
Lace.! Government should undertake improvement (71). 

BATAI SYSTU : BU under LAND TENURE_ 

CAPITAL, ATTBAIlTDIO OP, TO AOBICULTURB: 
Profits of agricnlture must be increased by decreasing burden of assessment and by 

providing flow irrigation (73). 

Co-OPERATION: 
Credit societies: most are sound; directors of looe.! banks decide whether loans are 

to be gra.nted. 59168-81. 
Government should purchase grass for Military Department through co-operative 

societies, 59288. 
Interest: 

Government funds shonld be used to 6na.nce primary societies, 59168-90,59285-7. 
rates paid by Primary societies must be reduClt'ld (73). 

whoa District Co.operative Bank: advanCl'.s monev to primary societies to whom 
members apply; makes no advances to individuals (77),59170 81. 

I.ift irrip:ation by pumping might be done by Co-operative societies (83) 59286.7. 
Minorities shonld be oompelled to oome into schemes for joint improvement (73); 

but consent of a majority of 75 per cent. neC8BB&rY (80) 59225-6. 
Progress: fairly good (73) 59166-7. 

CRops """D CRop PRoTBI7l'ION : 
Improvement impoBBible owing to shortage df labour (70). 
Pests: research required (65); protective measures have all failed (70). 
Rice: 

Inoome about Ra. 40 per acre, 59246-52. 
most Profitabll' crop in view of shortage of labour and its fodder yield; should be 
encour~d to the exclusion of all other crops (70). 

Seed: increa.aing economy in use of (70). 
Wild-animals, !i&mage by: local authorities giving necessary licenses (70). 

CuLTIVATION: 
Interflllence inadvisable (70). 
Rotation: correct mothods in use (70). 
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DEMONSTRATION .un> PBo~AGANDA: 
Activities of Department should be inereased (66); more fundS required._ 

69161-2.' 
Personality of officers, importance of (66). 

ED110ATIOlf : 
Agricultural: 

Caret'rB, after, of students, disappointing (fl6). 
should be Compulsory for all schools (66), 59156-9. 
Facilities urgently require extension throughout Sind (66). 
Farms should be attached to rura.l schools (66), (73)_ 
Land shoulll be given to students on leaving school (66). 
Progres,: not marked (66). 
Pupils not drawn from agricultural classes (66). 
Teachers should be drawn from agricultural classes (66). 

Attendance at school limited by work in the fields and religious instruotion (73). 
Compulsory education: being introduced but difficulties of scarcity of labour and 

lack of appreciation (73). 
District local boards, should control schools (66). 
Middle cla.ss youths, attraction of, to agriculture: by making agrioulture more 

profitable (66). . 

FE"WrILISERS : 
Cowdung, nse of as fuel. due to lack of other fuel (70). 
Firewood, supply of, 69144-8. 

FINANOE: 
Failure of agricultural finance owing to agriculture being unprofitable (67)_ 
Long term loans: 

Demand for, not very great; about 10 years; maximum of Rs. 10.000 to. 
Rs. 20.000 lent by co-operative societies; to redeem mortgaged property. 5!! 182-7. 

not Wasted, 59291-2. 
Taceavi: interest too high, leakage between Government and borrower, undue 

strictness as to repayments (67.8), 59299·300_ 

FORESTS: 
Afforestation: no. space for, near villages (72). 
District Local Boards: 

should Control forests (72). 
would give greater Grazing facilities. 59290. 

Firewood, supply 9f, (721, 69144·8. 
Grazing fa.cilities, inadequate (72). 
Prices for grass from forests too high (72). . 
Village plots shlJ.~d exi~t for supplying gra.ss and firewood (72). 

HOLDINGS: 
Fragmentation: Mahommeian law of inheritance is ruinous (68). 
Fragmented HoMings Bill, 59298. 
Legislation necessary absolutely prohibiting sub· division below a certain point (68), 

59222-4. 

IMPLEMENTS: 
Government should allot more funds for purchase of improved implements and free 

distribution (if pOilSil?le) among cultivators (66.7); (70). -
Prioos: should be reduced by moans of Government bounties (71). 
Repairs, importance of providing faoilities for (70). 
no great Successes (67), 59165·6. 
Threshing machines and tractors should be let out on hire by Agriculturnl 

Department (66.7); through Co-operative ~eieties, 59301. 

ImuGATION: 
Diotribution: not satisfactory, and suggestion, (69). 59296. 
Floods: no measures to prevent in mll.ny place9 (68). 
Kotri, bll.rrl\gB should be m~de (69), 59295. .. ) 
Lift irrigll.tion by pumping might be done by oo·opemtive societieS, 59286.7. 
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IBBIGATIOll'-ConcZd. 

Minor sohemes (tanks, ponds, wells): enollgb beill6 done (69). 
Negle<lt of, in Sind (118). . 
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Non·Barmge zone, adversely affected by Lloyd Barrage (69), 59295. 
Punjab iITigation schemes, adversely affecting water.supply in Sind (68), 59295. 

L.UI'D TBl'fUBE : 
Batai system: 

Division of produce: on lift lands zamindar takes two.fifths, on flow lands balf the 
produce; a fair arrangement, 5913543. 

Rent paid in kind, 59227·36. 
Zamindar pays assessment, advances taccavi and pays interest, clears kariyas, ete., 

59195-8. 
Burdens on land: . 

local resses ; rasai (providing for touring officials) ; lapo paid to officials who collect 
revenues; corruption; system of administration blamed; committee appointed 
as to rllBai and la po, but nuisanll6 remains 59253·63; should be discouraged; 
rasai and lapo come out of zamindar's share of porduce, but hari has to 
contribute labour; touring officials should only accept hospitality from 
well-to-do people, 5921114_ . 

cause Poverty of cultivators, 59154-5. 
Settlement every 20 years, 59227·36. 
Haria: except one olasa, are all tenants.at.will, but in fact are seldom turned out, 

59227·8. . 

LLOYD BARRAGB : 
Zamindars anxiously awaiting completion, 591934, 59216.8. 

MARKETING: 
F...,i1itie. satisfactory. (72). 
Government should not interfere in packing, grading, etc., for market (72), 5927lJ. 
Information as to market conditiOllll, etc., should be provi.ied by co.operative 

sooieties (72). 
Railways sho.tld give priority to agricultural produce (72). 
Roads should be improved (67). 

RESlIABOH: 
Diversity of condit.ions necessitating many kinds of research (65). 
Implements, 59164. 
Kallar land, research required into factors producing (65). 
Pests, research required (65). . 
Poverty of cultivators prevents use being made of results of research, 59140, 59154·5.-

59219·21. 

BoILS: 
Alkali land: only method of improvement is by supply of water and drainage (69). 
Erosion. on Indus, money should not be spent on prevention of (69). 
Government should not attempt improvement of (69). 
Reclamation: by giving Illnd to peasant class (69). 

STATISTICS : 
often Invented owing to pressure of 'work (74). 
Sufficient at present (74). 

VBTEBINARY : 
Departm"n~ : 

under Direotor of AgricultU1'<l, should be (71). 
Fands, lack of. prevents tb ')rongh efficiency ,67}. 

Di~pelll!3ril'e: 
under Pi.trict local board •• who have not proper control of officers (71). 
Extt'ruoion ~aking place (71). 
Provincial authority, should not be under (7)}. 
Touring, visit.s are t{)() short (71). 
'Cse of, bv agricnlt.urists, prevented by distance (7)}. 

J .... gislation ':"eOAll,q"ry to prevent spread of contagion. diseB89 by contaots (7l). 
R"searcll: Instituto req.ured in e~ery Province (7l) 59241.5_ 

HOY 381-2 
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BHUTTO, K.B. SHAH NAWAZ KHAN-concld. 

W' ATERLOGGING: In the L'ar portion, causes idleness; no system of drainage, 
59237-40. 

WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION: 
District local boards: 

will provide H('alth officers, Govt'rnment conributing two-thirds of expense, 
59191-2. 

subject has been Transferred to; they may be tt'UAted to provide all that is 
necessary (73). 

S'lrveY8, economic, of typical villages not very helpful (73). 

BORROWING, Bee under AGRfCOLTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. 
,B03I, Bee under CULTIVATION. 

CAPITAL, ATTRACTING OF, TO AGRICULTURE: 
Capitalists are not encour~ged to take up land, Ske.wmm, 60823-8_ 
Improvement of land discouraged b,v: 

Capital and Enterprioe, lack of, Rahman (1491, Skewakram (232-3). 
Conservative habits and Ignorance, Skewakram. (232-3)_ 
Long term credit at low interest nece~aa.ry, Rahman. (149). 

Lloyd Barrage: will attract capital, Rllhman. (149). 
Obstacles: dullness of country life and precarious seasons, Rahman (149). 
Profits of agriculture must be increased by decreasing burden of assessment and by 

providing flow irrigation, Bhutto (73). 
Waste land, grant of, at nominal prices or pltyment by instalment, to individual 

capitalists or companies, with facilities for constructing canals, advooated, Shewak
ram (232). 

Water-supply mURt be assured, MfJ.8to (94). 

CASTRATION, Bee under ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. 
CENTRAL COTTON COMMITTEE: unsatisfactory; no criticism allowed; exclnsion 

of best men, Skakllni, 60553-5, 60fi73-4. 
(lO-OPERATION see also under AZIMKHAN, K. B.INAYATALIKHAN. 

Agricultural Department, co-ordination with: Bee unaer AGRICULTURAL 
DEPARTMENT. 

Amateurs, employment of undAsirabll', MfJ.8to (93). 
Audit: ~tisfaotory; of every society every year by tho Government auditor, 

Azimkhan, 595()8-IO. 
(1attle bret'ding societies, doubtful, MfJ.8t<'l (94). 
Consolidation of holdinga: Someti .. s should undt'rtake, MfJ.8to (94). 
holdings already Uneconomic should be aquired by the State, MfJ.8to (94). 
Cotton ginning and market,ing societies advocated, Skaka7li (205). 

CREDIT SOCIETIES: ,'. • 
Collapse of a society ~n Jaoobabad Distriot owinl!' to non-repayment of loa!ls, Khoso. 

60214-7. ' 
should be Developed to supply all needs of oultivators for short term credit, Shahan. 

(201). , 
Directors of looal banb detlide whether han" aro to be granted, B"uttn, 5!l168·el. 
Necessary to save cultivators from merciless exploitation of bania.s, HfJ.88fl: .. 

(131) : 
Number'has inoreased very greatly in the last few years, Rakmala (148). 
most are Sound, Bhv.tto; 59168-81. 
Succe~s of, H fJ.88ai n (133). 
'facoavi grants should he made to, Kk()ll() (167). 

Dome~tio ourrent· expenses, oredit should he provided for, MfJ.8to (93). 
Expert from Sweden, Denmark or England should be~mployed by Government, MfJ.8Io 

(93). 
Failure, instance of, Dow (39). 
Fertilisers dL~t'rihuted through societies, Rahman, 60156-62. 
Ftagmentation of holdings should be prevented by, Karachi Indian. Merchanls' 

A88ociation (183). 
Government: should confine its aotivities to propaganda, orgauisation, finance and 

audit, HfJ.8sain (132). 
Government should purohase graB.' for Military Department through co-operative 

sooieties, l1hmto, 59288. 
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c:o-OPERATION-oonoid. 

lmplemp.nts: societies might Hire out, maintain Repair dep6ts for, and keep ,Stocks 
of, MUldo (91-4), Rahman, 60156·9. 

Importance of, great, MUBto (93). 
Improvement of land for general benefit of locality should be financed and carried 

out on a co.operative basis, Mu...to (94). 

Il'ITEBEST: 
Government funds should be used to finance pdmary societies, Bhutto, 69188-90, 

692115-7. 
rates paid by Primary sooieties must be reduced, Bhutio (73)_ 

J ourl FARMING SOCIBTlKS : 
Advocated to prevent excessive fragmentation of holdings, Shahan' (202). 
Doubtful, Musto (94). 
of Educated young men: 

00 Lloyd Barrage land, desirablo if members do manual work themselves, Karaclll 
Indian .Ilferchants' A88ociation (192). 

Might he tried, Ruhman, 110118. • 
P .... mature; would receive sympathetic treatment, Dow (39), 69073-4,69122·9. 

Failed in Punjab, Dow, 59063. 
of Han.., wOlth while trying as an experiment, Rahman, 60103·4. 

LarkaDa Diatrict Co-operative Blmk : advances money to primary societies; makes 
AI) adv"Dr.es to individll"ls, Bhutt'J, 69170-81. - -

Lift iITigation by pumping might be done by Co-operative societies, BhuUiJ (83), 69286-7. 
Lloyd B .. rrage Sch"me: purchasP..rs of land might be financed by credit societies, Dow, 

68930·1. • 

IIfUlORITIES : _ 
"hould he Compelled to come into schemes for joint improvement, Dow (39), 59029, 

59075,59130; JfU8'" (ll4) ; Bhutto (73). 
Expert approval of scheme, a con,tition, JfU8to (ll4-). 
M"j'lrity of 75 per cent. neceesFLry, Bhutto (80), 59225.6. 

Non-credit sooietieA: with two exceptions, not organised, Rahman (14-8). 

NOlll.OJI'PICIAL8 : 
more Effective than Government in spre .. ding movement, Rahman (148); command 

more confidence; are coming forward, Rahm<Jn, 60069·70. 
should Encourage oo.opl'ration by propaganda and edllcation, HU8soin (133). 

Once Tra.ined Officers should he retrained, M'/Uto, 59434-8. 

Progress: 
Considerable, Dow, 58983-5. 
has made an Important contribllt-ion to welfare, HUBBain, 591128-30. 

Pumpin!J schemes to be run by oo-oper .. tive societies, Dow, (37), 59076. 
Pnnjab consolidation of holdings societies being studied, Dow (39), 58974·6, 589!l2. 

PIlROHASE Al!I'D SALE SOOIETIES : 
Neces8&ry, to save oilitivators from clutches of banias, HU88ain (131·3). 
Purch&se, should Stock, sell and hire ont implements andmMhinery, Musto (93). 
SalE' of produce and st()ck, requires expert inveRtiglWion, Musto (94). 

RE'ctanguiation of holdings in the Lloyd Bl>l'l'H.ge area sllould he done with tile a8Bist-
ance of co-operative societies, Dow (39). _ 

Seed dPpots: might be financed by Government and managed by eo.operative 
societies. Musto (89). 

Seed distribution: should be undertaken by credit societies, Dow (38). 
Seed sUI' Illy socitties, neceS8&r.v, H/UBai" (131-2). 
Zamin<iars, big, not yet affected by, HU8Bain, 5983:). 

COTTON, Bee under CROPS AND CROP PROTECTION. LLOYD BARRAGE, 
1IIlARKETIfiG and SOILS. 

CROPS AND CROP PROTECTION: 
c..ttle straying; damRgmg crops: serious; quick growing hedge plant ~hould be 

Eovulved, Karachi Indian Merchants' Association (184), 60518-9; prickly pear, 
does uot injure crops, grows quickly and supplies itself with water but give~ 
uo ero!, or fuel, Karachi Indian Merchants' Association, 60526-8. -

Cere .. is: seieoiion of seeds of selectRd varieties, recommended, Shahani (204). 
110 Y 381-20. 
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CROPS AND CROP PROTECTION-contd. 

COTTON: 

Acala, American, the best variety; being w-own at Sa.kre.nd Farm, R/Wlumt 60562-3 • 
60618-24. . , • 

American, 100i.g staple: 
should be Conc('nt.re.tedon under Ban'age perennial water supply, Dow (38). 
Profitable, Slla/wfli (204) .. 
Punjab4F: 

Qualities: has proved to be healthy and prolific, fitting in with present conditione. 
of water supply and possibly other environmental conditions; popular, superior 
staple strain should be evolved. Rahman (145),59983-7. 

Quantity: 36,000 acres on Jamrao Canal, 1926-27, Rahman (145). 
285 better than F.4, Slulhani. 60Ml. -

Spread of checked by unsuitAble ·water conditions. Dow (38), and marketing 
conditions I.,a,ding to cultivator not get.ting fair share of higher value. 
Dow, 58977-9. 

Water supply in Fe"ruary or March necessary, Shahan; (204). 
Baker-Lane scheme does not provide for much cotton cultivation under -Uoyd 

Barrage, Rahman, 60179. 
in Deccan might be, grown under irrigation instead of sugarcane, HatTi-son. 

58846.7. 
Deshl, Agricultural Depart.ment has attempted to improve in the past, because of 

unstable water supply, Dow (38). " 
Egyptian:. .... 

Cultivated under Fletcher for nearly 5 years, varieties tried, Rahman, 59998-9. 
60002-4. 

Experiments abandoned except at Sa.kre.nd With fresh seed from Egypt, Rahman, 
60041-6. 

Failed on Jamrao for lack of early water supply. Rahman, 60000-1. 
Mettaffifi and Abbasi, better than American, but given up for la.ck of early water 

supply, Shahani (204), 60556-9. -. 
showed Promise of success as long as perennial irrigation existed on Jamrao. 

Rahman (145). 
now under trial at Sakrand and doing comparatively well, Rahmatl, 60000. 

Failure of crop, Harri8on, 58882-6. 
Variety 27 W. N.: 

Quality: superior to deehl and is being distributed, Rahman (144). 
Type: a selected .st.rain from ordinary local cotton, which has four types; is a 

white flowered ordinary mgled'Um rOBe"m.- very popular, Rahman, 60005. 
Fodder: abundant supply from rige cultivation, Bhutlo (70); shortage does not normally 

exist (71) .. 
Food crops: 81 per cent of total cropped area; percentage will increase under Baker· 

Lane Scheme under Lloyd Barrage; not much cotton cultivation, Rahman, 
60177-9. I 

Important crops: in Sind, lists of, Rahman (144), Shahani (204), cultivation of Juar: 
should be increaSE'd, Khcso (167). 

Improvement impossible owing to shortage of labour, Bhutlo (70). 
Income per acre from rice about Rs. 40; JUM' Rs. 20 at most, Bhutlo, 59246-52. 
Legumes: hybridisation recommendl'd, Shahani (204). . 
Output: 23 per cent decrease, and distinct decrease in cropped area in Karachi: 

thought to be due to insufficient water supply, Rah11lan, 60038-40. 

PESTS : 

Demonstration and propaganda necessary, Karachi Indian MercluJl1/~8' AS8OCiaU_ 
(184), 60518. 

Expenditure on prevention of may make future remissions of taxation unnecessary. 
Karachilndian Merchants' A~8OCiation (1M) 60518. 

Protective measures have all failed, BhuJtc (70). 
ReRee.rch necessary, Bhuttc (65); Karachi Indian Merchants' A88OCiaOOn (184). 

ShaMnt (204). 
Serious, making agriculture preoarious, Karachi Indian Merchants' A8SOCiatioo (184).-

60518. 
Potato seed imported from Italy,' Kalka. and Farukhabad; imported disease has not. 

o.risen, Rahman (145). 
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tROPS AND CROP PROTECTION~ontd. 

RICK: 
Consumes ten times as much water as dry crops, Khoso, 60224-6_ 
Cultivation should be restricted as to irrigation, Khoso (167)_ 
Enquiry as to outturn advocated, 8hewa1eram, 60803-5_ 
InCOIllll about Re. 40 per acre, Bhutlo, 59246-52. . 
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Outturn, 10 to 12 maund.! pE'r acre in Sind as compared with 30 maunds in Italy and 
Spsin, 8hewa1eram (221). 

most Profiable Cl'OpS in view of shortage of labour and ita fodder yield; should be 
encouraged to the exclusion of all other crops, Bhutlo (70)_ 

Selection of local and fo ..... ign varil'ties and hybridisation, RahIM" (144.5). 

Reed: incnmsing economy in use of, Bhutto (70). 

8RRD OI8TRIBUTION : 
In Bhitshah in Hyderabad cultivators and merchants co.operate to maintain pure 

cotton seed supply, Rallman (145). 
mould be by Co-opemtive societies, supply coming from the Agricultural Department, 

HfUl8/Jin (131.2); Dow (38), 58940. . 
Cotton: 27 W_ N. and Bhitshsh, greatly appreciated, Azimkhan (103). 
DepartmentAl organisation, though very limited, appears to be on right lines, Rahman 

(145). 
JJepote should be financed by government and managed by co·operative societil's or 

Government, MU8Io (89). 
Difficulty of obtAining good seed; uselcss to approach Agricultural Department, 

Shahan;, 60606.8. 
Free issue, value to be recovered from crop, until good strains are tlstablishod, M .UlW 

(89). 
Government Stores Department, should be purchased from, Azimkhan, 59695·7. 
Improved Beed: demand for very active at premium of annas 12 to Re. 1 per maund, 

Rahman. 59961·7. 
Multiplication: _d grown on deparlment.'s farm and multiplied by private 

seed groweI'l! under supervision of department; strain renewed every year by 
department, Rahman, 60051·5. .... 

Quality distributed by baDia and mofussil seed merchants poor, Rallman (145)_ 
Small holder gene .... Uy gets his seed from Zamindar; village shopkeeper not 

sufficient.Jy educated to ba trusted with distribution, KarO£h. Indian Merchants' 
Aasocialion, 60486-94_ 

Village bania or mofussil inerclumt generally depeuded upon, Ballman (145). 
Wbeat: Pusa 12 : 

Greatly appreciated, Azimkhan (103)._ 
Obtained from Jacobnbad Government Farm, KII08O, 60187-8-

Reed improvement: by selection, isolation of superior strains and maintenance by 
PUM line culture, Rallman (144), 60153-5. 

S l'OARCAlilii : 
Cultivation of in Deccan not diminished owing to irrigation charges, Harrison, 

58844·7. 
Irrigation water used for might be diverted to other crops, Ha ... ison, 58878·811. 
Wasteful methode of cultivation, Harriaon, 58844.7, 58894-901. 

WJI.&AT: 

~.,Itiv .. tion, Khoso, 60227. 
in Deccan might be grown uuder irrigation instead of sugarcane, Harriaon, 

58846·7. 
Improvement of local wheats, Rallman (144). 
Introduction of Pusa 12 c and Punjab 11, Rahman (144)_ 
Ptl8& 12 being grown on 50,000 acres: is being extended; difficulty, lack of steady 

water supply: ctlltivatorconvinced of benefit, RalIma", 60047·50, Azimkhan (103)0 
Khoso, 60187·8: 

WaD AJmui.s, D.uu.Olli BY; 

mol'8 Gun licensea should be issued to zamindars, KOO80 (167), 60263-4. 
Local authorities giVIng neOOllRary lioenses, Bhutlo (70). 
Pig should be shot, IJhahan' (204). 
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CULTIVATION: 

Bosi Rystem: in Upper Sind Frontier; land flooded in September and wheat grown 
without furthcll irrigation; provides work for 8 to 10 months in the year, Rahman, 
601214. 

Dry cultivation (without irrigation) impossible in 8inil except desert portion of Thar 
Parkar and part of Kalltchi "District, hahm.an, 59911·8. 

Interculturing cotton· by plough, thus savinI/: labour, Rakrnan (145). 
Interference in the existing methods inadvisable, Bh.uito (70). 
Mixture of soods when ROWing not generally adopted in Sind, but mixed juar, bajri, 

maize and til sprinkled in cotton to supply early fodder for working cattle, 
Rahman (145) .. 

Ploughing, dry, practised in some tracts as a result of departmental demonstration, 
Rahman (145), Shahani (200), (204), 60602, 60675. 

Rotation: 

Correct methods in use, Bhtttto (iO). 
Experiments carried on, nntil Jamrao perennial water supply failed; being carried 

out at Sakrand under Barrage conditioJlll, Rahman, 60065·6. . 
not Nect'ssary at present as irrigation facilities only allow one·third of the land to he 

cultivated per annum; but under improved irrigation a good rotatIon must be 
devised, Rahmt£n (145). 

DEBT, Bee under AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. 

DECCAN AGRICULTURISTS' RELIEF ACT, 8ee under AGRICULTURAL INDEBTED
NESS. 

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. 

Activities of Department should be increased, BhuiUJ (66); more·funds reqnired, Bhutto, 
59161·2. 

Agriculture Day, All·India, should be observed, Karachi Indian Merchants' A8BOCiatiml 
(182). 

• Central research station should assist provincial research and demonstration, HarriBon 
(11), (12), 58782·3. 

Cinema and magic lantern advocated, Karachi. Indian Merckants' ASBOCiatiml (182), 
Skakani (200). 

Co.operative Department (through Wuka developmtnt associations) has popularised 
improved seeds and ploughs, Hussain (129). 

Co· ordination ·of Agricultural and Co.operative Departments has been beneficial, 
Azimkkan (103). 

Cultivators: are not conservative; are willing to adopt methods proved to be effective; 
importance of sympathy with, Karachi Indian Merckants' A88ociation (182). 

Cultivators, selected, should be used for, Skako.ni (200),60603.5. 
on Cultivators' Own,JFields; recommended: Harrison (11.2), 58712·5, 58778.81, 

58795.7, Dow (36), 58954·6, Musto (89), Azimkkan (103), 59624·7, (103·4), H'U88fJifi 
(129), Rahman (141), 59948, 59963, 60153·5, Karachi Indian Merckants' A880Ciatiml 
(181·2), Skakani (200), Shewakram (221). 
by Comparative plots, Dow (36),58954.6, Azimkhan (103), 59624·7, Shewakram (221). 
with Guarantee against loss, HarriBon (11.2),58712.5,58778.81,58795.7, Dow (36). 

58954·6. 
by Organised bodies of zamindars and cultivators, Azimkkafl (103), 59624·7. 
more Successful than leaBets, pamphlets, etc., Azimkkan (103.4). 

Daula.tpur, reclamation of land a failure in demonstration, Dow (36). 
Decorations: awarded at district Durbars, Rahman (142). should be given to 

Zamindars. KkoBo (166). 
Demand: for great owing to change of methods, Mann, 58644·5. 
Demonstrators: defeots of, Shakani (200), 60673·4-
Departments of Agriculture and Irrigation should worktogether, Harrison (10). 

F,uws, departmental : 

on the Batai system, the department taking one·third produce on lift irrigation and 
one·half on Bow, Rahman, 59959·60. 

Cultivation: 400 or 500 aores for multiplying seed; oultivated by haria on a commer
cial basis. with no special advantages beyond those arising from better seed and 
cultivation and advances without interest, Rahman, 59947·58. 
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too Ela.borate; should be completely separated from experimenta.J f~rms, Harri80n 
(U). 

have not In1Iueneed cultivators much, because not on commercial lines, HU884in 
(129),59847-53; 59865-6. 

Farms, model, advocated, Karachi Indian Merchants' Association (182). 
Government should give smaU strips of la.nd to zamindars, Khoso (166), to encourage 

good cultivation, Khoso, 60240-1. 
Improvements, list of, Azimkhan (103). 
Indigenous methods should be starting points for gradual improvement, Harrison 

(U). (See also under RESEARCH.) 
Jamesabad an.d Nawabshah sub-stations, managed on zamindari lines, Rahman (142). 

r-flets:' . 

Periodical publication of, advocated, though' not very effective among illiterate 
cultivators, Rahman (142). 

often lseless, Har.ison (12). 
in Vernacular and popula.r, advocated, Karachi Indian Merchants' A88ociation (182). 

Lectures advocated, Karachi Indian Merchants' A8sociation (182). 
Obstacle: conservatism of cultivators, Dow, 58991-2. 
Organisation: should be central; Director of Agriculture should have advisory board 
representing agriculturists, etc., Karachi Indian Merchants' A88ociation (182), 60373-4. 

Ploughs, improved. in Jamrao area, Dow (36). 
Pusa. wheats introduced in Upper Sind, Dow, 58966. 
Reclamation of alkali la.nd at Dowla.tpur minor, a signal failure, Shahan; (200). 
Research should be separate from, Harri80n (10), (12). 
Shows, agricultural, held, Rahman (142), Shahan; (199-200). 

STAn: 

Demonstrator required in every taluka, Harrison, 58798-800. 
in future wiu consist. as far as possible, of Sindhi Mussalmans, trained at Poona and 

Sa.krand, Mann, 58641-3, 58691-3. 
Insufficient, Harrison (12), Rahman (142).59947. 
Personality, importance of, Harrison (12), Bhutto (66). Rahman (142), 60163-5. 
Schola.rships for tra.n;ng increased under new development scheme, Rahman (142). 

Suocessful measures: example of superior CUltivator; breaking land several times; 
seed selection and distribution, demonstration on cultivators' own fields; bulletins 
issued by Agricultural Department in the vernacl'lar; exhibitions and shows, 
Shahani (199-200). 

Taluka Development Association: should do all demonstration and propaganda and 
should be aubsidised by Government, HU8sain (129). 

Wireless broadoasting should be fuUy utilised, Karachi Indian Merchants' A8sociation 
(182). 

DOW. H'l I.C.S., Revenue Officer, Lloyd Barrage and Canals scheme (36-64). 

Past app~intments and present duties, 58913-6, 59117-8. 

ADIIINISTBATION : 

Co-ordination between Provinces insuffioient (36). 
Transport: 

Railways: feeder. require? in Lloyd Barrage area (37); ordinary broad gauge. 
58968; Government policy of extension, 58969; on the left bank 3 short lines 
proposed, 59042-4. • 

Roads: Board just appointed, 58971, 59077. 
Improvement necessary and toUs for, just.ifiable (37). 
Railways, co-ordination with, necessary, 58971-2. 

AOBIouLTUBAi DEP.oTlIIENT: 

Daula.tpur recla.mation scheme, failure of, brought Department into disrepute 
locally (36). . 

Stall: insufficient in numbers and quality, 58954-6. 
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DOW, H-contd.' , 

AGRIOULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS: 

Causes of bo~owing : social customs; capriciousneBS of inundation, ignorance, priest
craft (37), 59107; poverty and prosperity (37). 

Co.operation and Legislatiol! like Punjab Alienation Act would tend toe reduCe 
uneconomic borrowing (37), 58973, 59(j96.103. 

Lloyd Barrage: 
Cost of clearing land would not be very heavy and would not cause indebtedneBS, 

59096·103. ' 
Rise of price of land has increased borrowing; Barrage will therefore probably 

increase indebtedness which is not neceBSarily an evil, 59096·103. . 
Non.agriculturists, tendency for land to pass into hands of, 59027; no classification 

of agricultural and non.agricultural tril:es; will have to be made, but not necessa
rily the same claBSification as in the Punjab, 59045·9. 

Repayment prevented by the same factors as oause borrowing (37). 
Sources of credit: land and character (37). 

AGRIOULTURAL INDUSTRIES: 

Fruit and vegetable gal dens introduced in Jamrao area (36) • 

.AGRICULTURAL LABOUR: 

Attracting labour, no measures necessary (38). 
Bari has no permanent interest in the land and therefore gravitates to where labour 

is wanted (38). (See tinder" Baris ".) 
Lloyd Barrage: popUlation will be sufficient to cultivate new lands, because: con· 

version of lift into flow wiII release cultivators,odecrease of idleness, improved 
methods of organiEation, increase of populat.ion (39). 

CO·OPERATION : 

Failure, instance of (39) ; 
Joint farminl! societies: formed by Educated young men would receive sympathetio' 

treatment, 59073.4, 59122·9 Failed in Punjab, 59(53; Premature (39). 
Lloyd Barrage scheme: puchasers of land might be financed by credit societies, 

58930·1. 
, ,Minorities should certainly be compelled to come into schemes for joint improvement, 

(39) 59029, 59075, 59130. 
Progress-; considerable, 58983·5. 
Pumping schemes to be run by co· operative societies, 59076. 
Punjab consoli~tion of holdings socit'ties being studied (39), 58974.6, 58982. 
Rectangulation 'of holdings in the Lloyd Barrage area ahould be done with the 

assist.ance of co-operative societit's (39). 

CRoPS AND CRop PRoTEoTiON : 

Cotton: 
American, long staple, should be concentrated on under Barrage perenniaI'water

supply, e.g., 4 F. ; spread of, checked by unsuitable water conditions (38), and 
marketing conditions leading to cultivator not getting fair ahare of higher 
value, 58977·9. 

Deshi, Agrioultural Department has attempted to improve in the past, because 
of unstable water.supply (38). , . 

Seed distribution: should be undertaken by co.operative credit societies (38), m 
combination with Agricultural Department, 58940. ' 

DEI\IONSTRATION AND PRoPAGANDA: 

on Cultivators' own fields, with guarantee against loBS; oomparative plots model 
farms often useleBS (36), 58954·6. . 

Obstacles: conservatism of cultivators, 58991·2. 
Ploughs, improved, in Jamrao area (36). 
Fusa wheats introduced in Upper Sind, 58966. 
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DOW, H-contd. 

EDUOATION:' 

Agricultural bias advocated (39) ; . in all rural schools, 59003, 59030-2, 59081. 
Attendance at school depends on boys not being required in the fields, 59004:5. 
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Books: elementary' readers should contain descriptions of matters such as 
agricultural and Lloyd Barrage (39). 

Hindus take to education more than MU88ulmans, 59004. 
Middle class youths should be attracted to agriculture and start as haris, 59073-4-, 

69122-9. 
Night schools: not suitable for boys, 69006. 
Vernacular, education of children is and must be in, 69007. 

FEBTILISBRS : 

Animal manure : 
. Preservation should be more careful, e.g., folding (38). 

Supply, very la.rge if properly preserved (38). 
Artificial: too expensive (38). 
Blood, dried, from sla.ughter houses: used for fruit trees (38). 
Cowdung: nothing can be done to discourage use of 88 fuel (38); alternative fuel 

supply in Sind, 68941-6, 69116. 
Fish: where availa.ble used for fruit trees (38). 
Goat and sheep dung: ricner nitrogenous and phosphoric content recognised for 

expensive crops: folding advocated (38). 
Kallar earth: used as top dressing for cotton, jua.r and wheat (38). 
Night soil and poudrette: near la.rge towns used for garden crops (38). 
Value of manure considerably increased recognition of, during la.st 16 years (38) • . 
Village sites, old, earth collected from, used as tpp dressing for \lotton, juar and 

wheat (38). 

FINANCE: 

Lloyd Barrage scheme: purchasers of land might be financed by co-operative credit 
societies; no special machinery proposed, 68930-1. 

Fodder, oost of growing natural grass with canal water, 58946. 

FORJISTS : 

Firewood: 58941-5; sorub jungle and forests near river, 59116. 
Lloyd Barrage scheme: reduced 888eBBment~ on pla.ntations, 58941-5. 

HABIB: 

Freeholders, haris should be established as, 59068-70, 59108-12. 
Outtum: both oultivator and zamindar have an interest in increasing, 59023. 
has no Right in the soil; generally on flow Ia.nd zamindar takes half and on lift la.nd 

one-third, 58998-9002, 69021-2. 
Zamindar does not usually help the hari in cultivation, 59067. 

]fOLDING! : 

ConSolidation: . 
Area, holdings, too small, should not be recognised by courts, Government or 

Irrigation Department, 59130. 
Co-operative societies for consolidation in the Punjab being investigated (37), 

58974-6, 58982. 
Distribution of produce: zamindar takes half on flow Ia.nd and one-third on lift 

land, 58998-9. 
Fragmentation: not very serious; rectangula.tion desirable (37); Revenue Depart. 

ment should do this work, 58974-6. 
Rivers: lOBS of holdings through change of course, 58993-'1. 
Size. over 500 acres less than 2,000; 75 per cent under 25 aores; average size 36 

acres; 7 per cent over 100 acres, 58924·7 
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IMPLEMENTS: 

Ploughs, improved, successfully introduced in Jamrao area (36). 

UmIGATION : 

Cotton: American, cultivation of, restricted in the past by unstable water supply 
(38). 

Hakabo: water rate charged to jagirdars who do not pay land revenue: no obliga
tion ever undertaken by Government to spend on silt clearance, 59131-2. 

Lift, by pumping, of great importance; should be investigated (37-8), 59028; might 
be done by co· operative societies, 59076; cattle would be released for field work 
(38). 

Silt clearance, often not necessary, 59131-2. 

LAND TENURE: 

Peasant tenantship, such as exists in Sudan, should be considered, 59071. 

LLoYD BARRAGE: 

Afiorestation: fuel problem not so acute as elsewliere; exemption and decrease of 
assessment permitted as to babul groves, 58941·5. -

Assessment rates: 59082-3. 
Colonisation scheme: 

Area: Government land available about It million acres, practically all virgin 
land; total area commanded 8 million acres; cultivated area will be 6 million 
acres, 59054-7. 

Auction of land not advisable till 2 years before flow irrigation commences, 
58919-20, 58928-9. 

Cost: 18 crores, 59057. 
Finance of purcha~ers might be by co-operative societies; no ad hoc machinery 

for financing suggested, 58930-1, 59059-64. . 
Dot yet Formulated, 58917. 
Holdings: at present 75 per cent under 25 acres, 36 acres being average size, 

58924-7. 
Indebtedness: rise in price of land owing to Barrage may increase indebtedness ; 

land would be sold by auction free of restriction; cost of clearing will not be 
heavy and win not lead to indebtedness, 59096-103. . 

Jungle land might be leased for clearing. 59065-6_ 
Large estates, policy as to formation of not decided upon; Punjab experience 

against, 58932-35; lease to company, as in the Sudan, might be considered, 
59071.:\ . . 

Leasing: land not considered ripe for sale should be leased, 58932-3. 
Non-agriculturists, no feeling against, 59072. 
Policy of Government should be published for pu blio criticism, 59033-5. 
Price: land should not be sold until a proper price can be obtained, 59050-2. 
Punjabis. percent&.!!e in Sind small but growing; realise value !If land under peren-

nial irrigation more than the Sindhis do; should not be excluded, 59036-8, 
59113-4; Punjabis, being more a/fulent, have probably contributed more of the 
capital borrowed from the Government of India for the Barrage, 59039-41. 

Restrictions as to methods of tillage, improved varieties of seed, etc., not advisable 
as imp08sible to enforce; experience on the Jamrao Canal, 58936-40_ 

Small-holders should be encouraged. 58923-24; example of Bi.ka.ner; small-holder 
willing to pay proper price, 59058-9. 

Temporary leases. concessions will have to be made in respect of, 58921-2. 
Date of commenCEment of water flow: March 1931, 58918-9. 
Drainage: adequate. 58953. 
Popularity of soheme, 58989-90. 
Railways, feeder, required (37). 

MARKETING: 

Cott-on : American, spread of restricted in the past by bad marketing conditions. 
68977-9. 
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Mono: (frontage): 

Fallow forfeited land included in zamindar's existing mohag, 59024. 
Meaning of: claim to land in the frontage of a zamindar which cannot be granted 

to another zamindar 'Vithout injuring the former's rights of user or access to his 
existing holding; never claimed or recognised as a legal right; founded on condi. 
tions attachinl!( to inundation irrigation, 58947-50. 

Provision for: Government in Lloyd Barrage scheme setting aside 3! lakhs of acres 
representing 25 per cent of the total Gov~rnment land available, 59024, 59079-80. 

necessary to Recognise the claim to some extent under the Lloyd Barrage, 58951-52. 

RBSEARCH: 

Lift irrigation, by pumping, should be investigated (37-8). 
Mirpurkhas experiment with Egyptian cotton, a failure mainly because of defective 

marketing, 59008-9. 
Sakrand Research Station :, 

Control should be by an officer permanently in Sind and not from Poona, 58957. 
Finance: cost being met from current revenues and not from Lloyd Barrage loan, 

though the station is not revenue-producing, 59119-21,59014. 
Kallar: experiments to be conducted under Barrage conditions, 59010-1. 
Progress : at work nearly 2 years ; in a position to give a great deal of useful advice~ 

results of experiments will apply to right bank area except central rice canal. 
59015-20. 

Propaganda, now more important than research as to best varieties, 59012. 
Soil deterioration due to irrigation, study of, not far advanced, 58960. 
Sufficient probably for general purposes, 58958-9. 

SOILS : 

Daulatpur reclamation scheme, failure of (36). 
Deterioration as a consequence of irrigation: importanoe and urgenoy of research. 

58960-93. 

STATISTIOS : 

Crop yield: figures unreliable; method of collection must be revised; indireot 
method of collection quite unreliable (40), 58986-8. 

Livestock and implements: figures suspected to be quite unreliable: concentration 
of effort over a limited area suggested (40); figures collected every 5 years; staff 
ill-paid and heavily worked, 59084-95. 

TALUKA DEVELOPMBNT AsSOOIATIONS i 
Finance: need more funds, (36) ; Government will have to supply funds, 59025-6. 

Progress: capable of doing good work, danger of falling into bad hands (36), 58964-5. 

VETERINARY: 

Service in Sind BO smalI that its effect is hardly discernible (37). 

WELFARE OlP RUlU.L POPULATION: 

Surveys, economic, in typical villages: lIlost valuable but liable to be biassed and 
Government cannot afford to undertake the work (39-40). 

DRAINAGE, 800 under SOILS. 

EDUCATION: 

Account-keeping, importance of teaching, Rahman (140). 

ADMINISTBATION :' 

of Agricultural education should be by Agricultural Department, Shahan. (199). 
of Educational schemes: could be through zamindars with Government finanoial 

help, KAOIlO (166). 
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ADULT: 

could be Done through zamindars with Government financial help, Khoso (166). 
can be Popularised by being free, Shahan; (199). 

AORICULTURAL : 

Attendance: 
(See also " Attendance at School" below). 
school Hours should be in the afternoon and from 8 to 10 o'clock at night, 

Shewakram (221). 
Insufficient, due to: disappointment in not obtaining Government appointments, 

distance of Poona Agricultural College; training not sufficiently practical; 
insufficient scholarships; not properly graded, Sha1w.n; (198). 

lack of Interest of parents due to labour of children being required, Shewakram 
(221). 

Number of boys should be increased, K1w.so (166). 
very sparse in several areas, Shewakram (221). 
boys Work from 7 to- 8 a.m. to 11 or 12; go out to work again at 4 or 5 p.m.~ 

Shewakram, 60735-41, 60845. 
Bias: 

Advocated, Dow (39); in all rural schools, Dow, 59003, 59030-2, 59081. 
All education should have, Karachi Indian Merc1w.nts' A88ociation (181). 

Bias schools : 
Agriculture only taught in higher standards, boys aged 13 to 18, Rahman, 59933-5. 

Control: local 1?oards have administrative contruI, but agricultural department 
lays out farms and visits in an advisory capacity, Rahman, 59929-31. 

few sons of Culu.vators; boys have no idea of'taking up agriculture, Rahman, 
59936-8. -

Farm of about an acre attached to each: some buy or hire bullocks; 3 agricultural 
lessons of Ii hours each per week, Rahman, 59939-41: in Jaoobabad; farms 
attached; good, KhoBO 60273-7. 

Number: six in an experimental stage, Rahman (l39), (148). 
not working Satisfactorily because not the right type of boy, mainly sons of 

landless haris, Rahman (139-40), 59942, 60151.2. 
Schoolmasters trained for 6 months at Lyallpur, Rahman, 59931. 

<::a.reers of students : 
Cultivation of their own lands rarely, Shahani (199). 
Disappointing, Bhutto (66). 
Government service, Rahman (139.40), Shahani (199). 

College for Sind: 
Agricultul'al" would be preferable to Arts College, Kara~hi Indian Merchants' 

Associatibn. 60434, not necessary, Rahman, 60071.5, 60105·8. 
in Barrage area recommended, Mann, 58700.7. -
Demand for, Mann, 58643, 58700·7, Rahmltn, 60071.5, 60105·8, KaraA:hi India" 

Merchants' Association (182), 60375·8, 60434, Shahani, 60542·5, 60727·8. 
at Research Station recommended, Karachi Indian Merchants' Association (182). 

should be Compulsory for all schools, Bhutto (66), 59156·9. . 
Curricula: agriculture should be an optional suhject in Intermediate science and 

arts degrees"; greater stress should be laid on agricultural practice, Shahan' (199) 
60581·3; should be taught in all primary classes, Shewakram (221) 60778·83. 

Demand, ~ay be stimulated by: demonstration that scientific agriculture is I?-0re 
paying-; revision of ideals; reservation of tahsildarships for &"o-riculturelly tr&1~ed 
applicants; grants .of land to educated agricultural communities; scholarshIps, 
etc., S1w.hani (198). . 

}'acilities, teaching, very necessary to extend, Bhutto (66), Khosa (166), Shahan, 
(19R), Shewakram (221). 

Farms should be attached to rural schools, BhutW (66), (73), Khosa (166), ~0241. 
Finance: additional land revenue of I anna in the rupee, earmarked for agrIculturel 

education, advocated, Shewakram (221). . 
High schools, in Lower and Upper Sind, with a 4 years' course, necessary, Karach, 

Indian Merc1w.rUlI' AsBOCiGtion (182) i demand will arise under lloyd" Barrage 
oonditions, Karachi IndiaA Merchants' Association, 60422·4-

Land should be given to students on leaving school, Bhutto (66). 
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• AoBICULTUBAL--t"ontd. 

MmPuBKHAlI AaBIOULTUBAL SOHOOL : 

Boys were from 12 to 15 years of age, Rahman, 59919-21. 
Closed 10 years after opening owing to non-attendance of stude~ts due to failure to. 

secure jobs, Rahman (139). 
Cost Rs. 18 to Rs. 20 per boy per month per term, Rahman, 59922-5. 
not SODS of Cultivators, Rahman; 59926·7. 
Defect in recruitment of boys, not in teaching, Rahman, 60032-3, 60151.2. 
English not taught, Rahman, 59928; might be provided as an attraction~ 

Rah_n. 60036-7,60151-2. 
Failed because it was carried on under artificial conditions and owing to 

unreasonable attitude of zamindars, which has changed, Karachi Indian. 
Merchant.' A88OCialion. 60379-81.' _ 

Opened in 1912, Rahman (139). 
Qualification for admittance: vernacular 4th or 5th standard, Rahman, 60034-5. 

Poona agricultural college, too distant an~ course too theoretical, Karachi Indian
M trehant8' A8ROClation, 60495-508. 

Practical experience necessary, KhoBO (166). 
Primary Schools : 

Boys would attend between the ages of 7 and 10, Karachi Indian Merchants· 
A8~ociation, 60474-7. 

Curriculum: reading, writing and arithmetic should also be taught, Karachi' 
Indian Merchants' A88oci-dion, 60352·3, 60435-6. . 

with Farms attacbed; would prevent migration to towns, Karachi India ... 
M.rrhanlB' A8aocialion (181-2). 

Requirements: at least one at headquarters of every division and centre of large· 
group of villages, Karachi Indian Merchanl8' A88ociation (182). 

Rewards (employment or land) should be given to students. after finishing course .. 
Kho80 (166) 60241. 

Scheme for an agricultural school, Rahman (140 -I), 59988-9, 59992-7, 60036-70-
60075-6, 60149-50. 

Scholarships for hoys advocated, Shewakram (221). 

SCHOOL FABHS : 

Advocated, Experimental, should be, Shahani (199); Neoessary, Kho80 (le6). 
School plots: necessary, Khosl (166), Shahani (199). 
Students, drawn mainly from agricultural classes, Kho80 (166), few sons ot 

cultivators, Rah_n, 59936-8 (139-40). • 
Subsidiary indu.tries hampered by lack of, Shahani (205). 
Teachers: ' 

should be Drawn from agricultural classes, Rhutto (66), KhollO (166), Shahani (198) .. 
Shewakram (221). 

Supply insufficient, Kho8o (166), Shewakram (221). 

Agricultural Day: should be obllllrved, Karachi Indian Merchanl8' A8Bticiation (182);" 
Agricultural efficiency not improved by, Hussain (133). . 

ATTENDAlfOB AT SCHOOL: 

(See also .. Attendance" under .. AaBIOULTUl!.AL" ahove.) 
Afternoon, recommended, Karachi Indian Merchanl8' A88OCialion (182), Shewakram. 

(221). 
Depends on hoys not being required in the fields, Dow, 59004-5. 
in 4th cl&8s poor owing to boys having to work, HU8sain (133). 
Limited hy work in the fields and religious instruction, Rhutto (73). 
should be in Non-crop season, Karachi Indian MM'chanl8' A88ocialion'(182). 

BOOKS: 

Elementary' readers should contain descriptions of matters such &8 agricultural and.. 
Lloy<l Barrage, Dow (39). 

Revillion required, Harrison (15). 
Cinema: advocated, Shahani (199). 
Committee of 1920: Report, Rahman (140-1). 
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COMPULSORY P!tIl\lABY EDUOATION : 

Advocated, to protect cultivators from extortion of moneylenders, Rahman (143), 
60134·6. , 

Coercion would cause education to become unpopular, Harrison (15). 
being Introduced but difficulties of scarcity of labour and lack of approoiation, Bh!dto 

(73l. . 
District local boards, should control schools, Bkutto (66) • 

.English: should be taught; boys cannot be kept on the land by refusing to teach them 
Englioili, Rahman, 59944·6 . 

.Finance: by Local Governments with compulsory cesses levied on large landholders, 
Shahani (199),60670·2. 

Haria: little use in establishing agricultural schools for sons of, Rahman (140·1); should 
not be admitted to zamiridari schools, Rahman, 60149·50. 

Hindus take to education more than Mussulmans, Dow, 59004. 
Indebtedness: 

Caused by lack of, Shahani (202). 
might be Relieved by, Karachi Indian Merchants' A880ciatian (183). 

Intermediate Agricultural Colleges, advocated; to teach agriculture, rural economics, 
agricultural chemistry, etc., Shahan" 60542·5; at Karachi, Nawabshah and Sukkur, 
60727·8. 

Moral training essential, Shahani, 60663. 
Nature study relommanded, Khoso (166), Shahani (199), Karachi Indian Merchant8' 

A 88ociation, 6:>354. 
Night schools, not suitable for boya, D3w, 59006. 
Bural, should not aim as high as at present, Harrison (15),58753·5. 
Sch~oh, m3thods are too dull, Kara~hi Inlia'l Merchanh' A8sociatim (182). 
Sind D. J. College: no agricultural teaching, Shahan., 605!2, 6)665·7. 
'Te~hnical knowledg3, very faw movemmts for im?roving, Shahani (199). 
Vernaoular, ed~oation of children i3 and mU3t b, in, D,w, 1;9007. 
Vocatiotlal training of children, advocated, Karachi Indian Merchants' A88ociatian, 
• 6035;!·64. 
Wireless, broadcasting should be fully utilised, Karachi Indian M erchanJ.s' A8S0Ciatian 

(182). 

ENCUMBERED ESTATES ACT, BU' under AGRIOULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. 

¥ROSION, Bee under SOILS. 

:FERTILISERS. 

Adulteration: sale should be under guaranteed Government analysis, Shahani (:!04). 

Animal manure : 
Preservation should.,be more careful, e.g., folding, Dow (38). 
Supply, very large if proparly preserved, Dow (38). 

ARTIFICIAL: 

too Expensive, Dow (38). 
less Profitable than natural manure, Khoso (167), Shahan; (203). 
for Wheat, sugarcane, eto., distributed through a private firm and co·operative 

societies, Rahman, 60156·62. . 
Blood, dried, from slaughter houses, used for fruit trees, Dow (38).
Bones should b& -preserved, Shahani (203). 

()OWDUNG, use of, as fuel: 

Al~rnative fuel supply in Sind, Dow, 58941.5, 59116. 
not a Common practioe, Rahman (144). . . 
might be Disoouraged by relaxing forest rules and so oh""'penmg firewood, Shah a,.. 

(.04). 
Due to lack of other fuel, Bhutto (70): 
.Forest areas, not praotised in, Aitchison, 60314·20. 
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COWDUNG, use of, as fuel-oontd. 

Legal prohibition not desirable, Shahani (204). -
Legislation advocated to prevent cowdang being taken to towns and sold, Rahman 

(144). 
Nothin~ can be done to discourag~ use of as fuel, Dow (38). 
Penalisation of, recommended, Klwso (167) 60201-2. 

Experiments on land of cultivators recommended, Shahan. (204). 
Fallow system, taking a crop every 3 yeara, ha~ obviat,d gre"t use of m,.nure, Rahman 

(14-1). 
Fish where available used for fruit trees, Dow (38). 
Freights should be reduced, Shakani (20'). -
Goat and sheep dung: rioher nitrog,nous and phosphoric content recognised for expen-

sive crop.: folding advocated, D3w (38). 
Grants should be m"d, by A~ricultural Dapntment to m .. nuf .. cturers, Shahan; (204). 
Green manure, in Sind should be used extensively, Harrison (14-5). 
K .. lar earth: used as top drossing for cotton, iu .. r and whe .. t, Dow (38), Rahman (144). 
Need of, ouly with intensive cultiv .. tion, RahmtJn (144); under irrig .. tion, Rahman, 

60156-62. 
Night soil and poudrette: near hrge towns used for g .. rden crops, Dow (38). 
Oil. cakes should be preserved, Shahani (203). 
Rese .. rch inillfficient as to phosph .. te\. nitrates, sulphate .of ammonia and potash 

manures, Shahni (204). 
Silt from canal banks applied to cotton fields, Rahman (144), HaJ'f'iaon, 58910-2. 
Value of manure, considerably increased recognition of, during last 15 ye~r3, Dow 

(38). 
Village sites, old, earth collected from, used as top dressing for cotton, iuar and wheat, 

Dow (38), Rahman (144). 

FINANCE. 

Fa.i1ure of agriculturaJ finance owing to agriculture being unprofitable, B/vuJ;to (67). 

IMPROVEMENT 01/ LAND : 

discouraged by want of Capital, Rahman (149). 
Long term credit at low interest necessary, Rahman (149). 

LAliD MORTGA.GE BANKs: 

Advocated, Shewakram (222). 
would not lead to Extravagance, which is not a fault of zamindars, Shewakram, 

60846, 60872-3. . 
Interest should be not more than 6 per cent per annum, Shewakram (222). 
for Long term credit, Hus.ain (129), Shahan; (201). 
Objects: for loan redemption and to finance big schemes of land improvement, 

Azimkhan (104). 
at least One in each district, for long term credit, Skahani (201). 
should be- Organised, with power to issue debentures, Azimkhan (104). 
should facilitate redemption of mortgages, Hussain (131). 
should be established without Waitmg to see whether experiments in other parts 

of the Presidency are successful, Azimkkan, 59666-8. 

Lloyd Barrage scheme: purchasers of land might be financed by co-operative credit 
societies; no special machinery proposed,_ Dow, 58930-1. 

LoNG TEEM LoAlis : 

Demand for, not very great; about 10 years; maximum of Re. 10,000 to Rs. 20,000 
lent by co-operative societies; to redeem mortgaged property, BhuUo, 59182-7. 

Land mortgage banks seem to be the only solution, Hussain (129). 
would not be Wasted, BhuUo, 59291-2. 

Seed might be issued free of cost till harvest, Musto. (89). 

Short term: sufficiently well catered for by co-operative societies, HusBain (129). 
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TAOOAVI: 

Administration: should only be given for land improvement sohemes through 00-
operative societies where such exist, Azimkhan (1041. 

Amount should be increased, KhoBO (166), Azimkhan. 59669·73; Shewakram (222). 
Cultivators would be induced to make fuller use of by : reducing interest to that 

paid'by Government to public plus cost of establishment: fully meeting demands 
of cultivators; distribution by senior and vigilant officers, Rahman (143) 60137. 

Defects: ai; present amounts inadequate and not given at.,Proper time of the year, 
Azimkha", 59669-73. _ -

Exactions of subordinates, Shewakram(222), BOO/Io (67-8) 59299-300. 
Formalities too great, f 'UsBain (129), Shahani (201). 
to Haris, sU under LAND TENURE. _ 
Interest too higb, Bhutto (678) 59299-300, Rahman (143) 60137. 
In .Tamrao tract implements advanced as taccavi, Rahman (141). 
Panohayats in villages should &88ist, Shahani (20]): 
Promptness, greater, necessary, J:.uBto.in (129). 
Repaym~nt, period of, should be increased, KhoBo (11)6), Shewakram (222), Ihutto 

(67-8) 59299-300. 

FODDER, su under ANIMAL HUSBANDRY and FORESTS. 

FORESTS (see alBa under AITCHISON, P. E.). 

AFFORESTATION: 

Opening for s ,hemes probably in th, neighbourhood of villages, M U8~O (93). 
near Villages, no space for, Bhutlo (72). 

Destruction of, has caused great loss of fuel and grass, KhoBo (168)_ 

DIsTRICT LOOAL BOARDS: 

should Control forests, Bhutlo (72). 
would give greater Grazing facilities, Bhutto, 59290. 

FIRBWOOD: 

Canals, growing of trees on banks of, and karia.s, reoommended, Karachi Indian 
Merchan/,(J' AS8OCiation (184). 

Co-operatively, not gmwn, Azimkhan, 59529. 
Enoouragement of, 58941-5. 
Huris, recommended, Kara~hi Indian Merchants' Association (184) (su below). 
Loss of, owing tocl3Struotion of f )rests in Jaoobabad, Kho91 (168), 60201-2. 
Price would be deCreased by light railways in forests, Karachi Inlian Merchants' 

Association, 60449. 
Prodllotion shollld b3 emoura.~ed by remission of assessment, Musto (93). 
Supp'yof near River, DJw, 59116. 
Supply of, Bhutlo, 59144-8. 

Fodder: soarcity of, in Jaoobabad beoause there are no forests, Khoso, 60200. 

GRAZING: 

Corrup',ion in'lower ranks of department, Karachi Indian Merchants' AS8ociation, 
60448-50, Bhutto (72). 

Facilities, inadequate, Bhutto (72). 
Fees : 

Heavy, Karachi Indian Merch"n/,(J' AS8ociation, 60448-50, 
R~duotion reoommended, KhQSO (16S), 60265-6.· 

Ground3 should be attaohed to every village, Karachi Indian Merohan/,(J' 
A8sociation, 60519-22.' . 

Restri"tion9, undue, Karachi Indian Merchan/,(J' Association, 60448-50. 
in every Taluka, forests neoessary for grazing, Khosa (167). 
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HUlWI: 
AdvocatAld for fodder and fuel, Kar(M;hi Indian Merclt.ama' ABBOCiation (184). 
small huris should be Revenue free, Kardi Indian Merclt.ama' ABBOCiaIitm,. 

60519-23. 
Irri!(ation: water supply should be increased as meadows in, are insufficient~ 

Khoso (168). 
Lloyd Barrage scheme: reduced as_ments on plantations, D{)fD, 58941-5. 
Object: to supply fuel for towns and not to help agriculturists, Bhutto (72). 
Prices for gras3 from forests too high, Bhutto (72). , 
Research necessary to discover some plant of rapid growth useful as a crop, hedp 

and fuel, Karachi Indian Merclt.ama' ABBOCiation (184)_ 
Vi11age forests advocated, Khoso (168) •• 
Vi11age plots should exist for supplying grass and firewood, Bhutto (72). 

FRUIT, BU under AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES. 

GHI, Bee under, AGRICULT.URAL INDUSTRIES. 

GRAZING, Bee under ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AND FORESTS, 

HARIS, Bee under LAND TENURE. 

HARRISON, C. S. 'c .• Chief Engineer, Lloyd Barrage and Canals Construction, Karachi 
(10.35). 

Past appointments, 58709·11_ 

ADIIIIl!IISTRATION : 

Transport: , 
Carts, in Sind inferior to those of Punjab and Gujerat, 58756·66 (35). 
Railways: feeder lines required; hreak of gauge nuisance (12). 
Roads: Feeder: 

Absolute Absence of in Sind; more important to agriculture than trunk roadao 
(13). 

Irrigation Department, should he under Roads and Buildings Branch of Puhli<l' 
Works Department, 58850·3. 

AOBIOULTUBAL DEPARTMENT: 

Irrigation Department and Agricultural Department should work together (10); 
should be under the same Minister, 58848-9. -

Services: satisfactory, 58907-8. 
Staff: 

Demonstrator required in every taluka, 58798·800. 
Insufficient (12) .• 
Personality of officers of paramount importance (12) 58908·9_ 

CROPS AND CROP PROTEOTION : 

Cotton: in Deccan might he grown under irrigation instead of sugarcane, 58846·7. 
Failure of unirrigatAld crop, 58882·6.- ' 

Sugarcane: • 
Cultivation of, in Deccan not diminished owing to irriga.tion charges, 58844.7. 
Irrigation water might be diverted to otber crops, 58878-86. 
Wasteful methods of CUltivation, 58844·7, 58894·901.-

Wheat: might be grown in Deccan under irrigation instead of sugarcane, 58846.7. 

DBMONSTRATION AND PBoPAOANDA : 

Central research station _ should assist provincial research and demonstration (11} 
(12) 58782·3. 

On oultivators' own fields, any 1088 being borne by Agricultural Department (11.2); 
to remove suspicion of cultivators, 58712·5,58778-81,58795.7. 

Departments of Agriculture and Irrigation sbould work together (10). 
Farms: too elaborate; should be completely separated from experimental farms 

(11). 
Indigenous methods should be starting points for gradualimprovement (11). 
famphiets : often useless (12). 
MO y3t11-3 
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HARRISON, C. S.~.-contd. 

DEMONSTRATION A\'D PROPAGANDA---i:Ontd. 

Persona.lity of officers of pa.ra.mount importa.nce (12). 
Resea.rch shoUld be sepa.ra.te from (IQ), (12). 
Sta.ff: insufficient (12); demonstra.tor required in every taluka, 58798.g00. 

EDUCATION: 

Books: revision required (15). 
Coercion: would ca.use educa.tion to become unpopula.r (15). 
Rura.l: should not a.im so high ,as at present (15), 58753-5. 

FERTILISERS : 

Green ma.nure : in Sind should be usedextensi';-ely (14.5), 
Silt: 58910·2. 

HOLDINGS: 

Area.: Minimum a.rea. for irriga.tion in future should be fixed: in Decca.n 5 acres, 
in Sind 16 acres (13) 58793·4; 16 to 24 acres sufficient in Sind under perennial, 
irriga.tion, 58801.2; existing unecoDomic holdings must be recognised,58831-7, 
58840·3,58887·9. 

IRRIGATION: 

Decoa.n: 
Problem of ma.king irriga.tioD pa.y (13); irriga.tion cha.rges do not affect extent of 

cultiva.tion of suga.rca.ne ; . a.lterna.tive crops, 58844-7 ; insur&Dce cess prorosed, 
58878·86. 

Wa.steful methods of cultiva.ting suga.rca.ne, 58894·6. 
Distribution: 

Landholders should not control, 58863·4. 
Module, pl'Oport.iona.te, for all ca.na.l wa.ter (13). 
Volumetrio system, pra.ctica.I method should be evolved (13). 

Dra.ina.ge: 
remova.l of choking Aqua.tic growth by dra.gline exca.va.tors mounted on ca.ter· 

pilla.rs (14) 58746·50. 
Dra.ins to be sta.rted in first yea.r of giving wa.ter, 58737-44. 
Flow into Indus, 58890·3. 
Importa.nce of, with perennia.l irriga.tion of Lloyd Ba.rra.ge (14). 

Ghotki a.rea.: will require development during next deca.de (13) 58723·6. 
Hydra.ulic problems immedia.tely connected with agriculture could be studied at 

oentra.l All·India. resea.rch sta.tion (12). ' 
Inglis: a.grees with written evidence of (10). 
Inspector Genera.l of Irriga.tion : 

such a Co.ordinating authority required, 58782·7. 
Post should not'l,la.ve been a.bolished; should be a.dvisory with no executive 

authority,58902.5. _ ' 
Ja.mra.o Ca.na.l: will be perennial on completion of Lloyd Ba.rra.ge, 58824-7. 
Ka.ria.: a. wa.ter cha.nnellea.ding to pminda.r's field from the ma.in channel, 58873. 
Lift: . 

Importa.nce ofliftsystems in Sind (13). ' 
Low lift, high duty, pumps,l!ossibilities of, should be investiga.ted, 58735,58829-

30. -
Pumping diffioulties on the Indus, 58727-35. 

l.ocal oonsidera.tions ha.ve been given too much prominence (10). 
Lloyd Ba.rra.g~: 

Area irriga.ted, 6 million a.cres; area. comma.nded 8 million acres, 58861-2. 
Capita.l cost: Re. 30 per a.cre irri!1:a.ted, 58790_ 
Dra.ina.ge cha.nnels (see under Drail1&ge). 
Recta.ngula.tion of la.nd neoessa.ry (14) 58788.90. 

Ma.ra.ni project: pra.ctioa.lly complete, 58869-71. 
Mula. scheme: should be ta.ken up (13). 
Non-Ba.rra.ge a.rea.: 

Effeot of Ba.rrage on, exa.ggera.ted, 58810-1, 58865-8. 
Improvements, grea.t soope for (13), 58824; by inundation, subsequently 

converted to perennial by a. weir, 58723-6,58869-71. 
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IBBIGATlOlll'~td. 

Plots: sub-division of holdings into, by bunds, necessary for even and economical 
use of _ter (14). 

Revenue, land : percentage spent on maintenance of oanals,08870.7. 
Silt: 

Clearance of canals of silt, often nseless, 58828; percentage of revenue should 
not be earmarked for this purpose, 08858·60, 58875-7. 

Fertiliser, use of as, 08910-2. . 
Grading of canAls to cause formation of berms (14) 58736. 

Sugarcane, under irrigation: S,,e u1Uler ORol's-
Wells: not much scope for in non-barrage tracts of Sind, 58822-3. 

MOHAG: an indefinite right to adja~ent land; has now become a nuisance, 118791-2. 

RBSEAlICIl : 
Central station : . 

Control should not be by Provinces, 58817-8. 
Financed from central funds, 58819-20,58854-7. 
Fundamental research, 58812-5. 
Scope: to assist provincial research and demonstration (11-2); and for 

irrigation research, 58716-22, 58854-7, 58782-3. . 
Demonstration should be separate from research (10) (12). 
Dermrtments of Agriculture and Irrigation should work together (10) (12). 
Indigenous methods should be studied; should be starting points for gradual 

improvement (10). 
Provincial stations: Bombay Presidency, two required: Deccan and Sind (12) 

58771-3,58812; would investigate local problems, 58812. 
Sakrand Experimental Station: 08767-70,08807-9,58821; all the work being done 

by A!¢cultural Department, 08838-9; should be entirely separate from Poona, 
58906. 

Sind: peculiar conditions :. separate research station required (12) 58906. 

SOILS : 
Alkali land: reclamation by leaching, growing hardy crops such as red rice and 

babul (14) 58751-2, 58772-7. 
Drainage: Importance of, in Sind (14), 58737-45. 

Removal of choking aquatic growth by dragline excavators mountsd. on cater· 
pillars (14), 58746-50. . 

Erosion: not generally serious in Sind (15). 
Green mulches: extensive use of, advocated (14). 

VIliTBBnrABY: 
Superior establishment, more required (12). 

WATIIBLOoonrG: largely due to methods of oultivation (14) 58803-6. 

HEALTH, su under WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION. 

BOLDINGS. 
CONSOLIDATION: 

Co-operative effort reoommended, Karach' . Indian MercM/nu' A8sociation (183), 
Musto (94). 

Co-operative societies for consolidation in the Punjab being investigated, Dow (37) 
58974·6,58982. . 

Existihguneoonomic holdings must be recognised; Harri8on, 58831-7, 58840-3, 
58887-9. -

Fra....amented Holdings Bill, Bh1JJ;to, 59298. ··t 
J..egi.I'ltion recoTU'n.nderi, Bhu!to (68) 59222-4,59298, Karachi Indian Merchants' 

Association (J83) 60455-7. 
Minimum area should be prescribed. Harrison (13) 58793-4, 58801-2, Rahman (143), 

.Karachi [Mian M.,.chants' A8sociation (183) 60455-7, Shahani (202). 
OMtaoles, Shahani (202-3). 
Reco~ition of undulv small holdinl!"s should be refused by Courts, Government 

and Irrie;ation Department, Dow 59130, Harri8on, 58831-7, 58840-3, 58887-9. f 

State purchase system, suggested, Musto (89-90). , . 
xOY381-3a 
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HOLDINGS-contd. 

FBAGMEII"rATION : 

Extent of: Evil'more serious in Deccan than in Sind, Musto, 59398-9; not very 
III'riou~, Dow (37). 

Importance of preventing, Karachi Indian Merchants' A8sociation (183). 
Inheritance law mainly responsible for, Bhutto (68). Rahman (143), Kho8" (167). 
Reotangulation desirable (Dow) (37); Revenue Department should do this work. 

Dow, 58974-6; 
Large holOings: should not be permitted to be excessively large, Shllhani, 60702-3. 

Karachi Indian Merchants' A88ociation, 60455-7. 
Legislation to deal with minors, widows, etc., present law inadequate; zamindars 

should be attaohed to Courts to give advice. Kho8o (167); Shahani (202)_ 
Size: OVl'r 500 acre" less than 2,000; 75 {ler cent under 25 acres; average size 

36 acres; 7 per cent. over 100 acres, Do'U', 58924-7. 

HAKABO (water rate), Bee under IRRIGATIO.N. 

HURlS (privately owned wOQds), se. under FORESTS. 

HUSSAIN, KHA.N BAHADUR .NABI BAKSH MAHAMMAD, M.A., LL.B., Manager. 
Encumbered Estates in Sind (129-38). ' . 

ADlIlINIS1'RATION : 

Posts and Telegraphs, greater expansion required (129). 
Transport: 
Rsilwa~, feeder, rt'quired (12!l). 
Roads: bad; better main and arterial roads required (129). 

AGRIOULTURAI. DEPABTMENT: 

Unsatisfactory (129); a very good department; is gradually improving, 59847-51. 

AGRIOULTURAL lNDEBTEDNESS : 

CauAes of borrowing: 
Capricious inundation, illiteracy, unbusinel!slike habits, cerEmonies (129). 

59876-7; selling produce to pay assessment (129), (132); high prices of seeds 
(129). 

Decoan Agriculturists' Relief Act: has afforded some relief (130); has functicnfd 
but not successfully, 59875; administration at fault, 59878-81. 

Encumbered Estates Act: 
Applications by dehtors, 59833-5, restricted to mndo\l'ners who pay more than 

Rs. 300 annual assessment, 59854-5. 
Cultivation: no control over les~'s method but wilful deterioration guarded 

against, 59841-46, 59871. 
Extent of activities: 1,200 estates have come under department, i.e., almost 

all the big landh,olders. 59860-4. 
Income: 7 per cent management charges, one-third of remainder to debtor for 

his maintenance, remaindlll' of income devoted to liquidating debts, 59836. 
Interest reduced in the first year from 10 to 4lakhs, 59859. 
estates Leased by publio auction, 59839. 
Loans: department does not lend money, 59853. 
Management, financial 59856-8. . 
Minors, Commissioner decides upon motion of Collector or relations, 59836-7. 
Procodure: manager deals with claims as a court of equity, 59838. 
some Relief ha~ been given (130). 
Usurious Loan" Act, comparison with, 59867-9. 

Extravagance, only true of 10 per cent ofthe zamindars (130) 59876-7. • 
Measures for lightening agrioulture's burden of debt.: restrit'tinp: interest, making 

usury in extreme cases 1\ oriuoinal offence (130-1) 59870; compelling keeping of 
proper books of acoount ; Punjab Restrict.ion of Alienation Act; s\'rplyinr credit 
facilities; purchase and sale societies; Usurious Loans At't of ]918 lind English 
Moneylenders' Act of 1900 should be applied throughout India (130-1) ; special 
oourts of eqpity should be set up, 59882-97. 

Monevlenders : 
Brftish judicial system favourable to mont'ylender at ruinous cost of oultivators 

(130), . 
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AGRIOULTURAL IllDBBTBDNBsB---ilOnttl. 

Moneylend~. -
Exploit cultivators mercilessly (130). 

_ Profiteer as middlemen (131) 59872-74. 
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Moneylenders Act (English) of 1918: some provisions of, should be applied to India 
(131) .. 

Mortgages: non-terminable, must be prohibited (131). 
Repayment prevented by: bad seasons, lack of method in liquidating debts, high 

interest, dishonesty of moneylenders (130). 
Sources of credit: bania only principal source (130). 
Usurious Loans Act: should be made applica.ble throughout India (131)_59867-9. 

AGRIOULTURAL IlIDUSTBlES : 

Bee-keeping: unknown (132). 
Employment, rural, might be increase!! by stimulating subsidiary industries (132). 
"Fruit-growing: impossible for lack of irrigation during 8 month" (132).-
Health conditions of villages, devotion_of spare time to: should be encouraged by 

propaganda (132). 
Industrial concerns moving into rural areas: of doubtful effect owing to small 

number (132). 
L,.c-culture: possibl .. to a limited extent (132). 
L.,isure period: Cultivator works 180 days on his holding; during the rest of the 

year he is idle or carting, cutting and selling fuel or working in the towns (132). 
Obst·acles: lack of initiative and money (132). 
Pis~iculture: out of the qllestion owing to abundance of fish everywhere (132). 
Poultry breeding: might be successful; Government might encourage; already 

pursiled but spasmodically and not scientifically (132). 
Preparation of agricultural produce for market., industries connected with, should be 

encouraged (132). 
Rope-m'l.king: done to Bome extent (132). 
Sericulture : imposuble owing to climate (132). 
Study, intensive, of each rural industry, recommended (132). 
We .. ving: might be successful; Government classes suggested (132). 

CO-OPEIUTIOll : 

Credit societies: necess&ry to save cultivators from merciless exploitation of 
banias (131); are doing very well (133). _ 

Government: should confine its activities to propaganda, organisation, finance 
and audit (132). _ 

Non-official should encourage co-operation by propaganda and education (133). 
Progress: has m .. de .. n important contribution to welfare, 59828-30. 
Purchase societies: necessary, to save cultivators from clutches of banias who sell 

at exorbitant priOO8 (131). 
Sale societies: necess&ry, to save cultivators from clutches of banias who bny at 

very low prices and cheat in weighment (131-3). 
Seed supply societies, nece8S&ry (131-2)_ 
Zamindars, big, not yet affected by, 59830. 

CBops AlID CROP PBOTBOTIOll : 

Seed distribution: should be by co-operative societies, supply coming from the 
Agricultural Department (131-2). -

DBHOllSTBATIOll-AlID PROPAGAlIDA: 

Co-operative Department (through taluka development &llSociations) has popularised 
improved seeds and ploughs (129). 

-on Cilitivators' .own plots, preferable (129). 
Farml, Government, have not influenced cultivators much, because not on commer

ciallines (129) 59847-53, 59865-6. 
Talilka Development Associations: should do all demonstration and propaganda 

and should be subsidised by Government (129). 

EnUOATIOJl : , 

: Agricultural efliciency not improved by (133). 
Attendan.lllli» 4th class poor owing to boys having to work (133). 
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FINANOB: 

and Mortgage Banks : 
for Long te$ credit (129). 
should facilitate Redemption of mortgages (131). 

Long term: land mortgage banks seem to be the only solution (129). 
Short term: sufficiently well catered for by co-operative societies (129). 
Taccav:i: greater promptness and less formalities advocated (129). 

IIIIl'LBMDTS : 

Ploughs: Sindhi, cumbrous (132). 
Taluka Development Assooiations: have introduced improved plough; propaganda 

should be left to them (132). 

MA.lLKBTmG : 

Facilities: no markets in the proper sense of the word (132). 
Information, marketing, should be placed at disposal of cultivators (132). 
Moneylenders: are middlemen; buy agricultural produce at very low prices and 

cheat in weighment (131); buy crop before harvest and sell back to cultivator 
at 20 percent. profit 6 months later (132). _ 

Revenue collection compels cultivators to sell orqp before harvest at low prices (129) 
(132~. 

STATISTIOS : 

Division of produl'8 between zamindars and haris, revenue officers should be presen' 
at and keep accounts of (133). 

Yield estimates, not satisfactory (133). 

TALUXA DBVBLOPMBNT AsSOCIATIONS: 

Agricultural propaganda: haft done a great deal of work; should be left to them 
entirely (129) (132). 

Government subsidies advocated (129). 
Ploughs: have done much to improve (132). 

VBTBBINABY: 

Department: Services unsatisfactory (129). 
Dispensaries: Insufficient number (129). 

WBLI!'ABB Ol!' RUBAL POPIJLATIOK : 

Dispensaries, more required (133). 
Drinking water, supply required (133). 
Education, nooeSSBtry for welfare (133). . 
Propaganda, sanitary, by lectures and lantern slides, advocated (133). 

DlPLEMElfl'S. 

Agrioultural Department: do not Understand manufaoture of implements, Mtullo (92). 
69468·62. 

Archimedian hand screw: on the market and being used to some extent, Rallman (141). 
Chaff·outters, MV8lo, 69379·80. 
Co.operative societies should stock, issue on easy payment terms and maintain l'elair 

dep(\ts, Mtullo (91.2). . 
Cotton gins, oil presses, etc., would be made privately. Mtulto (91). 
Demonstrations should be made by Agricultural Department, MV8lo (91). . . 
Forests: utilisation of labour.savingimplements unsuccessfully attempted, Attclllson. 

60333·4. 
Government should allot more funds for purchase of improved implements and free 

distribution (if possible) among cultivators, BlIvtlo (66·7) (70). 
Harrow, produced looally in the Deccan, M tullo, 69378. . 
abour-saving implements: will be necessary after IJoyd Barrage 18 completed a. 

there will be shortage of labour, Ballman, 60129.30.. . 
List of implements being brought to the notice of the agrlcult-urlStoe, Rallman (146). 
Looal manufacture, M""to (91.2). 
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Obstacles: 
Agents: lack of, in the mofuasil, MUBto (92). 
Cheap labour and hari system, Rah.man (145.6) •. 
Finance: difficulty of purchaser P&ying oa.ah, Musto (92).' 

PLOUGH8: 

Egyptian: 
Heavy, inverting, Rahman (145). 
replacing Sindhi; ia &8 simple &8 Sindhi plough and e&n be m&nuf&etured locally, 
. but its work ia fur superior, especially in soft soil, .A.zimkkan (103). 
Scope for, but C&ttle too peor, Rahman (145). 
largely Used &nd manuf&etured, Rahman (145). 

Impertance of, MUBto (91) 59375-7. 
Improved, succesefully introduced in J&lII1'ao Hea, Dow (36). 
Iron: • 

Designed 10c&Uy, prob&b~y better th&n Europ8e.n design, Musto (91). 
Used in Guni Taluka, Shewakram, 60878-80. 

Ly&l1pur ploughs ,supplied by J&eobI1obI1od Government Fum; succeasful, $.koao. 
60189-91. 

)Jesten: 
Iron plough &8 che&p &8 Egypti&n but fit for h&rd soil, .A.zimkhan (103). 
on the Market and being used to some extent, Rahman (141) (145). . 

Barbr, a modification of Egyptian plough, gener&l1y I1odopted in some diet.ricts &nd 
10c&I1y mmuf&eturedin thouse.nds &nnu&lly, Rahman (141). 

Sindhi, cumbrous, Hussain (132). 
Types: Egyptian, Meston, R&j&h, Chat&nug&, Monsoon, found useful, Azimkhan 

(103) •. 
Ploughing z&mindui lands on hire system, to train h&ris in Ul!e of improved 

implements, Rahman (142). 
Prices: should be redllced by me&ns of Government bounties, Bhutto (71). 
PriV&te enterprise should be encour&ged to hire out expensive m&ehinf!ry, Musto (94). 
Ql1&lity &nd v&riety very peor, Rahman (145). 
Repairs, impert&nce of providing f&eilities for, Bhutto (70). 
no gre&t SIlCcesses, Bhutto (67) 59165-6. 
Threshing machines should be let out on hire by Agricultur&l Department, Bhutlo 

(66-7); throllgh Co-operative societies, Bh.utto, 59301. 

TBAOTOB8: 

C&terpill&r on wet ground, Musto, 59407-9; Difficulty on sandysoilnotinsuper&ble, 
MUBto,59480-4. .' 

Cnltivation costs: Rahman, 59968-70, 60109-10. 
Diffiollity owing to smallness of plots underirrigI1otion rules and undergrowth, Rahman, 

59970. , 
Edllo&ted young men holding land co-oper&tively might use tr&etors, Rahman, 

60117-9. 
Efficiency: do superior work; comparison with ordinary plOllgh, Rahman, 60111.4. 
Instsnoes of use, Rahman., 59971-8\, 60115-16. 
shollid be Let out on hire by Agricultural Dep&rtment, Bhutto (66-7); through Co

oper&tive societies, Bhutto, 59301. 
Private 6omp&ny should undertake ploughing, too much c&pital would be required 

for co-operative societies, Musto, 59410-3. 
Recommended, Shaha"i (204). • 
Steam &nd moter, should be encouraged where pessible, MUBto (91); for reclaiming 

kalar soil, Musto, 59386-7. . 
Tnmsport f&eilities necess&ry to h&8Wn adoption of improved implements, Shaha"i 

(204). 
Work9hops sbould be opened by printe enterprise, MUBto (91); but co-opemtive 

BOcietiesshould purcb&8e implements manuf&ctured, Musto, 59452-7. 

IMPROVEMENTS, ,ee under CAPITAL. 

INDEBTEDNESS, 8ee under AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. 

INOCULATION, 8U under VETERIlfABY. 

RTEREST, BU ~nde, AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS and C()"()PERATIOIf. 
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IRRIGATION (Bee alBo under HARRISON and SHEWAKRAMj. 

Baluchista.n, possibilities of control of water from, Musto (90) 59472. 
Barrages on Indus at extreme North of Sind a.nd at Kotri should be investigated, 

Musto (90); desirable within 15 years, Musto, 59439·41 ; investigation to start at 
once, Musto, 59466·71. 

Clearance of canals: sufficient money spent on; no money earmarked for the purpose, 
.,Musto, 59420. 

Cotton: American, cultivation of,/rE'stricted in the past by unstable water-rnpply, 
Dow (38). . 

Department is under·staffed, MtUto, 59469-70. 

DISTRIBUTION: 

Begari canal: unequal distribution, K1wso, 60218 23. 
Board of representatives of zamindars, Agricultural and Irrigation Departments 

should be entrusted to, Rahman, 60138-9. , 
Detailed distribution should be left to landholders, Bhutto (1!9), through a com

mittee, Bhutto, 59296. 
Dishonesty of Government officials, Bhutio (69). 
Improvements suggested: silt clearance, excavation of branch karias, prevE'ntion of 

excessive drawing of water, restriction on paddy cultivation, Kho8o (167). 
Internal distribut.ion in holdings should be left to holders, Shahani (203). 
should be by a Joint commiUee, half zamiudars; Engineering Department make 

mist.akes because no agricultural experience, Karachi Indian Merchont3' 
A.88ociation,60446·7. _ 

Karla.s should be widened, Khosa, 60249-50, 60267-70. 
Modules, BU below. 
Open karla. heads or plain sluices, entirely unsatisfactory, favouring the upper 

reaches, MtUto (90·1) 5936.4-. 
Quarrels of landholders, Bhutto (69). 
not Satisfactory, Bhutto (69). 
System of rotation satisfactory, Khosa (167). 
Uniformity advocated, Shahani (203). 
Wastage of water throu!!h superabundant supply at tail of canals, Shahani (203). 

Drainage, BU under SOILS. 
Experimental stations: several required, Musto (89). (See unbr RBs:&AlIOH.) 
Forests: supply for mE'adows in, should be inr.reased, Khosa (168). 
Ga.j Nai River, administration of, ~ftUto, 59383-5. 
Grazing grounds, attached to villages, should be supplied free, Karacni Indian 

Merchant8' A8sociation,60521-2. 
Hakabo: water rate charlted to jagirdars who do not pay la.nd revenue: no obliga

tion ever undertaken by Government to spend on silt clearance, Dow, 59131-2. 
Huris: should be supplied free or at lower rates, Karachi Indian Merchants' Associa-

tion, 60523. 
Inspector General of Irrigation: post should be revived, MtUto, 59426-7. 
Jacobabad DiRtrict : great deficiency of water, Khosa (167) 60257-60. 

JAJoIRAO CANAL: 
. . j 

Designed to be perennial; Head should be improved, Shahani (203). 

KOTBI BARllAGB : 

Construction of, recommended, Bhutto (69) 59295; Investigation necessary,Musto 
(90) 59439-41, 59466.71; Kotri: weir should be construeted at, Shahani (203). 

LrPT, by pumping: 
Cattle would be released for field work, Dow (3S). 
Centrifugal pumps best, Musto, 59381-2. 
Co-operative societies might do, Dow, 59076, Bhutto, 59286·7. 
Importance of, Dow (37·8) 59028. . 
Investigation recommended, Dow (37.8) 59028. 

Lloyd Ba.rra.ge, BU under that main heading. 
Minor sohemes (tanks, ponds, wells): enough being done.- Bhutto (69). 
Modules: 

Advocated; under Consideration for 20 years; to give Equal shares to head and 
ta.il; Suocessful in the Punjab; Different types suitable for dlfterent conditions; 

. Zamindars at tail in favour while head zamindars are opposed, Musto (90·1), 
59364·7,59419,59444·9,59476-7. 
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Modul.-contd. 
Recommended, if properly worked, 'Shahani, 60721·5. 

Neglect of irrigation in Sind, Bh'Ulw (68). 

NON·BABBAGB ZONB: 

Adversely affected by Lloyd Barrage, Bhutto (69) 59295. 
Barrage will have very little effect on level of Indus below it, 59414·5; will not 

appreciably suffer, MUIlw, 59478·9. 
Loans, taccavi or co-operative, necessary to encourage development of wells, Rahman 

, (144) 60067·8. 
Poverty of cultivators due to lack of water, etc., Bhutto, 59154·5, 592R9. 
Punjab irrigation schemes, adversely affecting water supply in Sind, Bh'Ulw (68) 

59295. , 
Reservoirs, pos~ibilities of in Baluchistan should be investigated, MUIlto (90). 

R!OB: 

~triction of cultivation recommended; Water consumption 10 t,imes that of dry 
crops, Khoso (167) 60224·6. 

Sorew water lift, found useful, Azimkhan (103). 
'Silt clearance, often not necessary, Dow, 59131·2. 
'Sub·Soil wayer: research necessary to prevent waterlogging, Shahani, 60540. 
Tanks and ponds: for storage for winter crollS, Shahan. (203). 
WBLLS: (See also DBINIUNG WATBR under WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION.) 

Persian wheel .worked by bullock power too costly, Karachi Indian Merchanta' 
Association (183·4) 60364, 60524·5. 
Tube: • 

Advocated where subsoil is sweet, Shahan. (203) 60540.1. 
Co·operative recom1Ilmded, Karachi Indian Merchants' Association (183·4) 60364, 

60524·5. 
Power recommended; ~arch necessary, Karachi Indi.an Merchants' Association 

(183·4) 60364. 60524.5. 

J'l!:RllOM. I. H. G., Sllperintendent, Civil Veterinary Depart,ment, Sind a.nd Rajputana, 
Karachi (85·6). ' 

Qualified at Royal College in 1907, came to Karachi in 1921, 59314~5; 

,ANIlIlAL HUSBANDRY: 

Castration: Increasein, by Burdizzo method, 59309; Not Successful over two' years 
old, 59349·52. ~ 

Cattle.breeding: Agricultural Department in charge of, 59306; Profitable, 59316·9. 
Karachi cattle: Export, large, to Java, Formosa and Ceylon, for mIlking, 59316·22; 

Indian, pure, no non·Indian blood, 59308; Milch, purely, 59307. 

:RBSEABCH: 

Veterinary, further facilities desirable (85). 

VBTBBINABY : 

Contagious diseases: 
Ls~i3la.tion beneficial, but difficult to enforce and expensive (85) 59326.7. 
Obstacles to dealing with: ignorance, not promptly reported (85) 59330; objec· 

tion to inocuta.tion or slaughter, cattle coming from Indian States (85) 59327. 
Department: should be independent (85), 59311 ; should have a veterinary Officer as 

its dep\rtmental head but mi~ht be in charge of Minister of Agriculture, 59328·9. 
Dispensaries: -

Extension nece.'I8&ry, but prevented by lack of funds (85) 59345.; under Local 
district board, system not satisfactory (85), owing to joint control, 59323·.; 
Propaganda work necessary (85); Provincial authority should control (85); 
no Touring owing to lack of funds (85), 59333; Use of, by agriculturists, not. 
full (85); Wound cases principally dealt with, 59336·7. 

Inoculation: ,No obstacles to popularising; no fees charged (85) 59325. 
:Muktesar In~titute: extension advocated; should conduct research in the smaller 

Provincee (85). 
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IERROM, I. "H. G.-contd. 

VKTEBIlI'ARY-oontli. 

Provincial research institutes required in. the larger provinces (85). 
ReIoea.rch, further fa.cilities desira.ble (85). 
Rinderpest: Principa.l disea.se in Sind, Serum-a.lone method employed, not serum. 

simulta.ne\>us, 59304·5. 
Serum: No difficulty in obta.ining sufficient (85) 59310. 
Sta.ff: Recruitment a.nd pa.y: 

Assista.nts, a.ll except one, Sindhis; ta.ke schola.rships a.t Bomba.y Veterina.ry 
College; sta.rt a.t Rs. 75 going up to &S. 155. 

two Inspectors sta.rt a.t Rs. 175, going up to Rs. 225, 59342-8. . 
Superior Veterina.ry Officer with the Government of India., a.ppointment of recom

mended, to co-ordina.te a.nd outline policy (85). 
Surra. : a. few ca.ses, 59338. 
Veterina.ry Offioer in Sind directly under Bomba.y Government through the Com. 

missioner in Sind, 59311. 

JESW ANI (witness), llee u.7Uler KARACHI INDIAN MERCHAlfTS' ASSOCIATION. 

KALAR LAND, 8ee.ALKALI under SOILS. 

KARACHI INDIAN MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION, Bunder Roa.d, Ka.ra.chi, represented 
by Mr. Jeswa.ni (181-117). 

Adultera.tion: ha.s not considered wha.t should be done to-prevent, 60400-8; to the 
a.dva.nta.ge ,of the members that pure seed should be supplied toO cultiva.tors by 
sma.ll sho!,keepers, 60486-94; ha.s set up sta.ndsrds of purity for cotton a.nd 
whea.t,60409-13. -

Compulsory a.rbitra.tion cla.use nsed in contracts between members; ha.s worked 
quite well, 60478-83. 

Members,la.rgely exporters of gra.in, oil seeds a.nd cotton, 60387-90; a.re la.rgely 
commission a.gents, though some own factoOries; less tha.n one-fifth export on 
their own account, 60409-21. -

Objects, 60344-6; has not interested itself in deta.i\s.of marketing in the mofusail, 
60365-8, 60391-3. 

ADI!DliISTJl.ATION: _ 

Director of Agriculture, separate, required for Sind (181). 
Posts and TeIegra.phs: pice postcard, stoppage of, has bit agriculturists badly (183). 

Wireless broa.dcasting should be fully utilised (182); loud spea.kers should be set 
up by every district local board (183)_ 

Transport : 
Railways, should have low rates for agricultural requirements; feeder linea 

needed (183). . 
Roa.ds, miserable state in rura.l area._dversely affeots agriculturists (183). 

AGRICULTURAL IIfD:SBTEDNRSS : 

Causes of borrowiri~ : insuffioient income, hea.vy interest, lack of education a.nd thrift 
(183). 

Measures for relieving agriculture'S burden of debt: making agri~ulture more 
remunerative, subsidiary industries, reducing interest and middlemen's profits, 
educa.tion a.nd propa.gands, provision of credit facilities, legisla.tion necesssry 
(183). 

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES: 

. Hea.lth oonditions, devotion of spare time to improving: propa.ga.nda. for agricultural 
improvements a.dvoca.ted (184). 

Implements, a.grioultural, ma.nufacture of; Leather goods, ma.nufa.cture of; Oil-seed 
orushing nea.r la.rge towns; Toys, wooden; Wea.ving, advoca.ted (183-4). 

Indebtedness might be relieved by (183). . 
Study, intensive, of ea.cb rural industry: very importa.nt; perma.nent board 

recommended (184). . 

AGRICULTURAL LABOUB: Set. "nder LLOYD BABBAGB. 
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KABACBlIIfDIAlf IIEBCBAlfTS' ASSOCIATION-contd. 

ABBlTBATIOII; of disputes~ advoca.ted. (IS3) 6047S-80. 

CO·Ol'ZBATIOll': Fra.gmenta.tion of holdings should be prevented by (183). 

2880 

Joint fa.rmjng societies, of educa.ted young men, on Jioyd Barra.ge land, desira.ble ii' 
members do ma.nua.! work themselves, 60461. 

CBOPS AJlD CBOl' PBoTBCTIOII : 
Ca.ttle stra.Y;ng, da.ma.giDg crops: serious; quick growing hedge pla.nt should be

evolved (184) 6051S·9; prickly pea.r does not injure crops, grows quicklya.nd. 
supplies itself with wa.ter, but gives no crop or fuel, 60526·8. 

Pests: serious, ma.king a.griculture preca.rious; resea.rch a.nd then propa.ganda. and. 
demonstration necessary; expenditure on this ma.y ma.ke future remissions of' 
taxation unnecessary (184) 6051S. . 

Seed distribution: sma.lIholder generally gets his seed from zaminaar f village' 
shopkeeper not sufficiently educa.ted to be trusted with dist~ibution, 60486·94. 

DBKOIISTBATIOII AIID PBOl'AOAJIDA : 

Cinema. a.nd ma.gic lantern advocated (182). 
Cultivators: are not conservative; are willing to adopt methods proved to be-

effective; importa.nce of sympathy with (IS2). 
on Cultivators' own fields, a.dvocated (lSI); and on model farms (IS2). 
Leaflets in vernacular and Lectures advocated (182). 
Organisa.tion : sbould be central: Director of Agricultule sbould have advisory 

board representing agriculturists, etc. (lSI). ' 
Wireless broadca.sting should be fully utiliSEd (1&2). 

EDUCATION: 

Agricultura.l: 
Bias, all educa.tion should havf! (lSI). 
College at the Research sta.tion necessary (IS2); demand for, would a.rise under 

Lloyd Barrage conditions, 60375·S; preferable to an Arta College, 60434. 
High schools, in Lower and Upper Sind, with a four years' course, necessary (182) ;: 

dema.nd will arise under Lloyd Barrage conditions, 60422·4. 
Poona Agricultural College: too distant and course too theoretical, 60495·50S. 
Prima.ry schools : 

Agricultural with farms attached; would prevent migration to towns (IS1·2). 
Boys would attend between the ages of 7 and 10, 60474·7. 
Curriculum: reading, writing and arithmetic should also he taught, 60352·3" 

60435·6. 
Requirements: at Jea.st one at headquarters of every division a.nd centre of 

Ia.rge group of villages (IS2). • ' _ 
Agriculture Day, All·India, should be ohEerved (IS2). 
Indebtedness might be relieved by (183). 
Mirpurkhas school: failed because it was carried on under artifi('ial conditions and 

owing to unreasonable attitude of zamindars, which has changed, 60379·S1. 
Nature study advooa.ted, 60304. . . 
Organisation, should be central; Director of Agriculture should have advisory boa.rd. 

l't'presenting agriCUlturists, etc. (lSI). , 
Schools: Attendan(,8 should be in the non·crop season and in the afternoon;: 

methods are too dull (IS2). 
Vocational training of children, advocated, 60352·64. 
Wireless, broadcasting should be fully utilised (IS2). 

FOBBST8: 
Firewood: 

Canals, growing of trees on banks of, a.nd of ka.rias, recommended a.nd in huris. 
(184). 

Price would be decreased by light raiJways in forests, 60449. 
Grazing: 

Corruption in lower ranks of department, 60448·50; Fees, hea.vy, 60448·50; 
Grounds should be atta.ched to every village, 60519.22; Restrictions, -undue, 
6044S·50. 

Ruris: Advocated for fodder and fuel (184) ; sma.ll huris should be Revenue free. 
60619·23. 
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HA:aIS: 
Bata.i syste.m: on lift land hari takes two-thirds and zamindsr one-third; on flow 

lands half and half, 60439. 
Loans: hari _ pays 18 to 36 per cent interest on loans from shopkeepers and 

za.mindsrs; most za.mindsrs lend money to haris; Mohammeda.n' -,);a.mindus 
take interest in produce but not in ca.sh; hari gets much less tha.n the share of 
produce which is stated to be given to him, 60439-45, 60531-

Taccavi: advanced by zamindar to hari, -usually without interest, usually Rs. 100 
per holding of 10 acres of lift land which is irrigated by one wheel, 60461-71. 

HOLDINGS: 
Fragm)ntation: essential importance of preventing; ma.y be prevented by legisla

tion but a6 far as possible should be done by co-operative elIort; area of 
individual poldings may be fixed (183); 25 acres the smallest economic holding, 
60455-7. 

Large holdings: not exploited _ to the best economic advantage of the country when 
too large, 60455-7. . 

IRRIGATION: 
Distribution: should be by a joint committee, half zamindars; Engineering Depart-

ment make mistakes because no agricultural experience, 60446-7. 
Grazing grounds, attached to villages, should be supplied free, 60521-2. . 
Huris: should be supplied free or at lower rates, 60523. 
Wells: tube, worked by power, co-operative, advocated; research necessary; 

Persian wheel worked by bullock power too costly (183-4) 60364, 60524-5. 

LLOYD BARRAGE: 60451-7. 60495-508. For details 8ee under that main head. 

MARKETING: 

Adulteration (8ee under main title MARKETING). 
Competition among buyers, good elIect of (184). 
Cotton Markets Bill: now before Council; Karachi Indian Mercha.nts' Association 

thinks it will not improve conditions, 60382-4; Jeswani thinks it will help the 
grower, 60458-60. 

Indebtedness: 
unfair Prices paid by shopkeepers from whom cultivators have borrowed money; 

competition among shareholders decreasing this practice (184). 
might be Relieved by reducing undue profits made by middlemen (183). 

Information, marketing: reaches c~lt.ivators owing to increa.sed competition 
- between merchants, middlemen an~ buyers (184). -
Quality: cultivator ha.s not been encouraged by increased prices to improve quality 

of his produce, 60365-72. 

RESlIABCH: 

Finance: 1 per cent of revenues of Central and Provincial Governments and i per 
cent of revenues of district boards, should be contributed to an agricultural 
development fund, 60347-9; for all-India 4 crores, .in Bombay Presidency 
18 lakhs. divisional boards half a crore, 60472-3; expenditure on research may 
obviate remission of land revenue (184). 

Hedge plant, quick growing, should be evolved, to protect crops from straying cattle 
(184), 60518-9; prickly pear, 60526-8. 

Pests: (184),60518. 
Sakrand F~·: experimenting on watering, seeds, ka.lIar. rotation, etc., 60516-7. 
Station: • 

should be Directed by Director or Agriculture a.ssisted by an advisory board repre
senting agrioulturists, etc. (182) 60373-4. 

with Permanent endowment, needed in Sind (181). 
Sakrand probably a suitable site, 60350-1. 

'TALUKA DEVBLOPMBNT ASSOOlATIONS: advocated, 60509. 

VETERINARY: Department: offioials should attend at peasants' farms (183). 
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KABACm INDIAN MERCHANTS' ASSO~TlON~ncld. .. 
WIILI'ABII 01' RUBAL POPULATION: 

Drinking water: tube wells worked by power oo-operatively, advocated (183). 
Health c;onditions: economic improvement neceBBMY (184). 

29() 

Malaria: Tegular surveys of talukas necessary (185). 
Non-tMD.cial organisation proposed to improve economic position of cultivators.(l86). 

60453; none exists, 60385·6, 60509·16. 
Surveys: economic and health advocated; should he non-official (185). 

noso, KHAN BAHADUR DlLMURADKHAN BAHADURKHAN, President, 
Jacobabad Municipality and Zamindar, Jaoobabad (166-74). _ 
Family holding of land, 60182-4; cultivated on batai system, 60192.4; ,40,000 acres, 

60224, 60235, 60277. 

ADlIllfllITBATlOlil : 

TrAnsport: Railways: satisfactory; Roads, -bad, Government grants necesAary; 
Steamers, satisfactory (166). 

AGRICULTURAL DKPAB"l'MKNT: SaITioes: satisfactory (166). 

AGBTIlULTUJIAL IlliDEBTKDlIIESS : 

Cau808 of borrowing: heavy expensea, heavy interest, • water -deficiency, want of 
control of taccavi-given to haria; heavy taxation, (su Land Revenue), and in
adequate remis.'lions, expenses of eXCIWation (167). 

Marketing: borrowers have to sell their produce to sowcars, 60210·3 •. 
Measures to relievo agriculture's burden of debt: prices of grain should he Published 

(167); T&<'cavi should he advanced to co· operative credit so~icties (167). 

AoBII1ULTUBAL LABOUR: Scarcity in Jacobabad Distlict, 60207-8; due to idling, 
6.)207·9,60248. 

AII'DUL HUSBAlilDBY : 

Breeding: Bhagnari and Cutehi cattle successfully imported to improve breed, 
60198·9. Foddf'r: sc&reity of in .Tacohabad because there are no forests, 60200; 
Forests: necessary in every talu ka for grazing; Grass land should lie 'free 
of tax (167). 

CO-oPKlUTIOlil : 

Credit societies: Collapse of a society in laeobabad District owing to non·repaymelJ.t 
nfioans, 60214-7; Taccavi grants should be made to (167). 

CaoPs AlIID CRop PaOTJ!CTIOlf : 
Juar: cultivation of, should he incl't"ased (167). 
Rice: cultivation should he Rest.ricted &8 to irrigation (167); consumes 10 times 

&8 much Water liS dry crops, 60224·6. 
Seed Distribution: 

Wheat: PUB& 12, obtaincd from Jacobabad Government Farm, 60187-8. 
Variet)', large, of crops, advocated (167). 
Wild animals, dRmage by : more gun licenses should be issued to zamindRrs (167), 

60263-4. 

DlnIOIfSTRATIOlf AlIIDPaOPAIUIfDA : Decorations should he given to Z~minds.rs (166); 
Government should give small strips of land to zamindars (166); to encourage good 

cultivation, 60240·). 

EnUOATIOlf : , 
Administration ol eduoationalachl'mes including adult: could he through zamlnd&rs 

with Government financial help (166). 
Agriculturai: (166, 168),60241,60273·7. 

F'lmTILTSEBS: Artificial: less profitable than natural manure (167) ; Cowdung, use of. 
ns fuel: shuuld he penalised (167), 60201·2. 
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FOBlI8T8 : 

Destruction of. has caused great los9 of fuel and grass (I68). 
Fodder: ~ca.rcity of in Jooobabswt because the.-e are no forests, 60200. 
Fuel: 1088 of owing to destruction of forests in Jacobabad (168), 60201.2 .. 
Gr9.zlng : 

Charges should b8 rednced (168), 60265·6. 
foreets nl'OOB8&i'Y.in every Taluka for grazing (I67). -

Irrigation: water supply should be increased as meadows are insufficient (168). 
Village forests advocatsd (168). 

HABIB : 
Restrictions: legislation advocated prohibiting haria from doing any but agricultural 

work which they should be compelled to do (168), 60251; and preventing them 
from lea~ the vi~>e until they have repaid hans (168). 

Subsidil\lj induStries: hari~ would profit by, but these should not lJEI encouraged as 
cultivation would suffer (I68); haris are few and insufficient, have no unemployed 
season : time n')t occupied in actuM cultivation should be employed in land .improve-
ment (167), 60252·3. • 

Taccavi grants to haria are not properly controlled (166.7); legislation necessary to 
prevent haris leaving village until they have repaid taccavi loans (168); run away 
when there are good rains in Baluchistan, 60207·8; legislation neces
sary to prevent haris absconding with money advanced by zamindars, 6'>246-7; 
present law inadequate; Workmen's Breach of Contract Act adv()cated, 60254·6. 

Tenure: receive a share of the produce on baW system, 60192.'; have no right to 
the land, 60261-2.· 

HOLDINGS: 

Fragmentation: difficulty of Mahommedan law of inheritance which cannot be 
amended (167). 

LP¢Slation to deal with minors, widows, et.o.; present law inadequate; zaminda1'll 
should be attached to Courts to give advice (167). 

hPLDlBBTS: Plougl1s: Lyallpur plough~ suppIit'ld by Jacobabad Government Farm; 
sucOO8sful.60189·91. 

Indebtedness. caused by heavy traction, 6024B. 

IIUllG.TJON : 

Distribution of canal water: Begari C?anal: unequal distribntion, 60218.23; 
Improvements suggested: silt clearance. excavation of branoh karias, prevention 
of excessive drawing C!f water. reRtriction on paddy ollltivatiC!n (16i); Kariaa . 
should be widened, MU9·50. 60267.70; System of rotatinn satJafactury (167); 
great deficiency of watt'lr in Jacobabad District (167). 60237·60. 

y' 

L~D REVENUli:: amount levied, 60228·9. 

I~LOYD BARRAOR: ,\J 

Jacobabad distriot: only part will be benefited. 60203-4. 
I,abour: no scarcity when Barrage working if idleness were discouraged, 60209. 

lILutJaTING : 

Information. marketing. should be supplied to Jllunindat'll and traders (167); 
including prices in foreign market.s, 60242·5. 

Moneylenders: borrowers have to sell their produce to. 60210·3. 

RESB.UWH: ~~~ 
Enqlli-ry necessary as to hackward state agrioulturally of Upper Sind Frontil'r distrlct 

(166); Skilled workers: great need of (166). 

SOlLS : Improvement: in Jacobabad by inoreasing water supply (167). 

VETEBIlUBY : 

Departml'nt: some Assistsnce given to oultivators. bot cuitivn.tors not nsed to taking 
assigtanile; 60190; should be un<ler Direotor of Agrioulture (167); Satisfactory 
.(166). . 
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DilIeaae: in eattle inoreasing, research necessary (166). 
Rinderpest: inoculation advocated, 60196-7. 
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LABOUR. 8M ufWler AGRICULTURAL LABOUR, and.". HAms uftder LAJ1D 
TEXURE. 

LAND ALIENATION ACT. _ uftder AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. 

LAND REVENUE: 
Amannt lovied, Klwdo, 60228·9. 

LAND TENURE: 

BATAJ 8YSTEJI : 

Division of produce: on lift lauds zaminda~ takes two-fifths, on flow lands half the 
prot!.uce; a ! .. ir arrangement, BhuJlo, 5913643. . . 

Hari g'ts much less tban the share of produce stated to be given to him, KaracAi 
Indillfl MerchantB' ABsoc1atinn, 60445. 

Inoome from rice about RI!. 40 per &ere, juar Rs. 20, of which zamindar takes half 
ant!. pays revenue, BhuUo, 59246·62. 

Rent p!>id in kind, RhtJl,t;, 59227-36. 
Zamindar l'&y~ assessment, OOvances tAccavi and pays interest, cleam kariyas, flto" 

BhuUo,50105-8. 

BunDEN~ ON LAJID : 

local Cesses; rasai (providing for touring officials); lapo paid to officials who collect 
n-VP.llues; corruption; _ssment Re. 6-10-0, Bh'lltl<>, 59199-205; syl'tElm of ' 
'lmministraf.i(lll blamed; committee'appointed as to ras!>i and lapo, but nuisance 
remain!!, Bho.dto. 59253-63; should be discouraged; rasai and lapo come out of 
zamindar's shA.l'ft of produce, but. han has to contribute labOl11'; to'lring officials 
sl.ould oruy accept. bospitBlit.y from well-to-do people, BhuUo, 59281-4. 

caCBe Poverty of cultivator, BhuUo, 59154-5. 
Settll'ment every 20 yelm', BhuUo, 59227-36. 

'Distribution of produce: zamindar takes half on flow land and one-third on lift 
land, Dow, 58998-9. 

HA.B18 : 

Co-operative fGorming society suggested aa an. experiment, Rahmaft, 60103-4. 
Frwleholders, haria should be established as, Dow, 59068-70, 59108-12_ 
Educatinn, Bee uftder that heading. 

INDEBTEDNESS : 

in Boo ~ons zamindam are forced to take cattle of hariA in payment and incur 
losses, Shetl'(lkram, 60iU 7_ 

Bania chargeR 25 to 30 pe>r cent., Shewakram (222). 
,..amindars shoult!. be Financed at 6 per cent and should be bonnd to finance their 

haria at 9 p<lr cent., Shetoakram (222); zamindars charge their haria hom 12 
to 25 pE'l' cpnt, ShelCflkram, 60847. 

)fabomm~dan zamindars lose on advances made to haria who abscond without 
n-paying, Shahani, 60572-9, Shewakral4 (222), 60847. 

in view of Labour scarcity, sbnuld be treated humanely aud equitably in order to 
attract labour from sWTouDlling areas, A zimkhan (106). 

l..cans : han pays lit to 36 per cen'J intE'res€ on loans from shopkeepers and zamindars ; 
most zamintiars lend ml)ney to haria; Mohamm .. dan zamindars talI:e inte1'Cst 
in produce but not in cash; Karachi India .. Met'chanb' A88OCiaticm, 60439·45, 

~. dOS3l. 
Numbers, by far the l.ugest class of agriculturists, Rahma .. (141). 
Outturn: both cultivatoOr and zamiudar have an interest in increasing, Dow, 
.. 59';2:1. 
RAstrictions: legislation OOvocated prohibiting haria from doing any but agricultural 

work which tbey ~hfluld be compelled to do, Khoso (168), 60251; and preventing 
them from leaving the village until tbey have rep!>id loans, Khoso (168). 
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LAND TENURE-concld. 

HAms-.. amld. 

Scaroitv of, AzimMan., 69679 .. 80. 
Sh",re ~f product": some zamindal'll make· small deductions for charity from hSlris" 

half share of produce; on 10 acres growing ootton hari would get about Re. 150-
to Re. 200 under normal conditions, R"hma.n, 60142-8. 

Status: entirely dependent upon landlords for agricultural reqnisitipg and main
tenance, Rahman (141); are landless; not very desirable state of things, 
R"hr"an., 60077-8. • 

Subsidiary industries: haris would profit by, but these should not he enOflura/!:lld 
as cultivatiOJ1 would suffer, Khc80 (168); hans are few and insufficient, have no
unemployed Bl"ason: tim ... not occupied in actual cultivation should bl' employed 
in land improvement, Kh080 (167), 60252-3. 

Suggestions: land couid be given to intelligent haris, but not to all Jamrao coloni
sation sch",me with Punjabis has been suClOOllsful, but Sindhi haria are indolent 
and different from Punjabis, experiment along the lines of the Jamrao suggested 
under Lloyd Barrage; danger of depriving zamindars of supply of labour, Rahman, 

.. 60077 .. 85,60101-2. 
TlWeavi grants to haria : 

Control ina.dequate, K.~080 (166 .. 71. 
Legislation necessary to prevent haris, leaving village until they have repaid to

zamindar, KMdO (168),60207.8,60251-.. 6, Karachi Indian M erdantB' A8sooiation., 
60461·71, Shahani.60572-9. 

Work mens' Br..ach of Contract Act advocateci. Kh060,602.'}4-6. 
Zamindars ad"ance to ha.ris, usually without interest, Karachi Indian .'If en:kallts' 

A8.'IlCialion, 60461 .. 71. 
Tenure: receive a share of the produce on batai system, KhoIJo, 60192-4; have nC) 

right to th~ land, KM80, 60261 .. 2, Dow, 58998-9002,59021-2, Bh.ato, 59227-8-
Welfare: are under mujeris who are under zamindars; haris employ labourers, 

Shahan., 60625-30; relatious with zamindars are very good; many zamindara 
treat haris well; zamin<!.ars who misbehave should be disposses.~ed by committees 
of villages, taluks, etc. :. excessively large holdings should be proh.\bited; statu& 
of haris should be improvpd: should not be quite tenants at will. Shnhan', 60696-i03 ; 
taluk ... developmont and similar associations reoommended; Deccan Agriculturists' 
Relief Act has made haris more dishollest, Shahani, 60708-11, has not known one 
zamindar who has improved t.he housing or edacational conditiol1ll of his haria, 
Shahan., 60726, Azimkhan, 59594-8. _ 

Zamindar does not usu!\lIy hrlp the ha.ri in cultivation, Dow, 59067; relationship 
with, good, Azimkhan, 59674-83. 

Peaaant tenantllhip, such as exists in Sudan, should be considered, Dow, 59071. 

LAPO, /lei! BURDENS ON LAND under LAND TENURE. 

LLOYD BARRAGE (8ee also under DOW and MANN). 

A¢oultural Depart~nt: staff will have to be increased, Rahman, 60140 .. 1. 
Alkali: a distinct danger, put. can hP met; quantit.y of salt in the soil greater than in 

&I.most any part of the world that is under cultivation; fun~ for invl'8tigation 
inade<juate-, Mann, 58697·9. 

Capital: will be attracted by, Rahman (149). 

COLONISATI')N : 
Auction of land might encourage speculators, Mann, 58654-5. . 
Capitalist farming should not be excluded but should not be principal.l.y relied on. 

Jlann,58708. . 
by Communities might be trled, Rahman, 60120. 

Haris: see under LAJiD TENURE : 

Land will be divided into squa.res on the Punjab plan, Mann, 58656. 
Polic.v not yet formul .. .ted, Mann, 58650·5. 
Punjab experience might La utilislld, Mann, 586!l4-6. 
Small holders, enooura.gpmeni of, Rdvocated, Mann, !i8646·9, 58688-90. 
larl(e Syndit'at.es and pO!!<lih!y (lv-operative sooieties of educated young men should 

to giv"n gra.nts of land, RaT.man, 601l7-9 • 
.contouring satisfactory, haa heen closely don!", MWlto, 5IH28-30. 
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LLOYD BARRAGE-oontd. 

C".oTT01if : 

Baker-Lane scheme does not provide for much oultivation, Rahman, 60]79_ 
on Right Bank supposed not to be possible to grow cotton; if it were possible It great 

I13ving of water would be effected, Mann, 58680-7. . 
Date: water probably available in 1932, MU8to, 59335-6, 59463-5. 
Development Scheme (su under MANN). 
Distribution of water: agitation to lower duties, MU8Io,5940]. 

DBAnfAGB: 

Finance: very large sum of money provided for, MU8Io, 59357. 
Importance attached to drainage, M114l0, 59362, 59369-71. 
Schemes sufficient to guarantee that no undue waterlogging and soil deterioration 

will take place, MU810, 59358-61. 
Waterlogging will take place if drainago is not attended to, MU8to, 59400. 

Educated y01lllg men: societies for joint farming advocated if mAmber~ themselves 
do manual work, Karachi Indian Merchants' A88OCiati01l, 60451-2; training, 
60495-5011. 

Employment: will lead to sufficient, in agricultural· operations all the year round, 
Rahman (147). 

Food Crops: percentage of total cropped area will be increased under Baker-Lane 
scheme, Rallman, 60177-9. 

FORESTS: , 
.Area: 70,000 aores set aside for, in blocks of varymg sizes in old forests which 

under irrigation wiU grow exceUent timber, Aitcllls01l,60281.7. 
Experiments being made near Sukkur, Aitchison, 60308. 
Huri.J (q.v.) will be irrigated at lower rates; very little water required except 

to starl;, Aitcllis01l, 60293-4, 60305-7_ 
Grazing area for camels and goats will be diminished by, Aitchi8011 (175). 
Holdings: should not be too large, Karachi Indian MI!/f'chant..' A88OCiati01l, 60455-7. 
Jaoobabad district: only part will be benefited, Khotio, 60203-4. 

r.-ABon: 

Attraction of labour ft'om Rajputana and Cutch, Karucll' lndian Merchants' 
Association, 60454. 

from Baluchistan, Baluchl\ and Brahuis, M'lUlto, 59389-92. 
no Difficulty, because: cultivation under Baker-I,ane. schemE' is ma.iD1y rabi and 

existing cultivation is kharif and How irrigation requiring half or third labour 
l'Pquired under lift irrigation, Karachi Indian Merchants' Association, 60454. 

Grants of land should be made to attract, Rallman (147-8). 
Implements, labour-saving, will be necesR&ry as there will belabour shortage, Rahman, 

60]29-30. 
Maohinery should be used to economise labour, Musto, 91. 
no Scarcity when Barrage working if idleness were discouraged, Khoso, 60209. 

Non.Barrage area, 8ee .,.nder Irrigation. 
Regulators on canals, Musto, 59416-8. 
P..eeearch: (also see under MANN) 1I6velal experimenta.lstations nece/IGry for studying 

reclamation of kaUar lands, duties on water for valious crops, waterlogging, drainage 
and rotations, MU8Io (89); should be provincial, Musto, 59421-3. 

Unamployment of cultivators wiU be deoreased, M'U8to (92). 
Waterlogging: danger of, if carefnl drainage not introduced, Slw,hani (203). 

LONGTERM LOANS, 8ee under FINANCE. 

MALARIA see u7Ukr WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION. 

MANURE 8ee under FERTILISERS. 

MANN, Dr. HAROLD H., D.Se., Director of Agriculture, Bombay Presidency (1-9). 

DEMONSTRATIOIif AlID PROPAGA..'1DA : 
Demand: great owing to change of methods, 58644-5. 
Staff: in future wiU consist, as far as possible, of Sindhi Mussalmans, trained at l'oQna 

and Sakrand, 58641.3, 58691-3. 
ItO Y 381-4, 
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MANN, Dr. HAROLD H.--contd. 

EDUCA~ON : 

AgricuJturo.l Collpge for Sind, strong local demand for, n8643, Poone Agricultural 
College is too far away; Lyallpur Agricultural College charge the whole cost of 
students; College sh.ould be situated in BaJTage area, 58700-7. 

LLOYD BARRAGE: 

Alkali: a distinct danger, but can be met; quantity of salt in the ROil greater than in 
almost any part of the world that is under cultivation; funds for investigat.ion 
inedequ!l.~; 58697-9_ 

Coloni'!ation : 
Auction of land might encourage speculators, 58654-5. 
Capitalist farming should not be excluded but should not be principally relied on, 

58708. 
Policy not yet formulated, 58650-5 • 

. Punjab experience might be utilised, 58694-6. 
LR.Dd will be divided into squares on the Punjab plan, 58656. 
Small holder_, encourll.gement of advocatE'd, 58646-9. 58688-90. 

Cotton: supposed not to be posNible to grow cott{)n on Right Bank; if it were 
pos"ible a great saving of water would be effected, 58680-7. 

Development Soheme : 
Prorness: furthpr development of scheme advocated before 1931, when water 

will become avaii:l.ble; big developmenUi in 1935-8; 40 years to complete project, 
58626-8; present proposals wiU be ready within 12 months, 58639; in the 
following year proposals will be put before Government in connection with 
Rigllt Bank c:mdit.ions, 58657-9; Hs. 1,35,000 passed by Council; additional 
expenditure proposed, 58672-9. 

Pro)Josa.ls of Committee in 1924 accepted by Government in a vcry curta.iled form 
because of heavy oost; rate of progress unsatisfactoFY, 58626-B. 

Research staff can be recruited, 58667-70. . . 

B.BSRABCR: 

Lark.ma:' 
CelltraJ station for Lloyd Barrage Right Bank CanAls; rice and basi wheat area, 

with annual croPl'ing, 58631-4; farm has been in existence since 1906; will be 
extended, 58660-1. 

Progress: two yellrs to get Hight Bank into full working order, 58665-6; running 
expenses llakh, 586i6-9. • 

Wate~ supply from Gh!l.r canal and bores; tube wells will be constructed, 5'l660-3. 

&krand: 

Central Cotton Committee .contrihutin!! Rs. 20,000 a yoor for soil reeea.rch, 58652-3. 
Scope: esmbli£hed l\8,repl'E'senting left B"nk Rohri Canal area, the largest section, 

with sub.smtions to work out rosults, 586!!9-31 ; a cotton area with one cropping 
in 3 years, 58629-40. 

Staff: will have 3 first class research officors, of whom onl'> will be whole-time 
DIrector, 58629-40; botanist cngllged on cotton, wheat and juar, 58652-3. 

Water: tube well constructon, 58663-4. . 

SmUons: 3 proposed: 
Central st&tlon for !iJara Valley, Rep1'l'SIlnting Eustern Sind, 58629·40; no research 

stations other than Sakrand and Latkana to be started next vear, 58665. 
Larkana ~ Bee above. - • 
Sakro.nd: Bee abotle. 

MARKETING: 

ADULTERATION: 

(Bee. also under COTTON and WHEAT bplow.) 
Agrtcultural DE>pllTtment Rhould interest itself in the problem, Karachi Indian 

Merchams' A88O':ia!ion, 60407-421. 
lack of Contar.t between exporters MId cultiva~ K'tra¢i In4ia,. MUc/U""B' 

Association, 6041)4-6. ' . 
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IlIARKETING-contd. 

ADUIIrBJI.&Tom---conid. 

grain Contracts between exporting firII1ll And commission agents specify percentage@ 
of foreign matter; doubtful if exporters will insist upon purity, Kal·CV'J.'In-l,an 
~[erchanJB' Association, 60425-33. 

often not Delibefll,te, Ka,acM Indian .'lfe,ckanlB' AS8OCiatiotl,60398. 
CAnoot be done by large Exporters who Are interested in seeing that produce is pure, 

Karachi Indian MerchanJB' A08OCiationa, 60399. 
Ori:l:ine.tea when' produre is grown And not At the port,· Karachi Indian Merchan!B' 

.iuocialiml, 60394·6. . 
suppoRed to be by villago Shopkeeper, Karachi Indian Merchan!B' AS8ociaf.ion, 

603117. 
Competition AmOng bayers, good effect of, Karachi Indian Merchan!B' Association 

(1114). 
Co-opt>mtive, S" PtJlI(JHASE AND S.u.E SOCIETIES under CO-OPERATION. 

Co-opemtive ginning and me.rketing Advocated, Shahan;' (205). 

CO'1"r05': 

Adultera.ted with lea.ves, dry bolls and water; no premium pa.id for purity by 
tra.de who themselves Adnltemte; legislation nccessa.ry, Rahman, 60094-100. 

Amorim.n, spread of, restricted in the P&llt by ba.d marketing conditions, Dow, 
5S!l77-D. 

Conditions ansa.tisfa.ctory, not GrAded, no regule.r Markets, Azimkh4n (106-7); 
Shahani (205). 

Cotton Xe.rkets Bill: now before Council; Ka.ra.chi Indum Merchants' Associa.
tion thinks it will Dot improve conditions, Karachi Indian Ner.hama' A88OClalion, 
603!!2·4; ./eswanj thinks it will help the growor, 60458-60; required, 
Azimkll4l1 (IOD), • 

Fa.ctories APPOint Agents who APPOint village Sowce.rs sub-agents, Azimkhan 
(107). . 

Ginning factories give reasonable convoniencES to growers; their brokers arra.nge 
saIl'S on growers' estates, supply gunnies, a.nd e.rrange forward sales, .Rahman 
(148). 

Karachi mereha.nts, fa.ctorics sell ginned a.nd baled cotton to, Azimkhan (107). 
Middlemen's margin v"ry la.rge, Shahani (205). . 
Premium seldom paid to cultiva.tors for improvedqaalit.y, Azimkhan (108). 
no better Price p .. id for lung staple than for short, Shahani (205). 
small Qllantity of long staple offered fur sa.le, Shahani, 60560-2, 
Sowcar, cul.iva.tor at the merey 01, who does not quote proper ma.rket rates and 

usee false weights, Azimkhan (107). 
Credit, need of, to enable cuitivAtors to wait for the better prices, Azimkhan. 

59525-7. 

F AOILlTIB8 : 

Defective, especiA.lly sale of cotton: ina.dequa.te price a.nd weight, excess ·of· middle. 
men, no premium pa.id for improved va.rieties, ,lzi71!khan (106-7), 

existent-e of Ginning factories of re~ponsible firms guarantees f&ir values being 
obtained, Rahman (148). • 

no regnla.r Ma.rkpte in the sense in which they exist elsewhere; but there are 
trade markets which are adeqllate for bona fide tmnsactiolll! where zamindar 
is not in debt, Rflh",,,,. (148), Hussain (132). 

Sa~factory, Bhutto(72). 
Government should not intedere in packing, grAding, etc., for ma.rkat, Bhutlo (72) 

59278. • 
Fertilisers, saJe ohould be under gue.ra.nt~d government ana.Jysis, Shahani (204), 

GRADING A5'D PAOKING: 

Attention required, Rahman (148). 
Fa.ctory owners. generally gin a.nd baJe cotton without sorting or grading, Azimkhan 

(107). 
Legislation necessary, Rahman (148), 
Standardioa.tion of grading recommended, RahllUln (148).· 

Koy381-44 . 
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~ARKETING-contd. 

IKPOBJIUTION : 

Co.operative societies should supply. BhuUo (72). 
Cultivators obt'l.in owing to increased competition between merchants, middlemen 

and buyers, Kamch, Indian Merchants' A8801liation (184). 
should be Supplied to cultivators, Azimkhan (107), HU8sain (J32), Rahman (148), 

Khosa (167) 60242-5, Shahan, (205). . 
Telephone facilities should be placed at disposal of zamindsrs at nominal charges, 

Skewakmm (222). 
Legislation: Marketing Bill should be enacted, Azimkhan (107) (109) 59598 ; 

Karachi Indian MercTlants' AS8ociation, 60382-4, 60458-60, .1zimkhan (109). 

MIDDLEMEN: 

Margin very large, Shahan. (205). 
Number excessive, Azimkhan (107). 
Sowcar, oultivator at the mercy of, .1zimkhan (107), H_in (131-2), Khosa, 

60210-3. 
Moneylenders: are middlemen; buy agricultural produce at very low prices and 

cheat in weighment, HU8sain (131); buy crop before harvest and sell back to 
cultivator at 20 per cent. profit 6 monthsll1rer, IlU8sain (132), Khosa, 60210-3. 

Premium for improved quality: rarely paid to cultivator, Azimkhan (107)_ 
Prices, unIair, paid by shopkeepers from whom cultivators have borro"<ed money; 

competition among shop-keepers decl'lasing this praotice, Karachi Indian Mer
chants' A88ociation (184). 

QUALITY: 

Cultivator has not been encouraged by increased prices to improve quality of bis 
produce; Kamchi Indian Merchants' A88OCiation, 60365-72. 

Names of distributors, Shahani (205) (208) 60546-52. 

Revenue collection compels cultivators to sell crop before harvest at low prices, 
HU8sain (129) (132). • 

RICE: 

local Capitalists who have mills control market, but tendency to combine slowly 
decreasing owing to increase in number of mills, Rahman (148). 

Chain of market.s required which is prevented by lack of better roads and feeder 
lines, Rahman (148). 

Conditions not satisfactory, Rahman (148). 
Prices not always determined by supply and demand, Rahman (148). 

~~~YS : } 8ee TEANSPORT under ADMINISTRATION. 
Weights and measures: moneylenders cheat in weighment, Hussain (131); 

Azimkkan (107)'~i -

WHEAT: 
Adulteration suspected; marketed on the basis of certain admixture of foreign. 

grain, Rahman, 60091-2 • 
• Bania adulterates, Rahman, 6009-1-6. 

European markets pay less for lower standards of purity but this has not improved 
purity of exported whea.t, Rakman, 60099. 

Exporting firms have sub-agencies at principal centres which purchase from big 
zamindars or through local traders at satisfactory prices, Rahman (148). 

Legislation suggested, Rahman, 60092. 
thought that some Merchants ou'\side India accept wheat not pure and lndiau 

export firms adulterate to that standard, Rahman 60100. 
no Premium paid for purity, Rahman, 60092. 
Small growers sell to village bania at low rates, Rahman, (148). 

METEOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT, 8ee under ADMINISTRATION. 
MIDDLE CLASS YOUTHS, ATTltACTION of, TO AGRICULTURE. 

by making Agrioulture more profitable, BhtUto (66). 
bJ' Demonstration that agriculture ca,n be made profitable, Shaha"".' (199~. 
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MIDDLE CLASS YOUTHS, ATTRACTION OF, TO AGRICULTURE--contd. 

by Grants of Land, Shahan. (199), obsts.cles, la.ck of amenities, land and water, 
Shahan., 60636.43, 60684·93, 60727·8. 

Middle class youths attracted to agriculture sh~uld be willing to start as baris, Dow, 
59073-4, 59122·9. 

by Restricting appointments in Agricultural, Forest and Revenue services maiuly 
to such men when agriculturally trained, Shahan. (199). 

by Scholarships, Kh080 (166). 

MOHAG (frontage) : 
deterred by : lack of amenities on the land sought by educated people, 60636-43, and 

lack of land itself and of water, 60684·93, 60727·8. 
Fallow forfeited land included in zamindar's existing mohag, Dow, 59024. 
Meaning of: claim to land in the frontage of a zamindar which cannot be granted to 

another zamindar without injuring the former's rights of user or access to his existing 
holding; never claimed or recognised as a legal right; founded on conditions attach· 
ing to inundation irrigation, Dow, 58947·50; Harriaon, 58791·2. 

Provision for: Government in Lloyd Barrage scheme setting aside 3! lakhs of acres 
representing 25 pet cent of the total Government land available, Dow, 59024, 
59079·80. 

necessary to Recognise the claim tc some extent imder the Lloyd Barrage, Dow, 
58951-52-

MONEYLENDERS, BU under AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. 

MUJERIS: Managing cultiv~tors: hold land under zamindlU'S, which they let to haria; 
, Slw.lw.n', 60629·30. 

MUSTO, A. A., C.I.E., M.INST.C.E., Superintending Engineer, Lloyd Barrage Circle 
(89·102). 

Experienoe: 59363·4, 59372-4,59450.1; 59463·5. 

ADIoIINlSTBATION : 

Transport: 
Railways: should be greatly extended (89). 
Roads: should be greatly extended (89); lack of Materials lOcally (97.8), 

59402·3 ; Neglect by District Boards, 59405·6; Research' as to use of briok and 
waste oil, 59404. 

AGBICULTURAL DEPABTl\IBlIT: 

Implements : 
Officers do not understand manufacture of (92). 

AGBIOULTURAL llrnusTB1lI8 : 

Implements, manufacture of locally, should be encouraged (91.2). 
Industrial concerns in rural areas: require full·time labour (92). 
Leisure period: far less with perennial water.supply under Lloyd Barrage (92). 
Private enterprise should develop (92). 
Study of, by practical experts, necessary (92). 
Village health conditions, spare.time should be devoted to (92). 

AGBIOULTURAL LABOUR : 

Cultivation and development of areas not at present under cultivation: 
Necessity of measures in newly opened areas under the Barrage, doubtful (92-3). 
free Water should be given for two years, if necessary (92·3). 

Machinery, should be used to economise labour under Lloyd Barrage conditions (91). 
Migration: might be encouraged by free excursions to show conditions and by 

facilities for purchasing land (92). 
Shortage of labour: none in Sind except in rice.transplanting and reaping '!easons 

(92). 

CAPITAL ATTBAl1rmG OF, TO AGBICULTUBB: . 
Water supply must be assured (94) • 
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Musro, A. A.-oontd. 

CoO-OPERATION :. 

Amateurs, employment. of, unde~irable (93)_ 
Cattle breeding Rocietit's, douhtful (94)_ 
ConRoliuatiob of holdings: 

Societit's should undertake (94). 
holdings already Uneconomic should be acquired by the State (94). 

Domestio current expenses, credit should be provided for (93). 
Expert from Sweden, Denmark or England should be employed by Government (93)_ 
Implements: -

might be Hired out by societies (93). ' 
Repair del'Ot~ should be maintained by socit"ties (91-2). 
should be Storked and issued by societieil (91-2). 

Importance of, great (93). 
Impr(lvt'ment of land for general benefit of locality should be financed and carried 

out on a (-o-operative ba.is (94). 
,Joint farming, doubtful (94). 
Minorities shl)\lld be compelled t<l come into joint improvement schemes, if large 

majority are in favour and scht'me is approved by expertll (94). 
Purchase societies: should stock, sell and hire out -implementll and machinery. (93). 
Sale of produce and st<lck, expert examination of rossibilities desiraUe (94). 
Seed depOts: might be financed by Government and managed by co-operative 

societies (89). 
Trained officers should remain at the work, 59434-8. 

CRoPS AND CRop PROTECTION: 

Seed: 
DepOts should be financed by Government. and managed by co-operative societies 

or Government (89). 
Free issue. value to be recovered from crop. until good strains are established (89). 

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA: on Cultivators' own fields. with normal water 
supply, if pOl!Sible (1l9). 

FINANCE: Seed might be issut'd free of cost and value recovered from crop. till 
good strains are established (Illl). 

FORESTS: 

Afforestation: probably opening for schemes, in the nc·ighbourhood of villages (93). 
Firewood and fodder production should be encouraged by remission of assessment 

(93). 

HOLDINGS: 
Co-operative soci/!oj;ies should prevent fragmentation; holdings. already uneconomic 

shl,uld he acquired by the State (94). 
Fragment .... tion : 

Evil more AerioUII in Deccan than in Sind, 59398-9. 
State purchase system might remedy (89-90). 

IMPLEMENTS: 

('half-outters, 59379-80. . 
Co-opprati va societies should stock, issue on easy payment terms and maintain relJair 

depOts (91,2). . 
Co.operative societies should finance purchase of, manufaotured by private enterprise 

(91) 59452-7. -
Demonstrations should be made by Al(Ticnltural Dt-l'artment (91). 
Harrow, produced locally in the Deccan, 59378. 
Local manufaotuf(' (91-2). 
Obstacles: Agents: lack of. in tl,e mofusail (92). 

Finance: difficulty of purchaser paying cash (92). 
Ploughs: Importance of (91) 59375-7; . 

Iron, designed locally, probably hetter than European design (91). 
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MUSTO, A. A.-«>ntd. 

IKPLlI:J(~. 

Privnte ent<-rprise should be encoorag»d to hire out expensive machinery (94) •• 
Trat'tors: Caterpillar on wet ground, 59407-9; Difficulty on IIBndy poil not 

insuperable, 594!1O-4; Private compMy should undertake ploughing, too 
much I'.e.pital would be requited. f<>r co-operative society, 59410·3 ; Steam 
and motor, should be encouraged where possible (91), for recle.ituing kalIar 
soil, 59386-7. 

IBIlIOATIOll' : 

Baluchiate.n, possibilities of control of water from (90), 59472. . _ 
Barrages on Indus at extreme North of Sind and at Kotri should be investigated (90) ; 

desirable within 15 years, 59439-41; investigation to start at once; Department 
ill under-lite.ffed, 59466-71. 

Cie-aranee of canals: sufficient money spent on; no money earmarked for the purpose, 
59420. 

Distribution of oanal water: by open karia heads or plain sluices, .entirelY unsatis-
factory, favouring the upper reaches (90-1), 59364. (See Modules.) 

Experimental stations: several required (89). (See under Research.) 
Inspector General of Irrigation: post should be revived, 59426-7. 
Lift: centrif1lgai pumps best, 59381-2. 
Modules: 

Advocated (90-1); under Consideration for 20 years, 59419; to give Equal Rhares 
to head and tail, 69364-7; SucceS8ful in the Punjab, 59476-7; different Types 
suitable for different conditions, 50444-9; Zamindars at tnil in fnvour while hend 
znmindnrR IIore opposed, 59476-7. . 

Non-Barrnge Zone; Bnrra.ge will hnve very little effect on level of Indus below it. 
59414-5, 59478-9. 

LLOYD RUUU,OB: 

C",ontouring satisfactory, hns boon closely done, 59428-30. 
Dnte: water probnbly ava.ila.ble in 1932, 59331l, 59463. 
Drninsge: 

Fina.nce: very lnrge sum of money provided for, 59357. 
Importance atte.r.hed to dra.ina.ge, 59362, 50369-71. 
BchemAS aufficient to guaranteo that no undue waterlogging nnd soil deterioration 

will tak~ place, 59358-61. . 
Watcriogging will take place if drainage is not nttended to, 59400. 

Distribution of wnter : a.gitntion for lower duties, 59401. 
Labour: from &luohistRn, Baluehs and Brahnis, 593!l9-92. 
Regulntors on cMlnIs: 59416-8. 
Research: several experimental stations necessary for studying reclamation of 

kallnr mnds, duties on water f'lr vnrious crops, waterlogging, drainage and rotations 
(89); should be provine;"l, 50421-3. 

Unemployment of oultivators will be decreased (92). 

RBSBABClI: 

Administration: both Provinc;"l and Central, 59421-31, 59425-7. 
should be Co-ordinated by Inspector Genemlof Irrigntion, who should be re-appointed, 

50421)-7. 
Hydraulic experiments: could hE' oarried on at SukkUJ"; res9arch officer should be 

appointed to investignte purely irrigation hydra.ulio problems, 50424. 
Rood-mnking; use of bricks .. nd wnste oil, 59W4 •. 

SOILS : 

Drainnge: Importance of (91). . 
. Valley lines should be entirely kr.pt open and given free outlet (91). 
KeJL ... soil: deep cultivation necessary: llSf' of tractors, 59386-8. 
Reclnmntion of land should be encournged by tempornry remission of nsS8ssment 

(91), 59431-3. 

STATISTICS : 

Baluohistan mountain.", rainflloil statistics necessary (90). 
Improvement in, necessary (94). 
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SUTlSTICS-C01i{d, 

should be Published in more intelligible and interesting form (94). 

TARIFFS' AND S,EA hEIGHTS: 

Custom duties on agricultural implements and machinery might be removed (93). 
Director General of Stores, London, Co· operative supplies might be shipped by (93). 
Sea freight: too high (93). 

WATERLOGGING: 

Cause, often blockage of valley lines (91). 
Lloyd Barrage system will suffer from if drainage is not attended to, 59400. 

WELFARE Oll' RUR4L POPULATION: 

Gardens round houses necessary (92). 
Horticultural shows would be beneficial (92). 
Surveys, economic, in typical villages: useful if information is properlY'applied (94). 
Town·planning necessary (92). . -
Tret's should be planted in village by public bodies (92). 

PANCHAYATS : 
should Arbitrate in disputes as to holdings, 'Shaha.ni (203). 
Organisation has disappeared under stress of western democratic idea.!!, SOOOOn', 

60615.7. 
'faccavi, should assist in distribution of, 8OOllan' (261). 

POSTS AND TELEGRAPH, Bee und~ ADMINISTRATION. 

POULTRY; Bee under AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES. 

l>ROPAGANDA, Bee under DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. 

PUBLIC HEALTH, Bee under WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION. 

PUNJAB LAND AUENATION ACT, Bee under ~GRlCULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. 

QUININE, Bee under WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION. 

RAHMAN, KHAN BAHADUR GULMAHOMED ABDUR, Acting Deputy Direotor of 
Agrioulture, Sind (139.65). . 

Qualifications and experience, 59900-4, 60022-5. 

ADMINlSTRA'l'ION : 

Meteol'ological Department: weather forecasts ctrOulated, would be appreciated 
(143).\ . 

Transport: . 
Railways: should be Extended in rural traots (142); Feeder lines necessary for 

marketing of Wheat, 60086·90; fairly Satisfaotory (142). 
Jtoads: Insufficient and unsatisfactory (142·3) ; Marketing: lack of roads prevents 

provision of chain of markets for rice (148); and adversely affects marketing 
of wheat, 60086·90. 

Steamers, fairly satisfactory (142). 

AGRtCULTURAL DEPARTMENT: 

Staff : 
Demonstrat..ion and prop84!anda, insufficient for (142), 59947; Requh-ements 

when Lloyd Barrage is working, 60140·1; Stati.~tics, insufficient for (149). 

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS: 

Ca uses of borrowing: poverty, acoumulation of interest upon interest, low yield, 
cultivation expenses, illiteracy and ignorance of account (143), 60134.6; bondage 
to usurer, precarious inundation, social customs (143). 
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Measures for lightening agriculture's burden of debt: compulsory prima.ry education 
and cheap credit (143), 60134-6_ . 

Repayment prevented by: Crop failures due to POOf or late inundation or pests, 
mortgage of produce to bania and his extortions (143). 

Sources of credit: co-operative societies, taccavi. village bania (143). 

AGBIOULTUBAL ll'ID17STBlBS : 

Bee-keeping: climatic conditions do not favour (147). 
Fruit growing: prevented by cultivator having no pennanent interest in the holding 

and unfavourable conditionaof water supply (147). 
Health conditions, devotion of spare time to improving: travelling health officers 

should lecture on hygiene (147;. . 
Industrial ooncerns, establishment of, in rural areas: ginning factories and rice 

hulling mills established nea.r rural areas and absorb some spare labour; small 
Ilonr milla might be opened in wheat growing tracts (147). 

Lac culture: some scope for; practised wherever neceSS&ry material is available 
(147). . 

Leisure period: Where both rabi and kha.rif cultivation is possible, cultivator works 
all the year round; where kha.rif only is possible, he has 6 months' work; in the 
slack lIl'ason he takes holidays at fairs, etc" does carting, canal clearance, building 
labour, tends livestock; Lloyd Barrage will lead to sufficient employment in 
agricultural opemtions all the yea.r round (147) ; work-for 8 to 10 months in Upper 
Sind Frontier under bosi system of cultivation, 60121·8. . 

Pisciculture: no scope for, 8JI large quantity of fish available na.turally (147). 
Poultry rearing: done on a limited scale (147). 
Rope.making: some scope for; practised wherever neeeSS&ry material is available 

(147). 
Scope for: not much, because hllris do not lack employment, 60125. 
Sericulture: Climatic conditions do not favour (147). 
Weaving: prejudice against, 60127. 

. -
AGBICULT17BAL LABOUR : 

AttractinR labour: under Barrage grants of land should be made (147·8). 
Cheap labour an obstacle in adoption of heavy machinery and labour-saving 

appliances (146). 
Haria: 8u u1ldw LAND TENURE. 
Population: Sparse (147) ; Sufficient for present needs of cultivation;' no surplus 

(148). 
Shortage expected when Barrage is completed; labour saving implements will be 

necessary,60129·30 • 

.AlmIAL H11811Al'1DBY : 

Bhngnari cattle: Bred in the north of Sind (146); should have Central breeding 
farm at Jacobabatl (146); purely Draught (146); bred for Military transport, 
not suitable for agricultural purposes, 60010. 

Bulla should be issned gratis from Government cattle stations to important villages 
(147). 

Cattle breeding: . 
stud Bulls in Government institutions, free access to, 60064; Central station fOf 

each breed essential (146); Export demand. 60059·60; Immediate attention 
needed as cattle are the only motive power (146); Lack of knowledge, 60063; 
does Dot Pay except Dear towns where milk can be sold, 60058-61; Quality: in 
int.lrior of Sind cattle all Dondescript and poor (146), 60006.7; System nnsatis. 
iactory (146). 

Caatration, practice of, must be introduced (146), 60019·21. 
Dnal purpose cattle, advocated, 60166·7. 
Fodder: 

Bairi grown, 60171; Berseem: has been tried (145); no proopectsfor until cold 
weather water supply; would solve fodder supply to a great extent, 60056-7; 
Dry, is sold; cattlearefed duriog the busy season and starved during the reu.ainder 
of the year (147); Green. insufficient duriog hot weather (1411); shortage seriously 
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affect., milk supply from December to July (147); Storage: .not necessary, 
60131.2; I\ot stored in silos but in heaps, 60172-3. 

Gr .. "ing: 
"Huri" grants should be made by Government for growing babul trees and 

natural grasses, to be managed by the villagers co·operatively (147). 
InRufficient o'ving to non·cultivation and inadequate irrigation facilities (146). 

Karachi or Red-Sindhi cattle: 
Bulls: a farm for flllloP1ying pe~ bulls exists (146) ; thrive in Japan, etc., 

60168.70; Purity; the only definitely pure type. 60015-7; Quality: recognised 
aA the best milk'l'roducing cow in India (146); Small in size and number, 
60008-9. 

Shows, cattle, should be held in each taluka (147). 
Thar Park,n.r or Dhatti cattle: 

Dual purpose (146); not Pure bred, all mixed, 60017·R, 6fllU-5; Reared in Thar 
Parkar de'!ert (14!i); Size medium. 60008; breeding Station to supply draught 
advocated (146). 60174-5; Number small, 60008·9. 

CAPITAL. ATTBACTIlfG OF, TO AGRICULTURR : 

Improvements of land: discouraged by want of capital (149); Long term credit 
at low illtereat neoos.'I8J"Y (149,; Lloyd Barrage: will attract capital (149); 
Obstacles: dullness of country life and precarious seasons (149). 

Co'OPllBATION : 

Crt'dit so~ieties: number has increased very greatly in the last few years (148). 
I!'arming, joint, society: 

'of Educated young men, on Lloyd Barrage land, might be tried, 60118. 
of Baris, worth while trying as an experiment, 60103-4.. 

Fortilisers distributed through societies, 60156-G2. 
Non·credit societies: with few eXCl'ptions, not organised (148). 
Non.officials; more effective than Government in Apreading movement (148); com

mand more confidence; aro coming forward, 60069·70. 
Tractor·leasing societies: 60115·9. 

CRopS Alm CRoP PRoTECTION: 

Cotton: 
Baker·Lane scheme doeg not provide for much cotton cultivation under Lloyd 

Barrage, 60179. 
Egyptian : 

Cultivated under Fletcher fOI nearly 5 years, 59998·9. 60002·4. 
Experiments abandoned except at Su.and renewed with fresh seed froIll Egypt, 

60000. 6004J.·6. 
Failed on J a.mrll.t). after showing Promise of success, for lack of early water 

supply ll45), 60000·1. 
Punjab F. 4: (American): 

Qualities: has proved to be healthy and prolific, fitting in with present conditions 
of water supply and possibly other environmental conditions; popuIs.r (145), 
59983. 

Qualltity: 36,000 acres on Jamrao Canal 1926-27 (145). 
Staple, medium, , inch; superior staple strain should be evolved (145),59983·7. 

27 w.N.: . 
Quality superior to deshi and is being distributsd (144) ; type, 60005. 

Food crop.~; 81 per cent of total cropped area; percentage will inerease under 
Baker-Lane Schema undl'r Lloyd Ba.rrage; not much cotton cultivation, 60177-11. 

Important crops: cotton, wheat, rice a.nd juar (14'). 
Out.put: 23 per cent decrease and distin~t decrease in cropped area in Karachi; 

thought to be due to insufficient water supply, 6003S-40. . .. 
Potato seed imported from Italy, Kalka and Farukhabad; imported disease ha.s not 

arisen (145). 
Rice: Aelcction of local and foreign varieties and hybridiss.tion (144.5). 
Seed disLribution, particuIars rega.rding (145). 60051·5. 
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SePd improvemllnt: by selection, isolation of superior strains and maintenance by 
pUM line oulture (144) 60153·5. 

Wheat; 
Improvement of local wheats (144); Introduction of PUM 12 0 and Punjab 11 

(144); Puss 12 being grown on 50,000 acres; is being extended; difficulty,lack 
of steady wate.r supply; cultivator convinced of benefit (144), 6004;·50. 

CULTIVATION: 

Basi system: in Upper Sind Frontier; land flooded in September and wheat grown 
without further irrigation: provides work for 8 to 10 months in the vear, 60121.4. 

I>ry-<"ultivation (without irrigation) impos.ible in Sind except desert portion of Thar 
Parm and part of Karschi District, 59911-8. 

Intcrculturing cotton by plough, tbus saving lahour (145). 
Mixture of seeds when so",ing not generally adopted in Rind, but mixed juar, bajri, 

maize and til sprinkled in coLton to supply early fodder for wor~ cattle 
(145). - -

Ploughing, dry, long before sowing seMon, to aerate and enrich the soil, is practised 
in some tracts as a result of departmental demonstrat·ion (145). 

Rotation: 
Experiments carried on, until Jamrao perennial water supply failed; being carried 

(lut at Sakrand under .Barrage conditions, 60065-6. 
not Necessary at present as irrigation fa~ilitles only allow one· third of the land to be 

cultivated per annum; but under improved hTigation a go(,d rotati<>n must be 
devu.ed (145). 

DBMO!fSTBATION AND PBoPAOAlfDA: 

on Cultivators' own holdin!:!s, advocated (141), 59948, 59963, 60153·5. 
Decorations awarded at district Durhars (142). 
FarmS, departmental: . 

on the Batai system, the department taking one-third produce on lift irrigation 
and one· half on flow; 59959·60; 400 or 500 acres. cultivated for multiplying 
seed by haria on a commercial hasis, with no special advantages beyond 
those arising from better seed and oultivation and advances without interest, 
59947.58-

Jamesabad and Nawabshah sub.stations, managed on zamindari lines (142). 
Landlords, wield considerable influence, and must be influenced to make improve

ments (141). 
Leaflets, periodical publication of, advocated, though not verY effective among 

illiterate cultivators (142). -
increased J.>rice of 12 aunas to Re. I per maund for improved seed, for which ihere 

is a verY active demand. 59947·67. 
Shows, agricultural, held (142). 
Staff: 

Insufficient: Importance of personality; number of Scholarships increased nnder 
new development scheme (142), 59947, 60163·5. 

EDUOATION : 

Account-keeping. importanoe of teaching (140). 
Agricultural : 

Bias schools: • 
~ariculture only taught in higher standards, boys aged 13 to 18, 59933·5. 
Control: local boards have adIl!inistrative control but agricultural department 

lays out farms and visits in an advisorY capacity. 59929-31. 
few sons of Cultivators, boys have no idea of taking up agriculture. 59936-8. 
Farm of about an acre attached to each; some buy or hire bullocks, 3 agricu). 

turailessons of 11 hours each per week, 69939.41. 
Number: six in an experimental stage (139). (148). . 
not working Satisfactorily because not the right type of boy, 59942, 60151-2. 
Schoolmasters trained for 6 months at Lyallpur, 59931. 

Careers of students: Government service (139.40). 
Students: mainly sons of landle.as haris (139-40). 
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Agrioultural College for Sind: demand for, from oertain sections, townspeople and 
- a few zamindars; not necessary because not sufficient jobs for students when 

leaving, 60071.5, 60105·8. 
Commi~tee of 1920 on, Report (140.1). 
Compulsory primary education: advocated, to protect oultivators from extortion 

of moneylenders, (143) 60134·6. • 
English: should be taught; boys oannot be kept on the land by refusing to teach 

them English, 59944·6. , _ 

Haris: little use in establishing agricultural schools for sons of (140.1); should not 
be admitted tozamindari schools, 60149·50. . 

Mirpurkhas Agricultural School: particulars regarding, (139), 59919·28, 60032.7, 
60151·2. 

Mullas' agricultural schools recommended (141), 60136. 

Scheme for agricultural school, (140.1), 59988-9, 59992-7" 60636·7, 60075·6, 
60149·50. 

FERTILISERS: 

Artificial: for wheat, sugarcane, etc., distributed through a private firm and· 
co·operative societies, 60156·62. 

Cowdung, use of, a.s fuel, and recommendations to prevent, (144). 
Fallow system, taking a orop every 3 years, has obviated great use of manure 

(144). 
Kala.r Boil: saline eftlorescence applied to cotton fields (144). 
Need of, only with intensive cultivation (144), under irrigation, 60156-62. 
Silt from canal banks applied to cotton fields (144). 
Village. old sites, mounds used in cotton traot (144). 

FINANOE (8ee also under) CAPITAL.) 

Taccavi: 

Cultivators would be induced to make fulleNl8e of by: reducing interest to that 
paid by Government to public plU8 cost of establishment; fully meeting demands 
of oultivators; distribution by senior and vigilant officers (143) 60137. 

in Jamrao tract implements advanced as taccavi (141). • 

HOLDINGS, Fragmentation of: Inheritance law mainly responsible for, should be 
amended; Minim1;lm &reB should be prescribed by law (143) • .. 

. j 

hiPLBMENTS : 

Archimedian hand screw: on the market and being used to some extent (141). 
, Labour.saving implements: will be necessa.ry after Lloyd Barrage is completed as 

there will be shortage of labour, 60129·30. 
List of implements being brought to the notice of the agriculturists (146). 
Obstacle: oheap labour and. han system (145.6). 
Ploughs: 

Egyptian (145), Meston (141) (145); Sarkar (141). 
Ploughing zamindari lands on hire system, to train haris in use of improved 

implements (142). 
Quality and variety very poor (145). 
Traotors: 

Cultivation oosts, 69968.70, 60109·10. 
Department recently rented out a tractor, 60116.16. 
Difficulty owing to smallness of plots under irrigation rules and undergrowth, 

69970. 
Educated young men holding land co· operatively IDight use tractors, 60117·9. 
Efficienoy of, 60111.4, 
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Distribution: should be entrusted to a board of representatives of zamindars, Agri. 
cultural and Irrigation Departments, 60138-9. 

Non-barrage area, loans, ta.cca.vi or co-operative, necessary to encourage develop
ment of wells (144) 60067-8. 

LUID TEl!IURB : 

Fruit growing: prevented by cultivator having no permanent interest in the holding 
(147). 

Haria (tenants): . 
haria Co-operative farming society worth while trying as an experiment, 60103-4. 
Education: see u1!det' that title. 
Numbers: -by far the largest class of agriculturists (141). 
Share of produce: value of, under normal conditions, 60142-8. 
Status: entirel,. dependent upon landlords for agricultural requisites and main

tenance (141); are landlees; not very desirable state of things, 60077-8. 
Suggestions: land could be given to intelligent haria, but not to all Jamrao 

colonisation scheme with Punjabia has been successful,' but Sindhi haria are 
indolent and different from Punjabia, experiment along the lines of the Jamrao 
suggested under Lloyd Barrage; danger of depriving zamindars of supply of 
labour, 60077-85, 60101-2. 

LLoYD BABBAGB : 

Agricultural Department: staff will have to be increased, 60140-1. 
Capital: will be attracted by Barrage (149). 
Colonisation: 

by Communities might be tried, 60120. 
Haris: Bee under Land Tenure. 
large Syndicates and possibly co-operative societies of educated young men should 

be given grants of land, 60117-9. 
Cotton: .Baker Lane Scheme does not proVide for much cultivation, 60179_ 
Employment: will lead to sufficient, in agricultural operations all the year round 

(147). 
Food Crops: percentage of total cropped area will be increased under Baker-Lane 

Scheme, 60177-9. 
Labour: 

Grants of land should be made to attract (147-8). 
Labour-saving Implements will be necessary as there will be labour shortage, 

60129-30. 

MABxBTIlIG : 

Cotton: 
Adulterated with leaves, dry bolls and water; no premium paid for purity by 

trade who themselves adulterate; legislatibn necessary, 60094-100. 
Ginniug factories give reasonable conveniences to growers; their brokers arrange 

sales on growers' estates, supply gunnies; and arrange forward sales (148)_ 
Facilities : 

existence of Ginning factories of responsible firms guarantees fair values being 
obtained (148). 

no regular Markets in the sense in which they exist elsewhere; but there are trade 
markets which are adequate for bona fide transactions where zamindar ia not 
in debt (148). 

Grading and packing: . 
requires serious Attention (148); Legislation neceesary (148), grading should be 

Standardised (141)). . 
Information, marketing, should be put at disposal of cultivators, etc. l48}_ 
Rice: Bee under MARKETING. 
Wheat: Bee under MARKETING. 

'j.'raosl'ort; Bee U1lM' ADMINISTRATION. 
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Mirpurkhas Farm: Cotton breeder appointed in 19~2 (139). -
Plan of ~xperiments: drawn up by committee consisting of Director of Agriculture, 

Botamst or Cotton Breeder and Acting Deputy Director, 60026-8. 
Sakrand Research Station, to study post Barrage problems: Baker.Lane Scheme 

of 81 per cent intensity of cropping; water requirements of crop'; effects 
on the soil of perennial irrigation (139); rotation (145) 60065-6, 69905-10, 
60029-31. 

Stations, two more required in Indus Right Bank area and Eastern Nara tract 
(139); not immediately necessary, 60176. . 

SOILS: Alkali lands reolaimed at Sukkur and -Doulatpur by surface drainage aud 
then continual cropping (144). 

STATISTIOS: Ag?C~tural Department should do; additional staff necessary; at 
present StatIstiCS are not accurate and are published too la. (149) 69982. 

TALUlU. DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION: Seed distribution: of very great help (167). 

VETEBINARY: Department should be under Director of Agriculture (146) 60133. 

RAILWAYS, BU ~nder TRANSPORT under ADMINISTRATION. 

RASAI, fee BOHDENS under LAND TENlIRE. 

RECLAMATION, land, B3e urule' SOILS. 

RESEARCH: 

on Agrioultural problems arising out of irrigation; need for provincial, oo-ardi
nated by Inspeotor General of Irrigation who should be r~-appointed Mwto, 
69425-7. . 

CENTBAL AND STATION: 

should not be Controlled by Provinces, Harri80n, 68817-8. 
services of Experts should be poo!ed, Shahan. (201). 
should be Finanoed from central fund. HarriBOn, 68819-20, 68854-7. 
should undertake Fundamental research, Harrison. 58812-6. 
should be confined to Higher research. Shahan. (198). (200-1) 60664. 
Scientific staff should be increased and Indianised as far a, possible, STnhani (201). 
Scope: to assis protln'ial res3&xh ani demomtration. Hatf'18CJn (1l-2); and for 

irrigation research, HarriBon, 68716-22, 6885!-7, 68782-3. 
Crops: Governmen devotes undue attention to export crops such as ootton and wheat 

as compared with attention given to orops consumed in India such as paddy, bajri 
and juar, Shewakram (221) 60733-4, 60800-2, 60874-7. 

Demonstration should be separate from research, Harr'80n (10) (12). 
Departments of Agriculture and Irrigation should work together, HarriBOn (10) (12). 
Diversity of conditions necessita:ing many kinds of reSearch, Bhutto (65). 
Enquiry necessary as to backward state agriculturally of Upper Sind Frontier district 

(166). 
Expendi ure on research may make future remissions of taxation unnecessary (184). 
Fertilisers, artificial: reaea·· h insufficient, Shahani (204) • 

. Finance of, Karachi Indian Merchant8' A880ciation. 60347-9. 60472-3. 
Hedge plant. quick growing, should be evolved, to protect orops from straying cattle, 

Karachi Indian Mercllant8' AS80ciation (184). 606111-9. . 
Hydraulio experiments: could be carried on at Sukkur; research officer should be 

appointed to invo.tigate purely irrigation hydraulic problems. Mus.a, 59424-
Implements, Bhullo, 59164. 
Indigenous methods should be studied; should be starting points for gradual improre. 

men. Ha ri80n (10). . 
Kallar land, ruearch required into factors producing. BhuUo (65). 
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L.UlJU.NA: 

Central station for lloyd Barrage Right Bank Canals; rice and bosi wheat area. 
with annual cropping. Ma ..... 58631-4; farm has been in existence since 1906; 
wil' be extended. Ma ..... 58660.1. 
will take two years to get research for Right 'Bank into full W'orking order. 

Ma ..... 58665·6; running expenses estimated at Ilakh. Ma ..... 58676-9. 
Wat .... supply from Ghar canal; tube weIls will also be constructed. Ma ..... 
58660-3.' . 

Lift irrigation. by pumping. should be investigated. Dow (37·8). 

MmPlJRKlIAB FABIl : 

Cotton breeder appointed in 1922. RaAf'lUJn (139). . 
Experiment with Egyptian cotton. a failure mainly because of defective marketing. 

Dow. 59008-9. " 
Pests. research required. Bhutto (65). Karack;, Indian Merchama' AS8ociation (184) 

60518. . 
Plan of experiments: drawn up by committee consisting of Director of Agriculture. 

Botanist or Cotton Breeder and Acting Deputy Director, Rahf'IUJn, 60026·8. 
Poverty of cultivators prevents use being made of results of research. Bh'ldto. 59140. 

59154-5. 59219-21. 
, Provincial: 

should be better Financed, Shahan. (198), (200.1). 
should be confined to Local problems, Shaha ... (198). (200.1). • 

Provincial stations: Bombay Presidency, two required: Deccan and Sind. Harrison 
(12). 58771-3. 58812; would investigate local problema. Hamson, 58812. 

Rats. research required as to. Bhutto(65). Shaha ... (204). 

RIO.: 

Research required as to; some Work being done but nothing substantial, SheWah
ram. (221). 60874-6. 

SAXBAlTD RBBBAlIOIl STATION: 

Agricultural Department doing all the work. Harrison; 58767·70. 58807.9. 58821. 
58838-9. 

Control should be by an officer permanently in Sind and not from Poona. Dow, 58957 r 
Director of Agriculture with an advisory bjl&rd suggested. Karachi, Indian Mer. 
chaflt8' Association (182) 60373-4-

Experimenting on watering. seeds, kallar. rotation. etc .• Karack;, Indian Merchama,' 
A88ociati,on, 60516.7. 

Finance: 
Central Cotton Committee contributing Rs. 20.000 a year for soil research. Man ... 

58652-3. 
Cost being met from current revenues and not from lloyd Barrage loa.n. though 

the station is not revenue-producing, Dow. 59119·21. 59014-
Kallar: experiments to be conducted under Barrage conditions. Dow. 59010.1. 
Poona. should be entirely separa.te from. Harri.aon. 58906. 
Progress: at work nearly two years; in a position to give a great deal of useful 

advice; results of experiments will apply to right bank area except central rice 
canal. Dow. 59015·20. 

Propaganda, nol'!' more important than research as to best varieties. Dow. 59012. 
Scope: established as representing left Bank Rohri Canal area, the largest section. 

with sub-stations to work out results. Ma ..... 58629.31; a cotton area with one' 
cropping in three years. Ma .... , 58629·40. 

Soil deterioration due to irrigation. study of. not far advanced. Dow. 58960. 
Staff : will have three first.class research officers. of whom one will be whole-time 

Director. Ma .. n.58629·4O; botanist engaged on cotton. wheat and juar. Ma ..... 
58652-3. 

to Study post Barrage problems: Baker Lane Scheme of 81 per cent intensity of 
cropping; water requirements of crops; effects on the soil of perennial irriga.tion., 
RaAma .. (139) ; rotation Rahman (145) 60065·6. 59905-10. 60029-31. 

Sufficient probably for general purpoaes, Dow. 58958-9. 
Water: tube well constructed, Ma ..... 58663.4-
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Scholarships offered by Government of India for higher research, number should be 
greater, ShoJiani. (198). • 

Sind : peculiar conditions: separate research station required, H arrlB01I (12) 58906. 
Skilled workers: great need of, Khoso (166). 
Soil deterioration as a oonsequence of irrigation: importance and urgency of research. 

Dow, 58960-93. 

STATION: 

should be Directed by Director of Agriculture assisted by an advisory board 
representing agriculturists, etc., Karadi.i Indian Merchanta' Association (182), 
60373-4. 

with Permanent endowment, needed in Sind, Karachi. Indian Merchants' As8OCi.ati.on 
(181). 

Sa.krand probably a suitable site, Karachi Indian Merchanta' A88?Ciation, 60350-1. 

STATIONS PROPOSED: 

Central station for Nara Valley,' representing Eastern Sind, Mann,' 58629-40; no 
research stations other than Sa.krand and Larkana to be started next year, Mann, 
58665. . .. 

Two more required ill Indus Right.Bank area. and Eastern Nara traot, Rahman 
(139); not immediately necessary, Rahman, 60176. 

Success, lack of, in many cases, Bhutto (65). 
Veterinary, Bee under that heading. 

RICE, see 'Under CROPS AND CROP PROTECTION, MARKETING, SOILS, RESEARCH 
ana IRRIGATION. 

RINDERPEST, see Rinderpest and Inoculation under VETERINARY. 

ROADS, Bee under TRANSPORT 'Under ADMINISTRATION. 

ROTATION, Bee under CULTIVATION. 

SHAHANI, S. C., M.A., Zamindar, Jamrao, Sind, Principal, D. J. Sind College. and 
Secretary, Sind Collegiate Board (198-220) ; 

out of 4,000 acres only able to Crop 600 or 700 acres; oultivates by haria and 
150 acres himself by hired labour, 60625-30. 

suocessfully Experimented in American, Egyptian and desi cotton and wheat, 60601-8, 
60536-7. . 

his land is situated on Jamrao Canal and suffers from insufficienoy of water, 60538-9. 
Staff: has 14 salaried supervisors, whom he trains himself, 60634-6. 
Students of Sind College not attracted as amenities sought by educated people are 

not available, 6063'1,43. . 
unable to grow Wheat because water is not available in Ootober ; has grown various 

wheats, 60631-3. 

ADMINISTRATION: 

Co-ordination: by inter-provinoial conferenoes and interchange of bulletins 
(200-1). 

Meteorologic·al Department: unsatisfactory; needs development (201). 
Posts and Telegraphs: 

Generally fairly satisfactory; charges should be reduced (201). 
Wireless: unsatisfactory; needs considerable development (201). 

Transport: 
Facilities, necessary for introduction of improved agrioultural implements (204). 
Railways: . . 

Freights should be reduced (201), (204). 
fairly Satisfactory (201). 

Roads: unsatisfactory; a metalled 1'Ol¥l withiq 2 mil~ of every village (201). 
Steamers: fairly satisfactory. . 
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better Grganisation called for in personneI,demon~tration and propaganda (201). 
fairly Satisfactory (201). 
refuse to Utilise ex~rience of practical cultivators, 60606-10, 60673-4-

AGBlOULTUBAL UTDEBTBDNESS : 

Causes of borrowing: for improvements owing to lack of surplus; for ordinary 
opemtions owing to inadequacy of water, wrong methods of cultivation, high taxa
tion, ceremonial expenses, Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act, ete .. dishonesty, im. 
providence due to lack of education, physical inefficien!lY due to bad housing and 
lack of hospitals (202). 

Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act~ 
Co.operative movement: village moneylender should be corrected by, and organi

sations such as the Taluka Development Associations, 6070S-U. 
_ oauses -Dishonesty and indebtedness (202) 60660-2. 
I.eads to moneylender insisting on receiving a sa.le deed instead of a mortgage. 

6067S-S,'J. 
Haris: See undw that heading. 
Interest: is really insurance against risk. 60564. __ 
Measures for lightening agriculture's burden of debt I improvement of water ~upply, 

better training. laws calling for exact acoounts from 1II0neyienders but not 
interfering with collection of legitimate debts, provision of credit on easy 
terms (202). -

Mortgages, non-terminable, should not be made; hereditary cultivator's should be 
maintained (202) 605S0, 60656-9, 60694-5. 

Protective measures: apt to shake cultivator's credit and should be avoided (202) 
60564-5. 

Punjab Land Alienation Act: 
a Bad measure; will divide Hindus and Mohammedans and will kill the small 

holder, 60704·7. 
will prevent Sellers obtaining market price for land and will cause Jand to accumu· 

late in a few hands, 60712·20. 
Repayment prevented by: inadequate yield and dishonesty (202). 
Restricted Tenure Act : has red uced credit of agriculturists, 60567. 
Restriction or control of credit of cultivators inadvisa.ble (202) 60566·70 .. 
Sources of credit: zamindar, S(lwoar, Government and co .. operative societies (202). 
U.urious Loans Act: danger of shaking cultivator's credit (202) 60567. 

AGBlOULTUBAL INDUSTRIES: Recommended, basket making. cotton ginning. 
ghee·making. oil pressing. poultry rearing. rice hulling. rope making, spinning. sugar 
making. weaving, but cultivator should not neglect cultivation (205) 60675. 
Government aid advocated (205) 60676-7. 
Leisure period: cultivating cotton, 6 months; cultivating cereals. longer leisure 

period than ootton; cuItivatingon perennial irrigation, 4 months (205). 
Obstacles: lack of agriculturaI education, funds and transport (205). 
Sericulture: profitable at Bangalore (204). 

AlinlAL HUSBANDBY : 

Berseem : should be largely introduced (204). 
Bulls, required, 60611-2. • 
Cattle· breeding : no special anangements made for, 60611.4. 
Fodder shortage : 

Bajri and juari should be grown for fodder, 60588·9; greatest between October 
and Jnly (204); better Water supply necessary (204). 

Horses. stud. not available. 60609. . • 
Pastures. common in villages : 

Disappearing owing to encroachments for cultivation; restol'aticn would 
encourage Ghee·making (204) 60584. 

Equilibrium between cultivator and pasture has been lost, 60584-9. 

lifO Y 381-5 
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ARBITRATION: 

of disputes through pa.ncha.yats a.nd communities, a.dvoca.ted (203). 

CENTRAL COTTON 'COMMITTEE: 

unsa.tisfo.ctory; no criticism o.llowed; exclusion of best men, 60553.5. 60673.4. 

CO. OPERATION : 

Cotton ginning a.nd ma.rketing societies a.dvoca.ted (205). \ 
Credit sooieties : should be developed to supply a.ll needs of oultiva.tors for short 

term credit (201). ' 
Joint fa.rming societies a.dvocated to prevent excessive frogmenta.tion of hold· 

ings (202). ' , . 

CROPS AND CROP PROTEOTION : 

Cerea.1s, selection of seeds of selected va.rieties, recommended (204). 

Cotton: 
Aca.la., America.n the best va.riety ; being grown a.t Sa.kra.nd Fa.rm, 60562·3 ; further 

experitp,ent necessa.ry, 60&18·24-
Ameriaa.n (a.nd Egyptia.n) long staple: wa.ter supply in Februa.ry or Ma.rah 

necessa.ry; ~rofita.ble (204) ; America.n285 better tha.n F 4, 60541. 
Egyptia.n : Meta.ffifi a.nd Abba.si, better than America.n, but ta.kes 7 to 8 months 

to ripen; given up for lack of ea.rly wa.ter supply to enable crop to ripen before 
October; hu.s yielded 16 maunds per a.cre, 60556·9. 

Fruit, in Quetta., profita.ble (204). 
Legumes: hybridisation recommended (204). 
Ra.ts : resea.rah u.s to ratba.ne necessary (204). 
Seed distribution: difficulty of obtaining good seed; useless to approach Agricul. 

tural Department, 60606·8. 
Wild animals, damage by: pigs should be shot (204). 

CULTIVATION: 

Ploughing, early and repeated, and aera.tion, recommended (200) (204) 60602, 
60675. 

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA: 

Cinema, a.dvocated (200). 
Cultivators, selected, should be used for (200) 60603·5. 
on Cultivators' own fields, advocated (200). 
Demonstrators: autocratic ,and snobbish behaviour of (200) 60673.4. 
Reclamation of a.lka.l1Ia.nd at Dowlatpur'minor, a signal failure (200). 
Successful measures: example of superior cultivator; breaking up land several 

times; seed selection and distribution (su under CROPS AND CROP PROTEC
TION), demonstration on cultivators' own fields; bulletins issued by Agricultural 
Department in the vernacula.r; exhibitions a.nd shows (199.200). 

EDUOATION: 

Administra.tion: of agricultural education should be by Agricultural Department 
(199). . , 

Adult: oa.n be popularised by being free and demonstrations tha.t agriculture ca.n' 
be ma.de to pay (199). 

Agricultural : 
Attendance: insufficient, due to : disa.ppointment in not obtaining Government 

a.ppointments; dista.nce of Poona Agricultl11al College; training not sufficiently 
practical; insufficient soholarships (198). ' 

Ca.reers of students: Government service, rarely cultivation of their own la.nds 
(199). 

College, first gra.de, for Sind, a.dvocated.60727·8. 
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Curricula: agriculture should be an optional subject in Intermediate science and 
arts degrees; greater stress should be laid on agricultural practice (199) 
60581.3. • 

Demand, may be stimulated by: demonstration that scientifie agriculture is 
more paying; revision of ideals; reservation of tahsildarships for agriculturally 
trained applicants; grants of land to educated agricultural communities; 
schoilltships, et",. (198). . 

Institutions insufficient (198). 
Pupils not solely drawn from agricultural classes (199). 
Subsidiary industries hampered by lack of (205); 
Teachers: in rural areas should be drawn from agricultural classes 

(198). . 
Teaching facilities, urgent need for extension of (198). 

Cinema: advocated (199). 
Finanee: by I.ocal Governments with compulsory cesses levied on large landholders 

. (199) 60670.2. . 
Indebtedness: caused by lack of, (202). 
Intermediate Agricultural Colleges, advocated; to teach agriculture, rural economics, 

agricultural chemistry, etc., 60542·5; at Karachi, Nawabshah and· Sukkur, 
60727·8. 

Middle class youths, can be attracted to agriculture by : restricting appointments in 
Agricultural, Forest and Revenue Services mainly to such men when agri~ulturally 
trained; grants of land, demonstration that agriculture can be made profitable 
(1911) are deterred by lack of amenities on. the land, sought by educated people, 
60636.43; lack of land and water, 60684·93,60727·8. 

Moral training essential, 60663. 
Nature study: advocated (199). 
School farms and plots: advocated (199). 
Sind, D. J. College: no agricultural teaching, 60542, 60665.7. 
Technical knowledge: very few movements for improving (199). 

}'IIiRTlLISIliBS, suggestions (203·4). 

E'IlfAlfOIli: 

Laud mortgage banks, at least one in eacp district, for long term credit (201). 
Taccavi: village Panchayats should assist in its distribution and the system should 

be less rigid (201). 

lLuus: 

Indebtedness; Mahomedan zamindafS lose on advances made to haris who abscond 
without repaying, 60572·9. . 

Welfare: are under mujeris who are under zamindars, 60625·30; relations with 
zamindars are very good; many zamindars treat harill well; zamindars who 
misbehave should be dispossessed by committees of villages, taluka organisations, 
etc. ; excessively large holdings should be prohibited; status of haris should be 
improved; should not be quite tenants.at·will, 60696·703; taluka development 
and similar associations recommended; Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act has made 
haris more dishonest, 60708·11, has not known one zamindar who has improved 
the housing or educational conditions of his haris, 60726. 

HOLDIlIOB: 

Fragmentation: would be reduced by: co.operative farming, fixing a standard 
unit for holdings, small holdings being sold to neighbours (202). 

Legislation to deal with minors, widows, etc., necessary (203). 
Obstacles to consolidation (202·3). 
Large holdings: should not be permitted to be excessively large, 60702·3. 

hu>LIIiIIENTB : 

Tractors: recommended; transport facilities neceSEary to hasten adoption of 
improved implements (204). 
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IRRIGATION: 

Distribution: 
Internal distribution in holdings should be left to holders (203). 
Modules recommende:i, if properl! worked, 60721-5. 
should be ma:ie Uniform (203). . 

. Wastage of water through supera.bundant supply at tail of canals (203). 
Jamrao Canal: Designed to be perennial; Head should be improved; 'Research into 

conditions fur suooessful working necessary (203), 60537-40. 
Kotri: weir should be oonstructed at (203). 
Sub-soil wa.ter: research necessary to prevent waterlogging, 60540. 
Tanks and ponds: 'for storage for winter orops (203). 
Wells, tube: advooated where sub soil is sweet (203) 60540-1. 

LLOYD BARRAGE: 

Waterlogging: danger of, if oareful drainage not introduced (203). 

MARKETING: 

Co-operative ginning and marketing advocated (205). 
Cotton: unsatisfactory (205); small quantity of long staple offered for sale, 60560-2_ 
Information: should be given to cultivators, etc. (205).' 
Quality and grading: n!,mes of distributors (205) (208) 60546-52. 

MUJERIS: (Managing cultivators): hold land under zamindars, which they let to 
haris, 60629-30. 

PANORAYATS: 

should Arbitrate in disputes as to holdings (203)_ 
Organisation has disappeared under stress of western democratic ideas, 60615-7. 
Taooavi, should assist in distribution of, (201). 

RESEARCH: 

Central: 
services of EKperts should be pooled (201). 
~hould be c!>nfined to Higher research (198), (200-1) 60664. 
Scientific staff should be increased and Indianised as far as possible (201). 

Fertilisers, artificial: research insufficient (204). 
Provincial: '. _ . 

should be better Finanoed (198), (200-1). 
should be oonfined to Local problems (198), (200-1). 

Ratbane : research, necessary as to (204)_ 
Soholarships offered by Government of India for higher research, number should 

be greater (~98). 

SOILS: 

Alkali lands: reclaimed by profU8e waterings, by rioe and by fertilisers (203). 
Drainage, essential (203). 
Reclamation: land gone out of oultivation should be granted free (203). 

TALUKA DEVELOPMENT ASSOOIATIONS, ETO. : 

ComInittees shoUld be supplemented by nomination; problem of obtafuing right 
type of men to form development committees, 60590-600. 

will act as a Corrective to the village moneylender, 60708-9. 
Government has discouraged formation of non·offioial organisations, 60644-55. 
should be Non-offioial; offioials should consult, 60541. 
Organisation: should be assooiated with village committees, and should be com

IJined by divisions, district and province, 60541. 
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VBTBBIlfABY DEPABTMENT : 

does not Assist when epidemics break out; does not deSire Interchange of 
ideas with cultivators, 60609·10; not Satisfactory (201). 

W ATImLOGGIlfG : 

Research as to() subsoil water necessary, 60540. 

WALJrABB 01/ RtTBAL POPULATION: 

Communal dissension; caused by Punjab Land·Alienation Act, 60704.7; is. an 
ob3tacle to mes.sures for, 60642. . 

Dispensaries necessary in villages, 60663. 

SAKRAND RESEARCH STATION, Bee under RESEARCH. 

SEEDS, Bee under CROPS AND CROP PROTECTION. 

SHEW \KR!l.M, Rao Sa~lb UDHARAM, Zamindar, Guni, Distriot Hyderabad (221.45). 
Cultivates through haris ; no home farm, 60729·32. . 
his land will not benefit by Lloyd Barrage, 60839. 
a.lmost entirely Rice cultivation, 60841. 

ADMINISTRATION : 

Meteorological Department: insufficient publicity (222). 
Posts and Telegraphs: 

Postal: . 
Delivery in rural tracts should be free of additional unauthorised charges 

(222) 60784·6. 
Facilities unsatisfactory (222). 
village Schoolmaster could be put in charge, 60787·99. 

Telephones: facilities should be placed at disposal of zamindars at nominal 
oharges for obtaining marketing information, etc. (222). 

Transport: 
Communications: great importance of improvement, 60742. 
Railways: feeder lines required (222). 
!toads : 

extremely Bad (222), 60767. 
Cess has been increased from 4 to 5 pice and. gannot be further inoreased, 

60772.73, 60829·40. . 
Improved .roads would lead to increased motor revenue, part of whioh should 

go to the Provincial Government, 60842·4. 
Provincial grants necessary (222). 

AGRIOULTUBAL DEPABTMENT: 

Services: unsatisfactory; Staff: insufficient and inexpert (222). 

AGRIOULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS: 

Extravagance: not a fault of zamindars, 60845. 
Irrigation: assured perennial flow would solve problem (224). 

AGRIOULTUB.A.L INDUSTRIES : 

Paper manufaoture from rice straw in Lower Sind, would be a very useful 
supplementary industry (232). 

AlflMAL HUSBANDRY: 

Bulls: 
Ignorance of Government premium bull system, 60881.2. 
should be Supplied to zamindars free of cost to improve breeds of draught cattle 

(231). 
Dairies, private, should be encouraged by subsidies, grants of land, etc., to qualified 

men (231). 
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ANIII1AL HUSBANDRy-conld. 

Fodder shortage, in Lower Sind, greatest in May and June; green fodder available 
from August (232). 

Pastures : 
_ Scarcity of, owing to lack of water and greed of zamindars who utilise all available 

land for cultivation (231). 
every Village should be compulsorily supplied with 20 to 50 acres of oommon 

pasture land irrigated free (231). . 

CAPITAL, ATTRAOTmG OF, TO AGRIOULTURE : 

Demonstration of iinproved methods by capitalists (232). 
Hereditary landowners: policy offavouring and of discouraging newcomers with 

capital, criticised (232). 60823-8. 
Improvement of land discouraged by: iguorance, conservative habits, want of enter

prise, fatalism, lack of capital, etc. (232-3). 
Waste land, grant of, at nominal prices or payment by instalment, to individual 

capitalists or companies, with facilities for constructing canals, advocated (232). 

CROPS AND CROP PROTEOTION: Rice: 

Enquiry as to outturn advocated (221), 60803-5. 

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA: 

on Cultivators' own fields, by comparative plots, recommended (221). 

EDUOATION: 

Agricultural : 
Attendance, 

school Hours should be in the afternoon and from 8 to 10 o'clock at night (2%1), 
60735-41, 60845. 

lack of Interest of parents due to agriculture not being taught and labour of 
children being required (221). 

in several areas very Thin (221). 
Institutions, insufficient (221). 
Scholarships for boys advocated (221). 
Teaohers: 

should be Drawn, if possible from agricultural olasses (221). 
Supply insufficient (221)_ 

Teaching facilities, are absent in agricultural districts (221). 
Curricula: agriculture should be taught in all primary classes (221) 60778-83. 
Finance: additional land revenue of 1 anna in the rupee, earmarked for agricultural 

eduoat!on, advocated (221). 

FmANOE: 

Haris, indebtedness of : 8ee under that heading. 
Land mortgage banks : 

Advooated (222); would not lead to Extravagance, which is not a fault of 
zamindars, 60846, 608i2-3. 

Taccavi: criticism of system (222). 

HARIS: 

Indebtedness: 
in Bad seasons zamindars are forced to take cattle of haris in payment and incur 

losses, 60847.' . 
zBmindars should be financed at 6 per cent and should be bound to finance theIr 

haris at 9 per cent (222); zBmindars charge their haria from 12 to 25 per cent, 
60847; and banias charge 25 to 30 per oent (222). 

IMPLEMENTS: 

Ploughs, iron, being used in Guni Taluka, 60878·80. 
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Alkali lands: in Lower Sind, could be reclaimed by abundant canal silted water 
(232). 

Capitalists: should be afforded facilities for constructing cana.!s (232). 
Distribution: present methods cause groat difficulties (227.8). (See under MODULES 

Mow.) 
Dra.ina.ge : Bee under SOILS. 
Extension, very great, advocated (223.4). 
Finance: almost a.ll irrigation works pay adequate interest (224). 
Fuleli canal: 

present Distribution system is reducing outlets and throwing land out of cultivation 
(227). 

water supply of, for winter crope. will be cut off by Lloyd Barrage, with ruinous 
results (223). 

the only existing Perennial canal in Sind (223). 
Gaja cana.! system: supply insufficient and should be supplemented by canal con. 

struction (223) 60848. . 
Haig, Colonel, Settlement Officer: letter of 1873 80S to inadequate expenditure on 

clearance and ma.intel1l;mce of canals (225). 
Hakabo (water rate): 

Expenditure is being diverted from silt clearance to building bungalows, etc., for 
comfort of offi~ers, 60897.902. (See under SILT CLEARANCE below.) 

in Gnni Taluks. from 1893 to 1920 3' 5 to 4 per cent. spent on clearance wherea.& 
16 per cent ought to have been spent (225.6); table of figures a.s to Guni 
Taluka (234); accuracy of figures questioned, 60883·96; 

Levied per acre to keep Government canals in efficient order (224.7). 
undertaking W808 a.s to Maintenance of canals, which in Sind means silt clearance, 

60849·57. 
was Merged in land revenue (224-7). 
Government is therefore under an Obligation to spend a proportionate percentage 

of land revenue on -clearance and improvement of cana.!s, but ha.s not done so 
(224.7). 

Replaced forced labour (224.7). 
Importance of: 

Assured perennial flow supply would solve problems of cultivators (223.4). 

Kotri Barrage : 
would enable AIks.li lands to be reclaimed (229). 
would Diminish expenditure on silt clearance (227). 
would remedy Fodder shortage (231). 
Necessary (223). 
should Precede introduction of modules (228). 

Mehra.ni Cana.! : • 
Early construction advocated (223). 
Sanctioned, estimates and plans before Government (223). 

Modules: 
Assessment: new assessment necessary before introduction of, 60861.71. 
Distribution: formerly tail got less than head; now with modules tail gets more 

than head (228), 60756·9, 60858·60. 
should be Preceded by regulators securing constant' level and disoharge 

(228). • . 
have Reduced discharge and water levels (228). 
Successful from point of- view of engineers (228). 

Non.barrage zone: effeot of Lloyd larrage on: 
land will go out of Cultivation and loss "ill amount to crores (223). 
Flow land will become lift (223). 
Fuleli winter supply will be cut off rendering winter crops impossible (223). 
Kotri barrage neoessary (223). 
Lloyd Barrage should be constructed but resulting hardship should be provided 

for, 60748·55. 
Supply of inundation water will be shortened by 40 days at critical sea.sons, 

with ruinous results (223). 
Putures should be supplied free (231). 
Rice cultivation : Department's wrong policy of restricting (229.30) 60746·7. 
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lRRIGATION-cont~. 

Silt clearance of canals : 
widespread Complaints of zamindars (224.7). . 
Figures showing decrease in arca cultivated (224-7) 60743.5; figures showing 

percentage of revenue spent on clearance (234); a<lcuracy of figures questioned, 
60883·96. 

Forced labour for canal olearance was replaced by hakabo (see under that heading 
above), (224.7). 

letter 1873, of Colonel Haig, Settlement Officer (225). 
letter of Sir H. E. M. James, CommiBBioner (226). 
report of Colonel Lambert, Collector of Karachi (225). _ 
report ]874, of Colonel Merewether, CommiBBioner (224-5). 
Obligation of Government to spend definite proportion of land revenue on clearance 

and improvement of canals has been forgotten (224-7). 
petition (1925) of Zamindars Association, Tando division (224.5). 

MARxETING: 

Information: Telephone facilities should be placed at disposal of zamindars at 
.nominal charges (222). 

Rli:SBAROH: 

Crops: Government devotes undue attention to export crops such as cotton aud 
wheat as compared with attention given to crops consumed in India such as 
paddy, bajri and juar (221) 60733-4, 60800·2, 60874·7. 

SOILS : 

Alkali land: 
a Great deal in Lower Sind could be rendered cultivable by abundant canal silted 

water (229) 60761·4; and rice cultivation (229). 
Instance of land becoming alkaline through lack of drainage (230.1). 
mostly above Level of flow water at present and kotri barrage should be 

built to facilitate reclamation of, (229). 
Drainage: _ . 

Cultivation: lack of, prevents enrichment of rice soil by cultivation of winter 
pulse (230). 

Floods in lower Sind, due to lack of, (228·9). 
Instance of lack of, causing land to become alkaline (230.1), 60760. 
additional Revenue of 4 all1las per acre suggested to provide drainage (228-9), 

60817·9 • 
. Yield of rice ~ecreasing owing to lack of, 60811·3. 

Rice: . 
Advantages:', . 

little Capital required (229-30). 
Continuous cultivation without manure (229·30). 
with Drainage soil can be enriched by cultivation of winter pulse 

(229-30). 
Malaria can be prevented by drainage (229·30). 
can be grown in Marshes, etc., where no other crop can be grown (229.30). 
Output is doubled if stagnant water is drained at intervals (229-30). 
greater net Profit than any other cereal crop (229.30). 

lack of Drainage on land continuously cultivated with rice in Lower Sind 'has 
led to waterlogging (228). 

Irrigation and Revenue Departments look upon rice with undeserved disf&Vour 
because it consumes nearly twice as much water as dry crops and causes 
malaria (229-30).60746-7. , 

Red rice more effective, 60765. 
Silt: 

Alkali land can be reclaimed by (229). 
Inundation oanals lay rich deposit on flow lands, 60761-4. 

TALUU DEV;LOPMlINT AsSOCIATIONS: advocated, 60806·10. 
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SHEWAKRAI!rI, B. S. UDHARAM-eontd. 

VETlIBIIfABY : 

Department: unsatisfactory; staff insufficient (222). 

W ATBBLOOGING: see vnder SOILS aboot. 

WlILPABE 01' R17BAL POPULATION: 

Drinking water supply: 
Vill.ge receives no gmnt (237). 
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Wells: during 7 or 8 months in the yellr, when canals are dry, sole supply from 
wells which are often brackish, 60820-2. 

Malaria: 
Due to lack of Drain.ge in Lower Sind (228-9). 

Sanitation: local boards contribute to village sanitary boards, 60774-5_ 

SOILS : 

ALKALI land: (also see vnder LLOYD BARRAGE). _ 
Instance of land becoming alkaline through lack of drainage, Shewakram (230-1). 
Katri barr.ge should be built, to facilitate reclamation of, Shewakram (229). 
mostly above Level of flow water, Shewakram (229). 
Reclamation by: 

Babul growing, Harrison (14) 58751-2, 58772-7_ 
Drainage, Bhutto (69), Rahman (144); Shahani (203), Shewaltram (230-1). 
Fertilisers, Shahan; (203)_ 
Hardy Crops, Harrison (14) 5871>1-2,58772-7, Rahman (144). 
Leaching, HarriBOn (14) 58751-2, 58772-7. 
Rice cultivation, Harrison (14) 58751-2, 58772-7, Shahani (203), Shewakram (229). 
Silt, Shewakram (229) 60761-4-
WateringB, Bhutto (69), Shahan; (203), Shewakram (229) 60761-4. 

DauIstpur reclamation Bcheme, failure of, Dow (36). 
Deterioratron as a consequence of irrigation: importance and urgency of -research. 

Dow, 58960-93. 

DBADIAGE: 

Floods in Lower Sind, due to lack of, Shewakram (228-9). _ 
Importance of in Sind, Harrison (14) 58737-45, Mmto (91), Shahani (203). 
Instance of lack of, causing land to become alkaline, Shewakram (230-1) 60760. 
Lack of, prevents enrichment of rice soil by cultivation of winter pulse. 

Shewakram (230). 
Removal of choking acuatic growth by dr.gline excavators mounted on caterpilIsrs, 

Harrison (14) 58746-50. 
additional Revenue of 4 annaa per acre suggested to provide drainage, Shewakram 

(228-9),60817-9. 
Valley lines should be entirely kept open and given free outlet, Mm/o (91). 
Yield of rice decreasing, Shewakram, 60811-3. 

EROSION: _ 
Indus floods cannot be stemmed by afforestation, owing to force of river and friable 

soil, AitchiBOn (175), Bhutto (69). _ 
cannot be Prevented by afforestation anywhere in Sind, Aitchison, 60296_ 
not generally Serious in Sind, H arrisM (15). 

Government should not attempt improvement of, Bhutto (69). 
Green mulches: extensive use of, advocated, HarrilJon (14). 
Improvement: in Jacobabad by inoreasing water supply, Khoso (167). 
Kalar soil: deep cultivation necessary: tractors, MU8Io, 59386-8. 

RECLAMATION: (see alao under ALKALI above). 

Assessment, temporary remission recommended, MWJto (91) 59431-3. 
Grants of land recommended, Bhutto (69), Shah ani (203). 

&LT: 

Alkali land oan be reclaimed by, Shewakram (229). 
Inundation canaIs lay rich deposit on flow lands, Bhewakram, 60761-4. 
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STATISTICS: 

INDEX 

Agricultura.l Depa.rtment should do; a.dditional sta.ff necessa.ry; a.t present sta.tisticB 
a.re not a.ccura.te a.nd a.re published too la.te, Rrikman (149) 59982. 

Ba.luchista.n mounta.ins, ra.infa.ll sta.tistics necessa.ry, Musto (90). 
Crop yield: figures unrelia.ble; metho:i of collection must be revise:i . indirect method 

of collection quite unrelia.ble, Dow (40) 58986-8_ ' 
Division of produce between za.minda.rs a.nd ha.ris, revenue officers should be present 

a.t a.nd keep accounts of, Hus8ain (133). 
Ha.ris : sta.tistics a.s to proportion of membership of co-opera.tive societies desira.ble 

Azimkhan, 59674-7 (See 'Under LAND TENURE). ' 
Implements, see below: "Livestock and Implements ". 
Improvement necessa.ry, M'Usto (94). 
often Invented, owing to pressure of work, Bhiutto (74). 
Livestock a.nd implements: figures suspected to be quite unrelia.ble : concentra.tion 

over a. limited a.rea. suggested, Dow (40) ; figures collected every 5 yea.rs • villa.ge 
accounta.nt sends in his return to the ta.luka. hea.d-qua.rters; sta.ff ill-paid a.nd hea.vily 
worked, Dow, 59084-95. 

should be Published in more intelligible a.nd interesting form, M'U8fo (94). 
Sufficient a.t present, Bh'Utto (74). 
Yield estima.tes, not sa.tisfa.ctory, Hussain (133). 

SUKK.UR BARRAGE, see LLOYD BARRAGE. 

TACCAVI, see 'Under FINANCE. 

TALUKA DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATI..ONS, etc. : 

Advoca.ted, Karachi Indian Merchant8' Association, 60509, Shetoakram, 60806-10. 
Agricultura.l propa.ga.nda.: ha.ve done a. grea.t deal of work; should be left to them 

entirely, Hus8ain (129) (132), Azimkhan (103-4) 59523. 
Anima.l husba.ndry: do not ta.ke pa.rt in, Azimkhan, 59529-32, 59804. 
Committees should be supplemented by nomina.tion ; problem of obta.ining right type 

of men to form development committees, Shahani, 60590-600. 
Co-opera.tion: pla.y a.n importa.nt pa.rt in developing, Azimkhan (108); a.re registered 

a.s non-credit co-opera.tive societies, Azimkhan, 59515-20, 59.524, 59563. 
Controlled by executive committee, Azimkhan (103). 
will act a.s a. Corrective to the villa.ge moneylender, Shahani, 60708-9. 
Cultiva.tion of compa.ra.tive plots, Azimkhan (104). 
Demonstra.tors ma.inta.ined, Azimkhan (103-4), 59515-21. 
Depots of seeds a.nd implements for sale a.nd hire ma.inta.ined, Azimkhan (103), 59515. 

FINANCB: 

Funds sufficient, Azimkhan, 59569-71 ; need more funds, Dow (36); Government will 
ha.ve to supply funds, Dow, 59025-6, Hussain (129). 

Government subsidy equa.l to expenditure up to Rs. 1,000, Azimkhan, 59522 
59569-71 ; some n~ dra.wing the full Government subsidy, Azimkhan, 59646-52. ' 

Members, ordina.ry pay Re. 1 or Rs. 2,life members Rs. 25, and patrons Rs. 200, 
Azimkhan, 59522. 

Government ha.s discouraged forma.tion of non-official orga.nisations, Shahan;, 
60644-55. 

Ja.cobabad District: no associa.tion, Khosa (174) 60271-2. 
Mana.gement : Ma.naging Committee elected by general body of members, one ma.n one 

vote; ha.ris have the same vote a.s za.mindars, Azimkhan, 59564-8. 
should be Non-official; official should consult, Shakan;, 60541. 
Ploughs: have done much to improve, Hussain (132). 
Progra.mme of wod fra.med with a.dvice of Agricultural Depa.rtment, Azimkhan (103). 
Progress: ca.pa.ble of doing good work, need more funds. da.nger of fa.lling into ba.d 

ha.nds, Dow (36) 58964-5, founded about 4 years ago. Azimkhan, 59533-4. 
Orga.nisa.tion: should be a.ssocia.ted with villa.ge committees, and should be combined 

by divisions, districts a.nd province, Shahani, 60541. 
Propa.ga.nda.. best media. for, Azimkhan (103-4), 59523, Hussain (129) (132). 
Quinine, distributed by, Azimkhan, 59521. 
Seed, distributed by, Azimkhan, 59515-6, 59819. Rahman (157). 
Self-help, have developed a. spirit of Azimkhan, 59569. 
one Suffioient for each taluka, Azimkhan, 59614-23, 59802-9. 
oonsist of Za.mindars, co-opera.tors, Azimkhan (103) 59566. 
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TARIFFS AND SEA FREIGHTS: 

Custom duties on agricultural implement, and m~~hinery might be ramlVe:i, 
M!UlO(93). 

Director General of Stores, London, oo.operative supplies might be shippe:l by, 
Mua/o (93). 

Sea freights: too high, Mua/o (93). 

TRACTORS, BU under IMPLEMENTS. 

TRANSPORT, BU under ADMINISTRATION. 

USAR LAND, 8U ALKALI untkr SOILS. 

USURIOUS LOANS ACr, BU under AGRICULTURAL INDEBI'EDNESS. 

VETERINARY: 

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES: 

Legislation benefioial, but difficult to enforce and expensive, Jerrom (85) 59326-7. 
Obstacles to dealing with: ignorance; not premptly reported, Jerrom (85) 59330; 

objection to inoculation or slaughter; cattle colDing frem Indian States, J errom 
(85) 59327. 

DEPABTMENT : 

does not Assist when epidemics break out, Shahan., 60609-10. 
some Assistance given to cultivators, but cultivators not used to taking assistanoe, 

KAoBO, 60195. 
Contrel: 

Director of Agriculture, should be under, BAutto (71), Rahman (146) 60133, Khoso 
(166). 

should be Independent, Jerrom (85) 59311. 
Minister of Agriculture, might bein charge of, but should have Veterinary officer 

as its departmental head Jerrom, 59328-9. 
Funds, lack of, prevents thoreugh efficiency, BAutlo (57). 
does not desire Interchange of ideas with cultivators, Shahan., 60609-10. 
Officials should attend at peasants' farms, Karachi Indian Merchantl/' 

.A88ociation (183). 
Services : 

Satisfactory, Kho8o (166) ; not satisfactory, Hussain (129), SAahan; (201), Shewak
ram (222). 

so Small that its effect is hardly discernible, Dow (37). 
Staff : 

Insufficient, Shewakram (222). 
Recruitment and pay: Jerrom, 59342-8. 

Disease: in oattle increasing, research necessary, Khoso (166). 

;DIsPENSABlES : 

Contrel: 
under District LocM Boards, who have not preper oontrol of officers, BAutto (71) 

system not satisfactory, Jerrom (85); owing to joint contrel, Jerrom, 59323-4-
Provincial authority should contrel, Jerrom (85); should not, Bhutlo (71). 

Extension necessary, but prevented by lack of funds, Jerrom (85) 59345. 
Extension taking place,- Bhutlo (71). . 
Insuffioient number, Hussain (129). 
Propaganda work necessary. Jerrom (85). . 
Touring, none, owing to lack of funds. Jerrom (85); visits are too short, BAutlo (71)_ 
Use of, by agriculturists, not fuIl. Jerrom (85); prevented by distanoe. -iiutlo (71). 
Wound cases principally dealt with. Jerrom, 59336-7. 

Inoculation, no obstacles to popularising; no fees oharged, Jerrom (85) 59325, Khoso 
60196-7. . '. . . 

Legislation necessary to prevent spread of contagious disease by oontacts. BAutlo (71). 
Muktesar Institut.e: extension advocated; should conduot research in the smaller 

Previnces, Jerrom (85). . 
Provincial research institutes required in the larger provinces, Jerrom (85). 
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VETERINARY-oontd. 

RESEARCH: 

INDEX 

.further Facilities desirable, Jerrom (85) 
Insti~ute required in every Province, Bkutto (71) 59241.5. 

Rl:NDERPEST : 

Inoculation advocated. Kkoao, 60196-7. 
Principal disease in Sind, Jerrom, 59304. 
Serum·alone method employed; not serum·simultaneous, Jerrom, 59304-5. 
Serum, no difficulty in obtaining sufficient, Jerrom (85) 59310. 

Superior establishment, more required, Harri80n (12). 
Superior Veterinary Officer with the Government of India, appointment of recom. 

mended, to co·ordinate and outline. policy, Jerrom (85). 
Surra: a few cases, J errom, 59338. 
Touring, insufficient funds for, Jerrom, 59333. 
Veterinary Officer in Sind directly under Bombay Government through the CoIlllllis

sionerin Sind, Jerrom, 59311. 

WATER, 8ee under IRRIGATION, and under WELFARE OF RURAL- POPULATION 
for drinking water. 

WATERLOGGING: 

CAUSES: 

often Blockage of valley lines, M'U8to (91). 
Cultivation methods largely, Harrison (14) 58803-6. 

Drainage, lack of, in Lower Sind on land continuously cultivated .with rice has led to 
waterlogging, especially in depressions, and U8ar soil on higher land; cauaing 
reduced outturn, idleness, malaria and Hooding Skewakram (228.9) 60760. 
Bkutto, 59237.40. Mtt.8to, 59400. 

Lloyd Barrage system will suffer from if drainage is not attended to, M'U8to, 59400. 
Research as to sub.soil water necessary. Shahani, 60540. 
additional Revenue of 4 annas per acre suggested to provide drainage. Skewakram 

(228.9). . ' 

WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION: 

Communal dissension: 
caused by Punjab Land Alienation Act. Shahan •• 60704.7; is an obstacleto measures 

for, 60642. . 
Co·operative societies, where they exist, have effected a distinct-improvement in life 

of agriculturists, Az'mkkan (108). 
Dispensaries:. .. 

More required, Htt.88i1,~n (133). 
Necessary in villages. Shahani, 60663. 

District local boards: . 
will provide Health officers; Government contributing two· thirds of expense, 

Bhutto, 59191-2.' 
subject has been Transferred to ; they may be trusted to provide all that is necessary. 

Bhutto (73). 

DBlNIUNG WATER: 

Supply required, -Htt.88ain (133). . 
Village receivOB no grant, Skewakram (237). 
Wells: during 7 or 8 months in the year, when canals are dry, sole supply from 

weU.-hich are often brackish, Skewakram, 60820.2, propaganda as to purification 
necessary, Azimkhan (106); tube wells worked by power co.operatively. 
advocated, Karachi Indian MerchantB' AS8ociation (183). 

Economics, rural, attE'ntion should be paid to, Shahan; (198). 
Education, necessary for welfare, Htt.88ain (133). 
Feuds, village, have been brought under by co· operative agency, Azimkhan. 59551. 
Gardens round houses necessary, M'U8to (92). 
Haris (cultivators). 8ee t/·nder LAND TENURE. 
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WELF ABE or RUBAL POPULATION:....contd. 

HEALTH OONDmONS OJ' VILLAOES, DEVOTION OF SPARE TIME TO IMPROVING: 

economic improvement necessary, Karachi Indian Merc1w.nt8' AS8ociation (184). 
Lectures recommended, Azimkhan (106), Rahman (147). 
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Propaganda recommended, HU8sain (132), Karachi Indian Merchants' Association 
(184). 

Recommended, Musto (92). 
Horticultural shows would be beneficial, Musto (92). 

MALARIA: (See also Quinine below). 

due to lack of Drainage in Lower Sind; additional Revenue of 4 annas per acre 
suggested to provide drainage, Skewalcram (228-9). 

regular Surveys of talukas necessary, Karachi Indian Merchants' Association (185). 
non-offioial Organisation proposed to improve economio position of oultivators, 

Karachi Indian Merchants' Association (185) 60453; none exists, 60385-6, 60509-15, 
Propaganda necessary: lectures on sanitation, use of quinine, breeding of mosquitoes. 

purifioation of wells, refuse disposal, Azimkhan (106), HU88ain (133). 
Quinine: 

Propaganda as to use of necessary, Azimkhan (106). 
Taluka development associations distribute free. Azimkhan. 59521. 

Refuse disposal: propaganda necessary, Azimkhan (106). 
Sanitation: local boards contribute to village sanitary boards, Skewakram. 60774-5; 

propaganda advocated. Hussain (133). Azimkhan (106). 

SURVEYS, EOONomo. in typical villages: 

Advocated. Karachi Indian Merchants' A8sociation (185). 
Biassed,liable to be. Dow (39-40). 
Government cannot afford to undertake the work. Dow (39-40)_ 
Information must be properly applied, Musto (94). 
Non-official recommended, Karachi Indian Merchants' Association (185). 
Useful, Dow (39-40). MUBf.o (94), Karachi Indian Merchants' Association; not very 

helpful, Bhutf.o (73). . . 
Village sanitation oommittees will spring up as the result of sanitation propaganda, 

Azimkhan (106). . 
Water, Bell Drinking water, above. 
Wells, Bell Drinking water. above_ 

WIRELESS. su under POST AND TELEGRAPHS under ADMINISTRATION. 
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Abadgar 
Abkalani 

Afrin-nam'a, 
.. ,' 

Babul. • 
BaJtan " 
Bajri (Bajra} 
Bandara • 
Bandi 
Bania 
Batai 

Bawa 
Rerseetl1: 
BQs\, 

BUfld 

Deh , • 
Deshi (Desi) 
Dhand 
Dhoro , 
Divana 
Divani 
Dubari 

Eksali 

Fakir' 

Ghi . ,,' 
Guar 
Gur 

.1( 

'. 
. , 

. ~ 

Haccaba (Bakabo) 

Harie 
Huri 

Jagir 

Jagirdar 
Jambho , 
Jeraba (Jireb) 
Jowar (juar) 
Jowari (juari) 

Kabuli 

Kalal,' (KalIar) 
Kamgar 
Kandi 
Karia 
Katc1Ia 

Kharif 

Khatedar 
Kuran 

Lakh • 
Lapo 

GLOSSaRY. 
A cultivator. . ' 
Th& season during, which w.ter i.e available for irri. 

gatioll.. 
A certificate. ' 

A common tree (acacia arabica). 
A large deciduous tree (populus euphTatica). 
A small millet (penniBetum tllphmdeum). 
Adam. . 
An account book. • 
A Hindu trader who is generally also a moneylender., 
Division of the crop betwee:Q. the cultivator and the 
~ landlord. • ' 

• A Bindu ascetic. 
• Egyptian 'clover (trifolium aZezandri~m). 

.,. Land on which a crop is grown after it has 'been 
flooded from an inundation canal. 

A dam; a field embankment. 

A villaga with the.Jands belonging to it. 
Native to the coun~ry j indigenous. 
A lake. 
A depression. 
Madman. 
The civil court. 
Double CI\Oppin~. 

Leased JOll '9ne year. 

A Muhammadan ascetic. . .. '. 
· ;ciarifi'ed 'flutter.: ," 

Field vetch (cyamopsis psoraZioides). 
Unrefined Indian, sugar, jaggery. 

Water rate'; (the term is usually confined to the water 
rate charged to jagirdars who do not pay any land 
revenue). ' 

A peasant. 
A tree plantation 01" reserve. 

An asSignment of the revenue of a given area ot 
land. . 

The holder'of any assignment of revenue. 
• An oil-seed (eru.ca sati'llu.s). . . 
· A varying measure of land, roughly half 841 acre. 1 The large millet (sorghum "u,Zgare). 

An agreement, as allpIied to GoverRment fields taken 
up for cultiTation."" ' 

Saline efBorescence. ' , 
A petty offier. 
A thorny tree (PTosopis spicig era). 
A water channel 
L<nr alluvial land;. soil resulting from recent inunda.

tIon. 
The autumn harveSt; Cl,'ope sown in the beginning:of 

the rains and reaped in October-December. 
A holder of land. • 
The Muhammadan Scripture. 

One hundred thousand. 
An ill~al exaction by officials making revenue 

collectlons~ , 
( 323 ) 
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Lar 

Mah (Mung) 
Maistri '. . 
Malkana (Malkano) 
Maund' .' '. 

Matar 
Mofussil 
Mohag 

Mujeri. . 
Mukhtiarkar 
Mulla 

Nar 

Panchari 
Panchayat 

Panchsali 
Pathari 

,Phutti. 
Pucca 

Pun' 

Rabi 

Rasai 

Reh 

Ryot . 
Ryotwari 

• 

Sarah (Sarhia) 
Seer 
Sethia 

.-Sowcar 
Sudhar 
Sudra 

Taccavi 

Tahsildar 
'tali 
Taluka 
Tapedar 
Thur 
Til 
Tuar 

Urd 
Usar 

Verandawalla 

Zamindar. 
Zamindari 
Zabardast 

GLQSSARY. 

J.ower Sinp, south of. Hyderabad. 

GJ;een gram (phatfeohu mungo) • 
. ·.A petty officer. ' .' . 

Occupancy price. " . : 
A measure of weight which. varies in differ~nt 

places. , 
Cliickling vetch (lathvru' sati'llua). 
The country as opposed to the' town. . . 
The ~defim~ right of a landholder to land adjac;ent 

," to his holding. '. 
· A managing cult'ivator. ' 

Revenue officer ia charge of a taluka. 
A Muhammadan religious pre~cher. 

A Persian wheel. . 

Grazing fee., . , 
Literally,.a committee of five; a populal: jurY; a com-

, mittee of arbitrators.' '. . , 
• Leased for five years. 
· A gang; also a place where cattle-dealers or lifters 

reside. 
A cotton pod. 
Solid, firm, correct, complete,' etc. (the contrast in 

all respects to kutcha). 
Elephant grass (typhaelephantina). 

The spring harvestj crops .sown In· th& autumn and 
reaped at 'the end of the cdd, weather. 

An illegal exaction in the shape of suppl! of provi-
sions. . . ... • 

Land impregnated with sodium salts and thereby 
rendered barren. 

A cultivator, a peasant proprietor. . 
The system of tenure under which the land is held by 

the cultivator direct from Government. • 

Rapeseed' (brassica campestris). 
A weight of 2'057 lbs. avoirdupois. 
A moneyed man, who is either a trader or money-

lender or both. 
A • moneylender • 
Improvement. 
A man belonging'to one of the lower castes. 

An advance made by Government to cultivators for 
agricultural purposes. • 

A revenue officer in char~ of a taluka. 
Sissoo wood (dalbergia sissoo). 
A revenue division of a district. 
A village accountant. ' 
Prickly pear; milk bush (euphorbia tirucaUi). 
An oil-seed (sesamum indicum) •• 
Pigeop. pea (cajanua indicua). 

A pulse (phaseolw radiatw). 
Land impregnated with sodium salts an!1 - the~bY 

rendered barren. 

Literally,. one who sits on the veranda' aJ\d does 
little or no work. 

A landowner; a peasant proprietor. 
A property of a landholder; 
Powerful, oppressive. . 
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